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FOREWORD

The kinetics and equilibria of gas-solid interactions are encountered in
connection with a diversit'. of phenomena - combustion, ablation, corrosion.
erosion, catalysis - each of which is usually studied and practised as a
separate engineering speciality.

This colloquium brings together workers in all these disciplines. Research
papers describe current advances in NATO laboratories and authoritative surveys
afford a perspective to show the common thread of basic knowledge that connects
these technologies as well as the differences in goals and emphasis that make
each field unique.

Direct communication between specialists, crossing inter-disciplinary
boundaries, is intended to stimulate new insights in dealing with the many
practical problems whic', involve some aspect of gas-solid reactions.
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AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES
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SUMMARY

The recent literature has been surveyed for theoretical and experimental
contributions to the understanding of scale formation in the high-tet.perature
reaction of metals and alloys with gases. The graphical repr•sontation of
thermodynamic data is used to identify possible ,-eactions between metals and
alloys and gas mixLures. From P kncw.edge of the predominant vapor species in
metal-oxygen systems and some limited vapor pressure data, graphical representations
oan be used to predict the vaporization rates of metals and their oxide scales
as a function of oxygen activity.

Recent theoretical contrijutions in alloy oxidation are discussed. The role of
grain boundaries of the scale in the dissociative mechanism for protective
scale growth has been clarified. An alternating diffusional growth and scale
fracture mechanism seems to account for the linear kinetics of scale formation
in niobium oxidation. Impu, ,ties in the oxide scales of refractory metals
probably account for the i.-ational dependences of these oxidation reactions on
oxygen pressure.

The design of oxidation-resistant refractory metal alloys is discussed. Minor
additions of rare earth and alkaline earth metals to oxidation-resistant nlloys
continue to be used to effect reduced scaling kinetics and improved scale
adherence; the rationalization of this behavior is yet incomplete.
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THE REACTION OF METALS AND ALLOYS WITH GASES AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES

AN ATTEMPT WILL BE MADE in this paper to survey concisely some contributions made
in the last few years to our fundamental knowledge of the theory and mechanisms
of high-temperature reactions between gases and metals or alloys to form a scale
of reaction products. In this regard, the author wishes to distinguish betwecn
the diffusional growth of scales on pure metals by the outward migration of
cations and by the inward migration of anions, with their corresponding electronic
transport processes. Likewise, the oxidation of alloys based on these two types
of scales shall be considered separately.

GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATIONS OF THERMODYNAMIC DATA

Quets and Dresher (1) have recently demonstrated the application of graphical
representations of theiznodynamic data (the so-called Pourbaix-Ellingham plots
which are well known in extractive metallurgy) to the rather complex problem of
alloy oxidation in gas mixtures. By this method, reaction tendencies and im-
possibilities, and to some extent reaction morphologies, can be predicted or
rationalized. Quets and Dresher (1) analyzed the "hot corrosion" or "Sulfidation"
repction, i.e. the reaction of multi-component Ni-15Cr-base alloys with combustion
product gases containing oxygen, sulfur, and sodium sulfate. Figure 1 is a log-log
plot indicating the stabilities of phases in the Ni-S-O system at 1200*K; to
construct such a plot, only values for the standard free energies of formation of
the compounds, i.e., ,G~iS, AGi 3 S, and AGiO., are required. In the analogous
plot for the Cr-S-O system shown in Figure , it is seen chat chromium forms both
a more stable sulfide and oxide than nickel.

For a good approximation of the relative stabilities of products formed between
gases containing oxygen plus sulfur and binary nickel-chromium allcys Figures 1
and 2 may be superimposed as shown in Figure 3. (Consideration of the reduction
in activities of the nickel and chromium in Ni.-Cr alloys would result in only
small translations of the lines.) For the reaction of relatively dilute Ni-Cr
ailoys (such as Ni-1 to 15 Cr), for which a protective Cr 2 03 external scale would
not be formed by selective oxidation, both Cr 2 03 and CrS could exist within a
nickel matrix, as can be seen from Figure 3. Indeed, in the absence of sulfur,
Cr 2 03 precipitates arc formed by internal oxidation beneath a NiO external scale.
For the reaction of dilute Ni-Cr alloys with gases containing both oxygen and
sufricient sultur, CrS precipitates are found deep in the alloy, i.e, at oxygen.
activities which are too low for the formation of Cr 2 03 . Aluminum and titanium
form even more stable sulfides than chromium and therefore their sulfides are
formed even deeper in reacted multicomponent alloys. A film or layer of Ni 3 S2
may also be found beneath a NiO scale. These morphological arrangements of phases
are consistent with the thermodynamic diagram (Figure 3.)

In the "hot-corrosien" of Ni-Cr-base turbine engine alloys, Na2 SO4 vapor is
present from injested sea water. Likewise, the reaction of injested NaCl vapor
with the combustion product gases thermodynamically favors the formation of
Na2 SO4 (2). De Creseente and Bornstein (2) showed that Na2 SO4 vapor does not
effect accelerated attack, but that sulfide formation and "hot corrosion" occur
beneath a condensed Na2 SO4 surface layer. The shift of "het corrosion" to a
higher temperature range in engines with high compression ratios is in agreement
with the effect of pressure on the dew point of Na2 SO4 . The foilowing reactions
have been proposed (2) for the reaction of Na2SO4 with base-metal nickel and
the nickel oxide scale, respectively:

N12SO4 + 9/2 Ni-# Na20 + 3NiO + N13S2  Eq (1)
and

Na2SO4 + NiO # NIS + Na2 0 + 202 Eq 12)

To uxamint the possibility of these reactions, Ouets and Dresher (1) superimposed
the Pourbaix-Ellingham plots oi the Na-S-O and the Ni-S-O systems as shown in
Figure 4. Also shown in Figure 4 are lines repLcrenting the stabilities of ternary
compounds between Na2O and the oxides of some cotmnon components in turbine engine
alloys (Si, Al, Cr). As written, Eqs. (1) and (2) cannot occur because there is
no set of oxygen and sulfur activities at which pure Na2O can coexist with
eithsr Ni 3 S2 or NIS. (A criterion for a possible reaction ti ihat all products
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must coexist under some set of experimental conditions. Likewise, the reactant
phases should not coexist under these local activities of sulfur and oxygen.)
However, if a means is available to reduce the activity of Na2 0 far below unity,
such as the formation of a ternary compound, or the dissolution of Na2 0 into
another phase or the vaporization of Na2 0, Eqs. (1) and (2) could proceed, but
not to form pure Na2 0. Thus, Quets and Dresher (1) have suggested that the
formation of ternary oxides (such as those coexisting with the nickel sulfides in
Figure 4 are necessary for the initiation of "hot corrosion". Considered mor
generally, the thermodynamic Pourbaix-Ellingham diagrams are quite useful in the
analysis of reactions between complex alloys and gas mixtures.

Kellogg (3) has treated in detail another type of graphical representation of
thermodynamic data (also originating in extractive metallurgy) to describe the
dependence of the vapor presrure of a compound on the non-metal activity. The
formation of volatile oxide molecules represents a serious hindrance to the
retention of proteztive diffusion-barrier scales for a number of oxides.
Empirically, it is well appreciated that the oxides of W, Mo, and Cr are volatile
in oxidizing atmospheres, while SiO2 experiences vapor losses in reducing
atmospheres.

Figure 5 is a Kellogg-type, log-log diagram describing the dependences on oxygen
activity of the partial pressures of the volatile species Si(g) and SiO(2) over
the condensed phase- Si(s) and SI02(2) at 1500*K. The four lines of the diagram
are derived from the tour vapor-forming reactions:

Si(s) + . 02 - SiO(g) Eq (3a)

Si(s) -4 Si(g) Eq (3b)

SiO2(s) .b-SiO(g) + 2 02 Eq (3c)

SiO2 (s) -6 Si(g) + 02 Eq (3d)

The slopes of the lines in Figure 5, d log Psi/d log P0 2 and d log Psi/d log P0 2 ,
result from the differentiation of ;he logarithms of the equilibrium constant•
for Eqs. (3a-d). To construct a Kellogg vaporization diagram the following
information is required: 1) knowledgt of the stoichiometries of all existing
condensed phases and vapor molecules, 2) AGO of formation of each condensed phase
(in order to place the vertical lines on the diagram), and 3) at least one value
for the equilibrium vapor pressure of each vapor species over a condensed phase
at a particular oxygen activity. The stoichiometries and vapor pressures of
the volatile species are most readily obtained from mass spectrometric investiga-
tions, but reliable vapor pressures for many of the oxide molecules are not yet
available, partly because the oxygen activity is not usually known or controlled
in the mass spectrometer.

The value for Psio at Si-SiO2 coe.-istence in Figure 5 is taken from Schafer and
and Hdrnle (4). From Figure R, it may be appreciated that the vapor pressure of
a compound is not a single-valued function of the temperature (as is often assumed
in tabulated data) whenever the stoichiometry of the predominant vapor species
differs from that of the condensed phase. A SI0 2 scale at 1500°K would exhibit
negligible vapor losses in a highly oxidizing environment (air), but SiO
volatilization would be severe in highly reducing gases. (The annealing of
research specimens in hydrogen gas in quartz combustion tubes at 1100'C should
result in contamination of the speciments with silicon.)

Figure 6 is a Kellogg-type diagram to describe vaporizatiun in the Cr-O system
at 1473*K. The lose important vapor species CrO2 and CrO have been deleted from
the diagram; the value of FcCro• - x 10-5 atm at P0 2 - 1 stm is taken from Caplan
and Cohen (5). As studied recintly by Tedmon (6), tRe vaporization of CrO3
molecules from Cr20 3 protective oxide scales is a serious engineering problem
which results in paralinear kinetics for oxidation in highly oxidizing atmospheres.
Actual vapor losses from protective scales cannot be predicted directly from
Kellogg diagrams, only the maximum possible vapor loss through use of the Hertz-
A.angrn air equation: P m-oles\L i(

i (2Eq (4)
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A calculated mass transport coefficient is required to predict actual vapor loss.3
from the known vapor rressure.

OXIDATION WITH SCALE GROWTH BY CATION DIFFUSION

P. When the predominant ionic defects in an oxide scale are vacant
cation sites, then the growth of a compact, protective layer occurs by the out-
ward diffusion of cations with a counter flow of vacancies and positive holes.
As the scale thickens, its resistance to plastic deformation increases, particular-
ly at points of constraint such as the edges and corners of a specimen. With the
continual arrival of vacancies through the oxide to the metal-scale interface,
the reducted plasticity of the scale can lead to the condensation of vacancies
to form voids and ultimately a porous zone at the metal-scaie interface.

The scanning electron microscope seems to offer outstanding promise for the
observation and rationalization of scale morphologies on metals. (In this regard,
Wood (7) has completed a comprehensive review of experimental techniques for the
study of oxidation rates, stractures, murphologies, etc.) Howes (8) used the
scanning electron microscope to ex/,,mine the matching surfaces of a Cr203 scale
which had spalled from an oxidized Fe-Cr alloy. This detailed observation of the
inner, porous zone of the Cr203 scale showed large void areas with only oxide
bridges retaining contact between the outer compact scale and the alloy. Deep
grooves were seen in the grain boundaries of the alloy, and the scale above
these grain boundaries had apparently buckeled outward because of the local loss
of metal-scale contact and the existing compressive stresses. Only between 5 to
25 percent of the geometric area of the porous zone consisted of oxide bridges;
many authors have recently suggested that a dissociative mechanism can result in
th) growth of the scale at the metal-scale interface by the inward transport of
metailoid moleculcs across the voids within the porous inner scale.

The investigation of morphological details in the ecale is difficult in the
oxidation of metals because no suitable radioactive tracer of oxygen is available.
Eowever, in the sulfidation of silver, copper, iron, nickel, and sevF:al binary
alloys, Briickman (9) and Mrowec (10) used sulfur radio-tracers to study the
formation of the inner porous scale and the phenomena resulting from its formation.
For slab specimens of the pure metals, the inner porous scale was initiated at
corners and edges while metal-scale adherence was maintained along the flat faces
of the specimen. Upon further oxidation, a perforation of the initially compact
outer scale occurred in regions exterior to the inner porous scale. Thereafter,
tracer molecules were not only consumed for scale growth at the scale-gas inter-
face, but also reached the inner porous zone by diffusion through the perforations
in the outer scale. Brtlckman and Mrowec suggested that che dissociative mechanism
occurs in the porous inner scale, but that the dissociation is anisotropic, with
preferential formation of molecules along grain boundaries which ultimately results
in the perforation of the outer scale. In the sulfidation of alloys for wbhch
an insoluble internal precipitate is formed, the porous inner scale layer was
initiated essentially at the start of the sulfidation at all areas on the specimen
(not just corners and edges). For these alloys, the perforation of the outer scale
also occurred early and generally over the specimens, and the sulfide which was
formed at the metal-scale interface represented a large contribution to the scaling
rate.

For the oxidation of metals, the possibility of scale perforation by the
preferential dissocation along oxide grain boundaries of the inner porous scale
has not been investigated. However, oxide scale morphologies resemble closely
those for sulfide scales. Obviously, with the occurrence of a dissociative
mechanimm and scale perforation, i.e., morpholog~cal irregularities, kinetic data
after long oxidation times cannot be simply related to self-diffusion in the scale
accordiag to Wagner's parabolic oxidation rate expressions.

ALLOYS. In the theory of alloy oxidation, C. Wagner has made two receiit
contributions. As a basis for calculating the scaling rates of binary alloys,
Wagner (11) has derived expressions for the distribution of cations in solid
solution oxide and sulfide scales. In the model chosen by Wagner, a two-component
alloy was oxidized to form a plane, compact, single-phase, nearly stoichiometric,
electronic conducting scale. Local equilibrium was assumed at the metal-scale
and icale-gas interfaces so that the oxidation rate is controlled by the outward
diffusion of the two cation species through the scale. Mathematical expressions
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which required numerical evaluation showed that the different cations should not
be uniformly distributed in a single phase scale because of their differing
mobilities, so that the cation species with the greater mobility would be enriched
at the scale-gas interface. The theory was evaluated for the sulfidation of Cu-Ag
alloys and the oxidation of very dilute Ni-Cr alloys. Because most binary alloys
exhibit either internal oxidation or selective scale formation by a single component
(mechanisms for which Wagner has previously presented theoretical treatments), the
new theory for the formation of solid solution, single-phase scales may not find
numerous applications.

C. Wagner (12) has also examined theoretically the oxidation af binary Cu-Pd and
Cu-Pt alloyj in whi.h the same oxide (Cu2 0) forms both as an external scale and
as an internal oxide precipitate. A thermodynamic driving force to effuct this
somewhat unusual morphology only exists when a slowly diffusing, more-noble
component is rejected and enriched at the metal-scale interface. fhen the oxygen
activity for coexistence of the scale and adjacent alloy is higher than that for
the same oxide in coexistence with the original alloy composition. However, to
form the oxide as an internal precipitate, a significant solubility and diffusivity
of oxygen in the matrix is also required. As a criterion for the simultaneous
formation of an external scale and an internal oxide precipitate from the same
oxide AO, Wagner pointed out that the derivative ( ýln NANO/ ax)x=X at the metal-
scale interface must be positive. From a solution of the diffusion equation,
Wagner derived a quantitative expression for this derivative and showed that for
Cu-Pd and Cu-Pt alloys positive values result from evaluation of the expression.

The Wagner-Hauffe "doping" effect in alloy oxidation ha6 received some recent
attention. To rationalize the enhanced oxidation rates of dilute Ni-Cr alloys,
Meier and Rapp (13) studied the defect structure and chromium solubility in Cr-
doped NiO. The previously proposed electrical neutrality condition, [Cr~i] = 2 [VNiI,
was found to hold for all P0 2 . The solubility of chromium in NiO was found to be
independent of P0 2 , but was rather low: 0.015 cation fraction at 1100*C, 0.012 at
1000*C, and 0.009 at 850*C. Several authors have previously reported a steady
increase in oxidation rate compared to pure nickel with increased chromium content
up to 8 or 10 atom percent. The question arises as to how cromium in excess of
the solubility limit (about one percent) can effect increased scaling rates; the
"doping" effect cannot be held responsible. Recently, Wood and Hodgkiess (14)
and Giggins and Pettit (15) have reported a sharp increase in scaling rates for
Ni-Cr alloys with very low chromium contents (1 to 2 percent), but then little or
no further increase in kinetics with increasing chromium. This pattern is
consistent with that expected from the "doping" effect.

To provide a basis for the use of the "doping" effect in reducing the oxidation
rates of alloys which form Cr203 scales, Tedmon and Hagel (16) developed procedures
for the electrodeposition of lithium onto chromium from molten lithium fluoride.
Despite some irregularities in the coatings, the lithiated chromium oxidized slower
both in oxygen and in air. The scales which formed were both more adherent and
non-spalling. In air oxidation, less nitrification occurred beneath the "doped"
oxide scale. Tedmon (17) also prepared ductile, lithiated Fe-25 Cr alloys by
melting under pressure. In oxidation at 1300 and 1360%C, the reduced oxidation
rates for lithiated alloys were ascribed to the diffusion of chromium ions over
the Li-doped Cr2 03 scale which simultaneously suffered evaporation losses from
Cr0 3 . At lower temperatures. I000-1200°C, the iormation of a ternary oxide barrier
phase at the metal-scale interface apparently aided the "doping" effect in the
reduction of the kinetics and the improvement of scale adherence.

In the space allowed, the author cannot discuss in detail all of the various
recent contributions to nur knowledge of morphologies, structures, mrschanisms,
kinetics, etc., for alloy oxidation. However, a few papers involving oxidation
in practical alloy systems will be mentioned.

Pettit (18) investigated the oxidation of Ni-Al alloys. As a function of the
temperature and composition three mechanisms were observed: for the most dilute
alloys, an internal precipitation of A12 03 occurred beneath the NiO scale; for the
alloys with highest aluminum content, a protective A12 03 scale was formed; for
intermediate compositions, an initially formed A12 03 scale could not be sufficient-
ly maintained by the diffusion of aluminum in the alloy so that a reversion to the
dilute-alloy mechanism occurred at longer times. Giggins and Pettit (15) reported
three differing mechanisms for the oxidation of Ni-Cr alloys; the mechanisms
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for the most dilute and the most concentrated alloys corresponded to those for
Ni-Al alloys. For intermediate Ni-Cr compositions, an external Cr203 scale formed
preferentially above the alloy grain boundaries while initially the centers for
surface grains experienced internal oxidation of chromium and NiO scale formation.
However, as the oxidation ?rogressed, the compact grain boundary layer of Cr2O
extended down along the gi.ain boundaries until the surface grains were isolatel
by a protective Cr2 03 layer. Internal oxidation and NiO formation then stopped
and the kinetics were correspondingly reduced. For Ni-Cr alloys in the inter-
mediate composition range (10-30 wt. percent Cr), fine-grained specimens oxidized
at slower ratee than those with coarse grains because of this tendency to form
protective Cr2 03 grain boundary films. Preliminary deformation of the surface
prior to oxidation resulted in a recrystallized surfacF layer upon heating, so
that specimens with surface deformation showed the preferred oxidation behavior
of fine-grained specimens. (Incidentally, Pettit (15,18) has also used an
informative graphical representation of thermodynami. data, i.e., a log-log plot
of alloy content (activity) vs. oxygen activity which indicates thu regions of
phase stability.)

Kofstad and Hed (19) have reported an extensive investigation of th: microstruc-
tures and kinetics for the oxidation ofr a Co-lO w/o Cr alloy. At relatively
high P0 2 at temperatures between 800 to 1300*C, an internal precipl.tation of
Cr203 occurs and a dual layer CoO scale is formed. In the inner stele with 33-35%
porosity, the Cr2 0A precipitates reacted with CoO to form CoCr 2 04 particles. In
the outer "compact scale, voids whica were apparently closed and caused by
mechanical stresses accounted for about 3-6% porosity, (The perforation of the
outer scale by anisotropic dissociation (9,10) as is prevalent in sulfidation did
not seem to occur.) Kofstad and Hed ascribed the rate control essentially to ionic
diffusion of cobalt ions through Coo; however, the reaction was aided by a short-
circuiting of the inner scale resulting from the dissociation mechanism, while
CoCr20 4 particles served as barriers to ionic diffusion in the inner scale. The
udoping" of CoO by trivalent Cr ions probably did not a'fect the :ate significantly.

Wood and coworkers have reorted recently several comprehensive oxidation studies
of Cu-, Ni- and Fe-base alloys. Whittle and Wood (20) studied three differing
oxidation mechanisms for Cu-NL alloys ccntaining 80,55, and 107 Ni. In this
system, NiO is somewhat more 3table than Cu2 0, and the oxides NiO, Cu2 0, and CuO
are essentially mutually insoluble and nonreactive. For the Cu-80 Ni alloy, a
compact NiO inner scale controlled the oxidation rate although a thin outer CuO
was retained from the initial nucleation stage. The microstruccure of the
oxidized Cu-lONi alloy was the usual type for a dilute alloy-Internal oxide
precipitates of NiO with a two-layered Cu2 0 scale. The microstructure for the
oxidized Cu-55 Ni alloy was complex, varying from two-layered ro multilayered
scale with large nodule fcrmation.

Wood and Hodgkiess (14,21) have studied the oxidation of Ni-Cr alloys and Wood
and Whittle (22,23) have investigated the oxidation of Fe-Cr alloys; Wood, et al.
(24) have compared the oxidation behavior of Ni-Cr ane Fe-Cr alloys. Of particular
interest in both systems was the identification of Cr2 03 (and not a spinel) as the
protective scale, as well as the description of scale failure and healing
mechanisms. For dilute Fe-Cr alloys (14-18 Cr), a protective Cr2 03 scale is formed
initially but then is lifted or cracked by mechanical stresces to allow the more
rapid formation of a stratified scale rich in iron oxides. Healing of the
stratified scale by the formation of an underlying Cr2 03 layer can occur only after
some of the chromium-depleted alloy has been consumed. Scale adherence is
generally poor for Fe-Cr alloys. Alloys of Ni-14 to 25 Cr retain a thin external
NiO layer above the protective Cr2 O3 layer. Thin layers of Cr2 03 loop around
grain bcundaries and stop any Lnitial internal oxidation besides providing improved
scale adherence compared to Fe-.Cr alloys. Because interdiffusion is slower in
f.c.c. Ni-Cr alloys than in b.c.c. Fe-Cr alloys, chromium depletion at the metal-
scale interface beneath Cr2 03 scales is greater for Ni-Cr alloys, but the
depletion does not extend as deeply into the alloy. Oxidation stresses also
occasionally result in local failures of protectivc Cr2 03 scales on Ni-Cr alloys;
scale failures on Ni-Cr alloys may occur at higher Cr contents than in the Ft-Cr
system because of the more extensive chromium depletion. However, the healing of
scale fractures on Ni-Cr alloys is facilitated by the shallowness of chiomium
depletion and the ability of Cr203 grain boundary loops to reestablish a protective
scale.
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For many years, additions of rare earth and alkaline earth metals or oxides have
been used to improve the oxidation resistance of alloys which are protected by
scales supporting cation diffusion. Because of the small amounts required and
the reactIvity and insolubility of the components, a clarification of the
mechanisms involved in this effect has not been presented. Wood and Boustead (25)
found that Y and Gd additions (as YFe 9 and Gd2Fel 7 ) to Fe-Cr alloys resulted in
reduced oxidation rates, the prevention of breakaway (scale failure) at long times,
and better scale adherence on cooling. Mentioned as possible causes for the im-
provements were: a.) an accumulation of rare earth oxide precipitates in the metal-
scale interface, b.) a convolution of this interface which keys the oxide to the
metal, and c.) the condensation of vacancies at internal oxide precipitates which
prevents the formation of voids at the metal-scale interface.

Seybolt (26), in the oxidation of Cr containing 5 vol.% Y2 03 , found the kinetics
to be much slower than parabolic at long times, and suggested that the Y2 03
particles collected in the metal-scale interface to form YCrO3 which serves as a
barrier to cation transport. In hot corrosion (sulfur plus oxygen) studies,
Seybolt (27) found that a 0.5% Ce addition to the superalloy Udimet 500 effected
reduced penetration of the sulfide precipitation in the matrix. Viswanathan (28)
reported that small additions of Y and La reduced the hot corrosion attack of
Udimet 700. Both before and after the reaction, the rare earths were located
in the grain boundaries as LaNi. and LaSx, resp. The rare earth sulfides (and
oxides) seem to block effectively the grain boundaries to the inward diffusion of
atomic sulfur and oxygen.

OXIDATION WITH SCALE GROWTH BY ANION DIFFUSION

PUPE METALS. Considerable work has been accomplished recently toward the
understanding of the complex high-temperature scaling behavior of niobium (columb-
ium). The author will discuss briefly the oxidation of niobium with the exclusion
of other metals of interest, such as V, Ta, Zr, Hf, Ti, etc. Roberson and Rapp(29)
oxidized niobium at 900*C in a cuprous oxide vapor. Upon reduction of the cuprous
oxide vapor species (the exact nature of which is unknown) by the niobium to form
the high-temperature structure ocNb 2O5 , two moles of copper are deposited at the
site where each mole of oxygen is consumed. Microscopic observation of the scale
with its copper markers showed a series of relatively compact layers, each of
which had suLcessively fractured to admit the oxidizing molecules to penetrate
the scale. The oxidation of niobium was described as the diffusion-controlled
growth of a compact Nb2 05 layer at the metal-scale interface to some critical
thickness at which the scale fractures because of mechanical stresses, and then
the process is repeated indefinitely. Linear kinetics would result if the growth
of layers were "out-of-cycle" in various regions around the specimen.

Sheasby et al. (30) have examined the P0 2 -dependence of the ionic-diffusion-con-
trolled, parabolic growth of the low-temperature y-Nb 2 05 modificatior at 720-850*C.
A large dependence of the parabolic rate on oxygen pressure was found; this result
ii not expected for the diffusion of oxygen ions with a concentration-Lidependent
mobility. To rationalize this P0 - dependence, Sheasby et al. (31) determined
the Po -dependence of the oxygen 2diffusion coefficient for a-Nb2 05 and -y-Nb205.
For both oxides, the oxygen diffusion coefficients were several orders of magnitude
smaller for oxides with large deviation from stoichiometry, i.e., at lower P0 ;
apparently, a simple oxide structure and oxygen ion mobility behavior does noi
exist in Nb2 05 . The authors suggested that a v-Nb 2 05 scale consists of a series
of distinct phases or structures joined by regular discontinuities. In fact,
Schafer et al. (32) ýave roported the compositions, diffraction patterns, and
thermodynamic free energies of formation for seven equilibrium phases between
NbO 2 and Nb2 05 at 13000C.

Kofstad (33) has proposed an alternate interpretation for the large PFo2-dependence
for the parabolic oxidation of niobium reported by Sheasby et al. (30). Kofstad
considered the effect of aliovalent impurities (doping) on the defect structure
and associated properties of 0b2 05 , as well as Ta2 05 and ZrO2. The concentration
on native oxygen vacancy defects in Nb205 at 900°C in one atm oxygen should be on
the order of two parts per million, while the "pure" niobium metal and Nb2 os used
in laboratory experiments contains two or more orders of magnitude higher impurity
contents. Near stoichiometry (at highest P02 ), the defect concentrations in Nb205
must be established by the impurity content according to a neutrality condition
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[Mfb] [V '6 where Mf is a triva1,mnt impurity ion. The consideration of doping
leads to the prediction of a Po21/4-dependence of the electrical conductivity
which is observed, as well as a logarithmic dependence of the parabolic rate
constant on P0 2 , which is in agreement with the results of Sheasby et al. The
consideration of impurities in the oxidation of refractory metals seems to clarify
a major uncertainty in this area, i.e., the irrational P0 2 -dependence found for
oxidation rate constants.

J. S. Sheashy (34) has oxidized niobium for extended times in the lower-temperature
range 450-720*C. An initial parabolic growth of a compact v-Nb 2 05 scale was
interrupted by scale fractures, and at long times, linear oxidation kinetics were
observed. The final microstructure for specimens oxidized above 626*C revealed
a scale consisting of a series of compact layers of y-Nb 2 0 5 of about equal thickness
which were separated by fractures. With the assumption that the oxidation is
controlled by ionic diffusion through a compact layer of y-Nb 2 05 at the metal-scale
iiterface, Sheasby was able to show that the observed thicknesses of the scale
layers could be calculated from the parabolic rate constant measured before scale
fracture. Therefore, in the temperature range 625-720°C, the oxidation of niobium
is controlled by the diffusion of oxygen ions in Nb2 05 , but the scale periodically
fractures to result in linear kinetics. At temperatures between 450 and 600°C,
suboxide NbOz platelets form in the metal ber.eath the scale, and the scale fracture
is facilitated, with a chevron pattern of pores appearing in the scale as previously
reported for tantalum oxidation by Stringer (35).

ALLOYS. Although many screening studies of niobium-base (and other refractory-
metal base) alloys have been carried out, little study of alloy oxidation mechanisms
has been made in these alloy systems. With our recent significant improvement in
the understanding of the oxidation of pure niobium, some meaningful alloy oxidation
work should be forthcoming. For the development of strong, oxidation-resistant.,
uncoated refractory metal alloys, saturation of the matrix with dissolved oxygen
must be prevented. The solubility of oxygen in niobium is 2 atom percent at
1000'C; the dissolution of oxygen into a niobium alloy under a Nb2 05 scale can
only be prevented by the internal oxidation of a less noble alloying component,
for which the selection is rather limited; Zr, Ti, Hf, and rare earth metals.

Rapp and Goldberg (36) investigated the combined internal oxidation and external
scaling behavior of Nb-Zr alloys. (Because of their creep and stress-rupture
properties Nb-Ti base alloys seem unattractive, but strong, oxidation resistant
Nb-Hf base alloys are currently being developed by several groups.) At 1000 0C in
oxygen, oinary Nb-Zr alloys with 10 and 20 atom percent Zr formed submicroscopic
internal oxide precipitates and these alloys oxidized at linear rates higher than
that for pure niobium. However, in the oxidation of Nb-30 Zr and Nb-40Zr alloys,
lamellar ZrO2 internal oxide platelets were formed, and these were oriented
approximately normal to the metal-scale inter'-ce. The ZrO2 Flatelets were appa-
rently very strong because they withstood the expansive conversion of Nb to Nb205
at the metal-scale interface without immediate fracture. The linear oxidation
rates for these concentrated Nb-Zr alloys were lower than that for pure niobium,
presumably because with the mechanical support and keying of the ZrO2 platelets
a greater average thickness of compact Nb2 0 5 could be maintained at the metal-scale
interface. The addition of a third alloyin, addition, such as Ti or Re, can
effect yet lower scaling rates (and indeed parabolic kinetics) with better scale
adherence and less scale porosity. Then qualitately, the design of an oxidation-
resistant Nb-(or Ta-) base alloy seems to require a major (20 to 401.) alloying
addition of a less noble component to support intLrnal oxidation with a platelet
morphology and at least one other minor alloying addition whose role is to either
soften the Nb20 5 (to delay scale fracture) or to dope chc Nb2 0 5 scale with plus 6
or plus 7 cations (to reduce the concentration of oxygen vacancies in the compact
Nb20 5 layer). The third possible role of an alloying addition would be the formation
of a ternary compound with Nb2 0 5 having low transport properties.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The author has attempted to summarize some of the contributions made over the last
two or three years to o%.r understanding of the oxidation of metals and alloys. In
this regard, only high-temperature scaling reactions we:e considered, aud even with
this limitation, some significant work in this area has surely been deleted. These
deletions should he blamed on the limited available space and the author's limited
intartats and knowledge of Che recent literature.
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3 0M MA I R E

L'd6tude de 1'ablat-lon, phdnjmidne de couplage entre le inatdriau et 1Id couche limite, couvre schd-
uiatiqutement ji domAines :matdriau, couche limits, transferts de masse et d'dnergie A la surface
en recul.

Nous nous intdresscns tci I 1'dtude du matdriau, qui comp,:nd 1a6tude des rdpartitions internes
de compdrature, de ddlts gazewc, de masse spdcifique, de pressl',n ; ces rdpartitions sont cal-
culabies par des modt.cs mathdmatiques dtabiis en foncticr. de paramiltres qui traduisent globale-
nent lam phinotabnss physiques et chimiques prdponddrants -,parmi ces phdnomdines citons la cind-
tiquje de la dicomposition, du matdriau, repdrde par la thermagravin.ýtrie at la thermovoiwndtrie
1'dvolution, des caractdristiques thermiques et adrotiques de la matrice poreuse cokdfide,
i'actic.a du carbons rdsiduel sur les fibres de silice ... etc.

Des valeurs significatives de ces param~tres peuvaizt Otre obtenues, en dehors de 1'expleitation
de achimas inverses utilisant esa rdpartitior.. de temp~.rature, mesurdes, par des processus expd-
r1twr~taux adpards dont la description eat 1'objet de ce rapport.
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La terms d'ablation qui, I Ilorigina, dipaignait l'enlivement en surface d'un matdriau de protec-
tion thermique, sleet pou I pou gindralisd at ii ddaigna aujourd'hui Ilensemble des ph~nowlnes
complexes qui rdgissent Is comportement d'un bouclier thermique. 11 comprend en effet toutes lee
rdactions do pyrolyse qul provoquent une carbonization progressive du matdriau vierge pour abou-
tir au ddgagsment des gas del cracking terminal et let phi-.osines de combustio'n, do dissociation,
de blocago de flux thermique adrodynamique, de csi),vaction rdaultant do llinjection des gaz do
pyrolyse dane I& couch. limits. L'ablation eat donc, done son sons le plus gfindral, un phdnombne
de couplage qui associe dtroitement Ie matdriau en transforwat5.on, Ia surface en recul et Ia cou-
che limits.

Nous nous limiterons i Id & l'tuds du comportement des matdriaux, Etude orientde vera la ddtermi-
nation des caractdriatiquea ndcessairos au fonctionnoment de schdmas do calculs reprdsentatifa
des phdnombnes analysis.

Las premiaros tentatives de calculs des dorans thermiques Etaient basdes our llhypothbao simpli-
ficatrice suivante :on, affectait Lu matfiriau des caractfiristiques physiques apparentes, ces ca-
ractiristiquos itant asnimiliss A une capacitd calorifique et A une conductiviti thermique.
C'est-&-dirs quo Ilon englobait sous can dawc paramitres tous leas phinocibnes complexes qui ri-
gissent la transformation du matdriau. Dana ces conditions, l'iquation do Fourrie: permet l& dE-
termination des champs do tompiraturo. tine troisifte caractiristique, Is chs.leur d'ablation d6-
finit Ie recul do la surface.

Ces trois paramitres rdsuitent , pour Itro valables dana un dimensionnement d'expdriencoa nda-
lisios dans des conditions dldchauffement voisines de celles rencontrdes an Vol. (Rfdfrences 1
et 2). Toutofois, physiquement, ce sch~ma aimplifid eat trio dl,-ign6 do is niolitd et, les ca-
ractdristiques apparentes n'ayant aucun rappiort direct avec des c~ractdristiqueg physiquos, elles
ne pouvent en aucun cas orienter lo physicien et is chimiste lore do la conception de formuies do
matiriaux nouvellos. La ndcesaiti sleet donc faite sentir d'Itdblir dc nouveaux schdmas serrant
de plus pris I& rdalitd. Ce qui permet:

- does dimensionnementa beaucoup plus prdcis.
- la connaissance plus approfondio du phfinomhne qui n'ost plus masquE par dos caractd riot ilueea

beaucoup trop simplifides,
- l'ilaboration plus scientifique de nouveaux matdria=.

THEM1E DE TRAVAIL

Le thamc do travail quo nous avona choisi pour cette Atude eat un matiriau h 3 camposants uno
rdsine phinolique, des fibres do silico at des fibres do polyamides arcaiatiquea.

Lea fibres do polyamide et de silic aso prisentent sous forms de tissue mixtee, is polyamide
itant destini I amener d'importantos chaleurs do d~composition tout en laissant des rdsidus do
cokes trbs durs et adhdrents, le r8ie do it silica consiste I armor ces cokoa do manibre A rd-
duire lee vitesses d'abiation.

Ce matiriau a re~u l& dirnominstion d'Orthoatralcon 60.

CaNiENT ABORDER LE PROBLEMIE.

Rdeunons tout d'abord is procoessus gdndral de d~gradation (Figure 1). En partant do l'exltirieur
vers Ia surface pratiquoment inaltdrie, nous trouvons uno zone viorge caractdinids par $a con-
ductiviti thermique, asa chl.leur opdcifique at aa mavss spdcifi~que. L'iquation do Fournier rigit.
alone VI'coulement du flux calorifique. Nous abordons ensuite l& zone ou sa 'aorco Ia pyrolyse,
catact4radeo d'abord par l& tampodratu~re do pyrolyse comalntante. Cotta pyrolyse ee traduit par
I& formation do touts une edrie d'hydrocarbures, notanmnt bonziniques.

LA pytxolvoe cot accompagride d'une augmentation de Ia porositt, ,Cott* auwfor.-
tation s'accentuant au fur ot i insure qua nous approchons de l& surface en ablation. Les gas
rdsultant de Ia promi~re pyrolyso traversent donc, avoc dog vitesses do plus en plus importantes
des zones do tempiratures croissantes, d'oCO un cracking qui aboutit finalement on surface, pour
dots teompraturos do Ilordre de 24OO0K, A un digagoinnt d'hydrogkne, d'arsote et d'orcyde do carbons.
Co cracking ontratno par ail~leurs des dip8to do carbons pyrolytique done lea zones les plus
chaudos. Poxygtn,, grant on quantiti inimuffisante pour oxydar tout 1. carbons. Dana Is zons en
transformation interviannent ligalcamnt Ia coneuctivitd tharmiqus do Is chalour spdcifiqus ot l&
WASs" bp$cifique en fonction do l& tesapdraturo. Toujours dans lee zones lee plus chaudas, la si-
lice at Is carbons rdaginsant at 1A silica disparait trio vito sous form do siliciun, do mono-
qyio do silicium at do carburs do siliciiin.

Enfin au niveau do I& surface, ii faudra prondre. an compta. lea rdactions dloxydation des cokes
ainsi quo Is fusion do Ia silica, si 1* stdochicoftrie carbon*-silica Is pormat.
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Des schiAws de calculs ceprdsentatife do cat ensemble do phdionomnes sont coneevables et relative-
inert aisds. Ce qui Vasct momns, c'est la miss en place de mayens expdrimentawc capables do four.
nir avec suffisamment de reprdsentativitif les paramatree nicessaires. Nous roviendrins plus loin,
lors do l'exposd des mithodos d'essais our cog difficultds.

tin .ertain nombre d'dtapes intermddiaires apparaissent donc ndcesesires. Ellba consisteront A
considdrer certains phdnombnes sous une forms globale. Toutefois, afin de respecter 11isnage gd-
ndrale du schdma, et de lui conserver touts sa reprdsentativitd, ces intdgrations partielles no
grouperont quo des propridtds do mime nature. Par exemple, lea effete thermochimiques de la py-
rolyse st.ront 6tudides sous forms d'un "gaz moyen"I mais no soront pas englobda avec, par exemplc,
"2dchauffement des get traveraant lote couches cokifides.

Maigrd coo simplifications, des impreelions rdaultant de la diffLcultd des expdriences subsiste-
ror~t et l'utilisation do schdmas do calcul inverses seront encore rdcessaires pour affiner los
rdsultats do cal.zuls. Enfin dans certains cas, lee zones do transition no seront. pas accessible&
h Ilexpdrieince. On procddera alors par interpolation entro lea ca--ctdriatiques I l'dtat initial
ot l'itat final. Les param~tres A prendro en charge expdrimentalement sont donc los suivants

- dane l'enopmble du matdriau, la conductivitd thermique, la chaleur sp~cifique at la Masse
spdcifique en fonction do la tempdrature,

- lea chaleurs do ddcnmposition dons la zone en transformation,
- dane la. zone on transformation dgalement et dans la zone cokdfide, L'Etude des &shanges gaz-

structure co qui entraine la connaissance,
*do la compositiun does gas ainst quo la chaleur spdcifique des constituents,
*do la. porositO des structures ainsi quo des perte3 de charge.

- yore la surface, enfin l'Etude,
*des rdactions silice-carbone,
*do ..'oxydation en surface.

RES1JLTATS EXPERIMENTAUX

L'acquisitiori directe des caractdristiques ph)siquos se heurte I un oustacle toajour LaI brii-
votE et ourtout l'Intensitd des dchauffeinents qui dana la plupart des cas no pormettont quo des
mesures globales ineuffisantes pour meubler Ues schdmas do calcul. Cette reznarque oat particu-
librement vraio en ce qui concerno loa parambtros lids I la pyrolyse. Nous avons donc pris lea
orientations suivantes :los phdnoinbnes A-chappant I l'analyse fine en tchauffement rapide sont
Itudiis avoc prdcision au cours d'exp~riences do laboratoire rdalises avec des 6chauffeinents
lents. Loreque cola Oct possible, nous regardona si los rdsultats en sont directement applica-
bles A des dchauffemente rapides. Cetto vdrification rdsultera en gdndral do l'appLication do
cOB donnies expirimentales I does rdsultats dlessais globawc. Dane le cas o~i elle no so rdvdle
pas satisfaisante, les caractdristiques physiques sont adaptdos A partir do coB rdsultats d'es-
sais globaux.

Pour lletude systdmatiq-.,e den difffrents paramatres, nous avons ddiini, aprds do nombreuses ex-
pdriences lee domaiaes do tempdrature correspondent h des zones prdsentant un mode d'action dd-
terminE. LA zone do pyrolyse o'Etond do

350*C + 5O'C (pyrolyse commngante)

800*C + 1O00% temp~rature A laquollo nous considdrons quo toutes los rdactions
do pyrolyse sont termindos.

Des essais on rdgime transitoire rapid. au jct de plasma montront quo cetto zone n'excdde pas
une Ap4Lisseur do 1 mm. Dand la zo'ne cokhzfide, lee rdactions silica carbone slamorcent vors
12006C. Enfin, Ia tempdrature de Isa surface en ablation, pour des flux do L'ordre do 2000 10W/rn2

des frottements do 900 pascals at une tamp~raturo de paroi do 2200*C.

CONDUCTIVITE THERMIQUE - ta conductivitd thermique dane Is zone en tranaformation Oct
expirimentalemknt peu accessible. Nous procdderons ici par interpolation. La d~termination do
la conductivitt a~m temp~ratures infirioures I Is. pyrolyse coammengar~te oct tras aisfe, par des
mosures en. rigime perinanant cur des apparcillages claseiques. Pour obtenir la conductivit(i des
rdsidue h haute tempdrature, nous proddrierons do Ia manitre suivante.

Une dprouo-tte d'OrthostraLon 60 est. chauffie sur un four h image d'arc sous u:n flux do 2000 Iwjb2

pendant un temps asses long (6 minutei). on dlmm.e ensuite on surface, une zone superficiolle do
2 aim, dens Laquelle lee rdactions silica carbons ont, par suite de lalongueur .u temps d'Echauf-
foeint, perturb& Is. structure du matiriau. Dec couples thermo dlectriquoc tungsttne-tungetane
khenitis cont alors disposds done l'iprouvette quu. cubit ensuito un nouveau chauffage intencif
wasi plus wndirE qua Is pr~cident. LA flux esot do 1500 KW4. LA temprature do paroi atteinte cot
supdrieure I 18000C. IA temps d'exposition esot do 30 satondes. Cos conditions exparimentales
ont Itd d~finies afin do laisser unt certhine pureti I 1108sai at de -no pas Is perturber par

- des rdections silica carbons,
- un dohaufiement trop intensif do I& cone froide de Venrouvette, phdnco~ne qui au-

rait ertratni une pyrolyse aj"c circulation de gas.



eso dchauffements sont toutefois du mime ordre de grandeur qua ceux rencorntr6asurtncrsd
rentrde IRB4. Les essais ont icE rdalisds, at nous aornes eni attente des risultata de ddpouilie-
ment.

CHALEUR SPECIFIQUE EN FONCTION DE LA TEMPERATURE - Nous prociderons idi encore par
interpolation entre leas valeurs I temp~ratures modirdes et & hauces tempdratures. A bassa tempd-
rature, nous difinisauns ia chaleur spdcifique par micro calorimdtrie diffdren~tielle. Las nwsuras
soot rdalisdes jusqu'& 3000C, tempdrature jusqu'& laquelle Is maciriati peut Stre conaiddrd count
suffisameot stable. A haute tempdrature, des analyses de rdsidus aprhs essais aui jet de plasma,
nous parmettent de d~terminer les proportions ailice carbone, saubsmatdriaux restant en place .Lee
chaleurs spicifiquas globales de cas rdsidus soft celles calcuuies A partir des cables de cons-
tantes physiques. L'interpolation (figure no 2) n'offre id1, aucuna difficultd.

VARIATION DE LA MASSE SPECIFIQUE EN FONCTION DE LA TEMPERATURE - Etant donnE Ia diffi-
cultE c'une tellse d~termination en rdgime trans~toire rapide, lea exp~riences soot rdalisdes en
r~gime transitoire lent. Nous examinerons par la suite at ces rdaultats sont adaptables A des
Echauffements rapides par leur application sur des essais globawc. Ils seront dventuellamenct re-
touchds et adaptis.

Les courbes obtenuas montrent tine faible dispersion (Figure n* 3 ). La bosse syscimatique obser-
vEs atm environs de 900* correspond A la deuxi~me ddcomposition dui polyamide. L'allure gdndrals
des courbas nous a incitE A considdrer tine rdaction globale qui petit analytiquement se mettre
sous tine forms de loi d'Arrhinius (Figure n*4 ).

Ii exists tine infinitE de trios de constantes AB,n gui satisfait correctement l'expdrience.
Nous cholaissons cslui gui vErife ati mi~eux les rdsultacs dans it zone de forte pyrolyse at notis
at nous adoptona

Ordra de grandeur de la r~action n = 8
A - 9.1018 mn-l
B =2,575.1040K

cc gui correspond & tine dnargie d'acti'?ation do! 51,5 Kcal.
LA valeur de n adoptts parait Evideusnent trop Importance pour attacher & ces coefficients tine at-
gnification thermo-chimiqua. Ella rdsulie probablement de l'hypothasa simplificatrics d'una rdac-
tion globale. Totitefcis notre but Etait l'acquisicion d'una forms analytique succaptible d'Itre
introduite dana lea calculs at cette loi satiafait & notre ubjectif.

L'adaptation de cette lol I des Echauffements rapides a portE stir dewc sdries d'esaais

lai vdrification des densitds finales difiniss par dissection stir des Eprouvattes
chauffdes par rayonnsrnnt infra-rouge (flux 200 W0/rn2 , tempdrature maximala 1100*C)
et au jet de plasma (flux 2000 rd/in2, tempdrature de suirfacs niaximale 2200*C).
On constata tine concordancýe tris satisfaisante (figuires 5 at 6 ).

-I& vdrification stir des cotirbos de thsrmo-gravindttie en rdgime rapids (8*C/s) rdt-
lisda par rayonnsment inf'a-rouqa (figure n* 7 ). Nous constatons ici taust tine bon-
ne concordance.

Sans rdserve de vdrifications ultdnieures, nous adoptons donc ia loi analytique de Is forms
Arrhdnius aver, lea coefficients qua nous avons difirnis plus haut.

CHALEUR DE DECOMPOSITION - La chalaur de diccmiposition eat ddfinie c Etant it
diffdrence entre, ihothalpie totale at La quantici de chalaur nicassaire AIl'Echatiffement dui ma-
tiriati. Cette darnidre eat parfaiteanot ddfinie par leas deti' .;aract~ristiques quo nous avons 4-
tudliees pricddenutrit :la masse spdciflqtis et is chalatir spdcifique. Pour acqu~rir It chaleur de
d~composition, il notis stiffly done de ditarminer 1'etithalpia totala-, valeur accezssible par ana-
lyse thermique diffdrentielle.

LA figureSmontre 1'aliurs g~ndrals des thermogrames qui inettent en Eviderce

- A 290*C, tine inflexion d'alhura exothermique qui corresepond A tine fin de polvatfri-
sacion de !a rdsins.

- A 440'C, tin premier pie de U~coipoaition dui polytinide (pic endothermique
- I 50&'C, Is pie de d~composition de I& risins.
- A 700'C. erfin Ie dewuxiem ptc de diccapositlon dui polyasride.

La figure 9 difinit lea valeurs relatives an fonction de I& tempirattirs de i'enchalple
totalse at des chaisura de d~composition. Notis admottons qu'I 800*C lee d~comopositions sont pra-

tiquement ttls
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Nous adoptons donc conxie chaleor do ddcomposition totals 560 KJ/Kg I 800*C. Los vdrifications on
rigime tranuitoire repide sont pou accessiblos. Nous nous trouvons ici en prdoence d'un cal oo
lea valeurs difiniti'-es devront Atre prdcisdes au cours do l'application des schdimas de calculs,
soit par balayage soit ptr llutilisation de schdmas inverses appliquds I des expdriences globales
d 'ablation.

DETERMINATION DU GAZ MOYEN - En attendant l'aboutissement d'Etudes thermochimiques
permettant de prendre en compte toutes its rdactions de ddpolymdrisation, nous nous attachons I
la d~termination d'un tt gaz moyentt . Cette hypothese parait acceptable car, la zone de pyrolyse,
nous l'avons vu, prdsento une tibe [aLble dpaisseu-- et l1enthalpie de 0ddcomposition eat suffi-
sante pour prendre en comfte l'ensirible des phdnom~nes. Los gaz sortant do la zone do pyrolyze
pdnttrent dans la zone cokdfide A une tempdrature de l'ordre do 8000C et vont a'Echauffer pro-
gressivement, clest-b-dire quo souls pourront subsister, en quantitd notable, lthydrogbne, l'o
zyde do carbone et le melthane. Nous nous attachons donec, pourl'instant I l'Etude de la composi-
tion d'un gaz de pyrolyse A 8000C. Malboureusement, l'Echauffoment de l'Eprouvette ne peut pas
Stre instantand, et auc foibles tempdratu.'es, des carbures benzdniques non crackds se condensent
et dchappont I l'analyso.

Actuelloment nous rdcuptirons dans ces essaii rdalisds en analyse thormique diffdrentielle avec
injection des gaz dons un chromatographe, environ 40 %I do lersemble des vol~atils sous la forme
(figure n* 10).

- Hydrog~ne.......... 68,9 %.
-AMote...............4,4 %
- Oxyde de carbons .. 10,7 %
- Gaz carbonique ... 9,0 %
- Mdthane.............7,0 %
- Poids moldculaire moyen 10,8

Les essais se poursuivent actueilement avoc lea objectifs suivanta

- augmentation de la vitesso de chauffe

- post chauffage des condensables afin de parfaire leur cracking jusqu'& 800*C.

STRUCTURE D)U MATERIAU DE PYROLYSE - Cette strncture eat caractdrisde par

- le diam~tre des porositds,

- lea pertes de charge daita lea matdriaux.

Le diamatre des porositds ouvertes et leuir r~partition sont ddtermindes sur un porc'simatre A
mercure. Des insures sont rdalisdea aur des matdriaux ayant subi des dchauffementa rapides I
diffdrents niveawc de temp-drature. Les premiers essais nous ont montrd des difffrences fonda-
mentales entre lea diamatres de porositds en fonction de la vitesse de chauffe. Tour des dchauf-
foments do 1'ordre d'un corps de rentrde IR~m (flux 2000KW/in 2, temp-6rature de paroi 2200'C) le
diam~tre moyen des porositda ouvertes eat de 10 microns. Los essais de mesure do porte de charge
sont en cours d'exdcution.

REACTIONS SILICE CARBONE - Nous lea Lyons mises qualitativomont en dvidonce
- la figure 11 montro uno 6prouvetto excposde au four A image d'arc. On constate la disparition
de fibrcs de silico en profox-dour.

- 1a figure1~montre la mime dprouvette vue de face apr~s essais. on voit les trous prdcddene~nt
occupds par lea fibres de silice perpendiculaires I la surface ainsi. quo la trace do fils pa-
rall~llea h la surface ei qui ont disparu.

- la figure 13 wontro one Eprouvette essayde au jet de plasma . Cette dprouvette dtait consti-
tude do couches alterntes do tissus do polyamide et do rdsino. on constate (parties en crewc)
quo la silice a Etd rdduite, alors quo lea rdsidus cokdfida du poJlyamide rostent en place.

- onfin, nous constatons, au coors d'essais thermiquos ou jet de p~lasma, one inflexion systdma-
tique et iinportante des relevds thermocouples vers 1700*C. Cetce irflexion disparait aussit8t
quo nous op~rons our on inatdrieu constitud uniquement do polyamide et do rdsin. phdnolique.

Cos phdnome'nes sont tr~s complexes et donnent lieu I des rdactions chimiques qoi aboutissent eo-
se.ntiellement A la formation do mono-oxyde do silitium, do Siliciom, do carburo do Silicium at
do dioxyde dc carbone. Des essais Mont envisagds &fin do ddterminer globaloment la cinktique is
con riactions.

Pour l'instant, noos considdrons ui~nquement la rtaction jugde essentiollo

5i 02- + C: _ St 0 + CO + i44 X Cal/mole
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CONCLUSIONS

Lea travatm quo nous venons d'expoaer brihvement marquent un progrta considirable dens Ia reprE-
sentation de 1'ablation, par rapport aux achimas siuplifitia qui le ic erraient quo de trie loin leag
pbdnoca~nea r~oel. Outre lea progrhs dane lea dinunsionneznnts d'Ecrans thermiques, Lla peraettont
la mise en place de proc~dures expdrimentales reprdsentatives qui aeront pidcieuaea lore do la
conception de compoaitions nouvellee.

Bien afir, lea caractdrisationa actuelles laissent encore bier dee incertitudes at certain.. adap-
tationa des donnies expdrimentales sont encore ndcest-Airea. Ces adaptations toutefois aeront ad-
misaibles dana la insure o0 leam rdsultata dea calcula aeront interprdtds avec prudence en gar-
dent parfaitement conscience dea approximations admises.
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SUMMARY

The chemisorption of reactive gases (H2, NZ, CO and O?) onto the low index planes of the
refractory metals Cr, Mo, W, V. Nb, Ta and Re has been studied, using low energy electron dif-
fraction. Trends observed are discussed and contrasted. It is suggested that strong covalent,
directional bonds are responsible in many cases for the structures observed, rather than adsorbate-
adsorbate lateral interactions.
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MANY STUDIES OF THE chemisorption of gases onto refractory metals have been carried out
over the past 50 years or so. Despite the large amount of effort put into such studies a really
satisfying knowledge of the chemisorption process is lacking. If one looks at the development of
other areas of chemistry and physics one finds that great progress was made following elucidation
of the elementary structure and the energetics of the systems being studied, In the case of surface
studieb a fair amount of reliable information exists on the energetics of gas-solid interactions, al-
though many such measurements were carried out on poorly defined systems. A real lack of struc-
tural information exists and this in turn inhibits attempts to understand the kinetics and er.ergetics
of chemisorption in terms of fundamental parameters. In recent years widespread use of low
energy electron diffraction (LEED) (1) as well as field elect.oon and field ion microscopy has im-
proved our position on the structural aspects of surface studies but a lack of a detailed theory for
LEED intensity variations prevents unequivocal structure determination. The studies to be reported
here were carried out principally using LEED and represent an attempt to gain some detailed knowl-
edge of chemisorbed structures by studying a variety of crystal faces of a number of refractory
metals. The metals studied were V, Cr, Mo, W, Nb, Ta which are all body centered cubic and Re
which is hexagonal close packed. Thus we are able to gain a certain amount of information on the
importance of crystal structure, chemist; y of adsorbate, and lattice constant effects, by studying
the interaction of simple reactive gases (CO, 02, CO 2 , HZ and NZ) with several low index crystal
planes of these materials. Table 1 gives some pertinent data on the arrangement of these elements
in the periodic chart as well as their lattice constants (2). From a chemical standpoint one expects
elements in the same group to give similar results, while for any given crystal plane one might ex-

Table 1. Arrangement of elements studied in periodic chart. Lattice
constants for each material are shown in parentheses.

V B VI B VII B

V (3. 03) Cr (2. 89)
Nb (3. 30) Mo (3. 14)
Ta (3. 30) W (3. 16) Re

BCC HCP

pect some trend in behavior with the lattice constant if packing or orientation effects are important.
The trends we are looking for include reactivity, similarities in chemisorbed structures and facet-
ing,

TECHNIQUE

EXPERIMENTAL. The LEED systems used in these studies were of the post-diffraction
acceleration display type which are available commercially from Varian Associates. External
electronic modifications to the system allowed measurements of the energy distribution of inelas-
tically scattered electrons (3, 4). The samples used were all electron-beam three-pass zone-
refined single crystals and were oriented, cut, and polished using standard metallographic tech-
niques. In most cases the specimens were resistance heated and temperatures were measured by
optical and infrared pyrometers. The gases used were reagent grade gases and purities during the
chemiso-ption process were monitored with a quadrupole residual gas analyzer. With the exception
of oxygen, background levels of residual gases were less than one part in 1000. For oxygen. carbon
monoxide was always a problem and could only be kept at a level of one part in 300.

SURFACE PREPARATION. To insure that one is sttdying a surface free from large quan-
tities of impurities one needs a surface chemical analysis, preferably carried out in-situ. In this
work the technique of Auger electron spectroscopy (4. 5. 6. 7) was employed by using the LEED optics
to measure energy distributions of inelastically scattered electrons. Common impurities found on
these refractory metals after mild heating (500 0 C) in vacuo are S. N. Cl. 0 and C. S appears when
virtually any metal is heated in vacuum and can be removed in most cases by simple heating to tem-
peratures around 1000 0 C. A typical Auger spectrum from a contaminated V(ll0)surfac-. is shown in
fig, 1. The techniques for producing clean surfaces for the materials discussed here included high
temp-rature heating. chemical reaction to produce volatile products with the impurities (e. g .xida-
tion) and argon ion bombardment followed by thermat annealing. Each material and crystal face
must be treated individually; a technique which is effective for Nb is frequently not effective for Mo.

INTERPRETATION. The number of LEED. studies has increased very rapidly in recent
years (1). The technique is by now relatively familiar so only a few words will be said about
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interpretation of data. The chemisorption of a gas onto a surface can be characterized by LEED in
three ways. The simplest case obtains when the gas adsorbs in a crystalline layer on the surface
having a different unit cell than the underlying substrate, In this case one gets a change in the dif-
fraction pattern like that shown in fig. 2. This set of LEED patterns shows changes in the oxidation
of a Mo(lI2) surface. The clean pattern is shown in fig. Z(a), Short exposure of this surface to
oxygen produced the changes leading to fig. 7(b). The new spots are half way between the original
spots in the vertical direction. Since the patterns reflect periodicity in reciprocal space, this new
pattern represents a new unit cell in real soace having twice the dimension in the vertical direction
as the substrate, and no change in the horizontal direction. This new unit cell would be indexed in
terms of the old unit cell as a (Zxl) pattern (8). Further oxidation produces patterns which can be
indexed as (2x2), (lx2), etc.

In some cases gases will adsorb onto a su:rface in such a way as to give no change in the
size or shape of the diffraction pattern. Two cases can be distinguished here on the basis of how
intensities of diffracted beams change. The measurement consists in following the brightness of
one of the diffracted beams as the incident beam energy is scanned, using photometric techniques.
The resulting plot is fairly complex and ahows intensity maxima at many places not predicted on
the basim of the simple kinematic diffraction theory that is used in X-ray work. No detailed dis-
cussion of these curves can be given here other than to point out that the ultimate aim of LEED, as
with any diffraction experiment, is to use the experimental intensity variations to compare with
predicted intensities for various proposed atomic arrangements. In fig. 3 a typical intensity curve
is given for one of the diffracted beams from Nb(110) surface before and after the chemisorption of
hydrogen (9). The point to notice is that the curve shows a distinctive change of shape after hydro-
gen is adsorbed. This indicates that the hydrogen is adsorbed in a crystalline layer on the surface
but since no new diffracted beams appear it must be in a lattice which has the same size, shape and
orientation as the underlying Nb(ll0). If CO is adsorbed onto the clean Nb(110) surface at room temp-
erature, then again no new diffracted beams appear (10). In this case, however, there is no change
in the shape of the intensity curve. What is observed is a general and steady decrease in intensity
of all the features in this curve while the background intensity.readily increases. This behavior is
interpreted as due to an amorphous immobile layer of CO on the surface.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The first point to make in discuesing these results is that no correlation was found between
structures of adsorbed layers and structures of underlying substrate; this includes both symmetry
and lattice constant effects. Thus, Ta and W aithough both BCC crystals, with lattice constants
3. 30A and -. 16A, give entirely different structures and reactivities. Conversely, V and Ta, also
BCC cryttals with lattice constants differing by 10%, give very similar results for the crystal faces
studied so far. This suggests that correlations in structure and reactivity will follow rather closely
the arrangement of materials by groups in the periodic chart. Reference to Table 1 then shows that
V, Nb, and Ta should behave similarly while Cr, Mo and W should give similar results, with Re
being altogether different. In most cases this is the behavior observed. A summary of many of the
available results is given in Table 2. The W(110) work was reported in references (11, 12); the W(100)
work can be found in (13,14,15,16); the W(112) work is given in (17,18). The remainder of the work
was carried out in our laboratories and some of it was reported in (9,10, 19. 20, 21, 2Z). Studies of Cr
are not included in Table 2. but have been carried out in this laboratory for the Cr(1l0) and (100) sur-
faces (23). In this case a rather reversed behavior was obtained in that the (110) surface faceted into
(100) planes so that the surface had a sawtooth-like appearance. The lattice constant for Cr is 2. 89A
which is considerably smaller than for Mo and W. In the BCC structure the (110) plane is the most
densely packed and hence is expected to be quite stable, but apparently size effects in Cr cause the
(100) surface to be more stable. The (100) surface of Cr parallels some of the results from the W and
Moil00) surfaces.

Re(0001) was found to be an unusual surface in that it showed very low reactivity. Oxygen
adsorbs at room temperature to give a (ZxZ) structure but CO, N2 and H2 do not adsorb at any temp-
erature from 25 0 C to 2000'C. In fact Re(0001) is one of the very few materials studied in this lebor-
story that will give good LEED patterns after cycling the LEED system to atmospheric pressure.
with no heating or other treatment of the R-. Even many noble metals will not give LEED patterns
under similar conditions.

A very noticeable trend is the tendency for CO to be adsorbed onto metal surfaces at room
temperature in an amorphous immbile layer. In all cases reported here this is the result which
obtains and indicates that there is a random filling of sites by 'he CO. There is in general more
than one type of site involved as flash desorption experiments show. Heating a pre-adsorbed layer
of CO on Mo or W in general causes some desorption and gives complex patterns from the CO still
adsorbed on the surface. On V. Ta and Nb surfaces very good evidence from both LEED and Auger
electron spectroscopy showe that heating preadsorbed CO causes a dissociation of the CO giving the
various oxide patterns. The carbon appears to diffuse into the bulk or to cooler parts of the crystal.
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Very little desorption of CO takes place, Thus heating V, Nb, Ta and also probably Cr, in CO,and probably in CO, environments causes these metals to begin to oxidize Whether very thicklayers of oxide could be built up and what their structures might then be was not investigated.

Nitrogen was not found to interact with the densest (i. e. the (110)) faces of any of thesematerials. It does not react with the (100) of (112) face of Mo, but does adsorb on W(100) and on the(112) face of Nb. Ta and W. With the Nb and Ta(ll)2 surface a cubic nitride is formed on the surfacein a faceted epitaxial layer with the facets paraLiel to the (113) planes of the substrate.

Hydrogen does not adsorb on (110) Mo or W but does adsorb on all the other materials andcrystal faces studied. It is interesting to note that hydrogen is a sufficiently strong scatterer oflow energy electrone to produce new diffracted beams when adsorbed on surfaces as it does on theWV and Mo(100) and Mo (12) surfaces. In most cases the interaction of hydrogen with these refrac-t(.ry metals is weak and it is easily removed by heating to about 4000
C. In some cases the electron

beam itself will aestroy it.

Oxidation of these surfac.s gives a variety of patterns. With coverages of loes than onemonolayer a great similarity in structures formed is noted between Mo and W and among V, Nband Ta. For greater coverages a difference shows up between Mo and W for faces other than the(110). The result is that W facets into (110) planes while Mo does not. Apparently in the presenceol oxygen the W(110) plane is very much favored thermodynamically but not so with Mo. The V. Nband Ta surfaces studied thus far have shown no tendency to facet when oxidized.

What we have tried to point out, then, is the great similarity in reactivity and structurefor materials in the same group in the periodic chart. The correlation is best with V, Nb and Ta,and is still good for Mo and W. If the correct model for adsorbed atoms on surfaces were one ofions or atoms sitting on the surface in region of minimum potential energy one would not expect tosee this correlation. Instead, a very strong effect of directed covalent bonds is indiczted. Thissuggests that, at least in submonolayer regions, calculations using the methods of crystal fieldtheory might be very useful in determining atom locations and models which fit the experimental
LEED data.

8I
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Table 2. Reactivities of Mo, W, V, Nb and Ta Surfaces. Fractions refer to

coverag. in monolayers; other nomenclature expluined in text,

Gas
Plane OZ N 2  H 2  CO
Exposed

Mo 1/4, i/2. 3/4, 1, NA NA amorphous at room temp.
complex; no facets complex with heat

(100)
W 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, 1, NA NA amorphous at room temp.

complex; no facets complex with heat

Mo no facets; c(4X4), NA 1/4(m/4, n/2), 1 amorphous at room temp.
c(ZXZ), complex c(ZX2), complex

(100)
W c(2X2), 3/4 l/2(c2X2) 1/2(czX2), amorphous at room temp.

facets to (110) complex, I (c2X2), I

Mo (ZXI), (2Xz), (IX2), NA (1X2) amorphaus at room temp.
(IX3), (4X4); facets complex with heat

(112)
W (ZX1), (IXI), (IX2), complex amorphous at room temp.

(WX3). (IX4); facets c(6X4). (MX1). c(2X4)
to (110) complex

Mo facets amorphous at room temp.
facets to (433) with heat

W facets to (112) ?
then to (110)

V 1/6, )/3. complex NA (iXi) amorphous at room temp
heat dissociates CO giv'ing
various oxide patterns

(110) Nb 1/b, 1/3, complex NA (IXI)

Ta 1/6. 1/3, complex NA (IXI)

Nb (IX3) complex amorphous fix, arorphoti at room temp

at room heat disno¢ iatt.t i C) CO i% mg

: :cets with sarim•ti oxide pattlern.
(1)2) heat, cubi•

Ta (1X3) complex nitride (lxi)
I grows

(0001) Re (2X2) NA NA NA

NA - No adsorption
"- No information
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1. Derivative of the energy distribution, N(E), vs energy, E, of inelastically scattered electrons
from V(110) sample. Some of the Auger peaks observed are labeled.

A B
2. Changes in LEED patterns from Mo(li2) due to oxidation a) Clean Mo(ll2) b) (Zxl) oxide.

ort.

3. Changles an inten.ity of (00) beam from Nb(1lO) due to iduorption of one monolayer of hydrogen.
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SOMMAIRE

Des renseignements intgressants sur 1'hypothise d'ggalit4 des viscosit6s,
conductivit~s et diffusivit6s turbulentes, nous sont donn~s par l'6tude d'un trans-
fert simultang de chaleur et de matiare. Ce transf-ýrt a lieu lors d'une combustion
catalytique de surfacpc d'hydrogane daiis l'air dans une couche limitE turbulente pr6-
6tablie au-dessus d~une plaque plane. Par des explorations fines des couches linites,
nous calcu3.ons les diff~rents flux au voisinage d'une discontinuitg de type "6chelon"
A la par'oi et nous examirnons l'infiuence de la temp6rature de paroi. Les valeurs
exp4rimentales de la conductivitg et de l~a diffusivit4 turbulente mettent en d~faut
les hypoth~ses du nombre de Prandtl turbulent 6gal a l'unit6 juste aprzs la discon-
tinuitg, le nombre de Lewis turbulent, par contre, n'est pas affect4 par cette condi-



LES TRAVAUX EXPERIMENTAUX concernant .er explorations do couches limites
turbulentos avoc transefrt de chaleur et do matiiro sont rares , notamment dans le
cas ot~ los variations does propri~t6: physiques de 1'6coulament avec la temp~rature
no peuvont 6tro ngglig6oe. Dons le as5 do discontinuit6 a la paroi do type "Step".
les thgories semi-ompiriques c.Xassiques doivont 6tre adaptdos. D.B. t~palding (1)
0), dons le cas de propri~t~s physiques constantes donne une solution corrigeant
avec une bonne approximacion la thhorie do Seban (3) ot Rubesin (4.) pour los abscis-
ses proches de la discontinuitg.

Nous nous proposons dans Is cas d'un transefrt Eimultan6 de chaleur et de
mati~re par catalyse de sur'face d'hyd-'og&no contenu dans do l'air A faible concentra-
tion, d'aborder expdrimontalement la validit6 does hypoth&ses concornant lee diffuei-
vit6s turbulentes et les nornbres de irrndtl at Lewis turbulents. Lee premiers r~sul-
tats concernant ýntransfert de cý.aleur soul, done les mimes conditions oxp~rlnen-
tales, ont 6t6 donn~s dons (5). A partir does quations do transfort, n-;.is 6valuons
*exp~rimnentaloment l'influence des diff~renta tormos dons l'int~graie premi~re.

LES EQUATIONS

Nous consjdircns los A4quations do conservation a deux dimensionse utilis~es
en~ gcoulement laminairo compressible pour un m~lange binaire do gaz (6). La pression
statique ast ccnstanto et la variation do Is chaleur moesique Cen fcnction do 1a
tempgrature est n~gligie. Pour adapter cos Equations au cog do lk~couloment turbu-
lent, nous consid6rerons les valeurs moyennes des variables et nous remplagcons los
paramý-tres mol~culaires de transport par lour Equivalent en turbulent. La faible
vites-e do 1'Ecoulement libre (30 m/s) permet do n~gliger la contribution d- l'Ener-
gie cingtique dons l'6quation do I'enthalpie, d'auti'o part l'apport d'enthalpie do
au flux de diffusion d'hydragane pout fitre n~gligg compte tenu de. sa foible concen-
tration.

Dans ces conditions, x et y 6tant rospectivemont les coordonn~os longitu-
dinale et norrnole, los 6quations s '6crivent

Equation do conservation

(Pu) * (Pv) =0 (1)

Equation do la quantit6 de mouvemont

au~ aua u (2

Equation de Ilenthalpie

Equation do diffusion

ouL + ov 1C:- - P) L, ia c + (D) K ('4))x 3Y )y 1 T- ZlPoy

avec co.?.rn c-nnditions aux limites

x L 7 7, c C

x L 7 T, 1 c

anrcJuisons les c:ýe i,1er~ts sans Jimeni,_s toels quils so.,,- I'f. i

nobe *le mit ndI ef f.'c¶if :,I

Fr C
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nombre de Schmidt effectif Sc

ee

Ce Sc1 (1 + -) Sct (1 +

Las indices I et t se rapportent r'espectivement eux propri~t~s laminaires et tur-
bulontes. Las 6quatio..is (3) et (4) deviennont

aT aT B a "'t"~ aT)
e

(c tc+ ___ .P- (6)
Se I y

Remarqi.e :la concentration c dans 116quation (6) est le rapport molaire n/N, crn

tout. rigueur il faudrait prendre la concentration massique nm/NM, mais on suppose

Tai masse molairs du .ilange t-onstante Atant donng la faible terneur en hydrogane.

CONDITION4S EXPERIMENTALES

La joufflerie (schgmatisge sur la figure 1) est a circuit ferrn6 af in de
maintanir constant urn taux d'hydrog~rne de 0 A 5 * dans do "'air ; le contraie se
fait au iuoyen d'un cathoromitre cornnar'dant une vanno glectrornagnetique, le taux
psut ains4. 9-tro raintenu A 1 % pr~s do la valour nominale. La vitesse dans 1'4cou-
lement libre de la veine ost d'oniviron 29 rn/s. Lo circuit comprond un condenseur
af in d'glimin:.ý la vapour d'oau form6e par combustion, un thermostat maintiont cons-
taints la tempgrature J'ontr~e du fluide dans l~a veino. Los gradien~ts de pression
statique au-dessus ca la plaque sont glimings gr~ce A uno paroi supgrieure mirbile.

Los conditions aux lirnite sont r6surndes sur la figure 2. La coucho ii-
mite do concentratlons et d~e ternpgrature se d6veloppe dans la ccacho dynarnique qui
elle-mame so d~veloppo dopis 36 cm. Une l~gro saillie A la ionction plaque-
collectear permot d'acc61erer 1'4tablissement du r6girrno turbullent. la. zone de r~ac-
tion a une longueur do IS cm, la plaque chaufante est en palladium, la combustion
catalytique do l1hydrogan~i commence a partir do 250 0C. Af in do maintenir ccnstante
la temp~rature do paroi, nous avons construit un dispocitif do cheuffage i'~glable
par tranchas dont lo c"--1r8le se fait par des thermocouples loggs sous la plaque.
L'rnri&-ine fictiva de , uehe limite dynamique oct d~terrninge exp~rirnontalement
par une m6thr'de class-. (8), lo. nombri de Reynolds en~ X =0 est 6,2.10'.

Los mosures des vaelurs mriP:e.nes sont offectuges au tu,)e de pi'Ot poxr
lea vitesses, au ?rhf~rmocouple pour It.. cemp~raturos fla soudure 4tant aplatie de
fagon A co quo 14 hauteur do resure soit de l'ordro 2e 3/10(0e-1). Los rnes-res des
fluctuations do ternpgratures de vitesse et de concentration in~ e'fectu~es au
"thermoan~momatro", un fil chaud est cormma-.4 par un train d'in.pulsio~s, los dý'taills
df * prototype s~cront donngs dons (9). Des corrections do mc~ure des conc~entrations

iscyonnes pras do la paroi sont n~cossairos par suite de la pr~senco de Papeur dleau
d'uno part ot d'autre part ; cause de la hautsur d'aspiratiin tie la sonclfý d.-Ins .les
r &ions a forts gradients.
RESULTATS

EXPLORATIONS D'ES CO!;CHES LIMMTS. Les masuros de vitess.Z swffe:tu4-es a tern-
piratur* armbidnte en 11absence do catalyst at do tre-afevt do chaleur exprimt~s% on

teraea u~ :s-- et y+ a y "u?7  S.L. so rfigroupont slir la lol de paroi

avec des ipproximations du amwso ordrv que v~.les faites done '*a travaux de difto-
rents auteura collect4e par Ko7tin at RIchardson iO1. La figure 5 donne les v~lcurs
du coefficient da frottsrnent Cf/2 dans 1e ton: d' tud v en abs'Aisso sut cqtte .:,ourlw
nou: avons imacrit 1a vorrespondenc*e ntre X distance J l'ori~ine do la plaque cata-
lysante at x distance A l'origine fictl~e do la couche l~mito lynari1 4 ; fntre pa-
renthases, nous donna: s !.as velours do X d~finies A froid, X etant la distance
sanN dimencion dý;P.n4* par ý3paliing dains (1)

La tranafnrimtion donnant X+dens It cat du fluid. compressible rest* I d~finir.
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Sur la figure 4, rous donnons quelques profils de tarnpgrature exprim~s
en 0/00, 0 6tant l'4cart entre la temp~r'ature locale et la tempgrature A la paroi
S T p-T. La valeur moyenne de T P est de 4300C. Nous avons 4galement effectug

des mesures sans transfert de matiere pour T. 630C, 210 0C et 4801C. Les r~parti-

tions ont 6t6 faites ý partir de X =0,5 mnm tous les 1,5 cm. La figure 6 repr~sente
un prof il le fluctuations de vitesse et de temp~rature au pr~s de la paroi mesur5
simultan6ment pour Tp = 630C.

NTous moritrons sur la figure 5, les profits correspondants en concentra-
tions, le taux d'hydrog~ne dans l'gcoulement libre, co, 4tait de 3 %. Pour qua les
mesures tout pr~s de la paroi sojent valables, il faut tenir compte des corrections.
On peut montrer facilement que la concentration en vapeur d'eau A la paroi atteint
une valeur double de co, donc 6 % A la paroi, elle d~croit tr~s vite avec y
par suite de l'inf6riorit6 du coefficient de diffusion de la v,3peur d'eau a celui
de l~hydrog~ne, ainsi pour c/co 0,5, l'erreur tombe 3 2 *, Lterreur provenant de
la sonde d'aspiration qui n est pas infiniment mince, est plus importante, nous pou-
vons la chiffrer par la formule suivante

2 2
c(y) mes. f a pu dy f epuc dy

Y7 Ye

e 4tant 1'6paisseur d'aspiration. Pour la valour minimum masurabla de y. soit
0,09 mm, l'erreur atteInt 30 %, elle deviant n~gligeable pour y =0,5 mm. En effec-
tuant cas corrections, le prof.1 c/co passe par z6ro pour y =0, ce qui correspond
a une combustion catalytique compl~te ý la paroi.

INTEGRALES PREMIERES. Effectuons le bilan local correspondant aux int4-
grales premie'res des 6quations Cf) at (3)

0

L f) + (I T_*** * P- H dy (B)

tF0 u Ty _1 K, ý,

fL .)£. L dy + (I a P. u .~ dy (9)
axy Ca Pa U0 CO T-ý P-0 7,

'-) ces -6.paations, on tire leso valeurs des conductivit~s totales eh k + ktet

e~ 00u cp

1.'int~gration ýur toute l'4paisseur de la couche limits nous donne le
flux total gnus Forme lu noirlre de Stanton, St h pour le flux de chaleur et St d pour
la dirf~usion.

- ~*j 7-) dy (12)

0 - (I E--) dy (13)C'o U CO

6 qt 6,t rtespectivcrnent los i~paiisaeurs de couch* limite on temp6rature at en

C Q n Cna -Ilti ()n . '.loioi, de a thermodiffusion daný; l'6qkation (13) provient de
ld fove *J-1 K.1 :-ý),167 c, donc nul A la paroi at 514/ay topour y > )h

Li thrt-mJiffuz-1on, en g~in&.ol n~glig~e dans les ýcoulemcnts turbulents.
occui'e uro, ;,Inwe ncldlble darc. le transfert aupr~s Ia !a paroi pour des vaelurs d'!
X pioche.. o 1,A hoiscontinuitt. Nous avons trac6 suo' 14 figure 7 l'importatice de la
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thormodiffusion par rapport au flux total pour X 0,6 cm, X 2 cm, X 5 cm et
X 14 cm. Le maximum oat atteint I la fin de la sous-couche ;ii a uno valour do
10 %au proche voisinage de l'origine du transfert, cette valour tomb. 9 4 % on
fin de plaque.

FLUJX TOTAL A LA PAROI. Nous donnons sur la figure B los valeurs oxp6ri-

mental.. do f St dx d~duites des 6quations (12) et (13). En l'absonco do catalyso

lo fluide 6tant de l'air pur, los points, pour los trois tepgratures do paroi 630C,
2100C et 480 0C, se regroupent sur une courbe unique A 4 % pr s. Nous pouvons donc
em d~duire quo l'influence des pr'opri~t~s physiques variables no change pas notable-
ment le transfert total de chaleur' A la paroi. La courbe thgorique est d6duito do la
thgorie do D.B. Spalding (2) on incompressible.

+ (du+ t c+ s
L'hypothase fondamentale dams cotte thgorie ost eu 1 d* ~L ~

la viscosit6 totale sans dimension. Cotte hypothaso permet do ramomor l'6quation do
l'onthalpie A

0 1 Ch 1~( (14)
e u 3u+ C u

Pour obtenir la solution par calcul machine ou appr'och6e soum la 4.ormd

d'uno s~rie, il est n6cessaire de supposor C hL /Cucntn.Lsvaer el+o

tion do Spalding Sth Pr/I(1/2) Cf 112ont 9ti calculges pour diff~rentes valour's

du nombre do Prardtl laminaire, par Gardner' et Kestin (11) on supposant lo mombre do
Prandtl constant at 6gal A l'unitg. A partir do ce calcul pour PrL= 0,72 et des va-

lours do X~ correspondant A X A froid comma cola est indiqug sur la figure 3,
nous avoms tracg la courbe th~orique, elle s'4carte des points exp6r'imontaux pour lea
faibles valour's do X.

L'4cart do la courbe exp6rimentale dans le cam oil il y a catalyse pout
s'expliqiuor par la variation du nombre de Prandtl, duo A la pr~sonco do 3 % d'hydro-
g ne dams l'air. En effet, si la viscositS du m6lange vanie d'une fagon n6gligeable,
il nWen est pam do maime pour la conductiviti K qui varie do 10 % pour 3 d d'H2
d'apr~a l'16quation de Weasiljowa (12). Si V'on adme.t une affinitg en Pr 1 '/ los

deux courbes se rogroupent avec une bonno approximation. La courbe sup6rieure rogroupe
les points exp6r~imentaux correspondant au transfort do mati~r'e CT _ 4400C). L'affi-

nitg avec la courbe th~orique doit so faire suivant ume puissance du nombre do Lewis

(DO1 cP ,D.P. Spalding dans (13) conseille une puissance voisine do 0,S pour' les

foibles valour's du nombre do Prandtl (ou Schmidt 6gal ici A 0,22).

CONDUCTIVITES ET DIFFUSIVITES TURBULENTES. La figure 9 rapport. les va-
lour's sans dimension do la conductivit6 turb~ulent. c - I/Pr' dans !.. cam oiý il n'y

a poai do transfert do mati~r. ot pour TP C 630C. Ehest tir'6 mexp6rimental.!nent des

6quations (8) at (10):

h 3 EU Fr (1

en abscissa, incus aovns portA y+ d~fini on incompressible (l'ecort do temp~rature
A l'decoulomont libre 4tant foible, incus pouvons considiror lea propri~tf a physiques
constontos). La formula do Spald ing (2) dominant (c~u-1) dons lee mime* conditions
apparalt comma une limits pour doe X+ suff'i'ammentAloirnds do Io discontinuit6.
Par suite le nombro do Prandtl turbulent Pr ac U- W1 e+ - 1/Pr1) tend vers unouh 1
valour veining do 1 pour coo mfmes X.

Sur 1& figure 10. noun ovons porti lee valour. correspendontes do
C+- 1/Sc1  at c+- 1/Pr1  pour X voisin do I& discontimuit6 lore do tronsfort oi-

multant do chalour at do mati~ro.c est d~duit do Is mamema nai~re quo Il'quation (IS)
* Cd d

md 7~- + (16)

Nousn mavons pas porz4 on abscisse I& variable y+ car on no pout plus conaiddiner
le fluids comma ionctapressible, toutofois si noun supposons quo le coefficien~t do



frottement A la paroi n'est n~s affect6 par la discontinuitg en tempgrature, nous
pouvoris appliquer le changement de variaLles proposg par Baronti et Libby (14) en
remplagant y par fY(p/p 0 ) dy. Nous avons ainsi trac6 la courbe thgorique corres-

pondant a cells '.- i1 figure 9, nc... voyons que la encore les valeurs de c t

dent vers cette imite avec une bonrie approximation. Etant donn6 le voisinage de
(d+ - I/Scl) et (7+ - I/Pr1 ) le nombre de Lewis turbulent pout atre considgrd comme
6gal 21'unitg, mnme tout pros de la discontlnuitg.

CONCLUSION

Etant donn6 le tr6s fort gradient qui -4gne aprs une discontinuitA, l'hy-
poth~se du nombre de Prandtl turbulent constant at t al l'unitg nMest pas valable.
Les termes provenant des d6riv6es longitudinales g6neralement n6gliggs dont les iqua-
tions de la couche 1imite sont peut-itre I prendre en considgration pour leo X fai-
bles, seule une 6tude d~taillge des fluctuations de tempgrature et de concentrition
peut nous fournir les renseignements n~cessaires. De la figure 10, nous pouvon; ds-
duire que le nombre de Lewis par contre pert 4tre considgrg 6gal 9 l'unit6.
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SYMBOLES

u Composante longitudinale de la vitesse (cm/s).
+ v Composante normale de la vitesse (cm/s.,

x Distance le long de la plaque (origins fictive de la couche limite dynami-
que (cm).

X Distance le long de la plaque (origine A discontinuitO) (cm).
L Valeur de x A la discontinuitg.
y Distance normale A la plaque (cm).
p Masse volumique du m6lange (g/cm3 ).
Cp Chaleur massivue du m~lange (cal/g °C).
n Nombre de molecules de gaz combustible par unite de volume.
N Nombre de m6l6cules de m6lange par unitg de volume.
C Concentration en gaz combustible z n/N
m Masse molaire du gaz combustible (g)
M Masse molaire du m6lange (g)
T Temperature (absolue en OK sans autre pr~cision).
o Ecart A la tempgrature de paroi (T -T) 0C).

0 Viscositg mol4culaire (poises)
Ut viscositg turbulente (poises)
k Conductivit6 thermique mol6culaire (cal/s 0 C.cm).
kt Conductivitd thermique turbulente (cal/s OC.cm).
D Coefficient de diffusion binaire (cm2 /s).
(pD) 1  Diffusiv~tg laminaire (g/cm.s).

(PD)t Diffusivit6 turbulentc (g/cm.s).

KT Coefficient de diffusion thermique (sans dimension) (z 0,167c pour ]'hydro-gane).
6d Epaisseur de la couche limits de diffusion (cm).
6h Epaisseur de la couche limite thermique (cm).
eu Viscosit txotale (poises).

Sh Conductivitg totale (cal/s °C.nm).
Cd Diffusivit6 totale (g/cm.s).

up Fluctuation de vitesse (cm/s).
e, Fluctuation de temp6rature (OK).
- Grandeurs sans dimension

Pr Nombre de Prandtl
Sc Nombre de Schmidt
Le Nombre de Lewis
St Nombre de Stanton
Cf Coefficient de frottement a la paroi.X
X+ Distance = 2 . /f dX

L V
+ uDistance a y L* 1

u Vitesse = u

u U

+ Ch
h 77

Cd

-Indices

* dans l'6coulament fibre.
p A la paroi
1 se rapportant au laminaire
t se rapportant au turbulent
u se rapportant au transfert do quantit6 de mouvement
h se rapportant au transfert de chaleur
d se rapportant au transfert do matiare.
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SUMEMY

A fthemtical. model in developed for the penetration of a reversible poison
that ie adsorbed on the catalyst surface; its application to isotherml reaction
systems in discussed.

T2he model predictions are found to be in reasonable agreement with experimental
results obtained for the hydrogenation of ethylene on a copper-magnesia catalyst
in the presence of water vapour which acts as a revern:ble poiaon.
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TEE PROBLEM OF CATALYST DEACTIVATION is of current interests In particular the
optimisation of reactor performance in cases where the c Ltalyst activity decreases
with operatiag time has received much attention in the literature. The deactivat.'nn
may be dua to the presence of impurities in the feed stream or to reaction prod:ucte
both of which my either occupy thi active sites or in some way impede accesq to
them. In mechanistic studies of the process the usual assumption is 4hat the
poiso• species bonds irreversibly to the catalyst surface. The poison is generally
considered either to advance as a step from the outer surfaces completely
deactivating the regions it has reached (pore-mouth penetration), or to act
unifornly throughout the catalyst particle (homogenecus poisoning).

But there exist meny processes where the removal of a poison from the feed
stream results in the complete restoration of catalyst activity. A theoretical
basis for the study of such systems has great potentiality because, as demonstrated
by ROSENMUUD and ZETSCHE and quoted in reference l :. , a poison can be used to
improve catalyst selectivity; and, for the case of a suitable reversible poison,
metered quantities can be added to the reactor feed stream to continuously control
the product composition.

Such techniques are used industrially. An interesting example is the hydro-
carbon reforming process carried out on a bifunctional catalyst of platinum
supported on an alumina base. Dehydrogenation, deal!lation and dehydrocyclixati, n
reactions take place on the platinum sites; dealkcylations, hydrocracking and
isomerisations occur on the acidic sites; and twe poisons, H S and H O, t•,,t block
the platinum and. acidic sites respectively are usei, in t.race quanti'.as, to
adjust the overall performanc-ý

However to make the most of these techný; ues some basic in.":! af tVe process
is required: an industrial reactor subjected to a trace iitro,.uction of poison is
likely to reveal transients lasting perhaps several days so that a purely feed-
back control system is out of the question. It is the purpose of this raper to
present a model for the reversible independent poisoning of a porous :atalyst by
feed stream impurities to serve as a basis for such studies.

THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL

We consider the poison penetration to be quite independent of other components
in the reaction system there being no competition for available active sites
between the poison and reactant and product species. Rather the poison, when
adsorbed on the catalyst surface, prevents reactants from reaching these centers.

A poison mass balance on an incremental element of a flat slab of porous
catalyst yields:

•c •c -•

D 2 (1)

With the assumption that the gas and adsorbed phase concentrations are always
in equilibrium, they may be related by means of the Langmuir adsorption isotherm
as follows:

Uma 1.KCmax

In practice the gas phase accumulation term, - , is negligibly small
compared with that in the adsorbed phase and can be ignored.

The adsorbed phase accumulation term, ] , is obtained by differentiating
Eq (2). Substituting for this in Eq (1) yields the dimensionless equation

where 0r = C/ci

- x/R

Boundary conditions foi' tho introduoto.un of poison at the pellet surface
(• .0) at time zero are



r 0

SO , Cr 1_

4 oo , Cr 0

This last boundary condition requires some explanation. A more sensible way of

writing it, from the physical point of view, would be
ý - I , C ---

which in valid only for small t , before any appreciable conc'entration of poison

has reached the center; as solutions of the flat slab case are of practical

utility at smll times, where they can be applied to all pellet geometries, this

is not unduly restrictive. Mathematically the two alternatives are virtually
identical at small ' . The form chosen. however, has the advantage that it allows

Eq (3) to be tackled by means of the similarity transformation

q T ,(4)

which reduces it to the ordinary differential equation

Cr q aCr

A q2  2(l+KiC r)2 aq

subject to q 0 C 1

q =O, C =0

The nature of the poison penetration is thus influenced solely by the parameter KCi;
the real time scale depends on the system constants D,&,K and C incorporated
in the dimensionless time T .

Figure (1) shows computer soludions of Eq (5) for the range of KC. values of
practical interest. The advantage of the similarity transformation is that, although
a numerical solution is eventually resorted to, results for the full range of KCi
values can be expressed as a single family of curves; computation time is also
greatly reduced.

The actual poison profiles within the pellet at discrete values ofT are
readily obtained from Figure (1) by making use of the relationships of Eqs (2)
and (4). Figures (2) and (3) show the poison concentration profiles in the gas
phase and adsorbed phase respec :vely for KC. equal to 1.

The ordinate of Figure (3) provides a direct measure of the fraction of

catalyst surface, M , blocked by poison. In the steady state this is given by
KCt /(I+K ); so that the catalyst can retain oonsiderable activity in the presences

of a reveisible poison for small values of KCi.

LIMITING VALUES OF KO.
1

KC LARGE. Figure (4) illustrates how the penetration is affected by the
parameler KC1 . For KCi larger than about 10 the poison advance approaches that of

a step and pore-mcth penetration can be assumed without significant error. This

follows from a consideration of Eq (2): av the outer regions of the pellet, where

CoC i ox approaches unity; it is these.almost totally poisoned regions that will

most affect th- catalyst performance. This means that oolutions of irreversible

pore-mouth poisoning problems (for example those o' SADA and WEN [23 on selectivity

in double reaction systems) can be applied in this case.

KCi SMALL. The linearised version of Eq (3) which applies for

KCi << 1

has been considered by GIOIA [31 • It is
•cr 

r Cr--- 2 -y (6)

which represents purely diffusional transport of poison governed by a pseudo

diffusivity given by D
D

Dp = •(7)
m= =,
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which in praotice is very much smaller that D. The solution of Eq (6), subject to
the same boundary conditions as for Eq (3), is

S-erfo ( (8)
Cr

which agrees with the numerical solution shown in Figure (1) for KCi<.I
Figure (1) also indicates that this analytical solutior can be used as a

reasonable approximation for KCi values up to about 1.

SPHERICAL PELLETS

We have obtained solutions to the gcneral model (Eq (1) ) valid for all
geometries at small T . For all but small values ef KC , solutions at lergei-
values are of little practical importance because of tie large drop in catalyst
activity that would then obtain. However, for systems where small quantities of
a reversible poison are introduced to adjust selectivity, the long time poison
concentration response is of some interest; and of particuler interest is the
time required to reach a new steady state.

We consider therefore finite spherical pellets and small values of KCi* The
model equation for this situation is given by:

r 2 rI O= + (9)
suboject to

0 , rC0=

=0 , Cr =1

Or= 0

Eq (9) can be readily solved by means of thA Laplace transform. The transfer
function solution is given by

(l-h %)Sn •Cr (s) = 5.ll/( )2(10)

and the time domain solution for the step input by

cr=._2n (_ 1 )n Sinn -• n•(1-n 2 T ) ) (11)
r n=1 nITT(I-,)epn

To get an idea of the time required to reach the steady state it is not
necessary to comput3 Eq (11). The average response time can be obtained from the
transfer function (Eq(10) ) by the well known technique of differentiating with
respect to s and setting s equal to zero. This gives the mean response time to Le

S(mean) = -L (2-t) (12)

Eq (12) tells us that the pellet surface (4 =0) instantaneously reaches the
concentration of the surroundings, and that at the centre the mean response occurs
atV - 1/6.

For practical purposes the steady state can be said to have been reached at
about three times the mean response time at the pellet centre. So that

TC (steady state)-4 0.5 (13)

APPLICATION TO ISOTHERMAL SYSTEMS

One of the basic postulates of the proposed model is that the poison penetration
is unaffected by the presences of other reaction components. This has enabled the
equations for poison penetration to be derived independently of the chemical
reactions taking place within the catalyst pellet. We now consider briefly the
application of the model ti isothermal reaction systems.

For an incremental length of catalyst pellet the following material balance
can be vnitten for each component in the reaction system.
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Net Rate of Net Rate of Net rate of Net rate of
entry by - disappearance - accumulation + entry by - 0
diffusion by reaction convection

The convection term can usually bt ignored except where large volume changes
accompany the reactions. The accumulatlon term is included because the poisoning
process is eusentially an unsteady state phenomenon. However, as the rate of
change of catalyst activity may be generally regarded as low, it is reasonable to
ignor reaction transients in the component mass balances. We are left, therefore,
with the first two terms of the proceeding mass balance for each reaction
component; it remains to solve these equations at discrete "C values to determine
how the catalyst performance varies with poisoning time. A specific example will
make this clear,

Consider the first order isothermal scheme

A --- k B C

taking place in spherical catalyst pellets and in which only the reaction B--. C is
affected by a reversible poison suddenly included in the feed stream. In view of
the proceeding discussion a dimensionless material balance on component B may be
written 2

+ 2 3 + 2 V B D A .•2 (1_ )C B = 0 (14)

dt D DB

where the Thiele modulus is given by

[ki i =A, B

DD io
ki a

Similar equations may be written for components A and C.
o(, is the fraction of surface area poisoned and is a function of both • and

the poisoning time T . Functional and numerical forms for c at discrete values
of T have been derived in the preceding section so that the equations can be
readly solved by computer methods to yield the catalyst activity and selectivity
as functions of T .

For this example these may be defined as:

Activity D d C A (15)

which provides a direct measure of the rate of consumption of reactant A and

dC

Selectivity m dc If (16)
-c o

which measures the relative rate of production of B to C.
Clearly the activity is unaffected by the poisoning of the second reaction;

the selectivity however increases with poisoning time reaching a maximum when the
steady state is attained. For a more complicated reaction scheme (for instance one
consisting of a rumber of reactions of the type considered above) the performance
criteria may not be capable of such compact expression as in Rqs (15) or (16) but
once they are defined the basic computation required remains essentially the same.

EXPERIMENTAL

The system studied experimentally was that of ethylene hydrogenation on a
oopper-magnesia catalyst.

C2H4 + H2  0 C2H6

Under the experimental conditions maintained this reaction may be saf.•ly
assumed to be first order in hydrogen C41 . Water vapour was us )d as the reversible
poison.

The reader is refered tu the paper by GIOIA .5] for details of the experimental
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method and of the evaluation of the results. Briefly, two series of kinetic
experiments were carried out in a differential reactor; both consisted of the
sudden introduction of poison into the feed stream and the measurement of the
subsequent decrease in conversion as a function of time.

For the first series of runs the catalyst was in the form of a powder of
sufficiently small particle size to effectively eliminate diffusional resistances:
the gas phase concentrations of all components (including the poison) within the
catalyst grains were substantially the same as those in tho sur-ounding gas.

These runs showed the poison adsorption to be very rap.Ld (an important finding
as the proposed model implicitly postulates instantaneous adsorption), and enabled
the Langmuir parameter, K, to be calculated.

The second series of runs wa•s carried out with larger catalyst part, jles.
However experimental conditions were arranged to ensure that the Thiele modulus,(
(defined after Eq (14) ) was much smaller than 1. This excludes the possibility of
diffusional effects for the reactants so that, in the abeence of poison, all
elements of the catalyst surface contribute equaily to the reaction process; and
in the presence of poison the reactor couversion is directly proportional to the
fraction of catalyst surface unpoisoned.

Under tnese conditions the suitability of the model can be easily checked.
The total fraction of area poisoned,Q(T, at any time, T , is obtained from the
integration of the relevant adsorbed poison concentration profiles (for example
those shown in Figure 4 forT = 0.1).

Figure 5 shows these integrated forms of the poison penetration for values of
T up to 0.1; for high values of KCi these curves are not valid fort values large
enough to result in appreciable poison concentration in the centre of the pellet
and are consequently terminated at the point corresponding to a value of Cr equal
to 0.1 at ý equal to unity.

The values of oT obtained experimentally from the conversion data are shown
plotted against those predicted by the model in Figure 6 for t equal to 0.025;
this corresponded to real times covering a range from 28 to 130 minutes. KCC. values
ranged from I to 19. 1

The results shown in Figure 6 are really quite good when one considers the many
uncertainties in the interpretation of the experimental findings. These are
discussed in reference[ 5] and include the correction for non-isothermal effects,
the evaluation of the effective diffusivity, D, and the assumption of monolayer
adsorption used for the estimation of Cmax*

DISCUSSION

The most questionable assumption in the derivation of the poison penetration
equations is that of independence. Deactivation by poison adsorption is discussed
by Innes 161 who describes two mechanisms both of which have been advocated by a
number of workers. Although the distinction is somewhat vague the first mechanism
stresses reaction between the poison and active centers whereas the second considers
a less direct interference, the number of free electrons, unpaired electrons or
rbaction sites being in some way affected by the presences of adsorbed poison
molecules. The first mechanism suggests a direct competition between the poison
and reaction components while the second lends itself more plausibly to the
interpretation of independent poisoning considered in this papew.

Typical poisoning curves quoted in the literature E ll are in qualitative
agreement with the propose( nodel and suggest the assumption of indeppndence to be
valid for many systems. They show the relationship between the stead3 state catalyst
activity (proportional to the fraction of catalyst surface uripoised) and poison
concentration to be linear at low concentrations (is. at low KC values); for
higher concentrations the activity decreases more slowly as indicated 'y the
Langmuir isotherm. The initial linear portion of these curves is strongly indicative
of independence: if there were competition between the poison and reaction compo-
nernts for available active sites the KCO term would appear in the denominator of
the reaction rate expression regardless of the controlling mechanism[ 7T ; the
catalyst activity would therefore decrease with increasing KCi but not linearly as
generally found in practice.

When there are temperature differences between the catalyst particles and the
surrounding gas stream the 3ffect of pniooning is likely to be far greater than
for the isothermal schemes considered above. For exothermic reactions the immediate
effect of the poison will bo to reduce the overtemperature with the consequence of
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an exponentially amplified drop in the reaction rate; a point will be reached,
however, when the overtemperature becomes negligibly small making applicable the
assumption of isothermal operation to the final stages of the deactivation curves.
This was the case for the experiments reported in this paper and considered in more
detail in reference [51 •

Temperature effects could also be expected to invalidate the assumption of
independent poisoning, the Langmuir constant bearing an Arrhenius relationship with
temperature. However available evidence suggests the effect of tomperature on the
fraction of catalyst surface poisoned to be generally small. Maxted [1] , for
example, found that a temperature rise sufficient to produce a fivefold increase
in the rate of hydrogenation on a platinum catalyst, made no significant difference
to the poisoning effect of thiophene.

For large values of KC. this low temperature dependence is to be expected from
the form of Eq (2). And f4 small KC. values, where Eq (2) indicates a linear
dependence of area poisoned with the Langmuir constant K, adsorption will be lessthan mono-layer with consequentally low energies of activation.
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NOTATION

a Catalyst surface area available for reaction cm 2/m3

C gas phase poison concentration gmols/cm3

Sadsorbed phase poison concentration gmols/cm3

max maximum adsorbed phase poison concentration gmols/Om3

C gas phase poiscn concentration at pellet surface gmols/cm3

0r c/Ci col

Cr(s) transfer function solution of poison penetration [01

CA' CB concentrations of components A, B gmole/o3m

D effective diffusivity of poison cm 2/sec

D pseudo diffusivity of poisor defined by Eq (7) cm2/sec

DDA, DB effective diffusivities of components A and B cm2 /see

K Langmuir constant cm3/gmol

kA, kB reaction velocity constants cm/sec

q defined by Eq (4) [01
R catalyst pellet half dimension cm

Laplace variable sec-I

time see

x distance into pellet cm

Sfraction of catalyst surface poisoned (point value) [0o

AT total fraction of catalyst surface poisoned (01

0 Thiele modulus. Defined after Eq (14) (01

dimensionlesc time. Defined after Eq (0) L0]
dimensionless distance. Defined after Eq (3) [0]
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Many of the gaseous products of conbustion are adsorbed on surfaces, even at temperatures above
1500 K and these adsorbed layers strongly affect thermicnic emission of electrons. The ionisaticn
of solid particles in flares is therefore not to be comrpared directly with imisxticn in vacuo.
Ex~pmijenmtal work cn the systems CO/WN, 0/Pt and S02/Pt is presented and analysed in term of the
heat of acaorption of the qas; and of the kinetics of adsorption. In all these systens there is e
large rise in the thermicinic work function. Certain s-stems particularly those involving highly
unsaturated organic materials, analogous t- soot, have the opposite effect and lower the wcxrk func-
tion wv.th a consequent large increase in the emission of electrons. Some ebseivations on these
systems are discussed and their consequences at low temperatures considered.
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The gemal nder-standing o•onisat on in flames has been developed from a simple equilibrium
description based on the Saha 2) equati• through the modification -f such a description by
including interaction with the flare gases' to a kinetic description of both natural ionisation
and the ionisation of additives through the work of Calcote, Sugden and William and their colla-
boratdrs. The technolofy of fuels has, however, advanced more rapidly than the laboratory studies,
and consideration mist now be given to the effects of solid particles on the levels of ionisation
k, flames, 1'oth to explore the possibility of increasing this level for .urp.ss of MfD generation,
or as an unwanted souce of radio attenuation in oth,.fields. The earliest description of the
effect of solid particle3 was due to Sugden & Thrush'a who put forward the relation

2(2lWmekT) 3/ 2

ne - hmkT--- exp ( -(X + nee 2 /Na)/kT)

This has been modified by Einbinder( 5 ), F.T. Smith( 5 ), and Soo & Dich(? but the modifica-
tions are of importance only for small particles and heavy ioaisations •8) The crucial point in
equation (1) is the exponential dependence on the work function.

Work functions have usually been determined under high vacuum condit*s and the importance
of using very clean surfaces was realised at a very early stage. Kingdont'deonstrate6 that the
work function of tungsten (4.54 eV, 437 kJ) was raised to approximately twice this value when the
ireasurements were carried out in the pzes• of 0.1 Wm- 2 of oxygen. This result has been quanti-
tatively reproduced in these laboratories •lU) .1 d it has also(M n shown that other strongly
adsorbed materials such as tetracyaroethylenet±±• or acetylene may lower the wcok function by
100 kJ. The origin of these changes will be discussed later, for the present it is enough to note
that they do occur, and that therefore any attempts to describe phencena at atemspheric pressure
must take such changes into account. A change in work function of 1 ev (100 kJ) at a temperature
of 15000 K corresponds to a change of 1000 in the current density, so that the use of clean surface
work functions could ;e misleading in the extreme.

EL JR. Miller (13) has studied a variety of solid particles ir flames, using a Langmuir/Wil"iaoIa1)
.otating probe. As such a probe is swept thrugh a flame where there is gaseous ionisation, a
smoothly profiled response is found, but if the flame contains solid particles as vell, the smooth
profile is lost, and a spiky response is found. The heights of the spikes are a function of the
solid material and of the temperature of the flare, and Miller described his results in terms of
the following model:

A single particle in the flame will be at or near the temperature of the flame and will there-
fore lose (or gain) electrons until it is in equilibrium with the local concentratiom of electrons.
In so doing, it will of necessity beccee charged and the loss of electrons will raf dly ceoase.
The cold probe in passing through the flame can act only as a current collector, anei the response
will be limited by the plasma density. If however the cold probe passes sufficiently near to the
hot particle to interact with it, the combination is equivalent to an emitting probe, and the res-
pinse is governed by the temperature and work function of the system. A steady state response is not
obtained, because the particle is rapidly cooled by the massive probe, but a ballistic response
yields the typical spike. Miller was able to evaluate the work function of vaeious materials by a
statistical survey of the spike heights with the following results (Table 1).

Table 1

Material Ctbserved work ninction Literature val-& (15)
(ev) (eV)

Carbon 1.5 3.93
Tungsten carbide 2.J 3.60
Lanthanum H•xaboride 2.2 2.66
Barium oxide (0.60 Low temp. 1.66

(1.95 High tem.

It iL apparent that even allwing fc- the crudemass of the experiment, it wmold be m=at injudi-
cious to attempt to use the literature values to account quantitatively for +Ie obeervation.

RAISL) WOPX MJMMIfS

In ccnsideringr the orifin cf thee chwees in work function coniseauent upon adsorption, two dis-
tin, - factors must be separatse - the actual change under an absorbed layer aw the d e in the
aa'cmut of the adsorbed laye . t is conva ly found that the surface potential of a clean surface
is about 1 volt for that of a surface covem'd with an adsorbed layer. As already potnted out, this
potential difference will ooxnspcr w to a factor of 1000 in the crtaeit density and therefore the
esectron emission will be dominated by the sawifao of lower work fuiction unless it represents less
than 10-3 of the %fole surface. If the fraction of surface covered is temperatur" dependent ftrOuFpt
*,sorption, such dependence will be added to the work function when detiemined teomionically thus
acoauntinp for the observation of Kindon.

It is penerally accepted that the presence of an adsorbed fiJr on a wtal surface will pmdm
an electrical double lever, and that the effect of this double layer will be to pTruodc a surface
potential which will rodify the work twiction. The various thecries and expriswntal data are
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discussed by Kminskey1 Burhteina1 7 ) and Mignolet( 18 ) while Gcuer( 19 ) and Ehrlich(20) have demon-
strated the .ffect of adsorption on field emission. For the purpose of the present discussion the
finer details of this surface potential and the vriation with degree of surface coverage, may be
neglected and the simplifying assumption made that the wcok function x, of the clean surface is
increased by an amount Ax by covering with an adscrbed layer.

The current density for either surface will be given by Richardson's equation.

Je = BT2 exp (-X/RT) (2)
-If i fraction 8 of surface is covered by an adsorbed film, not necessarily continuous, but ccm-

posed of particles whose dimensions are omuparable to the distance of the Schottky barrier, then the
current density will be given by

=e B T2 (1 - 8) exp (-xo/RT) + B, T20 exp (-(Xo + AX)/RT) (3)

The mean therwionic work functions is defined by

x z - RT 2 d In 1 4-T(•)

If, furthermiore, the fraction of the total curTent derived from the ith patch is defined as i
differentiation of equation 3 and substitution in equation (4) yields for the general case

x "ixi + 1 id ln a /dT (5)
1 1

Under conditions where the degree of surface coverage varies slowly with the temperature, the
last teram in equation (4) may be neglected and the mean thermionic work function then becomes

im C I ixi (6)

This is not identical with the mean work function derived frcm contact potential measurements,
where the weighting factor is the fraction of surface covered, not the current derived for the sur-
face

xp eixi(7

Farragher has developed this approach to the thermionic emission for covered surfaces and has
incorporated a simple Langmuir expression for the fraction of surface covered. The resultant ekpress-
ion foL the total currant density is

BkT( 2 +n) 8e + qo)/xr) (8)JT = x • x -(x° O )• 8
p

whe4 e the pressure exponent x and temperature wqp. lent n depend on the type of adsorption, and x
and q. are the wcmk function of the clean surface and heat of adsorption at zero coverage respectively.
He ha4 studied a number of system with the following results

TABLE 2

System N02/W NOW CO/W 02/W 02/Ir 02 /Pt

TOK 1792 1788 1640 P750 1610 1800 1590 1500
(qO + nRT)/ 464 246 552 222 492 410 306 294

(kW)
x 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5

These values for the heat of adsorption awe upper limits, and must be reduced by apprevimately
80 kJ to obtain th9.vlues at normal surface coverae. The most reliable measurement in these systems
i. that of de-a~d' 2 1on the systm CO/W. His value for the heat of adsorption of 375 kJ is so
close to the co:rrectd value for this work as to suKgest that the model is correct. For mny simple
"tastsd where the effect of adscortion of 1 gas is to raise the work function of the surface, the
thermionic mzmnt rensity may be predicted from a consideretion of the pr2pertieou of the clean sur-
face and of the degree of surface coverage.

lLDM!2 WOPJ( FUMCTI(IWS

Oartain veap'w, notably acotylene(1 2 ) awl ttrecyancethylene(l) have the oRpc~its effect to
that just described in that the therwionic work functons ae loered by about 1 volt. Surface
potential studies have not been odse on these systen so that it is not possible to say how geat a
portion of the observed chane Is due to eltetcrtatic effects and how n=ch to adsorption, but it is
apparent from the geametry of the C ent-tenqrature rehs that there mnt be mi effect other then
on the work function if the cean aind covered surface curTwt densities we to be omprable in mgl-
nitude. Such an alternative effect is to be found in the trimession coefficient for electrons
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across the barrier field.

The phenanenon of electro emission from one of the most widely studied systems, a tantalum sur-
face in the presence of tetracyanoethylene, is illustrated in Figure 1. Generally, two lines are
obtained, one (A) being the current density obtained from a clean surface and the other (B), slightly
higher and with a lower slope, being the current density in the presence of tetracyanoethylene. At
a given pressure of tetracyancethylene, the neasurements starting from a low temperature would follow
line B until a well defined transition to line A occurred. This transition was completely reproducible
and reversible, maasurements extending well above and below the transition point. It was frequently
possible to make several neasurevents in the region between the lines, thus definiing the transition
clearly.

The point at which the transition occurred was a function of the pressure of vapour, beinp at
higber temperatures for higher pressures, and was clearly a function of the adsorption process. The
diffefence in slopes of the lines was about 90 kJ, which was disproportionately greater than their
acttal separation, so that the pre-exponential factor for the covered surface must be much less thar
that of the clean surface. Fcwler(22o has given an expression for the alteration in the transmission
coefficient which is applicable to this p;.anoyrenon.

- AX

S 10 2 ) exp (-•zl (AX)1/ 3) (9)Sxo

when a is the ratio of the transmission coefficient, Ax the lowering of the work function, 1 the thick-
ness of the barrier and z2 z 8,2 /h2,

In applying th.s result, equation (3) is used in the form

jC :dcBAOT2 exp (- (X0 - AX)iRT)

d d 0 AT2 exp xoiRT)

whereas, log (jc/Jo) = log (dce/do) + Ax/RT

or RT log (Qc/0o) rIf log le + AX (10)

As Figure 2 shows, AX and sO may readily be evaluated, with the result, under most conditions,
that sO is of the order of 0.03 but that for certain carefully prepared surfaces it could be as high
as 0.1. A reasonable estinate of the barrier thickness would encompass the first layer of atcms in
the metal, together with the adsorbed molecule, and a sronation of the appropriate radii Fives values
4.4 - 5.5 R for 1 depending on the model used. Mhe value of 5.3 ý has been chosen to evaluate a
from FToler's result, since this makes 0 1 for the special surfa-.s and is within the range estimated.
As will be seen for table 3, the other surfaces all suggest a value of about 0.3 for e, the fraction
of surface covered

TABUL 3

Filament Pressure ax OA

Ta 1.3 x 1iO" N D"2 49 kJ 9.3 x l-2 0.32
Ta 6.5 x 10-2 VN2 92 kJ 3.3 x 10-2 0.32
WC 1.3 x 10-2 W-"2 94 kJ 1.1 x in-, I.X

MoC 1.5 X 10-2 Nm2  28 kJ 3.3 x 10-2 0.56
TaC 1.b x 10- 2 W-2 58 kJ 6.6 x 10-2 0.29

This value is entirely reasonable, since for an inmobile film any space between adjacent mole-
cules will be inaccessible if it is of smller dimensions than the meleculq For diatomic species
this is only of msrginal importance, but for tetracyancethylene which can ouctry 30 (5 x 6) sites it
is si.niicant. Such an extended molecule will on averaee be sturounded by a clear space of he) f its
dianter, end the upper limit for ooverage will therefcz be M.•S in reasonable agpeeant with obse --
tion. 1t specially corditioned surface of tungsten carbide is then attributable to the formation
of a highly wbilo fTilm in which close packing can occur.

KINEC EFEC'•S

The results, and thewotical approach outlined so far are spplicable to what are essentially
static conditions. '.'e final state wa. reached rapidly, usually tea fast to sea any intermediate
stao, and the resu].ts apaed to be reversible. :n the analysis of the results, it is asumed that
everything is at a steady state. ky contrast, electron ewission fromnmany eurfanes in the presnce
of sulpour corm s shows a strmgly tlm-deiendent eff1ct (Fipure 3).

At tseqerettars below ]4SdK electra emission from a platinum surface is not particularly depen-
dent on the essmwe of sulphur o=Tx*md (sulpur dioxide has been ueed for most of the work tho
the m&e results have been obtained with SO,, CS( and sulphur vepcu-). kan this twmpature, thOe
is a slow fall in the electln emission over a considereble period of tint followed by a cataatruohic
dop over a very short tino. The actual time scale involved depeded on the sample of metal and on
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its history but typically the slow fall corTesponded to a drop to one hAlf of the electrc current
and occupied 90% of the ti e# fhili the catastropy reduced the electron current by a factor of 103
in the reraining 10%.

It was found possible to fit these curvec empirically by an expression of the forrm

J J 1-exp (ktn) (11)

where t is the time and n is an ex]wnent between 2 ;,xd 3.

In searching fcr a themvtical basis for this empirical expression, certai.n facts were noted.
Firstly, although a very slow evaporaticn of the platinum occurred, it was too slow to be attributed
to the intermediate formatin of messive platinum sulphide..On the other hand, very significant
thermal etching had occurreC dtuing a run. S-.ccudly, althouph the fall in electron emission could be
ocompletely reversed by pumping off the sulphur dioide, and the emission restored to its original
value, su,,sequent runs using the same filament showed the same general behaviour, but with a progress-
ively increasing time scala. Thirdly, the adsorption of sulphur dioxide on platinum has been stidied
extersively and there appears to be no anomalies. As a resuit of considering these facts, a hypothesis
of conditional adsorption is advanced. Under this hypothesis, the adsorption of sulphur dioxide as
such does not contrib ite directly to the loss of electron emission, and is at a steady state at all
temperatures. Sulphur atoms can however be adsorbed, either as atoms or in combination and reduce
the electron emission, but such adsorption can only occur at suitable sites, which are associated
with a particular condition of the platinum surface, and are not present on a normal clean surface.
The particular surface configuration is Iccalised as a patch, and these patches can grcw in size in
the presence of sulphur. In order that they can start to grew, nuclei, or patches of minimal area
mist be -xesent. Such nuclei may be present at the start of a run, or may be created durinp a run.
Then the sulphur dioxide is pumped out of the system, the surface reverts to the clean condition.

The necessary mathematics to develop,;t•.s model have been worked out by Avrami (23) for the case
of nuclei already present, and by Poisson , who considered the chance that part of a I.ool would
remain undisturbed by the ripples spreading during a shower of rain, for the case of ccntinuous pen-
eration of nuclei. The aprrocch of Poisson my readily be extended to include a finite number of
nuclei present initially.

The final result is naturally complex, but it is of the correct fcrm, and reduces to the equat on
of Avrami and Poisson under appropriate conditions. The theory of Airrarri predicts an exponent in
equation (11) of 2 while that of Poisson, one of 3. The intermediate values found empirically reflect
the varying importance of the two processes. Generally, successive runs not only show an increased
time scale, but also are fitted to higher values of the exponent n. This is support for the rmoe.]
advanced, in that the nuclei present init.ally tend to be consumed in patch vrowth, so that the
Initial rate is therefore lower in successive runs, and depends more on peneration of new nuclei.

CONCWSION

The three different aspects of trhe interaction of gases with surfaces and the consequent t.ffect
on electron emission inclio.ate quite clearly the many difficulties which beset any attempt to predict
such emission which is b.•, .' solely on the properties of clean surfaces. The variations which are
found can be understood in texis of the simple kinetic feature of adsorption an] surface change, but *

the prediction of the variations is a more formidable task. rhe comment which may rightly be Yrade
is that the majority of the work described herein is concerned with rather exotic systems. While
this is true, the complex nature of the prcblen' fccces attention first to those systems which show
simple and markedly dominant feattres which are amenable to experimental investipation. When the
general nature of the phenomena have been made clear, they may be then studied in greater detail with
more sophisticated techniques, and in systems where several of the phonoreni; play a contributor. role.
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SUMMARY

Phase boundary reactions often determine thu rate of interactions of mitals
with gases. Adsorption and stepwise dissoziation of the gas molecules must
occur -e:or% Lhe nonmetal atoms -om the gas phase can be dissolved in the
metal or can react with the metal.,
The kin.,ics of the surface reactions of iron and other metals with NH3 -H2 ,
CH4-H 2 2 S-K 2' H20-H 2 , C02-CO and N2-H2 mixtures have been studied at high
temperatures.
From the experimentally determined kinetics, the dependence of the forward
and backward reaction rate on the partial pressures or activities of the
reactants and reaction products, the rate determining step of the investigated
reactions could be detected. The rate determining step can also be fourd out
by the comparison of the overall reaction rate with the rate of an appropriate
isotope exchange reaction. Depending on the temperature or other reaction con-
ditions different reaction steps can ict as the rate determining step of a reaction.

From the knowledge of one or two elementary steps the mechanism of the overall
reaction could be deduced for the investigated reactions of metals with gases.
The occurence of individual elementary steps involving intermediate products
such as adsorbed atoms or radicals was proved.
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AT SUFFICIENT HIGH TBLPERATURES equilibria between the solid phase and the gas
atmosphere are established, if a gas or a gas mixture is passed over a me+ il. In
equilibrium the activity of each of the atomic species, of which the gas phase
is composed, is the same in the gas atmosphere, in the solid and at the surface
of the solid. Depending cn the activity of A and chemical affinity to the metal
either a solution of A in the metal and an adsorbed layer of A atoms at the metal
surface is established, or a compound is formed.
At the phase boundary adsorption and dissociation of the gas molecules must occur
befo:.e the nonmetal atoms can be dissolved or can react with the metal. in most
oases the dissociation is the rate determining step in the sequence
a) transport of the molecules to the surface of the solid,
b) adsorption at the surface,
c) dissoziation of the adsorbed molecule and
d) entry of the atoms into the solid.
In the following, only studies will be discussed, in which chemical dissoziation
reactions at metal surfaces were rate determining. The diffusion process, which
establishes the equilibrium in the bulk phase, will not be considered.
Typical reactions which transfer nonmetal atoms A from the gas phase to a metal
are the dissoziation reactions of diatomic molecules, 02, H2, N2 ,etc.

A2 ;- 2A (adsorbed and dissolved)

From C02 -CO mixtures both 0 and C can be transferred to a metal. Nonmetal atoms
A also can be transferred to a metal by equilibration with gas mixtures
A H - H^, for example NH - H2, CH4 - H2, H2 S - H2 and H 0 - H In thisere-
actfons i stepwise dehydr~genailon or hyarogenation (in tie bace reaction) of
the nonmetal atom A must occur and it was considered very interesting to detect
the separate elementary reactionsteps.
To eliminate rate control by diffusion, thin film techniques can be used. Disso-
lution reactions of gases in metals can be studied with thin metal foils. This
way the distances are small enough that no considerable concentration gradients
occur. The mean concentration change of A in the solid and thus the rate of the
transfer of A to the solid can be measured.
Relaxation measurements of weight or resistance are very convenient. The activity
of A in the gas phase is changed abruptly and the resulting change of the concen-
tration of A in the metal from its initial value to the new equilibrium value can
be observed by recording the change in the weight or the resistance of the thin
foil used. The electrical resistance and the concentration of dissolved A are
correlated by a linear relation. The principle of the relaxation method is shown
in fig. 1. The retardation of the absorption and desorption of A in caused by the
reaction at the surface of the tbin metal foil.
Another means for the measurement of surface reaction kinetics is the study of
isotope exchange reactions. These reactions can be studied while equilibrium bet-
ween the gas and the solid prevails.

RESULTS
REACTIONS OF THE TYPE AHx w, x-/2 H,+ A (dissolved)

A relaxation method was used to study the reaction
NH3 4 N (dissolved in K-iron) + 3/2 H2  (1)

The resistance changes produced by the nitriding of thin iron foils in NH -H,
mixtures and the denitriding in H have been studied in a flow apparatus 3
at temperatur'es between 300 0c ang 8oo °C (1). The following meahanism is assumed
for reaction Eq (1)

NH 3 NH3 (ads)
NH3 (ads) ; NH2 (ads) + H (ads) III

NH2 (ads) 2 NH (ads) + H (ads) II
NH (ads) F 11 (ads) + H (ads) I
N (ads) •N (dissolved)

H2  rk 2H (ads)

With some reasonable assumptions, rate laws can be derived for the case that one
of tne dehydrogenation and hydrogenation steps 1,II or III is rate determining.
The NH -formation on an iron foil. ccntaining nitrogen, over which H2 is passed,
will b• discussed.
The rate of the first hydrogenation step, backward reaction I, is proportional
to the product of the surface concentrations ri of N and H. It ie assumed that
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the surface concentrations of all adsorbed species are low, so that the surface
concentration of N is proportional to its concentration in solution raNe [N]
and 'he surface concentration of H is proportional to the activity o0 H
Sa ýpH 1/2. The rate of step I equals2H- -vrN "'kr [ 1 'h' (2)
Theso dependences of the overall reaction would be expected if step Iwere rate
determining.
But if forward and backward reaction of step I are fast compared with rate of
the backward reaction II, there will be approximate equilibrium for the reaction
I and the surface concentration of NH is given by

I"H- K, (WIJp h3)
The rate of the backward reaction II is proportional to the product of the sur-
face concentrations of NH and H.

- - r, - - k1 ji WL•z/. (4)

These dependencies of the overall reaction wculd be expected if step II were rate
determining.
Suppose that the forward and backward reaction of step I and of step II are fast
compared with th -,ate of the backward reaction III. Then virtually equilibrium
for reaction I and II prevails and the surface concentration of NH2 is given by

FH,- KI 1 P~pW.~. (5)
The rate of the backward reaction III is proportional to the product of the sur-
face concentrations of NH2 and H

Yz -,. TNo2 /IEN (6)v1 - - k.= FNF - -kL f •4 rtH)
Thus one expects for the dependences of the reaction rate on the nitrogen concen-
tration and the hydrogen partial pressure the following general equation

v" - k (7)
with 1,2 or 3 according to which of the hydrogenation and dehydrogenation
steps is rate determining.
The Eq (7) was verified by denitriding experiments. The decrease of nitrogen
content in the iron foil may be written

- n -, _ d.N]_ 8

with S = surface area and 8 = thickness of the iron foil. The denitriding ex.
periments can be plotted according to the integrated equation (fig.2).

[IV] t .2 , 5S H.9

The linearity of plots of log ( rN)^/ ENJt) vs. t proves that the reaction is of
first order concerning the concentration of dissolved nitrogen. From the slope
of this plot k_0 PH V/2 can be determined. Experiments with different H -pres-
sures gave the 2 double-logarithmic plot of kC v PH /2 vs. 'H2  (fii.3),
which must deliver stiaight lines with the slopes 1/2, 2/2 or 3/2. The
measurements yield lines with the slope changing from 2/2 to 3/2. At higher H -

pressures the exponent v = 2 shows that reaction II, the formation of NH (adi),
is rate-determining. At lower pressures the exponent V= 3 shows that reaction III,
the formation of NH (ads), is rate determining. At H2 -pressures higher than
1 atm the reaction i may become rate determining, but this could not be investi-
gated.
The results confirm the mechanism and the other assumptions which were made to
derive Eq (7).
The rate control by Lhe reaction steps II and III is also demonstrated by measu-
rements of the temperature depdndence of the rate of denitriding (fig.4). These
measurements also show, that at high temperaturea or at low H -pressures desorp-
tion of N occurs. The N -desorption 2N (dissolved)- N is iharacterized by a
high activation energy a;d is independent of the H -preisure.
A similar mechanism as for the reaction Eq (1) can ie assumed for the decarburi-
zation of metals in H and the carburization in CH4 -H2 mixtures. Hera four hydro-
gentýtion-dehydrogenation steps occurs
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CH4 (ads) C OH3 (ads) + H (ads) IV

CH3 (ads) O CH2 (ads) + H (ads' III

OH2 (ads) C CH (ads) + H (ads) II

CH (ads) b C (ads) + H (ads) I

The exponent4 .;an assume the values 1,2,3 or 4 in the rate oquation for the
decarburization

2. C&t 11 L

The decarburization of -- iron was studied in the temperature range 91oo to
1o5o 0C (2). The usual first order plot log ( CC] /C]Ot) vs. t is linear
(fig.5), thus the proportionality of the decarburlzation rate to the carbon
concentration could be proved. It was found for the range of H -pressures
whioh have been applied that,)~= 3 (fig.6), obviously the foi-matign of the CH 3
radical, backward reaction step III, is the rate determining reaction.
Likewise the desulfurization can be described by a mechanism with two hydro-
genation-dehydrogenation steps.

H2S (ads) % SH (ads) + H (ads) II

SH kads) e S (ads) + H (ads) I
Studies of this reaction have been made with iron at 950 0C (3). The desulfuri-
zation is of first order concerning the sulfur concentration in the iron (fig.7)
and the result V =2 from (fig.8) shows that reaction step II is rate determining.
With other metals also -d= 1 has been found.
According to thAse results for the reactions of the mentioned nonmetal atoms A
from their solution tn iron(and other metals) with hydrogen a general rate equati-
on can be given

This law describes the rate, if the reaction
AHx * A (dissolved) + x/2 H2 (12)

only occurs in the backward direction, in absence of AH . The rate law for the
total reaction is obtained from the equilibrium condi ion . In equilibrium
(d [A] / dt = 0 ) the rate of the forward a..d backward reaction must be equal
for all hydrogenation and dehydrogenation steps and must yield the equilibrium
condition

SAHx - K (13)

This is fulfilled by the rate equation

& A Mk E_ A_ HA [A] (14)

This general rate equation could be confirmed for all studied reactions, nitri-
ding, carburization and sulfurization . In thiz jquati6xon the expression for
the forward reaction contains the activity of the radical AHV , which is deter-
mined by equilibria of the reactions preceding the rate determining step. The
expreseion for the backward reaction containj the product of the activity of II
and the activity of AHv-t. The latter is determined by equilibria of the repc-
tions which follow after the rube determining step. The forwa•-d reaction is de-
termined by the decomposition of the radical AHy , the irickward reaction ig de-
termined by its formition. This is in agreement with the principle of micro"-
copic reversibility wich must be fulfilled tIr reactions not too far from equi-
librium.
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REACTIONS OF THE TYPE A2 qb 2A (DISSOLVED)

The dissolution of nitrogen from N2 in iron

N2 • 2N (dissolved) (15)

could be investigated at 700 0 to 10oo Oc by measuring the relaxation of the
electrical resistance (4). Thin iron foils were nitrided in N2 with 1% H 2, in
Ar with 1 % H the iron foil desorbed its nitrogen as N The nitrogen de-
sorption curvA (fig.9) is characterized by a fast decrehsing slope, indicating
a reaction of second order. The initial rates of experiments with various par-
tial pressures of N are proportional to the partial pressure of pN (fig. o).
Thus one has the raie equation 2

SI, M - M (16)
This equation can be rewritten as follows

.i d' Et]. 4 NL(7

The integrated form describes the nitrogenization of oe-iron at temperatures
between 700 °C and 9cc °C (fig.11)

[N t 4 (18)

The desorption rate in absence of N2 is given by the equation

L ~CNI k - N (19)
Z ttO

According to the intesrated form of this equation

EAI.o t (2o)

te desorption curves can be plotted (fig.12).
The bliowing reaction sequence is proposed for the atomistic mechanism oi the
reaction

N2  • N2  (ads)

N2 (ads) # 2N (ads)
N (4de) • N (dissolved)

The observed rate equation can be attached to tho second step. The forward ro-
action is the dissoziation of adsorbed nitrogen, the backward reaction is the
recombination of two adsorbed nitrogen atoms. Again the linear relations
r.2 X pN2 and r.ecN must be valid, and written with the surface concentrations

of the reaocing species the equation reads as follows

~ X (21)

The reaction
A2 (ads) g 2 A (ads) (22)

with its rate equation
S• - rAJ (23)

presumably will be rate determining in several systems gas-metal.
Cotplications arlee at lower temperatures or high nonmetal activities and for
other conditions Ifthe coverage with the atoms & to nit very small.
The equatioit (16) for the nitriding in N and the nitrogen desorption is only
valid for low nitrogen concentrations. Fir as high nitrogen concentrations an
oe can establish in i -iron by nitriding with X or inw-iron by nitriding
with NH3-H2 mixturee, the equation (16) must be gompleted according to
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A ~ -k' P~- k -~"~(24)

S dtt A + K EW7 j1+ K CNiJ

The expression for the backward reaction shows that the nitrogen desorption is
of second order only at low nitrogen ooncentrations, for high nitrogen concen-
trations the desorption apparently becomes of fir-t order. This is illustrated
by a plot which shows the dependence of desorpticn rates on higi, nitrogen con-
tents. The iron foils had been nitrided with NH -H2 mixtures and after that were
denitrided in Ar (fig.13). In Ar the nitrogen ýan orly be dcaorbed as N2 not
as N;il
In order to derive equation (24) the following mechunism ic proposed. The disso-
ciation of the N2 molecule occurs at special sites with a high enthalpy of ad-
sorption for N- atoms, may be at a kink L. The recombination takes plac" at a
kink, one nitrogen atom, which is adsorbed with high-enthalpy at the kink reacts
with another mobile N-atom, which is adsorbed with less adsorption enthal;Y.

L + N2  L N2  (ads) I
L N2 (ads) • L N (ads) + N (ads) II
L N (ads) - N (diss.) + L III
N (ads) • N (diss.) IV

The rate determining step would be reaction II. The rate equation can be written
with the surface concentrations of the reacting species

V f - k N (25)

For the equilibrium III a Langmuir-Isotherm is introduced

T T NJ (26)

The N -molecules presumably are less strong adsorbed at the sites of the reaction
than ihe N-atoms, therefore one has for the surface concentration

F TIL r Pd (27)

'L N A+ VN [NJ
The adsorption equilibrium IV ia described by a linear relation

T_' - vL NJ (28)
is it was aisumed for the discussion of reaction (1). These expressions for the
3urface concentrations of the reacting species are introduced in Eq (25) and one
receive3 a rate equation

V1j le 4'K[r C )- K~t[NJ) (29)

which can be converted tv the experimentally obtained Eq (24), if the constant3
are combined.
There is another possible mechanism which explains the rate Eq (24) and that is
a dimsociition of N. (ads) under formation of one adsorbed and one dissolved N-
atom. The bckward • reaction would be a recombination )f one adsorbed and one
dissolved N-itom. The derivation of the rate equation for this second mechanism
ij similar to the consideritionj given above,excepted that the adsorption equili-
brium IV would play no pirt. Thus the assumption of special sites is not needed.

N, N2 (ads) I

N, (ada) if N (adn) + N (dissolved) Ii

N (ads) 4 N (dissolved) III

The rate equation (24) in a generalized form

I4 .A - 1K f - k EA L (3o)

S 'T PA, [+(A] +j C(AJ3
aind the inhsrsnt mecharism probably 1i of gener-ii importance for several reactions
A 4 2A kdissolved in a metal), 3ince measurements ol the dissolution reiction,
01 H' with Pd (5) and 0, with Aj (6) have given rite equations, which are in
accord with equation (3b).
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LEMENTARY REACTIONS IN C02 -CO-MIXTURES

By measuring the rates of isotope exchange reactions at metals the rates of
elementary steps of other more complicated reactions can be measured. This is
shown for the decarburization and carburization of iron in CO -CO mixtures.
The isotope excharge in a mixture of tagged COC, labelled witi radioactive 4C,
and of inactive CO occurs by oxygen transfer fiom the CO2 to the surface of the

S~metalmetl14 002 • 14 CO + 0 (ads) (31)

and by the reaction of carbon'monoxide with the adsorbed oxygen

0 (ads) + CO C 002 (32)

Therefore by measuring the rate of the overall reaction

14 002 + 00 = 14 00 + 002 (33)

the rate of the decomposition of CO can be determined at any surface (7,8). It
is virtually equal to the rate of tie first step of the exchange reaction, since
the isotope effect may be neglected. For the rate of the first step can be writ-
ten

.j & A4 'I
S ta (0.0) r -c (C) =4CO (34)

It is assumed that the surface coverages with C02 and CO are low, but the sur-
face coverage with 0 (ads) may be high. Therefore the rate constants may depend
on the activity of oxygen, which is determined by the equilibrium Eq (32) and
L.an be defined by a = PC0 2 /PCO. In equilibrium of reaction Eq (33) the concen-
tration of radiocarbon must be same in both gases

____ _ rO0 (35)

With the help of thu equilibrium condition k'(aO) can be eliminated

A fLA4 0 0 "o) [(P CO)e C4 -(36)

S (L-+

The exchange reaction was measured in a flow reactor. The amount of 14 Co, for-
med by the decomposition of 14 C02 at the metal surface, is proportional to the
counting rate found for the carbon monoxide behind the reaction vessel. At 800 oC
the rate constant k (a ) was measured at iron in the interval of C02/CO-rltios
between o,116 and 0,539. At higher C02 /CO-ratios oxidation of the iron occurs,at
loaer C02 /CO-ratlos carbon can be deposited. In this range the phases Yk- and

r-iron with disoolved carbon, ferrite and austenite occur, the boundary is at
C02 /C0 a 0,372. It was found that the rate constant depends on a. (fig. 14) accor-
ding to

k (aO) k. a0. m (37)

Measurements on metals more noble than iron showed no variation of k (a 0) with
sot obviously on these metals the surface coverage with 0 (ads) is low (fig.15).

At 8co O0 also the decarburization and c&rburization of austenite was studied (7).
This reaction proceeds according to

C02 + C (in j -Fe) *P 2 C0 (38)

A ohange in the C02/CO-ratio causes a change in the carbon content of the iron
sample. For the decarburizstion the following mechanism may be assumed

002 4* 02 (ads) I
06 lade) 4 CO (ads) + 0 (ads) II

0 (ads)+C (adsj vCO& ads) III
C0 (ads) 1 00 IV
C (ads) * C (dissolved) V
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If the decomposition of the adsorbed C02 is rate determining the rate equation
for the change in carbon content is analogous to the rate equation for the ex-
change reaction, which was discussed above.

S &+ k(40 WCL - k(a) p-co (39)

By elimination of k'(aO) the following rate equation is derived

- Ei (40)
911.k(,0 1, c,. - LCc. (4o

which shows that the rate of decarburization should be proportional to the par-
tial pressure of C02 .
The decarburization and carburization could be investigated at 8oo oC by measu-
ring the relaxation of the electrical resistance after changes in the C02 /CO-
ratio of the flowing gas. The experiments could be performed in the interval
of C02/CC.ratio where austenite is stable. The measurements showed that the
rate of the decarburization is proportional to the partial pressure of CO2
and is independent of the initial concentration of carbon. The rate contant
k(a ), calculated from the denarburization mdasurements is virtually the same
as Yhe value founu for the rate constant, calculated from the 1 4C-exchange re-
tults.
These results prove that in both reactions the C02 -decomposition occurs as ar
elementary step and that the reactions can be described by the assumed mechanisms.

CONCLUSION

For surface reactions at metls simple rate equations have been measured, from
which the rate determining step could be recognized.In one case the comparison
with isotope exchange studies helped to identify the elementary rate determining
step.
Measurements have been performed of some reactions which lead to the formation
of a solid solution of a nonmetal A in the metal. In reactions of the type

AHl vb A (dissolved) +s x/2 H. (A = CNSO)

a stepwise dehydrogenation or hydrogenation (in the backward reaction) of the
nonmetal atom occurs. One of the reaction steps

AH V (ads) o AH•.I (ads) + H (ads)
determines the rate of the reaction sequence and the dependences on partial
pressures and concentrations, see Eq.(14). Obviously the rates of these conse-
cutive steps are not very different and a variation of the reaction conditions
or the metal substrate often displays other dependences and thus another rate
determining step.
For dissolution reactions of diatomic gases A2 = N2, H,, 02 usually the disso-
ziation of the adsorbed molecule is rate determinining. n several investigations
the simple rate law Eq.(23) for the dissoziation and its back reaction, the
recombination of two adcrb-oed A-atoms was found.
Complications arise at lower temperatures or high nonmetal activities %nd if
nonmetal atoms are involved in the reactionswhich are very strongly adsorbed
such as oxygen. Then appropriate isotherms must be introduced for the equili-
bria of these atoms in the gaseous state and in tVe adsorbed state or in the
dissolved state and in the adsorbed state, in oreer to adapt the rate equation.,
to the result* (see Lq.3o and Eq.37).
In principle the s-me considerations are valid and jipilar rate laws are to be
expected, if no solid solutions but compounds of the metal and 'he ronwotal atom
are formed, nitrides, carbides, sulfides or oxides.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
1) Principle of the relaxation method
2) Denitriding measurements with iron foili.3) Double-logarithmic plot of iV pH2i/2 vs. frmdntrdnH2aueet?1 s from denitriding measurements

with iron foil 
_2

4) Temperature dependence of the denitriding rate measured at 1 atm,
o,5 atm 0, o,l atm o and oool atm a

5) Decarburization measurements with iron foil
6)with D iron foil plot of k /vs. pH2 from decarburization measurements

7) Desulfurization measurements with iron foil
8) Plot of k p pl)/ 2 vs. *PH from desulfurization measurements
9) Relaxation measiurement oi the nitriding with N2 and of the N2-desorftion

lo) Rate of the nitriding with N2 at various N2 -partial pressures

11) Plot of the nitriding measurements with k-iron
12) Plot of the denitriding measurements with w. -iron
13) Dependence of the N2 -desorption on high nitrogen concentrations in the iror

sample
14) -ouble-logarithmic plot of k (a.) vs. a0 for measurements on iron
15) Double-logarithmic plot of k (a0 ) vs. a0 for meavurements on copper and nickel.
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SUMMARY

The relative oxidation resistances of (I) ZrB2, (2) ZrB2 + 20 v/o SiC, and (3) ZrB 2 + 14 v/o SiC + 30 v/o C were
studied thermogravimetrically over the range 800 to 16000 C and over a range of three orders of magnitude in oxygen partial
pressure. In undoped ZrB2 the relative amounts of B20 3 and ZrO 2 formed could be determined by measuring total oxygen
consumption and the amount of B20 3 furmed. Below II O0°C very little of the B20 3 formed evapora.ed at the total
pressure used (250 mm). The kinetics of the oxidation process we. difficult to define and appear to depend on sample
composition, temperature, and oxygen partial pressure. Logarithmic ana cubic as well as parabolic dependencies were
observed in some cases. In those cases where the process was consistent over a wide enough range of conditions, values for the
rate constants and activation energies are calculated and compared with values found by other investigators.
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A GROUP OF MATERIALS of current interest for high temperature applications is the refractory metal borides. A thorough
survey of the borides of niobium, titanium, zirconium, and hafnium has been made for the Air Force Materials Laboratory at
Wright-Patterson AFB under the direction of Manlabs, Inc. Through their efforts several of the bcrides and borides with
additives have been developed with sufficient thermal properties to be considered for practical uses in such applications as
rocket nozzles, turbine parts, and leading edges of space vehicles.

The study of the oxidation of zirconium diboride with certain additives was undertaken to compliment and extend the
extensive survey work of Manlabs. The measurements made at Manlabs consisted principally of recession rates for times of 30
to 60 minutes in air at temperatures of 1800o0 to 2100 0C, whereas the measurements conducted in this study are weight
change measurements in oxygen for larger period, of time over the temperature range of 8000 to I 5000 C. The goal is to
derive the mechanism of corrosion of these materials. The studies accomplished to date show clearly the complexity of the
problem and have shown the necessity of combining more than one type of measurement to determine insight into the
processes involved.

The specific materials that have been investigated are:

Material I, ZrB2 without any intentional additives, Manlabs billet number 103AD0563.

Material V, ZrB2 with 20 v/o SiC, billet number VO7DO 17K.

Material VIII, ZrB2 with 14 v/o SiC ,nd 30 v/o Regal C, billet number V11107DO725K.

Out of the many materials developed in the Manlabs program these three studied here appear to be the most promising for
immediate applications based on their thermal properties, ease of fabrication, and the cost of manufacture. A similar group of
materials with hafnium replacing zirconium was studied by Manlabs ano generally exhibited better thermal properties but was
both heavier and more costly.

This manuscript is the initia' report of a continuing study of the oxidation of boride compounds and as such is not intended
to be complete. More measurements, complimentary to the weight change data, are in progress. These include weight change
measurements where t'ie volatile products are collected and weighed simultaneously with the sample, weight change
measurements where only the volatile products are weighed, oxygen consumption measurements, and microstructure studies.
The results of these measurements will be reported upon completion.

EXPERIMENTAL The material was received in three inch diameter billets approximately one inch long. The billets were
sl.';ed with a diamond saw to make coupons approximately I mm thick having an average surface arei of 4 cm2 .After sawijg,
the samples were smoothed on a diamond grinding wheel to remove the saw marks and no further polishing was done.

Each sample had a small ho'l, drilled in the center at one end from which it was suspended for the weight change
measurements. The area used for a sample was the geometric area obtained by measuring with a micrometer.

Before a run was made the sample was washed with acetone and alcuhol in an ultrasonic cleaner, then hung from the balance
in the furnace which was evacuated to about 10-5 toff and heated to 6000 C. Each sample was held at 600°C for 15 to 18
hours before heating to the temperature of the measurements.

Two methods were used to establish a value for zero weight at zero tim:. Below I 000°C, where no significant reaction occurs
in vacuum for short periods of time, the vacuum weight could be compa-ed before and after a run to get the total weight
gained. This weight could be subtracted from the last weight measured before evacuating to obtain a weight for zero time.
Above 1000 0C where some re1ction could be observed in vacuum it was necessary to extrapolate back to zero time to get
zero weight values. The values obtained by the firit method are much more accurate.

The balance system used in this study has been previously described." l), (2' Two Ainsworth balances were used; one a model
14F. the other a model AUI. Both :,,lances worked extremely well in this application. The one limitation necessary was
imposed by the small weight change that could be me.asured. The 14F measures a total change of only 80 mg and the AUI.
100 mg. This required samples small enough that the total change in weight observed would be within these limits.

Most all the measurements were made at a total pressure of 250 mm of oxygen. This preuure was chosen so that evaporation
could be k pt as low as possible. At 250 mm total pressure, the balance trace starts to show noise because of thermal
convection currents and gets much worse as the pressure is increased.

Commercial breathing type oxygen was used with no further purification. The flow dependence of the weight change was
checked and allhough flows of only 150 ml/min were used it was found to provide enough oxygen at oll temperatures with
the small samples that wert used.

RESULTS The results presented here contain only weight change measurements to 1 500 0C with the exception of one 20 min
run on material V at 16003C.

Figure 9-I is the weight change per unit area vs time for material I covering the temperature range of 8000 to 14000 C. The
first two nourn of these data can be fit reasonably well to , parabolic rate. However, it was also iound that most of these data
could be plotted equally well to u cubic equation. The next two hours appear to be linear but here also the data could be fit
to another dependence. i.e. logarithmic. This gr.ph indicates a change in the oxidation process between 11000 and I 2000C
This can Ne seen by the relative closeness of the two curves. Above 11000 the boron oxide formed appeara to be completely
vaporized and although the oxidation rate is expected to increase with Itmperature it does not since these gravimetric
mrasurements only measure the weight of the material remaining.
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Material I was oxidized at 1500 0C but because of a reaction occurring between the sample and the material used to hang the
sample the sample droped off after 20 minutes. No satisfactory material has been found for suspending the boride materials
at temperatures above 15000. Calcia stabilized zirconia, thoria, alumina, rodium, and iridium have been tried for the higher
temperature work, but in each case the reaction occurring proved to be distructive.

The effects of oxygen pressure on the oxidation rate 'l'er long periods of time was examined at I I0°0 C as shown in Figure
9-2. The oxygen pressumes are also the total pressure. . quite difficult to explain from these measurements what change in
mechanism(s) is occurring as the pressure is lowered. However, the weight change measurements shown on Figures 9-1 and
9-2 do indicate that the mechanism of oxidation in material I does depend on both the temperature and the pressure.

Material V with 20 v/o silicon carbide added shows different behavior at the higher temperatures than material I. Figure 9-3
presents the .zight change data for material V over the same temperature range. Below lO00°C the oxidation behavior for
both materials is quite similar. At I 100 0C there is a marked decrease in the weight gair.. After several hours the sample
appears to be losing weight which is an indication that 'he boron oxide is vaporizing about as fast as it is formed. The 12000
data appear anomalous showing a larger weight gain than fits in with the data at other temperatures. This sample had a very
thick glass-like coating on it that apparently forms in this temperature range and does not evaporate very rapidly. The
glass-like coating is observed at other temperatures, but never as thick as at I 2000C. At 1300o the glass formed appears to be
evaporating. After several hours a decrease in weight is observed probably due to the ra.e of formation being slower than the
rate of evaporation. At 1400 0 C and above the weight shows a steady increase for long periods of time. This is an indication
that the formation and retention of solid ZrO 2 predominates. The 15000 run on this material was successful, but at 16000
the reaction between the suspension and the sample occurred as it did at 15000 in material I.

The pressure dependence is shown in Figure 9-4. Again combining the data of Figures 9-3 and 9-4 indicates an oxidation
process which is both pressure and temperature dependent. However, it was possible to take the first 60 minutes of these data
and calculate a parabolic rate constant. Figure 9-5 shows that the pressure dependence is nearly linear for the first hour of
oxidation at I 100°C.

Figure 9-6 shows the weight change data for material VIIi which contains 14 vio silicon carbide and 30 v/o regal carbon.
These data indicate behavior quite similar to material V. The reproducibility of these measurements was quite poor probably
due to inhomogenity caused by the large carbon content. The data on materials I and V were reproducible to better than 10%
so the comparison of the oxidation behavior will be confined to these two materials.

An indication of the rates involved in the weight change can be seen from Figures 9-7 and 9-8. Figure 9-7 is a log - log plot of
the weight change per unit area for material I and 250 torr oxygen pressure and Figure 9-8 shows the same data for material
V. A line is drawn in the figures representing parabolic kinetics.

The agreement is not good because as shown previously the oxidation rates are a combination of more thaii one process.
However, to compare the rates of the two materials and also to compare our data with other investigators the shorter times
can be plotted reasonably well to a parabolic equation.

The addition of silicon carbide was made to improve the oxidation resistance of these materials at the higher temperatures. It
is expected that the usable temperature range will be above 20000 C. No weight change measuremer 's have been successful at
temperatures this high because of the problem of supporting the sample. The measurements made tn 15000 C do show the
improved oxidation behavior of material V when compared to material I.

Figures 9-9 and 9-10 compare the high temperature and low temperatire behavior of materials I and V. These data are
plotted to a parabolic fit for the first two hours of oxidation.

Below 13000 material V shows larger weight gains than material I. Above 13000 this behavior is reversed as shown in Figure
9-10.

Keeping in mind that these data are weight measurements of remaining sample it would be difficult to fairly evaluate the
material from these data only. However, the recession ratc measurements to 21000 C by Manlabs do show that it is at the high
temperatures that material V is superior to material I in resisting oxidation.

Other investigators have made oxidation studies on materials equivalent to material I used in these experinents. Figure 9-I 1 is
a plot of the parabolic rate constait derived from these weight measurements. In this figure are shown the data of two other
investigators, one of weight change( 3 ). the other oxygen consumption measuremnents 41. Below I I 00("( there is reasonable
agreement between all investigators. Since all tne oxidation products should be retained at these temperatures the
meastirements should be directly coniparable. Above I 1000 where a rate change was shown to occur. Figure '-I, our dista and
that of Kuriakose and Margrave are still in good agreement. however. Berkowitt's data shows a much greater oxygen
consumption which could not be shown on this plot.

CONCLUSIONS A complete picture of tihe oxidation of zirconium diboride or an,.' oxidation proccss resulting in part in the
formation of one or more volatile products cannot be deduced from weighi change measurements alone. However.
continuous weight change measurements are extremely sensitive indicators. Perhaps more so than any other type of
measurement, of any change taking placi with time. temperature, pressure ctc. whicih results in a loss or gain in weight. 'The
reselts presented here show quite clearly the oxidation of the diborides. particularly with additives, is complicated.
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Material I, without additives, does not show a clear par; iclic dependenc. to the oxidation process even at temperatures
below 11000 where the vaporization of boron oxide should be negligible, although most of the oxidation data found in the
literature does inteipret the oxidations process as parabolic. The lvcight change rate at temperatures below 11000 could be
controlled by more than one process. The boron oxide rirmed is liquid at these temperatures. A diffusion controlled process
theoretically requires a constant film thickness which is difficult to maintain with the measurements being made here.

The data above 12000 shown in Figure 9-7 appears to be approaching closer to a 1/2 slope as the temperature is increased. At
these higher temperatures the vaporization of boron oxide is probably complete and the process being measured is the
formation of zirconium oxide. What the rate controlling process is cannot be derived without additional information but it is
not unreasonable to assume that the process is controlled by the diffusion of oxygen through ZrO2 . The energies obtained
from the weight change measurements are reasonable for this type of process.

The behavior of material V is shown by these w'eight chaoge measurements to be much more complicated than material I. The
long time data presented in Figure 9-3 show the behavior expected when the compounds formed have different temperature
dependence for vaporization. Below I 100°C the behavior, especially at times less than 4 hours, is quite similar to material I.
This would indicate that the SiC addition does not enihance the oxidation resistance of ZrB2 at these temperatures and does
not significantly affect the weight change. However, at 1200 0 C the formation of a glassy layer on the surface of material V
appears to be the largest contributor to the weight change. The composition of this layer is not known but could possibly
contain boron and/or zirconium compounds as well as SiO7. At 13000 C and above the evaporation of the silica layer begins
and as the temperature is ijcreased the formation of ZrO2 should be the predominant process increasing the sample weight.
For the first four hours of oxidation shown in Figure 9-8 the data appears to fit a 1/2 slope better at the higher temperatures
as did material 1.

The non-reproducibility of the measuremenAs on material VIII precludes this material from a qualitative discussion. however,
as can be seen by comparing F ,irt 9-3 with Figure 9-5 there is a great deal of similarity in the weight change data for both of
these materials. A ariation of material VIII has b.e., developed by Manlabs which contains only 18 v/o carbon and 10 v/o
silicon carbide. This material which is much more homogeneous and retains all the desirable properties of material VIII (i.e.,
oxidation resistance with better thermal stress properties and increased machinability).
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SUMIMARY

The b~haviour of silicon, a self bonded silicon carbide containing silic,n and pure silicon
carbide has been assessed in carbon dioxide, water vapour, oxygen, carbon monoxide, vacua and
helium at 1000 - 13000C. Particular attention has been paid tc the conditions governing the
formation of protective silica films and to the passage of material into the gas phase as SiC and
silicon vapour. A detailed review of published data is given together with an account of additional
experimental work.

When silica films are formed a parabolic rate law is in general obeyed and there are no marked
differenues in behaviour of the three materials, with the exception that silicon is oxidised more
readily than silicon carbide in water vapour at I000

0
C. The reactivities of the oxidants decrease

in the order water vapour, oxygen and carbon dioxide with carbon monoxide being completely inert.
The data have been interpreted on the basis that the silica films grow by the diffusion of hydroxyl
ions in water vapour.

The formation of SiC with silicon carbide in low partial pressures of oxidant leads to high
corrosion ratem. It has been deduced that under these conditions silica is an intermediary and
the rate determining step is the desorption of the gaseous products. Silicon carbide is not
dissociated into silicon vapour and carbcn at temperatures t 1200°C although decomposition may br,
significant at 1 300

0
C
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SILICON CARBIDE has established itself for many applications, its essential properties being
excellent oxidation resistance and mechanical strength at high temperatures. The work covered by
the present paper was carried out on its corrosion behaviour in the nuclear context for the
possible use of silicon carbide based materials in nuclear reactors, and hence the environ'sr'ats
considered are of particular relevance to the nuclear field. However the work is of gener?',
applicability in that the fundamentals covered apply to many non-nuclear applications ino,.zdint
the aerospace field.

The work has been concerned with self bonded silicon carbide, a well established impervious
product containing free silicon, pure silicon carbide and for reference purposes and because
silicon is present in the bonded material, pure silicon. The behaviour of these materials has
been assessed in carbon dioxide, water 0 vapour, oxygen, carbon monoxide, vacua and flowing helium
over the temperature range 1000 - 1300 C. For presentation purposes the paper is divided into a
review of previous work, application of previous work, a description of an experimental programme
with finally a disoussion of the available data.

PREVIOUS WORK

The oxidation behaviour of both silicon and silicon carbide can be classified as either "passive"
with the formation of protective silica films, or "active"with the formation of gaseous Sic, leading
to high corrosion rates. A limited supply of oxidant with low partial pressures of the oxidising
gas is a necessary condition for active corrosion, the SiO being produced possibly by direct reaction
with the gas or by reduction of temporarily formed silica, by the underlying silicon or silicon
carbide e.g.

2 Si + 0 -2 2 Si0

Si + SiC 2 ) 2 SiC

A high pressure of oxidant lowers the partial pressure of SiO according to the reaction

Sic 2 --> si+2  ...... ()

and thereby results in the formation of a protective film of silica.

PASSIVE, REG0ON With regard to t~e p~ssive region, numerous studies have been carried out for
both siliconA 3-) and silicon carbide i44-) in oxygen and water vapour, with only a very 2.imited
amount cf work on the behavtour in carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide. The data in general only
refer to short exposures with a maximum time of IO0h and in the case of silicon carbide only to
powder samples. Also much of the data are :nconsistent with regard to the influence of important
variables such as gas pressure.

The kinetics may in general be approximated to a parabo!lc law, although there may be an
appreciable period in the early stages when a linear law is obeyed, particularly at low temperatures.
With silicon carbide limited studies indicate that the carbon is released to the gas phase as carbon
dioxide or carbon mopoxide on oxidation of the silicon atoms, and most data are interpreted on this
basis. MotzfeldtUiC) has summarised most of the information for both materials in oxygen published
up to 1964 in a parabolic rate constant versus I plot, which indicates that the kinetics of the
thickening of the silica film are similar for b;th materials and hence are not influenced by the
passage of carbon through the films formed on silicon carbide. The oxidation rates for both
mateiials in water vapour are ccngiderably faster than those for oxygen. Cappelen et al.C9) have
shown for silicon carbide at 1 500 C that silica films preformed in oxygen do not inhibit attack by
water vapour and that a subsequent return to oxygen results in ratrs slightly higher than those
obtained in oxygen initially. Also the behaviour in a gas mixture containing equal p.ts of oxygen
and water vapour was equivalent to that for the water vapour alone. Deal and Grove_() in a study of
the behaviour of silicon have shown that the parabolic rate constant for water vapour is greater
than that in oxygen by a factor of approximately I00 at I000 - 1100 C and that in agreement with the
data of Cappelen et al. for silicon carbide a small amount (0 7) of orygen does not significantly
influence the attack by water vapour.

Considerable differences exist between the various sets of data on the influence of pressure9
Jorgensen et al. hgve reported that the parabolic rate gonstant (k) for silicon carbide in oxygen(7)
and water vapour(6) from 1 30C - 1 556 C and 1218 to 1 514 C respectively varies logarithmically with
gas pressure (p)

k = A log p + C A and C = constants

whilst Dea) ang Grove(3) have deduced that the parabolic rate constant fqr silicon in these gases
at 1100 - 1200 C is directly proportional to gag pressu-e. However, Law,,) has reported a logarith'ic
relationship for silicon in oxygen at /92 - 927 C. Much of the apparent inconsistency could be due
to the fact that different materials, gases, temperatures and pressures have been covered by the
different workers and therefore that the relationship varies with the environmental conditions,
although it is more likely that basic disagreements exist between the various sets of work.

The films are generally believed to consist primarily of amorpnous silica although at the
higher temperatures after long times and particularly in the presence of water vapour orystallinu

AL
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tridymite or oristobalite may form(6p8). There ts evidence that the transfoi;mation to oryatobalite
decreases the protective properties of the films (6). Several marker studiesa2, 11-1 3) have shown
that the films grow at the metal/oxite interface by the passage of oxygen through the films. There
has been considerable speculation 4) as to the nature of the diffusing species although it is
accepted that the diffusion is rate controlling when a parabolic law operates. In support of the
theoretical analyses correlations have been obtained between the diffusion of gases through silic•
and oxidation rates for silicon and silicon carbide in oxygenk3,10) and silicon in water vapour3
The agreement includes activation energies as well as particular rates and involves a linear as
distinct from a logarithmic dependence of rate constant on gas pressure. For water vapour the
lower diffusion constant is more than counterbalanced by its high solubility in silica by comparison
with oxygen, thereby explaining the high oxidation rates with water vapour.

Information an the behaviour in carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide is restricted to brief
statements that the kinetics of oxidation of silicon carbide in carbon dioxide are similar to those
for oxygen(5), that silicon reacts with carbon dioxide according to a parab liG law but with an
extremely low rate constAnt and with the formation of extremely rouh f =1es 3 %), and that silicon
carbide is unattacked by carbon monoxide at temperatures up to 1250 C(51.

ACTIVE REGION The exact mechanisms by which SiO forms under various conditions does not appear
to have been studied, in particular it is not known whether silicn is always an intermediary.
However, several studies have demonstrated that silicon and silicon carbide reduce silica at 1 300 -
1W00o0 and it •y be deduced that the reactions still occur readily at lower temperatures. Hertl
and Pults(•i1 5) have shown that the presence of various gases inhibits the reduction by silicon
carbide, the efficacy of the gases decreasing in the order NO, HCI, C1 , CO, N * These workers
deduced that the gases inhibited the desorption of the gaseous produoti and that in vacua the rate
determining step was the desorption of carbon monoxide. It should also be noted that silica films
may be lost with the formation of SiO by the reverse of reaction (i).

Wagner17) has analysed theoretically the active/passive transition for helium-oxygen mi.xtures
and calculated the oxygen partial pressures necessary to form and maintain a protective film of silica.
The pressure necessary to maintain a film is naturally less than that to form it, but unfortunately
from theoretical ,onsiderations alone, only a lower limit can be determined for the former pressure.
Por example at 141 00 C, the melting point of silicon, oxygen pressures of 6.1 x io- 3 atm and
> 3 x 0-6 ata are necessary to form and maintain reofgjtively, films of silca Gullbransen et al.
have studied experimentally the oxdation of silicon and silicon carbide(191 )in low partial
pressures of oxygen at 1100 - 1300 C and obtained good agreement with Wagner's theory on the partial
pressures required to form silica films. They nave also shown qualitatively that lower pressures are
requirea to maintain the films on silicon carbide and have suggested that traces of carbon containing
gases (e.g. CO ) markedly influence the oxidation and volatilisation of silicon by the formation of
thin surface fRims of silicon carbide.

APPLICATION OF PEVIOUS WORK

PASSIVE REGION At high oxygen potentials ir particular with oxygen and carbon dioxide at
pressures above 10-2 atm 'he published data indicate that thin protective films of silica should
form on both silicon and silicon carbide at temperatures up to 1400 C with there being no significant
corrosion of these materials. However, quantitative data on the extent of the attack by carbon
dioxide are not available and corrosion could become severe in the presence of water vapour. An
aspect not clear from the previous work but which is of considerable importance in the application
of the data, is the influence of the pressure of the oxidant, in particular in th' case of water
vapour.

With carbon monoxide it may be predicted that passive silica films will be formed according to
the reactions

Si + 2CC -- SiO2 + 2C

SiC, + 0 -M Si02 + 3c

when the pressure of carbon monoxide exoeeds the equilibrium value. For pxample with siligon carbide
the equilibrium pressures are 2 x W , 9 x 10-3 and 4 x 10-2 atm at 1000 , 1200 and •300C
respectively. However, at lower prebatixes or with low rates for tne gas/solid interface reaction,
there is the possibility of SiO formation.

ACIVE REGION In the absence, or with only a low partial pressure of an oxidising g*s, corrosion
ray be severe with corrosion rates several orders of magnitude greater than those obtained in the
passive region, due to the formation of volatile species. Without an oxidising gas, pure silicon
may volatilise and silicon carbide may decompose to give silicon vapour and carbon

Si(s) .- Si(g)

sic(&) -- Si(s) + C ...... (2)

As stated in the previous sections a low partial pressure of an oxidising gas leads to the
formation of SiD. The rate at which the materials oorro- under these conditions is governed by the
peatial pressures of the gaseous species at the surface of the specimens and the diffusion of the
#ases to and from the surface. The equilibrium gas pressures oseoeiated with the ivrortant reactions
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are given in Fig. i (20). The diffusion processes would be influenced by the presence of an inert
gas. High vacua would facilitate fast gas transport away from a specimen and could be considered
to represent the worst case. The maximum free volatilisation rates in a vacuum can be calculated
from the Langouir equation

r P " molea/am2 ses.

where p z partial pressure of volatilising species (atm)
M - molecular weight " of

The penetration rates resulting from the volatilisation of silicon from silicon and silicon
carbide and SiO formed by the relevant reactions, are given in Fig. 2. They represent maximm
values and could be reduced in practice, possibly considerably, by rceotion kinetics, by long narrow
diffusion paths, by the pres'nce of an inert cover gas and in the case of Sic by the supply of
oxidant. With an inert cover gas the interdiffusion coefficient (D -2) for the various volatile
species may be calculated from the equation

9.292 x 10' (Qt + 2)

P -2 f t -2/D1 -2= p -2 ý 12

where ' -2 molecular separation at collision (2
p ;u .' pressure (atm)

et.2 : energy of molecular interaction (erg)

f (kr/F1 _2)= collision function evaluated by Treybal (21)

a and E may be calculated from the properties of gases such as viscosity, but if necessary they may
be estimated for each gas from the relationships

= 0.75 T 1.39
1z = rit Tbp

L= 0.8385 V3 t

where Torit and Tbp = critical temperature and normal boiling point respectively (R)

Verit z critical volume om'/mole

It follow2 that when transport through an inert gas layer is rate controlling, the rate is
inverselv proportional to the inert gas pressure and the thickness of the gas layer.

As an example the maximum penetration rates for the reactions covered in Fig. 2 for vacuum,
have been calculated for a helium atmosphere at 20 atm pressure with a stanant gas layer 0.32 -
thick; the results are given in Fig. 3. Points of particular note arising from these figures are
that the presence of oxygen atoms avail le for the formation of S31 can increase volatilisation
rates by up to 4-7 orders of magnitude and the inert helium atmosphere decreases the rates by factors
up to 10

PASSIVE-ACTIVE TRANSITION REGION The minimum partial pressure of oxidant which will lead to the
formation of a passive silica film in flowing helium may be cabollated from a modified theory of
Wagner. Firstly assume equilibrium between silicon or silicon carbide, silica and SiC.

Si + SiO20 2Si0

With oxygen as the oxidant the rate of transport of oxygen atoms to the surface

o2~0

D 0 2 (o a diffusion path for 02)

(PO2 a partial pressure of 02 A main gas stream)

Rate of transport of oxygen atom.w away as Si0

D- c D si0 • (dqia S i. usion path for Si0

(Psto a equilibrium partial pressure of Sic)

I 1 -M-



Under steady state conditions

D2 
i0 2

Ysio- D sio do2 2P° -

With a turbulent helium ga stream sA I

The minimum oxygen pressure therefore which will lead to the formation of a silioa film is

D~i0  Psi0
P2 0 2"0

Similarly for carbon dioxide and water vapour

PO DSiO PSiO

2 DCO2

D io PSi 0

H20 H20

The ratios of the diffusion coefficients in the equations may be taken as 0.9, 1 .2 and 1 .0 for
oxygen, carbon dioxide and water vapour respectively in helium from which it follows that the critical
partial pressure of oxidant leading to the formation of a passive film is, within an order of magnitude
similar for all three oxidants and approximately equal to the equilibrium partial pressures of SiO
given in Fig. I . The minimim values for the partial prssure of oxidant necessary to maintain a
preformed oxide film may also be calculated from Wagner's 2aper. However these calculations do not
appear appropriate here as the values applying in practice depend in a complex manner on the diffusion
rates of oxygen and silicon in the silica films and hence lie between the calculated minimum pressures
and the inimum pressures for a bare surface.

In theory li.ited volatilisation may still occur with passive silica films when the partial
pressures of oxidant are low but above the minimum values to stabilise the films; this volatilisation
results fro, the dissociation of the silica according to the reaction

SiO2 --- > Sio+ 102

With this roasoning a given partial pressure of oxygen should result in a steady state film
thickness being achieved such that the rate of film formation matches the rate of volatilisation.
With carbon dioxide or water vapour as the major oxidant the associated low partial pressures of
ox:ygen, given by reactions

C 2 io2 + CO ...... (3)

H2C - 12 + H2

should enhance the volatilisation. However in practice the volatilisation is small and can usually
be neglected. Por example, with the minimu partial pressure of carbon dioxide necessary Jo form a
silica film at 1400°C the penetration rate resulting from volatilisation would be <C x 1 07 ok/h for
both silicon carbide and silicon in a flowing helium coolant at 20 atm.

3XEIUI£fTAL PROGRAMME--

In tha present experimental programe the behaviour of three materials, a self bonded silicoa
carbide, pure silicon carbide coatings on uranium dioxide particles, and40pure silicon, has been
studied in various environments within the temperature range 1000 - 1300 C. The kinetics of silica
film formation have been determined for pure carbon dioxide at 0.1 and i atm, for water vapour at
0.013 and ¶ atm, for carbon monoxide at 0.1 atm and to a limited extent for oxygen at 1 atm. Also
volatili•stion rates in various vacua have b"en obtained for silicon carbide with and without a
preoxidiaed surface.

T=CMIQUES Behaviour at subatmospheric pressuhes was studied by determining changes in weight
of specimmns in vacuum iacrobalances. IL cases of passive oxidation the oxidants were static with
the carbon monoxide and hydrogen formea being oontiruously converted to carbon dioxide and water
vapour in a bed of cupric oxide at 350o0C in a separate ;ortion of the apparatus. Other experiments
at i atm preaawre utilized thermal balances with a continuous flow of oxiduat. The silioon wad
self bonded carbide mterial were suspended from alumina rods whilst the silicon carbide ooated
particles were contained in alumina orcibles under passivating conditions and in graphite erucibles
in carbon monoxide and vacuum. Vullite reaction tubes were used although with water vapour these
had to be sleeved with silica to stop the transfer of irn oxide from the refractory to the specimens
by the water vapour.
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MATUIALS The self bonded material was fully dense and consisted of equal portions of a and p
silicon carbide with a small amount of free silicon. The material was tested in the form 02 sections
out longitudinally from tubes I .- om diameter 0.13 Om wall thickness. The inner surfaoe was in the
as-received condition whilst the outer surface was gound smooth. There was a rim 80W thiok on the
inner surface which was rich in the silicon phase, the volume conoentrations of silicon in this rim
and the remainder of the material being 23 and 7 respectively.

The coated particles consisted of 800po diameter, 9% dense spheres of uranium dioxide coated
first with a 3OM thick layer of porous pyrolytic carbon, then a 601im thick layer of dense pyrolytic
carbon and finally a 40A thick layer of p silicon carbide. The silicon carbide was obtained by the
decomposition of methyltrichlorosilane in hydrogen at 5000C and chemical analysis Indicated that it
might have contained some ( 8) excess carbon.

The silicon was semiconductor S-ade >99.99% Si obtained from Koch-Light Laboratories in the
form or small bars. Specimens in the form of discs were out from the bars on a alittin,6 wheel and
degreased before testing.

uISU1J25

PASSIVE REGION The formation of silica films in carbon dioxide or water vapour usually obeyed
a parabolic law up to at least 500h and in many instances up to 1 000h exposure, although in some
cases during the latter stages of oxidation the reaction rateL decreased at a greater rate than is
predicted by a parabolic law. For convenience therefore the data are reported in t'ie form of
parabolic rate constants, the use of which could in some instances lead to over-estinates of the
extent of the oxidation.

An interpretation of the weight gain data together with a comparison of the behaviour of silicou
oarbide with silicon, necessitates knowledge of the behaviour of the carbon in the silicon carbide
on oxidation of the silicon atoms. Accurate data on this point Onuld only be obtained for oxidation
by water vapour where any carbon released to the gas phase formed carbon dioxide which could be
subsequently collected and measured. The results given in Table I demonstrate that within experimental
error the carbon freed from the silicon atoms by the formation of silica, transferred to the gas
phase rather than remaining as carbon within the specimen or reacting with free silicon to form fresh
silicon carbide. Here it should be noted that the carbon release exceeded slightly the predicted
values, especially when the presence of the free silicon in the tube material is taken into account;
however the limits of error are such that further discussion of this point is not warranted other
than to suggest that the discrepancy oould be associated with a sligbt excess of carbon in tte carbide
materials. On the basis therefore of Table I, together with the published literature, it has been
assumed that the carbon is transferred stoiohiomstri(ally to the gas phase during silica film
formation in all the environments, and the parabolic rate constants have been presented for convenience
in terms of the calculated silica film thickness.

TABLE I

Release of carbon from silicon carbide oxidised in water vapour
at 0.013 atm

oWt&in Carbon released Predicted carbon*Material CxidatAion conditions release A/eC.,

SiC tube l3OOC •496h 128 + 10 85 1 76 6
"1200 C381h 81 +0 47±1 48± 6

"" "00°C 500h 47 ± 5 28 1 28 ± 3

SiC particles 13000 C -92h 137 20 95 ± 2 e2 + 12

"" 1200°C475h 121 _10 74 1 73± 6
""ioooC 743h 56 5 29+1 27± 3

C The predicted carbon release is based upon the assumptioas that the surface is composed
entirely of stoichiometric SiC and that oxidation of the silicon atoss results in the
release to the gas phase of the associated carbon atoms.

The results obtained for carbon dioxide at temperatures of i.O --1 QOC are uaumrised in
fig. 4 together with the data published for oxygen by Motsfeldt( 0. Appreoiable scatter was
obtained w*Lch it is believed results piarily from the small mount of reaction. lasential
features of the results ware that there was no siemiriiant 'tf'uee* of carbon dioxide pressure
over the ronge 0.1 - I stm and the reactivities of silicon and xilicon carbide ware @jailer at
1200 - 130OOC, indicating that the release of carbon to the gas phase, and therefore its paseage
through the silica films, did not affect the protective properties of the films although there was
an Indication that silicon eight be mom reactive them Its carbide at 10000C. The rate constants
published for oxygen at I ate ware greater than those obtained for carbon dioxide by a fsctor of
approximately 20, whilst the activation energies for the two gases ware oililar. To ensure that
the behaviour of the materials under investigation was typical of the materials covered in the
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previous studies, their behaviour in oxygen at I atm at 1200
0

C was determined and as shown in Fig.4
was found to agree well with the data summarized by Motzfeldt. In view of the belief of Gulbransen
et al. that carbon is transferred t, silicon from carbon containing &tses, two experiments were
carried out with silicon in carbon dioxide labelled with 14C. The oo.'itions were 355h at 1000 C,
and 43h at 1200°C followed by i90h at 1300°C. The final weight gains were 110 and 60 4/cm

2

respectively. Surface counting gave the carbon pick-ups as 0.06 P/om
2 

for both specimens
demonstrating that the carbon transfer representel <00% of the weight gain.

The behaviour in water vapour has been studied over the temperature range 1000- 1 300
0

C at
0. 013 and 1 .0 atm pressure. The parabolic rate constants obtained are summarized in Fig. 5 together
with the data of Deal and Grove for silicon in 1 atm of water vapour. Unlike the resulte for carbon
dioxide there was a pronounced dependence of the rate constant on pressure of water vapour with the

values for the lower pressure being of the same order as those for carbon dioxide. The slight
difference in behaviour between silicon and silicon carbide obtained in carbon dioxide at the lowest
temperature, 10000C, was accentuated such that silicon was substantially more reactive than its
carbide at both pressures at this temperature, but not at higher temperatures. The protect .ve
character of the silica reaction product increased with temperature as the log (k) against - plots
for silicon carbide (Fig 5) appeared to flatten at the higher temperatureF or in the case Tof
silicon, had a positive slope such that reaction rates decreased us the temperature increased. To
obtain more information on the influence of pressure experiments were crried out with silicon at

1000°C in which the pressure was increased from 2.6 x 10-3 to 2.6 x 10- atm during the oxidation.
The parabolic plots (Fig. 6) demonstrate the marked pressure dependence and confirm the greater
reactivity at the lower temperature. All the results on the influence of pressure for silicon
hqve been plotted in Fig. 7; the graph demonstrates that the data may conveniently be expressed by
an equation

k p n

where n equals 0.67 at both 10000 and 12000 C. The limited results available for silicon carbide

indicate that a similar dependence on pressure applies for this material.

A selection of the specimens oxidised in carbon dioxide and water vapour was examined by the
Weissenberg X-ray camera technique to identify the silica corrosion product. In no instance was
evidence obtained for the presence of appreciable amounts of amorphous oxide. With both silicon
and silicon carbide in water vapour a oristobalite was the predominant phase. For silicon in water0
vapour the presence of one line indicated the peseance also of a quartz or tridymite at 1200 - 1300 C
whilst two broad diffractions at 4.95 and 3 1, 1 indicated an unidentified phase for temperatures
of 1000 - 12000C. With silicon in carbon dioxide diffraction lines were obtained on various
specimens corresponding to both c cristobalite and tle unidentified phase.

The primary experiments with carbon monoxide were carried out with the gas at 0.1 atm for
t00h in a microbalance. The self bonded carbide was exposed at 10000 and 1200

0
C and the coated

particles at 1000°9 12000 and i300
0

C. In all instances the weight cha*ges were small and could be
represented by a gain or loss within the limits of error of + 10 Pg/om'. With a pressure of 0.013
atm appreciable weight losses were obtained due to the formation of Si0; experiments with 14C
labelled gas established that the 3i0 was formed by reaction with gaseous inpurities in the containment
rather than with the carbon monoxide as carbon was not deposited from the gas phase.

ACTIVE EIGION The initlal experinnts on active oxidation were carried out with a specimen
of the self bonded silicon carbide tube from which the majority of the free silicon had bgen remo•,d
by prior hea& treatment in vacuum at !.300 - J4000r. This specimen was heated in vacua of i0- - 10-7

ata obtained with rotary and mercury di'fusion pumps and a liquid nitroEen trap and the rate of weight

loss determined ov'r the temperature rane 1000 - 1300
0

C. The rates were linear and not noticeably
dependent on the partial pressure of gas in the system within the above range. They were attributed
5ole.y to reaction at the geometric surface, the contribution from the pores created by the removal
of the silicon being considered small, as the mean free path of the gas molecules was laree by
comparison with the dimensions of the pores, and metallographio evideno' indicated no enlargement of
the pares during the experiments. The rates are summarized as a function of temperature in Pig. 8.
together with the maximum theoretical rate which could be obtained by di3sociation of silicon carbide
accosting to reaction 2. The high values obtained indicated that appreciable AMCunts of SiO wert
for•ed under these conditions. Further experiments in which a tantalum getter was placed in the
naighbourhood of the specimen confirmed th a view in that the rates were lowered by a fector o IC
whilst the gas pressure was reduced to iC"! - 10"y ata by the getter. These lower rates could still
be due to SiC formatf.on or to d.ssociatioa of silicon carbide accordinl to reaction 2 together with
the volutilisation of small isolated particles of silicon freed by either of the other two reactions.
To distitnguish the latter possibility experiments were carried out at 12000 and 13000C with silicon
carbide coated particles In a graphite crucible In the gettered system. The weight lose was not
measurable (i.e. rate ( 0.1 A&W/eah) at 520C00S but mee significant at i300°C (Fig. 6). from tnese
results it was concluded that the dissociation of silicon carbiee may take place to a limited extent
at i3OC0

0
C but does not occur at 42000C.

To obtain data on the reduction of siliia by silicon ocrbide, the speciams of the tube material
used In the previous experiments was oxidised in air at 12(0t0 and its voletilisation behaviour thln
studied in theo gttered system. The rates of weight loss obtained were 0.37, 4-10 and 30-50 p/coeh
at 10000, 120

0  .- d I 300C• respectively, and honce were slightly lees than those for the unoxidised
silicon carbide in the uagettered system. On completion of the reductiom the rates returned to the
origina.l values for the unoxidised rateial in the gettered system (eg. 0.6 IA/J'ch at i20000).
Limted experiments with the particles preoxidi'ed in carbon dioxide at 3M00OC oonfirmed the previous
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data at 12°OC, with a rate of 26 pg/am
2h, but gave no significant reaction at IOOO0C (i.e. rate

c 0.1 g/cm h).

DZBSCU8ION

The results obtained have fully substantiated the exoelent protective character of the silica
films formed on silicon and silicon carbide. The hijh reactivity of water vapour by comparison with
other environments and the inert behaviour of carbon monoxide are in a&eement with previous work
whilst the data obtained on the influence of partial pressure of water vapour reps-esent a coepromise
between %he various sets of published work. However a clear Ineonsietrnoy arises with the reaction
rates for silicon in water vapour decreasing as the temperature increases, such that the parabolic
rate constant for 12000 C and I at. pressure Is less than the value given by Deal and Grove by a
factor of 10. No explanation can be offered for this discrepancy altough it should be pointed out
that high rates comparable with those of Deal and Grove were obtained for both silicon and silicon
carbide at 1200

0
C when the water vapour was contaminated with air. The unusual temperature dependence

must be due to differences in the structure of the film at different temperatures, leading to more
protective films at the higher temperetures. The indication o•.oe tridymite or quarts at the
higher temperatures totether with the observation of Jorgensentb that oriatobalite has poor protective
properties is consistent with this reasoning.

A point of c;nsiera",- Interest is the mechanism of growth cf the filefs. Marker ox-,eriments
previously have dJmcn3trated that grovth occurs at the inner fiAe surface with the passafe of oxygen
through the films. !Io':ever, the aechanism by which this diffusion occurs is not cniwn althouch it
must be tied to the fnrm in which the oxygen enters the silica. On the Wagner lattice defect model

oxygen ions wL uld diffuse b. •attic* vacancies and the parabolic rate constant wouli be almost 4n-
dep-endent of p0 . Alternatively the gases ccuA dissolve in or react with the silica and then
diffuse as 2 molecules, ions or atjms. Fcr examl€e wator va-our could react to form hydroxyl ions
according to the reaction

Si - 0 + H2O -> 20H

For theje .attr ojss.illites the riirh.Iic rate ,-nntants wýýuld be directly proportional to gas
prets:nre for the dif'±ssion of Eas :Aicules cr 'rrt4o:m'r to the 3-1uare root of tressure for
oxygen and water valour "Iissolvei a:ý itoms or hydro • . ions respectively. rn this context the data
"Lor carbon dioxiie and oxy'en nay be conveniettly comrarei =n the basis of oxygen rartial pressure.
oith carbon dioxide at 0.1 at., the -artial treasure of oxygen ýn the gas accc'rdiilw to reaction 3 1ý
3 x 10-l atm at 1200.J. The iiff:renoe in rate constant between oxygen at 1 atri and carbon dioxide
at C.1 atm is ac:prximately a factor of 20 and o:enue if the corrosion in both cases is governed by
the oxy.gen :otential uf the k'z", the ie'endence n the •x gen -artial pressure Ices not ogree with
any of the -ropo.ýals. !he high reactivity or' water valour Itthough t hý,, a low oxyjen jote.itial
estaboishes that a 5nec4&- mechýanism ai:ý !es for this corrodant. :he foriation and dlft"u:ion of
iiyiroxyl ions an'ears the mozt _!kely mechrnisir -"ith the aCqo de:.e:Yience for the rate constant
rather than p:-'o" injlcatinr" that not 1l1t he h'irox. icr,'" 2are ieientica. ond abli to oartake in
th- growth of 2 the finns.

Other points of interest which are probably related are the mechanisms of transfer of carbon
through the films to the gas phase during the oxidation of silicon carbide and the reasons for the
different reactivities of silicon and silicon carbide in water vapour at 1O00°C. None of tUA data
however provides positive Liformation on these points.

For the active region reaction rates of silicon carbide in poor vacua were high as expected,
but were considerably less than the maximum theoretical rates in Fig. 2 (i.e. by * factor of i•5)
showinr 'hat reaction was not controlled by the gaseous diffusion of SiC away from the specimen.
Also the rates were unlikely to Isave been controlled by the suppl, of' oxidant as they werm not
significantly affected by gas pressure. However their similarity with the rates of reduction of
prcforriad silica films in high vacua irnticate that during active oxi ation silica is an intermediary
and the solid/solid reaction is the rate dot-meining step. INArther it may be deduced from the work
of iertl and Nlts that the sor,,st step it, this reaction is tac dc.urption of the gaseous products,
Rnd that the basic considerattocr .. the previous section on the active-passive transition are not
applicabl- in their preaent forr..

4ý •:SOWU 111S.r S
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SUMMARY

THE OXIDATION PROPERTIES OF NIOBIUM were studied in the temperature range 3500
600 0 C at an oxygen pressure of 380 Torr. Particular emphasis was placed on
correlating the reaction products with the oxidation kinetics. The oxidation
rate in this temperature range is predominantly time independent, and a sharp
change in the temperature dependence of this linear rate has been detected at
4400 C. On the basis of kinetic and metallographic evidence it is considered
that above this teuperature the linear rate is of the type known as "paralinear"
in which the reaction rate is controlled by the diffusional properties of the
oxide layer in contact with the metal phase. Below 440 0 C the morphology of the
reaction products is quite different and it appears that the reaction rate is
controlled by a surface reaction at an oxide-gas interface. After long periods
of oxidation at temperatures above 4400 C a localized breakaway reaction occurs.
This breakaway rnaction is an extreme form of grain boundary attack and causes
severe specimen self-heating. However, no evidence was found of a fundamental
change in the rate controlling mechanism throughout this transition.
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THE OXIDATION BEHAVIOUR of niobium has been stadied by many workers, and the
'literature was reviewed most recentLy by Kofstad (1). Niobium exhibits unusual
oxidation features, for at each temperature and oxidation pressure the oxidation
rate is found to follow a complex series of time laws. Tnis paper describes an
investigation into the oxilation behaviour of niobium in the temperature range
350o-600oC, at oxygen pressures neer atmospheric, for times from 10 seconds to
I month. The field under study is characterized by a time independent rate
(linear reaction rate law), which is preceded by a period (a few minutes at 600 0C
and days at 350 C) of non-linear behaviour. After extensive oxidation at
temperatures above 440 0 C a second breakaway reaction occurs. The major part of
the weight gain is associated with the formation of niobium pentoxide although
oxygen is also consumed by the formation of sub-oxides and by solution in the metal
phase. Although there is good agreement between previous studies on the rates of
oxidation and types of time laws observed at various oxidation conditions, there is
no agreement as to the physical events nor the nature of the rate controlling steps
associated with each stage. Particular areas of disagreement are: (i) the reaction
products formed during the pre-transition period, (ii) the mechanism of the
transition to linear oxidation kinetics, (iii) the rate controlling step during
linear oxidation.

Earlier work by the author on the morphology of the products of reaction
elucidated the mechanism of oxidation in the temperature range 625 0 C-8250 C. In the
temperature range 720 0 -825 0 C (2) it was found that the niobium pentoxide scale grows
protectively when not too close to sharp changes of radii cn the specimen, and that
the parabolic rate constant of its formation was pressure sensitive. Extension of
th's work to lower temperatures (3) where the parabolic oxidation breaks away to
linear kinetics revealed that during the initial parabolic oxidatior period the
scale appears compact, and at the transition to linear kinetics the scale blisters
and cracks. Scale formed durinq linear oxidation grows in a series of crude layers.
Because of the correlation between the morphology of the oxide scale with the
variations in the weight gain curve it was proposed that the oxidation reaction
was an example of the class of oxidation reactions known as "paralinear" in which
a layered oxide scale emanates from the growth of the oxide to a critical thickness,
cracking and regrowth of the adherent oxide to the critical thickness when the
cycle repeats.

The columnar grain structure across the layered niobium pentoxide scale
indicated that there would be no pause in the reaction rate associated with the
nucleation of new oxide layers, and further, the layer of oxide in contact with
the metal phase was not observed to be significantly thicker than the other layers.
It follows that the "paralinear" oxidation rate KZ should be related by the mean
oxide layer width, w , to an underlying parabolic rate constant, Kp, for the
reaction by the equation

KZ = Kp/wc

Kp and Ki are defined by the equations w2 = Kpt + a
w = Kit + b

respectively; w is the weight of oxygen absorbed at time t, and a and b are
reaction constants.

The good agreement found between the derived parabolic rate constant,
Kp, and that measured from weight gain determinations, Kp,, confirmed the para-
linear mechanism, indicating that the rate of reaction is controlled by diffusion
across the layer of oxide that is in the process of growing. This agreement has
been improved (Fig. 15) by the use of a more recent determination of the density
of T-Nb 2 05 (notation of Schafer et al. (5)), by Terao (6).

Below 625 0 C the disi.ppearance of layers of NbO and NbOC from the
reaction zone causes an abrupt increase in the linear reaction rate and the derived
parabilic rate constant Kp. Although the scale formed during linear oxidation had
essen'Lally the same morphology as that formed at higher temperatures, the diffi-
culty in obtaining an initial parabolic rate constant, Kpu, prevented confirmation
of the continued operation of the paralinear oxidation mechanism. This paper
describes a further study of the pre-linear and linear behaviour in the temperature
range 4500- 600 0 C, and extends the morphological study of the reaction products
down to 350 0 C.

EXPERIMENTAL: THE NIOBIUM SHEET used was produced by Fansteel and had a strong
{100)<011> annealing texture. An analysis of the major impurities as supplied by
the manufacturer is shown in Table 1. Specimens we-e cut in the form of squares
measuring approximately 2 x 2 x 0.1 cm. Unless othirwise stated, specimens were
prepared foz oxidation by abrasion up to 600 grade silicon carbide paper, followed
by electropolishing for 30 sec in a nitric acid - 30% hydrofluoric acid electrolyte
"at 24v using a carbon cathode.
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The kinetics of oxidation were examined in a volumetric type of
apparatus. Experimental runs were initiated by admitting oxygen to a specimen
brought to temperature under vacuum. Estimates of self-heating during reaction
were made by embedding the head of a Pt/Pt-Rh thermocouple in a small hole in each
test specimen. After reaction all the specimens were examined metallographically.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: A SERIES OF SPECIMENS was oxidized at 380 Torr oxygen at
approximately 25 deg C intervals over the temperature range 450o- 6500 C to measure
specimen self-heating. These specimens were not prepared beyond abrasion on 600
grade silicon carbide paper. The difference in temperature between the specimen
and furnace was found to be a complicated function of oxidation time and tempera-
ture, and examples are shown in Fig. 1. The curves show a variety of inflexions
depending upon the furnace temperature, but duplicate specimens at the same
temperature agree very well both to the time of occurrence and size of the in-
flexions. The significance of these results will be considered from two points of
view, (a) the effect of self-heating on the kinetics of oxidation, and (b) the
insight given to the events occurring during oxidation.

Below 5250C self-heating is small and kinetically insignificant. At
550 0 C the initial temperature rise of 25 deg C falls to within 5 deg C of the
furnace temperature.after 110 seconds, but after 30 minutes of oxidation the
temperature slowly rises to 10 deg C above the furnace temperature over the next
100 minutes. This slow rise is attributed to thermal insulation of thp specimens
by the growing oxide scale. Above 575 0 C the slow temperature rise due to
"blanketing" is important immediately after a second temperature maximum occurring
at 3 min oxidation. Specimen temperatures are always at least 6 deg C above the
furnace temperature and later in the reaction this rises to 20 deg C, Above 625'C
as described previously (3), only one temperature maximum occurs and the specimen
then cools to within a few degrees of the furnace temperature. The breakaway
reaction occurring at long oxidation times (7,8) causes large self-heating effects
and a consequence of this will be discussed later.

Measurements of self-heating at various oxygen pressures were made at
586 0 C on specimens in the fully blanketed condition, and these values are given in
Table 2. Also given in Table 2 is the enhancement in rate to be expected from the
known temperature coefficient of the reaction due to this self-heating. Although
the enhancement is not large it should be incorporated in detailed studies of the
mechanism of the effect of pressure on the rate of reaction.

At temperatures below 525 0 C a notable feature is the occurrence of a
second temperature maximum higher than the first. For instance at 500 0 C the first
peak at 12 sec with a temperature of 1.2 deg C in excess of the furnace temperature
is followed by a second maximum of 6.9 deg C at 14 sec. Examination of specimens
suggest that the first peak is caused by the initial oxygen adsorption (9) and the
second peak by the major oxide nucleation event. Traces of this behaviour can be
seen on the initial temperature rise at temperatures up to 6000C, see Fig.7. 5851C
curve.

One of the main purposes of this work was to look for protective oxide
formation early in the reaction so that measured values, Kpu, could be compared
with parabolic rate constants, Kp, derived from the subsequent linear rates of
reaction. For this discussion it is useful to know that the oxide layers formed
during linear oxidation were about 1,i thick at 4000C increasing to about 2W at
600 0 C, i.e., weight gains of 1.75 to 3.5 x 10- 4g(0)cm- 2 respectiveiy. Series of
specimens with different surface preparations were reacted in 380 Torr oxygen for
short times in the temperature range 4000- 6000C. At temperatures below 5000C for
weight gains of less than 3 x 10- 5 g(0)cm- 2 the metal grains showed bright inter-
ference colours. These films have been observed previously (9,10), but have
eluded identification. At weight gains of about 5 x 10- 5 g(0)cm- 2 isolated growths
of niobium pentoxide were observed, and lateral spreading and thickening of these
growths, to the extent of layering several times iTk liki,- a I irit ' i('1
times, Fig. 2. Several grains vere remarkably slow to change to the rapid
oxidation mode, remaining with a gold coloureO interference film in one instance
for 30 days at 3500C. X-ray examination indicated that the oxidation resistant
grains had a (100) orientation agreeing with the results of Pawel et al. (11)
Changing the surface preparation to abraded or mechanically polished speeded the
transition to rapid oxidation but did not prevent uneven attack in the early staJes.
The influence of specimen preparation on the kinetics of oxidation is seen: in
Fig. 3.

At 550 0C after 10 seconds of oxidation, polished specimens still showed
anisotropic o-idation to the extent of gold grains. Ground specimens oxidized
inore uniformly, but because of the irregularity of the interface the first layers
that formed had no long range continuity and were very thin. At 6001C polished
specimens formed a uniform layer of niobium pentoxide within the first seconds of
reaction. As far as can be determined within the confines of the non-isothermal
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reaction conlitions the oxide grew at a parabolic rate with a rate constant of
4.Oxlo09g(0)Z.cm-4.sec-l. Later in the reaction this oxide blistered and cracked
away from the metal in a manner quite analogous to the paralinear behaviour
observed at higher temperatures (3).

To examine the morphology of scales formed on specimens reacted for
longer times a series of specimens was oxidized at 380 Torr at approximately
25 deg C intervals over the temperature range 350 - 600 C to a weight gain of
about 0.02g/cm- 2 . Furthet specimens were oxidized as required for specific times
and temperatures. The initial stages of typical weight gain curves are shown in
Fig. 4. and as far as can be estimated there is good agreement between these values
and previous investigations (7-15). After the formation of about 10p of niobium
pentoxide the reaction rates are time independent and the values of KZ obtained
are plotted in Fig. 5. An abrupt change can be seen in the temperature coefficient
of the reaction at about 450 0 C, and much of the remainder of this study is concerned
with observations relating to this transition. After reaction for several hours
at tem;eratures above 450 C the second breakaway reaction reported previously by
Kolski (7) and by McLintock and Stringer (9) was observed.

A striking change in the morphology of the niobium pentoxide scale
was observed between specimens reacted above and below 440 0 C, whereas changes
within the temperature ranges 4400- 600 0 C and 3500- 440 0 C are comparatively minor.
The scale formed on specimens reacted in the high temperature range is thicker at
specimen corners and edges than on the main faces, Fig. 7a. The scale contains
blister type fractures running parallel to the surface over distances of at least
one metal grain diameter giving the scale a laminar appearance. Fig. 6. The width
of these laminations, wC , is used to derive the parabolic rate constant Kp and it
was therefore important to determine that the scale is sound between blisters.
This was verified from the appearance of the scale in the scanning electron
microscope, Fig. 9. The metal-oxide interface is comparatively flat on a micro-
scop4.c scale, Fig. Fa and only part of the adjacent layer of oxide appears dark
in polarized light, Fig. 8b.

In contrast the scale formed on specimens reacted in the low temperaLure
range does not show enhanced oxidation at specimen corners, Fig. 7b. The structure
of the scale varies in appearance with the reaction temperature. At 4300 C blisters
are present but do not appear to be joined by cracks, Fig. 10a. At 3750- 400 0C
the scale is crudely layered but does not contain blisters, Fig. 10b, whilst at
350 0 C the scale appears similar to that formed at 430 0 C. The metal-oxide interface
is flat on a macroscopic scale but is irregular on a microscopic scale to the
extent that there are detached pieces of metal in the oxide. Fig. 8c. In polarized
light the dark, non-stoichiometric oxide is more extensive than at higher tempera-
tures, Fig.8d.

Platelets of a sub-oxide were observed in the metal phase of specimens
reacted at temperatures above 440 0 C. At temperatures between 5250- 600 0C platelets
are numerous and predominantly alligned at 450 to the metal-oxide interface,
whereas platelets formed between 4400- 525 0 C are less numerous and tend to be
alligned either parallel or perpendicular to the interface. These changes may be
associated with the transition of the platelet structure from Nb')5 to NbOx
reported to occur by Norman (16) as the temperature is lowered. Platelets per-
pendicular to the metal-oxide interface cause lines of pores to form in the oxide
scale by a mechanism described and discussed by Stringer (17). These pores do not
cause the laminated structure, but are incorporated in it, Fig. 11, so that
oxidation at low temperatures is isotropic at all times. (Fig. 6). At higher
temperatures oxidation is initially isotropic but after the formation of many oxide
layers grains with platelets at approximately 450 to the ýnterface oxidize more
rapidly. Fig. 12. It is considered that platelets initiate early failure of the
protective scale on these grains thus causing a faster oxidation, rather than the
more rapid oxidation of certain metal plan, s as suggested by Kofstad and Kjollesdal
(15).

In agreement with McLintock and Stringer (8) the breakaway reaction
observed after long periods of oxidation is a.sociated with the formation of a
powder oxide at a relatively small number of Eites on the metal surface. These
sites are usually at edges or ends of specimens but are occasionally found in the
centre of main faces. Macroscopically the sites are hemispherical cavities,
Fig. 13, but in detail the surface of the c;-,±ty shows extreme grain boundary
penetration, Fig. 14. In some cases arain3 of metal are parted from the surf'. ce
and oxidize from all sides within the caviiy. There is no doubt that the
damaging cracks follow grain boundaries in the metal, and they progress at a
fairly slow ratL for oxygen-penetrated metal shows clearly in partially l)(11ishe'd
specimens round all parts of the crack tip. The large volume of oxide that forms
on the side of a crack apparently opens it further, allowing oxidation on the new
surface and the wedge to be driven deeper. The comparative rarity of pits and
their more frequent occurence near the ends of specimens suggests that unusual
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stress conditions are required for their initiation and growth. Once started,
the strain at one grain boundary triggers those adjacent and the cavity spreads
spherically from the point of initiation.

The mechanism by which the first pit forms is not known; grain boundaries
do not normally show enhanced oxidation and defects in the original specimen
preparation should have been passed by the receding metal interface. Platelets
oxidize more rapidly than the metal, see Fig. 11, and Stringer (18) has suggested
that cracks start at such points and run to grain boundaries. However, KoJ.ski (7)
reports that the breakaway reactioi occurs at temperatures as low as 4000C, at
which temperature platelets are not ooserved.

DISCUSSION: from the mor'phologieal and kinrirt ic vvidfrr p'esenvnt,(d ther', apipar's
to be an abrupt change in the mechanism of the linear oxidation rate of niobium
at temperatures above and below 4400C. Only at temperatures close to 600 0 C is the
linear reaction rate preceded by a period of parabolic behaviour that can be
associated with the growth of a protective niobium peitoxide layer. At lower
temperatures oxide growth in the initial sta~es is too irregular for weight gain
data to be so interpreted. The excellent agreement of this one data point, Kpv,
with that derived from the linear rate at this temperature, Kp, Fig. 15, and the
supporting morphological features of the reaction, leave little doubt that linear
oxidation in the temperature range 4400.. 600 0 C is the result of a "repeated
parabolic" or "paralinear" scaling process. Hence the mechanism of oxidation is
a natural extension of that observed at higher temperatures as shown in Fig. 15,
and described previously (3). The inversion in the temperature coefficient of
the parabolic rate constant as the temperatture is decreased from 6250- 6000C
was shown to be associated with the disappearance of layers of NbO and NbO2 from
the reaction zone and the appearance of the metastable platelet phase NbO,. This
causes an enhancement of the oxygen concentration gradient across the growing
oxide layer and hence a larger value for the parabolic rate constant.

A consequent' of the paralinear mechanism is that the linear oxidation
rate in this temperature range is sensitive to any variations that can affect the
protective layer width; such as the presence of suitably oriented platelets or
the stress conditions at specimen corners. In particular the conditions prevailing
during the growth of the oxide frou 2U - 10p at temperatures below 550 C allow the
protective layers to form and increase in range and width; hence the rate of
oxidation falls throughout this phase of the reaction.

At temperatures below 440 0 C in contrast to this behaviour, it is
observed that the rate of oxidation continually increases from the time of the
appearance of the first growths of niobium pentoxide in the interference colour
film to the establishment of the steady state oxidation rate. The oxidation rate
is apparently proportional to the area covered by growths. Further, as the rate
is completely insensitive to stresses in the oxide caused by corners on the
specimens, it is deduced that the oxidation rate is truly linear in that the rate
controlling step is an interface reaction. The phase change T-TTNbMO 5  was
considered as an alternative explanation for the abrupt change in oxidation
characteristics. However, an x-ray diffraction study of the oxides showed that
this transition was quite gradual, in agreement with the results of Terao(19).
The scale is T Nb 0 when formed at 600 0 C and a mixture of T and TT-Nb20 at
350oC with no marked change in the vicinity of 450 C.

Supporting evidence for the proposed change in mechanism is obtained
by consideration ot the anomalous temperature coefficient of the steady s-ate
oxidation rate shown in Fig. 5, as the temperature is lowered from 4450- 430 0 C.
A paralinear rate is an average rate of oxidation, being composed of much faster
rates when a layer is new, and slower rates aF it approaches the layering width
WC . However, at t300 C thr phase boundary reaction does not permit the faster
oxidation rates thu's inhi4.,.nrrg the paralinear mechanism. At higher temperatures
where the paralineý . -:',,,..im can first operate it therefore results in a slower
linear or average > l, the sustained maximum obtainable at lower tempera-
tures.

Furth- ,-r oon about the phase boundary control of the linear
oxidation reacti. ', temperature range 350 - 440 C can be obtained from
observations ma •o.-sections of reacted specimens. The thick band of
non-stoichiome7.' !, , adjacent to the metal interface and the extreme
irregularity of ',- .,erface, Fig. 8c,i, indicates that in this region the
oxygen activity gr _it is small and t oxygen potential very low. Hence the
phase boundary -.. ,lling the reaction rate is at an oxide interface in contact
with molecular cygen. In which case the metal-oxide interface should more
closely approach equilibrium conditions than at higher temperatures, and as
platelets are apparently absent the possibility arises of the reappearance of
the oxides NbO and NbO2.
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It is difficult to be certain about the absence of very thin layers
but for the following reasons the oxides NbO and Nb0 2 are thought not to be
present.

1. Microhardness curves of the oxygen gradLent in the metal core
extrapolate to surface hardnesses similar to thosv, in specimens containing
platelets which is a value much higher than that from specimens known to contain
layers of NbO and NbO 2.

2. A diligent search on taper sections o' oxidized specimens using
scanning electron microscopy failed to detect these oxides.*

3. Calculations of the kinetically expected thickness of NbO (Appendix
1) showed that this thickness was no greater (and therefore the oxide no more
likely to form) than that calculated for specimens oxidized in the temperature
range 4500- 600 0 C when this oxide is absent.

If the oxides Nbo and NbO., are absent, the question then becomes,
"Why are there no platelets?" NbOx •S known to be steble in this temperature
range (9). Calculations of the oxygen concentration gradient at the metal-oxide
interface (Appendix 1) indicate that the volume of oxygen super-saturated metal
at this interface is similar to that in which platelets are observed when oxidizing
at higher temperatures. Superficially it appears that conditions should be
favourable for their formation.

The breakaway reaction at long oxidation times, which was shown to be
due to an extreme grain boundary attack, was also associated with severe specimen
self-heating, i.e., at 555 0 C an extra 45 deg C at 380 Torr oxygen, and 65 deg C
at 760 Torr oxygen. The enhancement in rate due to this temperature rise is more
than sufficient to reduce the apparent pressure sensitivity of the post-breakaway
reaction rate to the pre-breakaway value reported by McLintock and Stringer (8).
For this reason, and because the oxide forming on the exposed grain surfaces has
many of the growth characteristics of the oxide forming on a free surface, it is
considered -that the observed oxidation rate is still under diffusion control in
the oxide and not. as postulated oy these workers, to a change in the rate
controlling mechanism.
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APPENDIX 1.

CALCULATION OF THE OXYGEN GRADIENT in the metal at the metal oxide interface Ind
the kinetically expected thickness of NbO.

Thanks are due to Dr. G.W. Cox of the Australian Atomic Energy Commissior,
Lucas Heights, Australia, who provided this analysis (20).

The solutions presetted are integrations of Fick's Law in a phase with a
linear boundary movement. The assumption is made that the linear oxidation rate
starts from time zero and so provides reasonably accurate solutions only at some
time after the transition to linear kinetics.

The concentration penetration C at some time t at a distance from the
metal surface is

C - C C0 [exp (-mz)erfc(x/2/5- - hml•)+ erfc(x/2/5t + I'th

where C = surface concentration

KZ - rate of movement of the interface
D = diffusion coefficient of mobile species

Differentiation of this equation and substitution of x=O gives the gradient
at the surface of the metal as

az h- ½C -m.erfc(-hmVD•-2 .exp(-¼Dm 2t)

The equation describing the thickness of the NbO layer AxNb0 is

A Nb 0 - DNbO ACNb C ab• Nb 0

ACNbO-Nb'KI + . 0D -a Xc 0

where DNbODo are the diffusivities ia the NbO and Nb phases,

ACNbo.Nb the change in oxygen concentration from NbO to the metal surface
aCC the oxygen concentration gradient at this surface.

ax x= t

This equation makes the assumption that the rate of growth of VbO is small
comparee with the movement of the metal oxide interface.

As neither D nor AC is known accurately, their product was estimated
as a function of temperature 68m observations of NbO thicknesses in specimens
which had been reacted at higher temperature,, whc're the layers were comparatively
thick and uniform (21). These thicknesses were used with the appropriate interface
movements to calculate the product (DAC) Nb. The line of best fit on an Arrhenius
plot was found to be:

(DAC)Nb0 C 3.2 x 10-4 exp (-25,400/HT)

This relationship with values of D0 (22) and C0 (23) was used to calculate
the kinetically expected thickness of NbO in specimens in which NbO could not be
observed.
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Fig. I. Temperature of niobium specimens above the furnace temperature as a
function of time at several fuirnace temperatures.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Cross sections of specimen oxidized at 43!°C, 380 Torr oxygen for 60
min. showing uneven oxidation, (a) Magnification 20OX, (b) Etched,
Magnification 1000X.
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Fig. 3. Oxidation of niobium at 431 0 C, 380 Torr oxygen, effect of surface
preparation.
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Fig. 4. Typical weight gain curves for the oxidation of ;,iobium in the
temperature range 350-600 0 C, 380 Torr oxygen.
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Fig. 5. ferendence of the linear rate of oxidation of niobium at 380 Torr
oxygen on temperature.
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Fig. 6. Cross section of specimen oxidized dt 450 0C, 380 Torr oxygen for 1443
min. showing a typical laminated scale. Magnification 150X.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Cross sections of specimens comparing edgje effects above and below
4400C. (a) 575 0C,380 Torr oxygen, 29 min. Magnification 200X.
(b) 430 0 C, 380 Torr oxygen, 385 min. Magnification 250X.



a..

a.2

b.1

b.2

Fig. S. Cross sections cf specimens comparing the metal-oxide interface above
and bolow 4400C. a) 6260C, 380 Torr oxygen, 65 min. b) 4301-C, 380
Torr oxygen, 385 min. a.1, b.1, plain light, a.2, b.2, polarized
light. Magnification 100OX.
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Fig. 9. Cross section of specimen oxidized at 5000C, 380 Torr oxygcn for 140
min. showing the scale structure at high magnification. Magnification
l0,500X.

(a)

.-A

Fig. 10. Cross sections of the scale forme'd cn specimens oxidized below 4400 C
showing the scale structure at hiqhi magnification. (a) 4250C, 380 Torr
oxygen, 12'75 min. Magnification 5,750X. (b) 401 0C, 380 Torr oxygen,
4090 mi. Magnification - 0,700X
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Fig. 11. Cross section of specimen oxidized at 5500C, 380 Torr oxygen, for 240
min. showing the incorporation of sub-oxide plates into the scale.
Magnification 5,500X.

Fig. 12. Cross section of specimen oxidized at 550 0 C, 380 Tort oxygen for 240
min. showing the development of anisotropic oxidatioaa. Magnification
25X.

Fig. 13. Cross section of specimen oxidized at 444 0 C, 380 Tort oxygen, for 2040
min. showing a site of breakaway oxidation. Naqnification JSX.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 14. Crot: aection of specimen oxidized at 450 0 C, 380 Torz oxygen for 1443
min. showing details of sites of breakaway oxidation. (a) Etched,
Magnification 200X. (b) Polarized light, Magnification 1O00X.
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Fig. 15. Dependence of the derived and measured parabolic rate constants of
oxidation of nlobiu at 380 Torr nn temperature.
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SUMMARY

Nickel-base superalloys, utilized extensively In the hot component. of jet engines, are subjected
to environmental conditions which vary widely dependent on a number of factors. Principal mong
the critical variables are temperature, pressure, gas velocity, and gas contamination due to Inges-
tion of gaseous, liquid and solid compounds.

The basic oxidation behavior of Ni-bae superalloys is briefly reviewed. Typical alloys are
evaluated as to type of oxides (both surface and subsurface) formed, matrix chemistry chances
during oxidation, effects of surface preparation, and gas velocity.

The phen•. •n of accelerated oxidation (hot corrosion) is reviewed. The effects of NaCI In the
atmosphera and sulfur in the fuel on the sur'fa.e stability of typical alloys are examined. ,xmples
of accelerated oxidation encountered In service are presented. The various theories which have
been developed to explain the "hot corrosion" reactions are Oxamined and cotrelations with exosri-
mental observation are attempted.
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NICIML-BASE SUWRAL.LOFS are used extensively in the bot components of aircraft turbine engines
because of their unexcelled combination of high-temperature Strengta aud corrosion resistanse.

The alloys derive their strength primazlly feam the precipitation of a coherent hi (All TI)
compound and, because of the high stability of the ;reclpitate, useful strengths afe retained to
at least 0.73T . Further strengthening is obtained through additions of refractory metal elements
which solutlo- harden the matrix and stabilize carbide precipitates. The structures of the alloys
are thus relatively simple, consisting of gamma prime and carbide precipitates In a NI-bas matrix,
The chemical compositions of the alloys, however, are quite complex, geLerally consisting of over
10 elements Intentionally added. The compositions of typical alloys are linter; In Table 1.

As a re oult of the complexity In chemistry the oxidation behavior of the alloys is alsocomplex.
The alloying elements form oxides and nitrides of varying stability and complexilty. Surface and

subscale reactions vary not only with chemical composition of the alloy but also with time and
temperature of exposure, environment and surface condition. In spite of all the problems involved,
an iaprovod understanding of the fsZctozs which control the oxidation behavior of the alloys Is

critical to the development of improved ailo)5. The development of alloys with higher strength has
generally proceeded without too much ccncern for oxidation behavior. In the pant few years, however,
the development of alloys with improved oxidation resistance has received Increasing emphasis
because oxidation resistance has been approaching the statvs of a liLfe-limiting property. This Is
partially a result of the piojected incraased In life of aircraft engines. Critical parts such as
turbiue blades must exhibit lives of thou ,ads of hours rather than hundreds.

Iya service, many superalloy CcMpOae.L are xposed to a variety of environmental conditions.
Generally the atmosphere crcan .a by the produr ts of combustion is of high velocity and contains
0, N1 , 00 , H 0 and perhaps SO or Na SO . £he components are also subject to foreign particle
ex~sion ant ra'd temperature cfcles.

it is the purpose of this paper to critically examine the oxidation-corrosion behavior of nickel-
base superalloys in aircraft gas turbines, to establish the general level of present understanding
and to print ou areas where further study is needed.

BASIC CKIDf'(:ION iBEiAVIOR

The Ni-br-s surcralloys are based on Ni-Cr and Ni-Cr-Al alloys and their oxidation behavior can be
closely related to taese systems. The effects of Cr + Al on the oxi flion of NI are indicated in
Figure 1. Bel-m about lu%, Cr increases the rate of oxidation of Ni . Up to about 3% Cr the
reaction data fit Wagner'8s echanism of oxidation as would be expected by the addition of a high
valence Cr ion to a p-type metal deficit divalent lattice. At higher Cr levels the presence of
spinel i•ide in the Anner NiO zone as well as the complexing effect of internally oxidized Cr 0
particles does n,it allow a Fjod fit with the Wagner mechanism. At higher Cr levels ( > 10%) a

either Cr 0 ur a NiCr 0 spinel oxide is responsible for the reduced oxidation rate. Bome dispute
over whici tf t."Ose týoýoxides is the controlling ont, haA noi been resolved. It is quite possible
that both oxides are prisent and in some cases one oxide is stabilized over the other depending on
the presence of trace elements.

The addition of Al to Ni and Ni-Cr alloys increasec the oxidation resistance. Bases on the Wagter
mechanism, it might be expected that in Al-NI alloys, due to the trivalent nature of the Al ion,
the rate of oxidation would be increased in the region where Al is soluble in NiO. This effect has
not been experimentally observed in alloys containing as little as 1% Al. This .s apparently due
to tho very low dissociation pressure of Al 0 which precludes Al solution in h1O. The oxides formed
on Ni--Al alloys are Al 0 ( ar or Y), NiAl (? 1pinel and NiO. Comparing the results of various
studies, it is likely lhet at low temperatutes thin films of Al 0 form and subsequently become over-
grown with spinel and NiO. At high temperatures CL Al 0 appeart to form at the exclusion of other
phases. The beneficial effect of Al on the oxidation bthavior of Ni-Cr alloys has been ascribed to
the formation of more protective Ni-Al 0 spinels as well as adherent Al 0 films ne lto the metal/
oxide interface which in the presence tfCr can be stabilized to lower tWieratures.

The oxidation behavior of turbine blade alloys is somewhat more complex than the simple alloys
outlined above. In order to obtain a sufficient understanding of the alloys, careful studies
utilizi.g a uber of analytizal tools are necessary. A number of superalloys have been well
documented.''' As an example of a typical alloy the behavior of U-700 alloy is here briefly
reviewed. The rates of oxidation of U-700 from utilization of thermo-gravimetric techniques are
shown in Figure 2. It is apparent that the oxidation rate is controlled no, by a single process,
but perhap: several. Initially at all t')mperatures a linear rate law is obeyed, It is followed
by nuarly parabolic kinetics at most temperatures. However, an inversion in kinetics is noted at
1900*F where, after a tine, the rate of oxidation decreases and becomes leso than at 18000F. The
reason for this wil. become apparent upon establishing the identity of the oxiaos which are formed.
From the results of the studies a time-tpwperature diagram can be constructed to show the oxides
lormed. The resulting diagram for U-700 alloy is shown in Figre 3.

During initial oxidation at 1600 to 1800°F, a continuous film of (Y-Al 0 forms with smaller ar3as
of Cr 0 nucleating over grain ooundary and twin boundary areas. The aluminum is depleted from
the mitil adjacent to the oxide-metal interface and little further growth of the Al 0 occurs.

Cr 0 continues to form as Cr diffuses along short-circuits such as grain boundariet.
5 

The initial
perd~d of linear oxidation to believed to refleeL the formation and lateral growth of Cr 0
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colonies while the Al 0 film retains virtually a constant thickness. At longer times, the

continual solution ofC+3 converts the a/Al 0 film Into an (Al, Cr) 0 solid solution. Subsequent

parabolic oxidation then causes growth of th4 tilm and its continual tnolchment in Cr. At the same

time, subscale Al 0 and TiN are formed because of a high deKree of stability of the compounds and

a low rate of diftuiiom of the metal ions to The surface.

Prolonged exposure at 1600-1800 (region 3) results In Cr 0 , spinel and overgrowths of TiO as

well as subscale Al 0 0 TIN and a complex Mo-Ni nitride.' 2t higher temperatures 1800-1900OF

(region 4), the avallfbllity of Al 1i greater due to solution of the Ni -Al (gamma-rrime phase).

The resulting scale which contains only traces of Cr 0 consists pre domnately of spinel (NiAl 0 )
which contains a high aluminum content. * ote also ti' no subscale products are formed in the''

1800-1900*F temperature range. This is due to the high stability of the Al-rich surface oxide.

At higher temperatures, the Al concentration is not sufficient to establish and maintain an Al-rJch

oxide and as a result Cr 0 , NiCr 0 spinel and NiO are formea at the surface, with subscale Al 0

and TIN. The decrease In txidatitn'kinetics at 1800-1900*F is explained by the formation of a 2 3

surface oxide rich in Al which vrows slowly and whose extremely low diqsnviation pressure ,r 1 elufoe;

the back diffusion of oxygen into the alloy in amounts sufficient to produce internal oxidation.

Other Ni-base superalloys exhibit oxidation behavior similar to U-700 except in most cases the

1800-1900OF Inversion is absent. In U-700 the Al content (4%) and the Al/ri ratio (4/3) are in ;he

proper range to exhibit.the inversion. Rene' 41 alloy does not exhibit the effect as indicated in

Figure 4 because of unfavorable chemical composition. Rene' 41 contain. only 1.5% Al and a low Al/ri

ratio (1.5/3). Among the many factors which are important in the oxidation of most metals and alloys

is the method of surface preparation used. We might expect that in thu case ol U-700 alloy, cold

working of the surface would increase diffusion rate 5 tnd reduce the temperature at which internal

oxidation is eliminated. This effect has been nioted.: In other alloys such as Rene' 41 we expect

and obtain increased internal oxidation when the surface is abraded prior to test.

The kinetic studies outlined above, while establishing the type of scale and subscale products

formed do not accurately predict the perform'nce of an alloy. Other major factors which contribute

to increased oxidation are:

1. Oxbidw spalling
2. Fxcesý've localized intergranular oxidation
3. Oxide voiatilization

Due to cyclic temperatures encounter in service, oxide spalling can result in greatly increased

oxidation rates. In general, during cyclic tests the oxidation rate of most suporalloys is

increased by a factor of up to about 4 to 1. The effect of cyclic exposures on the oxidation rate

of U-700 is indicated in Figure 5.

Preferential oxidation of grain boundarios can result ii, doep penetration and in some cases act as

nuclei for fatigue cracks.

In aircraft engines the gas velocities are much higher than .n most laboratory tehts. Higher velo-

cities can increase the rate of formatioi of vOlatile oxid.s, presusably b) removal of protective

boundary layers. Many of the superalloys form Cr 0 -rich surface oxides because of the high Cr

-olitents. In a high velocity gas stream a volhtile specib. Cr0 is ior.ned by the reaction:
3

2 Cr 0 + 0 - 4 LrO

More stable oxides such as Al 0 or the spinels such as UnCr 0 are preferred for high temperature,

high velocity applications. fol this reason the Al/Cr ratio'i an alloy is extremely important,

since it will determine which oxide predominates at high temperatures.

ENGINE CKIDATION

In gas turbines, in addition to the normal oxidation processes encountered, an additional mode of

attack can occur. As a result of contamination of the gas stream, accelerated oxidation, also

termed "hot corrosion" occurs. A number of comprehensive uYiews of the "hot corrosion" problem

have been published, the most notable being one by Hancock. In spite of the volumious literature

on the subject, the basic mechanisms by which "hot corrosion" occu's hrve -ot been '.omrietel-

deZined. This is in part due to the wide range of cnntaminants, variations in materials, a.id

differing time - temperaturo regimes encountered in various equipments. In the aire afk. engine we

can limit our discussions prii..ipally to atmospheric contexination by joxitum chloride and sulfur

contamination in the fuel, although caz-bonaccous deposits also can contribute to accelerated at*aca.

The actual engine environment is difficult to desgibe but it is known that Eaa SO s if Lmeu by

reaction between Na in the air and S in the fuel.

A series of typical microstructu:'es showing oxidation which occurred during *ervice is shown in

Figure 6. The structures range ýrom those expected during normal oxidatiou to those exhibiting

moderate and severe accilerated oxidation. The microstructurow vary widely because of widely

differing service conditions. Pronounced internal sulfidation occurs in some cajes whdreo overall

attack is slight. In other cases veiy little internal sttlfidation is evldent even whan corrosio,.

is moderate. Depletion of Cr due to reaction with caroonaceous deposits to form .2arbides tends

to increase the oxidation rate, particularly in grain boundaries. This form of attack Is .ome*t!S
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called "green rot" due to the characteristic color of the resultant oxide. A turbine blade which
exhibited severely accelerated oxidation is shown in Figure 7. The phenomenon is characterized by
voluminous NIG formation and internal sulfidation.

The corrosiorn reaction is markedly temperature dependent as indicated in Figure 8 compared to
normal oxidation behavior. It is generally believed that the critical temperature regime is depen-
dent on the presence of Na SO condensate. At higher temperatures the dew point is exceeded and
condensation does not occul. 4As a result, the reactivity decreases and event~tjly is controlled
by more normal oxidation processes. Recent work by Bornstein and DeCrescente indicates that a
shift in the critical temperature range should occur as pressure is increased due to a shift in
the vapor-condensate transition temperature as indicated in Figure 9.

The mechanisms involved in the corrosion reaction have not been completely defined. It is clear
that reaction coisists of two steps. First, breakdown of the normally protective oxide scale must
occur. This event can rtsult from mechanical abrasion, spalling of the scale due to thermally
induced stresses or fluxing of the oxide by the liquid corrodent. Secondly, oxidation proceeds at
an extremely rapid rate in the absence of a protective cxide. Considering first the breakdown of
the surface oxide, it is likely that all three mechanisms can operate. Loss of the scale will
expose material which is somewhat depleted in the less noble elements required for scale re-forma-
tior. However, loss of surface scale during normal oxidation does not usually result in cata-
strophic oxidation. Therefore, fluxing of the surface oxide would appear to be a necessary condi-
tion for catastrophic attack. In this way the re-formed oxide films are dissolved as fast as they
are formed.

Next, it is critical to explain the catastrophic nature of the attack. In early work, Seybolt(8)

postulated that internal sulfidation caused depletion of Cr from the matrix thereby reducing the
oxidation resistance. However, this can only be a contributing factor since complete depletion of
Cr or ocher less noble elements would not be expected to result in catastrophic attack. Recent
work by Seybolt indicates that sulfur may not be a necessary part of the reaction, having pro-
duced accelerated oxidation by reaction with NaCl. In a Ni-20 Cr alloy, reaction with molten salt
resulted in migration of Cr to the surface to form non-adherent, granular and thus non-protective
oxide.. "'he loss of alloy constituent caused a counter current flow of vacancies which condensed
into an interconnecting pore network filled with the Na compound. It is suggested that since the
salt penetrates into the structure, the loss of Cr does not require intermetallic diffusion over
long distances, but instead corrosion products are largely removed by solution of alloying metals
as ions in the pore-salt network. Seybolt presented evidence that suggests that an integral part
of the catastrophic process is recrystallization, occurring in the porous zone, and that in the
NI-20 Cr alloy Cr diffuses down grain boundaries of the grain network to be deposited at grain
boundary-pore intersections as Cr ions. The concentration gradient of Cr ions in the salt phase
forces Cr diffusion out to the surface where the higher effective oxygen pressure forms Cr 0 .
Seybolt's proposed mechanism seems capable of explaining the catastrophic oxidation which 2cturs;
however, it probably should be modified for the case of Na SO - alloy reactions.

Turning to the effects of alloying elements, theze is general agree that the higher the Cr
content, the greater the resistance to hot corrosion. Bergman et al found that alloys readily
susceptible to corrosion contain less than 15% Cr while the better alloys contain 18 to 21% Cr.
The effect of Al additions on the corrosion behavior of Ni-base alloys is not clear. Both high
and low resistances to corrosive environments have been obtained with high Al alloys. It is suggested
that if a continuous, adherent aluminum rich oxide is formed, resistance to Na S9 attack may be
high. It is however difficult to obtain good Al 0 adherence on Ni-base alloys. Also, the rate
of Al 0 formation is extremely slow and the resillant thin film may 1v easily disrupted mechanically
or byAr~action with the Na compounds. In Ni-Cr--Al alloys, the presence nt Al may accelerate the
corrosion reaction once the surface oxide is rendered non-protective. Through the mechanism
suggested by v3eybolt, Al would tend tc reduce the effective oxygen pressure in the pores due to Al-O
reaction, thereby speeding up the rate of Cr-ion dliffusion outward.

Titanium additions were found by Bergman et .1 to be beneficial in improving corrosion resistance
even thl.ugh Ti generally reduces tho resistance to normal oxidation. It is possible that at high
Ti levels the foxz.ation of Ti-rich oxides may occur at a faster rate than can be removed ty reac-
tion w'th Na SO . In this regard the Ti/AI ratio appears to be important. A number of new alloys
have recentld bten developed with increased Ti/Al ratios. Alloys such as U-710, and IN-738 exhibit
improved corrosion resistance compared tc, U-700 and Inconel ?13C.

RSCO• NDAT IO0s

In order to de' lop Ni-base supera loys with Improved combinations of strength and surfacl sta-
bility, a much better underesa;Jx-,ig of the Interactions between alloy chemistry and actual or
simulated engine environments rPist be -htained. In order to obtain higher strength alloys, reduc-

tions in Cr seem Lnavoliable. "ihe levals of other critical e.emnts such as Al, Ti and r.tfrsctory
eleuents must be adjusted to make up for the reduced Cr and maintain adequate surface stability.
Fu ther studios of rare-earth type elements additina)appoar warranted since they have been found
t< improve both oxidation and corrosion resistance . In the evaluation of materials, conditions
cloasly approximating those encountered in service must ho utilized tu obtain the proper relation-
ships between contaminants and oxide formation and rrduction.
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TABLE I

CDWUPCII(TIS Or TYPICAL Ni-BABES 8U•PRALL•S

Nome Composition (Wt. %)
Cr Co Al Ti W No Ta 8 Zr C Other

U-700 14.5 15.0 4.3 3.5 - 4.2 - .015 - .10

Rene' 100 9.5 15.0 5.5 4.2 - 3.0 - .015 .06 .17 1.0 V

Res,' 41 19.0 11.0 1.5 3.1 - 10.0 - .005 - .09

I-713C 13.0 - 6.0 0.7 - 4.5 - .012 .10 .12 2.0 Cb

U-soo 19.0 18.0 3.0 3.0 - 4.0 - .006 - .08

V-710 18.0 15.0 2.5 5.0 1.5 3.0 - .02 .07

IN-738 16.0 8.5 3.4 3.4 2.6 1.75 1.75 .01 .10 .17 0.9 Cb
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OXIDATION PRODUCTS ON UDIMET 700
II I

*F

2 0 Cr2 03+ Ni Cr2O4 + NiO

N A120 3 + Ti N

S No (AI Cr 0 4 + Cr 2 0 3

Q \\

18 Al- " 0 Cr2o03 + NiC11204 +,,
A 1\ Q3÷ C1`203 A12 0 3 + TI N+ MO- Ni-N

\N
\(cr.,A)2 03\®

1600'
10 100 1000 10,000

MINIJTES

Fig. 3 Simplified summary of the four main phenomelogical stages of oxidation encountered by Udimet 700.
Subscale and scale reaction products expressed as numerator and denominator of a quotient which
identifies the reaction species in each region. Note absence of internal oxidation in Regions I

and 4. Scaiing kinetics linear in Region 1, parabolic in others, except 4 where weight gain
reaches a constant value in some 1,000 minutes

OXIDATION PRODUCTS ON RENE - 41
Cr2 03 + N Cr?0 4 + NI 0

2000 A1 2 0 3 + Ti N

C r2C0,3

A1203

N 0 p 66 K CO! NQ203~+ Ni C72 0,4+Mno

1800 A120 3 + TIN

80o - " (Cr, Al )2 03

A12 03

Am 12o3+ c,,o 03\
L 55,. K ccAl , C or )a0

S A I aO03

1600 I0 10010 I1O0 1000 10,000

MINUTES

Fil.4 Schimatic prearntation of the major reaction produrca that can form during the -i.adation of Kiene' 41 end
the associated kinetic regiona I I I near. 2 and 3 parabolic. "se phasx lirrnrnt in the nceratnr atr

the scale Conatituenta, thoae in the deominr.ator are the pru•ksta of internal oxidation
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(a) Typical Oxidation

(b) Inicreased Attack

kc) Sulfidation

%(d) Advanced Corrosion
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SUMMAR"

Normally the Gibbs-potential of the reaction between metals and oxygen is much
higher than that of any other reactions between solids and gases and, therefore,
this process takes place in gases with oxygen contents of 20 J or less, especially
in air.

The phenomenon of selective or preferential oxidation of the one or the other
alloying element is one of the most interesting facts regarding the rate of oxi--
dation processes. It has been discussed in detail on the system of iron-chromium
alloys which may be thought to be a model of temperature-resistant alloys.

Another important influence has to be attributed to tho adhesion between the
metallic surface and the oxide scale. It proved to be true for all heat-resistant
alloys that diffusion processes are determining the rate A! oxidation. Consequent-
ly, the growing scale acts as a protective layer, the efficiency depending on the
concentration of lattice defects in the oxide scale. But the protective effect
will be small unless the demand for a sufficient adhesion is satisfied.

A thirc point of view is the plastic flow of oxide layers which influences the
kinetics of oxidation reactions. It reduces the cooling stresses and may cpuse the
oxide scale to remain in tight contact with the metal in spite of the formation of
holes due to the preferred migration of metal ions to the outer surface.

A considerably different situation is observed if the content of oxygen in the
surrounding atmosphere is not as high as to form pure oxide scales. Other reactions
can take pla.e, for example, the attack by gases containing nitrogen, carbon, or
sulphur. In many cases reactions are observed running at very high rates: catastro-
phic oxidation processes due to the f, maion of molten phases. Finally it has been
discunsed the so-called green rot oxidation arising from internal oxidation of
chromium, especially obtained in furnace atmospheres either alternating between
carburizing and oxidizing.
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OXIDATION PROCESSES OF METALS often are marked by the formation of coherent oxide
layers acting as a barrier between the uetal surface and the oxygen containing
gas. The high values of the free energies of oxides are responsible for the
phenomenon that qost of the.scales arising at high temperatures are oxides and
not other possible reaction products as, for instance, nitrides. Already a very
low content of oxygen in the surrounding atmosphere is sufficient for this scaling
process and in most cases of annealing in air the existence of oxides as sole
reaction products should be observed.

SELECTIVE OXIDATION

Another question is the composition of oxide scales or, in other words, the extent
of selective oxidation. This problem has been ,eceiving considerable interest
during the past ten years. In view of its importance specifically with regard to
reaction kinetics the following deals first of all with questions connected with
selective oxidation. The specially interested reader may be referred to two
summarized representations (1, 2). It is quite clear that the growing oxide scale
acting as a barrier will have important influence on composition and consequently
on nature and concentration of lattice defects in these layers. Furthermore, some
other factors are interesting, as scale density and adherence, oxide volatilization,
blistering and cracking phenomena, anl so on. In other words, selective oxidation
and the extent of preferred oxidation of one or the other component of alloy
respectively is an essential point of view with regard to oxidative attack at high
temperatures. Selective oxidation not at last determines the rate of the hetero-
genous chemical reaction.

Oxide layers formed by oxidation of alloys may be composed sa follows:
1. The oxide of only one compone:it of the alloy has been obtained; hence, only

selective oxidation had taken place.
2. The reaction product consists of a mixture of insoluble oxides.
3. Several oxides reacting together are obtained and spinels are formed which

either alone or more frequently together with an excess oxide produce the pro-
tective layer.

4. The oxide consists of several layers of differenT composition.
The case of nearly exclusive selective oxidation certainly is the most important

one with regard to considerable reduction of the oxidation rate at increasing
thickness of the layer. This is realized best in the case of an alloy containing
an oxidizable base metal and a noble metal. Thermodynamic facts allow only the base
metal component to be oxidizcd at higher temperatures. But also in other cases
very exclusive selective oxidation is frequertly observed and that the more probablo
the more the free energies of the oxides differ. Beside thermodynamic facts there
are kinetic problems which may influence the preferred oxidation of a component of
alloy as far as a sufficient diffusion rate of this specially oxygen affine element
in the metallic phase is a necessary precondition. Add to that other factors of
influence as composition of alloy, temperature and oxygen pressure of the environ-
ment, test time, structure of the oxide layer, and the diffusion rates of the
components contained in the layer. It was above all Wagner (3) who has dealt in
detai2 with the qualitative and quantitative relations of selective oxidation.

This kind of oxidation is observed at high temperatures at some resistance
alloys as CrAl 25 5 (iron rest) which shows, moreover, clearly the influence of
the temperature on the extent of selectivity. Annealing of such alloys in air or
oxygen produces practically pure Al20o as may be proved by X-ray examination and
chemical analysis. Kornilov and Sidor shin (4) observed with an analogous alloy of
30 weight % of chromium a different oxidation process at medium and higher
temperatures. In the first case a mixture consisting of the spinels FeAlJ04 and
FeCrý04 is obtained. With increasing temperature finally selective oxida ion of
aluminum becomes predominant. Up to temperatures of about 10000C y-A1 2 (% is formed,
beyond that a-Al0 3. Concentration of aluminum decreases near the surface of the
alloy and diffusion from the bulk mater4al becomes important. Determination of the
lattice constants (table 1) of the oxides obtained at different temperatures shows
clearly the facts described before.

Table 1: Lattice constants of oxide layers on FeCrAl (4)

Temperature, °C 400 600 700 1 800 11000

Lattice constant, R 8,328 8,195 8,077 8,050 7,882

According to ASTM-card-index (5) the lattice constant of y-AI203 is 7,90 k whereas
the spinels FeAl20 4 and FeCr 2 04 show lattice constants if 8,173 and 8,348 R
respectively.

While testing the alloy for oxidation at 1200 0 C In long ruii.. with alternate
heating and cooling at intervals of 12 and 42 hours, Kornilov (4) carried out
chemical and X-ray analyses of the cracked off portion of the oxide film. He has
shown that it consists of 98,7 % of alumina, the rest being chromic and ferric
oxide.

These small additions of blackening oxides are extraordinarily important and
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useful. They influence the spectral emissivity £(X,T) of the oxide film In such a
way that the difference between true temperature and temperatures measured e.g.
by means of a selective-radiation pyrometer is only small. Quantitative estimation
supplies the following result which has been proved experimentally in some
analogous cases (6):
According to Wien's approximation to the law of radiation by Planck thl following
compendenay exists between true temperature TI, brightness temperature T2 , and
spectral emissivity e(XT)

XIn -OXT) T= T-

.=0,65.10 4 cm is the effective wavelength of the monochromatic screen of the
selective-radiation pyrometer, 02=1,44 cm.deg is a constant.

The spectral emissivity of puge A120 is 0,14 +0,05 at 1100 - 16000 K (7) and
a true temperature of, e.g., 1200 C corrsponds to- AT=T 1-T 2 a 170 0C, whilst an
alloy of CrAl 25 5 with normally developed oxide layer shows an emissivity of
0,86 (8) end therefore only a difference of 150C is foand for the same temperature
T1 =1200 0 C.

In thLs case the mentioned additions of oxides havi nr aisadvantageous in-
fluence. Their valency is congruent with that of the bulk oxide and there is no
influence on the lattice defect concentration and the rate of oxidation.

The advantage of the formation of an extensively pure layer of Al 20 at high
temperatures is the excellen, protective effect of just this oxide due •o its low
lattice defect concentration. As the concentrations of defect ions and electrons
are equivalent in pure oxides, it may be advantageous to know their conductivities.
Then in some cases it may be possible to make predictions about the protective
effect of the concerning oxides if neglecting different electron mobilities in
different oxides. Table 2 shows the electric conductivities of metal oxides at
10000C (9). Simultaneously has been indicated whether the oxides belong to the
n-type or p-type con.ducting systems (10),

Table 2: Electric conductivities o: some oxides at 10000C

Oxide BeO A12 0 3 C8O SiO2  MgO NiO Cr203 CoO Cu20 FeO
9, -"- Crn_ 10 _9 10 _7 10 _7 10 _6 1 10-_5 10-2 10 -1 I0+1- -- --0 + 1 -10 +2-=

Conducting I n n n n n p p P P P
system

Supposing the formation of pure oxides in compact form and of an oxidation rate
depending on diffusion processes the oxides left in the table about up to MgO in-
cluded are expected to have particularly good protective properties owing to their
low conductivities. let, this does not apply on principle as a number of other
factors are of more or less essential influence. Anyhow, the distinct protective
effect of BeO, A12U., and Si0 2 is generally known and used' for many materials.

.Presumably the low lattice aefect concentrations and by tnat aiso electric
conductivities of tne oxidesof comparatively unnoole elements are based on tne
nigh oxygen-affinity of those eiements. It is believei taut toe eq..ilibriuri con-
centration of ions in interatitia4 iuttice positions a5iu exe• e.eotrons in n-
type co!;ducting systerLs (t,.e oxidýes indicated Left in t~ibie -) decre;,sej wit:. i%-
creasing oxygen-affinity of the concerning metal. The conditions are more cimpIi-
ca~ed with p-type coziductinýj systems where the stability of the various possible
valencies of the concernin:. metals are very important and cannot be directly
overlooked with regard to the tarnishing properties of the oxide scales.

In the right part of the table CrZO7 represents an exception as it shows re-
markable protective effect in spite 01 6uite gocd conductivity. Tnis may be based
on the ieculiarity of the defect phenomena of this oxide (11). With reizard to the
diffusion rates within the layer it may be noted that Cr20- shows u special
irr•gularity. It is to be assumed that not all cation de e~ts in the lattice are
produced at one of the two phase boundaries und, consequently, are not subjient
either to a concentration eradient and directed diffusion.

Often also chromium oxide is formed as nearly exclunive oxide patse, fo•r
instance with FeCr-alloys with chromium contents 3I1 4 in the temperature r:ine
between 1000 and 13000 C C(12). Below 13 % of chromium the spinel Fet'.r/(4 in ot0erved
preponderantly provin., the important influence of onl.v small differen,ýies in 20n-
centration. Other authors, however, indioate also other oxile eompooitions8. Un-
doubte-iy this disagreement is connected with the differetnt oonkiitionj ctiosen ýjs
test time, atmosphere, and impurities of alloys. Alan tre for'med oxide film in-
fluences internal oxidation which occured notably dur•n, formti,)n of' the spineK,
but had not been observed, nn the contrary, if ii pure Cru•5 loyer i fo-rmed.

OXIDATI.N uF FeCr-ALLOYS

Oxidation of FeCr-alloye is probably the cesction systam examined uest and it seemu
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useful out of the present results and interpretations to list the most essential
ones and check them with regard to their general application. First of all must
be stated that all authors agree in saying that parabolic kinetics are generally
observed for all compositiona and temperatures. By that the preliminary conditions
for the Wagner theory of oxidation are accimpliahed and, in particular, diffusion
processes in the oxide film on the conditJ jn of chemical equilibrium at the phase
boundaries are the rate controlling steps of the entire reaction. This secures il
principle the possibility of an influence on the oxidation rata by impurity ions
in the sense of Wagner and Hauffe (13). Whittle and Wood (14, 15), for instance,
believe that the slow increase of the oxidation rate wit•+growing chromium con-
tents could be due to the decreasing concentration of Fe -ions. Solution of
lower velent cations in Cr2 03 would, corresponding to the equation

2 FeO + 1/2 0 (g) = 2 Fee'(Cr) + 2 @+Cr 2O0

(wherein Fee'(Cr) means a bivalent Fe-ion at a regular lattice site and an
electron hole), resultsin a concentration growth of electron holes and by that ni
a concentration decrease of cation vacancies. On the other band they imagine Fei+-
ions to be in solution exerting no influence according to the Wagner-Hauffe
valency rules. Yet, in this case the dependence of the oxidation rate on the Cr-
content would, indeed, have to be caused by the composition of the oxide layer
consisting of metal-deficient p-type Cr9O0 "id oxygen-deficient n-type Fe%03. They
consider it possible that, taking a certain corncentration of iron, an optimum
content of lattice defects in Cr2 03 is obtained.

And finally the concentrations of vacancies at the alloy/oxide interface de-
pends on the chromium content of the alloy. This concentration of vacancies de-
creases, while the concentration gradient in the oxide increases with growing
chromium content at the phase boundary. Consequently, with increasing chromium
content the rate of oxidation must also grow.

It maybe noted (16) that at constant oxygen pressure the chromium activity
decreases at the metal/oxide interface with decreasing concentration. The con-
sequence is a decreasing chromium activity gradient within the oxide scale causing
the diminution of the oxidation rates at smaller chromium contents.

According to Caplan and Cohen (17), on the contrary, the chromium content
would not notably influence the oxidation behaviour. They show, for instance,
that the oxidation rate of Fe-26 % Cr is comparable to that of pure chromium.
Their examinations to clear up the discrepancies were only partially successful.
They particularly referred to the considerable influence of surface treatment.

Whenever selective oxidation is observed, depletion of the jireferentially
oxidized element in the metallic surface must occur at the same time unless a
concentration equalization happens quickly enouzh. Corresponding examinations
have been carried out recently by meane of the electron probe microanalyser.
Fig. 1 shows the results by Wood and Whittle (i4) with a FeCr-alloy of high
chromium content. Inside the alloy the chromium content drops starting from the
initial concentration towards the phase boundary alloy/oxide in order to rise to
about the value of stoichiometric Cr2 03 of 6t,5 weight % in the oxide layer. The
iron content shows just reciprocal relations. The variations of the chromium con-
tent in the practically pure oxide phase Cr2 03 can be attributed to the inadequate
resolving power due tr the size of the X-ray source and to microporosity and
relief polishing. In .ontrast to the important depletion of chromium with that
alloy of very high chromium content it io remarkable that an PeCr-alloy containing
only 2b of chromium does not show any mentionable changes of the alloy con-
centrations under the same conditions, although pure Cr2 03 is formed in this gcoe
as well.

This phenomenon is explainable too by the different oxidation rates: the
higher the reaction rate the ;reater is tne demand .or tae preferably oxidized
element at the pnase bounuary alloy/oxide and by that alau the rrobability of de-
pletion. In th'.s cctnection it must, however, be mentioned tubat it is almost im-
possible to determine exauctly the concentration gradaents in an alloy in a distance
from the phase boundary alloy/oxide of only a few microns (it).

A s4,milar result of eLectron probe microanalyseu may be demonstrated on the
basis of the sulphurization of a Co-20 % Cr-alloy. The same test conditions would
have caused severe attack or tne Ni-21 5 Cr-heater aloy due to formation of the
Ni-Ni 3Sg-eutectic. the meltinp point of which is 6450 C. Fig. 2 snows the contents
of Co, Cr, and S after annealing in dried Hf-H 2S containing. 65 % HiS. The sum of
the concentrations of these three elements t upper curve) has been determined at
the positions indicated and the measurements are seen to have been carried out at
very compact material. Remarkable deviations of some concentration, as, for
instance, at 700 gm, find their equivalent in an inverse deviation of the con-
"centration of some other element. Above about 45Oim a sudden diminution of the
chromium content is found 'which finally decreases to zero. This was likewise ob-
served after annesling for 15 end 60 min. respectively under the same conditions
and applies also to corresponding NiCr and PeCr--lloye. They all consist of twolayers, the inner one adhering fast to the saIoy and consisting mainly of CrS,
the outer one without any content of chromium.
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The formation of two layers of different composition is being observed in
other cases as well. Reported by Saunders and Pryor (20), for instance, the oxide
film on Cu-3 % Al-alloys formed at 450 - 750 0 C consists of an inner layer of y-
A12 0. and an outer one of CuO. Both oxides are insoluble together and diffusion
of c6pper-ions through Al O is possible. If the formation of two layers is ob-
served, an inner layer idintical with the oxide of the unnoble alloy component
and an outer layer identical with the oxide of the basic metal are the constituentsof the scale.

Particularly complicating with regard to the discussion of the test results '
the fact of blistering and spalling of the growing oxide, as Gbserved, for instance,with PeCr-allcys. This may occur during isothermal oxidation, certainly during
cooling, above a certain thickness of layer. No agreement exists regarding the
Question which of these two possibilities will be rigl~t. Whereas Caplan and Cohen
(17) assume that the stresses in the oxide arias during isothermal oxidation and
could be accounted on anion diffusion, other authors (14, 15, 16) emphasize that
the ý.ý,Iing stresses would be responsible for the spalling behaviour. Wostbrook
(21) tends to the latter assumption revealing only a small effect of stresses
arising during oxidation at constant temperature. He observed that hardness of
most common oxides drops strongly at temperatt'res higher than about half the ab-
solute melting temperature. This would be 6600C for Cr2 03 and above this tempera-
ture plastic deformation should be possible. Since the same behaviour of the oxide
layers is being observed, however, alao after oxidation at far higher temperatures,
the cooling effect proves more probable.

INFLUENCE OF MINOR ELEIENTS

The cooling effect is also evident by the results obtained by Betteridge (22) who
examined some NiCr 80 20-alloys in an intermitten$ oxidation test similar to the
ASTM-Specificstion B 76-39. In these teste wires of about 0,9 mm diameter were
suspended vertically and heated electrically reducing the heating current every 2
minutes from the value required to maintain the wire at the normal test temperature
to a value maintaining the wire at a lower temperature. The lower one has been
varied from almost room temperature up to close to the upper temperature. The re-
sults (Pig. 3) are remarkable in two different respects. Firstly, exceeding of
certain temperature differencies Tupper-Tlower shows decreasing lifetime indicating

the damage of the oxide layer happening during cooling down. A small difference
between upper and lower annealing temperature has no disadvantageous effect. On
the contrary, the lifetime increases first as the advantage of the lower mean
value of the temperature compensates more than enough the resulting thermal
stresses and their consequences.

Secondly, the figure lemonstrates essential di.fferences in the behaviour of
the two alloys which differ with regard to the calcium and cerium contents, thus
showing different resistance to oxidation at hiah temperatures. The influence of
these additions is shown also in the useful life under the normal intermittent
test conditions of 37 and 606 hours respectively at 11750C. With decreasing lower
limit temptrature a maximum lifetime is reacaed the earlier and the following re-
duction the more considerable, the smaller contents of these minor elements are
used. It mmy be notedfor instance, that the alloy containing such additions at a
lower temperature of IoOOC showed still nearly the highest lifetime attained in
these experiments of approximately 1000 hours. But the alloy without additions
showed only a lifetime of less then 100 hours under the same conditions.

Those additional elements prove efficient to such extent that nowadays no
heater alloys are produced any more in which this possible quality improvement
would not have been widely realized. They :sues considerabie improvement in ad-
herence of tne oxide layer, either by improved adaption of the oxide lattice to
the metallic substrate or by better keying of both phases (23). In any case, owing
to their very high oxygen affinity they concentrate in the form of their oxideu at
the inside of the scales, and, consequently, only those elements can be effective,
which are solved in metallic form and therefore diffusible.

This may be one of the reasons why some authors have different views on the
composition of oxide layers on NiCr-slloys since, on the one hand, pure alloys and,
on the other hand, commercial ones have been examined. Other reasons are of course
the testing conditions, particularly the test time, and by that the oxide thick-
ness (24). Thus it seems not surprising that if tsging alloys with Cr-contents
z-10 , the oxide layer either consists mcinly of the spinal NiCr 2 04 (25, 26), or,

under certai conditions, the formation of Cr2 0, is observed (27, 26), or, as a
furr',er possibility, both constituents were found (24). Own tests vith commc'clel
NiCr-alloyc containing 20 and 30 % Cr were carried out at 12000 C, a temperature
which car. only be realized using alloys improved by minor elements. These tests
prove that thicksr oxide layers show heterogenous composition and consist pre-
ponderantly of Cr2 O• and NiCr?0A

Comparing the otidation behiviour of NiOr-alloys of chromium contents t20 %
with FeCr-alloys of the same chromium contents, it is interesting to see that in
the latter case no spinal phase has been observed. The different compositirns of
oxide layers of the one and the other alloy system may be assumed to cause the
different oxidation resistanco. Perhaps it would be possible to improve the
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FeCr-alloys by addition of some minor elements. Tedmon (29), for instance, succeoded
in improving the oxidation resistance cf Fe-25 % Cr alloys by add).ng 0,1 to 0,5 %
of lithium. Obviously the influence of lithium consists 4. reductik.n oz cation
vacancies in Or 03 and by that the reduction of the diffusion rate o7 chromium-ions
through the scale. The ra oli• rat• constant obtained for an Fe-25Cr-O,5Li-alloy
at 1300 0 C was 7,0 x 10 g cm eec- , whereas with the cor~espqnding lithium-free
alloy there had been found a rate constant of 5,o x 10- o gacm- eec-'.*It •hou~d
be of interest to compare the latter value with the value of 6,9 : 1o g cm' aec-1
(30) indicated for pure chromium at the same temperature. The good conformity
shows only the oxide layer being responsible for the oxidation rate, whether it is
formed on pure chromium or, for instance, on Fe-25Cr. Apparently the influence of
iron-ions at such high temperatures may be neglected. This corresponds to results
on the oxidation of tk:e alloys Fe-27Cr and Fe-59Cr reported by Whittle and Wood (15)
who found the greater the differences of the parabolic rate conetanta are, the
lower the temperature is. This is shown in table 3 for runs of 5 hours.

Table 3: Cvrparison of short-term parabolic rate constants for Fe-59%Cr

and Pe-27%Cr at 800 - 12000 C (5 h values)

Temperature, _C Parabolic rate constant, g2 cm- 4 sec-1
Fe- 59%C r Fe-27%Cr

bOO 1,9 x 10-12 1,4 x 10-11

900 1,1 x 10-11 3,7 x -11

1000 5,3 x 10-11 1,4 x 10-1°

1100 7,0 x 10-10 4,1X 10-l°

1200 1,4 x 10-9 1,2 x 10-9

According to examinations carried out by Evans (31) the analogous comparison
applies also to pure chromium and Ni-20%Cr-heater alloys, of course only on the
condition of pure chromium oxide formation. This statement refers, moreover, only
to the reaction at constant temperature, whereas cyclic tests are not expected to
show conformity of results due to differential spelling of the oxide scale. This
corresponds to the observation of conforming oxidation rate of three li-20%Cr-
alloys continuously oxidized ('2). The same alloys, owing to different contents of
small amounts of Si, Zr, Cs, Al, and Mg, differ essentially in intermittent oxi-
dation tests showing ASTM-lifetimea of 25, 86, and 157 hours respectively. The
results are given in Fig. 4. The broken-line curve applies to all three alloys at
continuous annealing, the other curves to intermittent annealing.

Analogous observations are also concerning other alloys as, for instance,
Fe-27%Cr-5%Al-alloys both with and without a cerium addition. Fig. 5 shows the
good conformity of the rate constants at constant temperature, whereas the ASTM-
lifetimes differ about by the factor 5 (33).

PLASTIC ,LOW OF OXIDE SCALES

According to the explanations given before two things are prominent with regard to
the o~idation rate of metallic materials at high temperstureas the composition of
the oxide layer produced, on the one hand, and its adherence to the metallic sur-
face, on the otaer hand. A third point, finally, is to be mentioned which refers
to the plastic flow of the oxide layers. Oxides generally are very brittle sub-
stances which, nevertheless, may show slight plastic behaviour, especially at high
temperatures. This property is important for two reasons. First, stresses in the
oxide layer as produced at changing temperatures because of the differential ex-
pansion coefficients of alloy and oxide, can be equalised more or less by a plastic
flow of the oxide layer. The second reason refers to the mechanism of metal oxida-
tion which in most cases is charecterised by diffusion of cations and electrons
through the oxide layer towPr~d the phase boundary oxide/gas. The consequence of
,.hia directed transport of metal should be the formation of cracks and holes at
the phase boundary alloy/ixide. Plastic flow may be effective against this porosity
by maintaining, at least partially, the contact between metallic substrate and
oxide layer. These phenomena have been tested metaodically Pt pure iron (34, 35),
the behaviour of which under oxidizing conditions a% high temperatures has been
interpreted by different plastic behaviour of the various iron-oxide modificationa
(35).

The possibility of plastic flow depends, besides the properties of the oxide
itself, strongly on the shape of the metallic 'pecimen as different geometric
shapes cause differential flow resistance. A very usual form to apply the beater-
alloys is that of round wires. Unfortunately, in this cose inward flow of oxide to
fill up the oavities arisen inside is nearly impossible for geometric reasons. At
the edges of strip-shaped materiel only little plastic deforeations may occur
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because two oxide layers meeting perpendicularly upon another become very stiff.
In these positions, the contact between the two phases gets preferably interrupted
and further oxidation is suspended or at least retarded.

REACTIONS IN CONTROLLED ATMOSPHERES

So far considerations related mainly to the behaviour oi temperature-resistant
alloys in oxygen-containing gases. Yet, there is a steady increase of annealing in
certain controlled atmospheres which are suited, for instance, for carburization
or decarburization of materials, for nitriding, and for brazing, or which shall
only just inhibit oxidation of materials. Furthermore, often reactions with other
substances are possible originating, for instance, from unsuited ceramic materials
or combustion residues of fuels thus preventing the normal formation of a protective
oxide layer. In such cases, the requirements to the resistance-alloy in an electric
furnace are quite different. Possibly the protective effect of the oxidelayer is
not sufficient to prevent elements as carbon, nitrogen, and sulphur - and these
are only the most important ones - to get contact with the metallic surface and
to diffuse into the alloy. There, they react mostly ju:st with those elements re-
quired for the formation of outer protective layers which, therefore, are not
available any more for this purpose. Another consequence is frequently a consider-
able lowering of the melting point of the alloy which, eventually, may cause
instantaneous destruction. By that the most essential disadvantages of such possible
attacks have already been quoted. Perhaps they have to be reduced by reasonable
modifications of the conditions, specifically of the composition of the annealing
atmosphere, by constructive methods, choice of suitable alloys, or even by tne
development of alloys with higher resistance, under special conditions.

Especially the formation of molten phases results in any case in a catastrophic
increase of the oxidation rate. The term of "catastrophic oxidation" (36) intro-
duced first for reactions with low-melting oxides as MoO; and V2 05 ought to be used
generally for all reactions which are forming, outside o• inside, locally or wide-
spread, molten phases. Beginning of the melting process is observed along trie grain
boundaries into the bulk material. The diffusion rate of all elements taking part
in the chemical reaction is essentially higher in molten phases than in solid state,
and the reaction rate increases correspondingly. Furthermore, partial melting at
grain boundaries may diminish the bond between the grains of the polycriotalline
metal structure and aso may cause vigorous deformations as a result.

Those appearances of catastrophic oxidation referring to the following four
possibilities of attack have been best examined because of their frequent occurence
in practice,
1. contact of low-melting oxides with the scale of the temperature-resistant

material,
2. sediments of alkali-sulphates in the presence of 303 on iron-containing alloys,
3. sulphur attack,
4. carbon attack.

Amongst the low-melting oxides it is specifically the vanadium oxide V205 which
shows itself already a melting point of only 715 0 C and eutectic mixtures o this
oxide are known with a number of other oxides (37). For this reason it is one of
the moot aggressive constituents of heavy fuel oils, used, for instance, for gas
turbines or heating of boilers. Up to the present no possibilities have yet been
found to prevent effectively this type of chemical attas;k. Searching for suitable
alloys, for improving inhibitors, and for protecting coatings has not been very
successful.

Subject to similar heavy chemical attacks are heat-resistant steels which may
be also in contact with combustion gases and are used, for Instance, as basic
material for superheater pipes in steam production plants. They are often subject
to attack caused by alkali-sulphstes which in presence of SO3 may react with iron
oxide according to the equation

Fe 2O3 + 3 K2 SO4 + 3 SO3 4 2 K3 Fe (S0 4 )3

forming complex sulphate-compounds (36). Subatanýee of this type give accelerated
corrosion at temperatures of about 600 up to bO0OC (39). This critical teoperature
range reaches from the melting point of this compound, which can be lowered by
K2SO4 depending on the SO -content of the furnace atmosphere to ob,,ut 6000C, 1I t,)
its decomposition temperature (40). Hence, also in hiu case it is the liquid
phase which causes catastrophic effecto increasing 1.e diffusion rate and - sa in
other cases too - may possibly dissolve oxide scales. S03 -formation is catalytically
accelerated by iron oxide and flue ash (41). From Pig. b it can be seen that such
attacks may be very severe. It whow. tV weight-losses of a Cb-stabilized CrNi-stee,
embedded in K3SO4 with and without an additicn of ?ea O, depending on the tempera-
ture (42). Thb annealing atmosphere has been an SO-ioItalngng mixture of air and
water oapour of a dew point of 1650C. The corresponding results for not embedded
specimens have also been recorded. Above 6000c the weight-lose L.,creases vigorously
in case of embedment whereas it decreases again at about bUO0 C. Tle reduced attack
in case of embedment in K2 304 and Fej03 is due to partial reaction of the 303 with
the iron oxide of the embedding mate lil, and therefore lea SO 3 is available for
reaction with the oxide layer.
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Sulphur-attack on nickel-containing temperature-resistant alloys is mostly
very severe. Mainly, if' H2 S is present in the annealing atmospheres even in a
small concentration, there will be heavy damages. Billinston (43) reports 'f severe
sulphur-attack on Nimonic 75 that arises from the contact with an insulating
material containing only 0,04% S. The depth of local corrosion in a few hours at
8000C was more than 1 mm.

The reason for the low resistance of nickel-containing alloys to sulphur-con-
taining enN ronment is the formation of the eutectic phase Ni-Ni 3 S2 with a sulphide
concentration of about 60 weight %. The melting point of this eutectic mixture is
6450C. Actually preferred formation of chromium sulphide ought to be expected as
the standard free energy of the formation of CrS corresponding to

2 Cr + 2 H2 S = 2 CrS + 2 H2

is given by AGO= -76.660 cal at b00' (44) whereas NiiS showo an analogous value
of only -23.750 Cal (45). There exists no unanimous vidw about the modification of
the chromium sulphide produced, especially as CrS, the lowest sulphide, dissociates
upon cooling at some as yet undefined temperature, but presumably below 10000C, to
Cr 7 S8 and chromium (46). Some other aulphides, especially Cr2S may also be stable.
Their AGO-values are unknown, but Seybolt supposes they wouli ae less negative
(less stable) than that of CrS. According to the different AGO-values of tLie sul-
phides of nickel and chromium one must imagine the corrosion process as follows
(43): The first sulphur diffusing into the metal would combine with the chromium
at the surface and grain boundazies. As soon as chromium-depletion has reached
locally a certain extent, nickel sulphide in produced and by that the catastrophic
reaction will be startea. Fig. 7 shows severe sulphur attack on a NiCr bO 20 heater-,
alloy. The widespread branching of the low-melting phase causes simultaneously
intense brittleness of the material. The outer zones show the additional influence
of the oxygen which is present in all annealing atwospheres converting the sul-
phides into oxides.

Finally, it is still to be mentioned that carbon lowers the melting point of
alloys on the basis of nickel-chromium. If these cemperature-resistant materials
are used in controlled atmospheres carbon in contact with the metallic surface can
diffuse into the alloy. Kdster and Kabermann (47) have examined melting equilibria
in the ternary system nickel-chromium-carbon and found several eutectic phases in
the temperature range between 1045 and 13050C. Hence, in this temperature range
catastrophic reaction is possible. This does -iot apply to nickel-feee, ferritic
heat-resistant alloys, as, for instance, Fe-25%Cr-5%Al, which do not show any
mentionable decrease of the melting point in the case of carbon-absorption. These
alloys, on the contrary, are sensitive to nitrogen which mostly is a main component
of controlled atmospheres. As there is only little oxygen present and corresponding-
ly less protection by oxide layers is given, nitrogen can easily diffuse into the
alloy. Due to the high nitrogen affinity of aluminum they react to form AIN within
the bulk material and further formation of the Al 2 01-layer at the surface is
questionable at all.

The following possibility seems to be suitable to overcome the difficulties
and ought to be examined as to its technical realization. Carbon attack is inevitable
but that of nitrcgen is not. Generally, controlled atmospheres are obteined by
partial combustion of natural gas, propan, or similar gases, with air. By using a
gas-oxygen combustion mixture instead of an air-containing one, a nitrogen-free gas
would be obtained. Then the use of iron-chromium-aluminum alloys would be possible,
especially as these alloys are alan leso sensitive to sulphur then the alloys con-
taining nickel.

Finally, it is still to be mentioned another reaction which runs at an abnormal
rate although It does not concern the fornsaton of molten phases: the green rot
oxidation. This one has been observed with alloys on the basis of nickel-chromium
in gases of low oxygen content and is characterized by the inner oxidation of
chromium exclusively. Especially furnace atmospheres alternating between carburizing
and oxidizing may lead to this type of attack. The subsurface oxidation prevents
the formation of en external oxide scale. The surface swells and cracks and the
alloy becomes brittle and can be broken easily, snowing a typical green fracture.
Fig. b shows an Ni-20%Cr-alloy destroyed by green rct oxidat±,n. The heterogenously
composed and complete.y loosened outer layer being strontly ferromagneic because
of its high nickel content cannot ptive any essential protection against the pro-
ceeding attack.

The last years efforts have been mace tL develop alloys stowing hi#u-er resistance
to all attacks possible in controlled atmospheres, especially to nitrogen, carbon,
sulphur, and green rot oxidation. For this purpose, there has been made use of ex-
periences gatherod by the UI-Navy with nicxel-chromium-csst alloys of nign cnro-
mlum contents used as tube support materials in oil !ired marine boilers. The
corrosion caused by fuel ashes has been diminishea strongly with tnese alloys com-
pared with all other alloys used so for. These experiences suggested the development
of heater slioys witn ii,-her chromi*um-contents. because of trie misc.bility gap in
the Ni-Cr-alloy system the chromium.-contont has to be .1mitej to about 30 weimart %
of chromium, thue asaurin,: this alloy to be astuated wittn the y-rr-;in above
6000C up to its meitin, point. A ifinai eatimution Qf tti. q~uaii~y of t1:is jiioy under
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various conditions seems still premature. Anyhow, the advantage of the high chro-
mium content has already become clear in some cases where this alloy has been used
in controlled atmospheres. The alloy Ni-30%Cr shows, moreover, under normal work-
ing conditions, especially at high temperatures in air, a heat resistance being at
least equivalent to that of the beat classical nickol-chromium-heatei alloys.
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SUMMARY

A new technique for measuring the mechanical properties of growing oxide films,
by observing the natural frequency of a freely suspended metal specimen, is described.

Values are given of the Young's modulus, adhesion and pl ticity of oxides on
Armco iron and 0.2% carb8 n steel,oat temperatures from 5700 to 800 C and on pure nickel,
at temperatures from 800 to 1000 C.

Young's modulus v$1ues on iron desrease with increasing temperature from 27 x 106

lb in- at 570 C to 2? x 100 lb in s at 800 C. Adhesion values increase with increasing
temperature and the value of plastic strain before failure increases from 2 x 10 4 at 50o0C
to 10 x 10-' at 800°C.

The Young's modulus of growing nickel oxide scales varies from 46 - 60 x 106 to
30 x 106 lb in-$ over the temperature range 800 - 1000 0 C and its excellent adhesion is
explained in terms of the mechanical properties.

The influance of mechanical properties on oxidation behaviour is demonstrated and
the effects of specimen geometry and thermal shock on oxidation behaviour are discussed.
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MOST WORK ON THE KINETICS OF OXIDATION of metals and alloys onmpletely ignores the effect
of the mechanical properties of the surface scale that is for-med. However it has been
demonstrated by several workers (')(2)(3)(4) that internal stresses develop in the surface
oxide film during growth and therefore subsequent growth kinetics will be largely dictated
by the ability of the oxide to withstand these stresses without cracking cr sprlling.

Previously there was no way of measuring the mechanical properties of a surface
oxide scale during growth at hit,! temperatures but recently a method has been developed at
Glasgow (5)(6) which enables this to be done. ýhe method of measuring the mechanical
properties of ,rouinj: oxides is described and thEir effect on oxidation kinetics is
lemonstrated.

METHOD OF MEASURING MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF SURFACE OXID3 AT HIGH TEMPER .TURE.

The method used is based on measuring the change in frequency of the natural
flexural vibration of a freely supported cylindrical specimen at the operating temperature,
as the surface of the specimen become:; progressively oxidised.

Rayleigh (7) showed that the characteristic frequency of the first mode of
vibration (fo) is related to the dimensions and Young's mcdulus (2,) of the Dar by the
followiný equation.

fo (4.73) a(1)

1 6 %13 Mo

where a, 4 and ms are the radius length and mass of the rod before oxidation.

As the rod oxidises the frequency will change and at any time will be given by

S- (4.73)4 L c4 + E2 (b0 - c4)] ------------ (2)

where f is the characteristic frequency of the oxidised rod,
b is the outer radius of the oxidised bar,
c is the inner radius of the metal core and
Eg is the Young's modulus of the oxide.

The char..-e in dimensions of the specimen can be related to the mass gain due to
oxidation by an equation of the form (5)

f-, (3)

where A is defined by m = eo(I ÷ A)

and Es - M2 - -- -- (4)
E1 Pe 1,

where ol and MI are the dens•.ty and atomic weight of the metal
pe and Me are the density and molecular weight of the oxide considered as MO

Equation (3) neglects higher order terms of A but the error involved by using this simpli-
fication is <2'•. (5) This equation shows that the progress of oxidation can be followed
by frequency measurements and, as flexural vibration is used, it is extremely sensitive to
surface effects. The method has the advantage over gravimetric techniques that if
cracking of the oxide does occur during growth then this will be shown as a sudden dis-
continuity in the frequency response.

The apparatus is shown diagrammatically in Figure 1, construction details and
operation procedure have been recently described in detail elsewhere.(5) The specimens
used are 0.2 inch diameter cylinders 6 inches long and must be accurately gr(,und so that
the variation in diametgr is less than + 0,0005 in. Measurements can be nnde at
temperatures up to 1000 C and in any chosen atmosplere so that the influence of ,;hseous
contamination could be readily invest.pated if required.

Detailed studies have been made of the oxidation of Armco iron (0.O303,, O.C ;,
0.O-P, 0.075% Mr, Trace Ni.) and r0 o Arbon steel (0.196.C, C.126oS, O.u324, t..3E' Ms,
Trace Ni, 0.0l7ýCr). and the behaviour of these materials has been compared with that of
pure nickel (AWl, Ca<l, Cu), Fe 20-30, Mrl, Si2, Ag<l ppm). Nickel was C ;o:en rt a
comparative materisl because it ic known to have -, highly adherent oxide 1llm.kel)

Measuremer ts have been made on the vibration apparatus and compared wi th
ir'kvii,•'tric measurements made on a corventior'a! Stanton HT-D recording thermobalance.

OXIDES FOHMlD ON IRON AND NICKEL The results of oxidation tests using the
therm'Tba~lnce are shown in Figure 2 for both Armco iron and 0.2v carbon steel. The usual
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smooth oxidation curves are obtained with no evidence of discontinuities. However, results
using the vibrational technique are shown in Figure 3 for Armco iron and Figure 4 for the
0.2% carbon steel, these demonstrate that the oxide film is cracking sporadically during
grovth as shown by the sudden discontinuities in the curves obtained. Measurements have
been taken up to 200 hours exposure and this initial/ pattern of behaviour is found to
continue throughout the period of oxidation,

Comparison tests, using nickel in the vibration apparatus at a temperature that
would give similar values of A to those on iron, showed that the vibration curves were
smooth and continuous, Figure 5, as obtained with the thermobalance technique and showed no
evidence of the discontinuities observed with 'he iron specimens This is in agreesent
with the observed behaviour of oxides on iron and nickel under "se conditions. The
oxide film on iron is friable and spalls easily whereas that of nickel is extremely adherent.

To explain the difference in behaviour of the oxides on iron and nickel it is
necessary to examine the mechanical properties of the oxides formed.

YOU'JG'S IDULUS OF THE OXIDES FORMED ON IRON ARD NICKEL. Examination of equation
(3) shows that if values of(f' - fo/fo' are plotted against values of A,a linear relation-
ship should be obtained and the gradient of the line will give a value of P and hence a
va ue for the modulus of the surface oxide at any temperature. At each temperature, values
of(fa - fo2)/foe can be obtained from frequency results and values of A corresponding to the
same exposure times can be obtained from thermobalance results. The values will be
inaccurate due to the oxide cracking when only a thin layer of oxide is prese.it at short
time exposure, but the inaccuracy decreases as the exposure time is increased, ,hen the
total. frequency change due to the oxide layer is large compared to the instantanoous change
due to individual cracking. The values obtained for Young's modulus are accurate to within
± 1i0i and are shown in Figure 6; (5) the modulus values decrease with increasing temperature
from 27 x 106 lb in

m
2 at 5700C to 22 x 106 lb ina' at 8000C and similar results are found

for both Armco iron and 0.2% carbon steel.

Modulus values for nickel oxide have also been measured in this way (6) ard are
shown in Table I together with earlier values measured on bulk oxides by Henzies and
Strafford.(9) The nickel results are not as accurate as the iron results because the
number of experiments performed was much less and there is always some scatter when
measuring oxide properties. The values obtained are higher than those of Menzies and
Strafford but this is to be expected for in their samples, which were made by completely
oxidising nickel specimens, appreciable voldage is present which would give lower values.
However considering the different oxide forms tested the rosults are comparable.

TABLE 1 (6)

Values of Young's Modulus for Uickel Oxide

Temp UC Nodulus, lb in )-

Present work Henzies and 3trafford(9

700 25.4 - 35.4 x 1.06

800 40 - 60 x 1O
6

850 19.4 - 25.4 x 106

900 30 x 106

1OOC 37 x 106

ADHESION OF OXIDE. Measurements of the adhesive force between oxides and iron
have been made by Gulyaev,(lO) who recorded the fore; required to separate a plate and a
cone attached by oxide and by Peters and Ercell,(L') who determined the adhesion o' surface
oxides on steel by l luing, the oxide to a uolld base arnl measuring- the force requ•ru to pull
it off. Both these measurements require attachment of a pulling" devize to tranism§t thu,
force to the oxide end hence the measurements are rather artificial.

Imt using the vibration technir"ue it is possible t, measure adhesion by nui jectirikg
the scale to thermal stresses by rapid cooling and noting, the temperature drop 0, oih i: just
sufficient to cause cracking, and loss of adherion. Thts is rossil',e beceute the tvchnique
is so sensitive tc surface cracking.

The coefficient of thermal expansion of the metal in greater than that of the
oxide end therefore during cooling, the oxide is subjected to compreusive stresses in both
the hof)p ard tongitudinal direction, but the circumferential streas can be nhown t !'s 'he
dominant stress (6) and the appearance of oxide ridg-es wvich run ibmon, the specimen after
cooling confirm's this observation.
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Considering a cylinder of diameter 'c' with an oxide film of thickness 6, if the
oxide is to remain in contact with the metal when the tempeiature drops by T°C then a
radial inward force will be exerted on the oxide film. If the inward force is F per unit
area of surface contact then,if contact is to be maintained (6)

p - Eg (am - n,9)T6 . . . . .. (5)
c

where om and ao are the coefficients of thermal expansion of the metal and oxide respect-
ively.

Thu adherence A is the value of P at the tesperature drop Ta that just produces
cracking, therefore

A E2 (can - mo)Ta 6 (6)
c

Adhesion values wore obtained with thi vibration apparatus by measuring the
frequency of an oxidising specimen after the ini'.:al large frequency change was completed
and the frequency was only varying slis:htly due to the local oxide cracking, the
temperature was then dropped a given amount by switching off the furnace. When it had
dropped the required amount the furnace was switched o% again and the specimen returned to
the original test temperature whilst the frequency change was noted. If there was little
or no chango the procedure was repeated with a larger temperature drop until the subsequent
frequency response showed that appreciable failure of the oxide had ocurred, as shown inO0 - 0 0O

Fig,-ure 7 (6) when drops of 50 , 1CC , l7r •nd 250 0 C had little effect but a drop of 3250
caused appreciable damage. In this wa, the adhesion values at any temperattre could be
bracketed usina the values of Young's m-dulus of the oxides obtained in the previous
section and values of coefficients of expursion of iron andiron oxides given by Tylecote(12)
(Fe - 12.2 x 10-6 and FeO - 15.3 x IL)6 de%- C-!). The value for FeO has 'een taken becarse
the film formed durin,- oxidation conr sts mainly of PeO in the temperature range considered,

The results of the adhesion tests ior both Armco iron and 0.2• carbon steel are
ý,iven in Fi.ýure 8 which cho.-s that the oxide adhesion increased as the testing temperature
increased. The reasons f:'x' the increased adhesion at high temperatures is closely linked
with the plastic'ty of the oxide scale, which is discussed in the following section.

The adhesion values of nickel oxide -roved to be impossible to bracket, because
appreciable scale damaic could not 1e produced even on cooling from the test temperature
down to 2O) C and ,hc reasons fox the excellent adhesion of nickel oxide is discussed in the
followin< section.

PLASICI'."f (F SURFACJ a)":DE SCAL•S. Durirng coo]in- of an oxidised specimen the
total oxide strain 'cox' after drop of T0 C is g:iven by

x =m 0 (7)

The vaý.ue of oxide strain for each trepmerature dron made durjng" the adhesion tests
has ben rieasured and in .ii -ure o (6) it in plotted against the orit-,nal test temperature.
The Lemperature dirrr t- -produce this strain is given by the scale at the right hand side of
Fig•ure 9.

'2.','lot2 (!?) ho;s neasured the ultimate tensile strength cf vblztite at various
temperatures .ino,' te found no measurable elon-aticn. Thurefore using his results and the
values of oxide noillus measured by the vibra t ion technique, rive. itn Figure 6, values of
the e.-at ic strain, t ttie ultnate at each temperature can be measured and these are also
shown, in l'i uire . ,it :is the two curvez; in 'Yi ,ure t9 do not over-lap, this means that in
the th'orm:l o tetý - o'orl :•is' atrain wa:s present in the oxide oven when oxide
fracturo did .not o'ur. :nwevt " he a-out of avail:ýble p -.-.tic strain befnre fracture
and los. of' o•men iorn ,'ccurn. a-0, 'emeraturo, -ivo!. by the earato of th two irve
tv Fi,'ire ), isi vei%- t i L. l z ,co between 1-o x IC" at 0T aC d "i-i x t - at .O C.
Therefore at temperati re: of ýL temreraxore dr'to, of '( CC will exceed the plan' a
,vailaii it, lthe oxide ,d fa lt re o iwl rosil t whereas at 110)n C a temocrature d. or of
500•'rrC i:1 reuired eofure Ilns! :c flo a 1:. Io lon -or ncconmodate the impoted a truinr and
failure eris.,es. i-!ilar rosault. fur :ýickel are shown i%. Fiture It, ýahor from reference
6. However the cooffic.entts c exo,'-sien (12) of :-ickol (17.1, x lu- do,- C-!) and nickel
oxide (17.1 x lt d-,t C-') are vcry' similar nii t,e-,,fo re toe exile strana produced an
coo, irg are zme er thai. with i•on. 1:. fact F, ure it sieown tnat at toe!tvretnres bclow
9WO C, tUe oxide strain or .- ,olin -o rtson te,"perature ecv, be *tccm'.odlteoA by elastic
deforntior of t;.c xi Iui it tui.',or teo:,eratt.res there s• )n'y -% very s-I amount of
pla. tic def,,rmati, n rt,..rrl -.'..r cm ati b;1ity n. tin:: ca: be cas ly acc.mnolatel b, th
x, ac, r, fr n:,i c1,,' x it he :: b oo L t. Ie t, f a, lao 17tiO1 ly a.t ten o,,'sature:: ab,-ve 7v

11E I:.T i j Ct it',, ERTIE. ,.N t x:AfI::Z fCI,

7h,, -ff,-c' nf th, rm,,cheu.icn! pr~pert'e. t':e , xide :!cn) e- or a,xiia!. on t:inetica
"a e u al.'-• , gn !'oI, n i .1 ," 1 l "- .i:t'- n t o I':w ica! ,.: I ,)o no ', ex f: t , tio t:e '% r the -o r.
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described in Soctioi 2 shows that the difference in the type of oxidation behaviour between
nickel and iron can he largely acc,.unted for in termd of the mechanical properties of the
oxides formed.

When nickel oxicises it has been shown that the surface scale grows without
appreciable orackinC and therefore kinetic studies using conventional diffusion data should
not be appreciably in error due to oxide cracking.

Results on iron show that the oxide film cracks continually durinf, growth andp
under these circumstances, kinetic studies will be ;i.overnsd by mechanical considerations.
However the specimen. used were cylindrical in shape and it is known that the effect of
specimen Geometry has a marked influence on the oxidation kinetics of iron. Juenker,
Meussner and Birchenall (13) showed that cylindrical specimens produced voided oxides with
loss of adhesion at the metalsoxido interface; whereas flat specimens produced a much more
coherent scale. Tlese effects were attributed to stresses in the oxide but the stresses
could not be measured. However, with the values of oxide strain to fracture riven in
Section 2 it is now possible to expl-in and predict the effects of specimen geometry.

WIhen flat specimens of iron are used (14)(15) the oxide scales are adherent and
consint of an inner layer of PeO, on intermediate layer of FePo4 and a thin outer layer of
PeoO$. The oxides present are in the ratio 95, PeO, 5% FeO, and 1% Fea0s. However with
cylindrical specimene, over the same temperature range, non adherent oxides are formed, thr
local scale composition depends upon whether or not it is in contact with the underlying
metal, but the average scale composit-on (16) in 34r, FeO, 65F Fe@Oc, 1% Fe2sC which ie very
different from that observed with flat specimens. In the FeO and PesO3 layers, which
constitute the major part of the oxide scale on both type of specimen, Hauffe (17) has
shown that these scalae grow by outward diffusion of iron ions. On flat specimens this
means that there will be little internal stress Generated during growth. On cylindrical
specimens however the metal core will be reduced as the specimen oxidises and, If the oxide
is to remain adherent, it munt deform. Section 2 showed that if the oxide was subjected
to strains greater then 2 x 10-4 at 500 0 C Ond 10 x 10-' at 800 0 C then failure xnd loss of
adhesion occurs. This means that at 5000C, on a specimen of 0.2 in diameter, failure will
occur when the metal diameter is reduced by 0.2 x 2 x 1 0 "4 - 4 x 10"5 in.and at 8000 C when
the diameter reduces by 0.2 x 10 x 10-4 . 2 x 10"4 in. It can easily be calculated from
gravimetric measurements or shown from microscopical observation (16) that such reductions
in diameter occur after short tern exposure at either temperature and therefore in 0.2 in.
diameter specimens cracking and loss of adhesion occur throughout the exposure time as can
be clearly seen in Figure 11. Thus the .meeharnicn.l pro;crtiza of the oxide and the
geometry of the specimer. will largely control both the rate of oxidation and chemical
composition of the scale produced.(16) The marked lac'- of adhesion in the cylindrical
s3pecinens shown in Piýure 11 appreciably reduces the effective rate of transport of metal
ica,• throu.•-h the oxide scale and accour.ts for the fact that, in spite of local oxide
cracking, the rate of scale g--rowth is slower than the eamiliar parabolic behaviour.

These results demonstrate that for a thoroug-h understanding of the oxidation
behaviour the mechanical properties are of equal importance to kinetic transport studies
and, under cyclic oxidation conditions or contaminated atmosphere, where spallire, and lack
of adhesion invariably occur (19) the mechanical properties should probably be the primary
considerution.
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S~ SUMMARY

The paper reviews the effects of reactor radiation on corrosion.

In particular it discuss'u in some detail the zraction between CO2 and graphite under irradiation
wnere the main effects arise from gamma irradiation of the gas. The effects on corrosion rate of
dose rate, pressure, temperature, gaseous additives and modifications to the graphite pore structure
are described and contrasted, where relevant, with the corresponding effects in the absence of
irradiation. Differences are also noted between the thermal and radiolytic processes in rejard t.
the changes in pore structure and mechanical properties derived from corrosion to the same weight
loss.

A short section Is devoted to the changes in the (out-of-pile) reactivity of graphite towards air
resulting from pre-irradiation of the graphite by fast neutrons and the effects are compared with
other efiects of fast neutron damage to graphite.

Finally, the paper examines briefly the current state of knowledge concerning the effects of
irradiation in the corrosion rate of zirconium alloys in steam or water and related phenomena. It
concludes that the effects arise from the production of interstitial oxygen atoms in the zi7conium
oxide scale but that the explanation of their enhanced mobility is not /et available.
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IT IS TO BE EXPECTED that gas-solid corrosion reactions will be considerably modified in irradiation
fields. This paper discusses results obtained from technological studies relating to three examples
which have occurred in the development of important nuclear reactor systems. The first concerns the
reaction between carbon dioxide and graphite in an irradiation field wher6 the main effect is the
modification of the carbon dioxide by y-radiationj this has been an important problem in the develop-
ment of the Advanced Gas-cooled Reactor. The second concerns the enhanced chemical reactivity of
graphite towards air resulting from neutron damage to the graphite; this is not a normal operational
problem for current reactor types, but was very relevant to the early air-cooled graphite moderated
reactor, and has to be taken account of in safety studies for any graphite moderated reaLtor if an
air leak into the system can be postulated. The third concerns the corrosion of the zirconium in an
dqueoup :nvironment, and is relevant to most types of water moderated and cooled reactor, since these
use zJrconium alloys either as fuel cladding materials or as pressure tubes, or both. The paper
suggests that the role of irradiation here is to change the deFect structure of the oxide scale on
the zirconium, and thus to modify traisport processes through this scale.

THE CO GRAPHITE REACTION
2

In a reactor moderated by graphite and cooled by carbon dioxide the radiation is of mixed type. As
far as the gas is concerned the extent of absorption of energy from neutrons and gamma rays is
relatively small and the great bulk of the radiation damage to the coolant arises from secondary
electrons. It is a point of experimental demonstration that the gas which is significant to the
radlolytic reaction between CO2 and graphite is, almost entirely, gas conteined within the pore of
the graphite and not the gas contained in the free space in fuel plement channels, for example. In
this regard the reaction is analogous to the low temperature chemically-limiteJ reglme of the thermal
reaction between C02 and graphite r3tner than to the high temperature diffusion controlled regime,
as indeed would be expected from comparison of the numerical values of the rates of reactions under
practical conditions. In normal commercial graphites the open pores make up about 10-20% of the
total volume. The diameters of these pores have a fairly wide distribution but commonly show a peak
in the neighbourhood of 5-10 microns. Under these conditions the pores can be regarded as Bragg-
Gray cavities (1). Since the electron densities of C02 and graphite are identical the secondary
electr,-n flux to the CO2 can be calculated directly from the dose to the graphite, which can be
measured calorimetrically.

RADIATION STABILITY OF CO2 - High yields of CO are obtained by the irradiation of CO2 in the
presence of small amounts of oxygen acceptors. Even in the absence of these vacuum ultraviolet
radiation leads to the production of CD with a yield dependent on rate of gas flow (2). It therefore
seems likely that the apparent stability shown in some experiments arises from a rapid recombination
of the primary radiolytic products. Analisis of likely reactions in terms of their energy require-
ments (3) indicates that a number of orocesses leading to the formation of CO and oxygen atoms are
possibl? with minimum energy requirements of 5.5 eV. Excited CO2 molecules, which may be an inter-
mediate step in the dissociation of C02, require smaller energies. The 4vailable experimental
evidence does not distinguish between the two possibilities of excited molecules and oxygen atoms as
the active oxidising species produced. But it is clear that in the presence of a gamma field the
CO2 is transformed to produce some species very much more reactive towards graphite than the normal
CO2 molecule, and that this species dominates the reaction between C02 and graphite under irradiation.
This is demonstrated in the following sections where the effects of temperature, pressure, dose
rate, type of graphite, and gaseous inhibitor upon the reaction are presentej and contrasted with
those where appropriate .or the thermal C02 graphite reaction.

EFFECT OF TEMPERAfURE - It is well establisned frums many earlier experiments that the thermal
reaction betw-en CO2 and graphite occurs in two parts. Initially a surface oxide Is formed on the
graphite with no removal of carjon atoms from the matrix, Eq (1). Subsequently the surface oxide is
disengaged from the matrix bringing with It carb.) aý.s as CO, Eq (2).

RC- - CO RC(O) + CO ..... 0)

R(D) -> R- * CO ..... (2)

RC- and A- represent graphite surfaces wltn three valency sites.

The second stage of carion removal only comes Into play at temperatures above about ýO0OC, where the
equilibrium constant of reaction (1) permits a s'fficient number of occupied nites to exist. The
activation energy of the gasIfication reaction is 59 K cal/mol. 14). By contrast tho radlolytic
reaction proceeds, for realistic dose rates, at a measurabio rate at room temperiture, and this rate
Is almost Independent of temperature between 2000 C and b5O C as indicated in Fig. 1.

EFFECT iM DOSE RATE AND PRESSURE - We can regard the primari step ai a bi-molecular reaction

hv + Cc2O >C02* ..... (3)

where C02 * represents the active species first produced. We wajil tnereforc expect the rate of
production of the active species to be proportional to Jose rate and, for a 9iven graphite, to gas
pressure. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) taken ,rom qef.rec,c, (J shŽws the rete of los0 of carbon plotted
against dose rate, and pr,ýssure respectively, the results being obtained :rom nxperinents ce -led
out In a materials test reactor. If it is assu.oed th.t the rate of carbon removal Is proportional
to the rate of production of active species then these data follow the expected :orm. In regard to
dose rate, there Is obviously no comparison with the thermal roactioni In rtgard to pressure, the
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direct proportionality in the radiation dose is to be compared (4) with the lack of dependence of
rate of the thermal reaction on total pressure.

DEPENDENCE ON GRAPHITE PORE STRUCTURE - Technical carbons and graphites vary very widely in
their physical and chemical properties, and it is customary to analyse such variation, impurity
effects being excluded, into two classes related to crystallographic and pore structure parameters
respectively. Thermal reaction rates towards CO2 for different types of carbon are therefore
correlated through a specific reaction rate constant which allows for surface area differences
between the materials, always provided that the reaction is taking place In the chemically-controlled
regime (temperature up to about 1,000°C). At higher temperatures the thermal reaction becomes
diffusion limited, and the rate is therefore dependent only on the external surface and not on the
internal pore surface.

0
By contrast, a set of measurements carried out in pile, at 350 C and 200 p.s.i. pressure, with a
wide range of graphites, showed no correlation whatever with surface area, despite tne fact that the
weight loss rate per unit dose varied almost over an order of magnitude. Of several pire structure
parameters which were investigated, the only one which gave a useful correlation of the data was the
simplest, namely the open porosity ot the graphite derived from density measurements in nercury and
helium. Results are shown in Fig. 3, taken from Ref. (6), which indicates a good linear correlation.

With the same assumption as before, namely that the number of carbon atoms removed is proportional
to, if not equal to, th4 number of active species produced, this again is the result expected from
Eq (3) above. The effective concentration of CO2 will be the mass of CO2 in the pores of the
graphite per unit mass of graphite, i.e. for a given temperature it it the product of pressure and
pore volume per unit mass of graphite.

The insensitiveness of radiolytic c.orrosion rate to graphite surface area follows from the absence
of thermodynamic equilibrium in the gas phase. The excited molecules can lose their excess energy
by collision with a graphite surface but cannot recover it by further collisions. Hence, an excited
CC2 molecule having once collided with the graphite surface has then 1,st its energy; on a further
collision It is no longer excited and therefore no longer capable of reaction. Reaction rate is
therefore not dependent on the number of collisions per unit time and therefore not dependent on
graphite surface area. it is dictated instead by the rate of sup'ply of active species, i.e. by the
product of flux and mass of gas in the pores, as experimentalli iound.

DEACTIVATION OF EXCITLD SPECIES - It has been already noted that the theoretical picture
enunciated makes predictions about the rate of production of active species from C02 , whereas the
experimental data recorded refers to the rate of removal of carbon from the solid, so that the
agreement between experiment and prediction implies a direct relationship between these two
quantities. This in turn implies that any other processes for de-activation of the CO2 molecules
must either be absent or must remove a constant proportion of the active species under the experi-
mental conditions examined. It would be expected that some de-activation should occur by gas phase
collisions. If the active species is an excited CO2 molecule then the appropriate equation can be
written as

CO 2+ CO2 2C02 ..... (4)

If, on the other hand, the active species is an oxygen atom, then the de-activation process can be
written as

0 + CO + M--> CO2 + M ..... (5)

In this equation M is a CO2 molecule; the binary reaction between an oxygen atom and a CO molecule
to produce CO2 is energetically unlikely and a third body is required to dissipate the energy
releasod.

In !act the agreement illustrated by Fig. 3 must be regarded as somewhat fortuitous. It arises
b:ciuse in the graphites examined the ranae of the active species, i.e. th., avcragc distance whic~h
this species will travel, before it has lost its enirgy by gas phase collisions, is greater than the
effective radius of the pores in the graphite studied. Hence, Ir these materials the contribution
of de-activation reactions such as those indicated in Eq (4) and (5) is negligible, and it nay be
assumed that all the active species produced by the radiation are removed by reaction with the
graphite.

We should therefore expect to find this simple relationship to break down in experiments in which
pore diameters are significantly larger than this rane. Laboton et al. (7) have dtscribed such
experiments in which the large pores were obtained by two different methods. In the first procedure
the manufacturing route for the graphite was selected in order to produce pores with diameters ut to
25 microns, and in the second procedure a 'tandard graphite (mean pore diameter about !. microns) was
oxidised radiclytically up to a maximum weight loss of about 281. Fig. 4(a) nhown the experimental
results for mean oxidition rate plotted as a function of open pore volume, assuming that tts total
accessible pore volume was operative, wh:le Fig. 4(b) shows a similar plot where the measured opsn
pore volume has been correc ted on the assumption that only pores in the size range 0.1 to t.o
microns are effective from the point of %iew of radiolytlc oxidation. Calculation of the coefficient
of correlation by linear regression analysis confirms thk view obtained by inspection of the curvos.
The correlation coefficient is 0.898 for Fig. 4(a) and O.1)75 for Fig. 4(b). Fig. 5 shows data
obtained from the radlolytic oxidation of a single specimen, progressively oxidised up to 281 weight
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loss. At each stage the open porosity of the specimen was measured and it is therefore possible to

obtain an experimental relation between rate of weight loss and open porosity from the sirngle

specimen. It is seen that the results are very far from showing a linearrelationship. In fact the

oxidation rate goes through a maximum and then decreases as the open porosity passes through a value

of around 26%. Clearly the pore volume produced at the highest weight losses is for some reason not

contributing to the radiolytic oxidation rate as expected.

Labaton at al. have analysed their experimental data on the basis both of Eq (4) and (5) above.

They conclude that neither explanation can be accepted unequivocally and adduce evidence for both
types of de-activation mechanism. Comparison of their experimental data with those of Dominey and

Morley (8) and with the data given by Mahan and Solo (9) and by Avramenko and Kolesnikova (10) for
the recombination cross-section of O(3P) and CO strongly suggest that an oxygen species, not
necessarily an oxygen atom in its ground state, is present in the radiolysed gas.

EFFECTS OF OXIDATION ON PORE STRUCTURE - The ideas discussed above can be used for a calculation

not only of the change in total porosity of the graphite with radiolytic corrosion, but also to
calculate how the pore size distribution in the material changes. Since the rate of the thermal
reaction (in the chemically-controlled regime) depends on the internal pore surface, and that of the
radiolytic reaction depends, to a first approximation at least, upon the internal pore volume, then
the porosity distribution function will change with burn-up in a different way according to whether
the oxidation is carried out thermally or radiolytically. In practice the distinction is blurred
because the manner of change also depends to some extent on assumptions about the shape of the
pores. For the graphites which have been examined experimentally, the most probable shape is slab
or cylindrical, and on this basis Labaton et al. have calculated pore size distribution curves for

different radiolytically-produced weight losses. The resulting curves are shown in Fig. 6, compared
with experimental data. It is seen that the agreement is very good for a 13% weight loss graphite,
and at least fair for the 27.6% weight loss material.

EFFECTS OF RADIOLYTIC OXIDATION ON MECHANICAL PROPERTIES - For reasons alread:' disc;issed, the

change in mechanical properties of graphite for a given amount of burn-off produced oy thermal
reaction with CO2 depends upon the seat of the reaction interface and therefore is greater for the
chemically- than for the diffusion-controlled regime. The radiolytic reaction discussed above

takes place within the body of the graphite, and thus corresponds more to the chemically-controlled
situation. However, there is in addition the factor that reaction rate at the walls of a given pore
depends on the pore diameter. Thus, unit area of carbon present as walls of fine pores will, at
least to a first approximation, suffer loss during radiolytic oxidation than will unit area in the

form of walls of large pores. Hence, if the graphite concerned is (as is common with the industrial
product) a multi-phase material, and these phases differ in the distribution of pore sizes contained
within them, then selective removal of one phase with respect to another may occur differently in
the two processes. This seems the likeliest explanation of Fig. 7 (from Ref. 11) which compares the
effect on Young's modulus and strength of graphite for a given amount of oxidation by CO2 when

produced either thermally, in the diffusion rigime, or rediolytically. The implication of this
curve on this reascning is that the large pores in the materials examined occur in those parts of
the structure which are of less significance to its mechanical integrity.

EFFECT OF INHIBITORS - Inhibition of the thermal CO2 graphite reaction by carbon monoxide
arises (4) from the effect of the latter on the oxygen-exchange equilibrium of Eq (1). The

supposition that radiolysed CO2 contains excited species implies that molecules which can scavenge
these species should reduce the rate of radiolytic reaction. In the technological studies carbon
monoxide was an obvious scavenger to try. Many experimnts were done on these lines, and typically

gave results indicated by Fig. 8 taken from Ref. (8). Sinca the Inhibition obtained in this way was
inadequate for practical purposes, more powerful inhibitors were sotiiht. Fig. 9 from a paper (12)
by Hutcheon and Prince shows the results of one set of experiments in which different concentrations
of methane were added to CO2 in radiolytic oxidation experiments. It is clea. that this inhibitor
can exert a prgfound effect in slowing domi the rate of atta:k, here measured by the rate of
evolution of C 

4
0 frcm C1

4 
labelled graphite. This behaviour is shown by other hydrocarbons as

well as methane. Fig. 10 from unpublished work at Culcheth shows that the inhibitive effect is
roughly proportional to the size of the hydrocarbon molecule.

It is naturally of interest to speculate on the mechanism by which methane operates. Two possible
reactions are indicated by the following equationst-

0 + C CHat + H20 ..... (6)

2 4 2 2C0O* + CH4 = COaCH2 + H 0 ..... (7)

A useful experimental pointer towards the mechanism it provided by Fig. II basod on wozk in %ucheth.
In this graph the results of two experiments are plotted together. In on* experlmeit a qriphite
specimen was exposed to C02 in pile before the reactor was shut down, while in the ether experiment
the specimen was exposed to a gas containing mothane before the reactor was shut down. After 'he
shut-down the reactor was then re-started with the specimens -xposed to pure CO2. The srjeclmen which

had not previously been exposed to methane very rapidly indicated a C
14 

.'volution rate characteristic

of the uninhibited reaction. In the second experiment there weas a r~lstively long tianiltion period
before the uninhibited CC2 rate wis attained. The result implies that the methane bearing atmosphere
In which the speclmen had previously bvevn running had In some way conditionod the surface, to that a
chemisorbed surface layer ;f a protective nature had *irut to be removed before the specimen

reacted at a rate corresponding to a methane free gas. The Inh!bitive property of methine therefore
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arises, to a largi degree, from a surface process.

SUMMARY OF GRAPHITE-CO 2 REACTION - Examples have been quoted '"o show that the corrosion of
graphite by CO2 is substantially modified when the process takes place in an irradiation field.
These modifications appear as differences in the effect of temperature, pressure and Inhibitors on
the rate of reaction, and differences in the effects on the graphite itself in relation to pore
structure and mechanical properties.

CHEMICAL REACTIVITY OF NEUTRON - DAMAGED GRAPHITE

THE REACTIVITY TO AIR of solid carbons in general is of course a highly variable parameter.
However, for a closely controlled product such as reactor graphite, with tight specifications in
particular on impurity content, and mith a standardised test procedure, reproducible measurements
can be made, A typical value for the U.K. reactor graphite PGA measured at 4500C, is recorded (13)
as 24 x 10- h"I with an activation energy of ca. 40 K cal/mol-l. The unit used for reactivity is
a convenient practical one which assumes constant surface area between different specimens. For this
material the surface area is about 0.25 m2 g9 sg that the figure quoted above corresponds to a
specific reactivity of ca. 1.5 x 1011 atoms cm-2sec"1.

When graphite is irradiated by fast (> 1 MeV) neutrons, atoms are displaced from their lattice
position8 . In the core temperature range of practical interest to the Magnox and AGR reactor systems
(200-500WC) the great majority of these displaced atoms will return to vacant lattice positions. A
small fraction however will migrate to layer plane boundaries or remain as interstitials (single or
compound) leaving some lattice vacancies. These intcrstitials and vacancies will correspond to
sites of higher energy than atoms in their stable lattice positions. Energy deriving from the fast
neutrons is thus stored in the lattice - the "Wigner energy". Increase of graphite temperature will
cause some of the interstitials t, migrate through the lattice, eventually to combine with vacancies
and to release storcd energy in the process.

We should expect to find this increased stored energy therefore to be associated with an enhanced
chemical reactivity in so far as we expect the displaced atoms and the vacancy sites to be more
reactive than atoms in their stable lattice positions. This enhancement should increase with dose
and reduce as irradiation temperature is increased.

The safety of operating graphite-moderated reaLtors is guaranteed by monitoring the core Zor this
increase in reactivity as well as (for C02 - or helium-cooled reactors) by precautions 'o avoid the
ingress of oxygen to the hot core. Any observed reactivity increases may clearly have several
origins in the practical case - changes in pore structure have already been discussed above. In
order to obtain a better understanding of such monitoring data, experiments have been done (13) to
evaluate specific effects due to neutron irradiation.

The specimens of graphite used which had been irradiated in nominally pure helium to doses up to
20 x 1020 nvt (> I MeV) in a Materials Testing Reactor at known temperatures b-tween 2250 C and 4500C
with the primary purpose of determining changes in dimensions and physical properties. Some of the
specimens were subjected, after removal of possibly contaminated outer layers by skimming, to a
standard oxygen reactivity test. This test involved oxidising thie specimens to about 1 per cent
weight loss by exposure to air in a furnace at 4500C + 50 C. Results are shown in Fig. 12. Because
of the history of the experiment there is some doubt about the original (un~rradiated) value for
these particulir specimens but "standard" values for unirradiated material of similar origin are
indicated in the graph.

The results show, as expected, a linear dependence of reactivity on neutron dose under these con-
ditions and a reduction in magnitude of the effect as the irradiation temperature cf material is
increased. These effects, which closely parallel the effects of irradiation on stored energy and
thermal conductivity, and are almost certainly tn be ascribed to neutron-induced displacements.

CORROSION OF ZIRCONIUM ALLOYS IN AQUEOUS ENVIRCNMNTS

OUT-OF-PILE CORROSION OF ZIRCALOY-2 - Results for the out-of-pile oxidation of Zircaloy-2 by
water or steam at ca. 3000C are shows In Fig. 13 taken from Ref. (14). Zircaloy-2 is the zirconlum-
based alloy containing 1.5 per cent of tin which has been developed for use as a cladding and
pressure tube material in water reactors and has been studied by workers in several cov.'tries.

Initially the weight gain/time curve found at these temperatures Is approximately cubic rather than
of the parabolic form expected on classical modtis. Nevertheless, it Indicates that Gx'detion of
the alloy is essentially controiled by a diffusion process through the oxide scale. Marker experi-
ments have shown that the oxide grows epper~ntly entirely at the metal/oxide Interface so that
diffusion must be by movcemnt of oxygen rather thin of zirconium. As, under reducing conditions, the
oxide is slightlyoxygen deficient, the corrasion process is currently esplained as the diffusion of
oxygen vacancies down a concentration grsdlent either In the oxide lattice. or, in view of the
discrepancies between diffuslok. .oefficlents calculated from corrosion rates and soem recent (15)
"measuretments by "easy paths", for example at crystallite boundaries. If the PObility of the
vacencies can be taken as substantially constant over the range of veaancy concentrations, the
transpurt through any given scale should be directly dependent kn *he dJffervnce In vacancy con-
centrations across the scale. These will be related, assuring the vacancies to be doubly charged to
the local partial pressure of oxygen, by the reactiont-
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O+ 2 +j1-2 0
lattice ..... ()

It follows that
I I

[103] l (po-7 /6 ..... (9)

Hence, the difference in vacancy concentration across the scale is given by

(~2)1/6 1 ( 2 )1/6
where (P0 2 )I is the partial pressure of oxygen at the metal/scale interface. Since, as noted above,

(Pc 2 )1 << (P02)0 the second term In this expression is negligible in "omparison to the first, and

the measured corrosion rate should be independent of the partial pressure of oxygen in the water.

This is in fact the experimental result.

IN-PILE CORROSION BEHAVIOUR OF ZIBCALOY-2 - The subject has recentl/ been reviewed (16) 1n con-
siderable detail by Cox. The ensuing discussion picks out only the main features of the argument.
When Zircaloy-2 is cozroded by steam or water while simultaneously being irradiated, the observed
behaviour is quite different from that out-of-pile. In the first place the reported corrosion rate
for temperatures up to 400°C is in general considerably faster than the out-of-pile rate as indicated,
for example, by Fig. 14.

However, as Cox's review brings out, when comparisons are made between results from different
laboretories there are wide discrepancies in the data. Variations in sources of material, in surface
condition and state of preoxidation of the metal, and uncertaitaties about dose rate and temperature
no doubt contribute to these discrepancies. However, when due allowance is made for these, there
remains an apparent sensitivity of corrosion rate in pile to oxidising conditions, whether due to
molecular oxygen as such or the presence of oxidising species produced by the radiation, such that,
depending on the flux level, temperature and environment, rates may be increased by a factor
approaching two orders of magnitude.

A quantitative explanation of these observations is not yet available and is perhaps not to be
expected. Asijo from the fact that the experimental techniques are difficult and expensive, so that
the results themselves have not been repeated as often and as closely as might be wished, the models
even uf the out-of-pile process which have been suggested over the last twenty years or so still only
apply to relatively simple systems (see, for example, Stringer (17)). The review by Cox, quoted above,
considers, and rejects, explanations based solely on phase transformations of the oxide, enhanced
dissolution of ZrO2 , radiation damage in the metal, enhanced electrical conductivity, oxide film
embrittlement and radiation chemical effects, as well as other explanations of more limited
applicability which nave been proposed. Most of these require little further discussion here since
Cox's arguments will receive fairly general acceptance. In view of the earlier sections of this
paper it is worth noting, howevei, that explanations based ertirely on radiation chemical effects are
rejected. Such effects should be produced by y-radiation alone whereas the experi'mental evidence is
that 'y-radiation produces (18) only very small effects and then only in the thi, film region. More-
over, it !s difficult tv visualise changes in transport rate through a thick scale resuiting from
an increased agressiveness of the corroding medium.

Cox notes the difficulties involved in anea'lanat'onbased on enhanced diffusion through the oxide
film. First, the rate cf production of defects by practical Irradiation doses does not serve by
itself to account for the increatred oxidation rate, and it is therefore necessary to tnvoke some
permanent damage to the film, derived from irradiation, which will ýrovide an easy path for oxygen
diffusion. As noted above, such "easy piths" hive ben invoked, also for the unirrediated case.
Secondly, irradiation damage to the oxide film does not provide an obvious explanation for the
sensitivity to oxygen level in the env~ronment which appears when Zircaloy-2 is irradiated. Cox's
methed of dealing with this second difficulty is tv suggest that the transport rate may be controlled,
depen•ing on circumstances, either by Ionic transport or by the electronic transport in the other
directicons. Thus, even if ir.aldation ficilitat-s Ionic transport, this will not Increase the
trinsport rate if a limit is set by electronic transport in the opposite directiun. Hence., -
effect will be observed unless the ervirontment l- also chinied. If, however, this is made mere
oxidising then, in his view, the properties c a thin barrier at the oxIde/9ev'ronment Interface,
which he takes to be the fr#In resistance to electron flow. may be so modified as to faclPtate
electron transport and thus to remove the limit on qverall tran.port.

AiNALL•G 3ETUEEN IRRADIATID ZIRCALOCY-2 AND JUNIRRADI.TED ZIRCZlIUtM NZ)LE - 7A.N,e•l 1-4 Tv.ack
noWe (20) that the alloy of !rconlts with 2.51 niobium (Zr/.') corr-A-es out-of-ýJje at a rate

generall) faetir than does Zircaloy-2 but !a d:stinctli sensitive to the osygen part:ai pressure of
the environment and that this rate 15 i~ttle, if any. enhanced D1,1 by irraiation. !ince. therefore,
tha effect ct irrediatior zf ;irconiua It in a sense silat to that of alloi~n4 with niobium in
regael to corrosion behaviour, tbov sutgact that 4 satisfactory theory of the latter effect 4ay
provide a useful starting point for understanding the effect of irraldation o% Z!rcalay-2.

The nioelu.% !on on *s*e grqouns should fit into the ,rO2 litt~ic. NWobij-. howev-r. ian ex~rt a
valency of 5, although it can also 44vte valency 4. With valency . charje balant' can b. aaintained

IL
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by oxygen interstitials, and thus can therefore be an equilibrium between NbIv, NbV, oxygen inter-
stitials and external oxygen atoms.

2 Nb. .+. . . . . .2 NbV + A 02. .. .... (10)

4 1202

[A (02) K.P f N. V'
0 ? •N 3•V2 ... (

and [Nb V )=- 2 [b 10 2-)3 ..... (12)

so that [A0" 3 4 o 2 0 r. 'v 2 ..... (13)

The next step is to relate oxygen transport rate to interstitial coicentration. In this connection
Campbell and Tyzack note that for hyperstoichiometric uranium oxide (UO2.0 0 6 to L02. 0 15 ) the

diffusion coefficient for oxygen experimentally (21) observed is some orders of magnitude higher,
depending on the degree of non-stoichiometry, than in the stoichiometric oxide.

The data are scattered, but Compbell has observed (22) that, very approximately the oxygen mobility
increases as [A 02-"3 so +hat the diffusion coefficient increases approximately c& [A 0 -2.
Assuming, for want of better information, similar behaviour in Zr-Nb, then In this case the oxygen
flux

D= O • [A 02-3 ..... (14)

dl 0)(4

K' [A 02"2 SL [A 02) ..... (15)

and, since ; is constant through the film
AK, 023 [A 023

a ] . (16)
Now (P02)i << (P02)° hence, by Eq (01), [A 0 2"] << [a 02-"0

so that Al & K [A 02- 3  ..... (17)

which, from Eq (13), 1& K" . P [ IV )..... 08)

If, as has been suggested, LNb.) ,< [N ] then, approximately ;I = K" P 2 [Nb) 2 .

The results of recent unpu lisi'ed mork (23) at Culcheth, in Fig. 15, give some confirmation to the
predicted dependence on Pof. Other recent work at Culcheth using specimens of as-quenched Zr-Nb in

-2

order to obtain uniform dispeusion of Nb through the oxide film also show an approximate dependence
of oxidation iate on the squire of the niobium content.

The equilibrium of Eq (10) provides a sechanism for the scale to accept oxygen itoms, as inter-
stitials, from an oxidis•ing medium at an interface. Given an oxygen gradient across the scale it
also provides a mechanism :or transferring them from the oxygen source to an oxygen sink, namely the
metal interface. The dependenLe on external cxygen level seems to have the right form, although a
quantitative theoretical prediction of the mobility has iot boen presented.

For the case of irradiated Zircaloy-2 there is no difficulty in postulating the presence of inter-
stitials. Even without irradiation zirconia shows ý24) p-type semi-conducting prorerties, con-
sistent with the presence of Interstitials, at 1200 C and the analogy between irradiation ond high
temperature effects is very obvious. It therefore seems reasonable to ascribe to lnterst.tlals the
enhanced oxygen mobility resulting from irradiation.

The difficulty rem In% that the direct effects of interstitial production are qucntitatively
Inadequate to account for the enhanced transport rate. Or the other hand, evidence has been quoted
from Out-of-pile work which indicates that a swmll e*cess of oxye4en over atcichlometric reqIrements,
and presaably therefore preserit in Interstitial form, produces surprisingly large Increase In oxygen
mobility. A better account of this effect in unirradiated materials seems revtred befort the
effects of Irradiation :an be completely understood. However. ;f It cat' be granted thtat irradlltion
d:amage In zirconium oxide can interact with the external oxygen pressure s% as to give a relatively
amail continuim population of Interstitials, the observed effects on corrosion rate of ,'rcaloy-2
should follow.
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SUMMA.R

Because of the fact that all reactions between a solid and a gas are . tia-

ted by a chemisorption, in the first chapter of this paper the mechanism

of the chemisorption is contributed under the viewpoint of the first stop of

metal oxidation and the ore reduction. The chemisorption, however, is mainly

influenced by the presence of lattice defects and trapo in and near the surface.

Since often the -ass transport through the solid due to a diffusion gradient

and/or an electric field is the rate-determining step, the various transport

phenomena are discussed. The utility of the understanding of these theoreti-

cal relations is demonstrated, especially, by means of the oxidation of

nickel and of desorption and evaporation processes in the dark and under

illumination. As examples zinc oxide and cadmium sulfide have been chosen.
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LCW-TFWERATURE REACTIONS EETWEEN SOLIDS AND GASES

Xarl Hauffe

Institut fUr physikalische Chemie der UniversitUt Gdttingen, Germany

1. INTRODUCTION

Every chemical reaction between a solid and a gas (for example between

a metal or an oxide or a sulfide and for instance oxygen, gaseous sulfur or

hydrogen) in initiated by chemisorption of the corresponding gas. Ohemisorp-

tion is often accompanied by a dissociation if molecules are the reacting

species. Generally, at high temperatures the chemisorption of the gas is fast

enough so that other steps can become rate-determining. At low temperature,

however, chemisorption can also become the slowest step. The fact that a slow

chemisorption does indeed take place can be expected if an electric field

transport or a steep concentration gradient of l&ttice defects cause a fast

movement of the corresponding ions towards the reaction front.

Sinci chemisorption is the initial step both in the oxidation of a me-

tal and the reduction of an ore, the mechanism of chemisorption will be dealt

with in the first chapter under consideration of the preoence of lattice de-

fects, electrons and holes as well as traps in and near the surface of a

solid. In view of the fact that both in the oxidation of a metal and the re-

duction of an ore, one of the reacting solids is a semiconductor, it seems

reasonable to discuss the chemisorption of various gaies on a semiconductor

surface. Subsequently, the various transport phenomena are described because

the mass transport through the solid due to a concentration gradient and/or

an electric field is often the rate-determining step. With regard to the

topic under consideration, the oxidation of nickel is one of the most in-

structive examples for the demonstration of the different rate laws obtained

* under various experimental coaditions.

Another very interesting p:,oblem is the elucidation of the mechanism

of desorption as the initiating step in ore reduction and in the evaporation

of photoconducting solids under strong irradiation in high vaoo. The experi-
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mental conditions for evaporation processes should be realized, for instance,

on the surface of the moon where a strong irradiation and a sufficiently

high vacuum are available. Since ultraviolet light enhances evaporation,

especially, of non-metals (for example oxygen and sulfur) of photoconducting

solids much more than the evaporation of the corresponding species of non-

photooonducting solid compounds, it should be expected that the surface of

the moon should be free from photoconducting solids, such as ZnO, CdS, PbS,

PbSe, TiO2 and Cu2 0. To what extent metals with very low vapor pressure in

the temperature range between 100 and 2000 C, for instance titanium and copper,

are present on the moon's surface is an open question.

2. CHIMISORPTION ON SEMICONDUCTING SOLIDS

As mentioned above, chemisorption is not only the decisive initiating

step in metal oxidation and ore reduction but also in heterogeneous cataly-

sis. Therefore, it seems appropriate to diseuss first of all some of the ac-

tual problems in ohemisorption. Under the topic of the oxidation of nickel

in the next chapter, we shall discuss the chemisorption and the reaction of

oxygen with nickel oxide. As is well known, nickel oxide is a p-type semiconv

ductor with a more or less equivalent concentratiei, of nickel-ion vacancies

jNiJ or INil' and electron holes le"* . The amount of these concentrations

is a function of the temperature and the oxygen pressure. At high tempera-

tures, if the ion mobility is large enough, the following equilibrium

02 (gas) w 2 NIO + 2 Will' + 4 leV (1)

is established throughout the entire crystal as can be demonstrated by con-

ductivity measurements (1]. According to Eq. (1), oxygen is incorporated

into the NiO lattice under generation of nickel-ion vacancies and holes. Eq.

(1), however, represents the overall-reaction which can be separated into

the following stese:

02 (gas) s 0O(ads) + lei' (2a)

whereby the first step represente the chemisorption characterised by ohemi-

sorbed oxygen molecules with a trappetd electron. The following surface reac-

tion steps can occur the faster the higher the temperature:

O(ads) - NiO + )Nil" + O(ads) + 2 sei" (2b)

and

O'(ads) - 110 ÷ lil" + le" • (2o)
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With decreasing temperatures, however, the steps (2b) and (20) become

smaller and smaller so that the pure chemieorption step (2a) becomes more

and more important. According to Eq. (2a), the chemisorption of oxygen cau-

ses a negative surface charge which is compensated by a positive space-oharge

layer with an enricament of holes and an exhaustion of nickel-ion vacancies

[2]. This mechanism is responsiblh for the app-arauce of a strong electric

field through this space-charge layer with a width between 10-4 and 10-3 cm

depending on the temperature and the oxygen pressure. As will be discussed

later, under special experimental conditions this strong electric field

should be iesponsible for the rather fast occuring surface reaction steps

(2b) and (20) which are accompanied by an ion movement.

According to equilibrium (2a), the chemisorption of oxygen should be-

come smaller with increasing concentration of holes lei* , a state which can

be realized by incorpoiation of lithium ions into the nickel-oxide lattice,

according to

1 02 (gas) + Li20 = 2 LiINM' + 2 le[* + 2 NiO (3a)

and the corresponding equation

Li20 + Igilj u 2 LiWNWi' + iiO. (3b)

As can be seen from the Eq.s (3a) and (3b), the concentration of holes will

be increased and the concentration of nickel-ion vacancies decreased. If one

considers that the nickel-ion transport is a direct function of the concen-

tration of the nickel-ion vacancies and that the chemisorption of oxygen will

be strongly decreased with increasing hole concentration, it can be expected

that no noticeable ocourence of oxygen up-take, according to Zqs. (1) and (2),

should be detected.

Rather embarrassing results have been reported on the chemisorption and

desorptien of oxygen on illuminated sine-oxide surfaces. Several authors [3]

[4) (5] [7] have stated that a vacuum treated and, therefore, reduced sinc-oxide

powder exhibits oxygen desorption under illumination with light of 370 mp

necessary for the production of electron-hole pairs. On the other hand, that

zine-oxide powder annealed at high temperatures In high oxygen pressure ex-

hibits an oxygen chemisorption during illumination between 20 and 20000.

The experimental procedure, however, is not free of error concerning the che-

mical oompositlin of the surface region of the ZnO sample. Therefore, the

interpretation of the esporiaentel results is not very convincing. Since this

ii
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phenomenon might be of general interest, it is disoussabd in what follows.

As is well known, zinc oxide is an n-type semiconductor with a more or

less amount either of zinc metal in excess or of oxygen deficiency. This lat-

tice-defect mechanism can be schematically represented by the following equa-

tions under equilibrium conditions estabilshed at high temperatures;

ZnO • Zn° + 2 el + ½ 02 (gas) (4)

or

Null ."P I0 + 2 + + 02 (gas) (5)

"with the additional equilibrium

Zn'" + e' v Zn" (6)

or

IO10" + e' MA 101 (7)

shifted at low temperatures largely to the right hand side. Here, e' denotes

a free electron and Zn" and 101" indicate zinc ions in interstitial positions

and oxygen-ion vacancies, respectively. The one and two dots denote the single

and double positive excess charge.

For further discussion, we prefer the lattice-defect mechanism represen-

ted by the Eqs. (4) and (6). It should be mentioned that the equilibrium (4)

is shifted to the left hand side with increasing oxygen pressure and to the

right hand side with increasing temperature at constant oxygen pressure and

also under vacuum. At lower temperatures, the chemleorption can be described

according to

02 (gas) + e' •a•0•(ads) (6)

followed by the two surfaco-reaction steps:

0O(ads) + Zn" + e' * ZnO + 0(ads) (9)

and

0O(ads) + Zn" a ZnO * (10)

Now, let us discuss the possible presuppaitions for chemisorption and

desorption of oxygen on dark and illuminated zinc-oxide surfaces. According

to Eq. (8), the extent of cheaieorption of oxygen on ZnO in the dark will be

larger the higher the concentration of free electrons. Therefore, we may as-

sume that the cheansorption of oxygen is large on ZnO samples annealed at

high testraturee in vacuum because of the significant generation of free

electrons. In onntrast, chemieorption should be expected to te very low on
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ZnO samples annealed at high temperatures under high oxygen pressure since

the equilibrium (4) is shifted far to tkio left hand side. Therefore, only a

small concentration of free electrons is available for ohemisorption.

In view of thease facts, we may conclude that a ZnO specimen annealed in

vaouo develops a large chemisorption capacity for oxygen in the dark even at

room temperature. Since this chemisorbed oxygen, however, is only loosely

bonded, it is notaotoniehing that during illumination a significant desorp-

tion could be detected. In the other case, however, an oxidized ZnO sample

with a small amount of chemisorbed oxygen can exhibit photoadsorption. Only

the steady-state concentration of chemisorbed oxygen particles present on the

surface before the illumination determines whether a photodesorption or a

photoadsorption does occur in order to approach a new steady state. At cover-

ages exceeding a special concntration of adsorbed charged oxygen species,

neutral oxygen molecules can also be adsorbed. This could be demonstrated

by ESR measurements (7].

As discussed elsewhere, during illumination electron-hole pairs e'o el'

are produced which are very reactive to the particlec on the surface, for in-

stance oxygen, and to lattice defects in the bulk according to the equationse

e~ ei (ads) -- Oi(gas) + e' (11)

causing a photodeeorption and

e'-iei" + Ox(ads) -- O•(ads) + lei* (12)

with the hole trapping

lei* + Zn" ---. Zn" (12a)

causing a photoadsorption. These two possibilities can be demonstrated by

photoconduotivity measurements at various oxygen pressures under Illumination,

represented in Pig. 1. As can be seen, the steady-state conductivity of sino

oxide under illumination with light of 365 jkp is independent of the chronolo-

gieal sequence of the admission of oxygen. In any case, tk.e sane oonductivity

will be reached Independent whether oxygen of 20 torr Is alre.u, present at

the very beginning of the illumination or is added later during exposure to

light (6]. This experiment confirmed by KlAN [1] demonstrates the possioility

of a photoadsorption If the oxygen pressure is Increased during illumination.

In view of this point, It is evident that a strong pbotodesorption occur-

red when the reduced zine oxide was in contact with oxygen before illumination

because of the large amount of loosely ohemisorbod oxygen due to the large
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conoentration of free electrcre near the surface of the zinc oxide. In con-

trast to these results, a photcedeorption is possible on ZnO samples annealed

between 500 and 60000 at high oxygen pressures because of a lack of a suffi-

oient number of free electrons which are now only available during illumina-

tion. Since a weak doping with lithium oxide strongly decreases the concen-

tration of free electrons, according to

Li 2O + e' = 2 LiIZnj' + Zn" + ZnO , (3)

such a doping should, therefore, cause an extensive photoadsorption cf oxygen,

theoretically predicted by us [8]. This could be confirmed by measurements of

the surface potential difference in the dark and under illumination [9]. While

on pure ZnO single crystals, the surface photovoltage always exhibits a posi-

tive value, the lithium doped crystals exhibited at the very beginning of

illumination a strong negative voltage which, however, changes over to a Do-

sitive value after few minutes. The course of the surface photovoltage for

purr, and lithium-doped zinc oxide is represented in Pig. 2. The mechanism is

at present not yet understood.

The chemisorption of carbon monoxide and hydrogen was extensively in-

vestigated on nickel oxide and zinc oxide in the dark and under illumination

[1O [11] [12] using the concept of the space-charge theory 131].

3. TRANSPORT PHNOMENA THROUGH SOLID REACTION PRODUCTS DEMONSTRATED BY MEANS
OP NICKEL OXIDATION

The oxidation of a metal is an important example of a reaction between a

solid and a gas with surface interactions and transport phenomena through the

oxide layer. This shall be discussed in greatew detail in what follows. The

first period of oxidation is usually determined by nucleation processes and

3rystal growth as well as by formation of pores. Therefore, a uriforu and con-

pact oxide layer cannot often be expected at the very beginning of oxidation.

As was discussed elsewhere (14](.15][16], at sufficiently high tempera-

tures oxidation generally occurs in accordance with a parabolic rate law bc-

cause a diffusion process through the oxide layer is the rate-determining

step. If a phase-boundary reaction becomes rate-determining then another -

mainly a linear - rate law is observed. At low temperatures, other time !aws

have been found besides the parabolic and linear rate laws. Here, preferentl-

ally cubic, fourth power, logarithmic and reciprocal-logarithaic rate laws

have been established. The last mntioned rate laws are observed for thin

oxide layers in which a strong electric field causes the transport of ions.
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Fundamental considerations have been published by MOTT and CABRERA [17].

On the basis of this paper, several author. have modified and improved the

theoretical models [8 1(9] £20]. An understanding of the logarithmic rate law

is at present unsatisfactory. The most reasonable discussion is that by

EVANS [21].

According to the oxidation experiments with nickel available in the lite-

rature (18] [22], the oxide-layer growth follows a logarithmic rate law at the

very beginning of oxidation. The period of this rate law becomes smaller with

increasing temperature. At 400 00, this period lasted about 6 hours up to an

oxide thickness of 400 1 while at 500°C, the period was only 1 hour with a

corresponding thickness of the oxide layer of about 1000 2. After the loga-

rithmic period of oxidation, the experimental data obtained at longer exposure

time both at 400 and 5000 C fit very well the fourth power rate law as can be

seen in Fig. 3. This rate law could be derived under the reasonable assumption

of established equilibria at both interfaces and under the presupposition of

a rate-determining field transport of nickel ions through the NiO layer via

nickel-ion vacancies. Therefore, with

where D and u denote the diffusion coefficient and the mobility of the nickel

ions via vacancies, respectively, and o the concentration of the vacancies,

we obtain the transport equation
dY

3(x) - -ou (15)

Here, J(x) is the mass flux in g-atoms.cm'2.4Uo"1 an dVi*dx the gradient of

the electrical potential with x as local coordinate. Applying the POISSON

equation

d V/dx2  a - # / (16)

with E as dielectric constant and a as elementary charge, the fourth power

rate law was obtained

dx k 1(17)I

with

k - 9 a u V2 (18)
2 x a epi

Here, c., denotes the volume concentration of the nickel icne in the oxide

and a the valenoy of the migrating ion.

The measurements of the rate of nickel oxidation betwe4n 400 and SOC at
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higher oxygen pressures performed by ENGELL et al [18) were evaluated with the

cubic rate law. Since the plot of the logarithmic values of the thickness of-

the oxide x versus the time t results in x ' t1/3' 7 
-, t ,/3,9 the cubic

rate law can no longer be maintained. Independent o' this result, however, a

cubic rate law was recently derived by WAGNER [23] under reasonable assumptions

stimulated by oxygen isotope exchange experiments carried out by BORESKOV (241

on oxidized nickel foils. A plausible mechanism for the cubic rate law will be

obtained if it is assumed that the rate of dissociation of oxygen molecules

both for the exchange and for the nickel oxidation becomes rate-determining.

Furthermore, the rate of both processes is inversely proportional to the

thickness of the NiO film. According to Fig. 4, the slope of a plot of log ft0

(. the rate of the oxygen exchange in mole/cm'sec) and of log dx/dt (= the

2rate of nickel oxidation in mole/cm sec) versus log N (- the number of mono-

layers of consumed oxygen) is about -2. Thus, the following relation which was

theoretically derived by WAGNER (23] results:

log(dx/dt) a - 2 log N + constant (19)

or

dx/dt - k/x 2  (20)

if one considers that N is proportional to the oxide-layer thickness x. Upon

integration of Eq. (20) with x - 0 at t - 0, it results in

x - t 1 / 3  . (21)

This result, however, becomes understandable only if it is assumed that the

rate of dissociation of the adsorbing oxygen molecules is proportional to the

local concentration of free electrons present in thin NiO films in contact

with metallic nickel, an assumption which in not yet verified for the p-type

nickel oxide. Since the concentration of free electrons decreases with inorea-

sing distance from the 1i/4iO interface, the rate of oxidation decreases ein-

ultaneously. A rpte-deteraining dissociation of oxygen molecules on 3i0 and

Cu2 O films was also discussed by 5TOTZ (25]. This mechanism, however, is no

longer applicable when a critical thickness of the 310 lyer has been attained

where the hole concentration and the nickel ion-vacancy concentration are now

the predominant lattice-defect concentrations.

4. DESORPTImR AND IVAPOWATION O SOLIDS BY ILLUMINATION I HIGH VACUO

Desorptlon and evaporation often occur by the sawe mechanism. generally,

these processes are enhanced ty increasing temperaturee. high vacuum and

strong illumination with light of sufficient enargy if the solid is a photo-
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conductor. Under the concept of this paper, photodesorption and photoevapora-

tion shall be discussed for ZnO sA, OdS as typical examples of photoconductors.

It could be demonstrated by sever&. auihors [26] [27] [281 that the decrease and

increase of photoourrent is closely related wit. photoadsorption and photode-

sorption of oxygen on zinc oxide. Besides the photocurrent, the time function

of the pressure also decreases or increases and the investigation of the ESR

spectra represent useful methods for the study of these phenomena.

A photodesorption of oxygen could be studied under evacuation of ZnO at

10-5 torr at room temperature and under illumination with light of 370 mp . It

has been found that due to irradiation the desorption was indicated by the de-

crease of the g a 2,0 triplet signal indicating 0- species adsorbed on ZnO and

by the increase of the g w 1,96 signal of th.' ESR measurements indicating free

electrons and/or electrons in a donor level and, furthermore, by the simultan-

eous increase of the current :7]ý31]. These results were confirmed by measure-

ments of the surface photovoltage [91, of the field effect [29] and of the con-

duowivity of ZnO single crystals >301. Both an illumination with light of 370

mp and a ý -irradiation of zinc oxWde cause a desorption, especially, of oxy-

gen weakly adsorbed at higher coverages [32J.

The rate of evapcration of ZnO powder in a high vacuum of 10-5 t..: be-

tween 450 and 525 0 C was independent of the absolute amount of Zni and '.ta spe-

cific surface but only dependent on the geo'trical area like a vaporizing

liquid. From the temperature dependence of ihe ratc of evaporation, represented

in Pig. 5, the activation energy was determinei and found to be 30,2 kcal/mile

[33) in agreement iith the activation energy bo~h of the reduction of ZnO with

hydrogen (34] and of the evaporation of zinc metAl (35). The volatility was

enhanced by the presence of water vapor.

The evaporation of cadmium sulfide with various deviations from the sto-

chiometric composition between 680 and 7400C in the dark and under illtiaslna-

tion is also worth mentioning. According to SOUO•JA [36] (371. it was ound

that a sulfur-doped CdS cristel with a resistivity at room temperature of

about 1010 oha.cm showed in high vacuo of about 10-6 torr at 6960C an ovapora-

tion rate in light which w,44 five times larger than that in the dark. Pig. 6

represents some evaporation seasuree ats. Studies of the wave-length dependence

of the evaporation under illumlnation required that a llt~ht of a 640 up was

necessary, in agreement with the band gap of C43 at 7000 C. Furthermore. It was

observed that the rate of evaporatiin increase4 linearly with the light inten-

sity. The quantum efficiency of the light effect was approximately a 0,7
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atom/photon in all experiments.

The results can be explained by a charge-transfer controlled evaporation

and by the light-induced uhange 'n the composition of the Ode crystals. Noti-

ceable is the fact that the rate of evaporation of a cadmium-doped 0dB crystal

R~ -2 -1started with a low value of 0,9.100 g cm sea and reached after 6 hours the

speed of 1.10-4 g cm' 2 sec"1, approximately equal to the rate of evaporation of

a sulfur-doped CdB crystal under illumination with a light intensity of 2.105

14watts/cm2 . The vacuum evaporation rate of pure cadmium sulfide is decreased

by 50% if copper ions have been incorporated in the vaporizing surface. If

copper ions are present in the bulk of the Cd8 crystal, the rate of vacuum

evaporation is increased. With the incorporation of copper ions into the CdS

lattice, according to

Cu2S + e' = 2 OuJCdJ' + 18I" + 2 CdB , (22)

the concentration of free electrons e' is decreased and the concentration of

sulfur-ion vacancies JeS1 is increased. The yellow cadmium sulfide with the

band Sap of 2,4 ev at room temperature bewomes black as a result of the copper

acceptor centers with the electron exchange level between 0,6 and 1,0 ev above

the valence-band edge [38] [39]. Furthermore, we have to consider that the rate

of diffusion of sulfur vacancies is such larger than that of copper ions in

OdS (D7 00 (8) 6,5.10C- 6 and D7 0 0 (Cu) - 1,6.10-7 am2 /sea) and that the rate

of copper diffusion in UdS and the rate of evaporation of Od8 are of the same

order of magnitude.

Similarly to the light-induced desorption of oxygen from ZnO, we propose

tentatively the following mechanism for the evaporetion of cadmium sulfide

under Illumination. If it is assumed that the surfuoe equilibrium is estabished

Cd8 g 8"(ads) + Cd(eac) (23)

the electron-hole pairs generated by light

hwo 60 mu_ ~ " (24)
700°C

can cause the following sequence of reaction steps resulting in a simultaneous

evaporation of cadmium and sulfurs

ja-it + 8"(de) -- 8"(ad) + e' (25)

2 84(ade) -w 82 (gas) (26)

+* d*(ads) - Od(gas) (27)

Iurther experiments are neoeeeary in order to get more detailed information.
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Fig. 1 The surface photovoltage of pure and doped £±-uo oxiae single orystal3

at 23 0C versus the time under illuminatior at 370 up , accirding to

HAUFE and SCHIDT.
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SUMMARY

Based upon the classic work of Frank Kamenetskii, a physical model of the
heterogeneous ignition process of metals was developed. This model is compared
with other theories of metal ignition concerned with bulk samples, quiescent piles,
single particles and dust dispersions. The new model is based upon the concept of
a transition temperature - the temperature at which the oxide layer on the metal
becomes non-protective in the sense that a reaction rate independent of time de-
scribes the behaviour of the system at constant temperature. The model postulates
that the ignition temperature must be greater than both the transition and the
critical temperatures. It further relates pyrophoricity to the concept of a tran-
sition temperature.

The transition temperature thought to be a unique value characteristic to the
metal, such as the oxide melting point, has been shown by Kuehl to be pressure
dependent in the case of aluminum. Kuehl's work and the recent supporting evidence
of Laurendeau on zinc are reviewed.

With respect to the burning mechanisms of metals, reviewed are the finite
reaction zone model of Coffin, liquid oxide bubble model of Faesell, collapsed
reaction zone model of Brzustowski and Glassman, extension of the Brzustowski-
Glassman model by Knipe, the heterogeneous reaction model of Markstein and the very
recent, broad homogeneous reaction zone model of Sullivan.
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IN THIS REVIEW OF IGNITION AND FLAME MODELS OF METALS, the authors will use their
own work as the central basis of discussion. The work of others will be well-
referenced and discussed and various ignition theories will be reviewed extensive-
ly in an appendix. The early work in metal combustion at Princeton (1), (2), (3),
(4) will be mentioned only briefly. Various compendia and general reviews (5),
ý6), (7), (8) of metal combustion are readily available.

,
IGNITION MODELS

The impetus at Princetnn for a study of ignition phenomena came about through
certain results obtained in earlier work on combustion which made use of the tech-
nique of ohmic heating of wire samples (4), (9), (10), (11), (12).

While investigating the flames produced by aluminum wires, Brzustowski (4), (9),
found that the ignition temperature of aluminum in oxygen-argon atmospheres was very
close to the melting point of aluminum oxide at pressures greater than 300 torr.
In addition, Friedman and Macek (13) had shown that the A1202 coating must melt in
order that aluminum undergo vapor-phase combustion. Later Kdehl (14) 0 showed that
in general the ignition temperature of aluminum is very close to 2042 C., the melt-
ing point of the metal oxide.

Mellor (10), (11) carried out similar experiments with anodized aluminum wires
in carbon dioxide-oxygen atmospheres. He observed two things that were very differ-
ent from the results of Brzustowski. First, in the carbon dioxide-argon mixtures
at pressures below 300 torr, a cylindrical vapor-phase diffusion flame appeared be,-
fore the wire broke. On the otter hand, in the oxygen-argon mixtures, the wire
bxike thereby exposing molten aluminum to the oxidizing atmosphere before a vapor-
phase flame appeared (4), (9). Stcondly, on the basis of total power required at
ignition, it was easier to ignite anodized aluminum wires at similar pressures in
CO2 -Ar atmospheres than it was to ignite them in 02 -Ar atmospheres (10), (11).

To explain these results it was necessary to consider the pre-ignition oxi-
dation of the metal. In CO2 -Ar mixtures, little oxidation occurs during the prE-
ignition period while ir 02 -Ar mixtures, a very thick oxide coating builds up on
the surface of the metal. In general, the anodized film is porous but in oxygen
containing atmospheres, these pores are filled by the natural oxidation process
during this preignition period (15). Thus, in this case, melting of the oxide
occurs before ignition can take place.

For an anodized :ilm of A1200 considered here, a thin barrier layer of oxide
exists between the outer porous lNyer and the metal substrate. Even in the case
of a CO -Ar atmoaphere, however, it is suggested that the ignition temperature is
still e~ual to the melting point of Al 0 since only the barrier layer need be
melted to expose the molten aluminum t9 this oxidizing atmosphere (15). Thus, in
summary, since little oxidation occurs before ignition in a CO -Ar atmosphere and
since the an:,dized coating is porous, ignition occurs in a cylindrical vapor-phase
flame upon melting of the barrivr laytr before the wire breaks at that point when
the anodized coating completely melts . Obviously, because of the little oxide
built up before ign-:ion, the total power at ignition for the anodized wire is less
in the CO2 -Ar mixtures than in the 02-Ar mixtures.

This wcrk with aluminum and other work with magnesium ribbons (4),(9),(10),(11)
showed primarily that the ignition of metals in strongly dependent on the pRe-
igntion surfsce oxidation reaction in the envIronment ot interest. Surfact oxi-
dation reEfctions determine whether or not a particular metal coating is protective
in a certain environment in a particular temperature range. If the metal coating
is protective, then the metal sample cannot ignite. However, usually the oxide
coating becomes nonprotective at higher temperatures and the sample may then ignite.

This surface coating is the unique property of the metal ignition problem that
makes it very ditficult to analyze mathematically. The ignition problem has been
well treated for the homogeneous case, but is not at all well understood in the
case of a simple heterogeneous reaction. Here the situation becomes even more diffi-
cult since one must consider the complicating factor brought about by the low tem-
pere.tre oxidation process common to all metals of interest.

T  This-*#ction-h'as beca extracted from the N.S.E. thesis of Laurendeau (17). The

content is based extensively on the earlier Ph.D. thesis of Mellor (12).

** A more appropriate explanation for the appearance of this cylindrical vapor-
phase flame will be offered in a later sectici.



These findings coupled with the well-known concepts of the homogeneous prob-
lem led to Mellor's work on the development of both a model for the heterogeneous
ignition of metals and subsequent experimental verification of certain trends pre-
dicted by that model (15), (12). Later work by Laurendeau (17) further substanti-
ated and clarified some aspects of the model primarily through an experimental de-
termination of the ignition temperatures of many common non-toxic metals in an oxy-
gen atmosphere.

THE STEADY STATE MODEL OF METAL IGNITION - As mentioned previously, any model
which attempts to describe the metal ignition process must take into consideration
the formation of solid phase products on the surface during the pre-ignition re-
action. Thus, metal ignition is usually much more complicated than the hetero-
geneous ignition of other simple fuel-oxidizer systems. Because of this diffi-
culty, Mellor developed a qualitative model of metal ignition based to a large ex-
tent on the classical thermal theories of homogeneous ignition as demonstrated
most lucidly by Frank-Kamenetskii in his comprehensive work describing the effects
of heat and mass transfer in chemical kinetics (16).

As is well known, both a stationary and a non-stationary approach exists for
the description of tte homogeneous ignition phenomena. Because of the complica-
tions involved in any heterogeneous process, it is best to emphasize the stationary
approach in this case. It may be shown that the non-stationary approach can equally
well describe the metal ignition process, but the argument is somewhat laborious
(See Ref. 12). Therefore, since it is of interest here to only describe those as-
pects of the model directly essential to this particular work, the steady-state
approach will be followed in order to make the principal ideas is clear as possible
to the reader. Those interested in a detailed description of both the stationary
and non-stationary aspects of the model along with an excellent discussion of the
relationship between the classical thermal theories of homogeneous ignition Pnd
the present model may wish to consult Chapter II of Ref. 12.

It seems important at this time to indicate the intent of the early work at
Princeton by Mellor. He attempted to construct a qualitative model which would
take into consideration metals of all types and sizes in all possible atmospheres.
An investigation of other models of metal ignition (12) (see Appendix I) indicate
that they are much more quantitative than the present description in that they
attempt to calculate ignition temperatures; however, each of these models is re-
stricted to only a very limited range of practical experimental situations.

HETEROGENEOUS IGNITION WITH GAS-PHASE REACTION PRODUCTS - Before metal ig-
nition, i.e., heteroqeneous ignition with solid-phase reaction products ir con-
sidered, it is of paramount importan,'e that a slightly simpler case be investi-
gated, that is, the ignition of a solid fuel via reaction with a gareous oxidizer
involving only gaseous reaction products. An example of this might perhaps be a
carbon particle reactinq in air or oxygen (12).

As pointed out by Mellor (12), in the case of a heterogeneous system, where
the exothormic reaction occurs oi the surface? as opp-osed to throughout a reaction
volume as in a homogeneous system, the interaction is characterized by a uniform
surfaoe t-mperature T instead of a gas temperature. and all hieating term; are
expressed per unit aria instead of per unit volume. Thus, in order to investigate
the -act, of a spherical metal particle in a static iaseous atmosphere for which
all the products are assumed to be in the gaseous state, a heat balance is con-
'.enicntly made in a thin control volun.1 at uniform surface temperature T. enclosing
only the reacting surface of the metal

Thia heat balance is constz.cted by examining the rate of heat input and the
rate of heat loss from the aforementioned thin control volume, both quantities
being functions of the surfac• temperature T . Consider* first then the chemical
energy release rate in cal/cmi -sec. It may be written as:

Eq (1)

where A is the molar reaction rate tn moles of fuel per cm2 per second and Q is
the chemical energy release in calories per mole of fuel.

Since a at .,e is being cansAiered here, it is necessary that the con-
trol surface bv -.I -y. Therefore, in this development, reactant depletion
in ncylected.

In the present discussion, only chemicel heat input will be considered.
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The chemical energy release is given by the expression:

£ '; 4 J,S
rLA,• fEq (2)

where the subscript i indicates 'eactants and the subscript j produrts, where

A; 4 4 29~) Eq (3)

and where
T = surface temperature, oK;
n; = no. of moles of species k per mole of fuel-

= standard heat of formation of species k at 298 K, cal/mole of k;
H fk enthalpy of species k at T K, cal/mole of k.
T,k

The molar reaction rate -s given by two expressions, depending on whether the
ourface temperature T is sucn that the reaction rate is controlled by kinetics or
by diffusion of the o~idizer. At lower temperature, i may be given by:

AllCS Eq (4)

where 3n-2 n-l
A - pre-exponential factor, cm /moles sec;
E = activation energy, cal/mole;
R - universal gas constant, cal/mole. K;
Cs = oxidizer concentration at the surface, mnole of fuel/cm-:
n - order of the reaction, dimensionless, and, therefore, here the dependence of

4chem on T is exponential due to the controlling kinetic Arrhenius factor.

At higher temperatures, di may be given by:

01M - _/? ( ) Eq (5)

where
N- - diffusion Nusselt number, dimenqionless;
D = diffusivity of the oxidizer, cm-/sec;
r = a characteristic dimension of the system, cm:
C - oxidizer concentr&tion in the gas, moles of fuel/cm
and: therefore, here the dependence of , on T is given predominantly by the
diffusivity D which varies as the 1.67 p of tomperature (18).

Thus, as Ta is increased, the value of A ulso increases due to the vari-
ation of Q with T , but the form of 4t vs ; Ts given by an S-shaped curve (See
Fig. la) which emhasizes the controlcttmthe cJemical heat release by the molar re-
action rate, A. At lower temperatures & is controlled by kinetics, but as T is
increased, diffusion of the oxidizer through the inert gas to the particle sArface
becomes important and, therefore, A then is controlled by the diffusion process.
In addition to diffusion, the drop in 'he slope of the 4. vs T curvf at higher
temperatures is partially due to a small amount o' dWaseo.fion o? the reaction
products.

2Consider next the heat lose rate in cal/cm . sec from the same control volume
described previously. Recalling that ihiv ccntrol volume includes only the re-
actin surface, then the rate of heat loss loa. may be %ritten as follows:

where

'4cond f conductive heat tzev into the fuel particle. cal/cm' sec-
€ond~q conductive heat lob i•-to the ambient static gas. cal,'C% .soc;on, radiative heat loss to t',e environment. cal/cnm2 .sec:

.,su where each of these terms is of rurse a function of the surface temperature

Notice that in this equation, there Ls rj t-s. inc'Icatinq heat A..ss ty :iwans
of mass transfer of gaseous products to the environo'% . In this 4nnlysis. the
gas rhase products are considered to be inetantanerus.'y emcved as they are pro-
ducvO at temperature Ts and they are not allowed to par!!Zpate in any heat trans-
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for to the environment. This approach is taken not solely for simplicity, but ill
looking forward to the adaptation of this model to the case of '-eterogeneous metal
ignition as characterized by the 4eposition of a solid-phase product on the sur-
face, it is recognized that such a product cannot participate in the transport of
heat from the reacting surface to the environment.

By expressing each of the above terms explicitly, Eq (6) can then be writtea
in the following manner:

* Eq (7)

wher*-
k a thermal conductivity of the fuel or oxidizer 0 gas mixture (denoted re-

spectively by subscript f or g), cal/cm.sec. K;
a temperature gradient 4valuated at the surface of the particje (rur )

either into the fuel (r-r ) or into the oxidizer (rur +), K/cm;
a total surface emissivity, 0 3imensio~less o
- Stephen-Boltzmann constant, cal/cm -sec. (OK)4 ;

Tr = effective radiation temperature of the environment, K.

The general form of the 4, vs T curve as obtained from the addition of
these three heat loss terms is 81 ficted in Fig. lb. Notice that at the origin,
where T is equal to the ambient gas temperature T , 4 is equal to zero. In
order tdat this be true, it is necessary that the Ograllotmperature (both internal
and surface) of the sample be equal to T before heating begins. If T is taken
to be room temperature (298'K), then thilm ecomes a perfectly reasonable aproxima-
tion of an actual physical heating process. In other words, for convenience, the
heating of the sample is considered to take place in a room tempgrature environ-
ment in which the original temperature of the sample is also 298 K. Thus, if T =
Tamb = 298 K, then 4los8 is equal to zero since only then is 4 con6,f equal to ziro.

Other values of T can also be conridered, but it is felt that this example
is the easiest to viaut"Tze; indeed the curves can quite simply be extended to
other values of Tambl as will be made clearer in a discussion of Fig. 2 at the end
of this section.

If the most general case is considered, the 4 and 4 curves may be com-
bined in the fashion depicted in Fig. lc in which Mie poinig'f intersection de-
fining equilibrium conditions at the sample surface are obtained. The end points
of intersection at the low and high temperature regions of Fig. lc are both stable
equilibrium tomperatyres with respect to small perturbations of the surface tem-
perature Ta since:

T' - TS T..I

Eq (8)
and

' ,S
.~ Eq (9)

Physically this means tact at temperatures so'-what greater than T or T , 4
is greater thin 4che. and thus T tends to decrease: at temporaturviilono'hit lt"
than T -or T' . 8i less than 4 and T tends to increase. Therefore.

Toxid W Tf ari Otis temperatures tgh6ich tnt system tend* to converge.

The high temperature it,versection T physically represents the flame tempera-
ture and is then the steady-state saf-alstained combustion mode of the system. For
metals, the flame temperature is lixv,.ed by enthalpy considerations to the boiling
peint of the metal oxide.

The low temperature intersection T. is referred to as t.e oxidstion tesmera-
ture. It physically represents the o-d]ifify al ,. kinetically controlled, surface
oxidation reaction common at this loa temperature. owever. as can be seen by the
fact ttat the 4 and4 curves are nearly tangent at T the true oxidatfon
process realistIthly occOP over a short .etpr*'oure ragfe2
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The center point of intersection, denoted by T is called thie critical tem-
perature and is an unstable equilibrium surface temfliture since:

ip ( 0)

Thus, surface temperatures less than T tend to decrease to T since here
4,. is greater than 4 C and surfacirimperatures greater th:HiTd•it tend to in-
ci•le to TF since heresh.m iu less than i Zt is the latterc tthe above
situations hat is so impSifnt in this deveolt$ent, i.e., once the critical tempera-
ture is reached, the system tends to higher temperatures. Because this phenomenon
is so vital to a complete understanding of the ignition problem, ths critical tem-
perature T is defined as follows: T is the lowest initial surface tempera-
ture from %1lih the surface may self-heafrA reach the steady-state .-tmbustion con-
figuration.

The critical temperature is commonly called the spontaneous ignition tempera-
ture in the literature. It is here labeled the critical temperature in order to
avoid confusion with the experimental ignition temperature shortly to be discussed.
The existence of this critical temperature is the basic cause of the metal dust ex-
plosions that on occasion occur in various industrial plants.

It is now important to define an ignition temperature T,,, which can be easily
reljted to the experimental ignition temperature. For most h•Wtems, the experi-
mental ignition temperature is usually taken to be that temperature at which the
flame appears. When the flame appears, whether it be vapor-phase or surface com-
bustion, thero occurs simultaneously the most rapid rate of change with time of
both light intensity and samnple temperature . Since temperature runaway is the most
obvious phenomenon of the ignition process and since it is ;he easiest to measure,
eopecially for metals which burn of the surface, it is convenient to define a
t'eoretical ignition temperature in terms of this particular property of the ig-
nition process.

Now, since the aforementioned control volume is assumed to be at a uniform
temperature T , the time rate of change of the surface temperature can be expressed
as a linear fAnction of the quantity ('chem-4loa8} as follows:

/Eq (11)

where

- density of the fuel, g/cmn3

SI thickness of the control v8 lume ( 05 #0). cm;
Cp- fuel specific heat. cal/g. K.

According to Eq. (11) then, the ignition temperature can be defined by that point
at which the maximum difference between a. and 4 exists, Now since the ig-
nition temperature must be above the critiIVT tempeallS"re. and below the flame tem-
perature, then the ignition temperature Tign can be represented graphically as in
Fig. 2**

Mathematically, the ignition temperature is defined by looking for the maximum
value of (4chem-rlose) o Tcrit but below T,. Therefore:

'I. r 7 Eq (12)

where

~ - Eq (13)

In the course of many experiments with various metals. the maximum ebange of
light Intensity aod teap*ratuze appear to always coincide.

I, this grap,. the internal coordinate system is identical to Fig. lc.
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Thus, the full definition of the experimental ignition temperature becomes the

following:

r~t ~ ) Eq (14)
The above then points out the theoretical differenc. betwe~en T .and T. as

intar.,~'.eted on a 4 vs T diagram. At T ,the magnitudes of 4 Mrd 41 're
equall at T ,the slofes of the 4 '4 curves are equgi!. PhysiýSffy,
this distin&fon that has bccn intrSAS~ed betUIR the ignition temperature and the
ci%4.tical or spontaneous ignition temperature is a very important one, since it
allown for the distinct possibility of the existence of an ignition delay tine.
This possibly long self-heating time, possibly due to am oxide accumulation on the
surface, is what must be prevented when metal particles are used to increase the
performance of rocket combustion chamberAi, for example. Thus, in these applications,
the ignition temperature, h~ot the critical temperature, is of prime importance in
dealing with ignition inefficiencies.

As intimated above, the ignition delay time in metal ignition may oe of the
order of ariinutes rather than a few seconds or milliseconds as in a homogeneous
gaseous ignition process. This large difference in ignition delay time between
heterogeneous and homogeneous systems is esitentially due to the need for oxidizer
diffusion to, and absorption on, the fuel 6urface in the case of a beterogeneous
chemical reaction. If the r~ite of chemical heat input, 4 ,, ,for a heterogeneous
system is represented in ?Arrhenius form, as for a homojýen~ system, then the com-
puted values of 4 will indicate the influence upon heterogeneous reacti-)n of
the phys icJl proclT~s of diffusion and absorption. The much lower valie cof 4jh
for a hetftrogeneous system, as compared to that in a homogeneous syste, a cccun s Tor
the large ignition delay time for such reactions, since )7At- is a linear function
of (4 chem-hoss) foz homogeneous as well as heterogeneous systems.

Now, for both homogeneous and heterogeneous systems in the kinetic range, 4ie
and thus the ignition delay time is a strong function of the kinetic frequency o~e
pre-exponential factor if the appropriate reaction rate is expressed in Arrhenius
form (19). on the bas.s of collision theory, it has been found that in general the
more complicated the chamical reactijn process, tlie smaller in magnitude is the
kinetic frequency factor and thus the slower is the reaction rate (20). For homo-
geneous bimolecular reactions, the frequeiicy factor is on the order of 1010 to 1014
cm3/mole-sec and for uni!nolecular reactions, around 1013 to 1017 sec- (19,20). For
he,.erogeneous r act ons, the pre-exponential factor has a valie for m~tal sy~tems of
10-3 to 10-8 gm4/cml-sec for protective oxide systems Sand 10- to 10- gm/cm -sec
for r~on-protective oxide systems (22,22). Thus, for a complicated heterogeneous
metal reaction, 4ch is much smaller in magnitude; in addition, there is a further
reduction of 4 c Ed t~hus a longer ignition delay time for a heterogeneous re-
action due to Ofmonset of the diffusional control of the reaction rate at higher
surface temperatures.

Fig. 2 displays all of the above defined surfage temperatures on a diagram
covering the entire temperature renge starting at 0 K. The internal cocrdinate sys-
tem has its origin at §-0, 3 -T and is the :~oordinate system used in Fig. 1.
However, th-z extenaion to 0 9 irgade here in order to discuss some of the properties
of the heterogeneoun ignition system in more detail.

At 0 0K. 4 goes *.o zeror this is appropriate mince it lower tempera-ure the
molar reactionclhS% A which is a factor in determining 4, is in the kinetic
regime and an T goes to zero, indeed the exponential toiteTn Eq. (4) approaches
zero thereby folcing A and thus 4 to also approach zero. As discussed previously
41 ppoaches sero as T alpoS-R0% T if the ter.perature of the sample before
hiejhng(at t-0 ) is also f The ambf!kt temperature is usually taken to be
298 K since the process is A¶Wh easier to visual ize at room temrernture. However,
any other value of TwAb may be used, but the initial temperature of the sample must
also be raised to T in order that 41R be equal to zero at T 7 his nay seem
very artificial, burtgain, it is done ~this manner simply 'oraiHe sake of clarity
in the development of thia model.

More importantly, however, the vsbient to-roersture ies taken to be 2980k because
this will give the most general results in terms of the threa points of intersection
shown in Fig. le. In other words, by varying T for a f~xed value of T a, 4
stays essentially constant while 4 varies 4809at deal and thus it is posOSTe
that only one point of intersectiokslither at the low temperatture or high tenjpera-
ture end of the scale, will appesr. In thin case, the sample will either never ig-
nite nr always ignite. This s~tuation is not of general interest here and thus
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T is taken to be near room temperature. However, even in this case, if the
iRTiial temperature of the sample is kept at the appropriate Tamb for the system,
then 4loss is equal to zero at that particular To = Tamb.

In the unsteady problem, '4 need not always be equal to zero at T = T mb"
At any constant value of T , onc4  fe heating process has begun, 4 decleaseb
equdlly over the entire temperature range, due to the conduction 141s to the in-
terior of the metal sample (12). In fact, 4 takes on negative valuas at T =
T b since now the internal energy of the sa al tends to heat the surrace becluse
tRT interior temperature is greater than the surface temperature, and therefore
4 actually becomes a heat source. Now, a diagram similar tn Fig. 2 can be
gi#pled for any time t* in the heating process. But for any time greater than t=O,
4 will not be equal to zero at T = T b since the entire sample has now gained
e4f~ywfrom the heating process at a highb surface temperature.

This last paragraph deserves a little more clarification since it implies otherdetails of the model as interpreted here that are not so obvious. Recall that Fig. 2

represents a strictly time-independent system and, therefore, one must use extreme
caution in analyzing for example the variation of surface temperature with time in an
actual physical heating process. This graph then strictly represents the instan-
taneous attainment of a surface temperature Ta artificially put on the surface of a
fuel sample of original overall temperature T in a gaseous atmosphere of tempera-
ture T ,. This is somewhat analogous to thea mping of a sample in a heat bath in
which N sample surface instantaneously attains the bath temperature, except that
here there is another variable in that the atmosphere has an independent temperature
Tamb equal to the overall temperature of the sample at time t = 0

Now, imagine the sample in equilibrium with the oxidizing atmosphere at T
Instantaneously a higher temperature T is made to appear on the fuel surface; fo
remains there until at a later time whin instantaneously the original ambient tempera-
ture Tamb is put on the surface. At this juncture, . cannot be equal to zero at
T T since the interior of the sample is not at igkMerature T , but at a higher
t mper~ure, which tends to heat the aurface thus making 4 a n~ tive quantity

since indeed this process represents a heat gain. Thereforall the diagrams in
this report represent steady-state situations at time t=O+ when 4 loss is equal to
zero at To = Tamb.

Not only is this done for better visualization of the actual theoretical ig-
nition process, but also for a much more practical reason. The essential use for
these diagrams is to be able to predict if a fuel sample will or will not ignite. If
it does not ignite, it must stabilize at T ; if it does ignite, it must reach T.V
Although the actual values of T and T 001i vary with time somewhat (12). what-
ever values they represent will Ointuall; be reached in the final steady-state con-
figuration of the fuel sample. In application, the main query is to whether or not
the sample will ignite with a given set of initial conditions on the problem. There-
fore, the determination of whether or not ignition will take place must be answered
practically at time t = 0+, which is really the main reason for graphing these
curves at this parf-:ular value of time.

Looking again at the i1 curve in Fig. 3, it can be seen that at T T
tio10 becomes an actual heat 81n even at time t-04 . This is again true blcaff at

T t , the interior temperature of the sample is greater than the surface tempera-
' t~re!"'

Also, because 4 is equal to zero at Tb. then for this case in which there
is no solid phase prohm deposited on the sampt surface, the stable low-temperature
oxidation temperature T,, is somewhat higher than Tb. Although this may seem
peculiar in light of pr2ctcal experiences with metalr there in a fairly simple ex-
planation that will be discussed in detail in the following section.

HETEROGENEOUS IGNITION WITH SOLID-PHASE REACTION PRODUCTS - All of the preceding
has been for the case where the products of combustion appear in the gas phase. For
metals, the greatest difficulty comes about through the fact that a solid state metal
oxide coating appears on the surface of the sample. This represents one more level
of difficulty in the treatment of the heterogeneous igniticn problem.

Again, a spherical fuel sample in a static oxidizing atmosphere is c_ýisidered.
The control volume includes those products formed on the reaction surface. In addi-
tion, the product tcmperature is uniform and equal to the surface temperature so that
the solid-phase products do not contribute to the heat transfer characteristics of
the configuration. Indeed, all the assumptinna of the privious section are maintained
such that the equations and concepts developed there remain valid for the case of
solid-phase product formation.

It has been well-established in isothermal oxidation experiments that, in
general, at low temperatures, the presence of the metal oxide film leads to the so-
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called protective oxidation rate laws while at higher temperatures, the product
film offers no protection to further oxidation and the linear rate law is observed
(21,23,24)*. These rate laws in general are of the form:

X Fq (15)
where

x - mass of oxygen consumed per unit surface area at time t, gm/cm 2
k W rate ccnstant, (gm/cm2 )n/sec;W - oxidation law index, dimensionless.

The variable x may alternatively represent the mass of metal transformed to the oxide
or the thickness of the oxide layer in the case of a uniform, plane parallel oxide
film. However, the amount of oxygen consumed in the oxidation process per unit sur-
face area is most widely applicable to metals of interest and most measurements of
the rate constant have been made in this form (21,22).

Integration of equation (Eq. 15) with n=2 or n=3 gives r-spectiiely the para-
bolic or cubic protective rste law:

-I t Eq (16)

3Xii A Eq (17)

The logarithmic law is another common example of a protective rate law:

i 4~ t -C Eq (18)

Integration of equation (15) with n=l gives the linear rate law:

-X A 4, 't + ''Eq (19)

In contrast to the protective rate laws (parabolic, cubic, logarithmic), for which
the rate of reaction dx/dt decreases with time, the rate of reaction for linear
oxidation is independent of time and is thus i.ndpendent of the amount of gas or
metal previously consumed in the reaction. In other words, here the rate of re-
action is independent of the amount or thickness of the oxide film on the sample.
One explanation of this phenomenon that is most usually experimentally observed
(21,23) is that the oxide film has either become porous or has cracked so that the
metal surface is not protected from the oxidizing atmosphere.

In most circumstances the parabolic protective oxidation rate law appears at
average temperatures; as the temperature increases, the non-protective linear rate
law usually appears before ignition occurs. Thus, at lower temperatures, the hetero-
geneous renction rate is inhibited by this product film, while at higher temperatures
the reaction rate is essentially independent of the product film. Now the tempera-
ture at which this changeover occurs is called the transition temperature, T.
It is the lowest temperature above which the metal-oxidizer system is controfif88by a
linear oxidation rate law that persists until metal ignition occurs.

Now, since below this transition temperature the metal is protected, the transi-
tion temperature must be less than or equal to the ignition temperature. In fact,
the transition temperature is the lowest possible ignition temperature for any metal-
oxidizer system. This fact will become clearer in the next section.

Mellor (12) attributed the appearance of the transition temperature to a phase
change or other changes leading to stress or thermal cracking of the oxide film or
perhaps melting of the oxide as in the case of aluminum. Now the linear rate law
may not only be due to the non-protectiveniss of the oxide luyer as intimated by the
abole mechanisms, but may also arise from other physical mechanisms such as a non-
porous barrier layer between the metal substrate and a porous outer oxide layer (12,
23). Therefore, the transition temperature only defines the appearance of a non-
prgtote¢ie linear rate law which persists at all higher tehiperatures between Ttrans
and Tign"

See these same references for a discussion of the microscopic mechanisms wehind
these laws.
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In view of the significance of the transition temperature in defining the
effect of the solid oxide layer in metals, this problem may be graphically analyzed
via an uncomplicated extension of the simpler problem of heterogeneous ignition with
gas-phase reaction products as displayed in Fig. 1c. At lower temperatures the
molar reaction rate ib will be reduced due to the presence of the protective product
film. Since ih here is in the kinetic regime, ' h will decrease following Eqs. (1)
and (4) due to a decrease in the pre-exponentiai U'ctor and an increase in the acti-
vation energy. At teroeratures above T , 4 -e is assumed to approach the value
for a clean surface "lthouyh this is no rIict• True in the real case since some
oxide always adheres to the exterior of the metal The 4 . curve remains the same
since the solid oxide coating has been included in the coft?1l volume.

Consider now the region near the critical temperature which represents the area
of changeover from high temperature oxidation to ignition and subsequent steady-state
combustion. Fig. 3a depicts this region for the case of no solid-phase product for-
mation. Figs. 3b and 3c depict the case of solid-phase product formation for the two
possible subcases: T T t:TT T -t where T is the original
critical temperature tn~he clHAOzsu•fS*. FR °tOthese grgfW, a criterion for
metal ignition may be proposed:

If T trans • Tcrit then TignZ Tcrito0 Eq (20)

If Ttrans T Tcrito0 then Tign z Ttrano. Eq (21)

If Ttrans 4 Tcrit , then the ignition temperature is called critical temperature

controlled, whereaJ if T a > T - , the ignition temperature is called transition
temperature controlled. U metafi o are critical temperature controlled, while
a few metals such as aluminum and beryllium are thought to be transition temperature
contzolled.

It is important to note here that a transition temperature controlled metal
sample of reasonable size cannot in general self-heat to ignition. This statement is
slipported by the fact that an impervious oxide layer covering the bare metal should
protect the surface from producing a large heat of reaction until T 8. T •.as Thus,
the sample would be expected to stabilize at T for all original'T e ýTras In
order that this occur, it is necessary that th~xitual critical tempelature Daisde-
termined by the protective surface (the solid rather than the dashed curve in Fig. 3c)
be greater than Tcrit , but not less than Ttrans' so that self-heating may not occur

below Ttrans' In other words, 4 loss must be greater than 4 chem for all T. : Ttrans

and necessarily Ttrans=Tcrit for the oxide-protected surface of the bulk metal as de-
picted in Fig. 3c.

In order to summarize the effects of Ta on all previously defined tempera-
tures of interest, it is necessary to study •a 3tail Fig. 4. Fig. 4 is an extension
of Fig. 2 to the case of a heterogeneous reaction with a solid-phase oxide product.
The typical decrease in 4 below T for both a critical and a transition tem-
perature controlled metalc~imshown hebragst with emphasis on the critical temperature
controlled subcase (the T tr controlled subcase is represented by the dashed 4
curve). For this subcase, Mire is theoretically no change in T as well asc"
change in T. and TfV from the case of a heterogeneous reaction0 61h gas-phase re-
action proda~s.

For both subcases, the protective quality of the low temperature oxide film

results in a significant lowering of the oxidation temperature from Toxid t3 Toxid.

The original value of the oxidation temperature T oxid is, as mentioned in the previous

section, somewhat higher than the amoient temperature°T .. However, due to the pro-
tective qualities of the oxide layer the new value of RM oxidaticn temperature
T is postulated to be very near T as nwould physically be expected for most
ma s. For example, calcium is knownaT9 get fairly warm if exposed to a room tem-
perature environment, and would be expected to stab.ilize to some temperature higher
than Tab if the oxide coating were continually removed during the oxidation re-
action.m Howevei. it is also a matter of experience that calcium quickly develops
a protective oxide coatling and that after some time, the temperature stabilizes close
to T b" Also, since some metal oxides, such as Al O3, are more p:otective than
othelf, then metals like aluminum stabile.to extremely close to room temperature and
thus do have Toxid 2 Tamb as shown in Fig. 4.

Thdjaehem curve for the clean surface is represented in these figures by thedashed 1ie•
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In summary then, a transition temperature has been defined which separates
regions of time-dependent and time-independent reaction rates for heterogeneous
metal-oxidizer systems. Ignition is postulated to occur only after this tempera-
ture Is exceeded and, furthermore, the ignition process occurs exactly as in other
heterogeneous systems.

APPLICATION OF THE STEADY-STATE MODEL TO METAL PYROPHORICITY - One of the more
interesting properties of metals is the ability of a well-dispersed group of small
metal particles to spontaneously ignite when exposed to an oxidizer at room tempera-
ture. Although this is a difficult problem to analyze because of the cooperative
effort between the particles to minimize the rate of heat loss, it is still possible
to study instead the effect of metal sample size on the ignition temperature of a
single particle. Such studies have indeed been made on this pyrophoric behavior of
metal particles, and it has been concluded that a decrease in sample size generally
results in a decrease in Ignition temperature. It is of interest here to attempt
to explain this phenomenon in terms of the present model of metal ignition. First,
however, an overall discussion of this problem seems appropriate.

In order for a metal particle to be able to first, self-heat, and second, self-
heat to a fairly low ignition temperature, it is necessary that the total heat re-

* lease increase with'respect to the total heat loss as metal particle size is reduced.
Now, as particle size decreases, sample surface area increases with respect to sample
volume; that is, the ratio of surface area to volume of the sample (S/V, a suitable
size index) increases. This increase in S/v is indicative of a relative increase in
the total chemical heat release with respect to the total heat capacity of the fuel
partic.le. Therefore, pyroplioric action can be attributed to an increase in the
amount of free surface of the metal, since this is responsible for the inability of
the metal particle to dissipate its heat of oxidation rapidly enough, because with
more surface area and less volume, more heat is liberated that cannot be dissipated
by the metal particle itself.

Of course, the heat of oxidation of the metal will be greatly reduced by a
protective oxide coating and thus, a metal with a low transition temperature which
in all probability is then a critical temperature controlled metal. will tend to be
more pyrophoric. Of these critical temperature controlled metals, those which have
the highest heat of reaction with the oxidizer in the atmosphere of interest will
retain the ability to burn spontaneously for a larger-sized particle. In other words,
it is generally true that for an oxygen atmosphere, the higher the heat of formation
of the metal oxide, the more pyrophoric is the parent metal (27).

TABLE 1

HEATS OF FORMATION OF PREDOMINATING METAL OXIDES

oie-H298 oxide -H298

Ta 2 05  488.80 Sn0 2  142.01

A12 03  400.40 SrO 141.10

V2 05  381.96 W02  140.94

a 2 03  303.64 Bi 2 a 3  139.00

Th0 2  293.20 Bao 133.50

Cr 2 03  272.65 Zn0 83.25

Hfo 2  266.05 FeO 63.50

ZrO2  2V1.50 CdO 62.20

U02  259.20 Ni0 57.30

Ti02 225.50 Coo 57.10

SiO2  217.50 PbO 50.39

moo03 182.65 Cu 2 0 41.80

Mg0 143.70 Ag2 0 7.20

8eO 1"3.10 Au 2 0 3  0.80

*Data in kcal/gmole taken from Refs. (21.25).

Table 1 lists the heats of formation of the predominant metal oxide of some
metals of interest in order of decreasing magnitude of their heat of formation. In
general, those metals which are known to be pyrophoric such an uranium, zirconium,
thorium, and vanadium occur at the head of the list while metals which barely oxidize
such as silver and gold indeed are at the end of this table.
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Now, in dealing with the phenomenun of metal pyrophoricity in terms of the
model developed hete, it is necessary to ascertain the degree of influence of metal
sample size (S/V) on the critical and transition temperatures. Mellor (12) analyzed
by means of the available literature the influence of several variables on the latter
and found that although the transition temperature may be dependent to some extent
on sample purity and non-isothermal conditions, it is generally independent of such
things as surface pretreatment, experimental environment, sample size and is so
postulated. On the other hand, the critical temperature may be a strong function of
some of these environmental factors since the relative values of 4 and 4
could change with these parameters. In particular, as the sample 01W decrelilI, s/v
increases and therefore the effect of heat loss will decrease since the main heat
loss term, the conduction heat loss into the sai;ple, will decrease*. Since 4 is
not a function of S/V in the kinetic regime (Sev Eqs. 1,2,4), then as S/V inc•lWes,
the critical temperature will decrease, thus theoretically mc1;ing it possible for a
metal sample to self-heat to ignition from a lower value of the initial surface tem-
perature.

Recall that it has been pre-'.ously postulated that a metal has its ignition
temperature controlled by either its critical or transition temperature depending on
whether T is greater than or less than T . Since the transitic,1 temperature
is here aH Aed to be independent of sample HIP a transition temperature controlled
metal is postulated to have its ignition temperature independent of sample size even
though its critical temperature is not, while a critical temperature corrol]ed metal
has both its critical and ignition temperatures decrease with a decrease in metal
sample size**. In short then, metals whose ignition is controlled by T . will ox-
perience a size effect while metals whose ignition is controlled by Tt crntwill ex-
perience no size effect.

It is interesting to note that as a sample size is reduced, and thus 4- is
decreased, the metal-oxidizer system will shift from a critical temperature e8R
trolled system (Figure 3b) to the appropriate transition temperature controlled
system (Fig. 3c). As the particle size is further decreased, it is possible as
mentioned in the previous section to have 4, become so small that T . becomes
less than T and, therefore, the sample M self-heat from temperairis below
T to eHRMal ignition. Indeed, it might perhaps be possible that such a process
o8 for a transition temperature controlled metal of bulk bize, but here the sudden
increase in 4i e at Tt68Yf is usually much larger and the ignition temperature is
thus minta itsn value.

When the size of a metal particle has decreased to the point where the system,
which was critical temperature controlled in the bulk regime, is now transition
temperature controlled, any further decrease in sample size will have little effect
on the ignition temperature, as in any transition temperature controlled situation.
In other words, as the particle size decreases, the critical temperature will con-
tinue to decrease; however, the ignition temperature will never become less than the
appropriate transition temperature for that system.

Turning for a moment to the bulk regime, it is postulated that once the sample
reaches a certain bulk size, in reference to the surface, the sample volume is in-
finite. Thus, the 41 curve will tend to stabilize and consequently the critical
and ignition tempvraiapls will tend to remain relatively constant with further in-
creases in size.

In summary then, for metals whose bulk ignition is controlled by the critical
temperature, the ignition temperature will decrease with decreasing sample size due
to a decrease in the criticAl temperature. For large samples, the ignition tempera-
ture is equal to the bulk jqnition temperature: in this regime, the critical and
ignition temperatures are -latLý'ely independent of size. For intermediate-sized
samples, the critical and igjnitiun temperatures will decrease with decreasing sample
site until the latter nears the transition temperaturv. Upon further reduction in
sample size. the critical temperature continues to decrease, but the ignition tem-
perature remains relatively constant and arproaches the transition temperature. This
then is the problem of pyrophoricity. where a small particle may self-heat to the
transition temperature and thus ignition, but where a larger sample is not allowed to
undergo this physical process.

* Inspection of Eq. (7) for 4 shows that only 4 En and 4 are de-
pendent on samples size with the fWtr much larger a n• m ucKOt9 r than k
in most all cases. 9

"See Mellor (12) for a mathematically orientated argument that outlines the in-
fluence ot Tcrit and T tran on the ignition temperature.
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One of the more notable achievements of this theory is the prediction of the
size effect as demonstrated by Mellor with the aid of an induction furnace facility
and two critical temperature controlled metals, magnesium and calcium (12). The in-

* duction furnace accentuates the size effect since it heats on the surface of the
sample as is done in the model, and, thus, makes the conduction losses into the
sample very important. In other experimental environments where the metal sample is
heated uniformly, it is expected that the size effect will be diminished if the
source of the size effect has been correctly assured to be the conduction heat loss

* into the metal.

Figs. 5 and 6 demonstrate clearly the size sffect in various oxidizing atmo-
spheres at 300 torr for the two metals, magnesium and calcium. Unfortunately, it
was not possible in both cases to obtain metal samples with a larger S/V ratio be-
cause of the difficulties with industrial production of thin sheets of such metals
(12). However, the general trend can be seen on these graphs and furthermore, it
appears that the ignition temperature may indeed be minimized at the appropriate
transition temperature for the metal under consideration.

THE VARIATION OF THE TRANSITION TEMPErATURE

PREVIOUS RESULTS WITH ALUMINUM - In the early work with aluminum at Princeton,
Brzustowski (4,9) found, as had other investigators, that the ignition temperature
of this metal in oxygen-argon atmospheres was very close to the melting point of its
oxide. Brzustowski also noted, however, that the brightness temperature at ignition
for anodized aluminum wires, though constant from 20 atm. to 1 atm., slowly de-
creased from total pressures nf 300 torr to 50 torr. Although Brzustowski (4) at-
tributed this behavior to a crange in emissivity, it is very possible that the ig-
nition temperature of aluminum iecreases with decreasing oxidizer pressure at these
lower ambient pressures. Indeed, Kuehl (14) later found that, whereas the ignition
temperature of aluminum is constant at the oxide melting point at higher pressures,
for pressures lower than approximately 250 torr, the ignition temperature slowly de-
creases with decreasing ambient pressure.

Since aluminum is transition temperature controlled, the above behavior of its
ignition temperature may logically be explained via some mechanism that would allow
the transition temperature to decrease with decreasing pressure below 300 torr. Such
a mechanism has been proposed by Kuehl (14) and is depicted on the pressure vs. tem-
perature plot in Fig. 7.

The normal tr~nsitijn temperature for aluminum is known to be its metal oxide
melting point, 2042 C. This is represented by the straight vertical line in Fig. 7.
Consider now the vapor pressure curve for aluminum metal; from Fig. 7, it can be seen
that the oxide melting point is equal to the metal boiling point at a pressure of
about 700 torr. Thus, at pressures above 700 torr, the pressure of the aluminum vapor
enclosed by the oxide coating can never exceed the total ambient pressure without
having the temperature of the sample become greater than the melting point of Al0.
Therefore, at pressures greater than 700 torr, the transition (and ignition) tempera-
ture of aluminum is postulated to be the melting point of the metal oxide.

For ambient pressures below 700 torr, the vapor pressure of aluminum inside the
solid oxide shell will become larger than the outside ambient pressure for tempera-
tures greater than the appropriate boiling point of aluminum at the pressure of in-
terest. Thus, it is not possible in this pressurc range to resch the oxide melting
point without causing a pressure differential across the oxide shell. Dep-tnding on
the strength of the oxide layer then, it is possible that a certain pressure differ-
ential may break the oxide coating at temperatures below the melting point of Al 0
If the oxide coating is thin and weak. but impervious to the ambient oxidirer, tReA
the transition (and ignition) temperature below 700 torr will closely follow the vapor
pressure curve. On the other hand. if the oxide coating is thick, strong, and pro-
tective, as is usually the case with aluminum, a higher then ambient metal vapor
pressure will be needed to break the oxide coating. Therefore. the transition tem-
perature for pressures below 700 torr will folow a path similar to that found by
Kuehl (14) as depicted by the lower curve in Fig. 7*. (Note that a pressure drop
from 700 to 250 torr is needed in the case of aluminum to have a lsrge enough pres-
sure differential to break the oxide coat.)

In summary then, the ignition temperature for aluminum is postulated to be con-
trolled by the oxide melting point at higher pressures and the metal boilin,; point at
lower pressures. However. aluminum still remains completely transition temperature
controlled since the metal boiling point, like the oxide melting point, is , physical

* Notice that the lower curve approaches the vapor pressure curve at very low
pressures. This is to be expected since at very low pressures, the oxide shell nat-
urally becomes thin and weak. The hea-y lines in Fig. 11 denote the transition tem-
perature variation for both a strong and weak oxide shell.
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property of the metal-oxidizer system and not a. chemical property, dependent on the
heating characteristics of the system. Thus, it is concluded that the transition
temperature may vary considerably with the pressure when the metal boiling point
interferes with the natural melting process of the oxide.

Adding even more credance to this argument is the fact that it can be uJed to
explain the cylindrical vapor-phase flame that appears upon ignition of aluminum
wires in carbon dioxide-argon atmospheres at pressures below 300 torr (14). Earlier
this type of flame was explained by arguina that a barrier layer of Al 03 exists
which melts before the porous outer layer of oxide, thus, enabling met1l vapor to
escape before the wire breaks. Although this process may have a part in establish-
ing the vapor-phase flame, the following argument seems to explain the observed
phenomenon much more appropriately.

In heating the wire, the pores in the outer layer are only slightly filled by
the pre-ignition oxidation process when the atmoophere contains CO -Ar mixtures. At
ambient pressures above 300 torr, the oxide coat must melt before •gnition can occur
and, hence, a cylindrical vapor-phase flame does not appear. However, at pressures
less than 300 torr (in agreement with Fig. 7), there exists a large enough pressure
differential across the oxide shell to break the coating at its weakest points,
specifically, near large pores, and thus allow metal vapox to escape without com-
pletely destroying the integrity of the oxide coat and, hence, the anodized aluminum
wire. Consequently, it is indeed possible to observe the cylindrical vapor-phase
diffusion flame at these lower presaures.

THE INVESTIGATION OF ZINC (17; - Although the boiling point effect as described
above seems to bring together and explain various results with aluminum, only Kuehl
(14), using pyrometric means, has offered any evidence at all that indeed the ig-
nition temperature of aluminum at low pressures is controlled by a variable transi-
tion temperature which is in turn controlled by the metal boiling point. The fact
that the ignition temperature of aluminum may be significantly reduced by using low
pressures could be very useful in rocket applications (low pressure solid rockets
for space applications). Therefore, it appears to be very important to determine if
this phenomenon really does occur for metals such as aluminum.

TABILE 2

FUNDAMENTAL TEMPERATURES OF INTEREST FOR METALS*

Metal Metal
Metal Oxide Metal Oxide

Metal Melting Melting Boiling Boiling Transition
Metal Oxide Point Point Point Point Temperature

Ba BaO 710 1923 1527 2000 17

Bi Bi 2 03  271 860 1470 1890 -

Ca CaO 848 2580 1240 2850 400

Fe FeO 1536 1420 2e72 - 1200

Pb PbO 328 897 1753 1516 550

Mg Mg0 650 2000 1105 3600 450

Mo MOo3  2620 795 4507 1155 700

St SrO 774 2430 1366 3000 -

Sn SnO2  232 1127 2260 1850 475

Zn ZnO 419 1975 907 - 700

Co Coo 1495 193" 3550 - 1350

Cul Cu20 1083 1235 2595 - 1000

Ti TiO2  1677 1855 3277 2750 850

W W02  3410 1580 5900 - 1000

Zr Zr02 1855 2677 4474 4300 1300

* Taken and extrapolated from Refs. (12.21,23,24,25,26,27)t given in °C.
Boiling points are for atmospheric pressure (760 torr).

Unfortunately, direct temperature measurements of bulk aluminum in the induc-
tion furnace at Princeton was not possible. Consequently, it was though that perhaps
some other "eta1. might be found whi.ch wo,1J aluo demonstrate this behavior at lower
pressured. by using existing date cn ignition temperatures and boiling points, and
the data in Table 2. zinc was chosen as perhaps having a transition temperature con-
trolled by a protective oxide layer, and that at lower pressures, its ignition tem-
perature would be controlled by its boiling point. Laurendeau (17) obtained dati
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using the Princeton induction furnace facility and the data appeared to bear out
these original suppositions. Table 3 lists the measured ignition temperatures of
7inc to the nearest five degrees.

TABLE 3

IGNITION TEMPERATURES FOR ZINC METAL

Ignition Average Ignition
Pressure Temperature (°C) Temperature C C)

200 torr 785 790+5
795

300 torr 815 840+30
835 (8307+15
840
880

1 atm 895 905+15
905
920

3 atm 1035 1040+5
1040
1045

5 atm 1090 1135+35
1095 (1095+5
1140
1150
1160
1165

7.5 atm 1160 ]165+5
1170

10 atm 1140 1160+20
1175

12.5 atm 1185 -
15 atm 1290

In order to ascertain the validity of the boiling point effect, it is neces-
sary to compare the average ignition temperature at each pressure to the boiling
point of zinc at these pressures. The vapor pressure curve for zinc metal, as taken
and extrapolated from Refs. (28,35 and 36) is shown in Fig. 8. The data are not
plotted as a lnp vs. l/T to accentuate the constantcy of the ignition temperature
above 5 atm. Note the near perfect correlation of the average ignition temperature
at each pressure up to 7.5 atm with the boiling point of zinc. This indicates that
zinc oxide is in all probability a protective oxide, but that it is thin and weak,
and therefore only a slight pressure differential is needed to break the oxidi shell.
In order to see this point better, it is of interest to look closer at the data
listed in Table 3.

At the lower pressures, especially at 200 torrt 1 atm, and 3 atm, there is al-
moat perfect correlation with the zinc boiling point (At 760 torr, Table 2 gives
907 C as the boiling point of zinc, for example.). However, at 300 tort, there is a
first indication that the oxide coat may at times require a saieable pressure dif-
ferential before it will crack. Nevertheless, in most cases at this pressure, the
ignition temperature closely follows the vapor pressure curve as can be seen by com-
paring the average of the three lower experimental points (the average ignition tem-
perature in parentheses) to the boiling point of zinc at 300 torr. A Aimilar be-
havior is noted at 5 atm, but here the majority of the data points indicates that a
higher p.ressure giges rise to a atronger oxide coat that, in general, remains pro-
tective until 1150 C. When, for some reas'on, a certaJn oxide shell is unprotective
at this pr u ea. an ignition temperature comparable to the zinc boiling point at
S atm ( -'11005C) is obtained.

for those r-ins at 300 torr and 5 atm where the oxide shell is protective to
a higher temperature than the corresponding metal boiling point, zinc metal scraps
are usually found attached to the sides -f the pressure vessel after the run has
been completed. This indicates that the ignition process here was `explosive" in the
sense that the large pressure differential across the oxide shell caused a spewing
out of mine metal upon breaking of the oxide coating just before ignition occurred.
In addition, the temperature traces for these particular runs saow that immediately
upon ignition, the molten zinc metal almost inrtantaneously Crops in temperature to
the appropriate metal boiling point. These particular experimental findingn again
seem to indicate that the zinc oxide shell is indeed protective to fairly high ten.-
peratures.

At higher pressures, the reaction is of course very rapid and. at times, the
metal is almost completely consumed beWore the metal fire san be extinguished. At
both 7.5 and 10 atm, the ignition temperature is near 1160 C. This corresponds to
the zinc boiling point at 7.5 atm, but to a temperature lower than the metal boiling
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at 10 atm. It appears then that the protectiveoqUalities of the oxide coat are
experimentally beginning to level off near 1150 C. Therpal cxidation data indicates
that the zinc tra.,sition temperature is greater than 700 C; thS present results in-
crease the maximum value of tie transition temperature to 1150 C or perhaps highgr.
This, however, is still signif'cantly less than the melting point of ZnO at 1975 C
(See Table 4).

The experimental data at 12.5 and 15 atm are not plotted in Fig. 8 because
there is some dou',t as to the significance of these results. At both of these pres-
sures, the reaction is almost instantaneous and very explosive in the sense de-
scribed above. At 15 atm, there was a sudden flash of light and no more; however,
reaction had occurred since there was a thick layer of zinc oxide particles covering
the entire inner surface of the pressure vessel. At 1.2.5 atm, there was no flash,
but the furnace automatically shut down when thp metal explosion occurred due to a
short circuit across the work coil caused by the flying zinc metal. (This also
happened at 15 atm.). After a few secorhds, light appeared from the remaining portion
of the sample and reaction then proceeded.

Because of the extremely vigorous reaction and the imminent danger that it posed
to the work coil, only one run was made at each of these pressures. However, even
these very scanty data perhaps indicate that at higher pressures, the oxide coat be-
comes much tiicker, leading to either the possibility of early cracking of the oxide
layer or the presence of an extremely strong oxide shell which causes the transition
temperature to increase with increasing pressure. The above statement, however, is
to be considered vert. hypothetical in light of the lack of data supporting it*.

The experimental investigation of the ignition temperatures of bulk zinc shcws
that, in general, the ignition temperature of zinc increases with increasing pressure
in almost perfect correlation with its boiling point at the respective pressures in-
volved. Because the ignition temperature may be greater than the metal boiling point,
and the range of ignition temperaturea is very large, it would appear that the oxide
is protective to some high temperature, although not to the oxide melting point as
for aluminum**. Indeed the maximum transition tempergture, over the observable pres-
sure range investigated here, appears to be near 1150 C, much less than thS maximum
possible traitsition temperature for ginc at the melting point of ZnO (1975 C). This
maximum transition temperature (1150 C) denotes the end of the control of T? r by
the boiling point and the beginning of the control of T by the physic.afI lrac-
teristics of the zinc oxide coat as determined by the 1 afImperature oxidation pro-
cess prevalent in all metals.

Assuming that 11500 C is indeed the maximum transition temperature for zinc***,
then below the vapor pressure at 1150 C (7.5 atm), the boillng point of zinc will
control the transition and thus the ignition temperatures. However, the oxide coat
for zinc, although impervious, is thin and weak, therefore, the ignition tempera-
ture will follow the vapor pressure curve instead of a curve similar to the lower
curve for aluminum below 700 torr as depicted in Fig. 7. At very low pressures, both
Aluminum and zinc will follow their vapor pressure curves since very little oxidation
takes place at these pressures and thus the aluminum oxide coat also becomes thin and
weak. At pressures above 7.5 atm, She ignition and transition temperatures are here
assumed to be constant at near 1150 C.

The overall results of the zinc investigation show then that a transition tem-
perature controlled metal can have its ignition temperature controlled by its boiling
point for a certain range of low pressures. Thus, for metals like uinc and aluminum.
the transition temperature is not necessarily a constant but may be a stronq function
of pressure if the boiling point becomes the controlling influence in the ignition
process. Consequently, although not common to most metals, the boiling point effect
is indeed a proven influencing factor that very clearly explains the previously oh-
served lowering of the ignition temperature and the cylindrical vapor-phase diffusion
flame below SOO torr in early experimental work with aluminum metal.

* lIn fact•, due to the explosive nature of these reactions, it may be possible that
the Al 2 0 3 crucible perhaps acted as a catalytic agent or even entered into the re-
action. There is, however, no evidence for or against this hypothesis.

** If this were true, the ignition temperature would continue to rise until the
ambient pressure increased over 260 atmest which pressure, the boiling point is equal
to the melting point of the oxide (1975 C). This is highly unlikely based on the high
pressure results obtained in the present investigation.

*** Any other assumption for the maximum transitiog tea;erature will nvt change the

reasoning in the argumnt outlined here. Thus. 11%0 C cgrreeponds to the m•elting
point of Al 2 0• at 2042 C shown in Fig. 7. Hoever. 1150 C is rt the meltinq point
of ZnO. but iIRstead represents the simple pi,/sical failure of the oxide layer tG pro-
tect the metal substrate. This phenonmon, as for all other metals, is charmcter. ted
and defined by the transition temperature.
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FLAME MODELS*

In this section the various models that have been presented in the literature
to represent the flame structure of metal-oxygen diffusion flames will be reviewed.
Attention is focused strictly on those metals which burn in the vapor phase.

The evidence to support the proposed models varies significantly. In some
cases visual observation alone is the sole criterion suggesting a flame model. Burn-
ing rate calculations performed under the guidelines of this postulated model are
then compared with experimentally determined burning rates to judge the validity of
the model. Othcr models result from moze complete ex,,erimental determinations in-
cluding such diagnostic measurements as optical spec'roscopy, electron microscopy
and x-ray diffraction studies of the combustion pro(,ucts, quench studies of metal
particles in all stages of combustion, and determiration of kinetic rate constants.
No effort is made to describe the methods of making burning rate calculations. Such
methods are described adequately in Ref. (4). The important aspect of the problem is
to establish the proper flame model.

It should be pointed out that unknown or uncertain high temperature values for
many of the parameters required in order to be able to perform an analytical calcu-
lation of a burning, rate, preclude the possibility of definitely establishing one
flame model as correct on the basis of comparing calculated and measured burning
rates. In the same manner it has not been possible to assess critically the various
assumptions that have been made in all of these admittedly idealized and simplified
models.

FINITE REACTION ZC'IE M'ODEL DUE TO COFFIN - The earliest of these models is due
to Coffin (9). In his experiments Coffin studied the burning of magnesium ribbons
in various mixtures of oxygen with argon, nitrogen, helium and argon-water vapor.
His evidence indicated a vapor phase reaction for magnesiuzr combustion bearing some
analogy to the combustion of liquid fuel drops. However, the model generally used
for liquel droplets, was not used by Coffin. Instead of this "collapsed flame front"
model, a finite thickness for the react.. zone was adopted. Coffin's model is
illustrated in Figure 9.

in this cylindrical model, tiJere are three concentric zones. The inner zone AB
contains only the metal vapor and the inert diluent. Metal, which is vaporized at
the fuel surface by the heat conducted back from the reaction zone, diffuses from the
ribbon surface at A, where it is at a temperature close to the boiling p, .nt of the
m'etal, to the reaction zone which starts at B. The reaction zone was considered to
be at the boiling point of the magnesium oxide, as had been suggested by experimental
flame temperature measurements (28,29). It was also believed that the oxide dissoci-
ated almost completely upon vaporization (30).

The reaction zone BB' thus consisted of a mixture of magnesium vapor, oxygen
and condensed oxide at the boiling point of the metal oxide in a stagnant film of
inert gas. It was assumed that chemical equilibrium existed among the species in
this zone.

The third zone B'C is the zone through which oxidizer diffuaes from the sur-
r.,undings to the constant temperature reaction zone. The oxygen is heated from the
ambient tempkrature of the surroundings to the filne temperature as it diffuses in-
ward. The condensed o.ide from the reaction zone cools as it moves outward from the
reaction zone through the zone B'C.

Idealized assumptions which were made for this model were as follows: free
ronvection was ignored: the pressure was considered to be 1 atmosphere throughout the
aystem, the inert gas was considered as a stagnant film throughout the system.

L1Q JD OXIDE DUBBLE MODEL. DUE TO FASSELL AND CO-WORIZRS - A second model for
the combustion Qf metal particles has been proposed by Fassell and co-workers (31.32).
Although the.sc authors indicated that the gqs phase spherical diffusion flme theory
adedqatel, accounted for the combustion of magnesium, they suggested that higher
Loiling metals did not burn in conformity with this model. A particular case of this
letter category of metals was aluminum. In the experiments of Fassell et al. alumi-
num and various aluminum-magnesium alloy particles were burned in tvo iftferent types
of torches in either methane-oxygen mixtures, or a combination of methan-, oxygen and
air.

Visual observations, high speed photographic measurements and detailei obser-
vations including x-ray diffraction of the combustion prod-jcts bvggesteo to these
workers that the diffusion flame model which had apparently been successfully applied
to the combustion of magnesium, did not in fact represent the cue.' of aluminum cl..s-
bustion. Sased largely on the appearance of the combustion product, Fassell et al
proposed the model which is depicted schematically it. Figure 10.

* . This section is extracted almost in itb entirety frost Ph.D. thesis of Sullivan.
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A continuous layer of molten oxide covprs the metal droplet. The evaporating
metal from the droplet, which is considered co be at its boiling point, causes the
molten oxide layer to form a bubble. The limiting step to further reaction is con-
sidered to be diffusion, through this molten oxide layer, of either metal vapor
diffusing outward, or oxygen diffusing inward. Reaction is considered to take place
at the liquid oxide interface. The authors considered the possibility of the molten
oxide bubble exceeding a critical size and bursting, thus scattering fragments of
both oxide and freshly exposed metal.

It was thought that this model provided the explanation of the numerous hollow
oxide spheres present in the combustion products. It also satisfied one of the
difficulties which arose from the x-ray diffraction studies, namely the appearance of
species such as MgAl 2 04 which would nvt be thought likely to occur in a vapor phase
diffusion flame.

COLLAPSED RFACTION ZONE MODEL DUE TO BRZUSTOWSKI AND GLASSMAN -The first model
ciji to Coffin subsequently came under criticism by Brzustowski and Glassman (9). In
addition to certain facets which they felt had to be included in the analytical model
(thermal radiation from the flame front to the surroundings and to the droplet sur-
face; diffusion of oxygen toward the flame front being affected by the condensed
product), they stated that the thick reaction zone used by Coffin predicted a flame
structure "notably different" from observed flames. Coffin's contribution was felt
to be the compasiison of the diffusion flames of metals and of hydrocarbons. This
comparison of the diffusion flames of metals and of hydrocarbons. This comparison
was the basis on which Brzustowski and Glassman proceeded to develop a flame model
which is outlined below.

The anatlysis was based on .:he theory developed to describe the combustion of
hydrocarbon droplets, namely the collapsed flame front mcdel depicted in Figure 11,
but was modified to account for .' -ecific characteristics pertaining to metal com-
bustion. These particular features are presented below:

(1) The flame temperature will be fixed at the boiling point of the oxide.
Some oxide will always form in the condensed state. (Coffin's model was a particular
case of this general statement. His model was specifically for magnesium.)

(2) The presence of the cogJensed oxide products will affect the diffusion of
oxygen to the reaction zone. Movement of these solid or liquid products must occur
due to bulk motion of gaseous species since they cannot e ffuse.

(3) Thermal radiation will probatly be an importarnt consideration because of
the existence of these condensed species in :.h high temperature regions of the f lane.
It can possibly result in higher evaporation rates for the fuel due to an increased
heat feedback, but it can als.c lead to significant losses to the surroundings.

(4) In the case of metal combustion, evaporation rates of tle fuel may ncL be
fast compared to diffusional processes.

With the above considerations in mind, the collapsed flage zone model of Figure
11 becomes the metal combustion model proposed by Brzustowski and Glassman. Heat
feedback (due to both conduction and radiation) from the thin flame front B, evap-
orates metal from the fuel surface at A. This metal vapor, at a temperature which
may be several hundred degrees lower than the metal l oi• ng point, diffuses through
the stagnant film As toward the high temperature flame front at B.

Oxidizer from the surroundings diffuses toward the flame frcrnt through the film
IW. This diffusion of the oxidizer is opposed by the outward movement of ccomhul tion
products whi.-h wvre formed in the thin flame front at a. Heat is conducted and radi-
ated to the surroundings through this film W.

As in the case of the earlier model of Coffin. idealizations considered in this
model include uniform pressures throughout the system, and a system steady in time.
it was assumad that combustion products did not diffuse back to the fuel surface
through the film AS. but that all products diffused through the film Wc to the su,-
roundings. This least assumption was Justified in part by the observation of
Braustoweki that although oxide was observed on the wire-surface (probably from back
diffusion of the products) it did not appeer to have an appreciable effect on the
observed burning mechanism. As will be pointed out later in this chapter, more recent
experimental work of other investigators does not support this asaumptiun of no back
diffusion of the combustion products.

An Important feature of the araustowski-Olassman model is the attention paid to
the condensed oxide products. Condensed oyide particles can be transporteC out of
the flame zone only if a bulk outward gas velocity exists in the &one BC. The dif-
fusion equation for this zone 'ives the conditions under which such a bulk velocity
can be achieved.
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A parameter o• is defined as the fraction of the condensed oxide product
that is vaporized. This parameter is a function of the flame radius when there is
dissociation in the flame zone and suLsequent recombination in the zone BC. The
result, derived analytically by Brzustowski, illustrates that an outward bulk ve-
locity in the zone BC occurs when more than one mole of gaseous products is formed
for every mole of oxidizer participating in the reaction.

in the reaction zone itself, the degree of dissociation of the oxide varies
according to the balance between heat liberated in the reaction and heat radiated or
conducted to the surroundings. If heat losses are large enough, it would be ex-
pected that condersed oxide deposits would appear in the flame front itself.

It has sometimes been incorrectly statad in the lit'-ature that a collapsed
reaction zone assumption would define zero concentrations for the reacting species
at the flame front. Brzustowski (4) points out th,ý cor:ect definition of a collapsed
flame front as fullows: ....... to a desired degree of accuracy, the dimensions of
the reaction zone and the changes in reactant concentrations through it are small
with respect to the dimensions and concentration differences involved in the dif-
fusion processes."

Brzust-wski found Coffin's thick flame zone model unacceptable because, firstly,
it assumed that no gaseous oxide was present because of complete dissociation,
whereas spectroscopic observations showed qignificant oxide vapor radiation and,
secondly, Brzustowskils interpretation of nis flzme photographs showed an entirely
different structure. Over a large pressure range from 50 torr to 12 atmospheres the
bright flame zone thickness was small in comparison with the dimension between the
metal surface and the flame front.

EXTENSIONS OF THE BRZUSTOWSKI-GLASSMAN MODEL DUE TO KNIPE - In a survey paper
on aluminum particle combustion by Christensen, Knipe and Gordon (6), a critical dis-
cussion of aluminum particle combustion models was presented. The two models dis-
cussed were the models due to Fassell et al and the Brzustowski-Glassman mcdel dis-
cussed in the previous two sections of this chapter.

One of the criticisms of the model of Fassell and co-workers is that the postu-
lated rate-controlling step of diffusion through the oxide shell must be accepted
with some caution because of considerable uncertainty about the magnitude of this
diffusion rate. This model does take into account the normal metal oxide coating
which exists on the metal particle prior to ignition, but the bubble of oxide which
is proposed may be unstable.

A criticism of the Brzustowski-alassman model is that it does not explain the
fate of the normal oxide coating which exists on the metal surface. A suggestion is
that the oxide may accumulate in nne area giving rise to a metutl sphere with on
agglomerated oxide cap. The basis for this suggestion comes from observations of
such metal-oxide configurations in quench studies. However, this is then a con-
siderable departure from the idealized one-dimensional, spherically symmetric model
of Brzustowski and Glassman.

Another criticism of this model is the treatment of dissociation fragments in
the reaction zone. Allowing for the fict that their precise nature is not known,
aluminum and oxygen atoms are the major fragments of dissociation of the oxide.
Since the reaction zone is at a high temperature, it is expected that a heterogeneous
reaction will be more likely than vapor-phase reaction to gaseous oxides, and a. a
consequence the conditions favorable to the nucleation of the condensed oxide may
play some role in detsrmining the locatioi. of the reaction zone.

Christensen et al conclude from this survey of combustion models that the
Brzustowski-Glasuman model does describe tne gross features of aluminum particle com-
bustion but that there are significant features not vontained in the idealized model.
As a consequence, Knipe (6) sought to exterd the Brzustowsk.-Glassma,; model as is
"indleated below.

The Brxustowski-Glasoman model does indicate the conditions under which con-
densed oxide may build up in the reaction zone. Knipe suggests that this fact should
raise strong questions about the applicability of a steady state approximation
oesl:cially in view of the many statements in the literature suggesting that, because
of the condented nature of the produects, radiation will be an important heat trnas-
fer mechanism in metal flames. As printed out previously, Knipe also proposes that
the principle reaction path will be vio heterogeneous processes on the condesised
oxide within tbe reaction zone. It is also stated that the zone of condensed oxide
particles has been observed experimentally to possess considerable thickness. This
is s plausible observation for such a proposed heterogeneous reacticn zone since
dissination of heat, which occurs most tfficlently at the edqes of this thick zone,
signiricantly affects t1e progress of the reactioa..
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In the Brzustowski-Glassman model, back-diffusion of the gaseous combustion
products to the metal surface was assumed not to take place. However, experimental
observationa of Prentice (33) showed that significant amounts of oxide did build
up on the metal surface during combustion, indicating that oxygen-containing species
were present in the region between the metal particle and the flame front.

Figure 12 is an attempt to represent schematically the model which Knipe pro-
poses.

This model is characterized by a heterogeneous reaction zone of appreciable
thickness which probably extends in both directions with time as mentioned previously.
A narrow nucleation zore e expected to exist between the reaction zone and a po-
sition where the inward-diffusing oxygen-containing species (both evaporation
products and partially reacted species) make up a saturated vapor relative to con-
densation. A second nucleation zone is proposed on the oxidizer side of the re-
action zone.

Note that the importance of recognizing the back diffusion of gaseous com-
bustion products is of more significance than merely explaining some of the features
attributed to a non-symmetrical burning configuration (e.g., particle spinning).
Condensation of oxide on the metal surface would be an appreciable heat transfer
mechanism operating between the reaction zone and the particle surface since much of
the heat of reaction is in the heat of condensation.

HETEROGENEOUS REACTION MODEL DUE TO MARKSTEIN - Markstein (34), although he has
not set out a specific flame model, has discussed vapor-phase burning of metals and
has contributed significantly to the problem of whether or not heterogenecus reaction
or homogeneous reaction dominates metal combustion, in particular in the caae of
magnesium.

Figure 13 is reproduced from Markstein's paper (34) and repiesents a schematic
representation of most of the processes that might possibly play a role in vapor-
phase combustion.

Markstein states that heterogeneous reaction on the metal surface is not likely
a significant process once the vapor phase flame is fully developed. This statement
is reflected in the schematic by the dashed lines used to depict this process.

Back diffusion of oxide vapor is also expected to be significant as evidenced
by a consideration of the experimental evidence of Macek (35).

Markstein agrees that the question of heterogeneous versus homogeneous re-
action is far from settle6 and, thus far has been an area of speculation and con-
troversy. In an earlier work (36) Markstein seems to have demonstrated the strong
role played by heterogeneous reactions in low pressure dilute magnesium-oxygen
flames. In these experiments magnesium vapor was carried in an inert carrier gas
(Argon). The mixture of magnesium and argon carrier gas entered the stagnant oxygen-
argon atmosphere of the combustion chamber through an orifice. Total pressures
ranged from about 2 to 10 torr. The spectra of the resulting flame showed no line
and band radiation at all, ,ut instead consisted of continuum radiation with several
maxima. In addition, it was observed that oxide growths were present near the ori-
fice. The luminescence of these oxide growths was also characterized by a broad
maximum in the blue closely resembling that of the dilute flame spectrum. Markstein
suggested that the reaction path was following a heterogeneous route. Recent work
of Markstein (34,37,38) has been an attempt to determine rate constants for this
proposed heterogeneous reaction and to obtain further experimental evidence to
elucidate details of the mechanism.

Matkatein is cautious about the interpretation of emission spectra by other
authors as being an indication of homogeneous reaction, suggesting that the high
electronic energies of the states observed in spectra may be difficult to explain
on the Lasis of kinetic steps that are probably not highly exothermic.

If one were to postulate the structure of a combustion model which would fit
the particular conditions of Markatein's experiments, namely low pressure highly-
diluted flames, it would appear schematically as indicated in Figure 14.

Note that nucleation zones are not specifically defined. Markstein stated
(36) that some homogeneous reaction may be required initially to furnish sites for
the ensuing heterogeneus reaction but that in the fully developed reaction it
would be expected Lhat homogeneous reaction would not be significant. Since oxide
vapor is not present due to the lack of homogeneous reaction, it would also be likely
that not much oxide would appear on the metal surfaces. This statement is based on
two faces. Firstly, mno&t evaporation products dissociate, and thus, very little
oxide vapor for back diffusion could be expected from this process. Secondly, it
was pointed out earlier that Markstein felt that heterogeneous reaction on the metal

.1
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surface was unimportant when fully developed reaction had been established. Thus,
the schematic in Figure 14 indicates no back diffusion of oxide vapor to the metal
surface.

THE NEW PRINCETON INNER REACTION ZONE MODEL - Sullivan (39) undertook an ex-
perimental investigation to determine the flame structure of metal vapor-phase
diffusion flames, in particular the low-pressure flimes of the alkaline-earth metals
Mg, Ca and Sr. In these studies the flames were generated in two types of experi-
ments. In the first type, metal samples in the form of wires or strands were
mounted between electrodes and heated to ignition by passing an electric current
through the sample. The resulting "wire flame" was studied by color photography
and space-resolved spectroscopy which defined the location of emitters in the
cylindrically-symmetric flames. In the second type of experiment, a two-dimensional
diffusion flame burner was adapted ,o low-pressure metal combustion studies. The
burner provided a fldme with a geometry particularly suited for space-resolved spec-
troscopic observations. The longer exposure times available for obtaining spectra
in the burner experiments permitted the observation of oxide band systems which had
not been observed in the wire experiments. The observation of these additionil bandsystems aided in the interpretation of the spectral results obtained from the wire
experiments.

This investigation has shown that a reaction exists in the inner zone of the

luminous envelope surrounding the metal sample. The production of oxide vapor by
homogeneous reaction causes a supersaturation of oxide vapor leading to rapid nu-
cleation. Thus, the inner reaction zone is expected to be a high temperature region
of the flame due to the liberation of the heat of condensatio'. Sullivan demon-
strated that the major contribution to the observed radiation is due to a thermal

excitation mechanism, although some contribution from chemiluminescent radiation may
occur I.n the inner reaction zone. Based on the thermal nature of the radiation, the
self-reversal over a p' '-tion of their length of the resonance lines of the metals Ca
and Sr respectively, ii licates that the inner zone of colored radiation in the flame
is hotter than the outer zone.

If the trend shown by Markstein's results (38) illustrating the decrease of
collision efficiency (for surface reaction) with increasing temperature continues at
higher temperatures, it is anticipated that the inner reaction zone of the flames of
Ca and Sr is thus a zone of predominantly homogeneous reaction. Heterogeneous re-
action would tend to become more important at larger flame radii where it is ex-
pected that the temperature is decreasing.

The model described above is pictured schematically in Figure 15. A comparison
of this figure with the figures presented at the beginning of this section demon-
strates the differences in the flame model as a result of Sullivan's investigation.

The flame zone does not appear to be a "coll psed reaction zone" as in the
model of Brzustowaki and Glassman. The peak flame temperature is not expected to be
located at the outer edge of the luminous envelope. The reaction zone appears to
extend to regions very close to the wire surface, and makes it difficult to determine
the size of an inner zone such aq in the Brzustcwski-Glassman model, zone AB, which
is assumed to contain only metal vapor and the inert diluent.

The model due to Coffin (40) assumes an extended reaction zone such as the
present investigation indicates, but. in Coffin's model this zone is assumed to con-
tain no MgO vapor. It would be impossible to explain the spectroscopic observations
of Brzustowski (4,9), Courtney (41), and the present investigation, on the basis of
Coffin's model. In addition, the two zones observed in the Ca and Sr flames, namely
a reaction zone extending almost to the wire surface, and a second zone containing
oxide particles surrounding the zone of colored radiation, are not distinguished by
Coffin.

In the proposed extensions of the Brzustowski-Classman model by Knipe (6). it
is assumed that reaction probably proceeds predominantly by heterogeneous reaction
in the case of aluminum combustion, and that this reaction proceeds at the cloud
boundaries. The role played by heterogeneous reiction in the case of aluminum com-
bustion could be aignificantly different than for the combustion of the alkaline-
earth oxides. Unlik$ the aluminum oxides, the alkaline-earth oxides are observed to
have the same composition in the condensed and gaseous phases. However, Knipe's
suggestion that reaction proceeds at the cloud boundaries is aý.propriate to the
flames of the alkaline-jarth metals as well, in view of the trend illustrated by
Markstein's results showing a strong dependence of the heterogeneous reaction mecha-
nism on temperature. It should be s~ressed, however, that Harkstein's results are
for a limited temperature range (4l• X t,' 840 K) and that he states that the results
should not be taken as "unqualified evidence" that heterogeneous reaction may be un-
important at higher temperatures.

In summary, Sullivan de.'ines a flame structure model in which a predominantly
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homogeneous reaction zone is located well inside the luminous envelope. Heat re-
lease, which occurs througaout this reaction zone due to oxide vapor condensation,
accounts for the excitation of the species observed to radiate. Oxide particles,
formed throughout the reaction zone, are swept out of the inner zone of the flame
by the bulk velocity of the gaseous product species and thermophoresis effects.
Since both effect decrease with increasing distance from the reaction zone, there
is a region in which the particles pile up to form the outer luminous edge of the
flrne which is characteristic of most metal flame photographs.
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APPENDIX A - THEORIES OF METAL ..GNITION*

Several theories of metal ignition have been given by various investigators
in the literature; these will no=1 be reviewed. In order to facilitate comparison,
the defining equations for the critical and ignition temperatures in rellor's model
are repeated:

I (~L.i Eq (10)

( 1 j7'sr ! ; T ) ~ t ~ .. ) L Eq (14)

Some of the theories to be discussed are appropriate to systems of any size,
that 1q, are size independent, and others are for particular types of experiments
such -is those involving dust dispersions.

A - BULK IGNITION ACCORDING TO THE THEORY OF EYRING AND ZWOLINS;(I - The earliest
theory of metal ignition is due to Eyring and Zwolinski (42). This theory, in terms
of the present model, is a calculation for the critical temperatures of a bulk sys-
tem based on the Theory of Absolute Reaction Rates.

The temperature under consideration was defined by the following heat balance
equation:

~ ~ Eq (A-19)

The 4 chem term was expressed as:

S eAe.v,• " '• Eq (A-20)

where ih is the reaction rate (number of metal atoms/cm sec). o Hf in the heat of
formation of the product (kcal/mole), and N is Avogadro's number.

It was stated that "the ignition of metal samples will occur when the con-
duction of heat t]rough the oxide film is inadequate for the removal of the heat
produced at the metal-film interface as a result of corrosion". Radiation, con-
duction into the metal, and conduction into the ambient oxidizing gas are neglected,
and thus, 4 loss was written:

tos 0~'* (7 )/tax Eq (A-1

where k is the thermal conductivity of the oxide (cal/°C cm sac), is the tempera-
ture at 0fe metal-oxide interface, T is the temperature at the oxide-gas interface
(both in K), and dox i3 the oxide film thickness (cm). Eq. (A-19) then becomss.

/7, - /ý 6 ( TO)/ Eq (A-22)

The expression for the reaction rate was developed from the Theory of Absolute
Reaction Rates and was writtern:

( . T? F h F1 Eq (A-23)

where C is the number of absorption sites or metal atoms per unit surface area, k
is the poltzmann constant (ergs/ F), h is Planck's constant (erg sec), E is tha
activation energy (erg), knd F is the ratio of the reaction surface area to the
outer area of the oxide film, This rate expresmion is valid only for regimes of
linear oxidation.

Eq. (A-22) and A-23) may be rewritten:
- J ; . ' Eq (A-24)

Since ignition will occur when the heat balance represented by Eq. (A-22) is de-
stroyed, T. as calculated from Eq. (A-24) is the ignition temperature, which is seen
to depend Strongly on the oxide film thickness d . Ncte, however, that in terms
of the present model, T as calculated from Eq. *-24) is actually the critical
temperature by virtue of Eq. (10).

Upon comparison of temperatures calculated from Eq. (A-24) with ignition tem-
peratures measured experimentally for Mg in 0 , Fassell et al. (43) noted the
following difficulties withe the theory: firitly, the experimental ignition tem-
perature is indepe.ndent of oxide thickness: secondly, self-heating below the tem-
perature predicted iy Eq. (A-24) is impossible (that is, these authors recognized
that self-heating beiow the ignition temperature is possible): and thirdly, the

* Extracted in its entirety from the Ph.D. thesis of Mellor (12).
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observed pressure dependence of the ignition temperature is not explained or pre-
dicted by the theory.

Recalling that the temperatures calculated by Eyring and Zwolinski are
actually critical temperatures, two of the failures of the theory noted by Fassell
and co-workers can be explained. It is possible that the critical temperature is a
function of oxide film thickness and celf-heating is not only possible, but also
expected above the critical temperature. A pressure dependence of ignition or
critical temperature is predicted by a more complete theory.

Other difficulties with the theory of Eyring and Zwolinski are the independence
of critical temperature with respect to sample size and the failure of the theory
for zero oxide thicknesses. Also, the theory as developed applies only to tempera-
ture regimes of linear oxidation.

In view of the difficulties noted with the theory of Eyring and Zwolinski,
Higgins and Schultz proposed the following modifications in which T and T were de-
fined in terms of microscopic granules of metal: T is the mean temperature in the
interior of a metaliic granule at the metal-oxide i~terface; TO is a mean tempera-
ture at the external surface of the oxide film associated with the granule; and,
allowing for non-uniformities in the oxide film on the granule, d is taken as a
mean oxide thicknemb. It was then argued that for an aggregate o•small aranules,
because of the near equality of T and T from granule to granule, the temperature
gradient (T - T )/d becomes vavishingiy small and ignition occurs. However, no
calculationi werg atigmpted.

B-BULK IGNITION ACCORDING TO THE THEORY OF HILL, ADAMSON, FOLAND AND BRESSETTE-
A second theory, also based on Eq. (10), was proposed by Hill and co-workers (44).
These authors, however, noted that the calculation provided an estimate of the spon-
taneous ignition temperature, rather than ignition temperature, and is thus con-
sistent with the definitions of the present model.

These authors balanced a rate of chemical energy release with a convection and
radiation heat loss:

CieC ') Eq (A-25)

A conduction term into the metal was neglected because in their experiments the
samples were heated uniformly. Using engineering approximations to the three terms
in Eq. (A-25), good agreement between calculated and measured spontaneous ignition
temperatures was obtained for 1020 steel in air. The appropriate oxidation rate
involved in 4 m was measured in their own experiments. The calculated values were
dependent on as oxide thickness (as in the theory of Eyring and Zwolinski).

A major difficulty with the theory of Hill et al. is that the wrong siztý de-
pendence of critical temperature is predicted. In their apprcximation of dconv the
sample size dependence enters as follows:

A-1 Eq (A-26)

where de is now the characteristic size of the sample, and Re is the Reynolds number
based on this size. Therefore, by virtue of the definition of Reynolds nuvt'ber:

.' - Eq ýA-27)

That is, as the sample size is decreased, 4conv increases, and so docs the critical
temperature.

An in the theory of Eyring and Zwolinski, the theory of Hill et al fails for
clean metal surfaces, that is, for zero oxide thicknesses, because in this c.se the
reaction rate in inversely proportional to oxide film thickness.

C-BULK IGNITION ACCORDING TO THE THEORY OF REYNOLLS - A theory of metal ig-
nition was advanced by Reynolds (22), in which the temDorature history of the
metallic sample was described by the following energy equation, where conduction in-
to the fuel is neglected:

3- . 't )s -T S (7;V T,~' Eq (A-2,:)

where C - total heat capa-ity of the samvle, cal/ 0 K:
a - surface area of the sample. cm :
T surface temperature of the sample, K:
t a time, sect 2
4chem chemical energy release rate per Init area. cal/cm sec:
h heat transfer coefficient, caO/cm 0ec K;

T sample recovery teprature, K: 2 0 4
SStefan-Bolctmann const.nt, cal/cm sec( K) I
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6 - surface emissivity, dimensionless;
T r = effective radiation temperature of the environment, °K 2

4input = any heat input independent of the body temperature, cal/cm2sec.

According to Reynolds, "the ignition temperature is seen to be equivalent to
the temperature at which the body temperature begins to increase at an increasing
rate. This may he expresseC mathematically as the temperature at which dT /dt is a
minimum. Thus, at ignition:

7; 0ii~ Eq (-9
or, from Eq. (A-28)=

± ~ - ~ d ) 6 Eq (A-30)
OA

Reynolds defined ignition to occur at an inflection point in the surface
temperature-time curve; as no equilibrium positions (with respect to time) are
indicated in his model and as the surface temperature is rising in time, by defi-
nition, the critical temperature has been exceeded. He then incorrectly indicated
that dT /dt goes through a minimum at ignition, above the critical temperature.

In the present model ignition occurs at a maximum value of dTs/dt above the
critical temperature, which is indeed an experimental ciiterion for ignition. Mathe-
matically, of course, there is no difference in the defining equation for ignition
temperature, but the intuitive difference in approach to this equation is stressed.

Reynolds wrote 4chem as follows:

z 4Y) ~Eq (A-31)

where i is the reaction rate (g 02 /cm sec) and Qchem is the heat of reaction (cal/g
02). He considered both linear

ki.. = K -tE,/qT Eq (A-32)

and parabolic regimes of oxidation

(_:v = )< t ý /,• r e Eq (A-33)

where the K. are the appropriate rate constants, A. are the appropriate pre-ex-
ponential fActors, Ei are the appropriate activation energies, and R is the uni-
versal gas constant. w is the weight of 02 per unit area that has reacted with the
metal at time t.

Since =

Eq (A-34
then : "

e KI AR e
Eq (A-35)

and

P Eq (A-36)

There fore*:

(Ap W/L, d e.,, Eq (A-37)

wherej' is the oxide density, do is the oxide thickness, and X is the ratio
of the mils or oxide to the mass of 0 forming it. Multiplying by the heat re-
lease per gram 02, Ochem' the heat reliase rates are obtained:

:b2 6 -C.,,~rEq (A-38)

~~~E 1A~)E/7 Eq (A-39)

Svbstitution of Eq. (A-38) or (A-39) into Eq. (A-30) yields.

e. . Eq (A-40)
SI(T. I (T 1

Markstein (S) has shown that the placement of in the denominators of
Eq. (A-36) and A-37), as in the original paper of Reynolds, is in error.
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where subscript i equals 1 or p, and where

5,i Eq (A-41)

7,' -~a~Eq (A-42)

Ap, , Eq (A-43)

.- /i>-A~ ~ REq (A-44)

P d, Eq (-5

The T* are dimensionless ignition temperatures,4*4 are dimensionless heat
transfer c4fhicien#s, and the / i are called pyrophoricitles by Reynolds.

Reynolds noted that either an increase or decrease in the rate of convective
heat transfer (and,, furthermore, when this term represents either heating or cooling)
will increase the calculated ignition temperature.

Since the ignition temperature is expressed by the universal curve Eq (A-40),
all metal-oxidizer systems were expected to agree with this prediction. Reynolds
calculated a family of curves of T* versus ' for various valses of h*. He thenssmeasured ignition temperatuzes for various massive systems. For the specific sys-
tems, the oxidation rate data were taken fror.the oxidation literature. Extremely
good agreement between the curve of T* versus with h* equal to zero was obtained
in all the cases investigated. Reynolds argued that this agreement with the case of
zero convective heat transfer was a result of his measuring the ignition temperatures
in quiescent atmospheres. Experimentally, ignition was defined by "a sharp break in
the temperature curve."

As noted previously, Reynolds' resulting theoretical definition of the ignition
temperature, Eq. (A-30), is equivalent to that of the present investigation, Eq. (14).
The experimental definition is also equivalent. Thus agreement between theory and
experiment, within the experimental error and the theoretical error in estimating
the various parameters which appear in Eq. (A-41) - (A-43), is not unexpected. H'3w-
ever, in the theory of Reynolds, the ignition temperature is predicted to be inde-
pendent of sample size, and, furthermore, no pressure dependence is predicted, be-
cause of the experimental indication that convective heat losses to the ambient gases
are negligible.

D-BULK IGNITION ACCORDING TO THE THEORY OF TALLEY - Talley (45) made a calcula-
tion of "the minimum temperature above which the combustion of boron is self-sus-
taining. . . . by equating the rate of heat generation by chemical reaction with the
rate of heat loss by radiation as functions of temperatu-e." He referred to this
temperature as an ignition temperature, but, of course, in the present model this
temperature is defined as the critical temperature. Estimates of the reaction rate
were acquired from data about 700 C below tha ignition temperature in a temperature
regime in which the evaporation of B2 03 from the metal surface is rate-determining.

As Talley recognized, because only a radiation heat loss mechanism is assumed,
the theory is valid only sor large samples. Under these assumptions, an ignition
temperature of about 1925 C was predicted for large B samples in 0 Because of the
experimrent employed to investiqate the ignition process, critical And ignition tem-
peratures could not be distinguished.

By introdncing a 1 mm diameter B rod into an 0 -rich natural gas flame and
using a corrected optical pyrometer to measure surfage temperature. Talley made the
following observations: "at temperaturea about 1800 K the boron was observed to burn
relativ8 ly slowAy. Between 1800 and 2100 K the rate increased evenly. A temperature
of 2230 K (1957 C) was the highest temperature before there was a sudden increase in
burning rate." The correspondence of the temperature of this sudden rate change and
the calculated ignition temperature is excellent.

As is the case with most of the other theories discussed to this point, Talley's
theory predicts that the calculated critical temperature is independent of sample
size and oxidizer pressure.

E-SINGLE PARTICLE IGNITION ACCORDIMG TO THE THEORY OF FRIEDMAN AMMD MACEK -
Friedman and Macek (13) developed an ignition theory in order to explain their e:
perimental results on the ignition of Al particles. They later applied similar ideas
to the ignition of B* (46).



The attempt to explain their results on the basis of a simple heat balance led

to several discrepancies with their experimental results. The theory predicted a

strong dependence of the ignition temperature on particle size and on ambient oxi-
dizer concentration, wheruas experimentally these parameters had little influence
on ignition temperatures Also, predicted ignition temperatures were considerably
higher than the measured temperatures.

In order to circumvent these difficulties, on the basis of the experimental
asso:iation of the Al ignition temperature with the melting point of Al 0 they
assume that a d'8continuous increase in reaction rate occurs at the melliag point
of the oxide, A (Ts is the particle temperature):

MP aO

$(hr.-~ a 1<Eq (A-46)

-K T M Eq (A-47)

where Q is the heat of reaction (cal/mole), c is the concentration, of oxidizer
at the f icle surface (mole/cm ), and k and k' 9re rate constants (cm/sec), with
k' 77 k.

Two heat fluxes in the ambient gas were considered:

k 3 '% (T,-5 j/ Eq (A-48)

D. C Ydc Eq (A-49)

where d is the heat lost by conduction, k Ps the thermal conductivity of the
gas (caicm'gec OK), T is the gas temperature g( K), d is the particle diameter (cm),

is the heat flugdue to oxidizer diffusion to the reaction zone, D is the oxi-
df di~fusivity (cm /sec), and c,,• is the oxidizer concentration at infinity
(mole/cm ).

Because the particle is assumed to be at uniform temperature T 5 , conduction
into the particle is neglected. Radiation losses are also neglected in the ignition
process.

A temperature defined by an equilibrium:

'f Eq (A-50)

Eq (A-51)

exists below the oxide melting point; above this temperature tle particle may self-
heat (that is, this temperature is, in terms of the physical model, the critical
temperature). The authors referred to this temperature as the minimum ambient tem-
perature required for ignition.

Friedman and Macek proceeded in this manner in order to evaluate the oxidi., r
concentration at the particle surface from Eq. (A-50), (A-48), and (A-49):

k T.a (T- /t Eq (A-52)

Eq. (A-51) may be rewritten.

ekC R z 2 C ' Eq (A-53)

Eq. (A-52) is then substituted into Eq. (A-53) and the expression for the minimum
ambient temperature required for ignition is obtained:

T. T' -C , Eq 0,,_-54)1 7; 5 L,,(-Eq(
Since at ignition, T. - T, Eq. (A-54) becomes:

- T_ .E /( Eq A-55)

Friedman and Macok noted that the correc.tion ierm, .0e second term on the right
band side of Eq. (A-55). is extremely small compared to 1T•, which explains the ob-
served small dependence of ignition temperature on d and O.

The theory in applicable only to small particles because conduction 4nto the
interior of the particle and radiation to the surroundings Are neglected.

'I
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A major difficulty with the theory is that as the particle diameter is in-
creased, the minimum ambient temperature required for ignition (or critical tem-
perature) decreases. Also, k, the reaction rate, which appears in Eq. (A-55) is a
function of temperature, and pressure.

F-DUST DISPERSION IGNITION ACCORDING TO THE THEORY OF NAGY AND SURINCIK - Nagy
and Surincik (47) have recently developed a theory for ignition of dust dispersions.
Their theory was tested against experimental results on the ignition of dust dis-
persions. Their theory was tested against experimental results on the ignition of
cornstarch; nevertheless, inasmuch as dust dispersion experiments give ignition
temperatures which have little correlation with transition temperatures (12), the
ignition temperatures of dust dispersions of cornstarch or i-stal powders are ex-
pected to be predicted equally well by a theory which does not include a transition
temperature concept.

Again a simple heat balance is used to define ignition, so that in actuality,
a critical rather than ignition temperature is estimated:

gEq (A-56)

Because of the nature of the sample configuration, somewhat more complicated ex-
pressions for the heat fluxes result. Also, heat fluxes per unit volume rather than
per unit area are considered.

The following assumptions were made:

1. The entire system (gas plus particles) is described by the equation of state
pv - RT, where p is pressure, V is volume, R is the universal gas constant, and T is
the temperature.

2. The dispersion is uniform with respect to volume, and the volume of the
particlee is negligible with respect t o that of the gas.

3. Mass transfer is negligible during ignition.

4. Heat capacities are temperature independent.

5. Heat transfer occurs primarily by conduction and convection and is linearly
proportional to the temperature difference.

6. Any action of the addition of an inert dust to the dispersion is strictly
thermal.

7. A bimolecular oxidation process is assumed, and the rate variation of this
process with respect to temperaturo is expressed by an Arrhenius-type function.

The heat release due to reaction per unit volume may then be expressed:

t' C , 90 . ( F) (Ox) 'S (f//()"e ' T Eq (A-57)
where all symbols have their previous meanings, and where .. is the order of the
reaction with 7espect to fuel (F) and A with respect to oxidizer (OX). (F) and (OX)
are the relative molar concentrations per unit volume. Several simplifications of
Eq. (A-59) are made as indicated below.

Since 0 is the only reacting component of the gas phase, "the system may be
considered unimolecular with respect to the gaseo'us phase. Thus the term p/RT is
taken at the first power rather than at the second power, and the units of A become
1/sec. The system contains the inert gases nitrogen and admixed carbon dioxide, and
the rate of reaction is lowered by the fraction , which represents the proportion
of oxygen in the atmosphere." Since at ignition, by definition the concentration of
products is negligible F

Because the number of moles of 02 per unit volume is p /RT, the weight of 02 per
unit volume, Z. is:

7 P ft /, qT 7-q (A-59)

where t 0  is the molecular weight of

The effective surface area of the dust is included in the chemical heat release
rate by modification of the activation energy, that in, exp (-E/RT) is replaced by
exp (-r E/RT), where z- is the effective surface area of the dust, and 2 is a
property only of the fuel. Finally,
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(F) (X fed Eq (A-60)

where X is the initial dust co:..-entration in g/cm3 and "Id is the molecular weight
of the dust. Then:

(E~ ( ~) ( '&tltX 2)J' ~ q -61)
Eq (A-62)

where

Eq (A-63)

Thus combining Eq. ,A-57) through (A-62): _ F-er

? eju- J-:) [A 2-. Eq (A-64)

The rate of heat loss per unit volume is expressed in the following manner:

~ Eq (A-65)

where subscript i includes all constituents of the dust and gas System, k is the
coefficient of heat transfer of species i (including conduction, convectiLn, and
ra.Jiation), (1/sec), Ni is the concentration of species i at the furnage tempera-
ture Tf (g/cm3 ), c i is the specific heat of species i at T (cal/g K), and V'
is jhe rate of heat ' 1 loss per degree per unit volume to the vssael walla (cal/
sec Kcm3 ).

The experimental results indicated that the heat trmnsfer coefficients, ki, are

all of the same order of magnitude. Thus,

K - KEq (A-66)

and

Eq (A-67)

Following Semenov, the approximation is made:

T -/• T, ,-- Eq (A-68)

(A-65) becomes in its final formv:

The condition for ignition, Eq. (A-56), is then:

f 4e~ ?V4- 1;L~ ft> .J ' '& Eq (A-70)

Nagy and Surincik obtained the values of 0 , k V. v, W, and b, where

KfA.. 1 -4 ! Eq (A-71)

from their experimental results on the ignition of cornstarch. They then varied the
furnace temperature and concentrations of fuel dust, inert dust, and oxygen over
wide ranges, and found an ey-.ellent correlation between theory and wxperiment. Pre-
dictions of ignition limits were also verified experimentally.

G-OUIESCENT PILE IGNITION ACCORDING TO THE THEORY OF ANDERSON AND BELZ -
Anderson and Bel- (48) proposed a qualitative theory of the ignition of quiescent
piles of metal powders. In particular, they conridered the ignition of Zr in 0
It was assumed that a spherical masp of powder of radius r is in perfect contacU
with a heat reservoir at temperature T0' This spherical mass of powder conpists
of spherical particles of diameter d. 0 "If the rate of heat development at the center
of the mass is greater than the rate at which U.? heat can be transported to the con-
tainer, ignition eventually occurs. Then, the following condition is necessary to
ignition: rate of exothermic heat development ;: rate of heat loss." Therefore,
this theory is a discumsion of the critical temperature for a quiescent pile ex,.>eri-
ment.

The appropriate reaction rate law for Zr in 02 was taken as

6*r :4 '" ~Eq (A-72)

where w is the increase in weight of the metal sample per unit area. The reaction
rate per unit area is thent

Lt
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where all symbols have their previoug meanings.

The total surface area per gram of a system of uniformly sized particles is
6/? d, where/4 is the metal density*. Anderson and Belz then wrote the rate of
hiat generation by the center element as

~ ~ Eq (A-74)

where A' includes all previous constants.

The heat loss term is assumed to be of the form:

C/- Eq (A-75)

where k is the appropriate thermal conductivity of the particle plus void configu-
ration. The criterion for ignition then becomes:

( V 7a/ q~) ¼ r Eq (A-76)

Anderson and Belz noted that this expression could not be solved for the ignition
temperature T in terms of the ambient temperature T However, simplifications are
possible if the assumption that (T - TO) is equal tS'a small constant value is made.
Then Eq. (A-76) may be written:

Eq (A-77)

or or ~ (' x 4 2 Eq (A-7e',

Anderson and Belz stated that "various interpretations of the time factor in
this expression are possible. If it is interpreted as an inverse function of the
external heating rate, then the exprestion predicts a decrease in ignition tempera-
ture with heating rate. This is the experimental case for small samples. In the
case of larger samples, the increase of ignition temperature with heating rate is
attributed to increased lag of internal temperature with respect to external teripera-
ture. . . . The expression is in qualitative agreement with the data, as regards
particle size." The trend predicted is that the ignition temperature will decrease
withl decreasing particle diameter, d.

H-QUIESCENT PILE IGNITION ACCORDING TO THE THEORY OF TETENBAUM, MISHLER, AND
SCHNIZLEIN - Tetenbaum et al (49) correlated their experimental results on the ig-
nition of quiescent piles of U powder in 0 on the basis of the ignition theory of
Frank-Kamenetskii. They also applied an iinition theory of Murray, Buddery, and
Taylor, which was originally developed in light of the data of Anderson and Belz
(48).

Using t•e stationary homogeneous ignition theory -f Frank-Kamenetskii, Teten-
baum and co-workers found excellint agreement between their experimental results and
ignition temperatures calculated on the basis of the e-_itical size result of Frank-
Kamenetakii (16) with , the shape constant, equal to 0.88, that is, for a one-
dimensional container.

"The agreement between a theory developed for homogeneous gas-phase systems with
results obtained in a quiescent pile powder experiment no doubt results from the homo-
geneous nature of this latter experimental configuration, that is, the small metal
particles separated by spaces filled with 02. Again, Eq (10) is the definiag equa-
tion in this theory, a critical temperature has been calculated.

Tetenbaum at al then applied a theory due to Murray. Buddery, and Taylor: the
physical basis of this theory is questionable. Here n4 heit losses are included, and
all the heat generated by the chemical reaction is used "'. increase the temperature
of the pile of powder. Effectively, then, the critical temperature for this theoret-
ical model As zero, for as long as any exothermic reaction occurs, the temperature
of the sample will increase until ignition occurs.

According to Murray et al as quoted by Tetenbauw and co-workers, the rate of
heating Sue to chemical reaction of a metal powder in the linear oxidation rate
regime iý :

Anderson and Bel& erroneously Qave this expression as S/ •d 5 , but apparently
used 6/4 d ia their subsequent calculations.
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,7 /• /Eq (A-79)

where H is enthalpy, M is the mass of the powder, d is the diameter of a particle
within the powder, and /, is the density. If the container is heated at the rate
dT/dt = •, then the total enthalpy generated upon heating from 298 K to T K is:

,9 = f, - C/7 Eq (A-80)

Also, W ke

Eq (A-8l)

where c is the specific heat of the powder and Aa T is the temperat~re riot re-
sultingPfroT reaction upon raising the container temperature from 298 K to T K at
a rate of 0 K/sin*. Thus,

7-7 f,7 Eq (A-82)

After integration, Eq. (A-82) may be written:

~4~[k~oc¼6c~or 16,Q f~7 1

4' {~) ~Eq (A-83)
where T is the container temperature at which ignition occurs. I T is "the
differeRce in temperature between the sample and container at ignition."

On the basis of the data 8f Anderson and Belz obtained with Zr powder (48),
Murray and co-workers took T=50 K. Tetenbaum et al. used this value of T and cal-
culated ignition temperatures, T , for their experiments from Eq. (A-83). Again,
excellent agreement between theopy and experiment was obtained.

At first sight, there is an apparent contradiction between these two theories.
Critical temperatures are calculated from the theory of Frank-Kamenetakii because of
the starting equation, Eq. (10). Because no heat losses are involved in the theory
of Murray et al., the critical temperature is zero and the calculated temperature
may be an ignition temperature. Yet temperatures calculated from both theories agree
extremely well with each other and with experiment. This could mean that the criti-
cal and ignition temperatures are equivalent in this particular experiment.

First, however, it is not clear that the temperature calculated from the Murray
theory i an ignition temperature, and particularly the ignition temperature as de-
fined in the physical model of metal ignition. Secondly, in this theory, ignition is
regarded to occur when thg amount of sample self-heating over the container tempera-
ture, A T, is equal to 50 K. This value, however, was estimated on the basis of
results of Anderson and Belz.

It was shown in the previous sections of this chapter that these latter in-
vestigators most likely measured critical temperatures rather than ignition tempera-
tures. Thus, the agreement of the Murray and Frank-Kamenetskii theories is not for-
tuitous, because the choice of d TS5O K was based on critical temperature data.

Thvre is a typographical error in the definition of H in Ref. (49). it, which
H Nc p 4 T. Eq. (A-8l) above is correct.

7p
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- SOMIAIRE - - SULOAM-

L'6tude do la combustion des mataux a The study tf the oombuition of metals has
pris cas derniers temps do I'importance de- recently become important since they are used
puis quo ceux-oi sont utilisdu somme combus- as a fuel in mode= rocket propulsion eys-
tibles dana l. systimes do propulsion mo- tems. The ignition deloy and burning time
dome. Le ddlai d'allumago st 1. temps do of metal particles, the combustion efficienoy
combustion des partioulee mdtalliques, Is ron- as well an the nature of the combustion pro-
dement do combustion et la nature des produits ducts are the most *mportant points which are
bral6s sont lea points imp,•rtants qui intdres- of Interest to the propulsion expert and they
sent 10 spdoialiste do I& propulsion St qui are taken in consideration in this paper.
sont priae en considdration dan. set expoan.

La premibre partie ent oonaaorda aux The first part !. devoted to the experi-
technique. exparimentalve utilisaeu pour mental techniques used for the study of me-
l'dtude do la oombustion d'un mdtal. Deux tal combustion. Two main groups of techniques
groupe. pninoipaux ont 4V ddfinis, l'un so are defined. One ooncer-ing metal particle
rapportant a I& combustion des pVrtloules, combustion, the other concerning the oombus-
l'autre & cells des file. Dana I premier tion of metal wires. In the first group
groups, quolques mdtbods3 statiques ant some static methods were developed, the metal
6t6 ddveloppes, Ia pa*tioule dtant fixie A particle being attached to a holder but thA
un suprort, mais lea plum cournt.s consistent most widely used techniques consist in stu-
& placer lee particules dane un dooulement. dying the metal particle. in a flow. In the
Dane le deuxiLe groups, l'ailumage cet sim- second group, igition is simple and combus-
ple et la combustion plus facile & 6tudier. tion is easy to study. The analysis of com-
L'analyse des phdnombnes do combustion eut bustion phenomena is done by inemicrography,
offu.tude pac oindaicrographie, par figeage by freeoing the combustion on cold plates,
do la combu'tion our des parois froide., par by spectrography, .... A critical study of
spectographie... Une 6tude critique do co these various techniques ik. presented.
diverses techniques oet prdsertde.

La deuxihme partie oet une synthsee des The secord part in a synthensi of the
rdmultate expdrimentaux .oatant an 6videnoo expertmental results showing for each metan.
pour chaque mdtal et en p.rtioulier pour l'alu- and in partioular for aluminium, beryllitm,
minium, 10 bdryllium, le magndsium et 1. bore, magnewsit and boron, the influence of va-
l'influence de di'--re parambtres coime la na- rtous parameters such as the nature of the
ture des gaz environnants, leur pression st la gam atmosphere, its pressure and temperaturl-,
tempkature, ' "fluence do l'dtat do surface the influence of the aus.-face oonditionu on
du mfta. au do l'allumage. La nature the metal at ignition. The nature of the
doe dd)8te es. 4l1mont discutdoe. ddalcnits is also di,9ussed.

A parTir do co. rdaultats, leý, schimas do From these reaunta some oombustion mocels
combustion ucrtproposas faisant , objet de la %et proposed and are dealt with in the third
troisi~we partie. Une premilre olassifloation part. A first classification of the*e models
de coo schemas a 6td donnds par GLASSLhW an w~a giver by GLU;MU considering the melting
faliant intervenir ]os tompdratures d* fusion P-d boiling points of the metsl and those of
at d'Cbullition iu mdtal et de l'oxyds; its oxide. MAKSTKIJ h.n ebovn that these
KARCSTEI a montrd quo asn sohdmae ddpondc'nmt models depend not vn.,l on the melting and boa-
non neulement des tampgretures d'dbullition dv ling points of the metal aud of its oxido but
m~tal et de l'ox-de, male aussi do la toemp(re- also on the temperature a0 miah surface and
ture & laquelle loe rdactione do surface et gas phase reactions can tarat. The ohoice bet
dane la phase gaziuse ddaarrernt. Le choix en- ween homoseneous und hetarogerecus combustion
tre combustion hoeoghne et hdtdrogbne eat en- is still ill defined &Lnr.. bota mechanisms
Gore asees mal d4'ini, lea deux m6oanisnmo can take place simultaneously.
poumTat ocexister.

La quatarne partie eat relative & l'dtude 7.e ftuwth part is relative to the study
do la coabustion dan, un milieu hdtdroghne qui of ooesuetlon in a heterogeneous envlroraent
exists en partieulie? loreque Is m~tal set uti- which exists in particular when the metal in
l'ed duan un pr'pergal ou dana un combustible included z" a propellant or in a solid fuel.
solide. Lea -4aultats expose. damn *i pars- The results giv= in Val'e paragaph are ba-
graph* as rapportent done & l'dtude de la sam- nod an the study of the 4ombustion of a metal
buetion Our,. m~tal dans lqj eystimes A proper- in eol'd or hybr"id propellant s•-tem.
gol solidse ou hy'ride.

I I--t-i-I -- I-I
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DEPthS QUELQUES A14E3 ian effort important eut fanit pour ddfin~ir lea conditions do combustion den mdteux
it pour comprendre le rn6oan~iene parmottant do lib6rer par voio chimique one importante quantit6 d'dnergie

avec ian bon rendoment . 1A problbuie au d6part interes;usit l'induatrie, ±1 s'agi~ssit do prdvonir is com-
bostion ot Ilexplosion de pousaibrea m6talliqoes dana lea mines et done cortainen iniduatries eta casj pous-
aibres m~taliiquee 4taient utilisees . La combustion dos mdteux conduisant h des teimperatures do fin do
combustion 6lovozc: et le rrnyonnoocont :)ro~d'It dtuait intense, las m6tnux sant utilisu~s pour produiro des
dcisirs . Dens on pass4 plus r6cont 1 'empici do mdtaux dons des conditions do tempdratures £levdes , en
particulier pour Ioa vols oupe.rnoniques et dans lea foyers do rdacteure a stimuld lea recherchen dane co
domaino I main clest surtout l'utilination do ndtaua come combustible qui a fait progresser ce domains
do rechorchen . L'aluminium oat maintenant on c''tustible courant r-tranat dans is composition do Ia plu-
part des propergols solides , l'introduction do i'aluminium a pour offot dlaugmenter l'impulsion spdcifi-
qua , d'occrottre in (Ionait6 du propergol et dana certains tee d'szsdliorer Is stabilitd do Ia combustion
du propergel. Lae bgryllium malgrd6 so toxicitd entre danas is composition de certaina propergols . D'autreo
mdtaux core 10 bore , le se~v~i n ot 6gplonent envisagds corre propergol en particulier dons lea ata-
tordacteurs. Dans lea eystbmea hybridos le lithium eit un mdtal qui conduit h do trbs bonnes performances
avec lee comb7,rants flmurda. L'onsrn)-le do ces applications a dennd naissance h do nouvea,_x sutjetse do
recherche ot tnous anzdycorons ici cc. s qui intaroasent is propulsion cleat pourquoi nous lim~tterons
flea propos i. des m6taux suacoptibles a ýtiliser core combustible l'aluminium , Is bdryllium , Ie magn6-
alum , Xe bore o.n.C anrlvmiint Plus Dnrticutiiiretnent lee psrmbtros interessent lespedotelisto do
is propilsion tels In ddlai d'allumage, Ie temps de combustion do particules mdtalliques, ?.e randouent
do combustion , in matu.re des produita formds , lo mdcsnisme do combustion

Do premibre rartie eat consasrde aux technirluen expdrimentales utiiiades., Deux groupce ant6t
ddfin~is : l'un, so raprortant hi is combustion des particules, i'sutre h la, combustion des file , mous
avona 6gslement ddcrit usia techniotie pormettant d'dt-ud~ier la combuatirn d'uxn mdtal h l'dtat do vapour.

be deuxabse partie eat one synthbse des rdsultata erpurinentaur abtomus dans plusiourb laborn-
toires mettant on dvidenco 'iotr chaque mdtal 1 'influence den principaus paranbtren qui agissent sur len
ohdnominos do combustion : pression , )omposition den gaz environninta

La troisikas partic ev-ilyse los diffdrent& modblos proporsh peniottant de ddcrire le mdcanrisne
do combuý.t.-on des mdtaux et do dtzgarer lea pararbtres importants qui rd issont ce mdcanxisme, Ce problbmo
eat complexe , pour chaque m~tal et dana chaque doasine do combustion le uad~lo pout 6yoluar ot il Wn'et
peas pouamible do ddcrire on mod~le unique valable pour taus lea mdtauz

11 noun a naru uti 10, le mdtnl dtrnt utiliad comma combustible dana un propergel. solido on dana
un combustible solide do donner ouolqoes rdsultata scar In corbustion den mdtaur dons lea fevers do svstb-
mse ý proterj-ols solides cci hybrides . L-i combustion a lieu dana on milieu hdtdregbne , 00 qui cemplique
encore lea phe~ncmknom, lea expeirienoas fordamentales ddcrites plus haut peuvent "-,oendant nerwir do guide
pour obtenir dans la ch-mbre do combuetion ian alionsee rapidoaet one combustion asuad complhto quo possi-
ble. des mdtnux.

TEMiNIQUES WEIUKE22Lrfl

flies reuveant Otre clasades do diverses manibrea , pour faciliter l'expDoad neus diatihgoerens ici trois
tecluiiquos princapales suivant quo e .udntal oat pria : a - noun Torme do particulen ,b - sous forme do
fills ou do ruban3 , c - ýi l'dtnt do vnpeýor . Pour chacune d'elloa nous indiquarcna lea woyems osployda
pou-r dVfinir lea conditirna dalIlunage, pour su~ivre lea pracescue d'ellumage , enfin pour analyser lea
phases3 gazeu:ses 3t condonades prd~sontos dens lea produit? do combustion

TBC:R'lWiZ UTILIJ.ALT DfW PARTICULES - Pour faciliter l'intorprdtataon des nisoltats , is plia-
part des oherhehurs oat tout dnaberd travaij.16 sor one particule main des techniques interessantes eat
6t6 ddvoloppges en utili:;ant plusiecirs rartici'los de manabre aso rapprocher den conditions rdelles de
combustion qua l'on observe avec ien pmopergois soliden ou hybrides

C KbtS'.Tl : PD'UNE PABT'U1"LE IZCLE -, Le diwzktro den porticolem tario suivrtnt is tnchninoue e0m-4
nn%1jr.t2,]do quclqueoo nicrons h qqualquus naiiirbtres . krrqjuea i particulo eat do fsioio dinndt') on ua4 >
lime ann 1 j, ct* -, m pneuzr~tique , in particiule eat plec,,e darns ian 6coulenrtnt et ontrainds par celui-ci.
Si Y0 Ol In vitoa3se do l'6coulermoat ot v Ii vitesce do is porticale u Ilianjection, is vitosse do Is
'jrtLitLUI' VP , en ndnetetit In loi de tra'ý_de'do =XKE , oat dotin..e par is relation

1P 0

1C ct.: d" torpa Tv ddpend do dir-6tro doi 1% rarticulo d , de so manse volu:iquo f ot do In
vancooa:C dla cn z/01, 7, .r df /I1aA .

c:. iqe~ i t, a ,%ticuiif re-ri t tuipar PRISPHAP: U1- FAl( i) hn orda 7 d
''Cd rlo::zt:t ' utihoo;r lea forzes do poxu~toor et h k,'iadier I'I.6 velution. do In cc iio-

tion perix'~t i1%a t do In ratrtacule, le kag coa3bu mni nntourant it adtal 6tnnt en geno~ral au0 ropes (2).
Rion r'em~cho lo c~mbirner ion deuz offets ( dcouieuuat et posantour j pourauguenter hotanpa do edjour
de Ie pnrttit'z~ lwo.. 1! chsambre d'trpý:r:.orce. 1l oat possible Ccnilerv,:t par dos force!s oxtAriouros

di..o .~ur 1. rt' r ,ma pouiti', ho.. (

r*- in:" !kS iui d.L L t-r d< :ný*l r al fl.ta it, l probl'ao do sos-.jir. .C. coxpin1xc
r..*:, aI.itVi.trnc t" ar'ltort :L u %RX.ILo ILA'3,10 our art poFut d.asis cervAtnn

c's nenir :ocrthwbor lon ph.'no4-bnrn do cocbomt.on.. II eat possobýle A~rale: mat do Terrier dea goutacs par
fusion do f~ile nita#iiicana, roteo technique oat avnntnvpsuse lcr-joe In toMJrnturo do fusion W. 'st fble

point .,%r 'týILCUCR) ý4) * as prublfrse do support dtant nmfld , ii Taut fournir & cetto pnrticuis -tar qara-
tit ' d'(avrrcie cufflarance pou~r obtorir l'alumage do 't-lt > olut=o In plus cn',r1trn conatý- It N i-
lacer on bydloci: b lr pl ýto dia ty-pe YOWLING prct-,asunt don Pit: brfll5a comb' ma: t3 h hnute temp).matane.
Lo brxtcs- do FzU.L:r at HECU (i) par roz.n1vu cot alincntd ptr tin :rnluc d)rop-xr.o-oxwNve -3-ozot
on frLdanat .I rifer 1% proportemn do coo trc.Ls coWosuýnts on sodIifio Is teinpa'a-tuor dva gas brfilt'e o1 la
:omposic;-on (toensr an oxyginoeot YRapour d'oao) ; pour ý'titer in rrzuseiic'ý d'suia s utilisont le
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indiango !flonoxyde do carbono-oxypbne (5). Cette technique ne pornat pas cependant de choi~sir h voiont6
la conposition at In ton ~rnture. Looo particuies sont introduites dana i'sxe du brdleur par on tube do
faible disjn~tre ( 25ySL) , elles sent Port6es par in gsa vecteur neutre g6n~rsiement de i'h6iiujm ou do
i'szots. La nature du, gaz porteur dent le d~bit eat extr~mement faibie par rapport au. d6bit du brflleur
nas pratiquement aucun effet aur !a combustion . La tempdrature de in particule Tp pleads done un gaz
h temp~rature TI vanie on fonction du temps auivtint is 10±

'0 T, (T - T.) 0e eIe

ia constante de tempa Z, L= 3 r- A Z Aoti C eat ia chaleur sp~cifiquo de ia particiAe

ot 2ý ia conductibiiit6 thermioue du gaz ; en introduisant ie nombre do I'rsndti P, =/U C ;ýObC

eat la ohaleur apdoifique du gas on obtiant entre aZ t 'L,- ia relationr

3 P. IZ, -

On pout done lire quo lea retards do vitease ot do temp~rature entro Is gaz et ia particule sont voisins.
Queiquea tentatives ont 6t6 faites pour rempiacor le brfdleor par un t'6 ndrateur do plasna fono-

tionnant avec on gsa neutre , lea particules sont inject.~es dana le plasmna et pl-nbtrert aprbs chaoffsgo
dana tune -ti,.osphbre oxydante mais cette techtdque eat dtone minio en oeuvre d~iicate

Une solution 616gsnte consiste h utiliser one source intense de lutjni~re. IMWON par zexmple
pour 6tudier Is. combustion do particules de zirconium a obtonu de bonis r~sultats an utilisant one lampa
h 6ciairs au X~non (6) . Ur tube do quartz do 8 mm do diambtra rompli do X6non eat enro~a6 an h~lice
aur le tube dlexp~rionce pisod verti~caleeent et di~s lequel une particule de mdtai tombe suivant 1'axe.
Le tube do Xdnon ait onrould sur 5 krpires, 10 volume cbauffd eat d'onviron 35 om3 , is dorde do 1l'calir
eat dienviron 1 msn.

Une autre technique syant donnd de bons rdsultats avec l'aluminiuin oat baao sour i'omploi d~u
laser contirnu 4 gaz (C 2 ) d'onviron 120 w ; des particules do. 5 A4" d'aluininium ant pu ainsi Otro slium6 os.
Avec on laser contino on evite la synchronisat on toujours d6licate entre l'dci~air et Ie passage de la
particule. Avoc cat'e mdthode il eat cependant difficilo do connaltre lea conditions d'slluroge at an
particulier do conna~ttro I 'dnergio transnise h is particule. EZLle off no cepondant Ilavantage d'inition
Is. combu.oticn dana des temps brefa ot d' -viter is fenination d~oxyde h ia surface.

Llemploi dVon four eat limidt 6 'a des indtaux dont is tenrp'rstwre d'inflajmnation oat faible
h. (sodium par oiempie).

iprbs l~aliwaage de ia particuie nuolques nt1;olVn oiit 6t6 dE .lopp~os pour 'suivre ie. co,.,bus-
tion . La plus simple consiste h prendro one photographie de Is particulo pendant toute in, co~abustion,
on observe alors our 10 ciich4 uno trafnde lu:mixnuse laisoge par Is. particule en combustion pendant eon
d6placenoent . Do is structure de cotta tratndo on an ddduit 1 '~iltrro des *&not~nos do combustion ( 6vo-
lution do diambtre do Is. particule, dvciution do d~iambtre do in flamme, combustion dissymdtriaque et
rotation do is particulo, explosion do la partivite. Les pout as do mnttal sinsi kdtu6.ies sort. en miýnn,.
do fn'ible diambtre (nuela-aos dizainen de microns) ii eat done difficile do conoilien un fort groasiaeoenert
pour d6tailler is zone do combustion et obtenin 6demletaont on lone, trajot. P-n des poc&6d,-. ontiiu,ýz ±1
eat Dossib~te de prendre la' ir.aenu photographlie plusi.,urs partieo, du trajet . On pout 6milera'nt filmen
Is mouvcrnen~t do is Dnrticoleaen synchroniaant is prise do vuo nsec one lamps 4 csr pincue h cor~tre
jour . Lh encore un fort grosaissement limite 10 champ d'obsonvation.

Une tucluxdqua tr~s utile consisto h figr In combost~or. N on i-azt-nt donp.4 , en faic-ant varier
cet instant de l'silunago ka Ia fin do combust'on on pout neconstituen i'dvoiutior. do is combustio~n meis
one expdrience eat ndeessaire ha chbaeu fois . Pour figer is combustion on recuoille ia pianticole war une
PIR~ua froido pisodo hL one certaine distance du point d'sl2,uznA" , cr-tte distance oat' variable d'ono
oxpdrienco h i'autre . Cotte Dlaquie oat parfois one lpma do microscope en verre ou one piar'oo nefroidie
polie. DF-ns cortains cns on figoago rPnide oat n~ceasniro et on roc'ieillo is parr.±culo dana do l'srgon
liquide (7). Avec: Ia pluvart does intaox ( al-umnir~um, mapn~siom, bdnyiiium) ii eat pr~f6rable do no pas
refroidir trop briaaooment pour no pna cb'nngo n i structure do is combustion at la nature des ddp8ta
L~e fireage our one Dimiue do varre donne do trbr bons nticotats comne, en t6moigno Is photomrphis '.P in
figure I prise par PRENTICZ ii slagit dluiao particule d'aluminium do 400/a brOL~nnt done i'air at
figd. a 23 ci do son paint de chute, i~alorage not obtanu par on Sclair do Xenon ; on note uon conmbua-
tior. sym triquo do la Routte avoc on nuapge do fines p ,ticulo-.4 d'aluminc "rndenado. 11 nlegit douno
combustion en phase gasoueo du mdtai1 vaporiai avoc le combunant gazeux onvironnant is go,* to . lAo dif-
fdrentea structurea dotour do I- particulc mottozit on dyidonco Is complexit16 du ph6nonmn* do combustion
(6) . .Lvoc Cotta technique ii oat possible dldtudier in combustion d'ono pnrticuloen a o&.n deL dour
paranm~tra fondlr.otHwX , n~ttire does Pt combuma to 0f j;,.%ironn , rotorlm ('.uo It's exp-riorncon de combus-
tion does p,-rticuoi.a It haute proagion sent pao nombrousIbqnnaiyse des produits issue, do In cnmbustion
pout no faire Dar upoctrogrnphia dlrtote pour Ir. partia gasosea at p-%r awalyse chin-ique casoniqo. pour
In phase condenado (9) . La structure do cotta phpeOC condt'nado pout Atre minaz dicrito ni V'on utilise
on microscope 4isc tronique ý banynage cosue en %4moignent lea trois phbtogrannioa do Is fimaro 2 Montrent

das 6chantiiiona dislumnen r~coiul~isi apr~a combusto on

0OUý-TICIN iJE MSIEUR FAR'ICULES -LIn c~pbuation d'un rriige ece particula. adtnilliquap.
raient Itra 6tud~i-d k lVa.1do d~rn br~leur du type KACEK Ou dG coo qui sont ddorits h is Wfitdrena (2u)r
maia on prdf~re dana co cas as rapprochor dms conditions rdales do combustion at an partZ'eulior analyser
ll~olutior. do- rairtic~ilca en Dartant d'&chnntiiions do proporgols uia au point pour cotte recherche ou
utiliim,', our propulaour.

ikuia lo premier c-a on forns, 4eo dehantillons par comprassion on partant doun crmburant solids,
Voun m~Stal pria sous forrA* do fines pn'rticttlozi , d'un combustible pluatique ot do cat.-lyasura dgniocwnt

s *lc .~ CtPout nvoc c -Ito ,oC1.j--iqto changer rapidoaro~t In cosipocition du r.diazwo at is netture des
comvc:%."ýtn. L'K-volution de In cof'bw~tion dcr, p.nrticuloa in~taliiours eat ralvio par cinomi'rroc1 :rnphis , on
pout (*gn2: ra-t fippr in -7-u:nt on ha un corrtain ntsdo ý recaeiilir dea d4p8ta
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Dans le deuxibmo cras on u tilise des 6chantilions de pronergol obtenus p' r unul6e d 'ur iniadinge
de comburunt, de particules m4 tall iqiAea enrobE~es dans uric mntibre piaotiouo) . Cette fagon d'op6ror a
donra6 doe r63uitat3 intoressanto . On trouve en particulier de noixbreiuc trav,,wc on (W0

TEPWIQUES UILI!IANT DE"' FIL3 - La i~ro. on ooaLvr'ý de c'itte "hnchinuo s oi~niavle , Ie fii
mdtailique oat pris ontro deux 65iectrodes et i'ailumage eat obtenu par effet joule . La tcriporaturo du
fii. eat onregistr6q pendant la phaso d'aiuuage . En pl-gant le fil dana une bombs , il eat donec possi-
ble de faire varier simleiment In cornosition du comburant et la prossion . ia cin~intographie de la
zone de cor.ibustion , ia spectrorraohia de la zone do flamre, l'ana2.yse des dap8ts pornottont une tor
corm' Ibte do In. combustion des rndtaux . Cette trcbnicjue a pentias h GLAMNA ot :3APWPUN.3, dl~tudier on
d~tail In co;nbunt~on do l'aiuniiaua eat du a na4piusi (1i) (12) dans tine atmosphbre contenant 0, et Co.

dDes difficult~a peuvent apparaltre iI .'aiiurnge si 'a temp~ratutr~i d'.infiansnati~on eat auporieu~re
LIe temp6rature do fusion du mdtai, car In rupture du fii intervient avant l1apparition d? in fl=ie .n

Avec i'alurdninin Dar ozornle ii suffit do chauffer suffisameont lontemont poiz qu'wns mine) couche d'oxnj-
de as forme h la surface saintenant ie fii en place jusauth Is phase d'aliiunage . L'aspect de In flname
eat ccniui de is fi~rur 3 iiontrant le chauffage dv. fii et an combustion dona uric atmosphhre d'oxygbne
Aprbs ia rupture du Lii is combustinn se poursuit autour du mdtai fondu.

line a'tre fnicon de proc6der consiste ha vispendre on fii et a apporter a i'extr~nit6 libre une
qupntit6d d'6nergie auffis. nte pour obteni~r 1i'inflanmati on . On obtient dana ce cas tine dornn~e supTpiaeri-
taire qui oat in vitcaae do combustion du fii (13) , i'infiuence de Is convection eat asiez muriae , Ia
vitesse de rdgroasion du Lii eat principnilement rdglde par des ph6nornbnea do diffusion et Ia formation
d'oxyde.

TEC.IMIQUES UTILI:ýADIT LE FrAl, & PHASE VAPEJR - Dens ia c imbustion do nonibrpeux mdtct't lee.
produits de combusti c'. coinoortent aria phase condenade, ii est donc trbs utile do comprendre ceo m6onznism
de foruntion do is phase zondensde aid eat celiu d'une reaction chimique h6tdrogbne . Su~ivant cette idee
F"SnXTEfll a obtenu des rdaultats imnortantsaen 4tudiant h baseso preasion In r,5action d'un mdtai en phase
vapeur avec i'oxygbne . La vapour dri rndtoa a~t injectde on tin point do Ia bombs diiu6e d'argon ; Io m~tai
rdagit avec i'oxygbns et tin d~p~t d'oxyde as forms stir un miroir piac6 h environ 2 cm de l'orific,) d'injec-
tion du mdtai . 1,'dpaisseur du d6p8t eat mesur~e pa~r ie d6Dlacoment de fronges d'interf~rence . Ce d6pia-
cement eas- sym~trique Dar rapport h Verifies . Cette ;echnique porzset do riettre en 6vidence l'importznce
reliti~ve de ia diffusion et de ia cindtique chniniquo Loo dosage des atomee, mdtaiiiquea pout Otre f'ait
p~ar !cp-rtrophotor;ýŽtrie 0a'bsorption (14) . Dos exp~riences de ce type en p'lus grand nombre pourr'eient
a~port,!r do ncumbreux rensoipioments sur ia ccmbustion hkt~rog~no du m4 tal

Ii n'exiitLt pns pour i'4tude de ia combustion des -ndtaux do techni'que Wdale, chacune do cellos
quo nous venons d'exýaniner poss~de des avantages at des inconvdn:ients. Le but vis4 par 10 chercheur eat
double :cormrondre ie d~xme d conbuotion. du P.6tal , amniiorer ie reondoxent de comb.ustion , chacuno
d'elies apportant une contribution h ces cieux pr~occupat--ons.

La technii-ue utriliant des particules oat interessarnts car elle so rapproche des conditions
r~olles d'utiiiartLcn nais certaines difticuitds a.pparaissent dams 1i'infiarmmtion et dana In descripbion
des ph~nomnbneE de combust~on; exception faite pour Ia particule brlftant damn un milieu ati repos , la
cowbust~on a lieu dans a-n coL,.burant vici(d ot ii eat difficile do jouer h la fois stir In composition et
lai tomp,_'rature du gaz . On, note poti do rechcrches efferctuees h haute preosion clest h dire dons ass condi-
tionsc voinines do cellos do itemploi stir propulseur, ics difficultds apparoissent dtaaun co dornaino, finamnos
prbs do .'a ziirf'-ce I lux-dnositu imnportante qui gene ion forts grossissaownts

L'om~pioi do fila oti do rubxns eat d'ane mise on o~uvre bomucoup plusn ample mnnls Is qunntite do
rn~tr). rill ' 2t plus imrc'rt zate Irte lorbg f ~il meunet r~lu -r ude3), des difficultda npparai&-
nent au motiont do l'liall%'(ge

Ln tvchý-Wiq;ý do co!.bu:3r' on des m~3taux on phase vupe-ur noun p'ralt fort utille peavr d -'crire Io
mocanisme do combustion hvt6rogbne et dos formation des dop8ta, la vaporisoationi do ceri.airis mdtauxi & Aut
point 414-2iiti'rn rend vette techn~ique d'une missoen oeuvre difficilo I olia nous perait copondant tris
utile pour rcnu~rir des donadee fondwzontanes aur le riýcnnione do diffunion des oxydesaet jur in rvlturn
ot in' vi*.%.ý d:an: r4'ac'!cnm c1iid-iuts do co:.bust~nn

RESLILTATS PE7RIUZT1AUX

11 moan v'irnlt rlus oir~plo dano 1. 'aInont-tlon doe rdsaitnts de Prondre onviue m,ýltn et do disi,.ter lee
conditý=r3 d'n~lunr.-we et l-a raodes do combustion pronrms rnhcuiz on innrni-.cnt piur oatrl r 't nar
1li I, 'tiZ3i nlur 1ti2lsI.-n (,:yIn;i~

;d, 14TNEVM - ý, -oint dt, fu.non .Jo1' aiux~inliun et do 925 OF ,~c ilw cint d'.bul 'tion 2740 0K
derxr tr~a -u demaus du voint de twxion do l1ozyde 23160)' Ie tomp~ra*ture do dicomponitien do A! dtiat

do ordo d istcr tirre~u do fin de combu:,tn (30). tedionit:cn do In teomrar~turo d Jbulii-
tion lu rrn-.it T3) c' Uo usion do Iloxyde 'r- fýAit arprra~tro un certa~in ionrbro do ph z~o-%Znes ap,'cifitousa
d.) l'aluminium.

A - AUUý - Lee erpiriernces ins plize Drob-atto sent colon "je FAL' , III particuio vtt'nt in-
ject~lo dans un 6cotaomrent cornburint ohaud , ii eat facile dl'-Ynluor is It',1ai d al~urvw.o 'Z . Un, t~h~orie
rldrentn-.iro sasse bien %vdrifieo par i'oxp~ritenco indic'ue quo cno VlIM T eat "c<or In relut~o;n

r Od 2 r~ ýkT1 - T__ L '
12 A ( L T -

co d~lalea ct d vie proportiorinol au cirri dik ditur~tre do in partic-le et dpvn4d-.ia nomtr v do *7,J2*ý'LT Nu~
do la chnIour latent. do fusion du m~tnQ L, do In tearprnturs iriti'lae de Is varltic-Ir T I '.. in tomp6.
raturo du gut ontourant In pertiocAlo T et do In temvrsrture d'Lrfl-.nntior T 1  ( I ) . 8 utro I delain
d'alluriage ii eat impqrtant do conna tle In tempt~rnture du gne T h laquollo I'i:.f1&n-ntion so prodi't.
Lea oxp6ri'crcea do iWACK motrwtmpuo cotto toeap'ýeture oat voin..An§do In tomp~raturv .) fusion de i'oxyde
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T~oot depend do is coroentration an oxyg~no

T, Z = -' 11 6ýI1-

La to.$draturo T disinia. loreque Is. prossion partielle en oxygono p.2 augments , ' siposant n set do
1i'ordro do 0, 5 AoJtte loi A Atd vdrif ide pour don prosmions sillnt do I h 10 atm *Co nivoau do tompdrp.-
turo indique quo pendant la phase prdoddsnt i'sihumago iane foible coucho pratootrios d'akluinine slest for-
m&a h i& surface dui mdtal, enrobant couplbtaeont colui-ci , cot to coucho pouvant ao constituor par iine oxy*
dation lent. mil1a particule oat stockds done lane atmosphbre oxydanto ou encore pendant 1. ddioi T2
Deos expdrioncos ant montrd quo cotte oxdation oat tr~m rapid* at pout intorvenir done Is ddisi Z .Cotta
couch* protootrico a A46 miss on dvidence on plagant dam dohantillons d 'aluminium done une atmosphbro
portio k 1300 0K , l1'surninium fondhu Wesmt libdrd quo loroque catte coucho d'oxydo so ramalix, 10 liquids
* 'dohappo alarm par des fiasure. quia no saint formdam h 1. surface sous forms do filaments (figure 4).
Larequo cctto couch. protoctrice oat prdmonte il cat done n'Icossairo d'sttoindro T70 pour obtenir uno 11-
bdrstion dui udtal ot 1'ailuusgs do Is partioule .Tout.. icea tchniquaes qui. emplahent 1a formation do ect-
to couch. diminuo I& tompdrature d'inflaxmation dui ndtal.

Lis mdthadou d'dtude do i& combustion des file conduisont h Is. mgme amoncusion .Lae tcupdrsturo
do fusion dui fi ii tant infdrieure h Is temp~raturs d'inflmammtion , ii eat done ndcessaire pour obtanir
um. bonne team. durant 1s chauffago do rdaliser uI chauffage leint pour pormettro Ia formation d 'iA. coucho
d'azydo qui a*sure uno bornne terms pendant cetto p4riods . Dam ians atmomphbro contonant uniqucuent do J.'o-
xygbueo i& tempdrature dui f il h laquelle 1' infismation apparmit orolt loreque Is. proamion done isquello

'seffectiia la combustion augmonte 3011.* passe de 17000K h 0,2 ate k la tcinpdrature do fusion de llomyde
23180K h 2 atm pour rostor ow~sibleinent canstants jusqutk 70 atm . La puisjsance ndceassiro h i'obtention
do l'allumsgo augments sare is premmion ( voir figure 5) (15) . Cotto s~rie d'expdriences tend, h montror
quo do 0,2 h 2 atm is couch. d'oxyde cot plum permdabi. qu'aux premlione dievdem .I& concentration an
oxygbno agit idgbroment mur i& tompdratur. dui f ii sau aent do i'siluwae ,on note quo i& temp~rature
augments idgbroment iorsque la fraction mola4re en oxygbne crolt . Crttc tondanco est on dduaoord avec
cols* trouvdo 4 partir dom expdriencss do MACEK, il acrait lagiquc de concluro IL une augmentation do ia
toupdraturc d'ixaflamzation avea Is fraction nalairo on oxygbno puisque dona ce can is couche d'axyde
derrait doveaair plus dpaisoo at donc pius protectrics, signasons toutofois quo coat offot eat foible .La
prossion limit. d'ailumago d~pond do is concentration en czygbne at celia-ci diminue loraquc le pourcenta-
go on azygbne augments . Une pression limite siapdrieure pout apparsitro mous cortaines conditions par
sexmple pour iane fraction nolaiii On 02 do 0,5 Is presmion limite infdrieure eat de 0,34 atm at is pros--
sion limite supdrieuro de 17 atm (15) . Is nature dui diluant a pau d' importance , notons copendent quo
i'mluummgc avoc i'hdiiua oat obtenu. avea une puissance pius importanto quo pour l'srgon et i'asote . Par
contre is nature du comburant jou. un grand r8li : Mec 10 C))3 par exempie , l'aluinago a dti obtenu IL
des tompdratuarem infirioures amu point do fusion do l'haiide (9530K) . Cette propriktd des composda fluords
pormettant d'absissor is tempiraturs d'allumags des particuies mdtIiiiquos pout Otre utilixde pour fazili-
ter is combustion des propergois molidesom on ybrides m~tallisis . Deos combustions ant 4t4 obtenues dane
i'asoto par, l'allumago a lieu h des pressiona supdrijmres k 27 atm, is tempdrature dtinfla-mtion (13600K)
dtant nottement infdriouro h Is tecapdrature do fusion AIN (24730K) , is couche dVAIN form~e 6tant vraisem-
biabioment non protectrico . Lou conditions d'ailumago ddpendcnt donc done une large mesure do Is posaibi-
Iit4 do I ormat..on d~n couche protectrico ot do sa destruction . On note on gdndrai qu'unt. coucho pratoc-
trice so forms loroqus is volume do i'oxyde eat plus 4levi quo 10 volumeo do m4tai. qiAi intorvient done ma
formation ( cam do Al et do Al 0 ,) , l'dpaissour do is coucho formdo ddpend do Ia concentration on combu-
rant prbs do i& surface st do isa Lwpiraturo dui gas sawironnant guivant uine loi d'Arrh~nius, ii cot done
difficilo d' agir our touts i&s urfaco , an pout udammoins, par des apports locaux do cortainog gubstan~cem
saptchor on certains points do Is part3cule is formation locals d'oxydo. Cetto fagon do faire pout diuinuer
is tompdrature 4'a~.uuage do is particule.

B- COMUS3TION - Staminona tout d'abord is combusticn does particulem doris uno ambiance combursiL-
to oxyg~dod . A is premelon atmamphdrique an obsarve dciii mdcanisins do cocbust~on posaibles, i'mn 4iai-
pad do is surface , rdgi par um, procespus do diffusion aroc: combustion des vapeursa dtsiliques 5100 10
comburant gassux at formation d'unes phase candenado qui mo prseonto sous forms d'un nusgo do fines parti-
culom dant lea dimensions sont de llorvire do quoiques centaines d'Aagatrbms, l'sutre prba oa sur i& surfa-
ce avoc formation de is phase condonsdo k is bwirface dua mdtai, ce adeaniame itant d'ailleurs asset mal. dd-
fini. Com doux mdcsjani.to pouvent d'ajillours coexistor our is men. particule comme 1'indiquent leg photo-
graphies de I& figure 6 . La phci. ,grmphis 6A a dtd obtenue par cindmicrographieo do la zone do combustion
on distingue nettemont sur I& particullo une calotte d'aiumane, 11 n'y a pas au-denmus d. cotto calotte
d'dmiaaion da vapeur m46talliqus at ds combustion d'aium~ine, i* mdtai p~out so vaporiz.er librernont st on
observe en phase vaoptur,h iane cortaine distance do Is particulo, ian. flamea do diffusion provenant do is

-iion dua r~tstl vaporisd avoc 10 gsat comburant ontourant Is particlis 1 Larqu'ori recucaIlle our uno
plaque do vurre des particiale. on cours do combustion ( figures 6B ot 6C) . n observe our is mome parti-
cuis I& omiotte d'oxydo at Ie mdtal I sutour dl Is. particule , on not. 4ge~le~snt une fins poussibro d'ahm-
mine dont loa du~onsianm sont voisinos do 102 A ct qui provient do Is combustion en phase vapour aroc for-
nation d'un nuago d'alumino. Ces doux modea do combustion apparaisuont simultaz'mont au mdpardmont nuivant
lea conditions ozpdrimentaies ( pression at composition does gas enrironnant3).

Fiamlnno lea rdmultats obtenum lorequ'uns particule d'aiwsinium brkic dans uno atmomphbro comn-
burante contonant do 1'hyIdra.gbno ot do is vapour d'osu. L'slhurage cot progreauif, 1. diansiro do Is am@m
io combustieai vari, do uric fois ýi uric fois ot demie ls diambtre de Is particuic; on observe dams oe ass
siauita~nima lee deux types do combustion mentjowids plus haut ; lea produitm do combustion reaafexmnt
des sph~res creuses d'alumino, pour des particulco do 70 AL ,on obtiont dos sphbres do 150,4A.. I& photo-
graphic do Is figure 7 montre l'supoet extdriour do coo bailons (photographie 7A) , larequs I is phre set
brisdo (pbotographio 7B) an rimorque k l'intdriear i& goutto m~tallique attachdo ounomyde dana la aphbre
crouso d'sluains . ýt recuoillt 4galemont don sphbres svant uno urfeesco mins limss mottant on 4vidonco
Is procossus de formatiton par apports mieceamif a on pý..r coalescence do particuesm (photographis 70) .
La mdcanisr~e do formation do ceo 'phbres arouses eat aoiare obacur , i1 no **able Wa cepondart intlueos-
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car 1. proceosus de combustion
Toujurson r~oncod'hdrogfe,, on note une rotation tr~la rapids do la partioulo ( is vi tease

angulaire pouvant aller jusqu' 1 0 t a7 ) . Cotto rotation sot Yrsiosemblabloment due h use dissyis~trie
dans la combustion des particules et done k une dissymdtrio dane 1. ddbit do sdtal vaporied coupliqud par
us offet do jot pouvant prowonir du .d mtal vaporied sousn la couche d'alumino situdo prbs do I& msuz-
face at qui afdchappe dOuse mani~ro dissymitriquo on bordure do la calotte d'ealuimis . Cot offet do jet
pout Itre ddcold on reomrqiant on cortains points k & la2isibro do l& calotte urse combustion intonso Jue
au jet do vapeur liau do la ce~lotte brfilant avoc 1. gaz coorburant onvirosnant . to rnzvoment do Is. partiou-
10 oat annox complozoidans do nombreux can l'sxo do rotation do la partiov.1e eat perpendiculairo h ilazo
do symitrio do Isa calotto d'alumino, uno queue forado par urn nuago d'alumine s'dtalant 1* long do Ilaxo
do rotation ; lloffet do jot do vapour iesau du pourtour do la calotte pourr.dit Atre rosponsable do cotto
rotation .A cotto rotation salJoute parfois urn mouvomont en spirals, do la partioulo dO dgalornsnt ki 1lf-
tot da jot ainsi qulau ddbit do vital vaporiad isau do la surface do la particulo non protdgdo par Vl'au-
mine

Toujoure dane un milieu contonant do 1 'bydrogbne ot do Ia vapour d 'oau on observe urn. fragmes.
tation do la particu.ls, Is pouroontago do fragmetation augments lorsque Is taux d'oxygirne crott . Cor-
tains expdrinente~tours pensont quo cotte fragmentation proviont do la rupturo donsuphbrow srousou d'slo-
nine, rupture dueo I& prosuion rAgaant h Il'ntiriour do I& sphbro par suits do Ia vaporisation du mdtal.
Il memblo plutbt quo cetto fragmontation i.ntervienne lorsqulurno combustion diaoymdtriquo a lieu, la cou-
tzhe d 'alumino forude prbs do Ia surface conduit danm cotto zone hus transfort do chalour laportant et
Cott* dissymdtrio dano 10 chauffago pout provoquor uscg rupturo do Ia particule . la I 'absene do fragwon-
tation on stmosph~ro contenant IL, Ot H20 10 temps do combustion don particuloc out sonsiblemont propor-
tionnol au diam~tre do la particUle h Is puisosance 1,5

Pour 6vitor la prdaonce dlhydrogibno ot do vapour d'sau XA&KP a itudii la combustion do pairticulee
dane le.ý gas do ccmbustion do CO avec 02 - On observo tout do suite aprbs l'slluuage useo augmentation ra,-
pide du~ diarmbre do Is flamena . la zono do combustion eat iloigndo do la surface do la particulo at 1s pro-
Cemsus do combustion eat colui d'une goutto combustible bralant dama llair, los phdnominnse do diffusion
Atant prdpondirants; Ia combustion sot aonsiblemont syudtrlquo ot 1s tomps do combustion cows dearn s
can de gouttes combustibles oat proportionnol au carrd du dianbtro do la particule at inveruement pro-
portionnel h Ia fraction molairo d'oxygbno . Avec ce comburant on retrouvo done los produits do combue..

ties des sphbres crousoo d 'alumino , on note dana cortaina ces urne rotation do I& particule ot urn
fragmentation . La prdaonce dlazote pout igaloment favorisor la rotation do Ia partioulo ot la fragme-
tation . I"~ oxpdrlenaces do PRENTICE (S) ont e'n offot montrd quo Is, combustion des particules dane urn
adlange h 80% dargon ot 20% d'oxyg~no sleffoctue ssi.. rotation at mans fragmetation ot l'introduction
dluno faiblo quantitd dtazoto 1C% conduit k une rota.±on qidi so tormino par use fragmntation do Is,
particulo

too rdsultats quo nous venons do donnor corrempondent 4 des orpdriencos effoctudes I& pros-
sion atmosphirique , on dispose do pou do rdsultata h do. pressions dlevdes . las com~bustion den film eat
assexsoamblablo h cello des particulos . BRZUSTOWSM et GLASSMWI ainsi quo XUM ot ZWILLItBMG ant dtudid
on ddtail la combustion do fila dlaluminiu . toes photographios do Is figure 8 indiquont quolquos modos
do combustion posoible des fils avoc formation do goutton ou oxplooior du fil.

Les modes do combustion sont indiqudi mur Ia figure 9 ot ddpondent do la fiaction molaire d'oxy-.
gine X02 # Ie diluant 4tant do 1 'argon , ot do Ia pression . Conno on pout le constater Cltout principals-
mont la fraction molairo qui. difinit 10 processus , la proasion. intervenant aurtout auz basso" prom-
siona : au dsouss de 20 d ±1g~ei eat impossible d Iallumer I a fl! ( domains 1 ) , entre 20 tt 30%
une couche d'aluminin so formso I& saurface du fil dane use flaming ;Ifffuso ( domains 2 at 3) ; entro 30 ot
80% d'oxygirne wn pout diatinguer doux zones avec extinction aux fortos prossione, Ia flame oat trils pr~s
do la suuface ot le vital brdlo incus forme de gouttos muapenduos au tube dlorydo formi I& surfaco dux
fil. ( domaine 5) ; k des fractions molaires mupdrieures k 0,8 on note use Combustion tr~s rapid* at tr~s
intense qui. progreaso vers los electrodes ( domains 6) ; aux basses preasions (50 mm do Hg) la combus-
tios 3'offeCtUo muivant uno flimmo do diffusion caractdristiquo ( domains 7) . D'uns mani~ro gindralo
on observe quo 10 raport du rsyon do la flemoe au rayon du fil. ai do Ia goutto formio par fusion ddcrott
loreque la proasion on. la fraction molaire d 'oxyg~ne augment,%, & une proasion do I ats , cc rapport smt
do 1' rdre do 1,5 . Cleat pourquoi GIA~SSAN pens* quo dons Isa plupart dos cas use flamms do diffusion
apparaft ( combustion en phaso gasouso) plus ou mains prbo do Ia surface dux mdtal; los particulos dloxr-
dos formdes aux cours do cetto combustion no peuvont adAloigner do Cotte mono quo si 10 ddbit loon do Ia
goutte out auffismasent import~ant, mans cola on note use, accumulation don produits condoned. pria do la
surfaco ou doenIs zone do combustion . Dans Ia phase do combustion k basso preasion , on roinarque , 1
l& surface du fill dos 6-outtelottos trds lumineusos constituies par do l~alurnino liquids portdo h uno
tompdrature bien supdrieurc iL cello du mital ot igalonent suphrieuro h la tompdrature do fusion do lloxy-
do . Cotte alumina pout provonir coma. denis 1. cam des particulom d'une rdaotion hdtdrogdno do surface,
& cotte presmion (50m do Hg) la tompdratare d'4ibullition dv i.'tal oat Again k 22600K done infdrioiur
X la tempdrature do fusion do Ploxyde. On note dgalemsnt dos traindes lurminousom vionant dux mital maim i1
out difficilo do prdcimor la nature do cot par~iculoa incandescontoe . Dane lee produits do combustion
on trouve des sphires arouses attachdes k lb concho d'aluminoenuteurant 10 fil.

L'influonce do I& preosion peut atie liscutdo par lin expdrioncom do LONG ot SIMA.L (13) rels-
ties. h be ddtormization ds Ia vitosam do combustion d'un fil plead done do l'ozygide ot allund h UFA.
oztrditd . Cott@ vito,..e out denude mar la figure 10 an fonction do Is presalon d'ozygiao . Ca romarquo
tout dlabord oatro I ot IJ &to use aupmontation rapids do b& vitease , I& Combustion sot contrdlde par I&
diffusion dux comburent et doe vapouro wAtabllquon I lin ddp~ts oant conatituds per do fines partlouosa
dent be diambtxo eat Wnfrieur aix micron , ddpto oaractdristiquem dlune combustion un phase vapour
Eatro 3 ot 8 ats an observe use ldorv diminution do be Titeoso pdsesetre 8 ot 14 ats une, idgre augmem-
tatiom . Cott* variation pout *tre due h use diminution relative du flux d'ozgbne abblant yore Ia surfaeo
dix alltal, diminution duo aux produits do combustion venu at do l& zone do rdaction vivo ot m'accumulast
dan* cotte sone et froinent la, diffusion do Iloxygine . Is mou'tement dou particulos dlozyde eat du^ princi-
palemont & l'dcouloment gdndrub allant do Ia 3urface du mdtab Yore lloztnieiur, la vitosso do. gaz dtait
dgalo pour 4n dibit i vaporiad it : 47.r l-'r /n'p dininuc done loreque la preoaion augment* at bore-
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quo l'on sldloigne do I& surface , do ce fait lea purticules d'aluminin 6prouvent do Is difficult6 h nor-
tir do catto tons do r4action . Une agglomiration do. particules pout aso produire, so traduisant par is
formation do sphir'es arouses oul plain.. d'alumine . LA ddbit do mdts3. vaporisd vario poul en fonation do
is prossion , co qui limits is vitoase do combustion .Damx ce domains des prossions lee rdsidue sont
farads do fines particules at do aphbroe arouses d'alumins .All delk do 14 atm , on observe une chute do
is vitoeso do combustion ot Is niveau le plus bas correspond k Is valour do is vitesse trouvde k Is pres-
*ion atmoupbdrique , is minimum aso situant k onviron 22 atm, spr~s cola , is viteese do combustion craft
progressivemont &aye is preesion , d'aprAs KIRSCH'LD ('13) on me note aucuns particularitd 3usqu'k 100
atm , is vitosas continuint k oroltro . PExtro 16 at 38 atm lea d48ts sont forad. do fines particules
do sphilroo arouses at dgaloment do gouttos 3d'alumine trenshucid. dont is diambtro moyen Bo situe ontro
100 ot 200 AL at pouvant allow 3u~squ'k 10~/ cos gouttes d'a~lumino so ddtachent d~u fi 1. n cours do
combustiou

L& diminution do is vitoesso do combustion observdo entre '16 at 22 a-m pout Itre duo h l'acau-
mulation d'alumine prbs do I& surface dui f il qui limits Is taux dtdvapcration dui mdtsl , I.a combustion
syant; liou non on phase vapour mais tout prAs do Is surface, phdnombne ddjk obssrvd &aye lea particules
motto combustion do surface limitent 6galemont is flux d'oxygen arrivant pr~s du mdtal .Cotto formation
d'oxydo pretoetour k is surface attoint son maximum h 22 atm , au delh is. phdnombnss do diffusion repres.-
sent l'avaatage , is vitesso do combustion augments progressivsuont avoe la preesion . Cleat donc llaction
combisde d'uns rdaction hoslogbne on phase vapour , d'uno rdaction hdt6rogbns on fin do combustion ( con-
donustion dialumine) , d'une rdaction bdtdrogbno h is surface dui mdtal qui peuvont avoir lieu simultan-
moat quA eond~itionne is vitosee do combustion du f ii . Toel sent tr~s schdmatisds lee principaux rdeful-
tat3 obtonus our is combustion do Vlaumialum.

DEMIEIU - On souligns sourent quo 1. mdcanawim do combustion dui bdryllhum set trhs voisin do
coluli do l'ahuminiuu, nous iallna voir qulil exusto unsl certaino analogio mais des diffdrences tr~s tatteo
apparaissont 4galoasnt .I& tompdrsturo do fusion du biryllium oant plus dlevdo quo coils do 1 aluminium,
¶ 556OK pour 9320K 1 lea tempdraturos do vaporisation *ont sousiblomont los mlnes ZT570K pour Beeat 2740 0K
pour Al I is tsmpdrature do fusion dos oxydes passe do M20OK pour 'Be h 2318OK pour Al at is tompdrature
d'dbullitioa des exydo. oat do 4123KX pour Be at 38000K pour Al . 1A, rapport dv. volume d'exydo au volume
d#, adtal eat do 2,5 pour l'ahuminiuu ot do 1,66 pour is bdrylium.

A- ALW-MAGE - &Aminons tout d'abord lee conditions dtaslumago do par-ticulos do qusiques dizai-
soo do microns do diambtre. Los rdsultats expdrimentaux doe MACEX nontrent quo Ia tempdraturo d'inf lemma-
tiou dui bryllium eat plus diordo quo cello ds l~aluminiuml estre 2400 St 2600 OK sans pour call, atteindre
Is teupdrature do fusion do lloxydo 2820K . La nature doe gas onviromnants a d'silleure une t~s grand.
isfhusaco cur is tompdrature d'allumage . loss valours exprimentales obtonuos lore do is combustion dui
beryllium saint trbe dispersion at slii. oat possible do fournir des tondances . ±1 eat difficile dldtablir
den lois reliant par sexmple 10 ddlai d'aliumage cii is teispdraturs dlinflammation avec 10 tdiazntre does
particulos at is composition des gas environnants .Cola tient aurtout X is formation al4atoire all ddpart
dleq'de h is surface. La tompdraturo do vaporisation dui mdtal ot is toinpdraturo ie fusion da l'ozyde sont
voisino. at ii out difficilo do savoir cells quA oat ddtorminanto IA 41*dai d'a13.umage nlost pan en gdn6-
ral proportionnol au carr4 du diambtre do is particule, 3 exposant ddpendant don pox-tee par rayonnsment
et do i'dnorgie apportie h is surface par riaction chimiquo, 'Atudions tout d'sbrird lea phinombnes qui
rendont is procossus d'allumage aldatoire.

-Pendant Is pdriode do p-dchauffa aeon note tout '~abord des rdactions chimiques importantos
eve formation do ddp~t d'oxydo principalement lorsqus 10 gas environnant contiont do is vapour d' oau

Cfjs rdaotions ~doarrent h 18000K cleat I dire nottomont aul dessous de Is tompdrature diallumage, lets
rdactions possibles sersient lee suivantes: Bo H dcin zteriusd ufct

aenaiblos k is nature does gas onvironnaxits modif tent par l'apport local d'dnergio isa conditions dladhu-
sage . D'apr~s diverse. observations ii reesort quo 1'oxyde do b~.ryllium sinai formd eat moins protecteur
quo Vl'umine et Is toupdrsture do 28200K Wn'ot pa. une temp~ratuae limits.

-Lldpaisseur do is couche d'oxyde foredo ddpsnd bsaucoul don conditions expdrimentales at oil
particulier dui tenps do odjour do is particule dans lee gas environilants, co temps do sdjaur dtant fone-
tion dui diatbtre do Ia particule, 1'6paissour d'oxydo ddpond done dgslsment do co diam~tro . Una particulo
do grand diamiltro (,vIiin) pout htre rqcouvarto d'uno couche d'axyde importanto qui vs diminuor Is flux do
adtal vaporiad ot lisirsr Ise taux do rdaetion, pour catte raison Is ddmsrrags do l'sllumage sant lent .All
tontraire pour lea particulas de petit diajmbre, is couch. d'oxydo pout Itre faioie eu name inexistante
at is adeanisme do l'aluzLag pout ltre coluu dlun mdtal volatil, cleat pourquoi on pout noter suivant Is
diamitro dos particulee des teompraturos d'inflaimation diffdrentooe

- Los perte. par raoynnement mont plus grandss deanale can du bdz7iliuu quo dams Is coo de l'alu-
miinus c* 0. pour dour raisons : Ildmiastvitd dui bdry.±lium ost do 0,6 alore qu'oll seat do llordre do 0,1
aves l'alundinum , is tempdraturs .i'diusago du biryllium eat plus dlev6o qaa rolls do l'sluminium. IA
temp. adeeissaire pour porter is particule do To k T en tenan~t ooapto dui rsyonnoinont oat dgal k

t=fcd r dT

W4&CEZ isdiquo quo pour umener une particulo do 29,4. do is tompdrature ambianto sal point do fuqon duii6
tal (1556?K) , 4,3 wu sont necessairee et 7 am pour passer do 15560K h T5 w 29000K (A - 3 1~al~m.
dog * a , No Q2 , E.0,6) , soit au total 11v3 ma,aves use particulo de 35Aeon obtiont untomfpn global do
17,6 me as qui correspond k un siposant dui diajsktre ao i'ordre do 2,4 . Si nous admettons uno rdactioa
chinique do surface l'dnsrgio libdrds itant fonction do T ot do is composition Xj , ont obtienta

fcd / d7
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l'apport d'6norgie 4 la surface tondant It diminuor l1exposant do d
L'allumage des file fait apparattro lea mA-se difficuitdo on constat4' quo Is biryilium eat

d'un sliumago difficile , done 1'oxygbno pur Ia promajon doit Stro fupirieure It 1,1 atm. Lee essais sont
trb. pou roproductibese. Dane i'oxygbno Is tempdrature d'aliumago eat do l'ordro do 26000K . On voit trbs
nettosont so former pondant IL. phase d'initiation do Is combustion ufle Ceucho d'oxydo mais qui no protbge
pas Is m6tal puisquo la tomfpdraturo d'aiitnage oat infirieure h i& tezrp6raturo do fusion do l'oxyde .Is
traitomnot xubi par 10 fil, do bdzyliium a une gross. importance , i1 ddtormina Ia tentie micsniquo du fil
pendant Is pdriods do chauffage ohaique *La tompdraturo d 'aliumago oat abaissdo au voirtnage do 1 5000K si
lea gas ourvironnants contiennont do Is vapour d' oau; dane l1a'sote Is combustion ddinarro h uns prosejon
wupdriours h 35 atm at i& combustion dui bdiyllium pout Stro initido h 110O0K on prdaonco do trifluoruro do
chioro, la prdaonce do 02.13 amdlioro l'alluinage on rdduisant do fagon apprdciablo Io ddlia dtaliuuiage

Lee principalso conclusions eont reprises en oo qui concerns lee file dana Is tableau suivant
du KUEHL

Comburast prosoion (atm) Teupdrature Conburant Pronsion(ats) Teapiraturo
d 'alluxago d Ialiumage

0 0,17- 68 2400 Ti 2dOOOK H20 6,8 1000 -1500 0K

02 + Lorto 6,8 -68 alliuu.aldstaire H20 + ftrt. 6,8 -34 1000 -1500
N 2 34 23500K CO.,/901/ 2  34 2100 - 2500

CiF,3 0,5 - 1,2 10`73 #1 CO2/H2O/N2  34 1200 - 1500

QF3+ imorte 10 - 11 1100 0K CIP/CO202/C 2  1,7 15500K

- B - COMBUSTION - La combustion sot roistivoinont almde swee dos particulos at trbs diffloiloest
lidatoiro loraqu'os part do file . Conaiddrons come pour l'aiuminduu do=r carn uivant quo la combuation,

a lieu dams un gas ddpourvu d'hydrogiao ot do vapour d'oau ou dams us gaz contonant do l'bydrogons .
Dans 10 premier cam 1. temtps do combustion eat plus court quo celui do l'aluminiuu at le proces-

"usu do combustion oat ceiui d'uno fiamoe do diffusion rdaultant do Ia rencoiitra d'un flux de vapour do
bdryilium avec un flux gazoux comburant. le rapport dui diamitro do Ia fliamme au diambtre dc la particulo
mdtaliique ddcroit lorsque In fraction molaire d'oryg~ne augments 193 h 1,4 pour X. =0,36 et do 1,1 11
1.2 pour X 0 = 0916 , le diambtre do Is particule 6tant do 32,AL) *Cotte d~croiseanci pout 0tre at-ýribu6o
it la ddcroigsance do is tempgraturs avec X 0 mais dgalement h Ia diminution dv. flux d'oxyds It is surface
du adtai venant do is zone do combustion . to temps de combustion eat sansibiosent proportionnol au carrd
du dtam~tre do ia particulo, ce qui jus+.ifie lo modbi. ciasaique avec une flainee do 4Uiffunion on phase
gazouso St invorsement proportionnel. k Is fraction molaire d'oxygino avec: un exposaazt infdrieur it i'unitd.
Useo 6tude thdoriquo conduit pour une particulo do 32 ~L. un temps do combustion de IZ mas ot i'o'rp6risa-
co donns 1,8 as pour kO- 0,43 . Lorsquo is tempdraiur du gas erwvi.;:innant seat x pdrieur h is tempdrature
ae fusion de l'oxydo , 8g1 recueillo aprbs combubtion , des sphbres a'ajxydo do b4ryili-in dont 10 diambtre
eat infdriour au mi-j..,n , par contre loraque Is tempdraturo sat infdriouro , lee ddphta sont besucoup plus
grossiors St i'on observe par exempie des bitonneta do BOO do 10/A-do hauteur environ . L'ozyde do bdryi-
lium pout diffu.3er k ia fois vere ia particule at vera l'oxtdriour,clest pourquoi on trouve an fin do com-
bustion ot pour lea foibles concentrations on oxyghno des particuies dont 10 diazmtro oat un peu inf4rieur
i coiui do is particulo avant combustion . Uno forts partie do BoO ( onviron 60%) a. rotrouve sousn cetto
forms. Le mdcaniaimo do rdgresaion do I& particule devant comprendre une vaporisation du mdtai St une ag-
gioudration continue d'ozyde h Is surface. limo ldgre rotation de3 particules eat observdo durant is com-
bustion , due k une disaymdtrio dane 1. ddp8t dloyryii h is surface.

Dana 1. oss d'uno combustion dans un gas comburant contenant do is vapour dla , Is mode do
combustion eat asses voisin do coiui obsorv6 darts un gas see

On obverve quo 10 r2pport du disamtre do Is flawp ; ceiui do ia particule eat pius foible (do
1 'ordre do 101) , on observo dans co cam peu do fines particuesa d'ozydoa main plut8t dea franents do
giombtrio irrdgulii~ro ; l'introduction de H20 allonge iigdrement I. tamps do combustion.

La combusti n du fil do b~ryllium a donn6 des r~rultats ddcevantsa t ii oant difficile e' in d6.
duiro uno nhiiosophie cohdronte

NACNSIUM - Le point do fusion du magndsiua eat voisin do celui do i'aluminium, 923 0K st 10
point de vaporisation btaucoup pius foible 1 3760K , par contro 10 pwint do fusion do lloiydo soat bosucoup
plus ilov6 3073 OK ot pou dioignA do as tompirature do vaporisation 33730K . LlaiiumPAg du msoxdsium emt
rolativemont facile at m~cessite des tempdraturem natttsment infdriourem it cellos pricddomment trouvdoa
pour i'aluminium *t 1s bdryilium.Les expdriinces do CASSEL 0$t LIEMAN ont domnd lee rieultatm muivantm 07~)

Composition du co-Aburant Tomptrature d'ailumage an fontetion du diawAtre
do Is uartieule (AK0

20 5080 120
AIR 1015 950 925 910

02 + 4A 1C5 940 915 900
02 +4 go 1085 1025 995 975

On note une diminution do I& tempdraturs loreque is diami~tro do ls particulo crolt , is nature du diluant
modif ±0 i& tompdraturo, i'augmentation do is tempdrt'ture avoc 1'hdiium pout Itro due hi us accroissoment
do I& conductibiitit thermique du gas /~0+ A)<

-Aý2+ A < ;ýAIR 0; 0+4 He
Los teispdratures dsillumage obtenue3 ayea l'oxyg~no et eases voisines do celles ddtermindos liane l'air
Loa particulem do rnmpndium br~lent done i'air, dano lloxyg~ns at dana does M4imng 0, A2 He avec une
flame do diffusion at is rdaction emt gouvernde par Is diftusioa do l'oxyg~no;ee r4isdu mnt consti-
tude par do finem particulee ot dem ephbrosa rouses d~oxydo tie iagndsiua

La combustion des file ot des rubana do rnagndaiuin a fait apparaftrm les m~nom phdnomkoneaot a
lieu done use larga game do prossions ot do tompiraturoe en phase vapour . La variation do is vitosse
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do combustion dium fil oat doanne an foaotion do I& prommiom our is figure, 11 (43) . La v1tesmo varie
rapidomont juaqulk 5 ats , la combustion itant contrý'16o par la diffusion dui oomburant vera la mono do
idaction , lea dipbts cont oonatituim par des fines partioulom do X8gO . Au dalk do sotto presmion l&
diffusion do ltoqygise eat froinda par les particialas solidom do JXg0 piduontog dana la zono do sombumtion
A dos proamionm plum dlovdem , on note dam irrdgularitds qui pouvont provoir dui shangemant do proprildsd
physiques do Is couch* solids ou liquids d'oxydo poreuu oatourant la particiale at formant us. coquille
IIRSCUPELD pews. on offet qu'h haute promlion autour do l& partia la plum bases dui fil ma forum ume coquul-
1s liquide cii solid*, l'intdriour do l& coquillo set rempli do vapour adtallique k haute proasion qui dif.-
fume i travora la parci do la coquille . la combusation praunat p1Mme k ltextdrioiar do oella.-ci , I*udge,
aism. diteratmaat itant dauo ce oas la diffusion dui .dtal . On pout dgeloliant cowevoior =ao diffusion to
ll'azyskn vora l'intdrieur ot umo combustion dama cotta zone . Si b& combustion a lieu dama m" anowphb.-
re contenant do l& vapour d' mau on note unm diminution do l& vita... do combustion loraque l& conoontra.-
tion on gaua augameta . NLLOR at OLLSSNAJ oat trouvd qua lee rubaaaa do nopadmiuu ae brdlont pas duomw
atmospbbro do CO2 .

D~am do anmbrouos..-aonditioam U& combnation dui magn~ait~m " fait suivant um proesashu do d&.ffvu-
aioz avoo production d'uns fuaide contemaat da fines particuloo do NCO , PAIKSTEB a dtudid oset .o aotles
hdtdrogbno at a pm cocparor bo procoasms ckaimiqueo t lo procammum do diffusion qui Intorvisiat i-la-mt Ia
condensation diu NgO (14) . La couparmison do cos dciii mdoanisnom ( do diffusion et ohimiquo) so f~ait an
gindral k 1b'aide dui modulo do TSILE 3.4 0-) / 9 C. couparazit par exmple dama 1. problbms plean =
tonsa do diffusion Js' /2r ( cii If mat me longuour d I dabang at Sý in coefficient do diffusion) at
vantoapobimique C, /R(4)( aii C, oat ba concentration d'uno emp~oa rdagiasazits k l'abaoia.. 3,u) t

A(CC1 1 taux do production chimiquo ). Pour i.'n rdaction du premior ardro MWUCTEN utilize be paramb-
tre ",.9./ i ciio 4~ oat U* vitoass mpdcifique do rdaotio'm . Xn admottant pour A laalr I/ f eAlo

meat l'offioaeitd do collision at 2L ba vitasso uoldculair, ucyonno . on obtient 1 1"y-
2dtant be libro parsoura usyen ; 10 passage d'ua pro~eaaus contr~ld par diffusion 'a un procoms';*- con-

tr~ld par rdaotion olaimiquu so fait h uno longuour cazaotdristique do 401 (13 W 0,1) . La ddttwasmation
do A. 1* /7 a mentrd , done lo cam du magndmuua , be prddominanco des rdactionm hdtdrogbnes mar dos
rdactiomm on phase Sasouse auivies d~une ccaadensation.

BORE - Use dtiade fondamontalo our la combustion dui bore a dtd ontropria. k A R C par RACXK
(16) . Notonm tout d'abord quo lea polita do fusion at do vaporisation dui mdtal aost a',spoctivommnt do
2450OK et 39310K at pour B 0 7239K ot 2316OK . L'llhumago par lamsr dam partiouloa do bare do 60 k 80/".
dama l'air & I& premaica aLaphdriquo conduit k uno combustion o* deuz: itapem, aprbs 10 h 20 an , b&
cocmbustion ddmarre puis s'arr~te bruaquoeont . l'etzctinton eat souvont conplhte maim parfoia ba particalo
ma rdalhumm at brdb. complhomemnt ave. une fiemmo brillante, , 10 tonpa total do combustion itant do l'or-
die de 100 as Does particulea do 40 at 4 5,A introduites dans dos gas brdld. coaburanto ( proinion par-~
tioblo do 0 Opt, atm ) dont U& tonpdraturo oat comprisoeontro 2300 at 2900 OK brdleat dAplement ma do=x
itapom, co p~hdnomine dtant obsorwd dons use flamo exompto ma conton2nt E2 . L'allunago do Is partioula
a lieu loeaque ama teupdratura atteint environ 20000K , b* ddpart do l& combustion oat fromi, on no-;e =
&@yau central trbe luninsuz eatsurd par use onvaleppe, gaseuma do coulour verto caraatdristique dos my*-
times gaze=x & haute tanpdratmr. seeteaaat dui bore ; emawite la combustion s'aa4te . D'apr~. RACK , Is
"ta.p doeeebustioa pou~rdos partioules do 40,AL sotdo 2k 3 w, Isttmpsmd'eztinotiomdoe3as. Ca
assist*eamsuito & us rdmbuag.~ at h una combustion complate do U& particula durmnt onviron, 15 mn . a
lee almos conditions lo temp. do eambuution d'uno particule d'alumiuun ou do bdrylliun out d'onviron
5 as . Cott* aembustion ex doux dtapas peiurrait stexpliquer par un ddp~t d'oxydo proteotour " foruant
k 1. surface do la particiabo pendant la phase d'alhumapg or de combustion, primmire I catto couch. fait
6araz ontre lo gas couburant at 1s mdtal stoppant tout dchango antrs comburant ot combuatibe ot pvt-..u~a1t
1 'outinction . Par la suit? boa gsa chaude eatottrant Us particule vaporisont Ia couoh* d'ozyde idont Ia
tompiraturo, d'dbullitior out do 23161K , cotte vaporisation d'oxydo rdduit encore m-Aoentandmonc I& diffu-
sion dui comburant verm k particul. , loraquo la couch* d~ozyde a diuparu un douziime allumage intorvient

avccombustion oomplbto do Is partiouuia . 11 somble quo durant cotta douxib.e combustion la coutabe d's-
xydo, s o l*a forme , Weat plus protootrioo . cola pout tenir k une augmentation do l& tompdraturs
do surface do l& psarticule uupdnioure a Ia toinpdrature do vaporisation do l'oxyde alore quo . lore dui
premier allumago, I& tampdrsture 4o .urfamcm oat do ±'ordrm do 20000K

NODE DE COMBUSTION DES METUX

L'ezpond d%% rduultats expdrimontaux mantra Ie comploxitd dos problbineaet !a difficulti qu'ib 7 a I con*-
tnuure um @chis& roprdtontadtif do la combustion dos adtaux. BRZUSTOYSK at GLOSSIM (-48) oant diw!14 lea
adtaux: on doux Fioupes : a - bee. xnau volati comm id, Na, K p 1Ig, Ca qui ant lea propridtd. suivantea:

- 1. mAta.% mmne twezigp di, vapour do plus do I ma do Hg h 1000'K
- Ia phase 14.quide ýi x4tal so situ* deana in domain* do tanpdratuze infdniour h I& phase liquids do

ltoxyde
- be tem$'pi- ~e dui sdtal eat nottmeont iufdrioure k cello do l'o27do
- l& tompC i!,) ?, o0ru dui mdtal eat baami comparda k l& tompiratura do fin da combustion
- lea oqydc) -w ica !1 porous car be volume do 1 'ozyde so infdriour au volume du mitab ecnmmim pour

former l'oxyde
b - lam mAjLa. , diviods on %rois group.. come Al, Be ; 3i qui oant des oxydom inmolublea
Tip Zr dont c~nt soluble* et a~ zwwat son cmy!. volatil tt pour losquels sous pouroain faire lam
roinarques r

- lsm v, -i.lAmeo k partir do ha propridtd dos oxydos oar colle-i ddrinit be adcaniam do
combustion A ~ 4 ant do. oxydos qui adhbrent k l& surface adtallique froln&azt I& pdndtration dui
ccamburat,

- larvLt ii .. olubi-it4 entr l~xde I* 1 adtal llintortco* disparait at l'oxygbno pout diffuser
k travora ' ye

- lem oxydos das a~dtaux Al, Bo, Ti, Zr mant uao tompdrature didbullition. qui exaM. la teapdratura d'dbub-
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lition. du mdtal,; les orydos dui Si et dui Bore out us point d'dbu~llition ±nfdriour aim point d'dbullition
dim mdtal, do as fasit Alt Be, fT ot Zr paivont brfiloer on phase vapour mutvant uine flame do diffusion alors
qulo Si at B a. lo peurent pa.
A 'a~ide do cofte clasmification BHZIJSTOVSKI et OLASSIW oat sssa$ do pridiro 1ee modes do comblustion
possibles dim m~tal on ddcrivant caq~ue toms 1. micamiame do tramefert prdpcnddrmnt. NARKBTZIR (/4) elan..
lea modem pomniblos do combustion en trois can

a- oxydation lent. loroque Ia toupdrature do z#aetion goat lrnfdricune h la tempdrmture d'dbullitios
dui mdts.1 ot do l'oxyde (figure 12 a) ( can dui zirconium). Use coucho d'oxyde aso toro k la surface in ad-.
tal , Ilaxygino ailsat juoqu'k la surface dui mdtal al. la coucho oant poreuso et n'arfltast & la surfacesO
l'oxyde lormquo la, coucho cot protoctrico

b - combustion hI& saurfaco mi la tompdraturc do Macetioasest do Ilordre do grandeutr do Ia tempdn.-
turo d'dbullition do l'orydo ohse-ski dtant infdriouro Iis templirature d'dbullition dim m~tal (ens du
molybdbno) , on note dana co cas tine riaction hdtdrogbnoe do combustion kI U surface ,I

a- oaf in combustion on phase vapour, lorsque in tempirature de rdaction oat comprise eatro Is, tomq6-
raturo d'dbuliitioa dui mdt&al t do l'oxyde ( can do lshlusinuua). Dana ce sch~ma (figure 12 a) tie rdac-
tion chinique homogbneaen phase gamouso a lieu loin do la surface et dour r~actionsx cbiiquos hdtdrcgines
peuvont prendro naisoasac l'ume prls do la surface, 1 'autro en fin do combustion avec formation d'ozjds
condoned.

La classification des modes do combustion & partir does propridtis physiques ot chimiquom in
sdtal ot don oxydos noun parait intoroasante ot pormot d'obtenir paiur chaque mdtel us schdama nlable, il
scum stmble cependant qua Io nrcb..ime eat beaucoup plum comploxe ot quo, suivant lo domainsl mzportmoatd,
on, pout difinir pour un mole mdtil plusicurs modem do combustion posmibles. Si nous pronons par ozemple
lo Bore, 1* combustion so f.eit on dour 6tapes, 1s procossue change done on fonotion dui temps, co proces-
sue oat modifid dgalumerit suivent It nivcau do presisicn utiliod at melon la nature dos gas comburents.
il sly aura done pat, pour un mitnal , un sch~ma unique . Pour oxpliquer so point do tue noun alloan ema-
lynor quolquos modem possiblos intrronmant does la combustion do 11lu'alumiuu . Lormqu'on examine la figu-
re 1 roprisontant la combus tn intorromtpue d 'une particu~lo d 'aluminium, on note noc ocmbuation sysitri-
quo en phase vapour otlo processus principal memblo Itre coliii qut, rdgit Ia combustion d'une goutte d')~y-
drocarburo brdlsnt done Plair. Soum l'offot 4es Ia temp~rature do fin do combustion Elevdo 1s flux do cha-
lour tranamim & la. goutte vaporise 10 m~tal, us dcculaennt, do vapour s 'Eablit ayanit pour source Ia sur-
face dui m~tall , une gone de combustion apparait k tne cortaine distance do la particulo. Uo combiirmnt p6-
nhtre par diffusion dane Isa zone do combustion ot lea produits gaselux torads diffusent vons la particule
at vers l'extdriour. Co sch~ma simple a it9 Is miupport do noubreusan th~ories. Ia domnibro en data do
H.P. WILSON ( 19) indique quo cotto thioria siisplifido pornet do pr4voir In, conrtante do combustion k
1 50 %, cotto diff~rence proviont surtout d'uno ndconnaiasance doe paranktros do transefort entrant dans
Xe calcul. Cotto thdorio simplifide prdvoir inc ici en d2 an function dui torm~, loi vdrifiEs par bin rt-.
multats expdrjwaanta-ux (voir figure 13).Catto oin en d2 Ladique tine pridoritnanco dam phdnoninem do diffh-.
sion, lee r~actions cbimiquoo syant movis d 'importance . Sipnalona ca*ondant pour dos particules dent Is

dinultro est cýzaprio ontre 350 et 450,/A PRENTICE indique e omburmr~t O21Ar) uno variation lindiairo du
tamps do combustion avac Ie diaml~tre 408 particules (20) *Co sch~ma me coamplique uin pou par suite do Ia
i~rmation on fin do combustion d'unm pouaailro d'alhumina, cotto prinenco do particules dtsnt le rdsultat
d usqt riacticn hkdtrogbnc ci d'une riaction hosogilas muivie d'une condonsatoon do 1 'oxyda forud ; i sena-
ble quo dana 1s cam do 1 'alumino an soit phut~t on pr~sence d'uao r~action hdtdrogine. Co nuago do fines
particulos prond aaissanoe dans la zone do combustion puis oet ontraind par loin gas brdlis. Uns dtud
balistiquo do la trajectoiro do coo particuites d'ahumine sermit interosmanto; on prenilro approximation,
Ie diambtrv do cellom-ci 6tant infiriour au micron , on pout dine qu'ellos suivent sawn retard loin gas
hi-Sde~, on fait alors 1 'hypothlso du quAasi-gas . I& gouts d'ahiininium en combustion Etant piacde dams ua
E~coulomont ii on rdmulto quo Isa zone do combustion soat en partie ophdrique, lin produits brdis n'dchap-
part dana 1s moons de l'Ecoulement en formant tine queue . ~so particulea d'alumine &ont pour la p21part
situ~eo ý la fi ontibre do l'Ecouloment comburnant extdrieur ot do 1'Ecouloment tomE6 par lee gas bretis,
dui e~ti duegs bri-tis. 11 mci-sit donc utile dana 1s mcbdma do tenir compto do cot offst cosyoctif. Oa
note sur Ia figure 1 pluniours zones d'accuuulation des particulom et PRENTICE comehut (a) 1 " lea asom
do distrt~bution obaorvdes our la figure 1 indiquo tine structure do flamme complex.". 11 taut cependant
itre prv-s~nt dama I'intorwtr~tation , tine gone do combustion sample pout dormer naissanne h dos zonos do
d~part complexes. 3i nous trasinoan la figure 14 par example, Ia plaqua do verre Etant placie porpoati-
culaironont iI&l t'.-a~jmctoine do is goutte d'alumiiumuu on aura imno promibre smon d'accumalation cornes-
pendanth Is laphbre ontourant ia goutto, oneuite tine douxibmo zone ?rcvonant dce pousmibrem situd~om Is.a
surfaca do la queue.

I&* pi-deonce d'lzydrcgdno oti d'azote danla lo gaa comburmnt felt naltro I&l surface do l'alumi-
nium tine calotte d'oxydo qui. sa'tale our Isa goutto aui courn do la combustion . Ce phinombne apparsimoent

avoc cartainos empilces doit donc avoir tine origins chimique . On aduet on g~ndral quo sa formation eat
due h does ractions de mu-tines, main on pout envimagor une comebustion dimsymdtrique ocemo indiqud mu, la
figure 15. W~rest la pdriode d'a~llmnagu no couch. d'oxyde m'emt forudo hI& surface eit apri-h cette phaac
Ia pellioule eat briado et l'ahuminoso meraasseble on us point do Is, murfaco; par muits de la primenco do
oet dorea 11 m'y a plus aim dossum do 1 'erydo de vapour d'alusiniun puisquc noun aToms we quo l'altama~e
formait urse couche nom. porouse, oct teras a dour effets a tout d 'sbort 1 'aluminum vaperisi a'est plus
injeot6 I&l surfaoce do lI& calotto, be gas cosburast pr~sent tout prbm do la oflotte eat 'aitraimd per
1'Ecoulemont tenant soit do Isa surface dui mdtal molt dui denscum do la calutte dana Io cam a'a 11 ni'y a
pins usn contact parfait ontre Ic m~tal at l'oxyde. Os r~alise donc dour jets paralliles do comburset et
de combuatible avoc poanibilitd do combustion tout prim do l& surface , 1 alusine fordes dons cette amem
do combustion ot do condensation a Is pommibilitd do se ddposer kIsa piriphirlo do Ia cabotto sugmentant
progrommivoennt soa dimensions . Noum toyons done spparmltro dour sohiman possibbes a a - tin schdEm Xmyu-
trijuo tree combustion an phase vapour ot pommibilitd do diffusion do Ilrlxygne jurqu'kIsh surface at
d'oxydation mocondaire iIis surfaoce avoc formation d'unc couche d'alunino diminuant Ie flux do rdtal vapo-
risE , doe parcoliom d'aluminc liquide pouvsnt Stre entrsindcm par l'Eoouhomant do Isa surface toer ha
flamme ; dsne cotte ropi-semntation il *st difficibo d'admattrc ha, diffusion do 1 alumino condenado were
Ia surface ,la primonco d 'ahusino no pout provonir, dane tin sch~ma aym'dtrique , quo de la diffusion do
1 'oxygineo ai do certainc" espboom coome 1'smote ( formation do nitrure d'shuminiuu condesEi cii do coomp..
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ads faisant intervenir ( N , Al , et 0 ) ou do l~a condensation d'un oxyde gazeux, Ie produit gazeux
AlO, 0s'il exists diffusant do Is zone do combustion vers is goutte at venant as condenser h la surface
du mts b - Un schdmia dissiiibtrique car Is pr4sence h ls surface d' oxyde change complbtement 1 'dcou-
lament do combustible vonant do Is goutteaet do conburant arrivant do ia piriph~rie , lea dohangos cont
dono modifi~s ains± quo lea procesueu do combustlion st do condensation . De plus par suite de ia prdeence
d'un koculemont gdnira~l lea produita do combustion no 914chappent pas do la zone de combustion avec tine
symitri*a phiriquo masi cotte diosymdtrie agit pou aur io tempo do combustion . Soulignona quo lee deux
aodieas mymdtriquoa at dissymdtriques mont une vue simplifigeo des chose@ car au fur et h meauro quo 1 'on
analyse on ditail lee phdncisnes , on ddcouvre une trbs grands complexit6 carmctdriodc par une surface
hitirogime , une cocbuntion hdtdrogbn. ot done dos proc~ddda do trandeort do =saee et d 'dnorgie )hdtdrog4--
noe at ii eat difficile pour l'±nsatnt do tenir compto dana une analyse uathdmstique do cotta hdtdrog6-
mditd. Colle-i varie mon aetiloment avea 15 mature du mdtal , la mature du comburant , la. prassion maii
encore &aw Is temps et le disambtre does particuiem par exesple, par example lea ddpits d'alumine h la
surface do is goutte mitallique n'ont pas Ia mime dpaisaeur et la mime astructure avec lea petitas ou lee
grosses partioulsa.

On observe ema goa durant Is. combustion trois aortas do ddp8ts
a- use pou sai~re do particules d 'alumine provonant d 'use combustion on phase vapeur
b -doe apbbres erruses d'slumine dont la structure eat lisse at. ridie, la formacion do ces sphbrea

n'oat -as encore 4iueidde; h metre avim plusieurs n6caniames do formation peuvent intervonir, tout d's-
bard leraqucm, augmnts i& pression , la vitesso do l'dooulement vors l'oztdrieur do Is goutte dimniue
et lea particulas d'alumine 6prouvent do I& difficutit pour suivro 1 'deoulement gazeux, ces particule.
p'laccusulent at a'agglombrent pour former sti refroidisasmont une sphbre arouse. Cea sphbres pouvont 6tro
forudes 6galement h partir da micanioro dderit our Is figure 15 , i'mlumine so ddpasant aui point do rep-
ecintro des deux 6coulouents cocburant at combustible , on mote bias deana ertaina can our lee caprsuls
vm ddp8t d'alunine par strates paruilhies ( figure n05 do 1a rdf dronce 20) , lea ddpdts prdaentent dana
cs eam use ouverturo

a - den goutten d'alumine due h use combustion en surface quo Van rencontro done &:a combustioni
k haute pression.

COMBUSTION DO M3AL DAMS UN PROPEIOCL SOLIDE LT DANS UN C0NUS3TIBLE SOLIDE

D~am lea foyeri utiliada pour is propulsion, Is. combustion des particulee mdtalliquos aleffectue done use
ambiance tria hdtdr*34no on composition . d"a*ac domuina do praoaiom diffdront do colul utiliod dana
itazp~rienetation ddorite prioddemmint at dana us deoulement dent Is vitosse vmrio do quelques mbtres
I plualeurs eantaimes do obtres par seownde. On pout donc s* demander ci Is sndeanisire do combustion eat
modifid ou. nos par do tallos conditionsa

COMBSTION DE LAWXNISUN DA LES PROPERtGOL.S SOLIDES - lea particulem d'aluminiua introduiten
dana I. proporgol .jent erirobdos on gdsd~al das~z is mati~re plastique . Sous I. effot do 1' dnergio libdrdo
par I& combustion , Is matibre pisoatique disparait laismant h I& surface use dentolia constitudA par lee
partioulea d'mluminium .Coon particules oset recouvertas on partio d~une mince coucho d'oxyde qui empsche
touts agglioudration , noun i'effet do ia. tempdrature dievdo don gas brdldi, cette coucilo eat ddtrui~e,
use f limos apprarit h use eztrdmitd doeoat ddiftco do particulam puti s I&ocobustion gapes tout 1 'ddifiec
at use &gq~amdrmtion do i'miuminiu. as produit avoc formation d'une goutta . Le dimension den gouttos
ddpend dana une large means, do 1 aluminium coatenu dane lea interstices laisada entro lee cristau.Y do
percblorsat at is greailombtrie do. gouttea ddpend de ia distribution do con interstices . On obtiont
done is lasurface du proporgal dos gouttes dont le diaaitre pout atteindre quolques centaines de microns.
IA temp. do fusion do Is particulo d'aiunilmiun eat do 0,2 as IL 70 atm pour une particula do 10,A at do
2,4mew i I A 0ileat do 6 ask70 at pour unspsriule d*100QLL .*Letempo d'agglondrationseat
dgo~ment e~urt do i'ordre do la milliseconds. Las gouttaa d'aluuizýum sent anauite onzrafn6en done i'deou-
lement , Is combustion ddnsrrant prie ds la surface du propergol .* La otavemnt des goutten an comlk.ation
ddpend dos ;orota appliqudoe i posantour, scedid1ration, forces adrodynnmiquoa. Ai ia Vitals. des gas per-
1oadioulairta k Is surface eat relativonant foible ( do l'ordro du inbtro par aseconds) dana un propulseur
h cunrnl coat.a ~lai viteace I. long do lasaurface eroit trbe vite puisqu'o.Iia pout atteindre Ie quart do
is -eitoia dam gas dana le canal central ý use distance do !s surface do l'ordre de 100,Z . La oindwi-
orogmphio k g-ando vnto'ee montre quo is. combustion do* goiuttom d'aluminiuu our dahantlillon do proper-
gol eat asmee veiminso do cello ddorite k partir des eimdriencoa pidoddentes loraque le gas comburant
coAtient doe l'bydrogkie , do Is vapour dosm at do lasaots . On observe prbe do Is surface use presibre
mono do conbustior asea formation dlune calotta at une flaime do diffusnion autour do Is partio non prot6d-
gdo . On observe ~4Aleaent use rotation da la particuls o coura do Is combuation at une fragmentation
do eella-ci . Line produitm condenada isaxa do I. combuation ae composent do fines particules do aphbroa
aouses aat do .phbros plineln d'aluminin (21) . Dons un propulmeur Is vitessa do ld4corulement dama le canal
central a pour offet dlntensifior iea dohanges do smaso at d'dnotgis anti. is partioule at Is flame St
do diminuer le temp. do combustion , l'slumine reoubillie dana l'dcouiement aso prdoonto mouw formse do
gouttem dont la dimantie "cam eat do I ordre du micron , on no retrouve plusn do aphbrem arwuses =c do
grosses gouttes . Use soutto d'mll-iniurn do 50.,, de dianktrs initial partant do Is surfato dt proporgol

0 t pdndtrant dmnhi i'deoulenent du canal central~ atteint au bout do 2 -n uns viteome do i'ordre do 180 at-I
(figure 16) et parcourt 30 cm . 11 eat micra tiAs difficilo h do tellos vitemsss d'svoir expdrimentaslo.
sent use viiualiastion des phdno.&nom do combust.ion *Nous avons vu qua I& goutte d'sluminium quittait ia
owlaso mourn l'effot combind des forces appliqudca pomanteur, oedildration , tralnde) . Dans us propul-
acur en rotation , at sous i'cffot do Is force centrifuge ,us plus grand nombre do gouttem rest* k is
surface produimant do@ irrigularitda ( for~ation do puita)

Lam toohniciena de ia propulsicn sont interesad4a par use combustion eoap!4t* du mdtal at pa
I& forwAtiom dana lea produits brldA do gouttes d'a~iuaino dont 1e dimahtre as ddpsase pam 1* micron
Cos dana conditions peuvnt Otre rdaiiades a - oa formant is lasurface des gouttes d'aliuminium do
petit diambtre . b - an smpkbant pardant ls ph&"n d'mllumWg ia formatiou & I&smurface du sitai d'use
eouoho d'oxyd. protootries , a - en muuawontantla i tuzbuloema dane 1e ovWa central , I& pulv4 rimation



de 1'abumine formdo pouvant Itr. obtonue par us effet mdcsnique

COMBUSTION DE L'AUJNINUtJ DABS LES COMBUSTIBLES SOLIDES -(Application aux aystimo. hybrides).
Lea particulca mdtalliquoa snut introduitom dons une matibre plautique dana dos proportions poumast allot
do 20 h 50% of in d'Iobtocir is maximum do perf ormanom aae lea propergola aclidem 1. maximum do pelf or-
manna so aitu* aim enviro do 20$ )Le1 somburant soat inject' dam s 1.conal central d'us bloc cyltsk-
drique combustible . Scm l'effet do l'dnergie libirde par la combustion Is riatire plastique eat vapoSA
ad. libdrant 10 mdtCl . Coctrairenont h ce qui a lieu area lee propergola aelidea , 1s comburvat soat prita
do la aurface en trim foible concentration do sort@ quo let particulco ndtalliquee sent libdrdoa dans me
atmoaphire combuetiblo . Lo formation 6' oxydm ci do nituree h I& murfase eat Pau probablo ot 1& tunics
Ge cas poarticuleo cat trim rapide ,il me formse In s urface du combustiblo des gouttes do gron diosmitre
doa filets liquidos cii us film liquido contizun entratud par 1 'dcouloment gamma In La ocustion do ao rd-
tol oat done trim 64ff icite et le rondement dui foyer foible . Pour oadilioror cc reonaomnt on dispose do
noabreuu acyons pbysique. et chimiques . Une proniiro toabmique consists h augmontor be turbulence do
1 'deoulemont do manibre h ae quo be comburant soit oamnd prbs do Is suirface; on pout digalcacnt placer
en bout de bloc des dcamns qui ardent des tourbillons dons lequela lea dchangom ontro gas comburant chaud
et mital aont accrua * Il eat dgalomont possible d'agir en ploqant dane 1s combustible *t prim dui mdtal
dea mubstancas qui esiplchont Ia formation d'oxydea cii do mitnuroa,qui fevroisont Is ddmarrage do I& comn-
buution ( abaissement do i1 tcmpdraturc d'alhumage) St qui aupmentent be rondezrsnt do combustion . Cem
aubntances doivent ogir tout pris do 1& surfaco, ot doi7ent donc Itre do faibles dimnesions ( envirlon
be centuibm du ianit~re do I& particule )

CONCLUSION

L'dtudo do I1 combustion does mdtamrs eat £corn noun ronons do 10 woir, complex@, ma~is des rdmultctm
intoremoants out 4t6 obtonus au courm do cog dorni ilrem amados. Dans lea progpia obtoinim , nous noterous
tout d'abord Ia ddfinition dos paromitros qu~i agissont mur 1. temps d'allumage et 1. temps do combustion;
oeo donnios intdreasent directornent lea spdciallstea do propulsion * La nature des gas onvironnants Jove

un trim grand r~le et par suite il sat possible d'orientcr Io choix des orgols do manubre k rdd'dre
temps do combustion global ot h areroitro l'efficmcitd do is combustion

Les progriesenot moins probants bur le plan fondamental et en particulior sur I& ddfini.tion
dosmudasnismes do combustion des mdtauz. C'eat tan problImo compliqud car ii West pas possible de d~ti-
air 'in procesoum uniquo mats uno intdraction de plusieurs qui peuvout amsm droluor pendant 1s temps do
combustion

thus quelquom cass ceporiant des bypothisos miaplificatricom pouvent Itr faitos at lea rdaul-
tat. thdoriquoa nbtenus sont asaci voisins do i 'ozpdrionce . L'abord du problime couplet emt coepodant
difficibe puiequ'il. s'agit d'adrothornochimio instationnaire , tridimonsic'nnoell avoo transfert do masse
et 6' d~rgio par diffusion et reactions chimiquem , cs rdactions chiriquos poursut Itro homogbnem en
hdtdrogines
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S!...ARY

The paper describes a calculation procedure used to predict mass, momentum and energy transfer in a
turbulent pulverised-coal flame in a cylindrical chamber, the geometry of which produces a zone of
recirculatory flow. The flame, which may be swirling, is axisymmetric. The elliptic pa--tial-
differential equations describing the flame are solved numerically at a finite number of points in
the flow field. The procedure includes a simple model of thermal radiation which assumes that net
transfer along the length of the flame is zero.

Results of calculation are compared with data from six flames that differ in respect of burner
size, fuel fineness and input swirl. Prediction is fairly good for the non-swirling flames but is
less satisfactory for swirling ones.

Possible improvements to the calculation procedure are outlined.
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SYMBOLS

C numerical coefficient, as defined locally

D diameter of chamber m

H calorific value J/g

I raoiant :i-tensity in outward radial direction W/m2 Lterad

3 radiant intensity in inwaro radial direction W/mr2 sterad

K, KC, KD proportionality factors in char reaction equation s/m

L length of chamber m

M mass concentration of char per unit diameter interval kg/mr4

V mass flowrate kg/s

Q radiant flux, not explicitly defined W/m2

T temperature (absolute) K

VM0 initial volatile matter in unit mass of dry ash-free coalo

W fractional loss of weight by coal

a numerical coefficient in convection term of Eq (5)

b numerical coefficient in diffusion term of EL (5)

c numerical coefficient in diffusion term of Eq (5)

c(T) specific heat at temperature T J/kg K

d source term in Eq (5)

e enthalpy J/kg

f mixture fraction

k absorption coefficient for thermal radiation m-1

1 burner dimension, defined in Figu-e 1 m

m mass fraction

;1" rate of burning of char per unit external surface kg/m2 s

p partial pressure kg/ms 2

q net rediant flux in outward radial direction WV'nm2

r distance from symmetry axis m

s scattering coefficient for thermal radiatit.n m-

t time s

u velocity m/s

x diameter of particle m

z axial distance from burner m

E radiant emissivity

B angle of rotation about symmetry axis rad

A mass of oxygen combining with unit mass of reactant -

viscosity kg/ms

numerical coefficient in viscosity expression

B density kg/m3

o Schmidt or Pr&ndtl number

oR Stefan-Boltzmann constant W/m2 K4

* dependent variable

Sstream function kg/s

W vorticity s-

Subscripts
c char
eff effeutive value in turbulent flow
g gas
02 oxygen
p primary
r, z, S cylindrical polar co-ordinateý.
s secondary
v volatiles
w wall
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IN TH'" FIVE YEARS 1963-68, The British Coal Utilisation Research Asociation (BCURA) devoted a
considerable effort to the study of the combustion of pulverised coal. This is coal that has
been crushed and ground to a fine rowder so that it can be carried as a suspension in a stream of
air, injected into a combustion chamber, and burnt in a matter of ssconds or less.

A c.mprehensive review of the information needed in the construction of mathematical models of
pulverisea-coal combustors was made by Field, Gill, Morgan and Hawksley (1). The review collected
such numerical data as were available and described simple one-dimensional models that had been
developed in BCURA and elsewhere. At the same time the meagre supply of basic data was being aug-
mented by measurements of devolatilisation and burning rates of closely-graded coal particles under
conditions of rapid heating similar to those experienced in a combuution chamber. These measure-
ments are equivalent to ones for a single particle in a uniform environment. A third activity was
to design and run a highly-instrumented rig, buraing pulverised coal at rates up to 660 kg/h (2,3).
Using this, the aerodynamic, combustion and heat-transfer phenomena in a real flame were studied
systematically. It is the behaviour of this rig that we are attempting to calculate, using results
from the reaction rate studies.

Earlier attempts at calculation (1,4) have assumed either plug flow and lateral uniformity
along the whole length of the chamber, or, at best, a simple known pattern of jet spread and re-
circulation. Here we attempt to calculate the f,.ow pattern, as well as burning rates and heat
transfer, and we also permit literal variation of properties.

The method of calculation is one for steady turbulent flow that was developed by Spalding and
co-workers (5). The procedure is to integrate the differential equations for mass, momentum and
energy transfer over small volumes of the flow field and to solve the finite-difference formulae so
obtained by iteration, starting with a series of guessed "alues. A critical featur- in the success
of the method is the use of 'upwind' values in evaluation of convective transfer. One of the early
applications of the Spalding method was the treatment by Fun & Spalding (5,6) of a cylindrical
chamber into which flow two gases through concentric inlets at one end. The flow, although axi-
symmetric, may be swirling. The walls are impermeable, non-reacting and adiabatic, The gases
react at infinite chemical rate to give a single gaseous product. They, and the prcauct, are non-
radiating. Fluid density and other properties vary greatly from point to point and the method
successfully overcomes the computational difficulties that this presents.

The calculations of this paper derive directly from those of Pun & Spalding but treat a system
more complex in three respects. Firstly, the flow contains solid particles that react at a finite
rate with the gas. Secondly, the system is thermally radiating. Thirdly, the chamber is not
adiabatic but has cooled isothermal walls.

COMBUSTION OF PULVERISED COAL 7N TEST RIG

The combustion chamber, shown in outline in Figure 1, consists of a horizontal cylinder 1.1 metres
diameter, 6.1 metres long (2). The outlet is unrestricted, so combustion effectively takes place
at atmospheric pressure. A double-concentric-jet burner is mounted on the centreline at the inlet
end. The inner, or primary, jet carries the pulverised coal suspended in about 15 per cent of the
total air admitted. This is pieheated to 375K. The annulus admitting the remaining (3acondary)
air, which is at 620K, is sepac;'t..d from the primary inlet hy a water-cooled metal ring. Burner
geometry is known to have a marked effect on mixing patterns in the chamber. This has been studied
using a number of different (decachable) burners, some of which contain swirl vanes in either or both
inlets.

The furnac'.- wall is of steel cnd is water-cooled along its length. Entry ports for sampling
probes are provided along one side. Tiere is some asymmetry of the flame, both :norizontal and
vertical, but it is small enoufh to be neglected. ipparent asymmetry of non-simultaneous measure-
ments is more likely to arist from fluctuations in the coil feedrate, which is the most difficult
variable to control. The maxirum coal feedrate was 660 kg/h but in most tests it was 300 kg/h.
The overall air-fuel ratio was normally some 2C% above the stoichiometric value. Fuel type was not
investigated, low-rank bicuminous coals being used throughout. The fuel normally had a weight
median particle diameter cf 45wm, although 251lm and 8Ctjm powders were used as well. The overall
diameter range of the standard fuel was 2 to 200um.

Combustion of pulverised coal is difficult to represent quantitatively owing to the variety of
coal types, the heterogeneity of even a single type, and to the complexity of the changes that take
place on heating. A -ypical fuel fired in the rig contains 5% by weight of water, and 10% incom-
bustible mineral matter. Much of the mineral matter exists as separate pa.-icles but there are
composite particles also, some having a layered structure; about 2% of minerals is intiTately dis-
tributed throughout the coal. The dry ash-free coal is 80% carbon, 11% oxygen, 1% hvdrogen, the
balance being mostly nitrogen and sulphur. It has a calorific value of 33 MJ/ , and r Luires 10.6
times its mass of air for complete combustion to carbon dioxide and water.

In a pulverised-coal flame the particles heat to 1200K in 0.1 s or less. -ring heating they
soften and swell, and above 800K they lose mass by emission of combustible volat matter. At this
stage the particles may be quite rounded and have large internal voids. But t' re is no uniformity
of behaviour and up to five different types have been distinguished visually. he char residue is
mostly carbon and burns by heterogeneous reaction with oxygen diffusing to ., face. Burning
may occur internally as well as at the outer suriace; it results partly ii reductlon of particle
density, partly in a reduction of particle size. This char-burning stage ly overlap decomposition.
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Studies of isothermal decomposition of coal particles in an inert atmosphere under conditions
of rapid heating have been made by Badzioch, Sainsbury and Hawksley (1,7). They showed that the
fractional loss of mass W could be related to the time t spent at the decomposition temperature T
and to the initial volatile-matter content VMo, as estimated by a !.trndard slow-decomposition test.
The relation is

W VMoC(l - CI) (I - exp I- C2 exp (-C3/T)t]) Wi

C, C1 , C2 and C3 are experimentally-dwtermined conetants. Typical values for 20um particles of a
low-rank coal (VM, = 0.37) decomposed at temperatures in the range 800 - 1300K are C = 1.3,
C! = 0.14, C2 = 1.5 x lOSs and C3 = 8900K.

Isothermal combustion of a devolatiliced char has been studied by Field (8,9). The rate of
removal of carbon per unit of geometric surface was found to be proportional to the mainstream
concentraticn of oxygen. The proportionality factor K could be formed from two coefficients, one
(KD) exp'essing the rate of transport of oxygen to the particle surface, and the other (Kc) expres-
sine the rate nf chemical reaction at the surface. Thus

i" = Kp6 2 = P02/(l/KD + lC (2)

K C4T 0 , 7 5/x (3)

KC = - C5 + C6Tc : Tc>CS/C6 (4)

where 0" = rate of carbon removal (kg/m 2 s)
c

P02 Z partial pressure of oxygen (kg/s 2m)
" = telopcature of gas (K)

x = particle diameter (m)

Tc = temperature of particle surface (K)

Constant C4 is calculated from diTfusion theory as 4.99 x 10- 12s/K0 75 . It is implicit in this
that the first product of reaction at the surface Is carbon monoxide. C5 and C6 are experimentally-
detormined constants, specific to the coal. For low-rank coals such as were burnt in the rig tests,
typical values found are C5 - 7,90 x 10-5 s/m and C6 = 6.4 x 10" s/mK. For simplicity, the reaction
rate is supposed zero at temperatures below 1230K.

Partly because of the difficulty of identifying precisely the processes occurring, and partly
because of the need to avoid excessive complications in the computational procedure, a number of
nimplifying assumptions have been made concerning the behaviour of the coal during heating and com-
bustion. These are described in subsequent sections of the paper.

METHOD OF CALCULATION

The work of Pun 9 Spalding, mentioned above, forms the point of departure for the present calculations.
These authors reduced the partial-differential equations for the transfer of mass, mcmentum and energy
to the Peneral form., in cyl~ndrical polar coordinates:

ar~ ~)4 br a(c#) + a br 3( ]+ d =- 5
raz 3r -ra az ) 3r rr-

Here # reprevents a dependent variable; a, b, c and d are known functions of the variables; and
the remaining symbols are explained in the nomenclature. A hypothesis for the transport properties
of turbulent gas flows finds its mathematical expression in the function b, as an effective diffusion
coefficient; d is a "source" term, which in the case of the mass transfer equations contains the
appropriate chemical kinetic terms.

The dependent variables in the case analysed by Pun & Spalding were vorticity, stream function,
swirl velocity, chemical species (mixture fraction), and enthalpy. Only three chemical species
(fuels oxidant, product) were considered and by postulating an infinitely-fast reaction rate the
corresponding species equations were reduced to a single (mixture-fraction) equation. Because there
was no thermal radiation and the chamber was adiabatic the enthalpy equ~t."on was identical to this.

We do n• intend to dwell on the basic treatment, which is fully described in the referenced
papers. but will focus attention on the new features introduced for pulverised-coal combustion.

BURNING 01' FUEL. The combustible volatile content of the fuel is supposed to be admitted
separately in gaseous form and to combine instantaneously when mixed with oxidant. The oxygen,
nitrogen and water content is added to the primary gas stream. Minerals are treated as separate
inert particles.

The residual char particles aro assumed to be spherical, to consist wholly of carbon and to burn
at constant density. A series of particle diameter classes is specified, five in the present calcu-
lations, and the mass fraction of solids in each class is treated as a separate dependent variable
requiring an equation of the general form (Eq(5)).
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rhe effect of particle burning on the md-4, fraction in each diameter class is embodied in tho
source term d. This is made up of three components: a) loss of mass to the gas phase; b) lons of
mass by transfer of particles across the lower diameter limit to the class belet; :' gain of mass
by transfer of particles across the upper diameter limit from the claer above. Thua .i .' t-'
fraction equation for the i th diameter interval contains a source term

~i+1
dx dx 1M dx

d. M M(LX) + Mi. (7t.+ - 3) *.4:(7) dx (6)di - t Mi•i i+ i~•i+l

xi

where H denotes mass concentration per unit diameter interval, and x is the diameter.
It is assumed that, within each size class, concentration M is constant at value MaKi given by

lav~i p si/(xi+l - xi)

and that thz. value at class limit x i is related to the two values of M in classes (i - I) and i by

= Mavli-(Xi+l -x )s + M avi(x - x 1.(Mi i i (7)
" i+1 xi.1

The integrdl iri oE (6) 1,: ipproximated to by the finite-difference form

i+Mdx, dx avidx ( xi )3 t -x ) ( (9)x at X Xav,i d- av,i i+1 -

where xav'i is the arithmetic mean liameter for the i th class. The final expression for the source
term becomes

dx (xi+l - x) dxd - Ni( )i + Mavi+l (x - x7) T )i+l

[ (xi+2  Xi+l) dx - 3 (dx) 1
t mi[

0
(xi÷2 -xi )(xl - xi)( t+ 1  av,i av,i J

This formulation of d. was found to overcome difficulties in regard to stability that were at first
experienced. The rate of change of particle diameter is obtained from Eq (2), using numerical
values given by Field (9).

Before the particles start to burn, their temperature is held at the inlet value. Thereafter
they are given a temperature higher than that of the gas by a constant specified amount.

SPECIES COMPOSITION OF GAS. In addition to the inert component nitrogen the gas is supposed
to contain only oxygen, volatiles, carbon dioxide and water vapour. Their mass fractions are
related to each other, and to that of the solid char, and it is found that the species composition
of the gas may be treated by a single dependent variable, the equation for which contains no source
term. By analogy with the Pun & Spalding case this is called mixture fraction (f) but is differently
defined. Here it represents conservation of the quantity (M02 - Xcmc- Xvmv) where m is a mass
fraction and X is the corresponding stoichioetric ratio. The subscripts denote oxygen, char and
volatiles.

THERMAL RADIATION. The treatment of thermal radiation, which is described fully in another
report (10), is an extension of the Milne-Eddington method (11) to axisymmetric systems. There are
two main simplifying assumptions: firstly, that net transfer of radiant :nergy in the z (axial)
direction is zero; secondly, that net transfer q in the r (radial) direction is

q = w(I-J) (10)
where I and J is each a (supposed) uniform intensity of radiation over a solid angle of 2W, in
outward and inward radial directions respectively. With the aid of these, and other, assumptions.
the g8neral integro-differential equation of transfer reduces to the two ordinary differential equations

-1. -(qr) k(4ORT-3Q) (1-)

d= - -- ;--(qr) (12)
dr r

in which k and s are the absorption and scattering coefficients of the raoiating medium, and aR is
the Stefan-Boltzmann constant; Q is a radiant flux that need not be evaluated explicitly for
present purpose3.

Equations (11) and (12) are readily cast in finite-difference form, for evaluation of q in the
"Calculation scheme. and solved numerically at each step of the iteration process. Boundary
conditions are that on the centreline q = 0, and at the w~all:
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"wJ = c a T
4 

- ( C - ew)•I (13)
w w Tiw w (13

Q : Virw 3•% "w(i )A (14)

In the present calculations the scattering coefficient is set to zero. The absorption coeffici-
ent is computed from the concentration and sizes of the char particles, assuming them to have a
particle emissivity of 1; to this is added a constant contribution of 0.1 m-

1
, to represent radiation

by all other species. The wall is assigned an emissivity of 0.7. Grayness is assumed throughout.

ENERGY CONSERVATION. The enthalpy of the flow, a dependent variable in a partial-differential
equation of the general form (Eq (5)), is defined by:

e =ý(T)dT t mcHc + mvHv (15)

where H and H are heats of combustion of char and volatiles. A linear temperature dependence is
assumedc for specific heat c(T) such that

Jc(T)dT (- 419 t 0.151T)T joules per kg (16)

T
The energy contributed by thermal radiation forms the source term of the enthalpy equation.

Since there is only a radial component in our simplified model the source term becomes

d =ld (7
ae r qr) (17)

The euthalpy is used to evaluate temperature at-all points of the field, using prevailing values
of m and m.c v

TURBULENT DIFFUSION. The term b appearing in the general conservation equation contains the
effective diffusion coefficient for the dependent variable in question. This is obtained by
dividing the effective viscosity U by the effective Prandtl or Schmidt number o , as appropriate.
Assumptions made earlier require tRi the Prandtl and Schmidt numbers be equal at 8&Wh point in the
field; they are assigned the value 1 throughout. Varlius hypotheses for eddy viscosity in turbu-
lent gas streams are available; the one used here is that given by Pun 9 Spalding:

P*D2 /3(% u 2 + asu 2 )1/ 3

1P ,=p P p2/3 (18)

eff LI/ 3

where a specified constant (the value 0.018 has been used)

D = chamber diameter Wm)

L = chamber length (i)

A ps a mass flow through primary and secondary nozzles (kg/s)

u pu S velocities in primary and secondary nozzles (m/s)

P stream density (kg/m 3)
Thus the local value of viscosity is taken to vary only with stream density, the other parameters
being constant for each flame. Viscosity increases with kinetic energy of the stream and with
chamber diameter, but decreases with chamber length.

SOLUTION PROCEDURE. The coefficients a, b, c, d used for each variable it, the general
partial-differential equation are listed in Table 1. The set of equations so formed, together
with suitably-chosen boundary conditions and the perfect gas laws, suffice for solution of the
problem. The procedures employed for the numerical solution of the equations follow those used
by Spalding and his co-workers (5,6), whose papers should be consulted for a full description.

In brief, the flow field is supposed covered by a rectangular mesh, a section of which,
surrounding a nodal point P, is shown in Figure 2. Each partial-differential equation is cast
in finite-difference form, with respect to the mesh, and is then integrated over a control volume
surrounding the node. Thus for each dependent variable, each node on the calculation mesh provides
an algebraic, finite-difference equation giving the value at node P in terms of those at surrounding
nodes. The solution starts from a set of guessed values for all variables, and the sets of equations
are solved successively at all points taken in turn to yield a new set of values. The cycle is re-
peated until the difference between values obtained from successive cycles is acceptably small. The
radiation equations are not integrated across a control volume but solved, in finite-difference form,
by a straightforward step-by-step procedure using prevailing values of the other variables.

Special procedures have been adopted in calculating heat transfer to the cooled walls. The
steep gradients occurring in the near-wall region cannot be adequately described on a calculation
mesh of practical dimensions. To overcome the difficulty it is assumed that the flow adjacent to
lthe wall is one-dimensional; that it can be joined to the main flow; and that fluxes to the wall
may be obtained from pre-determined "wall functions", calculated from analysis of the one-dimensional
flow. A detailid account of the procedure has been given by Spalding & Patankar (12) and Runchal (13).
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Table 1. Coefficients in Differential Equation for Dfpendent Variable

Dependent variable Coefficients in Eqjation (5)S. ..$ .a b c

u2+u pu&
W/r 1 1 1eff -r- 2~a 3z•--- s r+ ---

(vorticity) + 2%e g L (t
e2 ff ar T J

r r l [grad 0. grad(in o
r2 2-

(stiream function)

Uo  1 eff 1 (our + 'f.ef ff

(swirl velocity) r r ar

f 1 eff 0

(mixture fraction) af,eff

1 d
1 eff 1I

(enthalpy) ae,eff

- dx dx 3ri+IM dx)mi 1 eff 1 Mi(d)i + Mi+l(dt )i+l "F - dx

(solid particles) 
0i,eff

CALCULATIONS FOR TEST RIC

Calculations have been made for six flames of pulverised coal in the test rig described earlier,
chosen to cover the range of the main variables investigated (3). They test the ability of the
method to predict the effect on the flame of burner size, fuel fineness and input swirl.

Input condttions for the flames are summarised in Table 2. Fuel composition and mass flowrates
of air and fuel are much the same throughout, as are inlet temperatures. But Flame 85 is a slight
exception in that fuel flowrate is higher and secondary-inlet temperature is lower. The first four
flames are without swirl. Flames 30 and 34 differ only in fuel fineness; they utilise a burner
(Burner E) that has proportions in the middle of the range investigated. Extreme designs of burner
(M and I) are used in Flames 43 and 49. Burner M has a very narrow interface between primary and
secondary inlets, and a wide secondary inlet. In contrast Burner I has a very wide interface and
a narrower secondary inlet; the primary inlet is narrower too. Other conditions are the same and
the fuel is one of medium fineness. The last two flames (79 and 85) are swirling ones utilising
Burner M. In Flame 79 there is swirl in the primary stream only; in Flame 85 it is present in both
primary and secondary. The intensity of swirl is not very precisely established, but approximately
the tangential component of velocity is 1.2 times the forward component.

CALCULATION MESH. For the calculations reported here eleven internal grid nodes were used in
the radial directio-n and thirteen in the axial. This is barely adequate but the limit was set by
the size of store of the computer in use and by the cost of computation. The axial positioning of
nodes was constant throughout; the radial positioning varied with the proportions of the burner.
Values are given in Table 3. The first two nodes in the axial direction lie within the burner inlets.

It will be seen that grid-line spacing is small, as it must be, close to the primary inlet where
conditions change very rapidly with distance, but expands gradually as one moves downstream or towards
the chamber wall. Thus the control volume used in the solution process may have a cross-sectional
area in the r2; plane as small as 0.02 x 0.10 m, or as large as 0.10 x 1.00 m. Its third dimension
is proportional to the radial distance -from the axis.

CONVERGENCE. Each solution was started independently from a very simple set of guessed values
at internal nodes except for Flame 34, when the final estimates resulting from Flame 30 were used.
These two flames have almost identical flow patterns. Typically, 110 - 120 iterations were made,
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Table 2. Input Conditions for Flames

Flame number 30 34 43 49 79 85

Fuel flowrate (kg/s) 0.086 0.084 0.086 0.086 0.083 0.105
Primary air flowrate (kg/s) 0.123 0.122 0.110 0.104 0.120 0.121
Secondary air flowrate (kg/s) 0.825 0.819 0.810 0.822 0.737 0.953

Swirl in primary jet
(fraction of u ) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.2 1.2

Swirl in secondary jet
(fraction of u ) 0.0 0.0 O.u 0.0 0.0 1.2

emperature of primary air (K) 373 373 372 373 375 376

emperature of secondary air (K) 622 623 625 626 613 577

Tt,,!e.rature of wall (K) 400 400 400 400 400 400

0 -cm c'Ji• letter E E M I M M -

"ameter Il (m) 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.08 0.10 0.10

diameter 1, (m) 0.26 0.26 0.15 0.30 0.15 0.15

diameter 13 (m) 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.38 0.40 0.40

Fuel weight median vize (Gm) 25 80 47 43 47 41

5% larger than size (Pm) 77 360 150 140 150 140

5% smaller than size (11m) 6 26 10 9 10 9

carbon (as-fird basis) 0.646 0.651 0.683 0.690 0.677 0.687
hydrogen -do- 0.042 0.042 0.044 0.044 0.044 0.044

oxygen -do- 0.088 0.095 0.098 0.099 0.098 0.099
nitrogen -do- 0.014 0.014 0.016 0.016 0.016 0.016

sulphur -do- 0.014 0.016 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.007
ash -do- 0.114 0.117 0.109 0.103 0.074 0.072

moisture -do- 0.082 0.065 0.043 0.041 0.084 0.075

volatile matter, VM
0

(dry, ash-free basis) 0.408 0.408 0.374 0.374 0.374 0.374

calorific value (MJ/kg)
(as-fired basis) 26.3 26.3 27.6 27.9 27.4 27.8

although with Flame 34 in consequence of the more realistic starting values, only 81 were necessary
to achieve the pre-selected criterion for termination.

Convergernce of the solution, which is heavily damped, is achieved first near the burner and the
axis, and moves very slowly downstream and outwards. No solution when terminated was properly con-
verged in the sense that the change in successive iterations was reducing at a rapidly increasing
rate. It is possible, then, that estimates near the outlet could still move very slowly to signifi-
cantly different values. But it is judged that this would not in fact happen to an extent that
would invalidate the conclusions drawn from the results about the effect of major flame variables.
As examples of the level of convergence accepted, one may sAy that on termination the enthalpy change
in successive iterations was never greater than 10-3 of the value that would have prevailed at the
outlet of an adiabatic chamber, and the change in char mass fraction was never greater than 103 of
the outlet value that would have prevailed if no burning had occurred.

RESULTS FOR FLAMES WITHOUT SWIRL. Direct comparison of some calculated results for non-
swirling flames with measured data from the rig is made in Table 4 and rigures 3 to 5. A calculated
streamline pattern is shown in Figure 6.

The performance of. our mathematical model in predicting overall behaviour of the rig as a device
for release and transfer of heat is revealed by the first four energy balances of Table 4. One must
first note that up to 150 kW, 7% of the available energy, is unaccounted for in these balances. In
the case of the measurements this discrepancy may be attributed to experimental error; in the case
of the calculations it is the result of failure to achieve conservation of the dependent variables
throughout the whole field. The chief contributory factor is the procedure adopted for the regions
near a boundary. There, the outer limits of a control volume (Figure 2) lie midway been the
boundary and the nearest node. This leaves a significant region (with the present mesh, not at all
small) in which no attempt is made explicitly to ensure conservation; instead, the dependent variables
are given power-law profiles designed to satisfy the boundary conditions. The error may be reduced
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Table 3. P-,3itioning of Calculation Mesh

Grid-line number, Axial position Radial Dosition (a)
axial or radial relative to burner . ..... (

((m) Burner E Burner I Burner M I
1 - 0.16 0.000 0.000 0.000

2 - 0.08 0.025 0.020 0.025

3 0.00 0.050 0.042 0.050

4 0.11 0.076 0.074 0.075

5 0.21 0.104 0.122 0.102

6 0.37 0.132 0.151 0.132

7 0.59 0.166 0.169 0.166

8 0.84 0.202 0.188 0.202

9 1.34 0.255 0.220 0.255

10 1.84 0.322 0.279 0.322

11 2.59 0.407 0.335 0.407

12 3.34 0.490 0.488 0.490

13 4.34 0. 550 0.550 O.550

14 5.34 - - -

15 6.10

Pimary-inlel
number 3 3 3

Secondary-inlet
numbers 6, 8 6, 8 4, 8

Table 4. Energy Balances (kW) for Six Flames

Flame number 30 34 43 49 79 85

Chemical energy of fuel input 2270 2210 2380 2380 2280 2920

Sensible heat of input above 0 K 550 550 540 540 490 570

total energy input 2820 2760 2920 2920 2770 3490

eat transfer to wall, calculated 1210 1050 1130 1270 1110 1410

measured 1300* 1160 1210 1350 1370 1700

Sensible heat of outflow, zalculated ]610 1600 1600 1480 1510 1910

measured 1430 1350 1420 1340 1240 1610

'hemical energy of char, caltulated 10 120 60 20 50 so

neasured 20 170 140 120 100 30

nput unaccounted for, calculated -10 -10 130 150 100 120

measured 70 80 150 110 60 150

SViiu, i 'om rlame 97, which Is similar to Flame 30

'5
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substantially, at the expense of computer storage and time, by specifying a finer mesh close to the
boundaries. This would reduce also errors due to the finite-difference approximation, such as
truncation and linear irteroolation between mesh points.

As regards the en, .; .t, to incomplete burning of the fuel. the model matches measurement
in showing the loss to be s4ll and in fact ov .,'stimates the amount of bur. -out somewhat. Estimation
of heat transfer to the wall is good although consistently low by about 100 k'.. This is within the
precision set by the size cf the error terms. At the present stage of development the pattern of
prediction is of more importance than precise numerical values, and it is correct as to tne effect
of fuel finenesb and burner size.

Passing now to prediction of the distribution of heat transfer to the cooled wall, this is shown
in the top four sections of Figure 3. Accuracy is quite good except for the region near the burner.
A typical pair of temperature patterns, calculated and measued, is shown ii. Figure 4. It will be
seen that the model predicts peak temperatures, near the axis and the burner, far higher than were
measured. These explain tho discrepancy in the calculated rat? of heat transfer to the wall in the
first metre or so from the inlet. When mixing is well advanced, the calculated temperatures become
more accurate and in the last metre or so before the outlet are about right.

It is thought that the discrepancies in temperature and heat transfer arise from the assumptions
made about release and burning of coal volatiles. It will be remembered that we have supposed the
volatiles to be immediately available on entry to the chamber, and to burn at infinite rate provided
oxygen is available. The temperature that would be achieved by adiabatic burning of the volatiles
in a sto:chio setrtc quantity of air is about 2560K and temperatures approaching this are cosputed
for the inlet region, little mixing and little radiant transfer having occurred. In contrast,
measured values show a peak of 1700K at about 2.5 metre frum the burner. Gas samples taken on the
axis show appreciable concentrations of carbon monoxide, hydrogen, methane and other combustible gases
at distances up to 3 metre, with a peak at 1.5 metre. In contrast the calculations predict no
volatiles beyond 1.5 metre and the peak to be at the burner itself.

Features consistent with the )b-srvations made above are revealed in the plots of fuel burn-out
on the axis presented in Figure 5. Thus the pattern of change with fuel fineness or burner size is
correct, but too short a distance of travel is predicted as being necessary for any given degree of
burn-out.

RESULTS FOR FLAMES WITH SWIRL. The same comparisons as are made for the four non-swirling
ii ilames in Table 4 and Figures 3 and 5 are presented for the two swirling flames also. These are

Flame 79 (primary swirl only) and Flame 35; their non-swirling equivalent is Flame 43.

Comparison of results computed for the swirling flames with those for Flame 43 show that the
model is relatively insensitive to input swirl. Presence of primpry swirl changes predicted values
scarcely at all; swirl of both primary and secondary inputs produces changes much smaller than were
observed on the rig. Thus for Flame 85 total heat transfer to the wall is 300 kW too low (Table 4).
This is due to grcss underestimation of t! i rate in the first two metres from the burner (Figure 3).
And far too great an axial distance is predicted for a given degree of burn-out (Figure 5).

Film of a flame with swirl in both inputs shows it to be visually uniform across the whole width
of the chamber, even adjacent to the burne-. Measured profiles of temperature are very uniform too,
whereas predicted profiles are not markedly different from those for the non-swirling case. A
possible reason is that, in effect, one has assumed the solid particles to be at rest relative to the
gas. Swirl will enr. -age relative mr-ion, On a local scale, this will increase burning rates
unless they should happen to be chemically controlled; on a coarser scale, the larger particles may

be centrifuged outwards to regions richer in oxygen.

CALCULATED STREAMLINE PATTERNS. Measured flow patterns are not available for presentation here
and would be imprecise because of turbulent fluctuations and other ijutabilities of the flow. There-
fcre we restrict ourselves to calculated values.

Predicted patterns of flow are Illustrated in Figure 5, which shows plots of streamlines, i.e.
lines of constant stream function. Burner M without swirl gives relatively weak recirculation and
a slowly spreading jet, which does not strike the wall until 3 m from the burner. Addition of swirl
to both primary and secondary inputs shortens the recirculation zone greatly, to about 1 m. But the
mass of recirculating fluid i- not changeu. qtream]inos are almost parallel to the axis from about
3 m onwards.

Characteristic of the r,ýcirculation zone for all six flames are summarisen in Table 5. As one
expects from ntudies of isother-tý -raled models by Wingfleld (I'$), Burner I givts much more recirc -
lation than Burner H, with Bu-ner E intermediate. [he distance of the outer edge of the secondary
inlet from the wall is almost the sane for all these burners and it in presumahly thin thait oaunen
the radial position of the core o' the recirculation eddy to !,,, :onstant. The axial position ot the
!ore, too, is constant for the 'ion-swirling flames, in spite of :mnsider-ible vsriatlon in the inrtaru'r
to impingement, and is very close to the burner face. leow realintic thin in, one *Io^ýi no' kn-iw.
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Table 5. Calculated COnaracteristics of Recirculation Zone for Six Flames

Flame number 30 34 43 49 79 85

Mass of recirculating flow:
fraction of total mass inflow 0.35 0.37 0.26 0.67 0.25 0.26

Axial discance from burner to point
of impingement of jet on wall : m 2 5 2.4 3.0 1.8 3.3 0.9

Axial distance from burner to point
of maximum recirculation : m 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.40 0.25

Radial distance from axis to point
of maximum recirculation m 0.34 0.35 0.35 0.33 0.34 0.35

PRESENT ACHIEVEMENT AND FURTHER DLVELOPMECT

When the relative simplicity of the flow model is taken into account the predictions made must be
considered remarkably good. Nevertheless, there ic; considerable scope for improvement both in
respect of the physical assumptions and tLe details of the numerical methods. Many of the simpli-
fying and restrictive assumptions made for our calculations were introduced for reasons of computa-
tional convenience and economy. The calc ilation procedure itself is sufficiently flexible to permit
considerable relaxation in this respect.

As already stated, many of the present inaccuracies can be traced to the treatment of the volatile
fraction of the solid fuel. (Whether the model would predict a stable flame for a fuel without
volatiles is not known, nor was such a fue- fired in the rig.) As a first step in correcting the
inadequacy here one could impose a finite rate on the comhustion of the volatiles, similar to what
has been done in the most recent forn of a one-dimensional model of the rig (4). This would add one
more dependent variable and require one more partial-differential equation of the general form to be
solved. To treat decomposition of the particles in any precise way would introduce too many variables
to be feasible, as would allowing the char to burn with change of size and change of density. (one
can see readily that one would need a separate variable for each combination of size, density and
volatile content.)

Neglect of the effects of longitudinal radiation undoubtedly contributes to the over-high -emper-
atures predicted for the inlet region of the chamber. However, a thorough treatment of radian,
transfer is outside the scope of the present project and for the time being the analysis seems reason-
ably satisfactory. One possibility for simple improvement would be to introduce an axial flux
analogous to the radial. One would then have a second radiation variable as a partner to q.

The calculation of a turbulent flow by thc methods described here requires a mathematical des-
cription of the mechanics of turbulent diffrsion. At present the transport properties of a turbulent
fluid cannot be "cliably expressed as analytic functions of local flow variables, so a quasi-empirical
expression hts had to be used for the effective viscosity. This appears to be satisfactory for our
prcblem. When information from "urrent researches in this field becomes available a better treatment
will be possible. It may be noted that the restrictions we laid on the Schmidt and Prandtl numbers
are not obligatory; they may be lifted et the cost of introducing additional equations to solve.

* Considerations of computational economy have contributed to some of the errors occurring in the
predictions. The enforced use of e coarse calculation mesh has exaggerated defects in the flow
specification near the walls, as described above. as well as producing truncation and similar errors
always associated with finite-difference methods.

To conclude, a first attempt has been made to apply finite-difference solution procedures to a
turbulent gas flow containing burning solid particles. The results are highly encouraging for non-
swirling flows in view of the (:umnlexity of the systerr, although less satisfactory for swirling ones.
Tt is considered that major progress has been made in the task of predicting the behaviour of solid-
particle combustors of 'he type treated.
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SOGLAIEE PdUMARY

Au dgbut des travaux sur le3 litler-- The first models used in hybrid com-
gols lee modbles -loy6a 6taient basds Sur bustion studies were based upon heat trans-
is transfert do onaleur des gaz vers Is so- fer from a gaz to an evaporating or subli-
lide, ac transfert provoquant l'dvaporation ming solid. Many disagreements between ex-
ou la sublimation du solide. Lea nomoreux periment and these simplified models have
points de d6saooord entre l'expdrience et led to think that other mechanisms are in-
oss th~ories simplifides ant conduit & pen- valved. The possibility of a chemical sur-
ser que d'autres 41•mente entrai~nt en jou. face reaction was rapidly considered, this
On a ssesz rapidement envisag6 I& posaibi- reaction taking place at the surface or ve-
litd d'une r6aotion ohimique do surface ou ry close to it. Various models have thus
trbs pr~s do la surface. Divers modbles ont been established end account reasonably for
6td ainsi dtablis et rendent raisonnablement the experimental observations, except for
oompte des phdnombnes, A l'exception do oeux those observed at ONERA on high regression
observds A l'ONERA sur lee lithergole orga- rate hybrid fuels and on metallic hydrides.
niques A forte viteesse do rdgression et our Although the surface reactions remain as an
lee hydruree mdtalliques. quoiqu'il fkille important mechanism the theoretical uLudy
garder lee rdaotions do surface comme mdca- presented here showa that they must not be
nisme important, l'dtude thdorique qui fait connected to E simple vaporization model but
l'objet do oe travail montre qu'elle ne doi- to a melting mechanism, and to the subsequnt
vent pas itre lises un maoaniame de vapo- liquid flow. It can then be shown that the
risation seul mais hun mdcaniame de fusion regression rate is of the form. t
et d'6ooulement du liquide. On sontre ainsi
quo ha vitesse do rigression oat do la for- 9 OPS •-,0.6

me ! rU ( J) ks -* 0.6 and Is a strong function of B/Pr, ratio of
the enthalpy transfer parameter throudh the

ot dipond fortement du rapport B/Pr du liq'AO, layer to the Prandtl number of the
param6trv do tranafort d'enthalpie & travers liquid.
la oouche lquids au nombre do Prandtl du
liquids.

Le taux do fusion dipond igalement The melting rate depends also on the
du taux ds gas~ifioation du liquids mtia gasification rate of the liquid but this
00 taux doit Jtre trim important (do 1'or- rate must be large to have a noticeable in-
dre de 0,5 s/cmu.s) pour faire sentir son fluence (of the order of 0.5 g/cm .@). The
offet. La preasion agit par una sensihl-O molting rate has an inverse pressure monst-
litd inverse our is taux do fusion ýn"O,3) tivity (law in p-0, 3 3 ) and the gasification
et une "enaibiit6 directs our Is taux do rate a direct pressure sensitivity.
gasdifioation.

Lea conclusions pratiques de =e tra- 1,Le practical conclusions of this stu-
vail font qu'il setble difficile d'itaginer dy are that it Ie 4ifflou-t to imagine
un 40yen qui permette do bone rendesents de meone which will destroy the liquid layer
combuetinn, c'est-&-dire l'absenceo de phase and promote the combustion efficiency, other
liquids, en dehors do systimas do diaphrag- them the already eziating turbulators. A
men malanpeurs. Uns vote dane oette direction possible way in 4hIa direction is to make
pout onnsister & tirer he ,axim.u de bindfice use as much as poasible of the surface
des rdactiona do surface et t 6viter lea pro- reactions and to avoid propellazite whiah
pergola a@Yant un nombre do Prandtl trop fai- have too low c P.endtl number in liquid
ble on phase liquids. Une autre vote pout phaus. Another way could be to take ad-
consitter & faire usage des conditions tris vantage of the particular conditions under
partieuihbrea dan leosquelles !a combustion which combustion takes place in th- injeetioa
a lieu dane ha acne d'injeotion. zone.
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NOTATIONS

0 diffusil,;itg thermique du :j~quijde Tt tsmp6rature de fusion solids

ON let/ C~t TO tempdraturs A Ilinterfaoe liquids-

b p/ cfiint de lt- T i U viteses du liquids au point couirant

C PEchaleur massique dulcud U vitesse du liquids IL 1'interfaos
coeficiet d du iqule £ liquids-gaz

C ofiin efrottement U vitesse quilaurait is liquids & Ilex-

C coefficient de frotternent sons Iinjo- tdrisur de la oouohe limits si calls-
F0 tion parigtale oi 6tait entibrement d~voloppde

h P4 enthalpie du liquids A a'interfeace Vo vitesse des gaz A l'intsrfaos
~' liquide gaz liquide-gaz

h penthalpie du liquids 9L la aurfar-e V42 vites~s des gas au sein de l'6oou-

h C entbalpi~e effective de fusion W diffdrsnce ds vites~e V, V,
61~ taux de fusion X nornbrs de Reynolds

m5  taunx de gaz~ification x a ? eynolds

X) atscisse axiale I

57 aoscisse axiale non dimernsiorinali-s4e (3 groups adimsnsionns2.

ac . / xposant de Ia loi ds frottersent

ýpaiscneur de couche liquide CF/St , bRe -1
0

aistance A partir de 1 'interfrace so- rapport des viscoaitd -~ /J
lde-liquide, perpendiculai ratiozt
L 116coulernent rapport des masses voluminiusm

6paisneur non dimensionnalis~o e,/ et
j / viscosit4 du gis

B p~razrt tre de transfert Pt enthr~lpjO viscosit4 du liquid.

B.-, hts.- et/h;& e masse volumique du ga

D cvirnitre iu ca1nal central masse volumique du 1-*quide

M ýJbit 6o liquiae r-,r urit6 do lon6.,uour ~ U ddbit massiqus unitaire do Caz dones
,ic la& circonf.~rance du canal (g/er.o) ' un rop~ro li6 & Ilintsrface liquid*-

Pr norcbre ePrafldtl de la phaase liqalde difMrno d'nhli

Pr z.,AjS Ct/ t C TTif~ec detali

P410nombre to Roynolda r zC (T S

Ra0  T cooeficient du profil ~u~

T ncmbre do Roynoldr1 offcetdupoi

Ts ue D/ ndice 0 1 on l'absonoo d'injeotion
pa ri e tale

lottres ocuhignflts5 8 point courant
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1 - INTRODUCTIION

Dle nombreuses 6tudes ont 4tA consa- olassique d'ablation en y introduisant uno
ord,,s A la combustion d.'ins )os moteurs A li- rdaction en phase gaZOtISS. Lour inteiprkta-
thergol par suite des ivantages quo ceoo mo- tion conduit oependant & admettre quo cotte
tours pr6sentent dane lour conception. Par- r~aotion en phase gazouse puiss3 devenir
tant do schdma trbs ainmplifids pour expliquer quami-Llnimoliloulaire et ndcessit4 des hypo-
I@ mdcaniame de combustion il a 'all~a loe tki~ses relatives au nivsau do tompdrature
rendre do plus an plus complexes, oar on sleet de surface.
rapidement aperqu qu'il n'4tait pas facile do
restituar our Is plan pratique lee avantages Uno tentative rcoente (13) a cherobd
offerts par lam litbergols our Is plan thic- A tonir -.ompto do Ia coexistence de Ilabla-
rique at qu'uno connaissance plus approfondie tion thermlique at de l'ablation ohiiniqus.
des mdoanismee 6tait indispensable. Uine erreur dane Ilapplioation numdrique en

& coaindant limit6 ls portde. 11 oat certain

En partioulier, lorsqulil a fallu adme4- que L'.ntoraciion enre ablation ohimiqug
tre quo lea modbles fondde our l'analogie do et ablation thermique sest un domains d'dtu-
Reynolds ot faisant appel A une simple vapo- do, intdrotisant qui doit parmettre d'arriver
risation par transfert do chaleur sent Pica- A u~ie 6valuation do la temp~rcature do sur-
yablee d'expliquor l'dcart do l'indice as face. &- effet c~tte 4,ompdrature Litervient
sensibilit6 do la vitess.a do rdgressior au dana le paramTatie do transiart dlenthalpie
ddbit massique unitaire(dlLogrii/d Lo9 9)u) B . 11 eat olo.ss'Aiua do dire qua co termse
par rapport & ls valour th~orique do 0,8 ,intervient par un coafficient do la fcrme
ni los divorces valours do l'indice do sensi- Log (+B) qui eat dcno relativemer'. insenisi-
bilit4 A Ia prossion, ni mime rondreocompto ble la tempirature de surface. Cependant-
do la valour mosurdo do la vitoase do rdgres- one 6tude actuellement en coors (14) montre
sion, il a fallo faire intervenir la cindti-~ quo dans Ie can ci'ono vaporisation pure 1s
quo chimique. param~tre B eat tr~s sensible & la tempdra-

ture do oorl'ane lorsqulon tiont compto h I&
2 - RAPPEL DES MODELES AVEC fois du transfert deochaleur St du trajiafort

CINE'TIQUE CHIMdIQtTE. do masse. Par eximplo, on troove quo I& va-
leur do 8 pout itre dooblde lorsq'Ae I& frao-

Parmi los premiere A intrcduiro, l& tion ma5b,3-'Iue du combustible vaporiad A I&
cingtique ohimique dane on mod~le do combus- sorfa(c passe do 0,9 A 0,95.
tion comparable A la combustion hy'brids, il
Taut citor Msrxman, Wooldradge at Muzzy (1) Cleat pourtant un autro aspect du pro-
& (6) . Coporndant lour utilisation d'un mo- bl~me do l'ablation qus la prdsonte dtude ae
dale fondde presque oxolosivement our l'exis- propose do traitor, 1 'ajlation avec fusion
tenco d'une combustion on phase gazeome dane du combustible solids. Pratiqooment ddpour.-
uno couch. lim~its 6tablis at etabilieae rend vue dlintdrlt an 00 qui concerns lesoombus-
son application aux moteurs hybridos disco- tibles rdpandus aux Etats-Unis ~oaoutohcuo
table, sans rion rotirer A sa valour fonda- butyle, plexiglas) puisque los theories ant6-
mental@. r.~uras pormottent ino corrdlaticon satisfai-

santo does rdsultate, shle se'et avdrde indis-
Smoot, Price at Mdihlfeitb (7) A (9) pensable avee les propergols utilisds A

ont considdr6 quo l'ablat:Lon so fait ossen- l'0.N.B.H.A. (propergols organiquos compre-
tiollemont par one attaque ohimique do Ia sur- nant doe ingrddionts A barn point do fusion
face do combustible, 10 flux de comburant vera ou hydruros mdtalliquos). Notre but nsout
la surface dipondant do I& diffdrence des frac- done pas do discuter leam thdonioe ai~tdriou-
tions massiques do oomburant dane lea gaz du roe ni de les mettre on question mais d'd-
canal central at oeux & la surfaco. 11 s'agit largir ld6vontall does co traitda at dlex-
done d'uno th&'rie avoc r~iaction hdtdro,.,ne A pliquer los phdnomanes observds au coura des
Ia surface. Los conditions dyns~miquea de 1'6- truvaux: ren6e & l'0.N.E.R.A. La oindtique
ooulozent d6finiseont alors I. taux do trana- chimique intervientina par un terme do r4aa-
fort do comburant. Cotte tbdorie no tient pas tion do surface dent noun montrerona Ilim-
compte do Ilinteraotion do l'ablation thermi- pornance.
quo ot do l'abhation ohim~que.

3 - MODELS THEOIRIQUE AVEC TELP&U-
La thionie do killer (10), (1i) offre RATMR DE SURFACE FIXEhS

des similitudes avxL; I& prAL&ckcet masin pro- 31-Stabliase ont dut modble
poso ulia iznterpr~t&'ion par rdaotion en phxaseao!
gazeuse. 11 introdui' une longa#tur do rdaoticn Consid~ron:; un canal porod done 1.
chimiqu# (6paisoeur a* fleasme) at admot quo I& comb~ustible solid* d'un motour & lithergel.
vitosse is rd~ereasion oat proporticr.-ý:'Je s.i L'4ooul.oent oeo gas do combust~ion done o4
taux auquel 1. coaburant silt conbemag dane canal do diamiltre interno 0 pout Stre lami-
dona cotte zone, flair. ou turbulent. Los gait obauda provoquent

ha fosion du solidG 4ul so rocouvre d'uns
Sans prdaenter do thiorie complite rcouche liquids. Cet!O couch. s'doo4Ale voer

Koaton at Williams (12) ont propoad un cor~tain l'avaI an 4oouloment laninaire. Uina couch@
nombre Is resar-auo. relatives aux travaux Is limilt. o'ltablit dono Anne I. liquids. MoIua
3wet ot Price et coux do Hiller.11s con- aupposeraon qu'i l'intertace ontre I* liquids
oluont *auo lop ph6nomilnon otsorvda peuvent ot I* gas il y a oontinujid do I& contrainto
;tre stunst bien £nterpritda par uno rdacition do frottemont at do I& vitoeem. Noun adaot-
hdtdrogine quo par une rdaetion bomogon:. La*ur trona caoendankt jull !a oounob limits dans In
traniý'r* dabordor .'o probl~mo consists A tu- liudWetpsnitrmn doovo
dler par uno m~thiols do perturbation lo modilole qi.na a nirmn 4ooA
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(6paissour de liquide infdrieure & l'dpain- Nous admettrons ioi que is coefficient
*oeur de oouche limits) at quo oette anomalis do frottement n'ost pas modifi6 par 2.'injeo-
no modifie pas le profil des vitesses, pas tion paridiala do gaz duo & une 6ventuelle
plus que Ilinjeotion par16tale. vaporimation ou rdaotiori do surface
Sojent t 9. = E.
V Is, vitesme du gaz dane Io canal central 12 -2

V I& vitamins du gaz &. l'intsrfaae liui L16limination de W perinot d'obtonir,
S dogzaprbu avoir introduit

us la, ie du liquids &l'interface 19 re.i C .ioo M - t
liqui do-gas

U la viteses du liquids au sein do 116- CF ,., ) X2 2 N2 'T

U0 lavitesme qu'aurait 1. liquids. & Ilex- On voll alarm facilomont que n iese&l
tdrieur do la couch. limits si celle-oi surfac" eat
dtait antibroment ddvoloppde.

X la distance do Il'ntrdo du canal wa -f ___ T. 7 E (2)

S la hauteur dana I& oouohe de liquide &
S partir do llinterfaoe solido-liquido La viteseo Va eat une dcnndo du pro-

et V l'dpaissour de lsacouche liquide. blbms. Si l'on 6orit W1 V- on
Nous supposarons . (D pout aussi 6orirea

Ra. at Rcz T sont los nombres do Reynolds V 9 .D - e 0.
do l'doouloment do liquids relatif. & 1'abs- )Aj
cissa % at au diambtre D npartY VD/u 1o rosn

W~ eat Ia diffirence do vitesso V4. -)V deviant, en utilisant (2)oartotdrisant l'dooulomont do gas. 5 d

La vitesse dans la couche do liquids
set donndo par une forme approah~sde do n. so- x Y *(_

lution do Blasius do l'6quation de I&a ouche 3w. ~ y~
limits laminairo a

Vi: U lsignons par rn Is taux masniq~ie do
U t a a -V - a ) fusion du solids (gom2-s) at par 6, 5 10

U 5 = 3I'5 Vj 7=b taux auquol 1. liquids passe en phase gazeuma
a (par rdaotion do surface ou par 6vaporation).

Le gradient do vitoose, porpendioulai- La conseorvation do I& massa parmot d'doriro
roemnt au sono do l'dooulement, set I I cc

dU 1. 2U WT e f U d~s u(m -w5 ) d= .

La oontinuit4 do la contrainte do frot- osupsrn qo etakta .

toeant donna i La fusion so fait grico k Ia oonduotion
do I& obaleur & travara la pallioula de li-

eG t CIUquids. T dta~nt la tompdrature do linterfa-

(V -VS) 1 liquile-gas at T., Ia tempdrature do llig-
? terfave liquida-solide noun ddaignorons par

10h CP ( T. - T) la diffdrenoa Van-uo t, on ottqu thalpis du liquids & travers Ia film. Si V'on
sal, n ~Othtqu ddsigne par h l'onthalpie effective do

liqudtaotion dE-solido at par B I. rapport
Ah/h6on pout lindariser 1 1 quation do

CF esw M'. 2,u T% j ~ conauation do I hlu
2 see0 vOc 5V =T 9 X T e-TS f

C-r qui 0'6orit, on int-oduisknt I& diffunivit6
Or - 'ost fonotion qua d un nosbro do tborsique 0 =Xt / CP1
Reynolds X qui 6'6orit x

e ewo in8
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L'd6quation do conservation de la masme SOit, on introduiu..ntI
u'dcrit

U Ud =1 fn..)d-3 'oi t I (Ye- 2

Lloxpreaaion (2) pout itro considdrde
coming l'oxprouuion do L) an un point d'or- Cteduto ot6odrvoai

donne StOn ado pouvoir former avoo (5) un systbme diffd-

-T retiol.On a &lore, en notantJ u d .A Le 4 tT ' S

L'dquation (4) deviant alore, on intro-
duisant lea variables rdduites ýE ot a

j t T Vd bis)

En reinplagant 9prBPr- - (#z.a) +

otý Pr' oet Ie nombro do Praradtl do )a phase a

liquide et on remplagant la variable T
par la variable r/ M on obtionti

W 75Ze 1075d

+gr~ B 0j 5-.F -- =0. 5
10 75 P - AA (C3 aquations pormettent docalouler

slo4e r at 0~f auins l i tequ o 1 do u

On sait quo la forms habituolle do ,tI~ is u adbtd

reprdsontation don coefficients do ifrot- liquids par unit6 do longuour do Is. ciraon-
tement on fono tion du nombre do Reynolds X firaono du oanal central
oat I

2ro bX 1. M (A-

Iii daoulomont laininairo e 0,5 ot
on 6coulemont turbulent 6 . 0,2. L'dqua-
tion rdsultant do (1) ot do (3) sot dono 1 A titre do vdrification on pout son-

tror quo lee rdsultats sont tole quo

S'V .~ ~Los conditions initialso do I'lflt6era-
%ion sont :FO , j-0 .'A valour
initials do P3 no pout copondar~t pas 6tro
donrn4s par 1'6cquation (6) qul condiuit A uam.
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ind6termination, on i'obtient par une appro- ~ 1/3

ximation. Supposons qua P3 soit fini 38 ( 1I3/s6
voinage do l'origine, 1'6quation (4 bis) d LPr by2-1 1. 13/1 .
o'dorit, en introduisant Pr at ( I

Pr ,4A (1lo)is5Py -

Si au voisinage de i'origine iCa

sont des infiniment petits du m~me or-

i'quatlan ý6) 
B 

a

Pr 015 L2.-q'O1s)()
L'd6quation diffdrentielle oi-dessue On a vu qua le dibit do liquids s06-

ase rdduit i orit

3 qui vaaat au voisinage do l'origine
et en dlijinant I

8 6 4 1, _"t j Pr
Pr 112L'6quatiacn do vdrifioation set t

Soit I M~f2.~ D d&
I0 r

~ B I'Q t.(/S s 9 oit S

bY%' i isi

atitd sent bien des infiniment pfr. - fH
tis o 1me ordre at lee 6quations (B) et0

(9) pormettent d'exzprimer (3par x
Cott* dquation ee- ,6rifid i'se

do I& forme = A O '3. do i et

75 Pr L'oxpraosion (11) do la vitcaso do fu-
nion appalls plusiours romarq-ioa i

- L'exposant du ddbit cashique utituire (do
Cotte dquation nsadmot do solution quo Y ) eat pou sensible & la nature (laxi-

si- 8 4 47,46093. Cott* solution n'oot in- aroutbleOdoV olsa t

fdrioure & 5 , oondition pour quo la aouoh. oez.qo oO~&06
limits ooit moins dpasioe quo ia ocucheoan-
tlbreaent dfroloppdo done Is liquids, quo oX - L'infiuonoo du di~m&tre D eat n4giigoable
B/lPr eat inf 4riour & npuisque, & ddbit global do got consotant,

l'oxpoo&at do D ni'oat quo do -I
On mantra facilemoait qu'1l eat ndaeo- - Commae se t proportionnol & I& presmono

ae r& qu Y 3 mol fn et pprtnl I& vitoose do fugion oct inverosomnt pro-
&fJ po~r quo P puioa# itro ainsi pcý-Uonnolle & I& raoine eubique cie la

expried. On en tire au voloinago do l'ori- proosson. Cotte sonsibilijid inverse, qul
gins n's pas dtd observ6e lane Is r~alitd, eat

Yrsisooblablaiment oomponode par I& vitesoo
do passae-e an phase vapour rii, V qui oat
senuible & ia presslon.
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- La nature do Is, phase liquids intorviont 5 contipoisos 1 10 i-3 g/oM3,
pour 1. nombre do Prandtl dui liquids et 50'9rpiom? /M
pour sa viooagitd. Si Voen adinot quo 50mirisu 1  - go3

1 3~/5 rest* voisin do Ilunitd 100) - 10- 3)
1- 3/is

1/3 IA b . 0,023, ~ 0,2 (loisI du frottoment

valour du nombre do Prandtl pout varier 0 'ro _ FRa 5:o
do 100 pour Ism oorps organiquom & 0,01 a 09o
pour un mdtal. Si, oommo on lb vorra plus On pourra prondre B. 0,3 (loo.00J.2
loin, la vitosso al f'usion ainsl cal .oulio i00
corrospond approximativemont aux vitesmes et Pr- 100 (combustible organique) at
do rdgreosion momurdes our lon combusti-
blos organiquos, il taut s'attandre A Is,
voir oroltre trbs Vito avec lee mdtauz. On ca-loule ainsi. 3 0,54 ot

m * 0,19 g/CM2-. Cett* valeur set comn-
- La toinpdraturo des gaz Intorvient par e parable aux valours obtenues dans lea ma-

puisque D seat inversomont proportionnel tours A lithorgol. L'ipaiseeur do oouch@
& Isa top ~raturo. Do plus 8 d6pond lin6- liquids qui rdsulto do amo aloul set trbs
airemont do Ia tompdraturo do l'intortaoo foible (1,1 jo- cm).
lijuide-gaz. 1. an rdaulte quo Is. viteese
do fusion e, l'dpaineaur do le. phaso Ii- - Calcul com-pltt
q0i19 soront d'autant plus importantee
quo I& tompdrature des gaz sera plus 419- Le caloul nat fftectu4 avoc lee mice*.
vde, o'est-A-dire quo Io couple do proper- donnses qt'e I. oaloul d'ordre de grandeur
gols sera plus 6norgdtiquo. oi-dessus ( C - 100 , 0 - 0o3 , b - 0,023,

'6- 0,2). La valour de R varier& do 0 k 20
- Happolons quo tout Is caloul suppoueP 45 , et I& valour do Y do 4 105 a i06. On pren.-

ol-'et-&-dire quo l'dpaisseur do liquido dra pour valour ao /Pr~ diverses velours,
no dipasse pas l'ipsimaeur do aocuho Ii- pourut et D: 5 oentipoisos at 5 caom e-
mite~ done Is liquids. poctivesent.

3.2.1 - Influence d'uno rdaotion Le oaloul propremont dit a dit effee-
dtc surface. tud our un rGrdinateur IN 360/50 en utili-

$ant pour l'intdgration du systamo d'iquationm
Dana l'dquation (4 bia) on tiont compto is aous-prograinio IBU HPCQ.

do is riaction do ourfaco (rdaotion obimiquo Nous prendrons pour a&$ do oalcul ty-
ou mioanismo do vaporination) an romplagant pique e ca&* otL B/ Pr . 0, 1 et 1-h . 0,1
o '. par a done 5 g/om2_5. =/D--5 at R%,=4.10s

par B/Pr -rn.9 D/1 . On montre facilomont La figure I montre l'dvolution do I&
qio l'offet do " soot do faire diaro Itre vitesso do rigresmion, du ddbit du liquids
pour Une valour donnie do &- I done d'auý at do lI4paisseur do I& coucuh* liquids pour
tcontor la vi tease do fusion. un nombro do Reynolds do l'doeulaemozt do gasn

do 400 000. On veit quo I& vitase** do rigros.-
Dana 1'oxploitation numiriquo de cette mien set do l'ordre do I rn/s &lore quo 1.

partio thioriquo rxus aupposonm rn-5 constant dfoit do liqauids set do l'ordre do 10 g/cm~s
I* long du canal central ainol quo I& velour ot l'4piaim*euz do liquids do llqrdro do
do In~ toupiraturo do ourfaos done colla do r,05 as pour une valour do / do 10.
B .In effeotuant Plusieurs caleule auccoo-

sits avoc diffirentes valours do 8 ot do
rh 6 on pcurra ditorminor llintlueone our
la vitesse do fusion .1. aes deux pareaiitros. M

app ottimation a dt uppogo lo Wesfrt ur d j
l'lntorfaco liquide-Cac cornue it at 4lo par J
example A I& toapiraturs d'dbullition. Cott*
tompdzature pout 494alomont Stro fix&* par un
bilan inersitique qui fait intorvenir une
riaction h~t~rog~ne do surface. Sous utill-
morons capendant Is, proeribro aithcedo do faqon
& bion siottrs on dvideoco l'intluonce du tor-

so3. - td uarg ----- ----- *

-Cam asmp toctiquo pour 0 '~ . .P 8 rOfilb d 4talsoour do liquilds,
do dibit do liquids 0% do Vito*$* do fusonc

Maus ahceiarons arbitrairoment des on for-alien 4o l'abecieso axial*
donn~es &fin do contror I ordro do grandeur
des rioultatm obtonus. Prenone
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La figure 2 reprisento le mnmea pro- /
file dane un diarraasn logarithmique. Lee 2P,

profile sont rootilignee et montrent quo lee
r ioultata peuvent m'exprimer sou s la forms 1 0 4

- 1/3 o ( ) ' ' 4/3 ( 5 3 1 . ,

fin~~~r cc.0(5M a

Cots ormes correspondent & oelles a5
trouvdes analytiq, oment dana la solution Pr .
asymptotique valable au voiminage do 0 ,.. O005 0

200 .AO,

210o' 4'1o' ' Io- 10 ' 10. 6

,o0 ,ia t._- Influence du nombre de Reynolds
ousr la vitebme da fussion (-x/D=5,
rmi,, en 9 /cm'.s)

so . Le d6bit de liquide par unit6 do lon-
guour do la oiroonfdrenoe du canal central
set 6galement sensible au nombre do Reynolds
(fig. 4 , indice de soneibilit6 0,6) et A la

'%leur de A/Pr mais 6galement & la va-
1 • ' + lour du taux de rdaotion de surface.

101 'OML

N pBt I , rj. Q.O

t.& 2 - Profile do vitesse do fusion, I I
d'4paiseeur do liquids et do dtibit do liquids

on fonotion do l'abaoisse axial. so+ -

- Influence du nombre do Reynolds.
20

La figure 3 repr4eents la variation dui .0 1 r4 0o1
tau= do fusion pour divercas valours du rap- P I
port wo.sn fonotion du nombre do Reynolde,
& valour oonstants du taux do rdaotion do our- .o
faes. Los velours nuadriques obtenuem corree- E 0,5 ý".o,1
pondent an ordre de grandeur A o•lloos obte-

see doane Ion expdrionoes mendoee & 'ONERA.&.
La pente dee parties rectilignaea st do l -r-
dre do 0,5 , conform* a"x valaur. obtenues
ozodrimentaletent !ore do tire our aoteurs.
La valeour du rapport B/ePr une igrands in- B/[-:oo-0 r4.05
fiuenoe# cello de rh• ua••t i m et mr sont
du mime ordre,

'2h10 10, to, 81W 10 .

FjLi.- Influence iu nombre do Reynolds
our Is ddbit do liquids
(%/o 'S •m n 9 lam'_s)
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L'Apaifvseur de nqiuide es, t,-e fcr - Influence du rapport B/Pr.
tion idcroissante dui nombre ee Reynolds
(figure 5) et dui rapport 5/Pr . Oette On a vua quo lee courbee ropr~sontant
4paisseur est faibie puisque pour 0 - 5 cm ,M ot ejD n fonctloos do Rcd
elle eat do 0,1 & 1 mm. L'd~paisseur du ii- sont sonsiblss & I& valour do 8/Pr . 7
quide est sensible au taux Ie rdaction de figure 7 montre Is forme~ do oette sonsibi-

SUrrface, quand celui-ci est do l'ordre demý. iitd en 06 qui concerno rn

.00e - -

.005

.002 -5

.001 -

1.105 0 6.10' a 10' 10 ,

Fig. 5 - Influence do 'e,.
our i'dpaissour de liquids
(,j/D=5, mii. en 9/cm2_s) Fix. 7 - Iinfluence do BS/Pr

De Ia valeur du dibit do liquile at Bur 1La vitasse do fusion
dui taUx de r~action do surface-on pout cal-
culer la vitosso inoyenne i laquolle I. eoli- Bejn quo la courbo no soit pas rectiligno
de passe on phase liquideo ci gazouso par oils Correspond approximativement & un in-

dico do sonsibiiit4 des i'rdro do 2/3 comas
+ M is laisse pr4voir I& th6oris. Le dib-it do

liquids eat igaloisont sensible & Is valour

Cotte vitesse oat comPar6e auo taux do do B/Pr avoc ian indico dosoensibilit6 do
fusion instantan6 our la figure 6. On cons- 0,78 sinai quo 1Vdpaisusur do liquids avoc
tate u~n 6oart appr~ciable entro valour ins- un indies do eensibilit6 do -0,33.
tantando ot valour moyenno qucique la sonsi- - fueeditaxeratirdosra.
bilitg des doux au nombre do Reynolds soit -Ifuned axdrato esrae

la Mime. Cot 6cart montro qulil faut bien Le t, x do r-act-on do surface ns a pas
distinguor ontro lea r~sultats obtenus paera~ ~~unes avloretfil

nsprdes mosures globalanes o t lo c ~ula l ~e-. ~co.nparde L la vitesse de fusion. Cella-ci oat
nus ar es oesresinstnta~esot oc~oa. a:rrs une fonction 14t-&rement croissante de

61, k(igure 8), tandis quo 0 ot /Dsont
/3 des fornotions dicroissantes.

I.ALw Fig.8-Influence
du taux do ruse-
tion do surfaoe

.3 0sur la vi to~ss
I do fusion.

L B/Pr -Z
4.10 .10 4.105

Fig. 6 -Comparaison ontre
tau~x do fusion instantan6 ot

taux do fusion mcyon
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Aux valeurs 6lev4es do m~i ou aux
faibios valours de B/Pr le comporto'nen-t- tend
h Stro dif'f4rent. Pour B/Pr a 0,05 b /

ý,- 0,5 g/am2-s mi oat inddpondant de
Rab at 6gal & 6,4 (figure 3). Dana 00 can

d. /0 vaut 0,05 at oat 6dgalement inddpondantdRe. (figure 5). La valour do M- oat nette-
mont plus faiblo quo dans Is cas de caloul
typique main par contro out beauooup plua stn- 0
oi blo & Rao (figure 4).

-Influence de !a prossion.

La pression s'introduit par le tome 0 ____

Le calcul mantro quo Fig. 9-Influence du taux do, rdaction
ta.ndiu quo Ia vitoase ,4o fusion set bion de surface sur la v'tesse de fusion
proportionnollo h s' ri~ 1+4 << / 5
olse tend & dovenir indepondunte aux fortes B/DPra 0,4 at I s ReD~ 4.105; z/D-5
valour. do 09 , dono do I& pressiokn. Comm o D/r 0,0 5e~,.~ z/D-5
on tend alors vora l'dgalit6 ontro 61~ at MGROD" 4 0 5; X/D-5
la sonsibilit6 do ril & Rao tend A devanir D-Re~ 4.10 ; z/D.20
nulle, Ie ddbit do liquide M dt~oroit for- in5 an g/crr&.s
temont tandis qu asa sensibilit6 h Re0 3

oro!. Lo ddbit do liquid. qui s'dcoule Is
On conotateonfain quo si =/D orolt, long du canal central pout itre important

Ia viteaso de fusion ddoroit at tend vera ot dans oortains can reprdoenter ame frac-
*~. 11 oat t. noter quo bion quo t'7l puis- tion apprdciable do I. contribution du cow.

se tendre vors rii, ot devenir insensible b bustiblo & Ia combustion. En oti~ot mi
Re0 , laI viteasse moyenne M. =M/= ~r~n u 50 g/cm2,.s StD 5amldbi
r.'sto sensible A Re0 puisque la aensibilitlS do gas oet do 3930 g/s. Avoc un rapport do
do M h Rao crolt. mAlange do 0,125 1. taux dtmablation du com-

bustible doit itre do 492 g/s. Dana 'in mo-
No tons aussi que nous d~signons ici tour do oonfigurat on ciasaique ( L/D -. 20)

par rdaction do surface la rdaotion do gar.61- avoc Rco - 5. 10~ , B/Pr - 2,1 St
',!oation sans prdjugor du type do rdaotion rrh -S 0,1 gom2-0 Ia prdsonto thdorio don-
ohimique qui Ia provoque %fr6action homogbne no 'in d~bit do liquido do 235 9/u at 'in 6
prbs do Ia surface ou rdaoti~on h~tdrog~ne). bit do gas do 157 9/m soit 'in total do

492 g/m ot pourtant l'Epaisaour du liquids
Llinfluonco de la prossion our ie. no ddpamme Pan 0,7 mm. Cleat a. qui oxplique

vitesse do furion as f era donc d'abord sentir pourquoi 008 oouahes liquidos n'ont pas 6td
par son action Spr 8 onduisant h une son- observE.. expdrimontaloment.
sibilit6 on p-, Si P orolt rb ddoroit
ot deviant plus sensible & rhn, , loquol La vitoaso do fusion met peu sensiblo
pout Stro fonation do Is, prossion. La r~ac- au taux do r~action do surface. Par contra
tian do gazdifioation pout 6galemont jouer e11. oct trbs sensible au rapport B/Pr dans
par son offot 6nergdtiquo par llintorrnd- loquel I& rdaotion do surfao& pout intorvo-
diairo do B/Pr alors quo mour n 'on avans nir par son aspect 6nergdtique alare quo
tenu campto quo dans Io bilan massiqus. dane In present. thdorio oil. n'intorvient

quo dons Is bilan maeaiquo.
La figure 9 montro comment so dE-

forms la oourbo e m(m, lorsqu'on fait'Varior Dane l'utiliaation pratique do cotto
B/Pr' 0 / / . Loe d~formations thdorie on so hourto & uno diffioultd, 116-

ecu. l'influenoo do G no mont pas indiqudos valuation nundrique des diffdromts paramn&-
maim sont coomparables h oellessoinus l'influ- tres. Passons our 11vluto do Pr , 9,
once do =c/D I e7 ta.. 11 imports do pouvoir so fixer Isa

tempdratur. do surface &fin do pouvoir diter-
minor B . Dane lee prduonts caloulo on

3.3 - Cocolusions relativo* & l'dtude, D'@st impood arbitrairomont I& valour do B
th~orque.main Ts Pout Stro offoctivomont d~tarminE.thdorquo. n offot lorsqulon itudio 10 ph~m~m&no do

L'Stude A,; I'ablation aToo fusion I vaporination pure par transtort do ohaleur
dons Is oadro d'uxahypothbs* do tempydrature il got poss~i'll do montrer (14) quo la tom-
do murface ftxdo, montre quo I& vitoaso do pirature do surface eat voisino do la torn-
fusion pout Stro ezpxi&6o on foxictiem du pdrature d'Ebuulltion du liquids, sans ja-
d~bit wassique unitait-0 par 'ina relation Male teutofoig l'attoindro. Ltdoart avoc la

I# I fors itemp~rature l'ibtllition eat aoepndant euffi-
1. Ia forasimmoiet foible pour quo Vaon puicee confondro

r;,CK coo tempdraturem dens I. caloul do B
Si 'in. r~action do surface interviont, silo

L'Etud* nuudrique montire quuo lea or- Pourra Elever Is, tempdrature do surfaeo mans
dies do grandeur des viteases do fusion sent toutefois dipasser 2s, tempirature d'Ebulli-
do l'ordre do plusisuzs dixibuos do g/ofi2n'.S, tion, du mains dons I. cadre dos hypothboes
ec qul. oorrespont aiax valoure tzouv608 sip6- d'dquilibr* du travail d~jb& oitd (14). On
rimentaloemnt sur los proporgol. ONRM. Pout &lore oebsiddror r. comma ddfini.
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II faut 6galement notor quo catte th~orie Y set proportionnol au ddbit mansique
no loisse pan prdvoir d'uno manibre simple unitaire des gaz dono pratiquement du d6bit
I'effet do la premfion puisque cell-o- in- do gaz issu do la tu~ybre. Si Ilon denit i&
tervient sussi bion our 9. fa/(j quo our fonotion de la richnesso:
rii at B par litorm~dd&ire do Ts

Lee indices do cenaibilitd du taux do 1jj
rdgreaulon & R(20  , E) at in . variant -

dana sui-iant Is, velour do B/Pr at do rins i+ M s'f Mg m*t" m8At rnt~
Aux velours fai~ltos do iri con indices mont
roapoetivoment do 0,6, - 0,33 ot 0 ; aux
forten vaoeurs do rm5  at aux foibles valours on ai-
do B/Pr ils sont do 0, 0 ot I ; enfin oux
fort.. valours do m 5l ot do B/Pt- is pron-q3
nont des valeurs intonwnddiairee ontre oem 1=P 1 ~
valours extrimos. Noun d3-ons qus done Ie P
premier can lob ph~nom~nes do fusion pr4.-
dominant, tandis quo done 1s deuxibme, los Cette oxprosaion permet do veir quo
ph~nom~nos do surface cant plus importants, dons un diwganmo cp (p) les couples pro-
sans prdjugor do on quo pouvont 6tre ca oglqe pu eqesle hnmnsd
mdtdoganisnd surfacm~e (rStio..). imq fusion pr~deminent donnoront, on coordon-

hdt~ogbn ou.taxog~n atc.).nose logarithmiquos, des droitos dont Io
pent. sera voisino do -0,73 &orer quo si lo
vaporisation (ou Isa ohimie do surface) pr6-
domino Il'xposant pourra Stro eupdriour.

Neus tontorons de vdrifier done quelle
4 - ASPECT EXPERIMBNTAL mosureocetto relation set vdrifide maim

avant d'abordor oetto disoussion quantita-
4.1 - 06ndralitde tive nous denneorns quelques obearvations

d'ordro qualitatif destindos & mettro on
LL, jomparaidon entre lea risultats 6videnao cotto phase liquid. dent on avait

expdnimontaux at los prdvisions do I& thdo- jsuiiamzpuprd
rio eat d4licate oar Is domaine do validit6
di aetto lorni~ro so limits au cam do motoeirs 4.2 - Edultate ciualitatife
di la ooucho 1-iquido pout so ddvelopper. Cool
oxolut los exp6rionoos cur bralours do laob- Si l'sxistonoe do phdnombnes do fusion
ratoire oZL la longuour do l'dohantillon set noa pu Itro miss on 6videnoe done li oombus-
faiblo ainsi quo loe rdcultats obtonue cur tion do lithergoic organiques coo phdrinembne
does moeours munis do dispositife turbula- ont pu Itro observde dane la combustion d'hy-
tours dane 1s canal central. Panini lee r6- druros mdtalliques, conforudmont h Is prd-.
sultats obtenue sur motours en oet dgalomont sente thderio.
limit6 car 11 est rare que I'on connaicco
l'dvolutian du d~bit maseique unitairo de Mn effet, on a obcorvd i
gaz ot calls du taux do r~gression au oours
du tir. Ii faudra done so limiter & l'dtude - Des ddp8ts do ELi fondu ot rocolidifid&
do rdsultats globaux, on particulior & l& l& partio i& plus baseso des motourc
relation ontre proosion ot riohosse. HLi +~ Cl?3 aprbe fonotionnoemnt.

Considdrons un motour dons lequel 10 - Dane lea ozpdrionoos do visualisation do
taux do rdaotion do surfaoce oct constant et l& combustion do EHi + Cl?3 liquids i'd-
6gal &. Hri. ; molt L is lenguour du pain couloment gazeu~x eat taohold do points
do combustible ot D le diambtro du canal rouge., trbe probabloment due I& prdsenoo
central. de gouttes do HUi dons l'dooulement. Cos

gouttem provionnent do Is couohe liquids
Compte tanu du phdnom~n. do fusion Is ot sent projetdos par le ddgagomont d'hy-

ddbit do combustiblo ost it drog~ne gameu~x iore do la ddeomposition
do HLU fendu. Cette ddccmposition set is

ii TODL 61 + 1TTDM cause pour loquollo i. ELi initial oatrn4  S blano alorm qu'une feis fondu ot wosolidi-
fid ii deviant grim du fait de 1s prdseonee,_-...

Or on salt quo M eat do 1& ferms. oltimmtl

-~ - Dania lee oxpdnionoee do visualisation do
mo .1 PlaI combustion do ELI + OlP3 gazou~x ensa pu

non soulomont observer does rdmidus do HLI
On sit galeentquo s dbit ssufondu ot resolldifid maim idgalamont dos
On mlt galoontquo o dbit smugouttes do diammtre important (attuignant

do la tuybre eat aruCopcAc at nous 4 mm) qui so ddposont sur lee hubiots d'ob-
supposerona C, constant done Is domains do servation.
ricehoso oonsiddrd.
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Dans cortaines do cos expdrienose, ou
1. rapport L/D (io Ia longuour do 1'd-
ohkntillon Atudid a~u diam~tre do passage Pot# 0.18

don gam 6tait important ( L/0 - 10
pour D - 5 mm) 1 seat arrivd qua la pha-
so liquids obstrue Is canal aantral,oau-
sant l'oxplosion JIe la ohambro.

- Daneas om maine oxpdrienoos do visualimation
on a, dane oortainu oas, utili*6 des obani-
bras bidimensionnelles don. lee parois
6taiont des plaques transpairentes. Coo
plaques ont Etd attaqudes par H~i fondu
la partio la plus L~asso ta.-;dis quo le* au-
tres parties, souznises aux gaz ohauds seul%
6tajent pou attaqu~es.

- Una tentative faite pour utiliser un oom Is 20 0 Om S

trbsd~ovans mas o acordavooleepr4 L&I- Variation de Y1.
visins o otteth~rie.Un ir o mteu onfonoti.on de Ia pression pour 1.

effootu6 aveo un pain do litbium m~ta~l a lithergol Polybutadi~ne + H202
donn6 une fusion quasi-instantande du com-
bustible, oonfirmant Ilinfluenoe ddfavora-
ble des tr~s faibles valours do Pr. On a vu quo !.a8 hydrures tn~tallhques

doivent pr~senter & un dogr4 acoontu6 oe
4.3 - RHsultate Souantitatife phinorn~ne do fusion. Cleat ce quo non:Cirme

Il'xpdrienoe puisque Ia pente do la oourbe
Pour- do nornbroux lithorgols organiques W4 (o) set de - 0,64 (Figure 12).

olassiquos la vitesse de r~gression eat do
la formst

do 1. cooordonn6es logarithiniques la ponto f. Pno 06

dI&oourbe IF' (9) ast alors - 0,2. Leos --

easais avoc Ie lithorgol PTC 85/15 oonfirment4
oesr~sultats. Lee essais ait~a on (15) don-
nont une valour do la ponte do - 0,24 A - 0,35
ot lea onsais do la figure 10 AL uno ponto do

-0,32. Nous sommom done loin do la valour I I
pr~vue par la thdorie do fusion ae qui pout 8-
itre attribud A la facilit6 uvoc laquelle los6
composants do as comnbustible so vaporisentp

contra Is couple polybutadibne - H2OC (16)
donno uno pento do - 0,68 (figure j1) ae qui
indique quo la fusion pr4dominin.

Pig. 12- Variatio'n do Y
en fonotion do I& pression pouzx

w"~ 1Gl lithorgo). ELi + ClF'3.

-~~~L v -- o r.SuL~tatd oxp~rimentaux oonfir-
mont d-ono Weon quo si los exposants d%% d~bit
massique unitaire sont do l'ordre Is 0,5

I (ou aupdrisurs) lee pontooi des nourbes
no peravsnt prondro do* velours infdrieures
& - 0, 5 quo e 'il e.tiote un M&W~ismo prdsen-

* --- tant uno sersibiJlit4 inverse & la preasion,
du type du m~oaniums do fusion cue propose
la Pro-sonts thdorie.

Fig. 10 '-Variation do 9
on fonotion do la presision pour
1s lithorgol PTO 85/15 +N03H.
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On peut se demander si la miss au point
de moteurs modulablem & richesse constants et
faisant appel A leo propergole A haute 6nergie
eat possible en conservant la simplicit6 do
l'injeotion unique du comburant en amont et

CONCLUSION en 6vitant 1a presenoe de syst~mes m~langeure
en oval du combustible. Los r6sultats obte-

I1 apparait quo l'existence d'une pha- nue Juscu'ioi tendent h fairs r~pondre par
en liquids dane lea moteure A lithergol eat la ndgative mais il rests & explorer lee
n4faete au. rendement de combustion et que conditions trýs particuli~res de la r~gre.-
l'effet ae fait surtout nentir A-eo lee com-- sion danx la zone d'injection, conditions
buetibles ayant un faible nombre do Prandtl qui semblaient donner une sensibilit6 suffi-
en phase liquids (mdtaux et hydrures m6tal- sante & la pression tout en limitant 1. d6-

liques). Cotte conclusion est conforme i bit de liquide. En effet, lee essais effeo-
celle trouv'e par un trai~ement plus complcct tu6s h 'ONERA (17) montrent qu'au voisinage
d'.n cas ce fusion apiliqu4 t la protection de I1 zone d'injection 1& vitesse de r6gres-
par ablation (16) mais qui ne conduit pas & sion eat ;lus sensible A I& preasion qu'en
une expression explicite arpqroche de la vi- aval, ce qui pout a'expliquer par le niveau
tesse de fusicn. D'autres manires de nencr 4levA de l'intensit6 de combustion. Cette
le pr4sent calcul mcntrent que la vitesue de haute intensit6 de combustion pout conduire
fusion est peu sensible au profil de vitesse A des valeura 41ev6ee du taux ds r6aotion
choisi dans le liquide, do surface, dono A de tortesasensibilitd A

la preasion. Il est dono vraieemblable quo
Dans un moteur il couch'e liquide qui 1& rdalisation de moteure modulablen & ri-

se d4veloppe brale -.al avye le cornburant et ohesse constant. doive faire largement appol
conduit a une di:ninutson de la sensibilit6 & on m6oaniame enoore inocnnu.
du taux ie r4gression ý la pression, dimi-
nution qui n'ast que partiellement compen-
s~e pFar la sensibilit4 airecte des phcno- REFERENCES
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SUMMARY

The statux-of-the art of the combustion mechanism
of AP-propellants is reviewed and some new
experim~ntal facts are given concerning the in-
fluence of lattice defects and condensed phase
behaviour on the burning process.
The findings demand a revision of the theoretical
models to account for the lattice defect, for a
change from fast to slow decomposition, and for
reactivity spots.
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THE THEME OF THIS PAPER incorporates a great variety of propellants and still
rather hypothetical mechanisms. Therefore, attention will be centered on
ammonium perchlorate based composite solid propellants, the most commonly used
in modern-day rocketry. The combustion of pure ammonium perchlorate and AP based
propellants has been extensively investigated and to review such work would
require the discussion of some 500 separate papers, a task already admirably
done by Hall and Pearson(l), Jacobs and Whitehead(2), and also Pearson(3).
Because the details of the mechanism of AP combustion and the pros and cona of
many individual viewpoints can be found in these review papers, the main purpose
of the present paper is to review some new findings and also to point to those
steps in the mechanism where more new information is needed.

THE CONDENSED PHASE REACTION OF AP

AP hgs an orthorhombic crycal structure between -190 0 C and 2400C().
Above 240 C, the lattice changes to the cubic structure and at 592 + 20 C it
melts according to Hightower(5) and Cordes(6). But this transition to the melt
needs more discussion in respect to its influence on the decomposition. Though
AP is a rather stable compound in propellants, nearly all measurements of the
behaviour of AP are complicated by the fact that all physical properties are
influenced by inevitable chemical reactions.
Three different regions must be considered depending on the consumption rate:

(a) the slow decomposition (up to C.1 mm/sec)

(b) the fast decomposition (the region of the
normal burning)

(c) and the explosive decomposition.

Most detailed measurements have been performed in region (a) and partly into
region (b).
Region (c) is of less interest because AP is mainly used for propellants.
Therefore (c) falls out of the scope of this paper.

At ro~m temperature, tJe unit cell of AP has +the dimension a - 9.231
b - 5.813 A, and c - 7.453 X(4) with the ions NH and CiO4 " in the lattice
sites. Even in single crystals, there is a +certain amount df disorder.
Consequently, we ux~ect to fi.nd vacant NH, or C104- sites, positively and
negatively charged interstitials, ana also z'euLral deiects.

Furthermore, we must expect some free electrons (even if they are short-
lived), photons, and mechanical excitation. Briefly expressed, the material
possesses all kinds of interactions we know from the solid state physics.
The question is what influence these distrubances have on the combustion of AP.

THE SLOW DECOMPOSITION OF AP. As mentioned above, there are several
possibilities ef defects in the AP-crystals. Besides the macroscopic disloca-
tions, only two defects have been shown to influence the low temperature
decompositicn, up to now.
Herly and Levy(7) showed that the decomposition of AP-crystals was closely
bound up with defects which could likewise be produced by gamma-ray irradiation
(50 KV). Different radiation doses decreased induction time and increased the
reaction rate for the acceleratory period. As shown in Fig. 1, this irradiation
is only effective up to a cCet•Lin degree of decomposition giving evidence that
the number of effective defects Is limited.

Cole(8) and Manelis ct al(9) identified two types of x-ray created defects
by EPR analysis. they noticed a longlive Nil, ion and a shortlived CIO, Ion.
The number of defects was limited to 10 de ects/gm in the case o: NH3 a
corresponding to a maximum irradiation dose of 2 x 10 rad at a temperature of
150 0 K. In the temperature region from J°C to 100 0 C, the maximum defect con-
centration was determined to be 5 x 10 defects/git. At low temperature the
concentration remained stable whereas at the high temperature a slow decay was
noticed due to the recombination rate:

kNH 3+ - 108.5 exp (-b.3/RT) (1)

13
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The recombination rate for the C10 3 defects was measured to be

kcl 0 3 - 1018 exp (-20/RT) (2)

though due to the fast decay the measurements were difficult. The+ number of the
C103 -defects was at least 2 orders of magnitude less than the NH3 ions,

Herly and Levy(10) spowed that the nucleation rate increases very rapidly
at a radiation dose of 10 rLd indicating the onset of chemical reaction induced
by the defects. The magnitude of the dose corresponds to the value reported by
Manelis(9) for the maximum concentrition of NH 3 ions. Hence we have to assume
a limiting defect number of 5 x 10' defects gm at room tempHrnture for the
slow decomposition. At room temperature, there are 1.3 x 10 lattice cells per
gram giving a rough estimate of the distribution ratio of the defects:

1 within 2600 lattice cells.

This concentration seems to enable a self sustained chemical reaction. However,
this idea needE further confirmation.
Because the existence of large quantities of NH3 + and -CO 3 ions has been proven,
we have to consider what happens to tae H atom and 0 ion or to the proton and
oxygen. Jacobs(2) proposed the following reaction equations:

NH4+ N 4++ e- (3)

NH4 ++ - NH 3 +' + H + (4)

CIO4 " 1 ClO4 + e" (5)

CIO 4  ,,-O C1 3 + 0 (6)

C10 4 + H+ -- HC1O 4  (7)

But we also have to consider the other possibilities:

NH44  - NH3 + H (8)

H + U . -- OH (9)

H4+ + e- - I (10)

CIO4 - - CIO3 + 0" CIO3 + 0 + e" (11)

CIO3 + OH - HOC10 3  (12)

Which of the ways is correct or privileged, or whether other possible processes
play a role, must still be determined. Attention must be confined to the high
reaction rate of AP to see whether by chance the lattice vibration tends towards
the highest possible frequencies and whether no thermodynamic equilibrium can
be achieved.

Another series of experiment-, takes advantage of the electrical behaviour
of AP. The present author tried to use a special electron-microscope (by the
Balzers Comp., Lichtenstein) for the visualization of the electronic processes
at the surface. The principle was as follows: a strong UV-radiation supplied
the energy for the electrons in the crystal to surmount the aurface work
function. These electrons were extracted by a potential of 100 kV and then
conventionally focussed on a screen by three lenses. Though the pictures of the
AP-crystal were not of the highest quality, due to the partial sublima'ion of
the material, one striking effect was noticed. At ambient temperature, nearly
no electrons could be determined, but at240 C the intensity increased sharply
by several ortlera of magnitude.
The same effect was noticed by the author In an investigation which was intended
to study the energy levels of defects. Prior to the change from the orthorhombic
to the cubic lattice, a great number of electrons were released corresponding
to an activation energy of E - 33 kcal/mole. This finding Is being further
analysed.
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Some investigators measured the electrical conductivity to analyse the charge
carriers and the defect mechanism. The most striking results were reported by
Maycock et al(ll). They found 5 different regions in the temperature range
250C - 3500 C (see Fig. 2). The increasing activation energies (0.18 eV, 0.54 eV,
0.82 eV, 2.0 eV, 5.6 eV) were ascribed to surface, extrinsic, intrinsic
(orthorhombic and cubic), and electronic conduction. Unfortunately, the con-
duction did not remain constant versus time and therefore a correct inter-
pretation of the measurements seems questionable as the conductivity is
superimposed by some complicated chemical-electronic mechanism. Furthermore,
the used DC-voltage caused a polarization zone due to the fact that the
positive side of the sample became opaque during the treatment, an indication
of negative defects.

A similar measurement using AC-voltages however was carried out by
Wise(12) resulting in a simple exponential funiction of the conductance versus
the reciprocal of the temperature. In contrast to Maycock, there is no change
of the mechanism, not ei,"n at the temperature of the lattice transition.

These short notes on the electrical behaviour of AP should be sufficient
to demonstrate the complex relations. As far as the authors knows, more
investigations are underway. We may therefore look forward to more meaningful
experimental data and a better background in the near future.

Other experiments were conducted to elucidate the influence of catalysts
or artificial defects on the burning or deflagration rate. In most cases the
differential thermoanalysis and thermogravimetric techniques were used.
In most cases, the results depend on a mixture of condensed phase and gas
phase reactions. Therefore some details will be discussed later. The DTA-
measurements gave quantitative values for the temperature of deflagration,
of phase changes, and the amounts of heat involved.

One difficulty in interpreting the reported results stems from the use
of different catalysts and different procedures in preparing the samples.
The results are hard to compare. Because they are in fact inconsistent, the
reader should look up the details in the literature.
Two facts must be mentioned, however. Firstly, there is a great difference
between impurities which can be substituted isomorphously into the lattice
and those which are rrixed mechanically(13).
Secondly, most ot the vi'R or TuiK-measureiuentb haVe ,lut bean considered with
respect to Aislocations Pn4 their .possible influence. There are however a
few exceptions such as those investigations of Herley(l0) and Schmidt(4).

Schmidt and Stammler(4) found a dependency between the deflagration
temperature and the burning rate. The onset of the free rotation of the
C10 4 ion was given as an explanation for any chemical reaction. This is
one of the few cases that data from low temperature measurements was
connected to practical burning rate data.
As a final point in this section on the low temperature decomposition, the
"magic" 30'7 decomposition first reported by Bircumshaw and Newman(14) must
be repeated. We all know the defects which make the transparent crystal
opaque and sometimes brownish indicating colour-centers, but we do not have
the knowledge of the exact mechanism how they form and why they stop at 30%
decomposed.

TilE FAST DECOMPOSITION OF AP. The linear regression rate of AP is in the
order of 0.1 cm/sec to 2 cm/sec. In self sy~tained burning, the lattice is
being heated at a rate of approximately 10' C/sec(15). Comrared So the
temperature rise in most of the laboratory experiments (appr. 10 C/mmn or even
less) it is obvious that the extrapolation of the slow decomposition measure-
ments must be looked at very critically.
One way to learn whether the extrapolation is correct takes advantage of a
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) to study the surface of quenched propellants.
Due to the stored energy in the surface, one has to keep in mind some post-
reactions. An analysis(16) of propellants quenched by compressed air at 1 atm
showed a particle distribution (see Fig. 3 and 4) deviating from the normal
one. Beyond 50 p, the number of AP-particles decreased rapidly while there was
an increas,, in the number of particles greater than 100 p.
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The reason was given by the post-decomposition of small particles in the
order of 30 p and in the consumption of a thin fuel-cover over the big
particles.

Morc details of the quenched surfaces are given in the following pictures.
One great difficulty to be borne in mind is that AP has many different modes
of behaviour.
FigurD 5 shows the start of a reaction produced by some small dislocations
which are not spread all over the crystal. The next series of pictures (Fig. 6)
points out a powdering mechanism at some preferred spots. The pictures e and f
show a particle quenched by cold N , which reduces post-reaction on the surface.
Despite this drastic quenching progedure the same surface structure to that of
the earlier pictures was apparent. However, some recondensed material was
present.
Some important consequences can be derived from Figs. 7 and 8. The AP-crystal
surfaceshave isolated activity regions with many holes that dig deep into the
solid interior. Finally, the tenuous structure collapses and a large deep
hole of circular shape remains (see lower left corner of Fig. 7 b). That these
holes are to be ascribed to the burning process, follows from Fig. 8 a dnd b
with cold N2 -quenched samples. Here, the surface consisted of small residues
adhering together and thus forming a porous layer. The picturese and f (Fig. 8)
give evidence of interpreting all hexagonal shapes to be recrystallized
material. Yet, at the bottom of the holes, the material looked similar to that
which was left behind by slow decomposition (Fig. 9 a). A rather rare crystal
produced tetragonal holes (b and c, Fig. 9) and even cold N2 -quenched samples
give evidence of rectangular pores (Fig. 9, d, e).
In summary, the SEM-analysis gives clear evidence of a nonsteady burning
process of AP starting in activity sites of the dimension of 1 to 10 p. At I atm,
no liquid phase could be detected.

As shown by Boggs(17) pores exist at pressure levels up to 130 atm,even
during burning of pure single crystals of AP. His very interesting findings need
more investigation to eliminate the influence of the stored energy during
quenching, though they will be correct in general. Depending on pressure, he
defined four different regions in accord to the burning rate (Fig. 10).
The explanation for the negative pressure exponent was found in an intermittent
flame. The same mechanism was reported by the ;resent author for the combustion
of composite propellants(18). Hence, the accumulated experimental evidence
should now be strong enough to influence and correct existing theoretical
models.

Is there any correlation between the slow and fast decomposition in the
condensed phase? The appearance of dislocations point at a similar mechanism
though the rates differ by several orders of magnitudes. In the first case we
have a migration of defects whilst in the second case the defects must be
assumed to be fixed and to influence the growth of big dislocation sites and
holes. Despite the steep temperature rise, no other ion bond breakages seem
to occur that do not occur during slow decomposition. The existence of pores
implicates the differentiation whether the gas phase reactions start "above"
the surface. The easy recondensation o- sublimation of AP indicates the
existence of HC1OA as a decomposition product, thus contradicting the formation
of OH or H2 0 within the lattice.

An interesting fact arises from the negative pressure exponent in the
pressure range 150 atm to 300 atm. As the gas phase reactions are accelerated
by pressure, the reason must be looked for in the condensed phase. It is
unlikely, though not yet measured, that the physical properties of AP change
drastically. Therefore, the reason must be assumed to originate from a change
in the different processes (equations 3 - 12) or in a still unknown recomoin-
ation process. In this connection the question arises as to what influence
is exercised by the surface melt reported by Price et coworkers(5). Those
observations came from very big AP-crystals never used in this dimension in
progellant 9. Cordes(6) supported the existence of a melting point of AP at
592 C + 20C by a semitheoretical extrapolation (Fig. 11). Despite these
evidences it is doubtful that a melt will occur in the commonly used reactive
systems such as composite propellants.
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Arguments against the melt come from the rather small particle diameter and
the dependence of the burning rate of propellants on pre-itradiation as
reported by Flanagan and Gray(19). At 70 atm, the burning rate of one type
increased by 30% thus proving the influence of the lattice defects. Those
defects should have been equalized in a melt. On the other hand, the surface
temperatures measured by several investigators and different methods resulted
in nearly the same value as the proposed melting point. Therefore, one has to
admit that in most cases the vibration is fully excited and a question of
less importance remains: whether the reactivity of AP predominates, i.e.
sublimation occurs, or some influences will delay the decomposition, i.e.
enabling a melt.

THE GAS PHASE REACTION OF AP

Compared to the reactions in the condensed phase of AP we know much more,
though not enough, of those in the gas phase, because in the latter case the
different steps could be analysed separately. Representative of the great
number of investigations, only the latest publication cav be cited. Pearson
and Tacobs(20) proposed the following mechanism:
A proton transfer(21) in the solid produces

NH 3 (gas) + HCI0 4 (gas) (13)

The next important step is given by the oxidation of NH 3 by C1O after the

decomposition of HC10 4 (CIO + OH + 02):

NH3 + CIO -- NH2 + ClO01 (14)

The third step reaction should involve:

CIOH + OH - CIO + H120 (15)
NH2 +0 -0 HNO + OH (16)

Then the scheme becomes more obscured by the different possible combinations
resulting in the formation of H20, 02? C1 2 , HC1, NO, N2 0, NO2 , and N2 , at last.

This paper cannot follow all the various detuils of the analysir -1
Jacobs and Pearson yet some remarks are necessary her^. The overall ,jat
balance shows that the decomposition flame will not be endothermic prior to
reaction following equations 15 and 16. This fact stresses the importance of
catalytic acceleration of the previous reactions in order to increase the
energy feedback to the surface. In accordance with this idea, Pittman proved
the effectiveness of iron containing catalysts in relation to the HClO4 -
decomposition(22).

Though such a conclusive investigation is not available for other catalysts,
the general impression tends to the exclusion of remarkable catalytic effects
in the condensed phase. In the case of metal compounds, the strong influence
on the deflagration of AP is ascribed to the formation of metal perchlorates
prior to the decomposition.

Two ways must be considered as possible realistic models for the theoretical
analysis: isothermal horizontal layers or vertical streams. As there is no
thermal equilibrium, the way seems more promising to study the influence of the
heat generated by the exothermic decomposition of the initial decomposition
products of IIC10, on the condensed phase though the oxidization of NH 3 needs
5.1 kcal/mole and this energy will partially be taken from the previous
reactions. Unfortunately, the question is still open whether the sublimation
energy will mainly be supplied by the reactions following equation 15 and 16
or by the local exotherm of the HC1Oj decomposition. In this respect, the
existence of pores and holes in the P needs attention again for they provide
an excellent physical basis for an increased heat transfer from the initial
exothermic reaction steps.
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THE DECOMPOSITION OF THE BINDER

The combustion of polymers was studied extensively though not yet
completely. The most informative data is to be derived from pyrolysis
experiments. There are too many polymers to deal with the details here.
But generally, they do not differ very much with respect to the burning
behaviour in propellants. The mechanism includes two steps: depolymerization
followed by desorption of the monomer from the surface of the propellant.
As these processes are endothermic, the energy feedback plays an important
role. The gaseous products react with the oxidizers' products in a diffusln
flame. Therefore, the burning rate can be influenced by the degree of prly-
merization and on the other side by catalysts, though the margin is rather
limited. This is not true for NO-containing binders or similar ones which
can increase the burning rate of composites considerably. As far as the
author knows, the once supposed subsurface reaction between fuel and AP could
not be answered positively. But for some special purpose, a dependence on the
fuel surface was reported by Steinz(23) with respect to the existence of a
iiquid phase.

THE COMBUSTION MECHANISM OF COMPOSITE PROPELLANTS

The main heat release of heterogeneous propellants occurs in a diffusion
flame consisting of decomposition products of both the binder and the oxidizer.
The latter forms a premixed type decomposition flame with a significant
exotherm. Waether there is an exothermic decomposition in the condensed phase
remains dubious. Generally spoken, the combustion mechanism seems to be rate
controlled by energy feedback from the gas reactions though the mechanism is
rather complex and the controlling steps may vary in different regions of
temperature, pressure, and mixture ratio. Several combustion models and
theories exist, the most developed one by Sunmnerfield and coworkers(24).
As this theory is based on an essentially one-dimensional steady model,
Fenn(25) developed a "Phalanx" flame model that takes account of the hetero-
geneity of the propellants. So did Hermance(26) in a r&ther close approach
to the complex mechanism. Despite this complexity, the model should be con-
sidered again for all the models treat- the combustion as a steady process.

The present author(18) reported that most propellants burn by small flame
tuclei. Thus, the surace is attacked by an unsteady drocess on a microscopic
scale. Of course, the influence of these nuclei averages statistically all
over the surface and establishes e steady regression rate. Yet, the nucleus
u':rning moy cause great instabý.lities and seep.rn tý r ,,• n • rtant 1.r the
quenching mechanism.

Now, the microscopic pictures of Boggs(17) and this author prove that
even the AP crystals do not burn steadily but show priviledged reactivity
sites. On the other hand, shadowgraph pictures of the author(18) showed that
the AP particles in a propellant need a rather long time before they burn
very fast (Fig. 12). It is apparent that ammonium perchlorate has many
different modes of burning behaviour. The causes of these differing modes
must be included in a theoretical propellant combustion model. Three such
facts to be included, though the domains in which they are important have
not yet been exactly defined, are:

(a) the existence and influence of lattice defects,

(b) the existence of a mechanism causing periods of
slow and fast decomposition, and

(c) the existence of priviledged reactivity spots of
the order of 1 - 10 p.
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Fig. 6 SEN-pictures of the onset of the AP-reaction in a burning
propellant at I atm
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Fig. 7 SEI5-pictures of the holes of a propellant at 1 atm
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SUMMARY

The problem of mixing and combustion in adjacent turbulent streams, one of which
contains solid particles, is analyzeJ. The analysis considers the response of
solid particles to the spectrum of turbulent fluctuations in the surrounding
medium, and determines the turbulent transport properties of particle clouds in
terms of particle size, characteristic flow time and properties of the surrounding
flow field. The conservation equations for turbulent mixing are then derived.
Various particle sizes are considered, resulting in a multi-component particle
diffusion process. Also, a new mechanism for particle combustion, based on the
relative turbulent velocity between the particles and their surrounding oxidizing
medium, is analyzed. The conservation equations are amenable to numerical inte-
gration; numerical examples are given, which show the characteristics of the
particle diffusion and combustion process.



LIST OF SYMBOLS

a defined by Eq. (l,a)
Cp P coefficient of specific heat
D turbulent diffusion 6oefficient
E energy spectrum function
h static enthalpy
K combustion efficiency coefficient, also coefficient of turbulent conduc-

tivity
Le Lewis number
m mass
M molecular weight
N p particle number density
p static pressure
Pr Prandtl number
r½ half radius of mixing region
r p particle radius
R jet radius
Ro universal gas constant
S particle surface area
t time
T static temperature
u,v velocity components, also lagrangian components of velocity turbulent

fluctuations
yr particle-fluid relative velocityvw "washing velocity"
x,y physical coordinates, also lagrangian coordinates
Z random function, defined by Eq. (2)
a mass fraction
yp ratio between diffusion coefficients of solid particles and fluid particles

height of mixing boundary
e diffusion ccefficient
1 viscosity coefficient
P mass density
up specific gravity of solid particle
T shear stress

angular frequency
mass rate of production

SUBSCRIPTS AND SUPERSCRIPTS

f,g refers to fluid or gas
i refers to gaseous species i, also initial condition
L lagrangian
p refers to particle of radius r
T refers to gas plus particles, Rlso turbulent quantity

centerline value
{g) gaseous phase

(s) solid phase
(-) mean value
(.)' fluctuating value

( time derivative
complex conjugate
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THE STUDY OF TWO-PHASE FLOWS has received much attention in the past. Two main
areas have been the object of investigation: a) inviscid and viscous laminar gas-
particle flows, of which a comprehensive treatment is contained in the work of
Marble (1), b) the flow of discrete solid particles in a homogeneous field of
turbulence, as described and properly referenced in Hinze'u textbook (2). An exten-
sion of Marble's treatment to include mixing of parallel streams containing solid.
particles hss been carried out, later on, by Channapagadra et.al. (3), for laminar
mixing and by Tirumalesa (4), for turbulent mixing. However, in the latter case,
no detailed information on particle turbulent transport coefficients is provided.

A novel approach to the treatment of mixing and combustion of solid particles in a
turbulent stream is presented here. Rational models for the contribution of tur-
bulence in the mixing and combustion of solid particle clouds in turbulent streams
are developed. These are then incorporated in the analysis of an inner stream, con-
taining solid particles of different sizes, which mix and burn with an adjacent
gaseous stream.

In synthesis, our approach is the following. We study first the motion of single
solid particles in a homogeneous field of turbulence and determine, in terms of
particle size, spectrum of turbulence and time, particle diffusion lengths and
particle turbulent velocities. In doing so, concepts from statistical theory of
turbulence, as well as results from previous investigations, are utilized; c.f.,
(5), (6) and (7). We then apply these results to define turbulent transport prop-
erties of clouds of solid particles in non-homogeneous turbulent flow fields and
to determine the dependence of particle combustion upon the turbulence of the
surrounding medium. With this information, we then formulate the conservation
equations of the system composed of solid particles and gaseous species.

In general, when writing the conservation equations one must add to the contribu-
tions of turbulence, those contributions due to molecular effects, such as mean
velocity and mean thermal lags as defined, e.g., by Marble, as well as all the
other contributions associated with possible changes of state of solid or con-
densed phases. For simplicity these contributions will be disregarded here, but
they can be easily included if desired. Indeed, the primary object of the pre-
sent research is to emphasize the effects of turbulence on particle diffusion and
combustion.

MOTION OF SOLID PARTICLES IN HOMOGENEOUS FIELDS OF TURBULENCE

The relevant feature in the motion of a solid particle in a turbulent medium, is
its dynamical response to the spectrum of the turbulent fluctuations of the surround-
ing fluid. Because of inertia, the particle tends to lag with respect to the motion
of the fluid; the greater the mass of the particle the greater is the lag. The
velocity lag of the particle with respect to the fluid has important consequences:
a) the oarticles will diffuse, in general, less than the fluid. b) if the relative
motion between particle and surrounding fluid is strong enough, the classical con-
cepts of particle combustion by diffusion controlled processes must be revised and a
new interpretation of particle combustion in turbulent media is required.

A quantitative evaluation of part-icle diffusion and of particle-fluid relative veloc-
ity will be first obtained for the case of single particles in homogeneous turbulent
fields. When the particle is spherical and follows Stokes drag law, the equation of
motion of the particle is

p(t) + a v p(t) = a vf(t)

where

a = 4.5 pf/ a r 2

and where vp and vf are turbulent velocity components. The several restrictions
under which such equation may be written are stated, e.g., in Hinze (2). Neverthe-
less, fairly conclusive results on the effects of inertia on particle motion can be
obtained by solutions of Eq (1).

Solution of Eq (1) may now be obtained as follows. Represent the turbulent velocity
of the fluid by the stochastic Fourier-Stieltjes integral

if (t) =f eiwt dZ w)

where o is an angular frequency and where dZ(w) is related to the Lagrangian energy

spectrum by the relationship

dZ(w) dZ*(w) = EL(w) dw (2)
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such that

f f E (w) dw L (3)
Then solution of Eq (1) yields

V Mt) - e-at V (O) - f i dZ(0])+f eiwt dZ(w) (4)

where v (o) is the initial turbulent velocity of the particle, at time t-0. A
statist~cal description of v (o) must now be specified in order to complete solu-
tion (41. For the mixing pr~blem under study, where particles may be assumed to
be injected into the mixing region with no initial turbulent velocity, it is real-
istic to take vp(o)-O. Then:

v t)= _ a eiwt -e-at dZw)
a i-.ai

and

Vr (t) = vf(t) - vp(t) M f 1 [iweiwt + ae-at] dZ(w)

We then take averages with respect to a large number of particles and obtain, by
invoking Eq (3) r -2at. -at

V2 . w 2 +a 2 e -2aw sin wte d5)
r J -M a--aT w - E L dw) (5 )

Consider now the displacement

y(t) =Jt v (t) dt -yp t
0fO

of those particles which intersect, at t-0, the plane x-0. Then

(tM) f a [I - (eLwt-) + i(e-at-1)] dZ (w,

and by taking averages

" 2� (1-cos wt)'- + l (1-e-at)2 (6)
y p' j + [2 W2 a

- 1 (i-e-at) 2 sin wt] E (w) dw
a w L

Finally, by representing the diffusion coefficient in the usual manner

c . _1 !d
2 dt

one obtains
Ep - (1-e-at) a2 [sin wt + a-at -1 cos wt E (w) dw (7)

as compared with the diffusion coefficient

S- sin wt EL(w) dw (8)

pertaining to fluid particles.

A description of the energy spectrum of the turbulent flow field is now required
in order to evaluate the integrals of Eqs (3), (5), (7) and (8). The difficulties
associated with the description of Lagrangian energy spectra are well known, c.f.
(2) and (8)1 the point of view will be taken here of representing Lagrangian spectra
by available Eulerian time spectra and of determining particle diffusion coefficient
and particle relative velocity in a turbulent flow field of known spectral distribu-
tion E(,l).
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For this purpose we select the energy spectrum of Figure (1) which is due to
Favre (2) and determine in tcrms of a and in terms of time t, the ratios /f
and v 2/v 2 . For typical particles having specific gravity of 1 gram/cm3 angiradii
of 1,r10, 50 and 100 v, respectively, the results are shown in Figures (2) and
(3).

Clearly indicated by these figures is the dependence of particle diffusion co-
efficient and particle-fluid relative velocity, upon particle size. Also indicated
is the strong dependence upon particle residente time, t. It follows, therefore,
that the selection of the ratios c /ef and vl/vl is contingent upon the characteris-
tic flow time of the problem one ig interested in.

With these results, the study of turbulent mixing and combustion of solid particle
clouds may now be undertaken.

TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF PARTICLE CLOUDS IN MIXING REGIONS

The motion of solid particle clouds in a turbulent flow field must recognize the
interaction among the particles themselves as well as the interactions with the sur-
rounding gas. To a first approximation, the interactions among particles having
random distribution of turbulent velocities are formally analogous to interactions
among molecules in a gas; thus a representation along the lines of classical kinetic
theory of gases would be in order. We present here an analysis of the simplest case,
namely that of negligible interaction among the particles themselves.

With regard to interaction between turbulent gas flows and solid particles a suitable
novel model must be developed. But the basic component of this model is provided by
the analysis of the response of a solid particle to the turbulent velocity fluctua-
tions described earlier.

The flow field produced by the mixing of two gaseous streams is non-homogeneous and
has its own characteristic diffusion time. However, it appeers reasonable to assume
that local conditions of fluid density and velocity conform to conditions of homo-
geneity, with respect to the overall scale of the mixing process. With regard to
diffusion times, for representative particles as those considered in Figures (2) and
(3), the dynamical relaxation time of the particle may be of comparable magnitude to
the gaseous diffusion time. Then,-a piece-wise (with time) integration of the par-
ticle response at the prevailing local conditions is required.

Our approach to the solution of the problem at hand may be clarified now. We intenld,
in fact, to utilize the ratios c /cf and vt/Vf pertaining to homogeneous turbulent
flows and postulate that the samJ ratios hold for mixing problems at corresponding
characteristic flow times. Then we regard the solid particle flow as a continuum
turbulent flow and treat it by the usual type of conservation equations pertaining
to turbulent gas flows. The only difference between these equations and those for
the gaseous species present in the mixture, is that in the case of particles, dif-
ferent turbulent transport properties must be introduced.

Traditionally, in the case of turbulent gaseous mixing, the turbulent transport co-
efficients are described in terms of empirical expressions based on experimental data.
Several models have been proposed in the past. Usually, the coefficients are taken
to be constant at each cross section, that is, functions of the x-coordinate only.
Most important, no matter what kind of model one selects, the momentum transport
coefficient or eddy viscosity, is essentially expressed in the form

V - Z p u

where I p and u are characteristic lengths, densities and velocities, respectively.
Eddy diffusivity and eddy conductivity-are then provided by the relationships

(pD)g = Le
Pr

and
.i C

9 = r
where Le and Pr are the turbulent Lewis and Prandlt numbers, usually assumed to be
of order one.

The formulation of the transport coefficients for the particle clouds is now im-
mediately available by invoking previous conclusions. Indeed we may write

Dp= p Dg
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lp= .p 1 g

Kp . Yp Kg

where y E /c is, in general, a function of particle size and flow time, and
is giveR by Phefexpressions previously derived.
EFFECTS OF TURBULENCE ON PARTICLE COMBUSTION

The previous results indicate not only different diffusion coefficients for the
solid particles, but also the existence of a relative velocity between particles
of larger size and the surrounding fluid. The implication of this relative veloc-
ity is of importance in defining particle combustion in a turbulent medium.

Assume for a moment that turbulence is not present, and that particle combustion
is initiated. Then, during the steady process of combustion, according to classý.-
cal combustion models, a combustion zone several times larger than the size of the
particle is formed around the particle. Both the arrival rate of oxidizer to
either the flame front or the surface, and the heating of the particle surface, are
controlled by a diffusion process within this zone.

Consider then the effects of turbulence. The turbulence produces, for large size
particles, a relative motion between the particle and the surrounding fluid. This
motion is time dependent, has high frequencies, and its direction, relative to the
particle, changes continuously and rapidly. Therefore, the configuration and the
steadiness of the combustion zone as corresponding to the classical concept, is con-
tinuously disrupted and the classical models become inapplicable.

The very reasons which exclude the diffusion flame model suggest a new combustion
mechanism. In fact, if there exists a turbulent relative velocity between the parti-
cle and the turbulent fluctuations around the particle, there also exists a relative
mass flow. This brings oxidizer to the particle surface, initiates combustion if
the particle surface is sufficiently hot, removes the combustion products from the
surface and, therefore, creates a condition of continuous burning.

The relative velocity between particles and fluid defines, on the mean, the amount of
oxidizer brought to the particle surface and represents the controlling mechanism of
large particle combustion in a turbulent environment. We identify this relative ve-
locity as the "washing velocity" and define it by the quantity.

vw (Vrj = (vr/vf)& (vf)*

where v7 is the local mean square value of the turbulent velocity, and where(2 /v) is, as discussed before, a function of particle size and particle residence
time.

With these premises we are now in the position of defining the mass rate of arrival
of oxidizer to the particle surface due to washing. This is given by

02 vw P02

where S is the particle surface area, vw the washing velocity, and 502 the average
loc..l concentration of oxygen around the particle. Then, for a general reaction of
the type

a F(s) + b 02(9) - c P(g)

the burning rate of the solid particle of chemical species F and molecular weight Mf
is given by

mF - K(aMF/bM0 )rn 0

and the rate of production of combustion products P(g) by

rn (g) - K [(aM. + bM02 )/bM02 m02

where K is an efficiency coefficient.

Admittedly, more detailed analyses, and, more likely, experimental results are war-
ranted for a detailed quantitative evaluation of the coefficient K, to account for
effects such as molecular scale effects, surface reaction efficiency and particle-
particle interaction. However, the overall feature of the washing mechanism on
particle combustion is indicated by the previous discussion.
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These concepts have been applied by the authors, (10), for the determination of com-
bustion times of hot spherical boron particles of different sizes. Typical results
pertaining to flow conditions encountered in the secondary com'3ustor of an air-
augmented solid rocket engine are presented in Figure (4). Shown in the figure is
the percent variation of the boron particle mass during a combustion process con-
trolled by washing for a chemical reaction of the type

2 B(s) + 3/2 02 * B2 03 (g)

(The validity of this reaction for hot boron particles has been discussed in (10)). j
Particles having an initial radius of.50 and 100 v and entering the turbulent flow
field with zero initial turbulent velocity, are considered. The fluid surrounding
the particle has been taken to be air at a temperature of 500 0 K and with a turbulentvelocity of about 50 ft/sec. A value of the coefficient K equal to unity was assumed.

The combustion mechanism based on washing applies only to larger size particles, say
particles having a radius of more than 50 P. For smaller particles, no washing occurs
and in the limit of very small particles, say of the order of 1 u, free molecular
transfer will prevail. For intermediate size particles a proper superposition of the
two effects must be consideied. This is also discussed in (10).

'THE ComSERVA.T10N% EQUATIONS

With the assumptions, previously stipulated, of no mean velocity and thermal lag be-
tween particles and surrounding fluid, we formulate here the conservation equations
for the mixing of two coaxial streams containing several gaseous species and clouds
of reacting solid particles of different sizes. The usual bounoary layer approxima-
tions are made. It is also assumed that the mixing occurs at constant pressure and
that the laminar viscous terms are negligible with respect to the turbulent ones.

In deriving the conservation equations we first relate instantaneous values to mean
and fluctuating values by the relationships

ug = u + U' up 0 U + u

Vg = v + v' vp- v + vb

Pi =P + P! PP P+ PS
-i _p p

h. = h. + h' h - h + h'
I- P. i p p

where i refers to the ith gaseous species and where p refers to the particle cloud
composed of spherical particles of radius rp.

We then perform the averaging procedures by the standard rules. The resulting equa-
tions are written below. For convenience mean quantities will be now indicated with-
out a bar.

CONSERVATION OF MASS. For the ith gaseous species, the diffusion equation isSY Pi u + + iv
aa P

ax iay i7 i

where wi is the mass rate of formation of species i.

For the pth particle cloud,
y P u + y p v-- y' v' +

"• p a"y" ay Vp p

where Wp is the mass rate of burning of the pth particle cloud.

We now impose the condition

E pi v' + E p' v' - 0 (9)
ii p p p

and obtain the overall continuity equation

a-x Y PT u + TY PT v =0 (10)

where
PT i pi+= E Pp

P
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We then express the correlations pi v! and P6 v' in the form

P1 vI --D arp ii p

aV a- PpP P y Dy _Epp p ay p9i

by invoking the general relationship v r = c for the turbulent diffusion of the
scalar r = 1+ 0'. ay

Finally, by defining

a i - p i/PT ; ap = P p/PT

and imposing conditions (9), we obtain
T u - + T v i - -a D + a. 2 + •i (11)

T ax T ay a y PT ay n. z 2 1p yP P

PT v 1 y + ap aE(l-yP)aa + p (12)PT aU ay[ + ay y T 1pag ay PT ay 1- l-ta (- J p

OVERALL MOMENTUM. The overall momentum equation of the gas-particle system
is obtained by summation of the individual eqautions of conservation of momentum of
all gaseous species and of all particle clouds. The result is

au + T v Lu 1 a r y (Pg u' v' + E pp V' u;)] (13)
ay ay P

r - y( + Er )
y ay 9g p j

1a ry (Pg + F 1pO
y- ay 1p ay]

ENERGY. Again, the overall energy equation is obtained by adding together
the contributions of the individual gaseous species and solid particle clouds, to
yield

PT u __ + PT v erg + tTO) au _ (E Piv-_-
Sp " ay

P! ~ 'v' + E P v' h' + E Ii P; vi)i p Pp pp pppPPP pPpP

where

hT = iZ n. hi + Z p h
il-i p pp

We now define
ahi

v' hj = - D ahhi g ay

ah ah
v' h'r = - D -i y D -DP p P ay P 9ay

and then, by invoking the two diffusion Equations, Ill) and (12), we obtain

T u C T + pT v C 2_T a (T + E T ) au (14)ax P ay q p 
(1a)

+ - yPD-L c + E y a c
a[y ~T 9Dg (in i • c -p ap/)]

I.ay pi DT a + (l-yp)aap/ay

;y l-0P (l-yp)
p
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+ E Cpp Y, 0 T Dg + . 1Ea(lYp)3Pa Z h~ L hi ~
p •p £ a/y pp p T ay p -aPl "-]- hp pP

The conservation equations, Eqs. (10), (11), (12), (13) and (14), are then
complemented by the equation of state, by.a dgscription of the turbulent transport
coefficients and of the production terms wi, wp, and by a specification of the ini-
tial and boundary conditions.

For a system of solid particles and gaseous species, by disregarding the. volume occu-
pied by the particles, the equation of state may be written in the form

p (RoT E ai)-I
P= p(R i Mi

where the summation over i includes the gaseous species only.

Turbulent transport properties, production terms, and initial conditions for parti e• r
clouds will be detailed below for a set of typical numerical examples.

INTEGRATION OF THE CONSERVATION EQUATIONS AND NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

Eqs. (10) to (14) have been transformed from 'the x-y variables to the x-* variables,
where ý is the stream function or von Mises coordinate. The equations have then been
cast in a finite difference form and solved by an explicit finite difference scheme.
The formulation of Zeiberg and Bleich, (11), has been followed.

A few applications of these equations to problems of mixing and burning of solid par-
ticles have then been performed. In this connection an eddy viscosity for gaseous
species of the form

Pg = K ri (pu)

has been assumed, by following Zakkay, (12). It then results, for particle clouds,
that

lp = Yp Pg (pp/Pg)

and

Dp = Yp Dg

Combustion of solid boron particles by the washing mechanism has also been considered.
Then, for the chemical reaction

2B (s) + 0 2 (g) - B2 0 3 (g)

one has

ýB= - p ýB

wB2 0 3 = Np 6B203

02 p m02

where -02 - K S vw P0 2 ' AB - 0.455 ;02, iB 2 0 3 - 1.45 '02 and where Np U'pPT/mp
is the number density of solid particles of radius rp.

Step profiles for the initial distribution N (y) of particle number density have been
taken here. However, the program is capablepof handling arbitrary distributions of
particle number density and any large (although discrete) number of particle initial
radii.

Typical numerical results are given in Figures (5) to (8). Figures (5) and (6) refer
to a jet of nitrogen containing particles characterized by values of y equal to
unity, one-half and zero. The jet exhausts into an air stream. The t0o streams ar'--
parallel. The velocity of the jet is 500 ft/sec., the velocity of the external
stream is 700 ft/sec. The temperature of both streams is 300 0 K, the pressure is 1
atm. The initial mass density of each particle cloud is 16% that of nitrogen.
Clearly indicated by these Figures is the different mixing of the three particle
clouds. No combustion has been assumed in this case.
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Shown in Figures (7) and (8) are some characteristic features of the mixing and com-
bustion of a solid particle cloud. The solid particles have an initial radius of
.00 P and are contained in a nitrogen jet which exhausts into an air stream. The
jet has a radius of 0.1 ft., an initial velocity of 500 ft/sec., and a temperature
of 2000 0 K. The initial mass density of the particles is one-half that of nitrogen.
The external stream has a velocity of 700 ft/sec. and a temperature of 10000 K. The
pressure is 10 atm. A particle combustion process based on "washing" iL considered.
The assumption is made that the combustion efficiency coefficient, K, is equal to
unity and that the washing velocity is 6% the local mean velocity in the mixing re-
gion. Indicated by the figures are the mixing boundaries of the particle cloud and
of the combustion products and typical radial distributions.

CONCLUSIONS

The aim of this effort has been that of defining some new physical concepts and of
providing analytical expressions for the mixing and combustion of solid particles in
turbulent streams. It was found that existing analytical models for gaseous mi:ctures
cannot be readily applied to mixtures containing solid particles. Depending upon
their inertia, and upon the properties of the surrounding medium and the residence
time, the solid particles exhibit a characteristic dynamical response to the fluctua-
tions of the Surrounding turbulent flow field. This response controls particle dif-
fusion and, for particles having a radius of 50 V or more, the particle combustion
process. Outlined in the paper, is the derivation of analytical models which take
such effects into account. Specific expressions for diffusion coefficients and
combustion rates have been derived and typical examples of mixing and combustion of
particle clouds have been investigated numerically.
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SLMJARY

The combustion of magnesium vapour in a quiscent at-tosphere of oxygen and argon has been studied
at low pressures (0.5 to 0.9 torr). The gross structure of these flames has been found to depend

on the composition of the envirorv.ent, the pressure in the combustion chao-nbet•, and on the teon-
perature of vaporization. Steady flame conditions Are difficult to maintain because of the
deposition of oxide in the nozzle passage, but by the prcper selection of the experimental vari-
ables reasonably steady conditions can be achieved for 2 to 4 minutes. The temperature distribu-
Uton in the flame has been determined using sub,-miniature sheathed, and grounded junction, thermo-
couples. Higher xemperatures and lower inte.,sities of emitted radiations have been recorded with
decreasing oxygen concentrations. A critical value o' oxygen concentration exists below which
total combustion of the vapour does nct occur.

The applicability of Polanyi's dilute diffusion flame method to these flames has been dis-
cussed. Reaction rate parameters have been obtained from ihe temperature pattern method and from
the method of photogr aphic photometry. These methods are based on the dilute diffusion flame
model, and the res.ults favour the predominance of homogeneous rather than heterogeneous reaction,
as has been suggested in the literature.

SYLUOLS

A A constant
C Concentration
D Diffusion coefficient of mganesium vapour and Argon
k Readion Rate Constant
n Index used to designate order of reaction with respect to atmospheric reactant concentra-

tion
r Radius in fl .:e: r' denotes a particular radius
T Absolute Temperature: T' denotes temperature at radius r'
V Jet Velocity
a A constant 2
W Reaction Rade Parameter ( D = A CA)

Subscripts

A Denolesatmospheric reactant (Oxypen)
N Denotes nozzle reactant (MagnesiuM vapour)
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THE COAUSTION of metals such as magnesium is characterised by the burning taking place at some dis-
tanco from the surface in the vapour phase, as distinct from surface burning. Following Glassman (1),
the mode of burning can be predicted from a knowledge of the melting and boiling points of metals and
their oxides. Glassman postulated that if the boiling point of the oxide is greater than that of the
metal, then, burning oc:-urs in the vapour phase; if the hoiling point of the metal is greater, then,
surface burning takes o1S~e. According to this hypothesis magnesium, among other metals such as,
a..ninium, beryllium, and lithium, burn in the vapour phase; whereas, metals such as boron, titanium
and zirconium burn at the surface.

7Te investigation which forms the basis of this paper is concerned with the determination of the
gross structure, and certain other features of the reaction, .f magnesium-oxygen diffusion flames at
low pressures. When the vapour is generated in sufficient quantity, the gross structure of these
flames may be studied in a similar manrer to that used for gaseous hydrocarbon flames. However, an
important difference between gaseoLi flames anc metal diffusion flames is the presence of condensed
products in the reaction zone. The presence of these products gives metal flames a distinctive char-
acter, and also creates additional problems in their study. A difficulty that has been encountered
in this investigation, and in that of Markstein (2) as well, is the accumulation of the oxide not only
on a surface introduced into the flame but also in the flow passage at the tip of the burner. How--
ever, the presence of oxide pa.,ticles in the flarme might well be exploited to reveal certain aspects
of the structure of these flames. Some problems that have arisen in the course of this investigation
due to oxide deposition are briefly discussed.

A prcperty of a flame that is essential to the description of its structure is the local temper-
ature and its distribution in the flame. These have systematically been measured by the authors in
low pressure magnesium vapour-oxygen flames, using sub-miniature sheathed and grounded-junction ther-
mocouples. Although tharmocouples have beer used in low pressure gaseous flames, the authors have not
been able to find a published reference to their use in metal flames. There are, of course, experi-
mental difficulties invclved in this technique of temperature measurement due to the deposition of
oxide on the probe surface, and, also, ir the interpretation of data obtained by this means. Attempts
appear to have been made to determine the ',mperature of magnesium vapour flames by optical methods
(3), the success of which is not generally vnown.

Apart from a Lystematic determination cr the gross stricture such as, shape, size and colour of
magnesium vapour-oxygen flames under difrerent environmental conditions, the nature of the reaction,
and an estimate of the reaction rate constant are also relevant matters of in+erest. The nature of
the reaction of these flarmes at low pressures is not clearly known at present. From the results of
his early investigation of Mg-0 2 -Ar flames, Markstein has suggested that, after nucleation, the oxide
particles may grow predominantly by reaction on their surfaces (2), (heterogeneous reaction). Later,
however, he suggested that his earlier interpretation may have to be qualified, but he does not appear
to have reached a final conclusion on this point (4). The results of the authors' investigation have
led them to the view that the reaction process could be predominantly homogeneous. It is clear, there-
fore, that the uncertainty regarding the nature of the reaction in these flames has not yet been re-
solved.

It is difficult to produce steady magnesium vapour flames for any length of times due, mainly,
to continually changing flow conditions as a result of the accumulation of the oxide in the flow
passage near the flame. Thus, the time during which the flame is reasonably steady is limited. The
accumulation of oxide on a thermocouple sirface immersed in the flame is a more serious problem and
severely restricts the time during which the probe can be so exposed. The effects of the composition
and pressure o' the environment on the rate of oxide accumulation in the flow passage, and on some
features of magnesium flames are also briefly discussed.

EXPERItENTAL DESIGN

Details of the apparatus and experimental procedures used during this investigation may be found in
references (5), (6) and (7). Flames have been obtained in a slowly moving environment of oxygen
diluted with argon, in a stainless steel combustion chamber of large volume (about 30 litres . Mae-
nesium vapour is generated from turnings contained in a cylindrical boron nitride crucible in a stain-
less steel vaporizer tube. A sectional view of the combustion chamber is given in Figure 1. The
temperature requirec for vaporizing the magnesium at the pressure prevailing in the combustion chamber
is obtained by joule-heating the vaporizer tube. The vapour is entrained by the flow of carrier gas
(argon) through the annular space between the crucible and the vaporizer tube, and discharged into the
combustion chamber through a nozzle located at the tip of the tube. The vapour burns in the form of a
spherical flame while diffusing outwards, Figure 2.

The current for heating the vaporizer tube is supplied by a power controller in conjunction with
a temperature controller. The temperature of the tube can be maintained to within ± ,% of the desired
value. The crucible temperature is measured by means of a stainless steel, sheathed Chromel-Alumel
thermocouF'e which not only supports the rrucible but also actuates the temperature controller. The
combustion chamber is continuously evacuated at a rate compatible with the desired pressure. ThE oxy-
gen and argon which provide the environmrnt are commercially purp, and are dried before beinp adni+fted
into the combustion chamber. The partial pressure of oxygen in t e combustion C.handler is rietermined
by means of an oxygen transducer (Chemtronics Iric. Model GP 105), and the consumption of oxygen is
given by the difference between the output of the transducer before, and during, combustion. The:
transducer is calibrated by oxposing it to the ambient air.

Temperatures in magnesium vapour flames have been measured by means of a sub-miniature, sheathed
Chromel-Alumel thermocouple with a grounded junction (Omea ,ngineering Inc.). The overall diameter
of the thermocouple probe is 0.010 inch, which is considered satisfactory both from kinetic consider-
ations and from the point of view of removal of the oxide by mechanical means. Thte thermocoupl., probe
is mounted in a traversing mechanism which allows the probe to be located at any desired position in
that sector of the flame nearest to the vertical pillar of the traverse mechanism, Figure 3, the
spatial resolution of measurement being about 0.010 inch. The length of the thermocouple prob,' ex-
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posed in the flame is kept as short as possible because of the difficulty of removing, by mechani-
cal means, the oxide deposited on it.

Flames have been photographed using a 35 rnmi camera. A microphotometer (Jarrel Ash, J.A. 203)
has been used to obtain the relative percent transmission values of black and white negatives of
these photographs along a line through the apparent centre of the flame, and perpendicular to the
nozzle axis. X-ray diffraction methods have been used to analyse the deposits found on exposed
surfaces in th2 combustion chamber and on glass slides which were inserted horizontally in the flame,
at the position of the apparent centre, for a very short time.

PRODUCTION OF STEADY FLAMES

The variation of the vaporizer tube temperature which is limited only by the temperature controller,
and, also, the accumulation of oxide in the nozzle passage make if difficult to obtain absolutely
steady flames for any length of time. The rate at which the oxide accumulates in the nozzle passage
has been fLund to depend on the pressure and relative concentrations of oxygen and argon in the en-
vironment, on the vaporizer tube temperature, and on the concentration of carrier gas. The external
profile of the nozzle also influences to some extent the rate of accumulation, probably as a result
of changes in the local flow pattern (5). For example, in a nozzle with a plane circular apron at
exit, accumulation of the oxide was rapid, forming spherically on the outside and penetrating into
the nozzle passage, which was qLickiy closed.

The reduction in area of the flow passage due to oxide accumulation has been determined for
durations of 2 and 4 minutes under the following experimental conditions: total pressure, 0.5 to
0.8 torr; vaporizer tube temperature 5800 to 612 C carrier gas concentration 10 to 20 percent mole
fraction, and oxygen concentraticn 5 to 35 percent mole fraction. These experiments have indicated
that the rate of accumulation increases with pressure, but decreases as the carrier gas concentra-
tion and vaporizer tube temperature are increased. also, in the lower range of oxygen concentrations,
the rate of accumulation increases with oxygen concentration.. Fox oxygen concentrations of less than
10 percent mole fraction, the area of the nozzle flow passage may be reduced by about 5 percent in
2 to 4 minutes, and is regarded as a tolerable level of departure from ideal conditions.

EXTERNAL APPEARANCE OV' FLAMES

A flame which is suitable for observation and measurement is obtained only if the vaporizer tube
temperature is at least equal to the saturation temperature of magnesium at the pressure prevailing
in the combustion chamber. The flame is spherical, although slight departure3 from that shape may
occur at high nozzle velocities (> 2000 cm/sec). Depending on the pressure and composition of the
environment, and on the vaporizer tube temperature, the flame colour may vary from a bluish-white to
pale blue. Normally, bluish-white flames are obtained either when the pressure is relatively high,
or when the vaporizer tube temperature is high; while, at lower pressures and at lower vaporizer tube
temperatures, pale blue flames are obtained. At the extremes of the latter pressure and temperature
conditions, reaction may not be visible, although the presence of glowing oxide at the nozzle tip is
evidence that reaction is occuring. The outer bo,-ndaries of these low pressure flames are not well
defined.

The effects of the experimental variables on the appearance of magnesium-oxygen flames have been
systematically determined from flame photographs, and the results are summarized here. Details may
be found in reference (7). As the pressure in the combustion chamber is increased , both the flame
size and intensity of emitted radiations increase. Simiiar changes have been observed when the oxy-
gen concentration in the environment is increased and the pressure is held constant. There appears
to be a limiting value of the oxygen concentration, about 20 percent mole fraction, beyond which the
intensity of emission increases but the size of the flame decreases. An increase in carrier gas con-
centration, while the pressure in the combustion chamber is held constant, results in a reduction in
flame size, and also in the intensity of emitted radiations.

TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION AND FLAME EMISSION

TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION The measurement of temperatures in a metal vapour flame in which the
oxide is present in one or more cond2nsed phases is difficult when a probe is used. These difficul-
ties are prim,ý-.rily due to the accumulation of oxide on the thermocouple, as well as in the nozzle
passage, the tatter resulting in changing conditions in the flame during the time measurements are
being made. These effects of oxide deposition on the recorded temperatures have been assessed by
control experiments conducted under identical conditions (total pressure: 0.9 torr, Oxygen concen-
tration: 10 percent mole fraction, carrier gas concentration 8 percent mole fraction, and vaporizer
tube temperature: 610 ± 50C). The results have led the authors to conclude that the time during
which temperatures can be recorded is limited to the first 90 seconds of each experiment. During
this period the temperature at any position does not vary by more than ± 5 percent of the mean.

A typical temperature-time record is reproduced in Figure 4. It is evident that thermal equil-
ibrium between the thermocouple and the surroundings in which it is immersed is attained in about
15 seconds, the temperature remaining constant, thereafter, for a period of time. During the exper-
imental time of 90 seconds it is possible to locate the probe at 4 or 5 positions in a flame and to
record the corresponding temperatures. The temperatures reported are uncorrected values. Although
it has been established experimentally that the conduction error is negliqible, it is difficult to
estimate the radiation correcticn, since the efficiency of the oxide particles surrounding the thermo-
couple as a radiation shield cannot be determined. Nevertheless, an upper bound can be obtained for
the correction by ,:onsidering only the prove and using a suitable value of the emissivity of mag-
nesium oxide.

The distribution of temperature in a vertical plane through the nozzle axis is shown in Figure
5. The actual tcmperature contours shown in this Figure are compatible with the observed shape of
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tne flame. It is seen that the apparent circuiar contours of temper ,-.,re agree with the actual
temperature contours, for the greater part. Differences between the circular and actual contours
near the tip of the flame may be attributed to convective effects. The ten.perature distribution
has also been obtained in a horizontal plane through the apparent centre, and, in this plane, the
apparent circular contours of temperatur,- coincide with the actual contours. The measured temper-
ature distributions in the vertical and horizontal planes confirm the sphericity of the flame when
the carrier gas velocity is not too high.

The radial distributiun of temperature in a horizontal plane through the apparent centre, for
different oxygen concentrations, is shown in Figure 6. If is clear that there is a substantial
variation of temperature. It is worth noting that flame te,•peraturee are maximum when the oxygen
concentration in the environment is 5 percent. At hi tier oxygen concentrations the recorded radial
temperatures are lower, and it is also evident that the curves shoe, a tendency to merge. This be-
haviour is thoughk to indicate that flante temperatures would reach a limiting distribution as the
oxygen concentration was further i,,, eased.

The radial distribution cf temperature of a mixturo of magnesium vapour and carrier gas (in
the absence of oxygen) is also shown in Figt 1 6. The temperature of the mixture is always lower
than that of the vaporizer tube, and can only be due to the heat loss to the relatively cold carrier
gas, and to the surroundings. The curves in that Figure have points of inflection, and there is
reason to believe that about 90 percent of ihe reaction is completed at a radial position correspond-
inE to the inflectior, point of each curve.

When the oxygen concentration is less than 5 percent, black deposits of magnesium have been
found on the inner surfaces of the combustion chamber. TIe presence of these deposits is evidence
that the vapour generated has not been totally consumed. Although the consumption of oxygen, in
terms of partial pressureoless than 1 percent of the total pressure, the minimum value of the con-
rentration of oxygen in the environment for which magnesiurr deposition does not occur is about 5
percent. it is for this reason that the value of 5 percent mole fraction of oxygen in the environ-
ment is rega-ded as beinR 'critical' in the present investigation.

FLAIVW EUISSION Thu relative percent transmission valic,;. of flames produced with different con-
centrations of oxygen in the environment art shown in Figure 7. It i- seen that the flame brightness
increases (relative transmission decreaseL) as the concentration of oxygen is increased. On the other
hand, as stated in an earlier paragraph, the flame temperature decreases as the concentration of oxy-
gen is increased beyond the critical value of 5 percent mole fraction. Inspite of their lower temper-
atures, high oxygen flames are brieestor, and their greater brightness may be attributed to the increased
population density of the radiatini species, if the excitation is thermal.

Flame emissions may be due also to chemical excitation. Although the present experiments do not
establish the nature of the excitation, nevertheless, the temperature distributions (Figure 6), and
the patterns of deposits obtained on glass slides (Figure 8), suggest that the princip&l mode of ex-
citation is thermal. Attention was drawn in Fig-ire 6 to the existence of temperature inflections,
and it may be seen that these infle,=tion points move towards the axis as the oxygen concentration is
increased. As the greatest part of the reaction is believed to occur in the region between the
point of inflection and the flame centre, and since this regicn shrinks as the oxygen concentration
is increa3ed, the population density of the radiating species in the central region increases.9'-Th+tV-"---,
suggests that the excitation may be thermal.

DEPOSIT PATTERNS Figure 8 shows the patterns formrd by deposits on glass slides ple.ced horizon-
tally at the apparent centre of flames produced with different oxygen concentrations. In these, the
central black region is surrounded by a dense white ring of maRnesium oxide. The material of the
central region is predominantly magnesium. The formation of the oxide ring may be explained in the
following manner. Oxide particles that are formed as a result of reaction in -he central region are
carried radially outwards under the influence of the expanding jet of vapour and carrier gas and tend
to accumulate i., that region where the effects of jet momentum exchange are small. Markstein (2)
obtained a shell-like crust of oxide on a glass slide placed vertically in a. Mg-O2-Ar flame; the
dense white ring in Figure 8 is a horizontal cross section of such a shell.

The shrinkage of the white ring that has been observed as the oxygen concentration is increased
may be due to the greater availability of oxygen in the central region, in other words, the rate at
which oxygen is depleted in that region may be decreased. The extent of the annular region in which
the oxide particles tend to accumulate, or pile-up, depends on the number density of particlesq in
the central region, since the particles are very likely to be of approximately the same size.

AN INrERPRETATION OF THE REACTION DATA

The appearance of magnesium vapour-oxygen flames, and the importa0t Cfztor of the low absolute pres-
sures, led the authors to the view that the requirements of Polanyi's dilute diffusion flame model
(8) were being substantially fulfilled, althougi at the time no attempt had been made to examine
the temperature distribution. It is, perhaps, pertinent at this stage to briefly recapitulate the
assumptions underlying the mathematical model of the dilute diffusion flame, since these are central
to the discussion that follows later regarding the validity of the temperature pattern method.

In the mathematical model, it is assumed that the nozzle reactant diffuses radially from a point
source into the environment containing an excess of the atmospheric reactant. The concentration of
atinosphe!ric reactant, C I is assumed to remain constant everywhere in the reaction zone, while the
nozzle reactant is assu~ed to react at a rate which is determined by the local reactant concentra-
tiuns. One of the most important assumptions which simplifies the mass conservation equation and
leads to a simple analytical excpression for the distribt.tion of the nozzle reactant concentration,
C-.1 is that the temp.rature in the system must be constant. The other assumption of importance is
tiat Lho velocity of th l pas leaving the nozzlo must be small.

Experiments in which this model was used (9), (10) were designed to meet the requirement of a
near-isothermal conditiory but the requirement of a negligibly small jet velocity, apparently, could
not be met. However, the importance of the ratio of the linear velocity, V, in the i.ozzle to the
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diffusion coefficient, D, of the mixture of nozzle reactant and diluent, rather than the velocity
V itself) was quickly recognised, and limiting values of this ratio were determined experimentally
(1i) and from a simple mathematical analysis (9) within which the model conditions would not be
invalidated.

In the present experiments the ratio V/D was within the prescribed limits) and on the tacit
assumption that the temperature was nearly constant, systematic experimental data were obtained and
analysed by the method of photographic photometry. The results of this analysis are presented in a
later section. Details of the photometric method, which has been developed from the dilute diffusion
flame model, may be found in reference (9) but a very brief description is given here for continuity.

In this method, the emission density at a point in the flame is assumed to be proportional to
the nozzle reactant concentration at that point. The integrated value of the emission along a
sighting path containing this point, and normal to the sensitive film, gives the emission intensity.
When the photographic reciprocity law (12) is satisfied the film exposure, or the product of the
emission intensity and time, is proportional to the film blackening. It is the film blackening and
the time of exposure that are the measurable quantities in an experiment. The theoretical relation-
ship between the relative film blackening measured by means of a microphotometer, and the reaction
rate parameter, w, permits the latter value to be obtained from the experimental data. Values of
the reaction rate parameter for flames with different oxygen concentrations have been obtained in
this manner.

Once the temperature distributions in these low pressure magnesium vapour flames had been ascer-
tained, it was obvious that the isothermal condition of the dilute diffusion flame mcdel had not been
fulfilled. Notwithstanding the existence of large temperature variations in these flames, it was
decided to proceed with an analysis of the temperature distribution data using the temperature pattern
method developed by Garvin et al (13) and by Garvin and Kistiakowsky (10). In the temperature pattern
method, the isothermal requirement of the modol is relaxed to the extent that the variation of temper-
ature must be sufficiently small so that temperature-dependent properties such as, activation energy,
diffusion coefricient and thermal conductivity, could be regarded as being sensibly constant.

As 'n tne photometric method, the temperature pattern method hinges on the expression for the
nozzle reactant concentration, namely, CN = const I exp Goy) obtained from the dilute diffusion

fa mdl r r N a r e o
flame model. ,tom energy considerations an integral relationship may then be found between the
temperature T(r) at any radius, the reaction rate parameter, 0. By referring to a known temperature,
V, at a fixed radius r in the flame an equation is obtained in the form:

6T = T(r) - A(O) = A (1,4e"(r)- • (l-e'<A)] Eq. I

where A is a constant.
Multiplying both sides of this equation by r, there follows,

r • AT = A(C--or) - A expC-cor) Eq. 2

where a = constant.r

It is evident from the form of this equation that r • AT may be presented graphically as the super-
imposition of a straight line and an exponential curve. It is on this basis that a graphical method
nf determining W from experimental data for r - AT has been derived. The reaction rate parameter, w,
is a shape parameter which is very sensitive to-4-e temperature distribution.

The temperature data obtained in the present investigation have been used to construct curves
showing the variation of r - AT with radius, r, and are strikingly similar to the curve published
by Garvin et al (13). Because of this similarity it was decided to determine values of the reaction
rate parameter for flames with different oxygen concentrations in the manner outlined in reference
(13). These values of the reaction rate parameter were then substituted in the theoretical expression
for the variation of r . aT with r, Eq. (2), and from these calculations the corresponding theore-
tical radial temperature distributions were obtained.

The Theoretical variation of r • AT with flame radius for three different oxygen concentrations
are shown in Figure 9, on which the experimental data are superimposed. In Figure 10 the theoretical
radial distributions of temperature are shown for the three flame conditions, and the experimental
data have also been plotted. It is clear from these Figures that, for the most partt the experi-
mental points lie on the corresponding theoretical curves, except in the region (at a radius approx-
imately equal to one nozzle diameter) close to the nozzle axis. This deviation is a consequence of
the assumption of a point source of diffusion.

It is remarkable, in spite of the marked sensitivity of the reaction parameter to the tempera-
ture distribution, that the experimental data agree so well with the theoretical curves. This is
all the more surprising in view of the assumed constancy of the parameter w, which, even from a cur-
sory examination, is so strongly dependent on temperature. The agreement may be fortuitous, of
course, but, then, it is improbable that the observed consistency would have been achieved. The one
other possible explanation for the anomalous congruency of theory and experiment is that the group
k/D which is contained in the reaction parameter, 0)9 is constant in which case the activation energy
must be small so that the effect of the large variation in temperature would also be small, and of
the same order as the variation of the diffusion coefficient with temperature.

The situation revealed by the foregcing treatment is certainly an intriguing one, and a first
approach to an answer is, perhaps? to be found in a more rigorous analysis of the fundamental equations
for a point source of diffusion with reaction, by numerical methods, From such a solution it would
be possible to gain an insight into the role of the temperature in the radial variation of nozzle
reactant concentration, and in the conservation of energy.

What is clear, however, is that low pressure W•-Oý-Ar flames appear to fit into Polanyi's model
of the dilute diffusion flame. If this fact has any piysical significance, then, one may propose
that these magnesium vapour flames are alto homogeneous. This proposition stems from the belief that
the temperatures recorded in the relevant part of the investigation are those of the mixture of vapour
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condensed phases which exist in a state of thermodynamic equilibrium.
This conclusion is an important, but contentious, one because the question of what is the pre-

ferred reaction path in the vapour phase burning of magnesium is obviously still open to investiga-
tion. While it is reco .ize that no precise meaning can be given to the rate constant k in the re-
action rate parameter (9e = • CR), nevertheless the order of magnitude of k may be obtained i' an
average temperature can be assihned. For example, it can be shown that bu'k of the reaction occurs
in the region between fh-. axis of the flame and the position where r * AT -as a maximum value,
Firu-'. 9. 'hs pasition where r • 6T has a maximum value almost coincides the position of the in-
ficji 2., -i', i , !ure E, Thus, a su;table temperature may be the arithmetic mean of the temper-
jtu~r . L ýiJ aj that it the position of the point of inflcotion.

RESULTS OF THE REACTION RATE STUDILS The reaction rate parameters obtained from the method of
photographic photometry and from the temperature pattern method for different concentrations of oxy-
Ceo in the environment are shown in Table I below.

Table 1. Experimental Results

Total pressure: 0.9 m• Hg, Total flow: J.964 x 10-3 litres/sec. at standard conditions

Vaporizer tube temperature: 6100 ± 50C

Oxygen Conc, Reaction Rate parameter, W,
percent mole -1
fraction __ __,

Photographic Temperature
photometry pattern
method method

5.4 7.38 2.72

9.b 3.77 3.13

14.5 4.08 3.15

19.0 3.12 3.27

It is evident that agreement between the values of w obtained by the two methods are in reason-
able agreement. In any cases the latter concentration is near the critical value and, from the gen-
eral observations made under these conditions, tMe value of the parameter m is likely to be unreliable.
Flames produced with sub-nritical oxygen concentrations may be regerded in a similar lioht to the
under-ventilated gaseous flames of Burke and Schumann (14). However, the dilute diffusion flame
model can only be applied to over-ventilated flames corresponding to higher oxygen concentrations
for which values of the reaction rate parameter are substantially constant.

CONCLLID ING REMARKS

An attempt has been made to systematically study the gross structural features of Mg-OR-Ar flames at
low pressures (0.5 - 1.0 torr) . The effects of pressure and of the relative concentra ions of oxy-
gen and argon on the appearance of these flames, and on the intensity of the emitted radiations, were
examined by photographs taken under controlled conditions. Because of their spherical shape, and
the low pressured employed, the method of photographic photometry was used to determine the reaction
rate parameter, W, for nominal oxygen concentrations of 5, 10, 15 and 20 percent mole fraction and
at a constant pressure.

A grounded junction thermocouple probe was used to explore the temperaturea in the flame. The
consistent pattern of the recorded response of the thermocouple was interpreted, in the light of the
known complexity of the Mg-0-Ar system, as being compatible with a state of thermodynamic equili-
brium. In conjunction with other evidence, it was concluded that the temperature recorded was approx-
imately that of the gas phase. Accurate correction8 for the radiative loss could no' be made but
the maximum co=rection was predicted to be about 40 0. The rrecision error of the measurements was
estimated to be : 5 percent.

Notwithstanding the large variation of temperature in these flames, the temperature pattern
method yas used to d3termine the reaction rate parameter, and was found to be in good agreement
with that obtained by photometry. The most striking feature of the analysis was that nearly exact
coincidence between the calculated and experimental temperature distributions were obtained in the
three cases examined. Since it had been ascertained that the reaction rate parameter used in the
calculations was extremely sensitive to the temperature distribution, the congruency was believed
to be physically significant. In view of the interpretation of the temperature as that of the gas
phase, it was tentatively concluded that the reaction could be predominantly homogeneous.
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Figure 8 Deposit Patterns
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SUMMAR

EROSION PRODUCED BY TWO-PHASE FLOW can be a serious problem in solid propellant rockets.
The nongaseous phase origindtes from the powdered metals that are commonly added to solid
propellants to increase their energy and density. As much as 40 percent of the exhaust
flow can be in the form of liquid or solid particles.

The combustion of metal in a solid propellant and the associated particle changes
involve formation of metal agglomerates on the burning surface, ejection, ignition and
then combustion in the gas stream producing tiny oxide smoke particles. These oxide
droplets grow rapidly from diameters as small as 0.01 micron to around 0.2 micron because
of collisions caused by Brownian motion. Continued growth is due to turbulence-and
acoustic agitation. Large gas velocity gradients in the nozzle region cause more frequent
collisions and very rapid growth in particle size with average oxide particle diameters
increasing five to ten times from nozzle entry to exit.

The boundary layer effectively protects the wall from impingement by average sized
particles in flow passages having good aerodynamic design. However, poor combustion may
produce particles so large that they will impinge even under the best flow conditions.

In a solid propellant rocket motor the particles arriving at wall surfaces generally
have releasable heat and chemical energy in addition to kinetic energy. Usually a large
portion of this energy is transferred to the wall. Erosion by mechanical impact is
negligible except in the nozzle exit cone and jet. Heating, together with high-temperature
chemical reactions, is the principal cause of erosion in the nozzle entry and throat for
all the commonly used materials including reinforced plastics, graphites and tungsten.

Impingement heating is highly localized and erratic. In tungsten and other refractories
it may cause cracking due to abnormal thermal stresses or it may cause melting. In
graphites and plastics it causes uneven erosion and gouging. In elastomeric insulation
on chamber walls it causes deep charring in small areas.

Solid propellant motors that 6re free of two-phase flow erosion problems generally
have efficient metal combustion and good interior nerodynamic design.
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SURVEY PAPER ON EROSION PkODUCED BY HIGH-SPEED
TWO-PHASE FLOW IN SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET MOTORS

Richard J.Zeamer

OUR PURPOSE IS TO REVIEW two-phase flow in solid propellant rocket motors, erosion and df. iltion produced by
it, methods available for its analysis, and techniques for avoiding erosion problems.

TWO-PHASE FLOW as it occurs in solid propellant rocket motors is described in sufficient detail to provide the
necessary background for our review of erosion. Understanding of the unique and transiently changing character
of this gas-particle mixture that travels through the motor is essential to any meaningful analysis of the
erosion problem.

INTERACTION of a two-phase flow with a wall is reviewed using available data and theory. The boundary layer Is
considered as a barrier that prevents incoming particles from reaching the wall or reduces their arrival velocity
and releasible energy.

PARTICLE TRANSPORT to the surface is treated as high velocity impingement and low velocity diffusion through the
boundary layer.

THE RESULTING IMPACT, heating, chemical a;,d melting effects are considered in regard to their contributions to
erosion and deposition. Deposition of matter on the surface is included because it may either protect the
surface or it may change flow and heat transfer so as to increase erosion.

THE EROSION PROCESS

Two-phase flow in solid propellant motors is not generally destructive. The bound aVer covers all. exposed
surfaces providing protection that is usually adequate. Potentially harmful particlf ýither diverted or
stripped of thei excess energy.

SPECIAL CONDITIONS are necessary to allow two-phase flow to cause erosion. The basic .equirement is that
particles with sufficient energy to cause damage must be delivered to the surface. To study this problem we
must first investigate the region from which the particles came, the two-phase flow of the motor.

TWO-PHASE FLOW IN SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKETS

IN A SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET two-phase flow is a cdndition that is continually changing. From point to point
along the path of the flow the mean size and size distribution of the particles are varying. Also as the flow
moves away from the propellant surface the proportion of aluminum (or other metal) decreases and the proporticn
of oxide increases. Typical two-phese flow inside a rocket motor is summarized in Figure 1. T,!e various stages
of the flow are reviewed in the following.

THE PAITICULATE MATERIAL ORIGINATES at the propellant burning surfzýe. For normal propellants of average
efficiency the small (30 microns typical diameter) particles of aluminum fuel are exposed on the burning surface
and are quickly melted by the heat. As move aluminum particles emerge on the surface and melt, neighboring
particles touch and merge (1,2). Typically these grow to sizes of around 150 microns in about eight milliseconds.

Howkver, solid propellants differ widely in their manner of burning. At one extreme, for inefficiently
burning propellants, the burning surface can be almost covered with a "filigr e" of partially molten aluminum
and oxide. Gas flow from the propellant lifts and breaks off irregular solid portions which are further
heated, ignite at localized points and eventually melt into large spheres (3). Metal fuel agglomerates as large
as 1,000 microns have been observed entering the gas stream.

At the other e:.treme, fo. propellants having high burning rates and high combustion efficiencies, the aluminum
particles, for the most part, seem to move into the gas stream almost without agglomeration, retaining their
original small size.

These burning phenomena are observed in micro-window bomb tests. In these tests small strands of propellant
are burned in a high pressure atmosphere and observed through a heavy optical-glass window and lenses by a movie
camera (1,2,3,4).



IGNITION JUM COMBI 'STION behavior of almintm and the other metals 2mLst comaotil. us,-- in solid prowella-,ts
are similar. Ignition geu-rall3 o-curs when the metal is local.y heated to its melting point, therefore.
metals witr higher melting pjints requirc more hentinr: before they ignite (35.

Combustion generally occurs in the %apo:- a•ase I.,• as shown in Figure 2. 'hetul vapor is assumied to diflu.te
away from an evaprating metal drop'et. It *int.'ars certair that inside typieal rocket rotors aith propellant
containing aluminum, the droplets ar- th-roughly molten because the gas temperatures (which range from about
2400K to 4000K) are above the melting points of aluminum (933K) and aluminum o)yide (2320K;. Oxidizi-.i; species
diffuse in toward the droplet. The reaction takes place in a very hot lumiuous combustion zone surrounding
the dropl.-t. Combtstion is in the vapor phune controlled by diffusion of the oxidant (5). The combustion
rate has an inverse relation to the melting points of the metal and it'7 oxide. Thuus in similar environmes, s
beryll:um ignites and burns only about half as fast as aluminum (7). Th- resulting combustion lag for sl wer
b.,rnini actals can have serious e.osion consequences if aggiomeration has formed large particles of metal fuel.

The time required to burn up a metal particle increases about with the square of its diameter ae; shown in
Figure 3. Lower oxygen concentration and lower pressure also increase the burning time but not .s drastically
(8). Calculated combustion times for the largest agglomerates are fcund to exee,.d residence time for small
rocket motors (A). As one would expect, in such eases there are crosion and deposit ion problems as weil as
substantial losses of specific impulse efficiency.

OXIDE Pt.RTICLES IN fiig CIAMBER first appear as tiny droplets in the smoke cloud produced by a burning particle
of metal. These droplets are formed by condecnation of oxide vapor in or just beyond the reaction zone. see
Figure 2. They are very small, having dicmeters from 0.01 micron to 0.5 ihicron (9). However, under poor
combustion conditions these can range in size up to 5 nicrons. Where appreciabl,' amounts of oxide form on the
surface of the burning metal oxide droplets as large ii 5fn microns can be trrmed (3).

The tiny particles first grow very rapidly by collision due to Brownian motion (10). However. the efficiency
of coagulation by Brownian motion decreases with increase in size and be.comes negligible for lrticles above
0.2 microns. Another mechanism, that of acoustic coagulation, further increases the size and reduces the number
of oxide droplets (11.12). Brown has calculated that 0.5 percent or more f the thrust energy from a rocket
motor is converted into sound; the power densities are in the range found necessary to coagulate aerosols. The
rate of acoustic coagulation depends upon droplet concentration (hence, on the gas pressure and percent metal),
the acoustic power and the residence Lime in the motor (10).

Turbulent agglomeration rsulting from collisions due to eddy diffusion and particle lag in turbulent fluctua-
tions also contributes to i.trticle growth in the chamber (12).

The result is that the oxide particles grow with time during their residence in the chamber to a mean diameter
ranging from I micron based on direct sampling of chamber gas (13) to 2 microns based on calculation from theory
(12).

OXIDE PARTICLES IN THE NOZZLE grow rapidly, increasing oiameter five time or more, mainly because the accele'a-
tion of the gas grestly increases particle collisions (14). The acoustic effect alsc increases but is of second
order, (about five percent), importance (12), The velocity gradients in the flow result in different. velocity
.ags for larger and smaller particles and, therefore, the smaller particles tend to catch up with the larger
particles and coalesce with them (14 ). Particle growth continues into the exit cone to expansion ratios of 3
to 5 beyond which the particles become solid and little further growth takes place, except possibly close to the
wall. But by this time they have grown to sizes approaching the limit imposed by maximum stable drop size theory
(15) which is about 18 microns for the _argest rocket motor and grades downward with 7ator size, see Figure 4.

Jenkin.' and Hoglund (12) have recently presented a unified theory of particle growth which combines the above
effects in a kinetic coagulation model. Their calculated results for tne Titan III-C Motor are shown in Figure
5. The particle diameters in the chamber appear large in comparison with the particle size su.,mary,' in Figure 1;
however, this would seem reasonable for such a large motor in which the residence times are long.

AMOUNT OF METAL in the propellant appears to have only a small effect on oxide partic)e size. Cheung and
Cohen, in a typi, %l test, found that an increase in aluminum from 3 to 17 percent. resulted in an increase of
exhaust particle size from 3.1 to 4.5 microns (16). Sehgal found ine effect with a change in aluminum from 12
to 16 percent.

LARGE PARTICLES are of most concern in erosion analysis because of their potential for impinging and causing
damage. Motor size is an im.nortant factor.

Small motors loaded with good ordinary propellants can have erosion problems due to relatively large (Op to
alout 150 micron) burning metal fuel particles present throughout their flow because of the short residence
times. in tne throat. any oversized burning fuel droplets still remaining in the flow are shattered by shear
due to the high velocity gradients and thereby reduceI to or below their maximum stable diop size. This size
is about 5 mierons for a nozzle with a 2-inch throat diameter (17). The same effect limits growth of oxide
particles in the throat and exit cone

In medium-sized motors with good combustion efficiency unall (I to 2 micron) particles are the rule exc,,pt
near the p.'opellant surface where the flow is dominated by large particles (150 micron typical Fitc) of hurning
metal fuel and in the exit cone where oxide particles can grow lo sizes up to 10 micron.
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In a,-dium-sized motors having poor metal combustion efficiency large burning metal particles (up to 1000
micions in size) can be pre,.ent in varying amounts through most or all of the interior. In the exit cone any
oversized burning fuel droplets still remaining in the flow are shattered and reduced to or below their maximum
stsble drop size.

In very large motors the luag residence time usually allows combustion and coagulation processes tc approach
completion. Even poorly burning metal fuel can be almost completely consumed before flow reaches the nozzle.
Growth of oxide goes farther to produce particles of 2 microns or possibly larger in the chamber. Low velocity
gradients in the large nozzle allow particles to grow to sizes approaching 18 microns (17).

THE FLO* FIELD

Concentration of particles in rockets is low enough that the velocity distribution in the gas stream may be
calculated by methods used for clean gas but employing the simple corrections for gas properties of two-phase
mixtures as presented by Marble (18).

Computer prograirs are used to solve the equations of potential incompressible flow (19,20) or potential
compressible flow to determine the irrotational portion of the rocket interior flow. This usually involves
almost all of the flos including the very important nozzle entrance region. Velocities in rotational flow
regions are calculated, assuming a wheel-flow pattern and integrating the momentum equation over the eddy and
its uoundaries.

The supersonic exit flow is calculated by a method-of-characteristics computer program, such as that developed
by Lockheed for NASA (21).

PARTICLE PATHS

Particle trajectories in the flow field are calculated by use of the equation of motion of a particle in
which the particle inertia is equated with its aerodynamic drag. Stokes drag is a widely used approximation
because it is simple and reasonably valid for low slip velocities. In regions of high slip, Stokes drag is
too low and more sophisticated recent correlations should be used (22,23,24).

Burning droplets have been found to have two or more times the drag of inert particles (25).

The result of a typical rocket motor flow field and particle trajectory calculation is shown in Figure 6.
As the particles shown are particles of burning fuel, the ends of their paths indicates the points at which
they are completely consumed.

BOUNDARY LAYER

All internal surfaces of a rocket motor are covered by a boundary layer within which gas velocicies and
temperatures grade from free stream to wall values. As this boundary layer is the main protection of the wall
from particle damage. determination of its thickness and character is an important part of an erosion study.

The rigorous analysis of the two-phase boundary layer is a complex and formidable problem. Marble has laid
the iroundwork for such an analysis (18) and Isaacson has investigated the feasibility of applying it to
rocket heat transfer problems (26). Soo has applied the momentum integral method with some success (27).

Fortunately for our prposes, the two-phose flow boundary lvyer can be analyzed as a gas boundary layer.
Farber and Morely (28) have shown that there is little heat transfer caused by the solid particles until the
volume percent of soiids reaches about 0.05%. Current solid rockets have volume percent particles in the throat
region of 0,01 to 0.04%; thus little effect would be expected, This has been amply confirmed in rocket heat
transfer studies (29,30,33) and throat erosion correlations (31,32).

That the velocity profile of the boundary layer is not changed by particles at loading ratios in our range of
interest was noted as early as 1933 by Nikuradse and subsequently shown by Baw and Peskin (35) and Soo (27).

For rough estimates of boundary layer thickness the classical flat-plate formulas available i:, :,e text books
can be used, but more rigorous methods may be preferred depending on th:, importance of the problem. Figure 7
shows the results of a caic:,lttion of the thickness of the boundary layer on an aft dome and nozzle. The
thichnrss as shown illustrates the typical variation in the protection that the boundary layer provides to
impingement.

PARTICLE IMPiNGEMENT occurs wfen particles in the free stream are moving toward a wall with sufficient momentum
to pierce the boundary layor alon,, their line ol' travel and strike the wall. Using calculated flow velocity
and bounnary layer results, dimensionless parameters can be employed to predict the tendency for particles to
iupinge from a two-phase flow,
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In 1946 Langmuir (36) proposed an "inertia parameter" in connection with his studies of water droplet impinge-
ment on airfoils. Larger parameter values indicated greater tendency to impinge. It is useful mainly in
correlating data for specific experiments and geometries. In 1964 Adelberg (37) demonstrated the use of this
parameter for flow in ducts using the data of Hacker and Brun (38) for 90' elbows. This parameter is defined as

S __ d'V
L 18 L

where

S - particle stopping distance; this is the distance that the moving particle would be carried
"-e by its momentum if it suddenly entered still gas. Stokes drag is assumed.

L = a characteristic lengtL, such as the wing chord length or the duct diameter.

V = the flow velocity.

Pp = density of the particle material

S= gas viscosity.

d = particle diameter

In 1965 Soo (2) proposed an almost identical parameter which he called a "gas-solid momentum number".

particle inertia force V/X d 2V•Nm=
gas viscous force l8p/d 2pp 188,X

The only difference between the two parameters, Nm and K is in the length parameter which Soo defined
as the same length that would be used in the Reynolds number for the same flow.

The author has found useful an "impingement number," defined as the ratio of the particle stopping distance
to the boundary layer thickness as measured along the expected particle path length. This ratio is stated as
follows:

Particle stopping distance S sin6)
N,

Boundary layer Thickness/sinO I

where

S = the particle stopping distance as defined above for Langmuir's inertia parameter.

0 the impingement angle measured bptween the path line and the surface

= the boundary layer thickness.

Values of N, that are greater thLn 1.0 generally indicate impingement while values less than j.n indicate
safety from impingement. N, has been calculated for a number of typical impingement situations in a solid
propellant rocket motor. These are illustrated in Figure 8 and the impingement numbers and their interpretation
are presented in Table I.

PARTICLE DIFUSION is the migration of particles from the two-phase flow through the boundary layer io the
wall. It is a slow and gentie process compared with impingement.

In laminar flow there is essentiaily no particle diffusion to the wall. However, Marble showed that in a
laminar boundary layer there is a tendency for particles to collect near a wall. Soo also found this result
by analysis and suggested that there would be a tendency for particles to impinge at a distance downstream of
the leading edge. Friedlander and Johnstone found experimentally with air-particle flow in tubes that no wall
impingement took place in the laminar boundary layer.

In turbulent boundary layers tests Friedlander and Johnstone found that uniform and well defined impingement
takes place and they used von Karman's approach f-)r the rate of transport of momentum and mass in a turbtilent
diffusion and impingement. Alternately they used tunes of glass and brass but were unable to detect any difference
that would indicate the influerce of electrostatic ftrcrs (40). Allen, Bloemer and Chapman subsequently used
the method to interpret boron oxide deposition test data (41). Orinberg and Uniar in 1C53 applied the method to
solid propell.nt rocket nozzle problems with apparent success (42).

Although turbulent forces appear to be doainant in particle diffusion in rocket motors, there is Wv'denre
that electrostatic forces can be significantly large serond-order effects.

Soo found that charged particles would impinge through a laminar or turbulent boundary layer (in to a conductive
wall that wa either neutral and grounded or oppositely charged. Conductive walls with the same sign of charge
received less-than-normal or no impinEement (27). Hobbs demonstrated these effects in rocket motors. He furth-r
showed that the sign and amount of charge on the particles varied with changes in Zhe propellant formulation(43).
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The possible amount of electrostatic diffusion in solid propellant rocket motors appears limited because
wall surfaces are not !igbly conductive and are neither neutral and grounded nor oppositely charged.

The other modes of particle diffusion through the boundary layer are, in order of their probable importance
in rocket motors, transport by inertial forces, gravity forces, thermal diffusion, and Brownian motion.

Inertial and gravity forces are important only where particle mass is large relative to gas drag such as
occurs in low velocity regions of the chamber.

Thermal diffusion would tend to drive particles from a hot free stream toward a cold wall. Breitweiser
reported that analysis of data on deposition of boron oxide particles to a cold wall showed that thermal diffusion
of the particles was very small compared with turbulent diffusion (44). Brownian forces would be negligible
except for particles less than 0.2 micron diameter.

Erosion de? to particle diffusion is generally less and more evenly distributed than that due to impingement
and it may be confused with erosion due to gas flow.

SURFACE EROSION MECHANISMS

The particles which reach the surface bring with them more or less energy. In simple cases thts includes
only kinetic energy. However, in solid propellant rockets the particles also bring thermal and chemical energy.

The surface is subjected to localized impacts, accompanied by heat flux and when the surface temperatLre
gets high enough, chemical attack. Usually only one of these modes is dominant at a particular time. The
response of the surface depends greatly on the nature of the material. The results may be failure by mechanical
abrasion, thermal shock, chemical corrosion or melting, or, on the other hand, deposition may protectively coat
the material.

IMPACT

Imnact due to impingement of droplets or particles is not an important mechanism except in the ::upersonic
exhaust jet.

An impinging droplet produces a compressive force immediately beneath its center of impact. The impacting
material flows outward from the center at velocities much higher than before impact. The resulting snrface
shear force produces tt'-sile forces in a circular belt around the impact zone in which cracks may develop.
Erosion due to impact usually does not begin immediately, but only after impact has been in progress for a
poriod of time. This cumulative damage behavior is explained by the theory that localized cracks or fractures
are produced one at a time, and for a piece of the surface to be released, there must have accumulated a minimum
of three intersecting cracks around a single cell of surface material (45,46,47). It is possible that the time
duration of a typical solid propellant rocket firing is just too short in comparison with the cumulative damage
delay period

The small importance of impact in the motor and nozzle entry and throat is attributed by Vidya tc the rela-
tively low kinetic energy of the droplet in comparison with its thermal energy (48). Cothran and Barnes
discussed the possibility of mechanical impact damage in their subsonic-elbow blast-tube tests but then dropped
the mechanical impact term in their analysis (49).

In the exhaust Jet mechanical impact is generally the important cause of erosion. In travel through the exit
cone the particles typically are accelerated to about three times their throat velocity. Their kinetic energy
increases ýith the square of their velocity, and. accordingly their potential for eroding surfaceus by mechanical
impact goes up by about an order of magnitude.

Ungia." studied the effect of solid aluminum and liquiu bash particles from rocket exhausts impacting on
ablating materials. He found that the surfaces of the reinforced plastics initially were mechanically eroded
but then a melt layer accumulated which decelerated the impinging particles and reduced their ability to damage
the underlying structure. Eventually all of the' energy of the impinging particles was converted to heat without
significant mochanlcal damage bena donn and heatJnx became the dominant destructive mechanism. Other conditions
being equa! there did not seem to be any difference whether the impinging particles were solid aluminum or liquid
glass. Ungar developed correlations from which erosion rates could be computed (50).

Kuby and Lewis tested erosion due to gas-particle exhaust impingement from a normal rocket and from a hot
helium ethaust let. By analysis of heat transfer into the target they arre able to isolate the mechanical impact
contribution of the exhaust. Also they compared th-lr results with hyperhontc impact data for large single
projectiles, in particular with the correlation of Sorensen (51). They found that their serface erosion was
always much less than would be predicted by inglse particle impact theory, usually several orders of magnitude
less. This was caused by the accumulation of a thin laver of spent particles and particle fragments over the
surface which effectively dissipated most of the kinetic energy of the impacting particles. As a result.
increases in the particle impingement rate were accompanied by only relative slight increas!s in surface erosion.
Surface damage, was independert of angle of incidence probably due to roughening of the surface. They suggest
that surface damage is reduced with reduction in particle size' for a constant weight-late of impingement (52.53).
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HEAT TRANSFER

PARTICLES IN GAS FLOW usually increase heat transfer but may decrease it. In eithier case, as erosion is
strongly dependent on surface heating, it is important for us to assess the ways in which particles change heat
transfer to the wall.

RADIATION of heat from particles in a two-phase flow typically contributes the major part of the heat flux
in the chamber and diminishing fractions as the flow moves out of the motor. Typical fractions for a solid
propellant motor with an exit flow about 35% A1203 are as follows:

Region Radiant Flax/Total Flux

Chamber .90

Entry (E -3) .36

Throat .13

Exit (c - 14) .015

The gas produces a small proportion, probably less than 5%, of these radiant fluxes.

Photons of radiant energy originate from the particles. These particles are at all times hotter than the gas
or the walls because of their very high temperature of combustion. The photons moving at the speed of light
diffuse from the hottest regions of the flow. Because cf collisions with particles their paths are changed
almost randomly by scattering, absorption and re-emission. They are heavily absorbed by the relatively cool
walls and by the cooler expanding gas mixture in the nozzle entry.

Price has developed a widely used practical method for calculating the radiant heat flux from an A1.03
particle cloud inside a rocket motor. Their result depends on the particle-to-gas weight ratio, pressure,
temperature, gas molecular weight and cloud thickness (30).

McIntosh developed a special method for calculating particle cloud heating to walls in semi-stagnant regigns
of rocket motors (54).

Radiant heat moves through the entry and exit cone at a speed far exceeding that of the gas flow and illumi-
nates the plume with the "searchlight" effect. S"-,,kham and Love have recently calculated that the "searchlight"
effect may contribute as much heat to the motor base as does direct radiation (55). The radiant heat from the
particles in the plume necessitates exterior insulation on the parts of the mo,or closest to the plume.

The radiant heat flux from two-phase solid propellant rocket plumes is most frequently calculated by the method
of Morizumi and Carpenter (56). Carlson stualests some improvements to improve its accuracy (57).

CONVECTIVE HEATING by two-phase flow was analyzed by Marble, who found that for low particle-to-gas weight
ratios the effect of the particles on convective heating was primarily to add heat !apacity to the flow. In
other words, the effect of the particles could be provided for simply by correcting the gas detsit) and the
gas specific heat to allow for their effective change due to the presence of the particles (18). Farber and
Morely had previously found this result experimentally for particle-to-gas weight ratios from 0 to above 1.0
(28). For solid propellant rockets this ratio ranges from 0 to about 0.6 and is therefore well within the above
limit, so this rule can be considerea generally applicable for all solid propellant heat transfer.

Particles also perturb convective heat transfer by changing the character of the boundary laver. Farber and
Morely and, later, Price found that the presence of particles made the flow and boundary layer more turbulent.
ther-by increasing heat transfer (28.30). On the oteer hand Soo, found that there was a range' of solids loading
in which the particles apparently acted through their added inertia to stabilize a turbulent flow and reduce'
heat transfer (27).

Experimentally. it has been shown in solid propellant rockets that .,qi•sits on the' wall which make it more,
Irregular will disturb the boundary layer. Also. impingrae'nt which does not stick to the wall will lncreamw'
the turbulence of the boundary layer clone to the wall. In either 'as. heat transfer will bhe increased (30).

IMPINODIIT HEATING occurs when particles deliver heat energy to the surface during contact.

Experiments by Vidya indicate that when aluminum oxide droplets from a solid p;-ope'ilant gan flow implngCe m
a wall they lose heat to the wall only until they have changed phase and then are swept away {48). Cothan and
Barnes assumed that the particles cooled completely to wall teouperature beforer bring swept away. but they
reduced their calculated heat flux by an arbitrary 'Imparction efficiency" In recenciling their test data (49).

Tests at lattelle show that Impinging droplets that were at or clise to the wall temperature had no observable'
effect on heat transfer (41).

Impingement of particles of bJrning metal fuel on solid propellant roecket ine,;atihwi and ne.7z. le surfaces has
been reported (58). Unloss the wall Is cold emough te extinguish the particle. impingemo'nt of this type is
usually accrompanled by severe erosion and beating. The deposited metal as it continue', to burn on th- surface
produces abnormal.y high heat fluxer. This is because the" heating potential of the drople't rf metal due te its
unsteant heat of combustion Is two to five times greater than that of the xide'.
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The heating effectiveness of the burning metal is further aided by its high temperature of combustion for
aluminum (about 6200°F) which provides a high local temperature gradient greatly increasing conduction into the
surface.

Impingement has also been observed to cause reduction of heat flux. In such cases the deposits are nonburning
and form protective layers which effectively shield the surface from erosion and add to its thermal insulation
(30,34).

Rockets which accumulate heavy particle depositions on nozzle entry surfaces have been observed to lose these
deposits in successive runoffs through the throat and exit. These waves of surface flow have been traceable in
the heat transfer data. Heat flux is abnormally high during de.,osition, but then drops and becomes abnormally
low as the layer of deposits becomes thicker and insulates tV:e sarface. Flux becomes high again whvt the
deposits slough off (30,34).

In exit-plume impingement heat transfer Kuhy and Lewis show that che thermal energy delivered by the particles
has been found to be small compared with the kinetic enprgy deliered by the particles. However, if the impinge-
-ent rate is sufficiently large a protective layer of speat particles huilds ur on the surface which cushions
the impacts and converts the kinetic energy to heat. The layL: of spent particles becomes h:otter than the surface
and carries away a large portion of the heat. It is assumed that .the surface is in thermal equilibrium with the
layer of particle debris, the resulting calculation overestimates the heatig by factors ranging froi 4 to 100.
The heating reduces the strength of the surface and thereby increases the mechanical crosio' (52,5S).

CHEMICAL EFFECTS

Chemical attack by the oxidizing species of the exhaust gas is the dominant erosive mechanism in the high
velocity regions of the chamber and the nozzle for ref.'actory metals, graphites and ablative materials (48,59).

A high rate of heat transfer is an essential condition for chemical erosion because the chemical reaction.s of
the gas with the surface are dependent on temperature for initiution and rate (48). Whether the heat is trans-
ferred by radiation, convection, or impingement does not seem important.

McDonald and Hedman present both theory and correlated data which show no,-zle throat erosion to be controlled
by temperature and the oxid" ,ng potential of the gas. For a series of propiants with increasing aluminum
content they show decreasing erosion rates. This is explained by the fact that the more fuel rich propellants
ace oxygen lean (59). This is confirmed by Olcott and Batchelor (60).

Reactions of deposited metal oxides with the surface material are possible but are usuallv considered a
negligible factor (58).

EROSION PROBLEMS

The two-phase flow effects described in the above sections cause practically all of the erosion problems
experienced in solid propellant rocket motors. Ten typical locations where these usually occur are shown in
Figure 9. These common erosion occurren:es are briefly described in the following:

(1) Part ices of oxide imping? on the entry nose causing either very high heat transfer, rapid erosion and
gouging, ,r, where deposition is heavy, accumulated deposits may cost and protect the nozzlp nose until
the deposits melt and slough off.

(2) lmpingetment on the nozzle entry causes high heat transfer and erosion. If deposited fuel from the nozzle
nose migrates to the entry it will cease very high local heat transfer. In either case nonsymetric
abnormal thirmal stresses and heavy erosion result. On the other hand a coating of deposition may protect
the surface, at least until it melts away.

(:I The nozzle throat generally escapis impingement but oxide or burning fuel deposits from upstream may move
to and through the throat. The heat transfer due to such deposits are irregular and may unevenly heat the
throat c'ausing !,!-al magnified thermal stresses which spall or shatter brittle materials (61). High local
heat ins causes high local erosion. Surface getomutry degradation distorts flow causing Impingement. erosion
and gouging.

(4) Srlit-line ridges in the nozzle area which project heytnd the boundary layer receiving heavy impingement
even from small particles. Unless such surfaces art- made of refractory metals they will rapidly be
eroded away.

(5) The downstream piortion 4f the Pctt cone contour inn. it the o'ctotur is exces.,,1vely curvrd, receive solid
part itle imping.mr.nt anti he mrchantially eroded.

(6) A Jet vane inserted into the exhaust re'i~es direct impingement by solid particles travelling at suprrssnic
speed. F.rzsion Is heavy dlue to iapingeim*.nt heat trqnsfer which heats and weal'ens the material with heavy
meche',ical ero.sion by particles.

i
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(7) An object in the path of the exhaust plume receives heavy solid particle impingement. Particles are
travelling at close to hypersonic velocities, but the gases are relatively cool and of very low density.
The damage to the surface is mainly due to mechanical impact.

(8) Particles of burning fuel deposit on the backside of the submerged nozzle or on the aft dome near the
nozzle. The burning fuel may run down over the aft dome or into semi-stagnant crevices delivering very
large heat fluxes to relatively thinly insulated surfaces causing burn-through.

(9) Burning fuel may be deposited on the forward dome or igniter surfaces and run down into semi-stagnant
crevices carrying large heat fluxes to thinly insulated areas causing burn-through.

(10) The outside of the aft dome receives a high heat flux from the solid particles in the exit plume. These
not o..ly emit due to their own radiant heat but scatter radiation from the chamber due to the "searchlight
effect". The aft dome exterior, if unprotected by insulation, coLld be seriously charred.

CONCLUSIONS

Ne have traced the formation of two-phase flow, its movement through the chamber and its effects on motor
surfaces. An analysis to predict erosion due to two-phase flow should follow this same sequence and use, as
appropriate, the analytic methods illustrated or referred to.

It should be evident that the designer in understanding two-phase flow and its consequences can design to
avoid these problems.

In particular, it is recommended that the designer: (1) select a fuel that will completely burn before its
gases reach the nozzle surfaces, (2) give the motor internal spaces good aerodynamic design that will make
large flow turns only at low velocities and, at high speeds, make only gradual turns that will not cause particles
to penetrate the boundary layers and to impinge and (3) avoid ridges and obstacles of any kind in the high-speed
flow regions (including the entry, throat and exit cone).
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SUMMARY

Graphites have excellent physioal and mechanical properties for use at high temperatures in
uncooled rocket nozzles but undergo erosion, apparently arising from chemical reactions with
gaseous combustion products. Recent chemical kinetic data on carbon-gas reactions relevant to
rocket conditions have enabled chemical rate controlled erosion to be calculated and compared with
experimental observations on specific graphite noszles. The reactivity of the nozzle surface
depends on its temperature which rises progressively duging the rocket operation. Preliminary work
has shown that at surface temperatures up to about 1600 K the erosion agrees with that predicted by
a chemical rate control mechanism whereas at higher temperatures the predicted values are too high,
probably because of boundary layer effects which hinder transfer of reactants from the free stream
to the surface. Among graphite.; currently available pyrolytic graphite has the lowest reactivity
to oxidising gases and the highest resistance to erosion in nozzles. This highly anisotropic
material may be used with advantage in practical designs.
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THE NOZZLE IS AN ESSENLTAL PART OF A ROCKET MOTOR and has the function of converting the thermal
energy produced in a combustion prooei; into propulsive kinetic energy in an exhaust jet. The
nosle ils usually of the convergent-divergent types in which the combustion products are accelerated
to sonic velocity in the convergent section and to supersonic velocity in the divergent section.
The maximum heat transfer occurs at the smallest cross-soetion or "throat" where the mass velocity
per unit cross-sectional aresa reaches a maximum value and this is where noszle materials problems
are most severe.

The nozzle is required to maintain its contour and structural integrity throughout the period
of combustion which may range from a fraction of a second to several minutes. The use of unoooled
nossles, particularly for solid propellent rocket motors, is preferable to the use of cooling
techniques which usually involve penalties in terms of complication, cost and weight. Only a
limited number of materials are sufficiently refractory for use in unoooled nozzles and these are
invariably brittle and susceptible to thermal shook. Of these materials, graphite is the most widely
used because of its low density, good specific strength, high sublimation temperature and high resist-
anoe of thermal shook. Many different types of graphite have been produced but they all, to some
extent, undergo erosion when used in rocket nozzles. It is important for the rocket designer to be
able to make reasonable predictions of the dimensional changes in the nostle throat which occur
throughout the firing since they affect the variation of thrust with time. There will also be some
limit to the tolerable amount of erosion. Furthermore, any non-uniformity of erosion may lead to
undesirable misalignment of thrust. Since, as will be shown later, the erosion of graphite nozzles
is believed to arise mainly from chemical reactions Yith the rocket exhaust gases, it is clear that
carbon-gas reactions play an important role in determining the extent of this erosion. This paper
draws some preliminary conclusions about the relationship between the extent of erosion and the
chemical kinetics of the relevant carbon-gas reactions.

MECHANISMS CONTROLLING EROSION RATE

The erosion of graphite nozzles may be considered to arise from both chemical and mechanical
processes. Graphite is koown to react chemically with oxidising species such as water vapour, carbon
dioxide, oygen, hydroxyl radicals and oxygen atoms, which may be present in the rocket exhaust, to
form carbon monoxide, a gaseous product. These and other possible reactions, e.g. with hydrogen,
will lead to surface regression. Mechanical erosion may result from the action of shearing forces
exerted by the high velocity rocket exhaust, often containing liquid and solid particles.

Although some attempts have been made to predict the erosion as a combination of both chemical
and mechanical processes, e.g. by Goweriker (1), there is considerable experimental evidence,
supmarised below, to suggest that chemical erosion predominates.

(i) For any particular grade of graphite, erosion rate is very dependent on the concentration
of oxidizing gases in the rocket exhaust. This observation has been widely reported,
e.g. (2,3) and a common finding is that an aluminized propellent often produces loss
erosion than the corresponding non-aluminized propellent, even though the former has a
significantly higher combustion temperature and produces alumina which would be expected
to accentuate mechanical erosion. However, the non-aluminized propellent produces larger
concentratiorw of oxidising gases.

(ii) In laboratory experiments different types of graphite have been shown to exhibit different
reactivities towards oxidising gases, e.g. (4). The rates of erosion of these graphites
ir rocket nozzles fall into the same general pattern, e.g. pyrolytic graphite can exhibit
up to twenty times less erosion than high density conventional graphites (5).

(Iii) Laboratory experiments on carbon-gao reactions carried out with flow reactors, e.g. (4),
have shown that, at constant temperature, reaction rate increases with flow velocity in
the region where there are boundary layer effects, eventually reaching a value independent
of flow velocity, which is considered to be the true chemical rate. Mechanical erosion
would be expected to increase indefinitely with flow velocity. Also, in this type of
experiment, inert gases such as argon produce ne4ligibla erosion at all velocities, except
at very high temperatures where vaporization of carbon can occur.

Even with the assumption that erosion is caused only by chemical reaction, i.e. mechanical
erosion is negligible, the rate controlling mechanism is not necessarily the "true" chemical rate of
the surface reaction since the presence of a boundary layer may hinder the supply of reactive species
to the surface. This situation has been treated extensively elsewhere, particularly by Rosner,
e.g. (6). In the simplest case for a first order reaction of a gaseous species, the reaction rate
at the surface is given by ki ew . This is balanced by the rate of flow of reactive species by
diffusion through the boundary layer to the surface, given by Di (oe, i - cw 1)/6 . The relative
mag•itudes of the velocity constants ki and Dj/6 may be used to define tree different rate
controlling mechanisms.

(a) Chemical rate control
When the reaction rate constant is very small, such that ki << Di/6 , then owi °e ,
i.e. the ovacentration of reactive species at the wall is very similar to that in the free
stream. Under this condition the erosion rate is controlled by the "true" chemical rate
at the surface. The calculation of erosi-n rate requires a knowledge of the surface
temperature (which influences the value of ki ), the concentrations of reactive species
in the gas stream and the relevant chemical kinetic data.
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(b) Transition region
When the reaction rate constant, ki , is significant compared to Di/O then there will
be a ooncentration gradient of reactive species across the boundary layer such that the
concentration at the wall will be less than in the free stream. For instatioe if
ki x Du 0 , then ow , =. i2 . The erosion rate will depend on the values of both

and D:/6 . Th o calcuation of erosion rate requires all the same data as for (a)
Iva and, in addition, the relevant data for mass transfer through the boundary layer.

(c) Diffusion control
When the reaction rate constant is large, such that ki >> DI/6 , then ow I -" 0 ,
i.e. any reactive species reaching the wall is immediately removed and the concentration
is effectively zero. The erosion rate is thus dependent only on the rate of diffusion
of reactive species through the boundary layer to the surface. The calculation of erosion
rate requires only a knowledge of mass transfer data.

During the operation of a rocket motor the temperature of the exposed surface of the nozzle
rises progressively and the reaction rate constants would be expected to increase with temper&ture.
Thus all the above mechanisms may be operative at some time during the firing. It can be seen
that the surface temperature is of paramount significance. It should also be noted that the crosion
rate cannot exceed that predicted by chemical rate control.

CHEMICAL MACTIVITY OF GRAPHITES

Reactions between graphites and gases have been studied extensively and there is a considerable
literature dealing with the topic. An excellent review has been made by Lewis (7).

The conditions under which the nozzle operates depend on the propellent system, combustion
pressure and burning tine. At the nozz;e throat the gas temperature (approximately 0.9 of the
combustion temperature) may be over 3000 C, the pressuie (approxomately 0.5 of combustion pressure)
may be up to a hundred atmospheres and the burning time may be up to several minutes. The gas
stream may contain significant amounts of reactive species (e.g. see Table 1) and is at sonic velocity,
typically about 1000 metres/sec. It is desirable to be able to make use of chemical kinetic data
appropriate to these conditions but, unfortunat,ly, most experimental data have been obtained at
either low temperature or low pressure. Extrapolation to rocket nozzle conditions is not reliable
because of the complex nature of the reactions. The shortage of useful data is no doubt due to the
difficulty of devising experimental methods which lead to the acquisition of true chemical rates not
influenced by boundary layer effects. Another complication is that the reactivity of different
graphites has been shown to vary widely according to their structure.

In the combustion products from many propellents the principal reactive species are water vapour,
carbon dioxide, oxygen, hydrogen, hydroxyl radicals and oxygen atoms. Recent jork (8) has yielded
chemical rates for the first four of these reactants at temperatures up to 3000 K and pressures up
to 100 psia, i.e. more relevant to nozzle conditions than previous data, and for two graphites in
particular, viz. Le Carbone 5890 and pyrolytic graphite, which we have investigated in our rocket
nozzle tests. Some extrapolation of these data was still required in order to apply them to our
nozzle tests and therefore consideration had to be given to the influence of temperature, pressure
and mixtures of gases on the basic data.

APPLICATION OF CHE1ICAL WIETICS TO PREDICTION OF NOZZLE EROSION

PREVIOUS WORK. No satisfactory comprehensive method of prodicting the erosion of graphite
nozzles had yet been devised. However, considerable progress has been made in this direction and
some notable contributions may be considered very briefly.

(i) Delay. Egaeton and Jomes (2)
Calculations were made of the surface temperature history of the nozzle and the erosion was
predicted, taking into account both chemical rates and boundary layer diffusion. The
kinetic data for the C/CO2 reaction, were extrapolated from the results of IOitrin (9) which
had been obtained for electgode carbon at a gas pressure of one atmosphere and over the
temperature range 1000-2000 K. It was assumed that the C/H2 0 reaction had 4he same rate
as the C/CO2 reaction under all conditions (although it was recognised that the C/H20 rate
may be considerably fazter) and that boph reactions are first order. The C/H2 reaction
was assumed to be negligible below 2500 K and the C/02 , C/OH and C/O reactions were assumed
to be negligible because of the low concentrations involved. oThey concluded that chemcal
rate control operates at surface temperatures below about 1500 K and that at about 2000"K
chemical and diffusion processes are equally important.

(ii) MoCuen. Schaefer. Lundberg and Kendall (10)
A similar approach to that of the previous example was made but with a comprehensive
analysis of heat and mass transfer for a multi-component gas stream. The chemical reac-
tions considered to be important more C/CO, C/H20 and C/IA2 . The C/CO2 rate constants
were from extrapolation of the results of pulhrannen and Andrew (11) for a synthetic
graphite in the temperature range 800-1200 K at one atmosphere in a static system and the
C/H20 rate constants were from extrapolation ofothe results of Blyholder and Byring (12)
for a speo socopio grade graphite at 1200-1600 K and in the pressure range of approximately
10- to 10. atmospheres. The C/H2 reaction kinetics wore taken from Lowrie (13)T All
reactions were assumed to be first order. This work has produced very useful computer
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programs for the predtotion of erosion rates of graphites and ablative material* such as

reinforced plastics.

(III) McDonald and Hodma ý3)
These authors pointed out the wide variation in reported chemilcal kinetic data for carbon-

gas reastions and therefore they adopted an approach whereby the relevant oarton-ga
reactions were assumed to have an infinite rate such that chemical equilibrium is reached
in the gas adjacent io the surface. In this way the maximum possible erosion rate could
be estimat~d. It was considered that erosion is diffusion controlled at temperatures
above 2000-K.

(iv) Gowarker1
Both chemioil and mechanical processes were considered. It was concluded that the
chemioel reactivity of a graphite is related to its bulk density whereas the susceptibility
to mechanical erosion is related to its open porosity. Chemaical kinetic data for C/CO2
and C/4 2 0 reactions were the same as used in (i) above. The surface temperature of the
no:zle was aa"--.. l to be identical to that of the exhaust gas.

(v) Mayberry, Kordig. Zearer and Brownina (14)
The average erosion rate was assumed to be a function of variables associated with rocket
motor operation and a dimensional analysis of the variables enabled some correlations to
be obtained with results from actual rocket firings. It was considered that the rates of
carbon-gas reactions are very high under nossle conditions and that erosion was therefore
diffusion limited. It was recognised that for short burning times chemical rate control-......
was probable.

Summarizing the papers listed above, it is clear that they all suffer from lack of reliable

oheaioal kinetic data for the particular graphites under investigation. There is little doubt that

chemical rates are important in the erosion of all graphite nozzles since different graphite& are

known to exhibit different amounts of erosion under similar test conditions. For example, pyrolytio

grarphite may undergo an erosion of twenty times less than high quality oonventional graphites (5).
Furthermore, the boundary layer, which is assumed to modify the concentration of reactive species at

the surface is ill-defined and its role in controlling erosion rate may have been over-emphasised.
In a rocket motor firing the total erosion should be regarded as the integrated effect of erosion
over a range of temperatures and presoures and not ad an average erosion rate multiplied by the firing
time, if reascnable predictions are to be made.

PRESET WOPR. In order to investigate the role of carbon-gas reactions in the erosion of
graphite rocket nozzles we have made use of a liquid bi-propellent rocket engine (hydrogen peroxide/

kerosene) because of th( following advantages over a solid propellent rocket motor for thi.i work.

(i) The combustion products contain a very high proportion of reactive species (see Table 1)
and are free from condensed phases. Hence the role of chemical reactions should bc
highlighted.

(ii) The combustion pressure can be kept constant throughout a firing, thus renoving one of the
variables in solid propellent rocket tests.

(iii) The combustion temperature (2500•0 K) is lower than for most solid propellents such that
after a reasonable ftring time of 10 seconds the surface temperature of a graphite nozzle
does not exceed 1700 K. Previous investigators have concluded that erosion is probably
chemical rate controlled under this condition.

(iv) The mixture ratio of the two propellents may be varied to achieve variations in combustion
temperature and rlative amounts of combustion products.

(v) The exhaust gas is transparent in the visible region, permitting the application of
optical techniques to the measurement of surface t4mperature.

The nozzle assembly used in all tests is shown in Fig. I and is identical to that used in our
aL'essment tests with solid propellent rockets. Two different graphites, viz. Le Carbon* 5890 and
pyrolytio graphite (edge surface exposed) were investigated since the relevant chemical kinetic data
were available for these (8).

Because of the obvious importance of the surface temperature, several methods of measurement
were investigated.

(a) Embedded thermocouples
Spring-loaded thermocouples (k/Pt - 1i Rh, diameter 0.005 inch) were positioned radially
at known depths of from 0.1 to 0.25 inch from the originol exposed surfece. They incor-
porated, at the junction, a small platinum disc, blaokened with orbon, to act as a radia-
tion collector. This obviated the need for perfect mechanical contact with the nozzle
material. The surface temperature was obtained by the extrapolation of these thermocouple
readinGs, making an allowance for surface recession.

(b) Cini photography
This method was based on that devised by Hall (15). An 8 mm cini film was taken of the
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nossle throat during the rocket firings, using an interference filter at 6643 1. A
oalibrated tungsten strip lamp at a number of known brightness temperatures was also

rooorded under identical conditions on the same length of film. The strip lamp images

ort used to construct a calibration curve of optical density versus reciprocal of bright-
near temperature. Thus the brightness temperature of the nozsle could be determined from
the optical density of its image, and the true temperature obtained from a knowledge of
the emissivity of the graphite.

(o) tpical promor
Use was made of an automatic optical pyrometer (Ircon Inc.) with a fast response recorder.

The first method, using thermocouples, enabled a complete temperature record to te obtained
throughout the firing. The other two methods could be applied only above about 1000 K. The cini
method, in conjunction with a microdensitometer, provided a map of temperature distribution on the
surface of the nozzle. Although optical pyrometry is basically the simplest method it has the
disadvantage of having limited temperature ranges, i.e. no single range would cover a complete
firing in all oases.

The total erosion was measured from the projected image of the nozzle throat before and after
firing.

The theoretical estimation of graphite nozzle erosion by chemioal rate control was carried out
in the following way. First of all the surface temperature and internal temperature distribution
were calculated by a method based on the radial flow of heat through a hollow cylinder, using a
numerical solution of the standard equation

d2 e t dO I de

The convective heat transfer coefficient at the hot face was calculated using the method developed

by Parkinson (16). This approach yields the surface tomperature (and internal temperature disaribu-
tion) as a function of time. Secondly, the conditions in the gas stream i.e. composition, pressure

and tamperature were calculated by standard methods assuming equilibrium flow. Finally the rate of

erosion of the graphite throat as a function of surface temperature (and therefore time) throughout

the firing wps calculated on the basis of chemical rate control. The reactions considered were

C/C0 2 , C/P 2 0, C/0 2 , C/A2 for which the recent data had been obtained (8). For the purposes of the
present work the concentration of hydroxyl radicals was inoluded in that of water vapour and the

conoentration of oxygen atoms was included in that of molecular oxygen. Th9 C/A2 reaction makes a

negligible contribution to erosion since the reaction rate is a facr.r of 1t.9 less than for C/CO2 .
E.vaporation of carbon is also negligible at temperatures below 2500 K (07). For the three remain-
ing reactions, viz. C/C02 , C/420 and C/0 2 some extrapolation of the data (8) to lower temperatures

and higher pressures was required. AV temperatures well below tho rate maximum there is a linear

relationship between log (reaction rate) and reciprocal of absolute temperature and extrapolation
was made on this basis. Extrapolation to higher pressures for all the reactions was based on the

general findings of Lewis (8) in the range I to 3 atmospheres that these reactions are first order,
i.e. reaction rate is proportional to concentration (partial pressure) of reacting gas. An apparent

exception is the resation between pyrolytic graphite (edge surface) and carbon dioxide &t tempera-

tures below that for the rate maximum (approximately 1800K). 'However, carbon dioxide signiftiantly

diluted with inert gases more nearly follows the first order relationsbip and this seems more
appropriate to our conditions. It was also assumed that each reacting species acts independently.

Although Lewis (8) found that additions of carbon monoxide ratarded the C/CO2 reaction, this effect
was only significant for relative amounts of carbon monoxide greater than present in our conditions.

The theoretical and experimental renults for the two types of graphite, Le Carbons 5890 and
pyrolytic (edge surface) in the liquid propellent rocket engine are given in Fig. 2. It can be
seen that atreement is obtained between measured and calculated surface temperatures and erosions
*"r both graphites.

7t is worth noting that the choice of chemical kinetic data has a profound effect on the pre-

diet-ed erosion rates* assuming chemical rate control. In Tables 2 and 3 a comparison is made

between the use of the data from Lewis (8) and the data used by MoCuen (10) and by Gowariker (1) to
which previoub reference has been made.

We have extended our chemical rate control predictions to the same two graphites in typical

solid propellent rocket motor tests. The conditions in the free gas stream are included in Table I
and the predicted erosions are compared with experimental values in Figs. 3 and 4. It cam be seen

"that the measured erosion is considerably less than that predicted showing that diffusion processes
become significant during the firing.

CONCLUSIONS

Carbon-gas reactions have been shxun to play a significant role in the erosion of graphite

rocket nozzles and, in fact, at moderate temperatures the amount of erosion can be accounted for on

the basis oir chemical rate control. Even at higher temperatures where the boundary layer is
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believed to have an effect, the erosion rate is influenced by carbon-gSa reaction rates. I+
follows that in the selection of a graphite for use in an uncooled roket, nossle, the chemical
reactivity should be an important consideration.

Although some progress has been made there is still no adequate theory which will give a
quantitative prediction of the erosion of Cgsphite nosslea under all conditions. However, previously
proposed mechanisms which take some account of chemical kinetics could be re-sasessed in the light
of the latest data (8). The presence of a rato maximum in the C/CO2 and C/02 reactions is of
ppxtioular significance since it follows thato0 he erosion due to these gases will deoreasae with
increasing temperature in the range 1900-2500 K. Thus it is possible that, in this region, the
erosion due to carbon diixide and oxygen is chemical rate controlled whereas that due to water
vapour, which does not exhibit a rate maximum, is diffusion controlled.

In order to investigate further the mechanisms controlling nossle erosion and their interchange
during a rocket firing it would b lesirable to know the instantaneons surface temperature anid erosion
rate. The latter, although not normally available, could be obtained from continuous precise
measurerent of thrust, pressure and mass flow rate of propellent.

Improved graphites for acasle applications will be oharacterised b7 improved oxidation resist-
ance under rocket conditions. Pyrolytio graphite is superior in this respect and, typicall, under-
goes a total erosion of one-twentieth of that of conventional grapl4tes (5). Furthermore this
material is highly anisotropie. Thus in a rocket noszle two configurations are possible, vil.
"stacked disc" and "shell". The stacked disc (eage surface exposed) arrangement has the higher
chemical react.vity (although still much lower than for other graphites) but reaches a lower surface
temperature because of the high thermal conductivity normal to the surface. It is interesting to
note that under certain conditions in the C/C02 reaction Lewis (8) shows zero order behaviour for
this configuration. This implies chemical rate controlled erosion independent of pressure - a
desirable feature if obtainable in a practical nozzle. The shell (basal plane surface exposeod)
ý.rrangement has tho lower chemical reactivity but reaches higher surface temperature because of the
low thermal conductivity normal to the surface. This configuration is particularly attractive
because its high thermal insulation allows the use of non-refractory materials of high specific
strength, e.g. fibre-reinforced plastics, in the construction of a lightweight nossle assembly.
By a judLcious combination, the two configurations of pyrolytic graphite may be used advantaGeously
in the same nozzle design.
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TABLE I

Conditions in free gas stream at nozzle throat

Hydrogen peroxide/kerosene Non-aluminized 1 17% aluminized
stoichiometric mixture solid propellent solid propellent
combustion pressure combustion pressuie combust" - pressure
500 psia (34.02 atm) 500 psia (34.02 atm) 500 psis. t34.02 atm)

Gas composition(sole fraotion)II

CO 2.448t10 - 2 1.4410 -i2.38010 - I

CO2  
1 . 5 1 10 - 18.7910 - 2 1.'40t0 - 2

H 8.93510 - 4 1.84 10 - 3 2 . 8 5 510 - 2

.7.1810 - 3 1.46710 - 3 3 . 7 7 8 10 - 3

H2 2.07810 - 2 1.05910 - 1 3.53110 - 1

H20 7.91010 - 1 3 . 9 1 7 10 - 1 I 1.25010 - I

0 2.0810 -4 1.63110 - 5 1.80110 - 4

02 3 . 2 3 510 - 2 .0 8 0- 5 2. 5 63 10 - 5
N2  - 8.8850- 2 7.986j1- 2

2 10

HCN 1. 7 5 6 10 - 1 i 1,7910- I

CI 2-18510 - 3 8-15610 - 3

AlCl - 2.7111 - 3

Condensed, pbase

Ii4 dd A12  per --3.-173%1

100 - Elmiu..

T*prtr O)2520 24586 3101

Pres,=' (at.) 15.19 15.55

nnUtalpy (@4l/) -19 -724.6 -607.8

Koec'=ar seight

Disctarea coeffieze-nt.

6*1 . ,,) - 3 6.56 1- -3 6.18 - 3

-j2 se-l - 3 4.@06103

uDesity Weca- 2.G722 -3 2.26w~o 207
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TABL. 2

Le Carbone graphite grade 5890

Chemioal rate controlled erosion rates, at I atm absolute preassure, calculated
from various sources of kinetio data

Linear erosion rate (10-3 inch/seo)

Data from Lewis (8) Data used in Ref. (10) Data use
M in Ref. (1)

C02 H20 02 C02  H20 All

600 8.49 - 18 1.1010 -03 9.7310 - 0 5.73 - 21 4.2610 - 11 8.5810 -07

800 2.820 -I 1.2810 - 02 8.8610 - 02 2.2810 - 13 5.5310 - 08  5 .8 8 io - 03

100 23110 - 07 5.5410 - 02 3 .3 310 - 01 8.2810 - 09 3.8510 - 06 1.18,0 * 0
1200 9.381o - 05 1. 4710 - 01 8.0 610 - 01 9.08W - 06 6.0810 - 05 +.0310 * 01

flOO 6.8510 - 03 2 971 - 01 1.5110 + 00 1 . 35 1 - 03 3.9410

1600 1.7110 - 01 5.01 -01 100 5.73 - 02 10 - 03 •-Y1 03

1800 6.8610 -01 7.6410 - 01 3.221 + 00 1.061 00i 3.210i 03 1.4 10 +O 4

2006.56 -01 .60 + 00 3.19 + 00, 1.0910 + 01 510 03 4 .7 3
1 + 04

2200 3.2610 -01 1.3810 + O0I 2.77- + 0 ".510

2,.00 2.000o -01 1. 72 10 0 2.110 * 00 3.6210 + 021 9.040- 03 1 2  +7 ?10 05

2600 1. 9 110 O0 2.0810 +00H 1.8910 + 00 1"3910 + 03 1.001 0 -G21 5.Aa610 ÷ 05

28W 2.91 -01J 2.4410 + 002.i6i + oe 4 .110+03, 1.05 10-. Q,2 ! 9 .771 + 5
2002 80 1

- 0. 1 +i 001 3 .0 3  + 0 0 I 120~ + 01 i o6 - 021 1.62 + 06
i_____0 _10 1___ 10 10
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Pyrolytic graphite

Chemical rate controlled erosion rates, at 1 atm absolute pressure, calculated
fror various sources of kinetic data

Linear erosion rate (10- 3 inch/sac)

Data from Lewis (8) Data used in Ref. (10) Dt ued
(O_ _ ____ I _ _

C02  H20 02 C02 Al20

60!2•10 1 7 3.331 - 14, 7 8110 - 16•.20 - 2t3,5810 - 11 77.?t10 - 07

800 2.61c 11 2 .27 0 - 09 5.731. - 01+1 1.921o - 13 :ll.6,10 - o8 4. - 03

333i.o 1. 1 r 75jr8i0~8i - 03~7 6.9
10 - 07 1.8110 - :7.531 - 03 10 - 09 3.2410 - 06 9.91l0 - 01

12001 2.85i- 05 1.55 - 041 4.19- 0 -O2 7.6-1 5.11o05 3.3910,0

1400! 1.511 03 3.73 05 - 1.431o - 01 1.-1 10 - L`ýj 3.3210 - 0 4.231 02

16029i021 4-051o 2 i3 581o0 - 4 8 2  - 02 !117 .:10 2.1 0
012oo 2.271o - 0100 0 891 - + 00

IWO! 2o10 - 01 4..281.0- 02 . 2 0+0- 01 i2.70 1 0- 03 1.22io.
2000!1.4410i-o01 1.89,0-01 1.9710+00 9.1910+ 00I1.5810- 0 3 3.9810 + 04.

2200ý 8 .54.10 - 02 1&6.371-0 - 0 Ij.010 + W16o .20 0 1 +01 6.3110 - 03 1.0410 * 05

C12OI ~i 1.2io + 00 1 .o io 00 1-)io + 02 7.6i0 3 2.33io* 05

!2600 4.6011, 02 1.6010 00 F,.6310 - 01 !.1710 + 03 1 8.,110 - 03 1"59 10 + 05

28W 7.441 -108.81 8.2030
2800 7.i1002i 1.79 + O0 1.0110 O0 3 . 71 10 + 03 10 -03

"3000o: 1.75o -01 1.8910 + 00 1.821+ 00 1.0110 + 04, 8.92.. - 030 1.4t0 + 06

I 6
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SUMMARY

The interaction of various carbons (pyrolytic graphite, vitreous carbon and an erosion-resistant
synthetic graphite) with oxidising gases present in solid-propellant exhausts (C0 2 , 112R and 02) was
investigated at pressures of 1 - 3 atmospheres and surface temperatures of 1500 - 3000 K. The use
of high gas flow velocities (up to 4 x 104 cm/sec) ensured freedom from boundary layer diffusion
control in %ll but the most reactive conditions studied.

Graphs of weight loss rate versus temperature exhibited a maximum and a minimum for reactions
in CO2 and 02, but not in H20. Significant departures from first order behaviour were observed in
some cases.

Variations of the reaction rate with the type of carbon and the reactant gas were in general
less pronounced than at lover temperatures. However, the synthetic graphite was still found to be
markedly more reactive to C02 than pyrolytic graphite or vitreous carbon, the beat pyrolytic graphite
shells reacting at only 3 - 4% of the rate of the synthetic graphite. Molecular oxygen was an order
of magnitude more reactive than C02 or stii-am, but if due allowance is made for the concentrations of
these gases in the exhaust their contributions to the overall erosion rate are H20 W C02 M. 02 for
high temperature propellants, with C02 assuming greater importance at lower temperatures.
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CAPTION is in many respects an excellent constructional material for high temperature applics-
tions, it has a high bublimat-on 4emperature, high strength-to-weight ratio and its strength .inerease
with temperature. However, its usefulness is gonerally limited by its reactions with oxidising gCeans
for example, most commercial graphite 'are unsuitable for prolonged~exposure to air at temperatures
in excess of 500 C. Despite this drawback, various improved grades of carbon have been found to
perform satisfactorily as nozzle materials in solid propellant rockets of short firing times (of the
order of seconds).

The aim of the .ark to be described in this papeT was to investigate the reactions of. oxidation
resistant forms of carbon with gases present in solid propellant rocket exhausts (especially the
major constituents, carbon dioxide and steam); these reactions were to be studied at temperatures up
to about 3000 K and at pressures above atmospheric, in order to provide chemical kinetic data which
could be extrapolated with a r2asonably high degree of confidence to rocket nozzle pressures, of the
order of 1000 p.s.i. (70 kg/cmf).

The main obstacle to the achievement of this objective was the difficulty of creating experi-
mental conditions in *qhich irue chemical rates, reoe from boundary layer diffusion control, could be
measured. This problem can best be understood by considering the five consecutive steps involved in
a typical gas-solid reaction. These arev

(i) Transport of reactant to surface

(ii) Adsorption of reactant

(iii) Reaction between adsorbed species and surface

(iv) Desorption of product
(v) Transport of product from surface

The overall reaction rate will be governed by the slowest of these st•aP@ thus, at low tempera-
tures and pressures the reaction may be adsorption-controlled, while at high pressures the rate of
desorption may become more important. Zn highly reactive conditions, i.e. when stops (ii) (iii)
and (iv) become very rapid (as in the high temperature, high pressure combustion of carbon5 , the
overall rate tends to be limitod by the rate of diffusion of the reactant and product gases to and
from the surface respectively. This "diffusion control" may be overcome in one of three vays.

(a) Reduction of the reaction preissure (specifically excluded by the terms of refereneo of the
present work).

(b) The use of a solid reactant in the form of fine particles$ this technique has a number of
disadvantages and was, in particular, regarded as too far removed from the rocket nozzle
geometry.

(c) The use of high gas velocities, with the object of reducing the boundary layer thickness
to a minimum. This approach was preferred, mainly because of its compatibility with expOriw_- =n
mental geometries broadly comparable with that of the rocket nozzle.

APPARATUS

Two main types of reaction system were employed, both designs being based on the considerations
discussed above. All the initial work was carried out in tubular flow reactors of the type illustra-
ted in Pigs. 1 and 2, this geometry being chosen as the closest practicable approach to that of a
nozzle. A weighed and measured tubular specimen of the carbon under investigation, approximately
1.3 cm i.d. x 1.6 cm o.d. x 1.3 cm long, was mounted in a graphite support (Morganite EY9 or Le
Carbons 5580) with a tightly fitting graphite seal ring at the upper end to minimise reaction on the
outside and end surfaces of the specimen. The assembly was heated by R.P. induction in a stream of
inert gas (argon or nitrogen) to a temperature slightly above or below the desired reaction tempera-
turs, depending upon whether the reactant gas vwa carbon dioxide (endothermic) or exygon (exothermic).
The temperature of the inside (reacting) surface of the specimen was measured continuously by means
of a Land (silicon solar cell) pyrometer coupled to a Honeywell potentiometric strip chart recorder.
The alignment of the Land pyrometer was checked immediately before each run by comparing its reading
with that of a disappearing filament pyrometer directed at the hot specimen surface near the centre
of the area to be reacted. Corrections were applied for emissivity and for reflection losses at the
two surfaces of the quartz glass window (see Appendix).

When conditions were steady, the inert gas stream was replaced by reactant gas by means of a
solenoid valve change-over system. Manual control of the R.P. output subsequently maintained the
surface temperature within close limits, usually ± 10 K or better. At the end of the reaction period,
usually of the order of 1 min., the R.P. power and reactant gas flow were shut off and the reactor
purged with inert gas, all throe operations being controlled by a single switch. The specimen was
cooled in i.sert gas, removed from the reactor end weighed and measured agaian the area taken for the
calculation of specific reaction rate was the average of the initial and final aroas of the inside
surface, plus a small empirical correction to allow forreaction on part of the end surface due to
leakage of gas past the seal ring.

With the gas supply system available, it was found difficult to achieve gas flows in excess of
about 8000 cm3 /sec through the tubular reactor, even at atmospheric pressure. This corresponded to
a mean linear velocity in the specimen of 4000 cm/see, which proved to be insufficient to overcome
diffusion control in the most reactive conditions studied. Increasing the velocity by reduction of
the specimen diameter caused difficulties in heating and in the measurement of temperatures the
creation of artificial turbuleoce by the incorporation of a vortex generator in the gas inlet had
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the effect of substantially reducing the gas flow rate required to achieve chemical control, but
also rosulted in higher heat transfer rates from the surface with a c€nsequent sharp increase in the
power required to maintain a given surface temperature.

The problem was eventually overcome by the use of impit ment (stagnation flow) reactors
(Figs. 3 and 4) similar to that used by Strickland-ConstableI and others, The specimen, in the
form of a cylindrical rod approximately 6.0 x 0.5 cm, was mounted between two massive graphite end-
blocks and heated by the passage of an electric current. A jot of gas was directed at right angles
to the surfnce of the specimen near its centreo by the use of jet diameters of 0.48 and 0.75 cm,
velocities could be achieved which were an order of magnitude greater than in the tubular reactor.
The tomperature of the reacting surface, directly above the Jet, was recorded continuously by means
of the Land pyrometer, which was focussed on the specimen via the quartz glass window, gas entry
tube and jet.

The experimental procedure was similar to that described for the tubular reactor, except that
the reaction rate was determined by casting an image of the specimen on a screen and measuring the
recession rate of the reacting surface. Although some use was made uo tLie-lapse photography, -.ot
of the results quoted were obtained either by measuring with a stop-watch the time taken for the
image to recede by a given amount on a graduated screen, or by means of the photo-electric monitor
illustrated in Fig. 5. This was based-on a linear array of 40 silicon photodiodes with a total
length of 4.0 mm; selected d4odes were connected via a 'triggering" circuit and selector switch to
a millisoond timer in such a way that the times for image recessions of 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 or
3.9 mm could be recorded automatically; actual surface recessions were about one fifth of these
figures, due to five-fold magnification of the image by the lens arrangement used. It was found
necessary, in the interests of reproducibility, to operate the photodiode assembly within a limited
range of illuminations this was ensured by attaching a silicon photocell to the screen within the
image area and adjusting the output of the photocell to a fixed value by mean% of the iris diaphragm
on the projection lens. The spacing of the diode pair in use was calibrated before each run sgainst--- ` -
a clock gauge with a sensitivity of 0.0005" (approximately 0.001 cm).

The photoelectric monitor was of particular value in the measurement of rates too rapid for
the visual technique. It had the further advantage that rtoes could be measured from a non-zero
reference time, thus eliminating errors due to (a) the fluctuation of conditions immediately after
the change-over to reactan+ gas and (b) losses of carbon oscurring in the inert gas (i.e. before
the start of the reaction) at the highest temperatures studied; the latter error was particularly
troublesome in the tubular reactor but could be redaoed to a ,olerable level by reducing the heat-
up period in inert gas to a minimum.

The advantages and disadvantages of the tubular and impingement types of reactor for the present
purpose may be summarised as follows: The tubular reactor has the advantage of greater geometrical
similarity to the rocket nozzle, is simple to use but of limited applicability because of the compa-
ratively low maximum gas velocities which can be achieved in it. The impingement reactor represents
a totally different flow geometry, is less convenient to use (especially In the high precsure ver-
sion) and is subject to the further objection that allowance must be made for the effect of dynamic
(pitot) pressure on the true reaction pressure (it was found, in practice, that the only satisfac-
tory way to do this was empirically, i.e. by measuring pitot pressures directly over & wide range of
flow and static pressure conditions, fitting the results to an empirical equation and writing a
computer programme to give an output of pitot pressure versus flow and static pressure in tabulated
form). However, neose disadvantages were outweighed by the advantages of high gas velocities and
automatic measurement, without which the highest reaction rates reported here would have proved
exceedingly difficult, if not impossible, to measure.

Materials. The carbons studied woret

(a) Vitreous carbon, prepared by the controlled thermal degradation of a phenolic resin.
(abbreviated to VC in the text).

(h) Pyrolytic graphite, supplied by Union Carbide and by Supertemp Corporation in the form of
plates about 1.25 cm thick, and subsequently mkchined into hollow cylinders with the €-
axis parallel to the cylinder axis, for the study of "edge-surface" reactivity (PG-9dge).

(c) Pyrolytic graphite, supplied by Le Carbons and by the Rocket Propulsion Establishment in
the form of thin cylinders with basal planes sunning circumferentially round the cylinder,
for the study of "basal plane surface" reactivity (PG-basal).

(d) Le Carbone 5890 graphite, a close-grained synthetic graphite which hap found application
as a rocket nozzle material.

The gases usgd ,ere supplied mainly by Air Products Ltd. Nitrogen and argon typically had
dew-points of -189 C and oxygen contents of 4 v.p.m. (parts per m4ilion by volume), while carbon
dioxide contained about 5 v.p.m. each of oxygen, nitrogen and water vapour as its main impurities.
The gas supply system to the reactor incorporated four separate gas feeds with drying columns packed
with Union Carbide molecular sieves (type 5A), "Oapmeter" (tapered tube) flow gauge ajsemblies
capable of measuring flows of 20-10001/min, a mixing chamber, a dust filter for the removal of
entrained particles down to 1 m in diameter, and "test" quality pressure gauges for measuring
supply and reaction pressures. Steam was supplied by a Clayton steam generator via a steel pipe-
line, fitted with an orifice-paito recording flow motor, and a heated filter unit of sintered
stainless stool to remove liquit water droplets end any entrained solid impurities.
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UEMIJLTiS ANI) DISCUJSSION

JI)F1'NI)FlNCPK OF REACTION !1ATE ON GAS VELOCITY. The effect if gas velocity on reaction rate is
commonly used an an indication of the presence or absence of diffusion control. The effect was ini-
tially studied in tht tubuilar reactor, for the reaction of carbon dioxide with vitreous carbon (low
reactivity) and 5890 graphite (comiparatively high reactivity). Some of the results obtained for
vitreous carbon at 1 atmosphere pressure are shown in Fig. 61 in general, the reaction rots was only
slightly dependent upon the gets velocity except near the lover end otthe surface temperature range
investigated ( 1700-30000K). Anomalous results were obtained at 2250 K, a temperature close to the
maximu.r in the rate/temperature curve (see below), in that nearly all of the 14 ruins carried out
gave rates lower - in some cases by &a~ order of magnitude - than those obtaiiaed at higher or lover
temperatures. At surface temperatures sbove Tmax, the critical velocity (at which the reactinn rats
became independent of velocity) was less than 3000 cm/sec. The much higher velocity-dependence
exhibited by 5890 graphite, the most reactive of tle# carbons studied, is illustrated in Fig, 7; it
is probable that most of the re-sults obtained for the reaction of carbon dioxide with this material
in the tubulax reector were del ised to a significant extent by boundar'y layer diffusion effects,
while true chemical rates were g,..srally obtained for vitreous carbon and both surfaces of pyrolytic
graphite.

Critical velocities for the steam-carbon reaction were much higher: even f:)r vitreous carbon
at the comparatively low temiperature of 2090

0 F the jet velocitg required to overcome diffusicn
control was approximately 33,000 cm/sec (i.e. s aoni c);I at 2407 K (near the temperature at which the
apparent activation ene-gy begins to decrease), experimental points were subject to a much moze pro-
nouinced scatter, but a general tendency for the reaction rats to increase with jet velocity, up to
and beyond ,onic velocity, can be seen (Fig. 8). Because Of the intense localized c-ooling offsect of
such high velocity steam jets it was found necessary to limit the jet velocity to'0.5 - 1.0 timoes
sonic, and reaction rates above about 0.1 g/cm2 sec (i.e. of the order of 10 mile/sac) are therefore
likely to have been rtepressoc" to some extent by diffusion etffets. (The problem might be overcome
by pre-heating the steam to a temperature near thav of the surfactet using higher heating currents
thirough the specimen, to offset the cooling effsect at the impingement area, merely causes over-heatiag
of other ports of the specimen, usually leading to failure by erosion or evaporation).

CARBON DIOXIDlE REACTION

DEI'ENDENCF OF REACT ION WAE ON SURFACE TEWSHATURE AND TrVE OF CARBON. As a result of previous
work on the gaseous oxidation of carbon at high tsm;*orsatros, mainly carried out at low pr~assures
(Z-5) to avoid the* problems of diffusion control, the general shape of the rate/temperature curve in
by now veill known. The reaction rate doem not incresi.' monotonic ally with temperature, but passes
tirough a maximum, followed by a range of temperature (which in some eases amounts to several hundred

-aegrees) in which the rate decreases with temperature. Further increase of temperature causes the
rkte to r*eah a minimum and then increase aharply again. These general features have recently been
confirmed for pressures near (6-0I and above (9) atmosepheric.

Ifesuits obtained for all four carbons in the tubular reactor at 16.0 p~~~.(pounds per
square ineh cibs.uutoe pressure), with a meam C02 velocity of 3000 cm,'sec, are shown in Fig, 9. (Mean
velocity e flow rate in em

3
'soe divided by internal cross-sectiona* area of s~ecimen in cis ). The

basal plane surface of IrC was the least reactive of the four carbons studi*4, while the synthetic
graphite (',SO) was the most reactive, over the entire temperature range (1500-3000 0

K)l the 5890
results were, e.- hiated above., affected by boundary layer diftusion control, and weight loss raase
for this material i:, the impingemenrt reactor (also shown in Fig. 9) were, up to 3J times those
obtained tin the tubijlar reactor. 0owveer. part of t'his discrepancy must presunably have boon e e
to meraaencal erosion in the impingement reactor, since specific reaction~ rates below abo.zt 0.'W.
g/cm

2 
were. shnvi (Ly rate velocity plots) to be independent of velocitN in the ublrreactor at.

30010 cii me: Hates qbtained an the tutilar reactor at l1,w temperatures and neok LPin era therefore
regaided as more rel tabse then 'he ispingement rea,:tcr results. The reactivity r Jr. between VC and
14; (edge) JepondP markedly on temperature, the PC being the more reactive material at te'speratures
below ..iOO K and above 29i.MO while VC is the sore reactive at iotermediate temperatures.

IsATCIMbSR %'.tRATION o OF cRFViT~rY. All the carbons exhibited approci.Lile variations in roea-
tivitv 0to erbon dioxideii. as shown in Figs. N10-i. The beat overall r*V~cducibility was exhibited
by vitreus cart-n. with a maximum variation ,'t .-I 3 for the four batches stuadied4. The 5WSQ
graphit- gave fairl. reprolucible results at temterature. below the rate maximum. but varied u'y

39ýnear the rate minimum. Vive batches of pyitlytic graphite from a single mantutactujrer varied

'v-47.' toltw Ito -ate maximum wit' rather wide 'aristions within teco batchi howeveyr, above Taex
Pr; was the -at reproducible miterial (- 2F''I.

[A is clear from thoea cesults that, at present, accurate preodiec ios of nozzle erosion rate"
ft.,-. kinetic date 0,1ained in the* laboratory can rnlv be made if tite batr reactivity has fiot it ben
establiished bY reaction rate itotraiinstians under nitandard civ;': 'it ns. The tnly way in which this
ret~.er ,.isetisfactory situation can be improved is by furiher investigation mf the factors affecting
feactiv.tY. withi a view to producing carbons with musch more closolf reproducible properties.

TR~iIt'li 0111"1 Vw CiiW1% v! it. i.sp...-t to pressure of 1 02 was invostigat;.u ""r III. (edge) in tite
tubular reartvir. with sump support from orpinorement reactor experiments. and for ~5140 graph-k#
(whic, required higher gas velocities to overr-, diffusion contircl) in the irmp~ngosmnt reacter.

Rfesults for !%i kedge) are shown tii Fpig. 11 and 14. An may be seen frum Fig. 1). the reaction

rate s approximately iijdopendent of pressure at tooeperutures baltm T,.ax. and at the highest pressures
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and temperatures studied (i.e. iii the region of 300OoK). A', temiperatures bietween T'imand CI'ii ,
the average reactiorn order over the range 16.0 - 45.0 p.s.i.a. was abou:t 1.2. The~ agreement between
impingement and tubular reactor results deipended on tho pressure, as follows:

16.0 p1~~a very good agreement

24.0 p.s.i.a. t rates clqoq to l5e, of 15.0 p.s.i.a. rates, indicating a r-a.~tirnn oriler
of 1.0

32.0 p.s.i.a. I unexpectedly high results near Trx vito rates approximately equal to the
45.0 p.s.i.a. rates in the tubular reactor. No complete explanation can
be offered for these very *iigh ratest however, it is possible that the
"edge" surface, which is more sasceptible to damage tnan the basal plane
surface, was mccl-anically eroded by the high velocity, high prem.-ture gas
jet. The rate Of thIs erosior. would be expected to increase with gas
pr-9sure and with the rate of the simultaneous chemical attack 'in the
surface.

Results for 5890 graphite are shown in Fig. 1i'. These results may have be~n affe,jCed by the
coutribution of mechanical erosion to the observed erosion rate (as dis-ussed above, with reference
to Fig. 9). Anomalously low rates were observed at 16.0 p.s.i.a. at torperatures above Tmax, in
that a Sharp decrease in rate, occurred at about 2100

0
K. followed by a very flat minimum extending

to 2800 K. An can be seen from fig. 15. the numbe! ard distribution of experimental points is such
that they cannot he fitted satisfactorily to a smooth curve of the type normally obtained. The
isame effsect occurred at 21.0 p.s.i.a. over a more limited temperature ranget (2100-22W0K), but was
not observed at higher pressures.

A possible explanation for thii anomalous behaviour was suggested by the observation that
specimnns'exhbiiting a low reaction rate developed a "sooty" coating during o0-idetion. This coating,

beiiag non-coherent and presumably of low sltecrri.-.al and thermal conductivity. would be expected to
lead to a drop i;- the surface temperature &as "seer, by' the radiation py-rometer; increasing the heating
power to compensate for this temperature drop wouli cause the underlying carbon to become heated
above the nominal reaction temperature and thcrei'ore (since the reac'tion rate decrea..es with increase
of temperature in this range) to react more &lowly. '44chanical removal of the "soot" by the reactant'
gas Jet may account for the absence of the effect at the highest pressures.

In view of the wide departure of 'hese low rates from the expected smooth curves, and the
explanation proposed, results obt-tined at 16.0 and 21 .0 p.s. i a. in the temperature rangC quoted
are regarded with suspicion and have therefore not beeni used in the reaction order plots (Fig. 16).

Reliable rate neasurements have not yet. bean made On the basal plane surface of Ki: large
specimens suitable for the tubular reactor were difficult to obtain aid iniordlinately expensive,
while Imall bire tubes for the impingement reactor were subject to a thickrnes3 limitation of about
0.025 cm to avoid dti-lamination: these very thin specimenb tended! to fail by over-heating of the
surfCAce outside the impingement ursa. as previausly mentioned. % few experiments wer,, made with
vitisous carbon in the tubular reactor at pressures up to 48 p.i.i.a., hut the results were apparent-
ly subject to partial diffusion control and are therefore not reproduced hera, in view of a recent.
Cecreiase in interest in vitreous carbon as a nozzle material , the work has not been repeated in the
impingement reactor.

EFFIXT OF ADVlITrONS OFt CARBON MONOtXIDEt.. The first step in the@ reaction of carbon with carbon
dioxidv is generally agreed to involve the transfer of 4u, oxYgen atomr from the CO2 molecuile to the
surface:

This is followed by gasification of the ads,'rbe'l vxYgen as carbon monoxide-

c(O) -40. r0... (2)

'Qetajdation of the reaction by carbon monoxide at comiparatively liw temperatures (usually% below
1300 K) is well known and has b10e1 discussed in a larget number oit paper% tiver thet part 10 years
(son, for example, refs. 1O-18). Two maiii mechanisms of retardation hey, beeii proposed, nemfely
(a) the regeneration of carbon dioxide by the :aateeactiuva tii cart-on Monoxide with a roactuion inter-
mediate, e.g. the reversal of retaction (1).* and (b), the reversal 'if reactak'n (2) tiv adsorption of
CO en active sites. maing such sites unavailable for reaettion with the (1) 2

No previous woirk appears to have beeau reported tin th, eiffect 'if carliin m,.noxido un the ii0s-
carbon reacti4on at or near rocket exhattat teimperaitures. Obsills coil Struekkasnd-lVi'ostbl* (7)
reacted pile grade graphite witth ('02 to which 301C 10 had been added to inhibil. the dissociation of
the ('02i the assio.aption appears to have been made that the (0 had ni . ither effect iii, the* react ion
rate, and no comparisons with '00"ý (1202 or wi th e r mixtures wiere reported ). 0-iiisiai t iin -tat 1 fur
typical solid propellant exhausts, based an ther,,oitstmwivc alculations, uuidsiete that meit i'OgWO
ratio in the combustion chamber varies from oppr'.xumistaly 2i1 tot 2t1l for di fferen~t priipellaulte.
It was considered possibile that these high c,.ncentrttiiins if 00! .ight haea sasitiiifasnt effect i n
'the ratei of reaction of M't2 with a carbo~n nursici an experimmental investigat~iin if the reaction of
eaeh of the four carbons with Vt'ih'C0 mixtures was thereforet made. using the tubulair reacti-r (Vtg.2).

The leases used were supplied by hir -' ducts Ltd.. to the following speot it tcttionut
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Carbon dioxide: C02 99.V, 02 5 vop.m., N2 5 v.p.m., S02<1 v.p.IT., 112"•501 vop.m., CO
<1 v.p.m., Ar I v.p.m., RF I v.p.m., hydrocarbnnsCl v.p.m., 1120 6 v.p.m.

Carbon monoxide: 02 + Ar 130 v.p.r,., N2 <10 v.p.r., CO2 40 v.p.m., lf2<5 v.p.m., C114 (5v,p.m.,
C2112<0.5 vop.m., total hydrocarbons45 v.p.m., 120 8 v4p-m.

(The concentration of water vapour, and possibly also of some of the other impurities present in both
gases, was probably reduced to itl even lower level by passage through a molecular sieve column, 5 ft.

long x 6 in. diameter, packed with Union Carbide 5A sieves and incorporated in the gas supply sys-
tem).

Separate streams of the two gases were metered through Platon flow gauges and ressed through a
multi-baffle mixer and a Vokes air filter with a paper element capable of removing entrained parti-
cle.4 down to lIcm in diameter. Samples of the mixed gases were analysed by absorption of the CO2 in
"Carboscrb" tubes: the CO2 contents of thv mixtures varied from 10.2% to 74.8%.

Re-ults obtained fwr the reaction of Pr- (edge) with pure C02, one C02/Ar mixture (as a "control")
ar]J four different C02 /CO mixtures are shown in Fig. 17. Comparison of the curve for 50.5% C02 ,
49.5< CO with those for 100% CO2 and for 50.5% 002, 49.5% Ar shows that at temperatures above about
2150 C toe CO acted merely as a diluent; however, at lower temperatures a pronounced retarding effect
occurred, the rate at 18000l (near the normal Tmx in C02) being only 3% of the rate in 100% C02.
Similar effecLs were hb-frved with the other C02, CO mixtures; a progressive increase in the CO con-
centratior. depressed the rate maximum and displaced it to higher temperatures, until with 10.2% C02,
89.8*1 CO the rate maximum virtually disappeared.

Pate measurements on the ott:er three carbons indicated that the retarding effect of CO was
much less pronounced than on the edge surface of Pri. These results are sumsarised in Table 1, which
gives the ratio of the rato in mixed gas to thtt in C02 for all four carbons, in two C02/CO mixtures
and at three temperatures; Tmax, Tmin and 2250 K (which lie- between Toax and 'min for all the car-
bons). T

max and 
T
min here represeni. the tý peratures at wlich the rate maximum and minimum occur,

for each carbon, in luO< C02.

Pmixture/,PC02 I^mix tur e*PCO2  I°mixture/rC02

Type of Carbon at Tmix for CO2I at 2250 K at Tmin for C02
CO2  ' r02 -- O2 = - Ce2- CO2 = 0c02. 0.012 0.505 0.102 0.505 0.102 0.505

PG, (Fdge) 0.01 0.03 0.075 0.47 0.16 0.49

PFr ((asal)-Le Carbone - 0.43 - 0.63 - 0.6

PM (Basal)-R.P.F. - o.50 . . ..

VI - 0.54 - 0.50 - 0.42

589O 0.043 0.,_- 0.035 0.48 0.063 0.69

If the reaction order with renpect to C02 concentration, for mixtures of C02 with on inert
diluent, is assumed to be 1.0, then values of Amlxture'*AC02 which are appreciably less than the
value of XC02 (i.e. the mole fraction of C02) indicate retardation by CO. If allowance Is made for
an apparent order of about 1.2, as indicated by the effect of dilution of the C02 with argon, the
only carbon exhibiting significant retardation in 50 5'* ('2O, 4Q.5- rO in the temperature range
quoted is IN, (edge . The retardation effect in 10.2 CO2 , 8q,.8 CO is proniuneed for IN (edge)
and much smaller, but probably significant. for 50.O graphite, at Tuax and at 2250°K.

Consideration of the combustion temperature, and exhaust compostiona of typical solid propel-
lants, together with the above results, suggents that retardation of the 002 -earbon reaction by the
VO present in the exhaust will in gen-ral not b., important. This is because the cooler, non-
aluminised propellants. with combustion temperaturesin the region of 2800 K. yield a comparatively
low CO'rO2 ratio (-i.75) in the exhausti retardation by sucha small encentration of CO will be
significant only for M1, (edge) nozxles with sorfa&e temperatures below about 2200 K: for the other
carbons, and for IC; (edgt i at higher temperatures, the CO will act onlj as a diluent. With mlumini-
sod propellants, with higher comlustion temperatures (up to about 3550D K), surface teperaturea will
be higher and therefore the O a again lihely to act only as a diluent, even if ir, (edge) nozzles
are used.

KI%'f"•ncS AT T N11"ArIRES AIIWE Taint TIW. OP.'Trlto0 CF VAPGRATION or CARWION. The work to

be described in this section arose from the suggestion that since the temperature# of pre'aration
of all the carbons studied were below the maximum react or. temperature, their reactivity might be
affected by the preliminary heating-up pesiod An nitrogen or argon. Specimens were therefore heated
for various periods at temperatures obo s 2800 K with a view to ditersininj the effect on their
subsequent reactivity. This treatment had the unoqpected result of se' pg eurface re-orientation
of vitreous carbon aid oagl..surface pyrolytic graphite. with the formation of a skin of carbon.
nodular in structure, having a highly preferred orientation of basal pl~nes parallel to the surface
(14).

It was considered that this re-o-ientation effect might have a bearing on the kinetics of
weight lose in o0, of two waysl
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(a) If, as suggested by much of the experimental evidence (19), the effect occurs via al evaporation-
condensation mechanism, interruption of the process by homogeneous reaction of evaporating species
with an oxidising gas would lead to a high rate of removal of carbon, with a high temperature coef-
ficient.

(b) Whatever the mechanism, mobile carbon atoms involved in the re-orientation process would be
expected to be temporarily more reactive, so that the rate of the heterogeneous reaction you'd
increase.

An assessment of the contribution of evaporation of carbon to the kinetics was made by comparing
weight loss rates in oxidising gases with evaporation rates in an inert gas or a vacuum.

Because of the disturbing effect of I.F. discharges in argon, weight loss rates were measured
in a stream of nitrogen in the tubular reactor. (The reaction between nitrogen and carbon is com-
paratively slow and was not expected to lead to serious errors at the high temperaturen under inv,•ti-
gation, particularly in view of the high heat of vaporisation of carbon).

The measured evaporation rates in nitrogen, and the calculated vacuum evaporation rates quoted
for an unspecified carbon by Dushman (20), are compared with the weight loss rates in rO2 in Pigs.
10-12. The actual values and the temperature dependence of the weight loss rates of PC (edge) in
N2 and VC in CO2 agreed closely with the calculated evaporation rates at temperatures well aboveT
maxl the rates for 5890 graphite in C02, while showing a trend towards the calculated evaporation

rates at high temperatures, were still much higher in value and less steeply dependent on temperature.
Measured evaporation rates in nitrogen were much lover tnan the calculated rates, except for Ir, (edge)
where fairly close agreement was obtained, especially at the higher nitrogen velocity of 5500 cm/sec;
rates in nitrogen were iaan of vases muevaporation in C02, but t'e Ica (edge) and t c results agreed
well with the extrwprlation of vacuum evaporation rate measurmentse t(ade on these materials at 2200
2600

0
K by U.K.A.E.A., Harwell.

In discussing the significance of these results, it is necessary first of &Al to consider the
reasons for the discrepancy between the calculated evaporation rate curve and the measured evaporation
rates of VC and 5890 graphite. The agreement between the measured rates for VC in nitrogen and in
vacuo shows that the usual depression of the evaporation rate by an inert gas is not responsible,
and it would appear that the discrepancy is entirely due to the I'ushman assumption that the conden-
sation coefficient a . 1, whereas determinations of (z by the Knudsen cell technique (21I have given
values of the order of 0.1. However, the close agreement of the "'/CO 2 and PC (edge) 'X2 curve, with
the calculated c,-rve suggests thats may indeed approach 1 on some carbon surfaces. e.g. a surface
undergoing oxidation or the "edge" surface of Pr. (Unpublished work by YTiefer.dorf (22) has confirmed
that the evaporation rate from the "edge" surface is higher then from the tasal plane surface, and
that the condensation coefficient of the "edge" surface iq approximtely 1.0. This result is in
agreeemnt with the present results for evaporation in a nitrogen stree.m: as Ar as is known. Kidesen
cell measurements )save not been made on this form of carbon).

The following explanation may therefore be proposed for the experimental results in nitrogen
and carbon dioxide at temperatures above T

rain. In the first place. evipnration rates in nitrogen
are expected to be lover than in vacuol the effect of an inert gas in depressing the evaporation
rate of a solid is usually attributed to gas-phase collisions between the evaporating species and
gas molecules, resulting in the return of some of the former to the surface, where they n' v m ondense
again. This effect will be greatest for a static inert gas atmospoere and will becore less prnnoun-
cod as the streaming velocity of the gas over thesurface increases, because of the increasing
probability that vanour will be swept away in the gas stream before it can return to thA surface.
At high velocities it is expected that the vapour concentration nr.ar Lhe surface will bt red'uced to
such an extent that conditions become comparable to those obtaining in vacuum evap.ration: *his
prediction is consistent with the results or experiments in which the nitr,,grn flow-rcae was na•msd
(see Pig. 10).

If the gas is a reactive one, however. collisions of evapur-t:vI mtllecules with g#& molecuiles
may recult in reaction, asin reducing the vapour c-nrent raii,-n near the surfare to a very lvw level.
Furthermore, the occurrence of a surface reaction would tie expected to dimturb the hond structure of
the surface to, such an extent that significant evaporatio'• ratesi could ,'ceur at lower tem',,ratures
than in the vacuum or inert atmosphere, and weight loss rates at high temperatures might then exceed
the vacuum evaporation rates, an nbeerved for I; (edge) •and %$00t grkphite tn ('02. It is P. - ,1le
that the rate of the seface reection may aleot be increased ,i a similar rev, as a result oI r enhance-
ment of the surface reartittity by the formation of freo valencies as some of the surface rarhbn atoms
are evaporated.

Support for the suggestion that evaporation of carbtun makes ani important uontriltution to 'ipe
kinetics of carbon-gos reactions at high temperatures has beon obtained from two other geceiat investi-
gateons (23, 24, )3"). Work by Walsh vt al (21.24) Is@ shown that above about U0M0 K there is
soeas ecirrlation between the weight loss rates of IN; (basal) in inert ",'dt nxideasitg gases. Rtates in
argon were only about half those expected for C * 0.7 (as found by Iturns et a& (21) for the basal
plane a. -face)l this is probably because the argon veloeity (2700 em sete used Iy *alsh was too low
to pr .ent some build-up af carbon vapour near th, surface, In cnrhaso dioxide, veighst ltoss rates
were higher than evaptration rates calculated for U 0.07 but showed the saw very steep templra-
ture dopendsenie,. The authors suggested two possible esplanations of the enhanced rates in 0'0,i

(a) Itapid removal of evaporating carbon bl, gas-phase reaction with (1'0, sy lead to an increase
in the concentration gradient of carbon vapour and hence of the evaporation rate. This suggestion
cannot account for the high weight loss rates of IN; (edge) in the present work, which exceed (ty a
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factor of about 5) the experimental evaporation rates and those calculated for O - 1 (see Pig. 10).

(b) Alternatively, Walsh suggests, the higher weight loss rates in CO2 may correspond to a
simple summation of the surface reaction rate and the %;vaporation rate. Results obtained in the
present investigation show that the summation of measured evaporation rates and surface reaction
rates obtained by extrapolation of the straight-line portion of the Arrhenius plot at temperatures
between Tmax and Tmin to higher temperatures, yields calculated weight loss rates which are much
smaller than the observed rates in C02t this consideration also applies to the data obtained by
Welsh et al themselves. It is therefore necessary to assume either that the evaporation and surface
reaction rates are subject to mutual enhancement as cuggested abov•e, or that a minimum occurs in the
surface reaction rate (due, for example, to a "surface annealing" effect of the type postulated by
Strickland-Constable (2,6) and others (25,26)) a" that extrapolation of the rates observed belowTmin to higher temperatures is not justified. The evidence at present available is insufficient to
enable a choice to be made between these two possibilities; however, the decrease in the order of
reaction above Tmin, at temperatures where the normal evaporation rate of PG is still an order of
magnitude less than the weight loss rate in C02 , is apparently at conflict with the Strickland-
Constable theory, which predicts a first order reaction at these temperatures.

KINTETICS AT TEMWVRATUhIF BiLOW Tmin. Doval (25), Strickland-Constable (2,6) and Blyholder,
Binford and Eyring (26), have put forward theories based on "annealing" of active sites on the sur-
face to explain the observed decrease in reaction rate with temperature over part of the temperature
range studied. The last-mentioned authors developed a mathematical treatment capable of explaining
the general shape of the rate/temperature curves obtained by previous workers, but quantitative
agreement vth the experimental results was not good; better agreement has since been obtained by
Strickland-Constable (1), who has found one rate equation applicable to his experimental results fg q ---.- .
the oxygen-carbon reaction over a wide range of pressures. However, rate maxima have been observed
in a large number of other gas-.olid reactions and attribut-d to entirely different mechanisms. In
the cases of the oxidation of tungsten (27-30), tantalum (31) and niobium (32,33) the effect has
been explained either by the formation of a protective skin of oxide, the permeability of which
varies with temperature as a result of phase transitions, or by a mechanism involving dissociation
of an oxide at high temperatures followed by desorption of molecular or atomic oxygen. The latter
type of mechanism has also been proposed to explain Sate maxima in ni'ekl-halogen reactions (34) and
in the nickel-carbon monoxide reaction (35) at 0-120 C, at which temperatures self-migration as
postulated by D)uval and Strickland-Constable for the carbon case is not likely to occur on nickel to
any significant extent.

The oxide dissociation mechanism may be applicable to the gaseous oxidation of carbon only if
oxygen atoms or molecules can be desorbed as such from carbon surfaces at high temperatures. It is
generally assumed that oxygen can be desorbed only as cxides of carbon, but the experimental evidence
is based on the results of desorption at high temperatures after adsorption at low temperatures, and
may not be valid for a dynamic adsorption-desorption process at high temperatures. One possibility,
again involving the concept of surface heterogeneity, is that reaction cannot occur at every adsorp-
tion site, but that adsorbed species must migrate to a certain type of active site for dissociation
or reaction to occur, and my be desorbed before reaching such a site.

Tsu and Boudart (37) have shown that this type of mechanism, originally proposed by them to
explain their results on the dissociation of hydrogen on glass, could lead to a negative apparent
activation energy over a limited temperature range in certain hterogeneous reactions.

Nlthough the occurrence of similar abnormalities in the rate-temperature curves for different
reactions is not necessarily indicative of similar reaction mechanisms, there would appear to be
scope for mass-spectroscopic studies of the gaseous oxidation of carbon at high temperatures, along
the lines already pursued by Schissel and Trulson (27) for the tungsten case; their results establi-
shed that large amounts of atomic oxygen were desorbed at temperatures above about 2100 K, and a
mechanism involving this desorption was shown to account for the observed reaction rate.

A further possibility is that a decrease in reaction rate with increase in temperature may be
a di rect result of a change in some parameter such as sticking probability or residence time of an
adsorbed molecule on the surface. The residence time and concentration of an dsorbed species
decreases with increase in temperature, but this effect would be insufficient to account for the
rather steep drop in reactivity observed unless the beat of adsorption is of the order of tens of
kilocalories per mole. Mleasured heats of adsorption of. carbon dioxide on carbon at room temperature
are low (5-8 kcal/mole), but the possibility of a transition to higher energy adsorption, as for the
oxygen-carbon system but at much higher temperatures, cannot at present be discounted.

STEAM REACTION

Since the calculated concentration of water vapour in solid-propellant exhausimay be as high
as 4e- by volume, i.e. several times the carbon dioxide concentration, ana since the rate of the
steam-carbon reaction at lower temperatures has been reported to be greater than that of the C02-
carbon reaction (38), information o"_team-carbou reaction kinetics in cpnditions similar to those
obtaining in a rocket nozzle is essential to any investigation of the factors affecting the chemical
corrosion of the nozzle. An experimental investigation of the effects of carbon type, surface tem-
perature and (to a limited extent) pressure has therefore been made.

APPARATUS. Steam was supplied via a 1"' galvanised steel pipeline from a Clayton steam genera-
tor. The flow rate was controlled by a Drayton pneumatic valve and "Dialset" controller, and
measured by a Kent orifice meter with a circular chart recorder. Steam pressures in the pipeline
and the impingement reactor were also recorded continuously. The final section of the pipeline, .- •---
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between the control valve and the reactor, incorporated a solenoid valve system to permit rapid
changeover from nitrogen to steam and vice-versa, and was surrounded by hoating tapes and pro-formed
fibreglass lagging to prevent condensation. As an additional precaution, a heated sintetred stain-
less steel filter unit was fitted to the reactor inlet, to remove any conadensate aropletm and entrained
particles from the steaus. The general layout of tOe system is shown in Fig. lh.

As already mentioned, the jet velocities used in this work were in the range C1.5-l.0 of sonic
velocity; theme velo'nities appear to be the highest so far used for the investigation of carbon-.qas
reactions, and probably represent the closest approxination yet to rocket nozzle conditions, The
observation that, despite these high velocities, the highest erosion rates measured were still
apparently subject to diffusion control eemphaesises the tctrene difficulty of measuring true chemical
rates for these reactions at high temperatures and prera~uros.

Rec~esion rates were measured, as previously described, at various temperatures in the range
1800.3000 KI radiation from The specimen was insufficient for satisfactory operation of the diode
detector below about 20DeK so erosion rates at lower temperatures were measured by iýhe visual
(stop-watch) technique previously descritod. For comparison with the earlier carbon dioxide work,
based or, weight losses, recession rates were converted into specific reaction rates by multiplying
by the density 4,f the carbon concerned (1.48 for VC, 1,85 for 5890, 2.20 for PG,).

Attempts to measure erosion rates for PG by the use of square-section rods, 6.0 x 0.3 x 0.3 cm
(cut from a, flat plate so that the long side lay along the a - axis of the material, thus exposing
two "basal" and two "edge' surraces, each 6.9 0 0.3 cm) were- unsuccessful: in all Cases, who ther the
steam jet was made to impinge ca the "basal" or the "edge" surface, the latter oxidized more rapidly
end led to failure of the specimen before any measurable recession had occiurred on the projected
image of the specimen. Detailed examination of the specimens after reaction showed that the recession
rte+ on the 'edge" surface varied sharply with distance from the two "basal" surfaces, the edges of
these surfaces being virtually una ttacked. The shape of the oxidation crater thus formed was as
illustrated in Pig. 19, i.e. roughly a segment of an ellipsoid with the major. axis up to 6-7 times
the minor axis;I th-.' derth of the crater was at a e,.simum of 0.1-0.15 cm near' the centre of the reac-
ting surface, and fell to zero near' the edge AA (Fig. 19). This phenomenon was eventually attributed
to a sharp drop in temperature near the edge of the 'edge" surface, due presumably to the loss of
heat by radiatiotn from the "basal" surface and tie low thermal conductivity of Pr, in the. c - dire.-
Mion. The temperature gradient was not detectable with an ordinary disappearing filament pyrometer,
but war discovered by mans of a 'nicro-pyromter giving much higher image magnifications.

Further PG, work was tberefire carried out with hollow cylindrical specimens in which the curved
surface was entirely "edge*". These were prertred by machining 1.25 emn thick plates into cylinders,
1.25 cm. long x 0.6 cr. o.d. x 0.35 or i.d., with the axis of the cylinder parallel to the c-axis of
the material: surface debris was removed by ultrasonic washing in distilled water and drying in e
oven before use. Experiments with the 0.025 cm thick cylinders with the curved surface entirely
"ba-sal" were unsuccessful, even at only 18 si a. team pressure, because of the high erosion
rates outside the impingement ares (&3 for high pressure C02, previously discussed,.

Results obtained for one batch of P", (edge', end three batches each of 5890 graphite and VC, in

s team at 19.0 p.s.i.a. total pressure, are shown in Fig. 20. The main conclusions to be drawn from
the work are as follows,

Activation energies in the range 2000-2506
0
K are high for VC and PC, (edgeo)-55 kca&/mol, atnd

'.60 heal/mole reapectively. The slope of the Arrheniut curve for VC Jecreses * above 2500 L. while
that for PC, (edge) becomes negative. Toiffusicn control and skin re-orientation effects may both
play a part in these changes of slopes as Fig. 8 shows, the V(C reaction rate is markedly more depen-
dent on velocity end less repro futiblo at about this temperatures moreover, examination of PG (edge)
specimens reacted at about 2700 K revealed the presence of surface skins similar in appearance to
those previously reported (19), which eight be expected to exhibit reduced reactivity by virtue of
the high degree of orientation of basal planes parallel to the surface,

The rractivttiss, as well as the activation energies, of it. (edge) end VC are comparable in
the temperature r~nige studied. However, 5890 graphite eghibited much higher reaction rates and a
much lower activation onergyp probably due to the kinetic importance of physical effecte such as
boundary layer itffusion, penetration of the pore structure and mechanical erosion.

Bioundary layer diffusion effects are *espected to be significant throughout 0the temperature
range studied ft this graphite, since* even at the lovegt temperatures (1650-IT0ODK) the erosion rates
obeetwed woea approximately the same as for V(C at 2470 X, where the rate was shown to Incream, with
jet velocityv up to and beyond eonic volocii'.

Evridence for both pore penetration and mechanical erosion was obtained by visual examination
of the projected image of the specimen during oxidation in stemot the su~rface was seen to become
non-uniform in appearance, with patches of a~pprently cooler (i.e. darker) material forming and then
suddenly disappeariag, as though carried away moch- lcally in the gas stream. Further inveptigatlor
of this effect revealed that at the lowest temperature weight losses occurred e'tthout any visible
regression of the surface, over a -.,eriod of a minute or more. Very ra,.id regression then occurred,
apparently due to mechanical, breakdown it a thin shin of unroected gr-ph~i tet the reaction were
stopped at this stage, i.e. before all of the surface skin had beow removed, it was found that
oxidation had been proceeding internal~ly to form a cavity below this unreacted skin. At the reaction
temperature was increased, the apparent "irduction period" 0 (during which vaighl losses occurred
without surface regression) decreased, front 65 seec at 1660 K to 2 sec. at 2220 K. At higher tempera-
tures, the effect was too rapid to follow visually, but temperature fluctuations still occurred as a
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result of surface "scaling" followed by mechanical loss of "scale" to reveal an underlying, app.-
rently much hotter, surface.

It would appear, therefore, that even at the very high jet velocities used in this work,
chemical reaction rates could not be measured for the 5890/H20 system because of the occurrence of
the physical effects described. It should be enphasisgd that despite thir limitation, which also
applies to the results for PG (edge) and VC above 2500 K, the highest reaction rates observed were
much higher than those occurring in actual rocket motir tests. Por 5890 graphite, for example, the
highest specific reaction rate ( 1.25 g/cm2 

min) corresponded to &. surface recession rate of about
130 mils/sec. roughly two orders of magnitude higher than the average rates observed in motor tests.
Various factors may contribute towards this discrepancyt

1. Recent theoretical and experismntal work has shown iuat surface temperatures at toe throat
are much lover, especially in the early stages of a firing, than the highest temperatures
used in the kinetics experiments reported above.

2. The reaction rate due to steam in ýhe exhaust may be subje.t to diffusion effects and allo to
chemical retardation by other gases presents a small amount of work on C02/320 mixtures, for
example, has indicated that reaction rates in such mixtures are less than the sum of the rates
due to the individual partial pressures of CO2 and 1120.

3. Rates measured in the impingement reactor may, as a result of the differences in geometry,
includi a larger contribution from mechanical erosion than in the rocket motor test".

ORDER OF REACTION. In view of the very high reactivity of 5890 graphite and the thin wall of
PFr (basal) specimens, both of which led to premature "burn-out" of specimens in high pressure steam,
the limited time available for this stage of the work was devoted almost entirely to inveestigation
of the reactivity of PG (edge) specimens at pressures up to 40-50 p.s.i.a. Graphs of logf versus
log p for three different temperatures in the range investigated are shown in Pig. 21.

At the lowest temperature, 2071°K, the order of reaction was close to 1.0; however, at 22340
K

only a. small proportion of the experimental points could be fitted to a straight line af slope 1.0
while a much larger proportion fell close to a line of slope 7.0. This, together with the observa-
tion that pronounced local variations in reaction rate occurred over the surface, with the formation
of crevasses of depth approximately lqul to the mean surface recess'.on, suggests that two different
types of reacting site are present and that one is associated with a first order reastior and the
other with second order. Two different types of site are, of course, to be expected for the "edge"
surface of a .urbostrstic carbon, or one with a high degree of mis-orientation between layer planes
(as is usual with "as deposites" PG1, moreover, Thomas (39) has reported slightly different reac-
tivities and orders of reactiot for the two "edge" directions in reactions with oxygen at compara-
tively low temperatures.

The preponderance of the first order reaction at lover temperatures, and of second order at
higher temperatures, may be explaincd by a difference in activation energies$ however, further
investigation of the reaction mechanisms is necessary before this suggestion can be confirmed. The
deczease in the order at the highest temperatures may be due to one or more of the following effects$

(i) He-orientation, yielding a "basal plane" surface skin

(iW) Evaporation of carbon

(iii) Diffusion control

OMlt;EN REACTION

In view of the high Tate and exothemicity of the carbon-oxygen reaction, and the low coneen-
trationd of oxygen present in solid propellant exhausts, the reaction was studied in oxygen-argon
mixtures containing 0.4-10.04 02. Reaction rates were measured for PG (edge), VC and 5§90 graphite
in the tubular reactor at 16 p.s.i.a. pressure and at surface temperatures of 1500-3000 K, with a
gas velocity of 3000 cm/sec. Subsequent experiments in the impingement reactor a: surface to.pera-
tres near Teex and gas velocities of 1400-1500 cm/sec gave rates which were 2-4 irm.s as high,
suggesting that the tubular reactor results were not entirely free from diffusion control; the
results are threfore not reproduced in detail here, but the geuerai conclusions are still valid and
may be summarised as followse

(i) 02 is typically only one order of otgnitud* more reactive than ('0 2 at these high tempera.
tures, compared with five orders at 10730 K and 0,1 atm. (18).

(ii) Since a non-eluminised propellant exhaust c¢ntains approximately 1000 times more r0 2 and
5000 times more 1120 then 02, the contributt.in of 02 to the i-'3rall erosion rate may be neglected.
Indeed. diffusion control is likely to be even more pronounced in the noxr.le than in the tubular
reactor experiments because of the very Icr concentration of 02 in tihe exhaust ( O.Ol!"), thus
reinforcing this conclusion.

(iii) Erosion by atomic oswgen, in t chemical regime. would be more importanto llosnor and
Allendnrf (40) have shown that, at the highest temperatures stw.,li..i in their work) and
at pressured of Lhe order of 10-2 torr, atomic oxygen is 30-60 times more reactive than molecular
oxygen. If this reactivity ratio is maintained at high pressures, the enntribution of atomic oxygen
to the nozzle erosion rate might become comparable with that of C02, since even a non-al1minised
propellant my contain approximately 0.005% 0. oiwever, as with 02. the reactio, rate will almost
certainly be limited by diffusion, the rate of which will be very low as a result of the low concen-
tration gradiets
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Diffusion rate (c-c v) where D = diffusion coefficient

46 boundary layer thickness

ce and cv = concentrations in bulk and at wall,
respectively.

Since ce is very small, the value of e- v (and therefore the diffusion rate) will also be
very small. J

Direct confirmation of these predictions by reacting carbons with an ine-.t gas containing
appropriate concentrations of atomic oxygen, at high total pressures, would be extremely difficult
in practice because of the high recombination rates; however, an approximate measure of the relative
reactivity of atomic and molecular oxygen under such conditions might be obtained by pre-heating an
argon-oxygen mixture to a temperature at which the degree of dissociation of the molecular oxygen
was sufficient to produce an equilibrium concentration of (say) a few percent of omygen atoms. The
latter concentration could be varied by changing the pro-heat temperature, the total pressure, or
the partial pressure of argon. Such experiments have not yet been carried out, although feasibility
studies of a gas pro-heater based on an argon plasma torch have been reported (9).
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APPENDIX 1

EMISSIVITY CORRECTION TO TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
ON REACTING SURFACE

In order to make a reasonably accurate assessment of the reflected component of the total
emission from the target area, which is approximately half-way down the iaside surface of the tubu-
lar specimen, it is necessary to integrate the contribution from all elements of a total solid angle
of IT , making due allowance for the variation of temperature with distance,

FIG. 22

(al (b)

a 20

Consider an element of area dA situnted a distance £ from a point target P on the inside surface
of a hollow cylinder (Fig. 22a). Let tje displacement of dA from P along the l1ingth of the cylinder
be y; let the angle between the lines L and y at the point P be 0 and let the third side of the
triangle so formed be X

From Fig. 22b, . 2a -X%.2e) . ...... (1)

From Fig. 22&9 *c~ 0- yA.a.Y9.

.. . (2)

Now dA so the subtended area normal to the line and therefor 's..en' by P
is X _cm

The solid angie subtended by &A at P is therefore X a .

But CoS kwst 19 (froL equation 2)

And x .2 A;9 (from equation 1)

Therefore solid angle subtended by dA at P =

Now the total energy emitted from the area dA = CA, vwhore T = temperature of dA, c
Stefan's conetant.

.,. Total energy received per unit area at P from all elements dA (by direct emission only,
i.e. neglecting energy reflected by dA) so f

.. Reflected energy per unit area from P (f

vhere 6 emissivity at point P (- 0.8 for vitreous carbon).) 0 ' C1 +140"A- )SAL

Emitted energy per unit area from P a rp ' T 4

if C. T4 1-d _&

vhor * apparent temperature at P - total oenery per unit area
TV Stefan's constant

In order to solve equation 3 for Tp, the integral must be evaluated! this way be done numeri-
cally by a eom.iutr if T and 4 art expressed as functions of y. From empirical observations, it
appears reasonable to assume as a first approximation that the specimen and both 6uard rings are at
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a uniform temperature T that the surroundings (above and below the sheath) are at 293°K (effec-
tively zero) and that t~e temperature of thle graphite sheath varies linearly from Tp at the lower
guard ring to 500 K at the lower end of the sheath. Calculations have shown that even if th~s tem-
perature were in fact 10000K the error in the corrected specimen temperature would be only 1 K.
Emissivity values may be assumed to be 1.00 for the cold surroundings, 0.90 for vitreous carbon and
0.93 for graphite. The variations of T and 6 with y are illustrated below (Fig. 23).

FIa. 23

GUARD RING
C. (1.0 SPECIMEN

c 0.93 !, 1- -
- 0.90 T aTp

(V C)

4.0.93 4 t

T 500 K

Iqsults of the computation showed that the effective emissivity halfway down the specimen,
was only very slightly dependent on the temperature and length of the specimen, and that

ihe iifference between the effective ecissivity and the actual emissivity (61 -i) was so small that
second order and higher reflections could be neglected.

To allow for the reflection If energy by the quartz window, including multiple reflections it
may be shown that the values of e obtained by the above treatment must be multiplied by T _t
where 0 a "-I 9k= refractive index). For quartz, 1.54 and sc = 0.9135.

The values taken for the actual emissivities of the four carbons studied were based on measure-
ments made by Land Pyrometers Ltd. The method used (comparison of the energy reflected from tne
specimen in a black body furnace with the energy emitted from the furnace itself) neglects any varia-
tion of spectral emissivity with specimen temperatures; however, such variations are reported to be
small and it was considered preferable to use this data, obtained by measurements on actual specimens
oxidised at various temperatures within the range of interest, rather than rely on the scanty
published data on the particular carbons being studied. (A recent review of the emissivities of
carbons (41) leads tn the conclusion that the most reliable data are likely to be obtained by the
technique of Null and Lozier(42-3),but the apparatus used is somewhat complex and the work involved
in making emissivity measurements by this method could not be incorporated into the kinetics programme).

Emissivi'ty values used throughout this paper, for the correction of measured (apparent) tempera-
tures to "true" surface temperatures, are listed below:

CARTION TYPE FOR UNOXIDISED FOR OXIDISED
CARBON CARBON

VC 0.91 0.90

PG (edge) 0.94 0.945

PG (basal) 0.70 0.64 + 4 x 10-5 TappI

5890 0.93 0.93

OTapp = temperature (OK) of oxidation (in CO2 at 16.0 p.s.i.a.).

IMP:NGM4•NT RPACTOR

Emissivity and reflectivity corrections for this reactor were simpler than for the tubular
reactor, the true temperature beiug liven by

T4 T T093T O, .9135
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EXPLOSIVE ELECTRODE EROSION IN NANOSECOND HIGH DENSITY SPARKS

M. Fischer and K. Schdnbach
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SUMMARY

Tree shape optical phenomena erupting from the anode of high density nanosecond
spark discharges were studied by means of time resolved photography and identified
by spectroscopy as explosive erosion jets of electrode material. Observations with
different electrode materials and alterations of current density and duration of
current flow esVablished conditions for the existence of the jets. Current densities
larger 10 A/cm. were required.

The mechanism explaining this explosive anode erosion is derived from comparison
of the different electrode materials. It .'s understood that the effect is produced
by a thin-layer melting and evaporation of the spot area of the anode. Thus materials
with a low melting point and low heat and electric conductivity favor the existence
of directed erosion, jets.
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PROBLEM

Tree shape optical phenomena had been photographed arising from the copper anode
of a high density 20-nanosecond spark and were identified tentitatively (1) being
jets of the anode material as the result of a directed explosion.

Spectrally, however anode material could not be identified. It was assumed that the
discharpe was too shortlived in time in order to allow thermalisation and spectral
excitation of the copper vapor. The tree shape structure appeared aprox 25 ns after
the spark current had ceased. Noteworthy wds that the "jets" were extraozdinary
stable and reproduceable as well in shape and location as alsc in the time of
appearance.

Figure I shows the development of the spark channel and the appearance of the anode
"jet" as a function of time in a 20-nanosecond spark of aprox 4000 A in 1 atm air,
gap was 0,85 mm, breakdown voltage = 4,3 kV, capacity 3,6 nF, inductivity 1,5 nHy.
Anode was copper (down), cathode tungsten (up). The current had its first maximum
after 7 ns, went to zero after 11 ns, had an overswing of aprox 35 % and tapered
off to zero after aprox 30 ns.

The tree shede "jet" grows from the bubble-like anode spot and appears after aprox
50 ns after current begin. The pictures were taken from successive shots and photo-
graphed thru a 6-nanosecond Kerrcell shutter. The timing was controlled by delay
cables of various lengths. The discharge was triggered by pulse-charging with a
time jitter substantially under 1 ns.

Since this first publication Schdnbach at the Laboratory of Applied Physics in Darn-
stadt, Germany has studied the phenomenon in detail. He observed a number of rela-
tionships which I want to discuss in the following.

Most important results are the spectral identification in lead and aluminum proving
the tree shape structure consisting of the anode material. Tilting the electrode
surface confirmed the assumption of a directed jet perpendicular to the anoda sur-
face. A weak jet appearing at the cathode in figure I is tha result of current
reversal which temporary turns the cathode into an anode. ios' of all the existence
and appearances of the jet phenomenon strongly depend upon the metallic prope!ties 2
of the anode material. Jets were observed with current densities exceeding I0 A/cm

EROSION JETS

Figure 2 shows the time resolved spectrum of the spark discharge in air as seen thru
the Kerrcell shutter. Anode is ledd. CdlIg-comparison spectra are first and last.
The spectrometer slit is paralell to the gap axis, anode is up.

We see thft the spark spectrum is purely continuous during current flow. Widened
ionised N lines grqw out of the fading continuum after the current has ceased after
aprox 30 ns. The Pb lines appear at the location of the anode jet after aprox 50 ns,
i.e. shortly after tpearance of the tree 3hape structure.

Figure 3 shows that the tree structure stays perpendicular to the anode surface,
when the surface of the anode is tilted in relation to the spark channel axis. This
proves that this phenomenon is tied to the anode surface, confirming the assumption
of a jet erupting from the anode.

After having established the existence of the erosion 'et, I should like to discuss
its relation upon the discharge parameters and anode materials. We compare jets
with tungsten-, copper-, lead- and aluminum anodes and change the current density
and time integrated current flow by altering the capacity of the spark circuit.
Secondary differences in the inductivity are being considered in the current cal-
culation.

First we regard the photography of an erosion Jet with aluminum anode. The discharge
parameters in figure 4 are slightly different (L a 2,3 nHy) from those in figure 1.

Figure 4 shows the time development of the erosion jet with an aluminum anode. We
observe that the jet grows uniformly from the bubble of the anode spct; time of
appearance is also aprox SO ns after current begin, i.e. aprox 20 ns after current
cutoff. The jet remains very uniform, looks like a fountain with its outer rim cur-
ling backwards towards the anode. !his affect is probably caused by a counterstream
of gas ions released from the cathode sheet a0ter current cutoff (2). The stem of
the anode spot is wider as in copper (sue figure 1). These differences of the
aluminum jet in comparison to copper may be understood from the lower molecular
weigat, lower melting point and smaller heat conductivity of aluminum.

The lead-jet has spikes yet not quite as sharp as in copper (figure 1). Thm jet

Ii
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appears turbulent. The stem is even wider than that of aluminum, appearantly due
to the lower melting pcint. Also the heat conductivity is low in comparison. The
jet is shorter in length than that in aluminum, probably because of the larger
molecular weight of lead.

AREAS OF EXISTENCE

Figure 6 demonstrates the conditions under which jets have been observed when the
current density and time of current flow has been chanied. Jets in this particular
case were observed with current dersities exceeding 10 A/cm between times of
current maximum of aprox 3 ns to 90 ns. All discharges had a high rate of current
rise whizh is determined by the factor di/dtov breakdown voltage/inductivity.

It is apparent thac the jet develops in lead with the smallest current density and
shortest current flow. Lead has the lowest melting point and a relatively low heat
and electric conductivity. Aluminum, copper and tungsten follow in the sequence of
their melting points.

With increasing time duration of the current flou the jet disappears first with
aluminum, which has a low melting point however high heat and electric conductivity.
Tungsten in comparison has a high melting point and lower heat and electric con-
ductivity. Thus an important factor appears the quantity - thermal conductivity
divided by density times specific heat.

MECHANISM

Preceding experimental observations suggest a mechanism in which the evaporation
jets are produced by a strong local heating, melting and evaporation of the anode
surface by electrons entering thru the anode spot. Jet condition will be favored
by a low melting point of the anode and a relatively low heat conductivity which
increases the surface temperature by reducing the heatflow into the deeper regions
of the anode material. The temperature gradient between surface and interior will
increase with decreasing heat conductivity. Reduced electric conductivity on the
other hand increases the surface temperature by Joule heating. Th-is we may expect
a thin malted surface layer under jet conditions with a large heat gradient to the
interior.

With a long time current flow (current maximum after 90 ns) the stem of the jet in
general is wider as in the short time discharge (current maximum after 3,5 ns), ob-
viously due to an expansion of the melted area. Jets with long curre-it flow appear
more uniform, i.e. thermalised. The effect of directed explosion sha's up with lower
current density in case of longer current flow, however tends to disappear or therma-
lise as should be expected.

It appears to me that I have read similar thaughts in some Russian articles which
I cannot lccatc a'. the moment. The experiments in this paper on the other hand for
the first -.ime appear to prove such mechanism.

FUTURE ETUDiLS

We ,•resently are trying to understand quantitatively the mechaism of 0 et-erosir
by calculating existence, diameter and expansion welocity of the jets from material
constants. We shall study the Influence of gas environment and shall try to under-
stand the basic differences in anode ind cathode erosion. At the present we have no
feeling whatsoever wy the copper jet persistently shows 5 spikes - always at the
same location.

Finally we should like to be able to extend our understanding into th* longer dura-
tion electrical discharges, possibly with lower current densities, where thermali-
sation will take over the directed exp•-oion.

REFERENCES

(1) H . Fischer a:.d . agher, A~pl. Opt. 1, 2176 (1967)

(2) R.S. Sigmond, Proc. Phys. Soc. 85, 1269 (13;S)
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RESUME

L'introduction do ,ecanismos chimiques simples permet d'expliquer quelques
examples caractdristiques d'intdr~t pratique do l'ablation dos parois. En absence
d'6rosion m6r-nique on pout appliquer sour une forms simplifi6e les lois de let
cindtique chi6.ique et des transferts & travers Is couche limite.

Lea r6sultats expdrimentaux obtenus dans des conditions bion d~finies sont
en bon accord avec ceux calcul&s solon lea m6thodes propos6.s dans Ie can des
mat6riaux suivants r6sine phdnolique pure, r6slne ph6nolique renforc6e par des
fibres de graphite, r6sine ph6nolique renfoiac6e par des fibres do silice.

SUMMARY

With the introduction of simple chemical mechanism.s i is possible to
explain some characteristic examples of practical interest of parietal ablation.
In the absence of mechanical erosion we can apply under a simplified form the
laws of chemical kinetics and the laws of transfer through the loundary-layer.

The es.-permental results obtained in well specified conditions are in good
agreemunt with those given by the proposed methods in the case of the following
materials : pure phenolic resin, 'lienolic resin reinforced with graphite fibers,
phenolic resin reinforced with silica fibera.
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Lea exeeples a(! cl assent en dvlix cat~gorics,
NOTATIONS Suivant quo 1it rkgremsý "n de la ptarl Cot did.

3 des r6act ions chimiquez qui s'accomplisassint
Pmasse voluiniqu#. ;:le principalement entre les gaz de I 'Aoulemsent of

U vllese a'a l mat~riau, ou hion r~sulte do transformstlt'ns
qui s'effectiient soi sei flo smp du rtat6rinu ol sont

Spression (bars) entraetnues par le flux tnermiclue do corivectlonl,

R constants do gaz pour Ilunit6 de massetnat~4uisdn e odtosr.ai

constants universelle do gas ducotibjrjs o6 1(-rosioit) mlcat~lqjý eat r~~ptt

7' topilrture*K t qui autoriaont soija tine tortme tri~s simplift~o7 ouraur application des I os de Is cin~tique cttimique

1temp~rature do paroi et des transferts A travers lea couches limites.

-9~ ontholpie d'6cliauffesiont dt l'i~coulementLe hmad'btinuxelonatcdi,
'(composition d'dquAlibre A i

7 p ) cal/g Las~tsa 'bainaxul netcnut
peuvent 4ventuellement faciliter lti~iterpr6tstiott

Af,, enthalpie do 'Acoulement ramen6 A Ia de Ia masse des r~sultatts expkrimentatix dispo-
tempikraý"rep 

7 p cal/g niblos et leur conff~rer un aspect plus fnndametntai

S5t nombre do Stanton pour I& parat en cours qu ne I8pretn ngfn6a e olscni
d'ablatioi e6rations physico~-thermiques.

St noabre do stanton pour une parol nonablative 2 - ETUDE FY1'ERIMENTAtIE DE i.'AILATI ON

Opflux do convection requ par Ia paroi an PýAR IA TECHN IqULP DFS ttRULTFtS
cours d'ablation cal/ca2 a 21-Mtraxeprmn~

flutk do ronvection roqu par la. paroi non-I
ablative cal/cP2 s Les *et~riaux exV~riment6a dont l'ablation

mpddbit massique gazoux 6mis par I& psroi on eat gouvorent paro le g on s nr gid
cours d'ablation g/cm

2 
a ',~ltt 1

prtsn

Mj dibit tr*112f~rd A Ia paroi du corps simple - In r6aine phdnolique pure, et le composite

r(0) rcinmsiu ucop ipe0cnet - Is trolisieme mati~riau 6tud!6 eat un stratlf16
dons fr Acion massiqu ducrsIme0Ortn plil porpondiculairos A 116coulement, rhaine

o ph6nolique tiaso de verre Iav6. 11 so distingue
'ractian massique du corps simple 0 & Ia des pr~c6denta par Is formation d'un film do ailice
parox fondue qul prot~.ge as surface des actions chimi-

PO rospectivement fractions disponibles ques cie 16eoutement ot son ablation a'explique
du corps simple 0 dona 1'6caulement par des transformat ions qul prennient place dana2,lrat 4~ ~nhll u: a .ati:o la paroi lea couches sous-jacentos.

'tmasse atomique do corps simplie 0 Les maquettes d'Essai qui ant f't4 r6alis~os
richesse de i'6coulement dens cos mat~riaux ont I& foar is 'titi conve'rgenti

F suiv! d'une partie cylindrique do l'odre it'un

Q~fcacs cheittir efficace d'abiation.

L I - INTRODUCTION

La ný.o:::td' dassurer lea protert tons anti-- I
ttturetqies do ongins modern** is conduit A *xp#- d'sa ou
risientor do n.-Mbrvux matrdraoa dons desi conditions 4

suast voisinas quo possible do cellos re,,comitr;-9 I hritleor
dana lea applictatitons en vue.

propanti
Mats it mat difficti.e de simulor corroctomont

dans Is* ,:sate,.do laborstoire A Is foits toiutos
I as cni"tins irctlynamiqt..s. thermlques at 16
rh'-jqUVs at muivejit 1.5 tecfttilques utillsites 0 1- VrLV~

.'n stoutit A des claases~mns do matArlass do pro-
faction d~ffdronts. *a qui rand d'*lllours emat- d'esast suir
at&6 l'anterprilta tio des assaim *ffectu~s.

Le but prtncipal do a. travail West pas di. I~r'lteir
proposer uno oilaode diossai *oowelle oi un clam-
aeownt supolmantsalre do sistdritsua do protectioen.
mais d'osaayer d'introduiaro des m6vaisemina chi-

miuapour .tspllquvr quolquos "xrmplas raractdt - 2_
Its, 1q55s at d'intdrha proft lqiq do I shlm at n de-s -

parots i04
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2.2 - G~n6rat~eur det iazcauda 2.3 -Meaures

Les g~ni~rateurs de gaz chauds sont des brO- Les mesures priticipales effectu4es aui cours
leurs dont le coehurant est l'oxygbne. Suivant des essais sant la pression dc- chaznbre du g~n6-
le cas, on utilise un brOleur oxyg~ne propane ou rateUr dont la variatio' eat fonction de l'ahla-
un brOleur oxyg~ne k~rosý,ne. Le premier, de par tion des maquettes at ILI tornp~ratitre de paroi par
sa conception m~nte fournit des 6coulements de gaz pyrom;btre I.R.
brOl69 de composition tr~s homog~ne et convient
dana lea caa oij des flux thermiques mod~r~s sont Les maquottes sont pos~es et mesur~es avant
suffisants. Lorsque des flux thermiques assez et apri-s esaai, Des examens physico-chimiques des
6l4v6s ant 6t6 n~cessaires le brOleur oxygtne diverses couches du mat6riau sont effectu6s ot
k~roobno a 6t6 employt6. compl~t4s par des pyrolyses d'6chantillons dans

des fours de laboratoires avec analyse des pro-
Les caract~ristiquos moyennes des conditions duits d6gag6s.

r6alis~es avec ces mcyens d'eaaais sont pr~sent6es
dana lea figures 2 et 3.

FIG, 2 - RtJLFUR uXYcFNF- PROPANE.

l1. Arriv~e d'oxvgi~ne. 6. Chemise d'eau.
2. Arriv~e de propane. 7. IFntr6e ''eau.
3. Stabilisateur. 8, Nlat6riau exp6rimont6.
'4. &,rt ie d'eau. 4. Tuv;' re.
S. t'nambro de vumbvi31ion.

Carac t~r i aiquos de tutu t iotnw~ematt

D6bIi R i tA-har P0r, V. J nhalpit: (fii-11p) FI u x I hurtique C'ompos it ion des gaz

's f bats m s (7p 2lt1t
00'10 

7 00 210()'K t'oule5 kg-I ~, 2 ItdVK 112 1121) C 0 IIC 2  o, C

13 2.W51 11650 1120 c~1 8cl m il~~,6frc~

3 I~~. Arriv6e ' v! r,
2. Arriv&i, di,-rs'rt
3. AI I kmagr.,
1, Chlaml'r- d t t:,,hI,nit i on.

Sn~rt t- r *,a

7. TuN;- r,..

8.rie G~- rahit vqusd, ,ircnnm*t

2

f 'S0ý mol,ýs 'kg

''Of Tr II 22 ,-'K 1Pj n n ' Kp2if 11.4 t I o l)0
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2.4 -Ri~sultats exp6rimentaux

Les courbes de preasion do cheabre et do ch
temp6rature de surface sont prdaent6es dans ler 206 r
figures 4, 5 at 6. ~g ,

r 1C - P -O(beMI) 1800 I
2~7OO -- -- ~ 2,5 600

1200- p. Ci,

1500 ~- - 2 1000 2- - J -- -

1005_ -1, is-.
0 10 15 0 15- 56 5 ii 2

FIG. 4 -TUYERE EN RESINE PHENOLIQUE PURE FIG. 5 -TtJVERtES EN RESINE PHENOLIQUE
(NON RENFORCEE) RENEORCEE DE FIBRES DE GRAPHITE

o.e T. 552

P.M. +x T. 653
2000' __ bars. 7-

1800

1600 - -1 - }----

1400 7 FIG. 6 -TUYERES

1200 6 -- - MN RESINE POEOLIQUE

* p~ch.RENFORCEE DE

1000 5 f
FIBRES DE SILICE

K0
Dana lea tableaux I et 2 sont inacrits lea Egalement lea conditions exp4riuentalea

principauy r6sultats qui soront utilis~s comma dana lea ossais des maquettey en composite
base do comparaison avoc lea rcalcula qui auivent. ph6nolique ailice ont 6t6 cholales do mani~re
]e,a. r~sultats ont 6t6t obtenus aprbs do nombreux A ce quo lea quanititifs do silice fondusa en-
tatonnementa qui ont xiermis do r~aliser tine r6sine tratn6es pai- l'Aeoulement aoient pratiquement
phhnolique r~siatant bien a~u choc thormiquo et n6gligeablea afin do rhaliser uno ablation non-
donnant un coke peu friable d'une part, ot d'autro perturb6o par tine .Irosion a4canique.
part de faire un choix parmi lea qualit~s des fi-
bres de graphite ot lea techniques de moulage, Io
crit;!ro 6tant l'obtention apr,4s easui d'6tats do
surface aatiafaiaanta.

TABLEAU I - ESSAIS DU BRULEUR OXYGENE-PROPANE

VALFERS EXPERIMENTAT.ES COMPARAISON DE.S RES1TA'L'AS EXPERIMENTAUX ET THEORIQUE1

MATERI~ W, I.X. vitesse - paisaour - fP -Q

volumique d ablto do coke exp. th. exp. th. exCp. th.
gt/cmi wm' g/o025 cal/om 2 s cal/g

r11!e2,9 0,11%i I's 0,014 0,0142 38,3 40,5 2600 2750

Y'P2r 5 1.'. 0.1175 15 0,0143 0,0142 38,3 40,5 2550 2750

grpit -13:,76 25A3 0,0'10 0,011 37 36 3600 3250phi. q. 112 0,076 2, 3 0,095 0,011 38 36 3700 3250
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TABLEAU 2 - ESSAIS DU) BRULEUR UXYGENE-KEROSENE

MATEIIIAU VALEURS EXPERIMENTALES COMPARAISON DES RESULTATS EXPTRIMENTAUX ET THEORIQUES

r~frasil CRFH. mas6ies paimpeur rP 1 eff.
rosine u/s2 d'ablatior coltofi6e exp. th. exp. th. exp. th.

volum§ mue mm g/cm2s cal/CM2s cal/g

maquett a 1,36 0,200 5 0,0272 92,5 90 0

tri~s 1,41 0,242 6 0,0329 77 2750

inaquettea 1,5 0,6 0,24 10 0M28OO 35
ayant 1,52 0,16 0,0248a 0,028 10 90 A 3150
traitements 1,55 0,177 0,0273 92 I3300

divers__ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _* -

3 - BASES DE LA REPRESENTATION Par d~finition mgme des r~g imes station-
DES PROCESSUS D'ABLATION nairos consid~r~s, le flux 00 requ est totale-

mont absorb6 dons les diverses transformations
L'interprdtation des ph6nombnes d'ablation qui conduisent & i'ablation d'une quantit6 AR

qui ant 6t6 observ~s, s'appuie de mat6riau par seconde St par cmI d'o~i

a) d'une part sur un c'hoix des m~canismos (2) A :
chimiquos probables fond~s sur des r~act ions

cnusentre les divers r6actifs en pr4sence, AH, 4,tant la variation d'enthalpie qui accompa-
dans les conditions de tempi~rature et do pression gno l'onsemble de ces transformations dopuis
6tablies au cours des essais; l'Otat initial du mat~riau. On en d~duit

b) d'autre part sur l'6tabiissement en. r~gime (3) 5t St
stationnaire des bilans thermiques et massiques P ,OU

entro les transformations subies par le matdriau Dans les .cas 6tudi~s, le d6bit A, est cons-
et lea transforts par diffusion turbulente A tra- titu6 de gaz 6mis par la psroi et cm d~bit engon-
vera la couche limite. dre un flux do convection qui so superpose au

flux habituel de diffusion turbulente dans la
Avant d'abordsr l'4tucie des m6canismes chimi- couche limite. Cependant "'p1 ropr~sente ici une frac-

ques qui d~pendent du cas conaiddr6, ii conviont tion aasez petite du flux de diffusion caractriris6
de rappeler lea r~gies qui gouvornent lea trans- par ie produitp Uc Jt* t il suffit, pour tenir
forts A travors lo3 couchos limitos turbulentes. compte des effots de l'4mission 9 ari6taie, de

corriger 1e nombro do Stanton .51 do la paroi non-
3. 1 - Flux thermique & la paroi 6aissive. Divorsos corrections ant 6t6 propos~es

silos conduisont dons les conditions .p6sets
on sait quo l'oxpression du lux thoraiqus pratiquemont au m~ms r~sultat [i:1 , L2r 1, 31.

de convection requ par une paroi eat On a choisi pour des raisons do foe m t do
(1) )coqnmodit6 l'approxiaation do Spalding L4] qui sat

pmasse volumique () S M
id vitesse de l'6couioment 3t
St noisbro do Stanton
H~ onthalpie d'4chauffomont 3.2 - Transforts do mams & laparo

esnthalpis & la paroi. Lea couches limit.. 6tont turbulontos, i1

Los hautes tompdratures ongondr~os par Ia oat pormis do aupposor un nombro do transport do
combustion d'un hydrocarbure dons l'oxygone font masse communs i toutes lea eaphces chimiquos ot
quo lea 4couloments r~aliadzsoant on partie dis- 6gal au nombr* do Stanton. Come consdquenco
soccida. du Principe do i.a conservation do la masse 1e

ddbit tranmfdr6 oiv d'un corps simple 0 contenu
Copendant lea isosures qo flux therisique ot dane 1*6couloment Am'oxprxmo par I& relation

1o calcul du nombre do Stanton montrent quo 1I ,

valour do 1'enthaiple H., eat 6quivalente & 1'en- (5) L""j s '/pS[ .7s~
thalpie d'6chauffemmnt pour Ia composition chimi- 0
quo d'6quilibre ddtormin6* par Is tempdrature T, Jet. 6;~ tant rospoctivemont loa fractions
do Is parol. ' masliquos do 0 donea l'tcoulomonat at 1 1.4 parot.

Los corps simplee sont on gindral coehin~s "ntr'"
11 outfit d'ailleurs d'un taux do rocombi- eux et certainos liaisons chimiques parti tl0~li-

nalson 6l9v6 pour avoir des conditions 6norg4tiques resent stables font quo seuloment une fraction
volumies do cellos de composition d'6quilibro, r' dite fraction disponiblo pout rdagir avee
taux qul, compte tenu des temps do ad jour donsaI la e mattriau.
couch. limits. a toutes chances do so rdalissr.

Dans It cc.. particuller oti cetto frart lon,
La valour k1, me ddduit do NJ par Is quanti- dispon iblo du corps 0 s'unit avec I frraction

t4 do chaleur qu'il faut e'trsiro pour amener sans r' du matdriau do I& paroi pour former un pro-
riaction chisique Ia composition d*#quilibr* den- duit Saseux ddfini. 11 y a un rapport simple
tlialpie I Ia tempdral.uro 7'p do Is parol. entre le* masses ablatdes at lea masses transf~re~s.
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En effet le d~bit meansse ; fu par l's- 0 32 10
blation contient fourni 02 5 2 / )~2Jx 32

Pc1 atomes grammes de C [fC 3H8J5 44 +[5 021.4 32

[V
et le d~bit masse transf~r6 apporte D'sutre part tout so passe A Is paroi

,0uf/fP'~P .1.... stme grmo oaCNO 'oxyg~flo trsnsf~r6 qui eat sous forineYP atms rmesd do C02, If120 etc, so combine avoc le carbone de

Cet /.6tant lea masses atomiques.ispoi uvat aratin

Si los corps 0 et C so combinent suivant 2 C + 02 --- 2 CO
ia react ion et 10 rapport entre lea quantit6a transf6rges

X y O et lea quantitda ablat6es eat bion celui d'une

ii y a 6videmment Is relation rAaction unique oil X -Y - 1M, 1 12;

) 1 16 clest-&-dire eat de is forme (6) et

Xji 1' -1 Y(' t

6)M'o Puf ' Lorsquo lee temps chimiques des rdactions
P,~ e i &Is paroi sont petits lea fractions d'oxydanta

Comino dans I. cam des transferts d'6nergio, disparaissent au fur et I mesuro qu'eiles safl
on doit tenir compte do l'6minsion gazeuse pa transf6r~es A Is paroi et rP devient n~giigeable.
nidtal. mais 1'approximation do Spaiding a.'Aend Plspci wn avitledprutone
A toute propri~t6 conservative CO A partir du carbon. de Is paroi eat repr~sent~e

L m par uno expression do Is forme

/7; 1/ Lr pe prossion part 10110
3P do 1'oxyg~ne disponibla)

Dons ea cm 6 s r~ctios i iole vitesses de transfert d'oxYg~ne disponible
parci qui gouvernent iablation sont giobalement Atant 6gaies d'autre part aux vitesses do forms-
6quivalentes A une r~action unique do ce tyfpe. tion do CO en r~gime stationnaire on a

4 - ABLATION REGIE PAR LES REACTIONS CHIMIQUES Y futzt-y0 .I-s K-'r.."e -a
ENTRE GAZ DE L'ECOIJLEMENT ET' LE MATERIAU ou0

4.1 - Sch~ma chimique do labistion f l -E

En ce qui concern. lea maquottes en r~sine ~/*7
ph~nolique et en composite ph,4noliquo graphite 11sofit gran pou p~ouvirnagieur du fraction

ls couche solide on contact avoc l'6coulement si rn orpuorngie afato

devient rapidement une couch. essentieilement sans avoir beosom de connaltre iea vitesses de

ronstitu~e do carbon. et I& r~grossion do ls p arol r6action. En r~astion h~tdrogbno 1e facteur K
eat e rsulat 'unegazifiatin doce arbn*.d~pend oasentiellement do l'6tat do surface do

Bien qu'on connaisso assez mal lea m6caniames de do ihse surface acssiblen cauxgactr datruinA. ard

cotto gazdification -511 "iaparalt comes ce r- d asraeacsileaxgzdtri a

tain quo l'action d ' u ,5ýax coabursnt sur lea caor- example par ia s~thode BET'.

bones, conduit A is formation d'oxyde do carbon* 4.2 - Bilans massigue ot thermipue
et dans lea easais effoctu~s l'oxydation du car-
bone eat repr~sent~o par lea rdsctions a) Cam do Is r~minejphfnligu2!_pr!

CO2 + C -w2 CL% (gasa)
La r~sine ph~nolique eat entl~remont gazdl-

H 20 + C -~CO + H 2 (gas) fi6. par une suite do trola processus chimiques
1ndiqu~s done ia figure 7. Los essais d'ablation

L'oxydo de carbons ot l'hydro%6no Atant Ion montront quo ces trois procossus a'aooompiissent
produits fianux, on pout voir quo Is fraction dis- done une couch* d'6paisaour faibi. ot quasi cons-
ponible d'oxyg*ne done Ion 4coulemants issus do tant. 9t qu'un r~gime stationnair. a'4tablit dane
Is combustion d'un hyerocarbure eat 6gale A Is un laps do temps petit. En outre, I& structure
fraction d'oxygbne prleo-ote avant combustion disi- particuli~roment porous* du coke 1ndi'j*o 'io
nuE. de Is frattion qul pout s'unir evec I* carbon. surface accessible asu gas te~s grand. ce qui
du combustible pou~r format du CO0. compto toru doe toupdraturos do parol 6levvds

dolt conduir. A des toispo cnimiquos tr~s courts
Ainat pour I* br~lour oxyg~no-propane 1s -.0 0

composition du m~lange do rich****o)0 got avant La composition 614mantaire, pond6r~aie des
combustion r~sines utiliseso oat

*#~m 4 5o2 C - 0,77 14 . 0. 057 02 a 0,173

Voxygbno disponibi. eat proportlonnel A 3i ion adeot quo tous lea corps oxyg~n~s do I&
pyrolyse sont r~duits A IPStat Voxyd* do carburo.

5 02 - 3/2 f 02 Is qumntitE do carbono disponiblo out

at Is fraction disponiblo de Po10t (0o) r'. * 77 12 0,173 0,64is
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71G. 7 - SCHEMA DE L'ABLATION D'UNEl TUYERE EN RESINE PHENOLIQUF

Dana lea pyrolyses effectu~es au four en Qpyroiyae+ Q 6caufeen 550 'al/-
atmosphL're inerte, l'analyse des produits d6gag~s
Ai haute temp~rature indique qu'ila sont form~c de le terme Q r~ act ion repr~sente la chaleur
CO, H42 avec de petite. quantit~s de Cit4 et le des r~actions qui se produisent entre gaz do 1'4-
r6sidu solide correspond A une teneur en coke de cuemtetlcabreride dearsre
0,59 C63. pyrolysi~e.

La diff6renco 0,64 - 0,59 repr6sente le car.-

bone contonu dans les hydrocarburos gazeux ddgag6s r ~Lse, rdctont essntieeedna e oniin
qui pouvent Atro oxyd6s par lea gaz de 1'6coule- ralse, onesnteeen
mont. Do toute manic~re la diffdrence entre carbone
disponiblo et toneur on coke 6tant faible ii eat H20 + C Hc12 + CO + -. 260 ca
permis en premi6re approximation d'6tablir lea
bilans our la base la plus simple' c'est-A-dire en C 2 +C - O+-- 10 a
fonction do Ia fraction do carbone d~finie par ~'
(10)., r,.210k

bils domase. ea aquotesen ~sie ot ~D'apr4,s les concentrations reapectives de
hila-d!-ans. Le mauetts a r~sne n t t6 120 et CO2 dana le gaz de 1'6coulement (composi-

exp6rimontdes sur 1. brOleur oxyg~ne-propane avec to 'qiiy p 'xdto 'ngam
lea ondiionssuivntesde carbone absorbe 2730 cal et

IOU .16,3 g/cm2 
a r -cin 2730 x 0,64 = 1750 cal'g de

S - 210On en ddduit

lomont eat d'apr~s (8): 1

r 1 2-1,32013 1750 + 550 = i.00 cal'g

1, C3*4 2X3 0,4453 et Is flux ahsorb6 a pour saleur

* PAN = 32,7 ual/cm
2

cello du carbons diaponiblo eat /7
11 eat d'usage do pretidre uc'mme r~fdrence le

P6 =0,64 flux *5 eupa tl pirui rum 6rr ssiv,- qui est

6gal, dana le cas de 1'exp,'rience A
Le bilan do manse oat alors ropr6sont6 par 1'6qua- .

t ion 'o Xp - - 05 cal/cm
2 a

_;I~ .& 0,0142 g/c.
2 

a il correspond, i co flux, une chaleur efficact,
16 " d'ablation-

avoct

4.3. - os1.p nuir rah o
Bilan thormigu. En n6gligearit I& traction d'6-

norgie rayonn69 qul eat petite, I. bilan thermi- a) M~canksme h11algu, rio t1,d ha u

quo got

Pc~af Lo compositos ph~no1ique graph~ite no diff?.reirt
0, RJ04 ý P (2yrlye*Q~hu.*Or~ati-leeIsr~1n pure quo par tine proport ion plus

Ii asomeQ Q repr~sento 61*v~t on carbon.. 1..s h.,poth~.aosa admises pour te
pyrolyse* 6chauftement can do Is r~sino s'dtandent par consi~querit i coltit

Is quanctit4 do ehaleur qu'il taut fournir pouir du couPoei11o L loutiefois Ias murfs'e accioasiblo
transformier I g do r~sine priso A Is tomporature aux gas des fibres do graphite vat assex grand.'
ambient& an produits do. pyrolyse A Is tompiraturo pour quill n'y alt pas do. difft~r.nco sonsitbi, onir"
do perot T. L'6tudo theruique ddcthentillons do lee vitiosess deuat;Iaton does fibres at colles du
rosins pyrelyade on etmosph~ro inert* isoctro quo :coke porous do is r4sine. Cotte ccmdilti.n ov%., It-.

Composites utillasa perait atsees Wlen lat isfaitt
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et l'sblation s'effectue suivant le m6canisme inf~rieures _u 12 % aux vitesses thgoriques mals
d6crit pr6c~demment. lea flux thermiques d~djiics de ces vitesses th6o-

riques sont en bon accord avec ceux dfduita des
b) Bilan do masse mesures. En r6aliti$ ?a d6terminat~on exp6rimentale

de Ia vitease d'ablation eat entachde d'une erreur
Los bilans do masse et thermique 9'6tabiia- provenant du fait qu'on n~glige lai perte do Mati~re

'lent egalement comme dans le cas do la r~sine subie danzi lea couches carbonis6es du mat4riau
pure. Le mat~riau exp~riment4 d'apr6ta los anizlyses et ces co~choe- sont nettement plus 6paissos quo
a la composition pond6rale 6l6mentaire suivante dans le cas do la rdsine pure.

C = 0,92 112 = 0,0225 02 = 0,0575 5 - EXEMPLF D'AHLATION GOUVERNEE PAR DES
REACTIONS ENTRE CONSTITUANTS DU!_MATERIAU

A partir do cos donn~es 1e bilan do masse pour
lps ossais du brOleur oxygbne-propaiie eat 5.1 - M~canisme chimiqulep probable do Vablation

~ 42 a 0,011 g/cm2 du composite silice P~h6noiu
In l )PT c ý0,11gc Dans tous les essais des maquettes en r~sine

avec Si A, 0, 86. ph~nolique renf-rc6e de fibres de vorro lard
37;t (98 % de Si0 2 ) on a constatiS Is disparit~on d'une

c) Ililan thermique fraction importante de silice sans r~cup6ratlon
en quantit~s notables d'sutres d~riv~s silic6s.

En aaptnt cete ouvllecomosiionlea11 faut donc admottro, Line 6limination sous forme

valeurs trouv4es poor la r~sine, on a aesdeIsic.

2780 ca/ On sait qu'aux tompAraiuros 6lev6ea Is si-
= 270 cl/glice se dissocie suivant )a r6action:

le flux absorb6 est 2 Si02 liquide ý2 Sio gaz + O2gaz + 360 kcal.

j93l a~cm2a etMais en pr6senceydu caruone et de l'hydrogi~ne

.zi~ j36 cal/cm2 s provenant de Ia pyrolyse de is r~sino ph~nolique,
la silice est 6galement r6duite avoc formation do

Is clialeur efficace c'abiation 6tant Sio.

off X 3250 cal/g. Trois s~ries do r~actions peuvent 6tre onvi-

4.4 - omLttýraison avec lea r~sultats exEp~rimen- d'6quilibre dont los Vitessos ddpendont des pros-,
____. sions partielles des gaz form~s ot des temp~ratuYes.

Le tableau 1 r~sume lea r~sultats des essais La discussion des 6quilibros entre Si, 0- C
et ceux des calculs pr.~c~dents. On constat,3 un et lours composes laisso assez blon pr~voir los
accord tr~s sat isfaisant entre ces r6sultats dans t'~actions qui contr8len' l'ablation. Mats i1 oat
le cas des maqust~es en r~sine pure ce qjui cons- plus probant do s'appuyor sur certainti de nos
titue une bunne pr~somption pour Is validit6 du r4sultats exp~rimentaux r~cents [8].

SC h~ma d'abl at ~oi propos6, L aspect rosgulier I4g0-
remont rogtilo. do la paroi apros essai, pormet Lea thermograummos d'dehantillons ahlice ph~no-
raisonnab.omfent d'6arter 1lhypoth~'se d'grrache- lique 6tuai6s par thermogravim6trie montrent qu 'on
mont du cokQ qui aurait pour offot un absissoment atmosph'-re inerte lea *,itossoa do pert. do mass.

a 'vsteoatioque du r6sUltat exp6rimental par rapport tendent Vera z~ro entre 1200 ot 14000C puis isus-
au r6sultat thdorique. mentotnt rapidomont au-dessus do 14000C, Cot secroim-

sement do vitoise de d~conWosition qui n'est pas
Fn ce qui concerne los maquettos en composite observ6 dana I. cam do I& r~sino pure Saeccompagne

ph6nolique rraphite, on trouve quo lea vitesses d'un d~gagemornt ,mportant do CO et d'une corrosion
massiques d'ablation exp6rimontale sont on movenno rapid. des thermocouples platino-platln. rhodi4

- ________ qut eat alttribu~e iIs diffusion do SiO.

Le graph~t massif to diatingue des matdrinux Paralli-lemont des essais d'analyse theruiquo
pr~c~donts par ewratries do sea propri6t~s physt- ffrnil.rtdeaecaufgprhut
que3 qtkk Sent ell oontradirt ion avoc lea hypoth~aes difbreqnc vtentiol on pide vco d.\aug par~~ hute

admiacs. Fn eftet sa coiidactilliatti therfa. que 610- fr4sce lon uffsaent on idetwe~iu dt t rapOC id.ne u

"to. s'ps I 06ttblassoment d'un r~gime thor- rlimiterLn skipfrsaw tue ond iolher-i attoaitem dan.i

m ique StAtiunnatre oýi lea flux do convection sont tmtrIst-o-tramxmlsatitsdw
out iJromonl atbsort.'~s tdsis loa procesaua d 'abls t(,n rtl domauoie dos pulassnros fournies par lo g?,n/rs-

#t &a faitilo poroal14ý iit tale nc dtunce pans tino duct 11J pattI ti doramve tinfot adtul t gf-tv Ksum

surface iteal~ ux car sutiisaitý . Toutolols. doi atoat partocndesal os t~idoi.poe

on aobi rvA des r~glimos Wablat ion salit onnairo
ot I oraque In pres-ssin pinrtell. des gas oxydanti 11t reasart cho rev oxrtnr ovsr (puo Is d maps-
eat sapas SOev~. lee vitossos d'ablat ivi liir.. vt"i r It Iwit do Isa ilI ict pr-%i vii t -a se-t% iI AaIeI oi t do
sines do In vitossi, th~orlquo. ('oct s'expliqui par I a r.Asctsr r 1,0)
Isa format ti lone('Ln muIt It udo d a mc roe ireaI, v
dont locffet tivideuiY eat tin accroisaement do toIs gs.( ~x
surfate accessiable sot gas. D'autr. part des osIsis ld*X - it **It

do col an graphite avoc dos 6c.,ul bents nost ramIaIlus o ap!s...sd ifae(,asrchatiffl' per are 6Il~etriqueo ont mont r6 q't' Il ni .u Walers ,kidS'a datIt isrtalr

avait pas d'allat too. 1'eci con firms. s'ml or. pit me Irs - ar u rius ;part WAIto i.-. %I.. I~rll501s

ioatsin. I 'Pvptwthi'sa Wont alblation chimmquv. I*pý%~xpr elws o
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(1) dissociation do I jla cue 10- bars et *,UQ -R 2,8 10-2 g/cm2 ~
(2) r6duction doy80 par 52 10 0 2 br

(3) r4duction do 8102 par C 1 bar. La chaleur officace d'ablation 6tant

Ellen indiquent quo Is rdaction (3) dolt " .AH Ay ý350clg
soeffectuor It uns, vitosse beaucoup plus dlevde eoff. , I 315Sca/s
quo lon doux autros qul peuvont Otro n6hlig6os. Bilan domas

11 faut tonir compto do Ilaction oxydar.to des En I'absence des mesuros des concentrations
gas do l'6coulement qul concurrence cello do la& AIs paroi, l'6quation du bilan do mnasse no pout

silie ou Isr~sine pyrolys6o. Toutofois aux Itersled smiemnbeqoclod
tmrauedoparoi observ4.s, Is. silice non rorsuedi mo anroqoclou

r~duite eat un liquids visquoux qui formo un film bm tomqe

protctor o l.~rhatios etro onsituntsSi on consid~ro Is corps simple silicium
peuvont oseff~ctuor normalemont tout au moins u tprstdaslmtriu ai abet an
loraquo Is ttimphraturo do Is couche roiactionnollo 1 , coulement, on a
aft suffisammet 4 1evie.

5.2 -hilan thoruique [s7 -

Pour 10 composite Oilice* phdnolique loear], 0,326 pour 1. composite 4tudi4.

tranforatins ssetiolosd~pndot pu d la D'autro part Ia comparaison des 6quations
composition do l'6coulement gazeux et en r~gime
etationnaire ollos so d6voloppont pratiquemnort do dobSiot 5ju(. ~
tells mani~re qu'il y a 6galit6 entre lea quanti-7. (0
tds do chalour transmises par convection et cellos r(.pSJ At,
aboorbdes done l'ablation. C'est done par bum ('msso ailaefunisn neqatt
thoruique qu'.~n pout d~terminer Is vitesas d'&*.Aa- oinpr~aefunsatueqatt

t ion. 11ý;l[f'. r ] do siliciu.)

En admettant quo Is rdaction d'oi #9 / ,~
_____________ 0.088.

S2.C SiO gax + CO gaz (3) / '0

eat In r6action dominants, ello consomme dons 10 Ce silicium setou sou forme do S10 at coupto
cas du composite utilis6 (70 % do silice, 30 tenu des masses molairos en jeu is fraction do
do rdsine ph~nolique) 0,140 g do carbone par SiO & Is paroi eat:
grime do mat4riau. Avac I& rdsine employde it 7s
roite 0,052 g do carbone en exc~s et on suppose F 0.137
dens Ia suite quo co carbon. exc6dentairo est '
oxyd4 par As gaz do combustion. ce qui correspond &une pression part belle dons

lea conditions deossais do l'ordro do 0,23 bars.
Deapres Ia rhf4renct [9] 1& quantitd do cha-

leur abeorb4o par Ia r6action (3) compte tenu do 5.3 - Compareison avec lea r4aultats expL~ri-
I& chaleur d'ichaufftment des r~actifs et do cello mentaux
doe Ia pyrolyse do Is r4sine eat:

Lee velours exp~riment ales do MPet dos

[qpyrolyso+ Qdchauff. +Qrcto]2250ON chalours officaces d'ablatlon Q ff des maquettes
en composite xilice ph4noliquv sont asses diaper-

1 9'3 Iilocalories/mol* 3102 r6dutte. sdes maie lea ortiree do grandeur sont en bon accord
avec lea valeurs thdoriqueu.

Cat to valeur rauon4o au gramm do matdrieu
consomm6 eat 6gale A 2500 calorloq ot l'ablatlon' Cott* dAsporsion no paralt poe 114. & Is,
do I& rdeine exc~dontalro contonue dane co grom doneitd du mat4riau sals lee vitesass d'ablation
absorb* 160 calories. Au total Is chaleur abscorb6o lee Plus foibles corroespondent aux profile d'able-
par gramw do inetdrieu eat tion lea plus r~guliers. Dana ca cae I& viteass

oinpdrimontale eat environ 12 S plus falble quo is
4 hf 2500 + 180 - 2660 cal /6. valour th~oriqu* ; I* sons do l'4cert sexrplique

d'une part par lea quantitde do chaleur aboorb6oa

L'6quat ion du bilan thermique, est dane I& anuch. pyrelyad. rolativoest #pals** at

, iP rfj h d'outre pert par is transpaernce au rayonneownt"a.Z~%~'~~p do Is, sOllie* qui pout fauseor Is, assure do Ia

iflsu AL tempdratur* do paroi Par pyroeltro 1.1t.
A X

Dens lea evasels effictlAa au br~leur oxygino- Le0 dOiagemm a 4tabli suivent I** donnoez
kdrosbn. lee conditions exp~rimentaeos moyennos do Poch at Dietzel [9] rwproonte lea isotherm**
so~t d'dquillbro does phases eolidn 14.. SiC;

St0R - Si et SIN, - C Ofi fcnetlon does logarithaes
46 g/cue ~ 20 dos proesslos do CC et $t0.

96gS cal 'S. 1.3t-L'enalyso, does r~ldua pyrolysde does awut toe
P 22i5 K wjAjrv4le to prdeence en quentit4 tr4a faible do SIC

On1 1re L. ~t do SI indiqusot par 14 uno psiorit# absolue
on troue L , a I& frmation does produlle volatile*. En phases

*ta o.as conden*46e Is proneestsu d'shlatlon o'effectuo,
- N ndooessal.eswit does uno coveh. dd'p.Ieur tints

*eat-h-dtrw & cau,. do is faiblo conductibiIII64 H;



partiollo de 5±0 pout 6tro de l'ordre de la valour
calcul~a (0,28 b) lorsque la temp~rature y eat

PC sup~rioure A 20000K. Pour la toap~rature de paroi
tog Co mosurdo ( v.225 0*X) Is prosalon d'6quilibre do

5±0 eat voisino du bar. Ainsi 1e r6sultat calcul6
n' 'at pas iner)mpatible avec les valeurs d'4quilibre

S t d'autro part on volt quo los transformations
2 5 doivont s'offectuer ossentiollomont dana I&~ coi--

\. ,r" \oho do msthriou dont Ia tompdraturo eat aup~rioure
\*A(JO,,&,C)A 1750*K. 1l oat pormia de pornsor qua l'Apalaseur

V CO.& 225sox\ do 1: couche r~actionnollo oat un factour importan~t
/0 ot dsr~sultats assez diff~rents do coux obtenus

o /oaSi 1~SCi)seraient obsorv~s at cetto Apaiaaour 6teit isl

CONCLUSION

t750*KL'Atude do Ia pyrolyse do mat~riaux A base do

-21 1 1r6sine ph6nolique offoctu6e au laboratoiro par Jes
0 mdthodoa claiaiquoa do chauffage et. d'Irnalyae a
oil montr6 qu'A hauto temp~raturo, lea produit3 gazouxI I [ £oru6a sont pou noebreux, easentiolloinont CO et

/ IH 2 oubion Slio t CO [61 , [8] at quo le

j I procossus chimique conduisant A cos produits pout
-' 4- Atre repr6sent6 globRloment par uno simple 6qua-

I I tion chiinique.

A partir do cos r6sviltats i1 deviant possible
-20 Log Ps ~ d'6tablir une repr6sentation sch',uatique do l'abla-

s tion d'un de cas mat6riaux lo.'sq-1'il est soum±8s A
l'action d'6couleuents do caract~ristiques connuos,

FIG. 8 - ISOTHERMES DU DIAGRAMM1E DE PHASES cos 6coulements fournissant l'6rtrgie n~cossaire
DU SYSTEME SI-C-O. et los rdactifs compl6montairos sulvant les lois

habituoiloe doi. transterts & travors lea couches
- Equilibre Sio, SiC, phase gazouse. limitos turbulortoa.
-- Equilibre 5±02-Si, phase gazouse.

-Equilibre SiO2C, phase gazauae. Los osaisi offectuds sur des brOlours ant
~- 1Equilibre? SiC-Si. phase gazouso. confirm6 do mani~ro satisfaisanto co point do vue

-+ -4. Equilibro SiC, C. St dans I. tableau 3 on r~sufe lea principos do base
de catte repr~sontation sch6matiquo do 1'abiation.

thermiquo du matiriau on prdsonce do for~s qra-
dionts thormiques. 11 faut 6galement quo ia pros- 11 conviont do rouarquor qu 'on raison des
sion, des gsa form~s soit sup~rioure A Is prossion valoura 6lov4*s des chalours d'ablation obsorvess
de 1'6.coulemont pour qu'ils Puissant s'6chappor. au coura des essais on no voit pas quols autres

procosaus que coux qui ant 6t4 uentionn~s pourraient
En n6gligosnt l'spport gazoux oe Is pyrolyse expliquer lea r~sauitsa obtonaa.

do I& r~sin*, 1. diagrams montr, quo 1. prossion
total. des gas forinda pout 6tro auffissminent 6l.-TALU3
vA. lorsquo Is tompdraturo do I& couche rdaction- ALA 3
nallo oat supdriourt- A 17500 K ot quo I& pression

I - Ablation gouvorn6o par lea r6&ctiona chimiquos ontro gsa do 1'Acoulement at la. parch
par bilan do mass*

Eqainciiu pot App Mast do l'4mission paridtale de gas
tondafontsle massique du¶ me ique d4 Milan (approximat ion d" Spalding)

________ at Arieu p 'Mculemon ________ _____________

(,) " 17 pl,1P 17 ,VS1~* # 7
/7 fra tio di sponible 'er~ D j I, r I nb d e S tan on o I&a: r:1 non 4miss ivi

It - Ablation Couverni~ par lea r~actions chimiquos entre conalituants du *atdriau

par bklwt thoruim.iq

E~quation chaieq" fiv Ea1 nrlffot do 1duxidsion parlifal" do asa
To'.amor I &I* absorb" fori Milan (approximat ion do Spalding)

_____________(wstdrlau) (6coulwsonmii

5.1~ . , 4 (
11______2_ C ~ 3 *
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SUMMARY

THE MASS SPECTROMETRIC method has proved to be a powerful tool for identifying new high
temperature species. The principle of the method is discussed together with the thermodynamic
procedures employed in the treatment of the data. In particular the thermodynamic behavior of
the evaporation process of metal-carbon systems at high temperatures is discussed, in the light

of recent mass spectrometric results. A comparison with the thermodynamic properties of gaseous
metal-oxide species is presented. A corre)ation between isosteric and isoelectronic molecules
composed of IV-IV, III-V and II-VI group elements is reported.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A = Constant equal to 215 kcal

D0 = Dissociation energy
o

e. u. = Entropy unit

G -H 0

Free energy function
T

A T )= Free energy function variation for the specified reaction

A HO r Standard enthelpy of reaction at 0"K
0

AH° = Atomization energy of crystals
o atom

AH = Enthalpy of reaction at temperature T

I+ Ion intensity of the isotope i of the species detected

K = Equilibrium constant of reaction

P Partial pressure of gaseous species

Q = Total partition function

Qe = Electron contribution to the total partition function
Qetr= Translational contribution to the total partition funcion

Q vi= Vibrational contribution to the total partition function

Q rot Rotational contribution to the total partition function

S Sensitivity factor of the mass spectrometer

T Absolute temperature IH 0

Ck Dimentionless parameter ecual to "

aim Total electron ionization cross-section
0

" Electron multiplier gain

R. Gas constant
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THE STUDY of the thermodynamic behavior of the evaporation process of solids at high temperatures
is strictly related to the knowledge of the composition of the gas-phase in thermodynamic
equilibrium with the condensed-phase. One of the most irrportant generalizations which can be
established in high temperature chemistry is the so called "Brewer's paradox". It asserts that for
the vast majority of systems of interest in high temperature chemistry the complexity of the gas-
phase in thermodynamic equilibrium with the condensed systems increases with rising temperature.
This proposition finds its justification on the basis of simple statistical-thermodynamic arguments (1).

THE COMPLEXITY of the gas phase shows itself not only in the variety of the molecular
species, but also in the presence of unfi.miliar oxidation states. One findo for instance for Lithium
the 2+ oxidation state in the stable LiO moiecule, while Aluminum gives rise to molecules Al20
and A1O i' which the Aluminum is in the 1+ ard 2+ oxidation state. Some inorganic systems vaporize
predominantly to polymers: e. g. C(3 from graphite (2); (CuCI) in equilibrium with solid CuCl (3);
and Mo,0 Mo4 0 I and Mo 5 0 over solid MoO 34). Only a'limited number ,^ high teriperature
molecu[' spacies ~were known rorn spectroscopic studies. In particular the preýenc: -" Z"3 and,
SiC, was ascertained by spectroscopic observations of cool stellar atmospheres. The existence
of other species •could be deduced through a skilful use of thermodynamics in treating Knudsen
effusion data.

THE ADVENT of the mass spectrometric techn-*que has given an important impulse to the
furthering of the wealth of knoledge of high temperature molecules, disclosing at the same tir.ie
some of the patterns of behavior that can be found for high-temperature inorganic sybtems.

IN THIS PAPER the principle features of the m,-ss-spectrometric method will be described
together with the thermodynamic methocd use "ntheelaboration of experimental data, while, for
more comprehensive coverage of the subject, other specialized articles may be consulted (5, 6).

THE COUPLING of the Knudsen molecular source with a mass spectrometer of the
Inghram-type, vertical mounting is sho..'n in Fig. L. The identification of the molecular species
is normally accomplished by this method in four steps:
a. mass-to-charge ratio determination
b. isotopic distribution
c. appearance potential
d. intensity distribution in the molecular beam.

AN EVALUATION of the bond strenght in the molecule can be derived in some cases from
the shape of the ionization efficiency curve showing the occurrence of dissociative ionization
processes. The intensity distribution in the molecular beam allows one to discriminate species
effusing through the cell orifice from species vaporizing from the surroundinR shields. Partial
pre.3sures of the species detected can be directly determined by means of t0 .,elation:

I+ T

P =
Sa. ".a.

where I. represents the ion intensity of the isotopa i of abundance a,, T the temperature of the cell,
S the selnsitivity factor of the mass spectromder, a. the electron ionization cross-section and y
the electron multiplier gain.

THE THERMODYNAMIC treatment of the evaporation data can be carried out using two
independent methods, namely the so called second-law and third-law methods. The second-law
method consists essentially in the use of the Van't Hoff equation:

d In K A H T

t R
d (I-)

THE THIRD-LAW method is based on the relation:

- 0 T 0 RI . T 2

where ( T - RT In Q and the total partition function is taken as 0 z 0 *10 Qravb o
0

All , according to the cases considered, may correspond to the heat of the reaction at 0"K, or be

a measure of the cohesive energy of crystals, or the dissociation energy of diatomic molecules,
or their atomization energy. The knowledge of the free energy functions of the molecular species
is irpked in the application of the third-law method. There is a lack of knowledge of spectroscopic
data for accikrate free enerrg furctions calculations for a large number of high tempirature
species. Nevertheless a reliable evaluation of these parameters can be made in most cases,
following analogic criteria aed resorting to empirical correlations between interatomic distances
and force constants (7. S, 9).

TABLE I CONTAINS a sum:nary of the spectroscopic assumptions utilized for the
calculations 4f the free energy fuictions for a number of dicarbide molecules. Free energy
functions variations relative to a set of rare-earth dicarbide species are Included in Fig. Z.
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An analysis of the diagram shows that the corresponding values differ from each other by about
one entropy unit. A rough estirrate of about 16 e. u. of this parameter for the remaining rare-

earth carbides can be trade. One can point out that such an estimate at 2000'K would be reflected
in an uncertainty for Al H0 of reaction of about 4 Kcal.

TI-IE EVALUAT'AO of physical and chemical stabilities (10, 11) of high temperature speries is
of particular importanrce in deriving correlations between thermodynamic properties of compounds
along the periodic system. Comparison of iso st eric and isoelectronic molecules for a number of
systems makes it possible to predict, from knowledge of the heat of atomization of the solid phase,
the dissociation energy of the heteronuclear gaseous species and, therefore, the experimental
conditions for their observation. GaAs molecules was observed using double-oven technique
coupled with a mass spectrometer, as was deducted from thermodynamic considerations (12).

A typical example of this type of correlation is represented by Table II which contains oc value
for isoelectronic molecules composed of IV-IV, III-V and II-VI group elements.

A CORRELATION between monoxide and dicarbide gaseous species has been established (13)
and is summarized by the relation:

P (MeC 2 ) A-D 0 (MeO) I (Gý - H0 )

Pn (Me) R T R T

where P (MeC 2 ) and P (Me) represent the equilibrium partial pressures of the dicarbide and the

metal species oven carbon-rich metal-carbide phase; A a constant equal to 215 kcal and D0 (MeO)

the dissociation energy of the corresponding gaseous monoxide species.
( -H

0 )
T 0 is relative to the pressure independent reaction: Me(g) + 2C s) - MeC 2(g) The

relation allows one to predict the relative concentration of dicarbide species to metal atoms for
metal-carbon systems, when the thermodynamic properties of the corresponding monoxide gaseous
speces are known. The"irversion temperature point" can be evaluated from this equation showing
the cnset of the temperature range in which the dicarbide vaporizes congruently. Table III indicates

a comparison between bond energy of gaseous dicarbide and gaseous monoxide species which have
been studied to date.

IN ADDITION to dicarbide molecules, tetracarbide species of high physical stability were

observed in the evaporation of rare-earth carbon systems (14). These findings suggested the
extention of the above correlation to the dioxide molecules, as CeO and HoO2 for which atomization

energies of about 370 and 350 kca/mole were predicted.

RARE-EARTH CARBON systems have been extensively studied in our laboratory (15, 16, 17,181
For calculations of the thern.odynamic properties of vaporization processes the following reactions

were considered-
MC2(s)--+ M(g) + ()

MC2(s)1 2(g)
Mlg+ZCls -. 5 MCzg
M(gI+2C(s) MC4(g)

MC2(g)+2 (a) __ýMC4(g)

ON THE BASIS of the data so far accumulated, some general considerations can be made as
tothe composition of gas-phase and volatility oi the lanthanide dicarbides. The less volatile rare-
earth dicarbides vaporize predominantly to elements and carbides gaseous molecules (the gaseous

dicarbide being the predominant polyatomic species) while, Samarium and Ytterbiun, give rise
only to gaseous metal as equilibrium vapor species in the ranges of temperature explored. The
MeC 2 /Me ratios range from 1.6 to I at Z500"K for La, 0.77 at 2273"K for Cc and<( 00001 for Yb

in the range 1280-1485"K. The enthalpy of evaporation of a dicarbide to MC2(2) is usually greater
than the enthalpy of evaporation to MI ) + 2C a and, consequently, the evaporation by the dicarbide
mode is favoured by increasing tempTature. -The characteristic bahavior of Ce-C system is shown

in Fig. 3.
ACCURATE VALUES of total vapor pressures of carbon-rich rare-earth dicarbide phale

are poor. From mass-spectrometric results one can make an evaluation of the volatility of these

systems. obtaining at 2000"K typical total pressure ranging fro-n 107 8 for LaC , 10-7 for
CeC_, 10-6 ior HoC , to 10-3.2 for SmC 10-1.5 for EuCr and 10-1.4 for YbC.,

THE o new li u2 2Z
THE IDENTIFICATION of new. unamiliar vapor species threw new light on the understanding

of the thermodynamic behavior of the evaporation process of solids at high temperature. The rass

spectrometric method has proved lo be the most powerful tool for analysing the composition of high
temperature gas-phase. However this technique presents sonte limitations, particularly in

connection with the lack of direct informations as to the conformation and structure of the detected

molecules. In addition relatively large uncertainties are associated in some cases to the elec~ron
ionization cross sections value., which are reflected directly in the determination of the equilibrium

partial .ressures of the species.
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AN INCREASING number of high temperature scientists is nowadays being interested in
the application of optical-spectroscopy to the study of high temperature molecules. Infrared
spectroscopy, the matrix isolation technique for trapping Ligh temperature species, electron
diffraction and microwave spectroscopy are supplt-menting masq spectrometry as tools for the
study of high temperature gas phase-condensed phase problems and, even ý.hough intrinsic and
severe difficulties are encountered,their use is highly promising.
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TABLE I - Summary of spectroscopic assumptions for free energy functions calculations of

gaseous dicarbides.

Molecule K N C r e 2 d. 3 G(ir n)2 0 0 0 .1

dynlcm A cm- cm-I cm" cal. mole" . deg

BC 2 (a) -- 1. 28 1300 550 2200 66.7

SiC2 2.9. 105 1.90 591 465 1742 67.9

ScC7 3.3. 10 1.75 600 310 1710 74. 1

GeC 2  2.4. 105 1.99 460 454 1718 66.58

YC 2  5.74. 105 2.39 659 436 1761 72.91

LaC2 5. 56' 105 1. 94 630 400 1772 67.20

CeC 2  6.24. 105 1. 98 655 458 1773 78. 94
PrC2 5.64" 105 1.98 6Z9 458 1757 77.78
NdC 2  5. 64" 105 1.98 628 458 1757 77.85

HoC 2  5.94" 105 1.98 636 458 1765 78. 11

ThC2 5. 5' 105 1.90 592 399 1756 74.60

(a) analogy with C3

TABLE II - O values for isoelectronic molecules composed of IV-IV, III-V and II-VI group

elements.

Cý 0.5 AH0 Eat. MeXJ /Do (MeX)

IV-IV III-V II-VI

12 n I. 19 BN 1. 48 BeO = 1. 32

Si2 1.45 AIP 1. 82 MSS x !. 68

Ge2 1.37 GaAs: 1.61 ZnSe = 1.92

Sn 2 = 1.57 InSb 1. 90 CdTe t1. 55

Pb2 =2. 1 TIBi= 1.98
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TABLE III - Comparison between bond energy of gaseous dicarbides and gaseous monoxides.

Metal D0 (Me -O) D0 (Me- C) D0 (Me -O) - D (Me -C)
O o 2 o 2

eV eV eV

Sc 7.2 6.3 0.9

Y 7.4 6.7 0.7

La 8.3 6.9 1.4

Ce 8.0 7. 1 0.9

Pr 7.4 6.6 0.8

Nd 7.2 6.4 0.8

Gd 7.5 6.9 0.6

Tb 7.5 6.6 0.9

Dy 6.5 5.8 0.7

Ho 6.6 5.8 0.8

Er 6.6 5.9 0.7

Th 8.3 7.4 0.9

B 8.0 6.6 1.4

Ti 6.8 6.3 0.5

Si 7.2 7.2 0.0

Ge 6.8 6.3 0.5

V 6.4 5.9 0.5
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Fig. I - Knudsea, effusion cel and ionization siurce assenbly for thermodynamic
equililirium studies.

K- Knud3en cell; T- bombarding filament; S- radiation shields; F'- windows
for temperature m•easurement; D- movable beam defining slit; A- ionization
chamber; B- ion beam defining and accelerating system; P- to pumps.
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18
-t (.e.m) for pressure ndipendent reaction

Sc
17- W •e(q) + 2 C(S)-- MeC2,911

Pr

16- Ho

a' Nd

15 Ce B

O00-

14

13-
La T h

12 S

I. 1 . I_

1800 2000 2200 2400 2600 2800

T, OK

Fig. 2 - Free energy functions variations for a number of metal-carbon systems relative to the
reaction: Melg) + 2C -• MeCglg)

PRESSURE (ATMOSPHERES)

i . . .. . I . . . . . .r.T .I . . . . . I. . . . |

"a 8u

F, I I r 11

0 PQ
00

0 0

Fig. 3 - Partial pressures of the vapor species over ceri!um-graphite
condensed system as a function of lIT x 104 (-K-l.
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RE SUME

On a d~termin6 exp~rimentalement la vitesse lin~aire de r~gression d'Echant3i.llons
cylindriques comprim~s de perchiorate d'ammonium dans tin 6coulerhient gazeux combu-
stible. Le3 paramn~tres pris en considfration sont: !a nature et l'Epaisseur de
l'inhibiteur lat~rale de combustion; la gdom~trie des sp~cimens; la granulom~trie
des poudres; la nature et le d~bit du gat combustible; la dilution iti gat combusti
ble; Ia nature et le pourcentage de-- additifs m~talliques; la nature et le pour-
centage des catalyseurs de la dicomposition thermique du perchiorate d'ammonium;
l'Etat de surface des additifs; l'addition du perchiorate de lithium. L'effet de
la pression a ftE lui aussi examin6 mais en conditions statiques. D'autres' rebJl-
tats concernent l'alluiage et le d~fai d'ignition dem~langesnon comprimes con-
tenant le perchiorate d'ammonium et des m~taux.
Les rtsultats exp~rimentaux montrent que les additifs les plus valides pcur faci-
liter la combustion du perchiorate d'ammonium sont les m~taux l~gers et le tita-
nium; une influence particul~re est due A Cu.O et aui cuivre r~duit. L'effet du
detnier est encore plus sensible si Von op~ri sous pression: dans ces conditions
tin mflange comprim6 du comburant avec le cuivre r~duit br~le trds rapidement dans
une atmosphare soit d'hyd~.ogbne soit d'azote. L'aluminium et le magnosium r~sul-
tent, au contraire, bien plus efficaces que le cuivre rdduit pour diminuer le
d6lai d'ignition de propergols composites contenant le perchiorate d'anmonium
et tin m~tal.
Les m~sures de vitesse lin~aire de r~gression ont 6t6 effectufes dans un disposi-
tif qui rappelle la bomnbe Crawford; les experiences relatives aui d~lai d'ignition
ont et6 r~alis~es A travers une cellule photo~lectrique.

LISTE DES SYMBOLES

AP' perchlorate d'anmonium N 4 ClO 4
LiP perchiorate dIe lithium LiC1O4
P pression relative (atmi

Q d~bit volum~trique (1111)

V vitesse lingaire de r~gression (mm/sec- 1

x poids m~tal x 100
poidj c-.r.bur~nt

d~bit paz diluant x 100
dfbit gaz diluant + d~bit gat combustible

¶ dflai d'ignition (10-2 sec)
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L'IMPORTrANCE des propergols composites dans le domaine de la propulsion justifie
les nombreux 6tudes dedies aux comburants solides pendant ces derni~res annees.
En gen6ral on utilise comme oxydants de!, sels cristallines (nitrates et perchlo-
rates) d'616ments chimiques ayant ur& poiids moleculaire pas COWv.
Le Perchlorate d'ammonium NH4ClO4 (que nous indiquerons en suite plus bri~vement
par le sigle AP) est actuellement le comburant le plus employ6 et par consequent
le plus 6tudi6. Cela depend aussi du fait que AP manifeste des proprietes bien
particuli~res et que l'etude en laboratoire de tel perchiorate r~sult.e mains dif-
ficulteux que pour d'autres combur--t,
Puisque AP br~le sans laisser des r- ýs, 41~ pout 6tre facilement employ6 comme
oxydant solide dans un processus do ,,aoustion hybride. La vitesse de regression
de l'oxydant est dans ce derni4er cas un param~tre fondamental pour le projet: en
outre cette vitesse influence de fagon remarquable la thermodynanique de la com-
bustion puisqu'clle determine la richesse du m~lange et donc la temp~rature de la
flamme, une fois -hoisi le d~bit de combustible.
La vitesse de decomposition de AP a fait l'objet d'une attention sp~ciale. Dans
les laboratoires de l'ONERA (1) (2) (3) on a mesur6 la vitesse de combustiin de
sph~res de AP plac6es dans un 6coulement gazeux combu~tible, en consid~rant ce
modale le plus convenable pour repr~senter la combustion r~elle d'une poudre compo-
site. En effet on peut assimiler les cristaux de AP A des sphares tr~s petites
se d~couvrant d'une mani~re progressive pendant que le combustible servant comme
liant pyrolyse.
D'autres rechercheurs ont examin6 ]a 0.tesse de pyrolyse (4) (5) ou de d~flagration
(6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) de AP dans la :onvinction que la vitesse de combustion
du m~me est contr,616e respectivement par le processus de pyrolyse ou d~flagration.
Enfin la vitesse de combustion des poudres composites basees sur AP a dte 6tudi~e
directement (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18).
Toutefois la compr~hension des complexes phftom~nes qui se rattachent A la co~mbu-
stion de AP d demand6 un remarquable effort pour la connaissance des propri~tts de
base du perchiorate, en particulier pour ce qui concerne le comportement de AP au
chauffage (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24). On a 6tudiE aussi 1'infljence de la pre-
sence de diff~rents additifs qui catalysent les reactions de decomposition thermi-
que (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) et d'ignition (31) (32) (33) (34).
En g~n~ral la rechorche relative A AP est essentiellement exp~rimentale et a suivi
jusqu'A ce moment deux directions principales:
- determination directe des parame'tres concernant la combustion de AP pur ou en
m6lange dans des poudres composites;

- 6tude des propri~t~s physico-chimiques de AP.
Le premnier point de vue emm~ne A des r~sultats interessant la technolo!&.e de la
propulsion par fus~es, le deuxi~Me point de vue a surtout pour but de proposer
des mod~les qui expliquent ces r~sultats et puissent pr~voir les comportcments de
AP' .ans des diff~rentes conditions operatoires. D'autre cWt des traitaisons ma-
th~matiques de la combustion de comburants ont 6tf aussi essay~es (8) (12) (35),
mais elies no semiblent pas avoir compl~tement r~solu le problame.
Le rr~sernt travail, en considarant 1'inportance future de la propulsion hybride
et I'attualit6 des poudres composites, a 6tE developp6 selon le prenier point de
vil e.
Nos mesures se rappottent surtotit A la vitesse lin~airte de r~gression d'6chantii-
Ions de AP, purs ou contenant diff~rents additifs, places dans un ecoulement
gazeux combustible. Les exp~riences ant ete donc faitos selon le mod~le utilisE
chcz los laboratoires de l'ONERLA, c'est i dire en conditions dynamiques dlutat
quo st~atiques, bien quo les mesures soient effectu~es selon le syst~me is au
point par Crawford (36) pour la bombe omonyme.

D)ISPOSITION hYPEPIMENTALL

Les mesures sont effectu~es en pla~ant les 5clumtillions de AP a l'interieur d'un
r~acteur aux parois transparents dans lequel on envoie 1e gaz combustible. Lligni-
tion c-st donn~e par un fil chauffE 6lectriquement.
Le circuit pneuainatique de 1'installation est rapport6 dans la fig. 1. Le r6acteur,
en acier inoxydahie, est constitu6 par deux flanges sim~triques renfermant un
cylindre en pyrex (fig. 2 ). Leos sp~cimens sont soutenus par des supports rn
pyrex.
Les 6chantillons de comburant sont des cylindres obtenus par compression de rjrti-
cules pr~c~demment pulveris6es. Pour qiie la combustion soit "I sigarette... c'est
A dire par surfaces paral1~les, les cylindres sornt enrobfs latfralement par um
4nhibiteur. Enfin les dchamtilloms sont perces diametralernent pour logor los fils
de rep~rc.
flour ce qui concern. les autres d~tails de la disposition expfrimentale voir 0~7)
(38) (.q).
La vit~sse lin~aire de r~gression cit d~terminfe par it temps n~cessaire pour
thr~1cr la lo;,gueur do I'Echantillon comprise entre les deux rep~res.
Le Perchlorate d'amtmomium e.'t fourni par B.D.1I. avec un titre pas inferiour au 991
les principales impuretCs en ftant SO4 (0.02%), Cl (0,01%), Fe (0,001%), Ph (0,001%);
ltisgaz purs sont tourmis par S.I.O.; les poudres mftalliques, les catalyseurs de

Jadcomposition thermique de AP et tout autre rfact if !3nt fournis par C. Erha.
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La partie electrique et les syst~mes 6lectroniques de mesure ant Wt miA au point

par le group electronique du C.N.P.M.

TECHNIQUE EXPERIMENTALE

On mesure la vitesse lineaire de regression, definie comme la vitesse A laquelle
la surface de combustion bouge en direction perpendiculaire A elle-m~me, dans le
cas des sp~cimens inhibes lat~ralement. Au contraire, si la surface lat~rale de
1'Echantillon participait elle aussi aux reactions de redox, la wesure se rappor-
terait plut8t A la vitesse de combustion, d~finie comme la vitess', de propagation
de la reaction chimique entre le comburant solide et le combustible gazeux. La
surface de reaction est plate dans le cas de vite~sse lineaire de regression, tandis
qu'elle est conique dams le cas de vitesse de combustion. Cela explique l'importan-
ce de Ilimhibition laterale A la combustion et des petites sections transversales
des sp~cimens (compatiblement avec la possibilit6 de realiser par compression les
cylindres). Il a paru n~cessaire avant tout d'6tahlir le type et la quantite
d'inhibiteur A employer pourqu'on puisse mesurer des vitesses iineaires de regres-
sion d'un ct6t et pour ne pas influencer le proc6s de combustion d'autre cat6.
Ces experiences ont Ste faites en fixant le d.ibit de gaz combustible.
La geometrie des echantillons a 6te le deuxi~me param~tre pris en consideration:
on a realis6 des cylindres ayarnt differernts diam~tres 0 = 6, 8, 10, 13 mm et on a
examine l'effet sur la vitesse lineaire de r~gression en fonction du debit de gaz,
ayant choisi pour chacque serie d'experiences une certaine valeur du diam~ti~e des
specimens. Dams la mime faqon on a determine l'effet de la granulometrie des pou-
dres de AP. Apr~s ces experiences preliminaires on a 6tudie la Ioi de la vitesse
limeaire de regression en fomction du debit de gaz combustible (c'est A dire de
sa vitesse), de la mature du gaz combustible (H2 et les hydrocarbures CH4, C2H4 ,

?I tC31-1) ede la dilution de ce dernier avec azote.
L eet e aprcsence de poudres netalliques (Al, B3, Bc, Mg, Cd, Cu, Fe, Mn, Ti

et Zn) cu do catalyseurs de la d~composition thermique de AP' (charbon et oxydes
de Al, Ca, Cd, Co, Cu, Fe, Mn et Ni) est determine en considerant soit la nature
de Iladditif (les specimens contiennent un pourcentage tixe de I'll par rapport
au seul comburant) soit le pourcentage du meme (1%, 5%, 10%, 15%). En outre on
a considere aussi l'etat de la surface de l'additif et la aadition d'autres combu-
rants A AP (melange avec LiClO 4). Toutes ces experiences on et faites A la pres-
s ion atmospherique et enmconditions dynamiques, c Iest A dire dams un 6coulement
comtinu de gaz combustible.
Enfin on a etudie l'influemce de la Pressiom sur la vitesse lineaire de r~gres-
sion de AP, mais en conditions statiques. D'autres r6sultats ccncernemt 1'igni-
tiom demelangesnon comprim~s contenant AP.

RESULTATS ET DISCUSSIONS

Les resul'-ats saint generalement illustres par des graphiques qui rapportent la vi-
tess2 lineaire de r6gression V des echantillons en fonction du d~bit Q Au gaz
cumbustible. La vitesse lineaire de rdgres.4ion V est exprim6e en mm/sec; le d6bit
Q de gaz combustible en 1/in.

NATURE ET EPAISSEUR DE L'INHiBITEUR de combustion. Les figg. 3 et 4 rapporttrti
la vitesse linfaire de regression V en fonction de l'6pjisseur S en mm d'inhibitc'l~r.
On a employe comme inhibiteurs le satoflan (fig. 3), un type de teflon non synthi6-
rise, et le .eflon (fi4g. 4). Le debit de gaz combustible est constant: on a exa'iin6
le ca,. d'um. debit de 3 1/in de Hiý (courbe a) et le cas i'un d~bit de 31 1/r Lie 112
dilu6 avec 3 I/in de NZ (courbe _).
La vitesse V diminue toujours lorsque "6'paisseur S augmente: cotte diminution est
plus rapide quand on utilise le teflon. Puisque dans le cas du teflon los deux
lignos se rapprochent, cola signifie que l'inhibiteur influence les r~actions de
redox en determinant la vitesse lin~aire de regression par sa propre vitesse d'abl-. -
tion. Au contraire, A condition d'6viter do trap faibles 6pai'nseurý que 61ajilleurs
il me faut pas employer si Ilon mesure dzos vitesses lin~aires dc r~gresbion, le sa-
toflan no modifie pas le proc~s de combustion. Pour toute, los exp~rienccs suivan-
tes on a donc utilis6 le satoflan comme inhibiteur.

DEBIT DlU GAZ COMBUSTIBLE. Les r~sultats sont rapport~s Jins los figg. S (Co~lrhc
a at b) et la (courbe a, b et c), relatives respectivement I l'empioi comme combu-
stible do H,, CH, C fig et C 3II
En 16n~ral bn peilt rim rquerufAe loi de I& vitesse V croissanto avec le d~bit Q do
gaz jusqu'A un point de maximum: au deli de cc point la vitesse V diminue lcntement
En effet, a~ r. a aer u bit de Lornbuitible op1timum pour ohtenir le maximum
do V, I'ex s doe d~bit do gaz no pouira qu~'augmenter la diffusion do chalcur lair
do I& flainme. La zone stationnaire autout du paint de maximum est trt.i Atendue
dans le cas de H et cela probablemont d~pend des exc~s locaux de d~bit dus .1 la
facilitf do diffasion du gsaz dans la flaimmo. Le type dc courhe indique que Ie
ph~nombne do transport Je masse borne 13 Vitesse V aux basses valeurs du d~bit do
~az, tandis quo le ph~noit~ne chimique de rodox borne pour Les valeurs 61ýv~es dc

6idegaz.
En tout cas les courbes ainii trouv~es sont tr~s somblables a cello qui expr~ime

Ia vite~.se do combuition d'un proporgol composite, constituf par AP et polystir~nc,
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en fonctioni du pourcentage en poids de polystir~ne (15). Cette analogie semble
prouver que pour AP c'est le comburant qui determine la loi de combustion, si bien
dans un piopergol composite que dams un processus hybride.

GRANULOMETRIE DES POUDRES DE AP. En general la diminution des dimensions
mayennes des poudres et donc l'augmentation de la surface reactive permet ure
plus grande vitesse de reaction dans tous les proc~s physico-chimiques.
La fig. 6 illustre les resultats obtenus dans ros laboratoires A propos de 1i'm-
fluence de la granulometrie des poudres de AP sur la vitesse lin~aire de regres-
sion des echantillons de ce comburant. On a etudi6 trois types de poudres: type
gras (courbe c), type moyen (courbe b) type fin (courbe a). Les particules de type
gros passent I trav~rs un tamis avec 750 mailles/cm2 et -sont retenues par um
ta~is avec 1600 mailles/cm4; les partipules de type Inayem passent. A 1600 mailles/
cm et sont retenues A 6400 mailles/crn ; les particules de type fin passent A
trav~rs un tamis avec 6400 mailles/cm2.
Les courbes de la fig. 6 se pr~sentent. mains douces par iapport A celle de la
fig. 5 (courbe a) relative A des specimens dont la granulometrie n'a pas et6
contralee. Il est interessant de noter que les courbes de la fig. 6 ant toutes
le mime aspect: en particulier la loi lincaire dams le domaine dei forts debits
est bien caract~ristique. En tout cas la diminution des dimensions moyenmes favo-
rise clairemtent la vitesse lineaire de regression, au momns dams le domaine des
granulometries experimentees, bien que l'accroissement 'les valeurs de vitesse me
soit pas tr~s sensible. Par rapport A Is courbe a de la fig. 5 on obtient toujours
une amelioration, A part le donraine des grands d~bits pour les poudres de type
gras.
McAlevy III et Lee (40) ant trouv6 des courbes tout A fait semblables en employant
la technique du lit poreux et en utilisant methane comme gaz c-umbustible.

NATURE DES POUDRES METALLIQUES. La presence de poudres metalliques dams um
propergal est un moyen tr~s utilis6 dams la technologie de ia propulsion pour
Clever lesvaleurs de la temperature de combustion Pt domc de l'impulse specifique.
Mais les metaux peuvent presenter d'autres effets positifs: par exempie l'alumi-
ni4um dimimue dams certaimes limites l'instabilite de combustion de propergol so-
Ilides (41) et ses compas6s peuvent soit faciliter l'ignition de particuliers melam-
ges (42) soit prolonger la vie de sp~ciales suspensions hypergoliques (43). En
tout cas les paudres metalliques augmentent la densite des prcpergols et permet-
tent ainsi des economies de poids et de volume dams les structcures du vecteur.
1)'autre c8t6 les produits d'oxydation des metaux ant um poids moleculaire relati-
vement 616v6 et donc provoquent un effet negatif sur l'impulse spkcifiqe.
Les m~taux essaycs saint: Al, B, Be et Mg (fig. 7); Cu electrolytique, Fe uet Mn
(fig. 8); Cd, Mo, Ni et Ti (fig. 9) et Zn (courbe a de la fig. 10). La quantit6
ajaut~c est taujours de 1'1% pa.r rapport A Ia mass-e du seul AP. Les echantilions
saint prepar~s en melangeant avant Is campression les particules de AP et des m~taux
bien ipulverisces.
On remarque de la fig. 7 que le type de Ia courbe V, Q est le mime pour tous les
metaux l6gers et est caracterise par une brusque discantinuite de V. En comparai-
san de Is caurbe a de la fig. 5 concernant AP pur on note que Al, B et Be compor-
tent une g~n~ra le-augmentat ion de V, pendant que la prilsence de Mg provoquent ume
l6g~re augmentation seulement paur les valeurs 6lfv~es de debit de combustible.
Le type de In courbe relative A Cu electrolytique, Fe et Min resulte de la fig. 8
taut A fait diff~rent: ii n'y a pas de discontinuites et les valeurs de V augmem-
tcnt faiblement avec le debi! de gaz. En comparaison de la courbe a de In fig. 5
on observe que Fe et surtout Cu 6lectrolytique permettent un gain Ue vitesse dans
tOUtC La region explor~e, pendant que Mn augmente les valeurs de V seulemcnt dams
lc ',:maine des faihies debits gazeux.
La rig. 9 montre que les courbes relatives A Mo et Ni saint pratiquement les mime$
et quc 1'cffet doc lour prtsence sur la vitesse lin~aire de r('gression est nE~gli-
gible, tandis quo Ti favorise Is vitesse V dhns toute In region des ti~hits de gaz.
11 est int~ressant de nater quc la courhe AP + I% Ti est quialitativement In m~me
que ceill concernant AP pur: cela signifie quo Ti accCVl'rc In vitesse lin&'aire tie
r~gressian ind~pentiamment diu gaz combustible. La COUrbe AP + 0¶ Cd part cell
aussi i' une mani~'re ripide malis en suite elie se stabilise. Ln tout cns Cd aussi
peririet un gain tie V, surtout dams le domaine des faihles d~bts.
Dans ki fig. 10 fiLourhe a) est rapport~e la courbe relative 5 l'adtiit ion de :n:
on remarque que Is pr6sence tio I'll doe :n n'a pas uine sensible influence sur Is
vitesse lin~aire tie re~gression..
Fn cenclusion les m~taux peuvent soit faciliter la vitesse linfaire tie r~gression
dams tout le domaine des ti~hits (Ti. Al, R) soit aplatir Is courbe V. Q (Fe, Mn,
Cui 6l t rolIyt i ue .
Dans le premier czas les m~taux agissent directoment stir Is decomposition thermiquec
tiu combhurant en Is favo'-isant. V~ans le deuxi~me cas uls imposent une nouvelle %vi-
tesse liimite pratiquenrent ind(-pendantr du debhit do combiistible. Ln consiti~rant quo
les m~taux influencent pas cu~lement Is vitesst lin~aire die r~grension et la tempe-
rature de combustion, mais atussi le Poitis mol~culaire moyen des ptoduits tie reac-
tion, on pout retcnir que Be et Al seint les .tdditifs meta'lliques los plus auspica-
bles. Ccpcndant I'i p-!ut 6tre considerf comPftitif avec Ics mftaux l6gurs.
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NATURE DlU GAZ COMBUSTIBLE. Ltoffot de la nature du gaz combustible concerne
les valeurs quantitatives de la vitosse V plut~t que 1'aspect des courbes, comme
on peut voir darns los figg. 5 (courbe a et b) et 11. En tout cas A la courbe bien
marquee, dams le sens ci-dessus specifiE, relative A H s'opposent les courbes bien
mains marquees des autres gaz cornbustiblesi Bien que c~iaque gaz ait sa propre
courbe V, Q, quantitativement aussi la diff rence ontre les valeurs de vitesse
lin6aire de regression dues A H et aux autres combustibles est sensible.
Uno difference analogue a 6tf t~ouv6e par Barr~ro et Nadaud (2) (3) pour la combu-
stion de spheres de AP dans un 6coulement gazeux combustible. La loi qui exprimo
la variation du diamatre d des sphtres en fonction du temps t est:

dn . d - kt
0

otO d 0 est le diam~tre initialo des sph~res, k une constant qui depend de plusiours
param~tr~s opdratoires, n ost un coefficient qui change avec la nature du combusti-
ble et qui vaut 2 pour Cfl4, C3H8 et NH3 et 3 pour H2. Donc la loi exponentielle
do variation du diametre en fonction du temps ost superieure d'un ordre de grandeur
dans le cas do H,.
La vitesso do ditfusion do H2 pourrait oxpliquor la plus grande rapidit6 de combu-
stion de AP avec H2 plut~t qu'avec les autres gaz. Les resultats obtenus pourraient
en outre Stre expliques par la flammo tr~s caloriphique de 1'hydrog~no, ce qui fe-
rait penser A une plus grando diffusion do chaleur de la flamme vers la surace de
l'Echantillon dans le cas do H2 et par consequent A une plus 6levee temperature
de surface et debit massique de comburant. Mais cette hypoth~se est A repousser du
moment que la temperature de surface de AP (5000C) est independante de la nature du
gaz combustible (44) (4S) (46).
Le procossus A vitesse limite est donc situ6eon phase gazeuse et concerne probable-
mont l'oxydation du gaz combustible par los produits do d~composition de HCIO4 conte-
nu en AP. En offet l'influenco de la nature du gaz combustible sur la vitesse lin6a
ire do regression me supporto pas lVideo que le processus 4 vitesse limite puisso
consister dams uno flammo do decomposition NH3 + HC10 4 du Perchlorate d'annonium.
Ce r~sultat ost d'ailleurs confirm6 par d'autros exp~riences conduites sur des
propellants composites contenant AP (47).
On sait d'autre c8t6 quo la combustion do 142 suit un processus en chalne qui demande
la presence des radicaux O-H et des atoms 0 et H, pendant que la combustion de tous
los hydrocarburos no pr~sonte pas do grandes differences si la valour de pression
Weost pas trop flfv~e. En tout cas l'oxydation des bydrocarbures paraffiniques en
phase gazouso suit 1e m~canisme on chalne do CH4, qui demande lui aussi l'exist'Žn-
ce do radicaux et dont la formation do CH3 constitue le passage principale. En outre
los hydrocarbures avec un poids mol~culaire 616v6 pouvont degrader vers los hydro-
carbures avec un poids mol~culairo inf~riour en donnant origine au radical m~thyli-
que. En conclu~sion leF vitesses 1in~aire'F do regression do AP dans un ecoulement
d'hydrocarburos me peuvont pas avoir do grandes differences.
La fig. 12 montre qu'avec des 6chantillons do AP +1% Zn on trouve des r~sultats
tout A fait antalogues. La combustion dans un 6coulement do propane a pr~sent6 des
grandes difficult~s d'ignition et des fortes instabilit~s de flamme. En tout cas
le differences dues A l'emploi des combustibles sont les m~mes pour les sp~cimens
de AP pur ot do AP + 1% Zn.

DILUTION DU GAZ COMBUSTIBLE. Dams la fig. 13 (courbe a) est rapport~e la Cour-
be relative .1 i'oufploi comme gaz combustible do H- dilu6 avec N,. D~finissons un
paraia~tre a comme le paurcentage volum~trique d'aiote par rappott au volume totalo
des gazz par example Q..Z 1/rn et u - 50% signifient quo 1'Ecoui'.,ment gazeux est
constitu%4 par 2 1/rn do H2 et 2 1/rn de N2. Le symbale Q indique toujours le d~bit
du soul gal combustible.
Le typo qualitative do la couroc est toujours le mfime, mais on remarque un ciffet
inhibiteur sur la vitesse lin~aire de r~gression, dG a la prdsence de N2, 3ensible
dans tout le domraine explore do debits. On a trouv6 des t~sultats sembiables avec
m~thane et propane. M~rno en pr~sence de N2, le combusZible le plus rE~.ctif est
l'hydrogtne. En effet la combustion do AP a, lieu dans un Ecoulement do H, Jusqu'ýi
.a75% sans aucune anornalic.ý Au contraire la combust ion est instable pocir ' 7S%

en methane et pour o - S0% en propane.
L'effet inhibitour do Ia dilution du gaz combustibln sur la vitessc linfaire de
r~gression est hien clair aussi pour des 6chantilloiis do AP + I% :n (courhe h de
la fig. 10. a - S0%) mime si qualitativomont la lol V. Q no change pas en co~pa-
raison do l'hydrogtno pur. On renmarquera quo la pr~sence de Zn n'aPporte do sensi-
bios modifications des valeurs do V ni dams un Ocoulement cornhust bMe pur (courlie
a de la fig. 1LI) rni dans un 6caulement dilut.

GEOMETRIE DES ECHANTILLONS. On a rapport# dams la 'ig. 13 les courbcs V. Q
concernant Ia combustion des 6chantlilamns do AP eyant un difffrent diam~t,-o 0 dan!.
un Ei-oulernent d'hydrog~ne dilud dans 1'azotej -~ 501). Les cylindres ont Wt
inhib~s do tajan quo It ia Epart ontre l'Epaisseur d'inhibiteur et le diam~tre
du spfcimen salt constant. ~a courbe a ost relative A 0 6 mm, la courbe h I1
0 8 mr., la caurbt c 1 0 10 am et Ta c'iurbe d A 0 - 13 mm.
Oti remar-4ue quo l'aujmentatiom du dsiamttre des "Ichantillan3 provoquc une diminu-
tion do la vitesse lin6aire do r~gresiion. La courbe d manifeste ume loi crois!ante
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plus forte que dans les autres ca.s, mais cela peut d~pendre du syst~me employ6
pour les mesures. hn effet l'importance de la section transversale pour 0 -13 mmn
d6termine aux grands debits de gaz une surfiA-e die combustion plut6t conique. 11
en suit que la fusion du deuxi~me rep~re eslt avanc~e par rapport A la fusion du
premier rep~re,qui a lieu lorsque la surface de combustion est encore plate.
Des r~sultats semblables nnt 6t obtenus pour des 6chantillons ayant 0 - 6 mm
(courbe b doe la fig. 5) et 0=13 mm (courbe c de la fig. 5) dans un 6coulement
de C'14

NATURE DES CATALYSEURS DE LA DECOMPOSITION THERMIQUE DE AP. Le perchiorate
d'ammonium manifeste deux diff~rents mi~canismes de reaction (20) (21) lorsque
il est chauff6 dans le vide:
- aux basses temp~ratures (4 280*C) AP se d~compose A travers un proc~s de surfa-

ce se bornant au 20%-30% de la masse initiale et laissant un r~sidu chimiquement
identique au produit mis A r~agir mais avec une densit6 inf~rieure;

- aux temperatures plus 616v.5es (>, 380 0C) AP se decompose totalement A travers uai
proc~s de Jisgr~gation p~ndtrant A Ilint~rieur de chaque cristal. En tout cas
un proc~s die subiimation est toujours pr~sent pendant la decomposition thermique
de AP.

G~n~ralement 1'6tude experimental des catalyssurs est limit6 par les rechercheurs
aux tempfratures inf~rieures a 300%C (d6composition thermique de ia basse tempd-
rature) pour 6iviter des phfnorr~nes trop rapides et donc impossible A suivre en
laboratoire. La pr6sence des catalyseurs (ce terme est g~n6ralement employ6 pour
entendre un acc~lr~ratcur die la decomposition thermique du parchiorate) peut chan-
ger radicalement la cin~tique et les proc~s de reaction, en modifiant ainsi la
quantit6 do solide d6compos6 et la vitesse de decomposition. Par consequent los
produits de r6action changent et la sublimation aussi est influenc6e (ello dispa-
ralt si la d6composition thermique est trop rapide). De toute fagon 11 ne faut
pas croire que l'addiftion des catalyseurs pruvoque des effets pareilles sur la
d6composition thermique et la combustion doe AP, puisque les passages A vitesse,
limite sont differents dans les deux cas.
Les substances les plus employees canine catalyseur sont des oxydes m~ta11iques.
Nous avons exp~rirnent6 dans nos laboratoires l'effet de P'a dition do GaOI Cu 20,
CuO et Fe 0 (fig. 14); Al 03  MnO po id oxdes cata.ys)eur COCoO0 et Co
oxyde noii ifig. 16). Le p urcentage enN poxysdes (fig.15)etr Cajout63eit toujours
1% par rapport au seul AP. Les 6chantillons sont r~alis6s enm~langeant avant la
compression les particules bien pulveris~es de AP et des catalyseurs.
On observe do la fig. 11 que CaO (courbe b) et CuO (courbe c) favoiisent la comn-
burtion de AP dans le dcrnaino des faibles-d~bits doe gaz com~ustiblo, pendant que
Fe2O3 (courbe d) no change pas d'uno fagon sensible la loi V, Q. Au contraire
Cu20 (courbe aY manifesto tine considerable action catalytique dans -:olte la r6gion
explor~e des U~bits gazeux. On sait d'autre c~t6 quo CaO ne facilite pas la d6com-
position thermique de AP (20) et qu'en diminue la sublimation (22) , alors que
Fe ,O, favorise l~gi~rement la d~composition thermique (20). D'ailleurs les oxydes
Cu;0O (29) et CuO (30) sont tous les deUx des 6nergiques catalyseurs do la d6compo-
sition thermique die AP. Les courbes V, Q concernant l'addition des metaux montrent
que Fe (courbe a tie la fig. 8) augmente la x'itosse lin~aire de regression des
sp~cimens oxydnints die faqon bien plus sensible que 1 oxyde correspondant, tandis
quo Cu 61octrolytique (courbe b die la fig. 8) ne facilite pas la combustion de AP
dans la m~me mesure quo Ctu0, Fien qu'iI soit plus efficace quo CuO.
La fig. 15 montre qut la pf~sence do 1'1% die Ni oxyde (courbe a) explique un certain
effet posit if sur la vitesse lin6aire de regression do AP, pendant que MnO,
(courbe b) acc(,~re lHg~rement la combustion et qu'Al,0 (courbe c) n'appo~'te pas
die grand-es v'ariations. D'autre c6t6 MnO, est cornnu coft4m un des catalyseurs les
plus valides de la d6composition thcrmi~ue du Perchlorate (210) (28), alors que
Al 0, n'a absolument auctin effet. Au contiaire on a vu que Al (courbe b de la
fii. 71 augmente clairemenL la vitesse lin~aire do regression do AP pe~dant quo
Ni (courbe d de la fig. 9) et Mn (COUrbe d de la fig. 8) naipportont pas doe gran-
des modificat ions.
Pour les ox)'des do Co nos COUrbes a et b (10 la fig. 16)l los variat ions sont
pco sensibles, bien qu'ils 66composenf (28T rapidomcnt AP mmem aux basses temp~ra-
tures. 11 r&sulteo n outre quo Cd() (courhec do !a fig. lb),comporte une r&Iuct ion
Lie vitesse lin~aire do regression pour los Torts debits dc combustible. D'autre
c6t6 CLdO (31) favorise lHg~rement En d~co.iposit ion tliormiqtio et Cd influence d'uno
rianit're asse: consid~rable la Vitcsso linoairo do r~'gression (courbe b do la fig.9).
I 'addition des- poudres m~talliques so r(-%vtlc donc plus convenable quo T'addition
Jecs catalysours doe la decomposition thermnique du perc-hlorate pour favorisor la
%vitosse IinC'aire do r~gression de, spf'cimons doe Al' dans (in 6coulement gazooLX corn-
I- itiblo. 1:n effot Itcs tomps d' induction pour les r~act ions do d~composit ion cata-
lytique sont en g~'nt`ra1 trop longs par rapport Il l'exti~ino tapidite, des phenomý-

nes de combust ion et don.: la rý..ct ion do d'colspos it ion -ne peut pis a%-oi r une trap
grande importai-ce dans It. mv'canisme deO redox.
Pendant quo I offot positif~ des caitalyseturs d$;~end sculem.:ont ties prupri~t6s chii-
mniques do AP' ef des oxydo N, l'actior riv.ora.bl des poudres mc'talliques est due
I) des ph~'nom~nes phiysiqlles colicernant le% proc4ý% dc combustion des hntnt~ux. lpo toutc
fa~on los. :it-ditifs modif ient !e m~cainismo de combu;t ion (Ie AP st-it on phiasc gazoutse
soit en pli.-seol sidc, puisque ils changent d'un cý;t6 los produits do combustion et

7'
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d'autre c6te la vitesse lineaire de r6gression.
En conclusion l'addition des poudres inetalliques est plus avantageux par rapport
aux catalyseurs, A part Cu 10, en considerant que les metaux permettent un gain
pas seuleinent sur la vi. es e lineaire de regression mais aussi sur l1 impulse
specillique.

ETAT DE LA SURFACE DE f.'ADDITIF. Dans la fig. 8 (courbe a) est representee
la courbe V, Q concernant l'addition do Cu reduit, ctest A di-re de particules
metalliques ayant une surface de reaction tr~s extendue, au perchlorate dtammonium
dams le pourcentage de 1'1% en poids par rapport A la masse du soul comburant.
On note que la vitesse lin~aire de regression augmente dtune fagon sensible dans
tout le domaine des debits gazeux par rapport aux 6c;!antillons soit de AP + 1% Cu
6lectrolytique (courbe b de la fig. 8) soit de AP + 1% Cu2O (courbe a de !a fig. 14),
qui 6tait jusqu'A ce moiient ltadditif le plus valable. Il est int6reisant de
remarquer que les types de courbes concernant Cu reduit (courbe a) et Cu elettro-
lytique Ccourbe b) sent diff~rents et quten particulier la courbe AP + 1% Cu r6-
duit rersemble au type de AP rur (courbe a do la fig. 5). Cela indique que Cu
reluit i'avorise la combustion en agissant-directement sur la d~composition ther-
mique de AP: en effet on peut penser que les particules m6talliques, ayant une
grande valeur du rapport surface do r6action sp6cifique au volume, constituent des
centres actifs particuli~remei~t efficaces pour le m6canisme de d~conposition A
temp6tature S16vde du perchlorate.
D'autre c6te Cu glectrolytiqui, Cu 0 et Cu reduit specialement facilitent Iligni-
tion des specimens en diminuant seAsiblement la puissaace 6lectrique necessaire.
Cola prouve la generale activite catalytique du cuivre.

POURCENTAGE DES ADDITIPS. Nous avons examin6e .xp~rimentalement 1tinfluence
du pourcentage di certains additifs sur la vitesse lineaire de rdgression du per-
chlorate d'ammomium. Les additifs pris en consid6ration sont: Ni (fig.17), Cu
reduit (fig. 18) et le charbon C (fig. 19), qui est connu lui aussi comme un
catalyseur de la decomposition thermique de AP (26). Les pourcentages essay~s,
toujours definis comme rapport entre les poids de l'additif et du comburant, sont:
1%, 5% et 10%; pour Ni on a examin6 le cas 15% aussi.
Dams la fig. 17 sont represent~es les courbes relatives A ltaddition d'un pour-
centago variable de Ni; la courbe AP 4, 1% Ni est caracterisee par une disconti-
nite qui pourrait dependre du syst~me employ6 pour les mesures. on remarquera
quandmeme que,cn augmontant le pourcentage de Ni,la vitesse lineaire d'ý regres-
sion crolt avec une certaine regularite. Le melange AP + Cu reduit (fig. 18)
presente le maximum de rapidite de combustion.
En considdrant la facilite d'ignition du melange et lt aspect tr~s soutenu de la
flamme bien different des autres flammes do diffusion, on a pens6 que AP + Cu
reduit puisse br~ler independamment du gaz combustible conme un propellant solide
composite. On a donc fait brOler des Ichantillons dans un milieu dtazote, ce gaz
servant pour pressuriser la chambre de combustion et aussi pour avoir une atmo-
sphare complatement inerte. A la pression atmosph~rique los specimens do AP + 15%
Cu reduit, dams les mfmes conditioiis operatoires quo pour les.mesures dans un
6coulement gazeux combustible, bralent rapidement et l'ignition ne pr~sente aucu-
me difficult6. La vitesse lineaire de regression depend maintenant du d~bit d'azoto:
elle diminue lorsque le debit augmento, puisque un grand d~bit d'azote favorise
la diffusion d'energie thermique loin de la flamme(une va~eur indicative pourrait
Au contria!; la:combustion du melangeAP+ 1%Cu reduit al la pression d~une po

A popo dumelngeAP C fig 1 onnotraque la deuxiame partic de la
courbe AP + it C rdp~te cello concernant AP pur (couibe a de la fig. 5), tandis
que la premibre partie est pratiquoment ind~pemdante de debit de gaz et permet
un gain de vitesse V par rapport au perchloratc pur. En effet aux forts d~bits
de combustible le specimen de comburant, 6tant donn6e la tr~s petite quamti¶.e de
charbion ajout6, so comporte comme stil etait AP pur. Aux faihios debits du combu-
stible gazoux, au conitrairo, 1'importance em poids du combustiblc solide croit et
on pout penser A um phfnomtne do collaboration entre charbon et hydrog~ne, qui
comporte un plus grand debit masfiquc do combustible et donc tine vitesse 1inýIire
de r~gre~sion plus 6lev~e par rapport 5i AP pur.
En augmentant le pourcentago de charbon contenu dans l'oxydant la vitosse V crott
r~gulifrement et les courbes deviennent de plus en plus plites. En effet la quati-
tit# do combustible solide diminue de plus en plus i'effot du combustible gazeux:
si pour AP * It C l'lnfluence .be debit d'hydrog~ne est bien claire dans la deuxi6-
me partie de Ia courbe, pour AP * St C cette influence est .1 peine visible et
pour AP + 10% C elle disparalt. complatement. (Tela signifie quo le melange AP * C
a la tendence ht se comporter comm. un propellant solide composite ut donc de ma-
nl~re indfpendanto du debit de gal.
En conclusion en augmontant le pourcentage des additifs la vitesse lin~aire de
regression g860ralement crolt, parfois do fa~on trts considerable (volt Cu r~duit).
11 taut'romarquor quo le pourcentago do 1'add itif influence pas seulement les
vs leurs numdriques de vitesse mais aussi In lol qualitative fl, Q d'un m~mo melange.
Enfin eon utmontant lo pourcontage de Itadditif qucique melange se comporte com-
me un props lant so Jido d6ji A la pression stmosph~rique.

LA
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ADDITION DE LiClO. Le perchiarate do lithium LiClO maigr6 les inconve-
nients d'un prix 6l6vfet d'une forte hygroscopicit6, intlresse beaucoup la
technologie do la propulsion merci A son contenu d'oxygtne et A sa donsite.
on a donc mesure la V4itesse lineaire de regression du porchiorate de lithium (que
nous indiquerons brievement par le single LiP) melange au perchiorate d'ammonium.
En considerant la difficulte d'ignition de tels melanges, on a ajout6 un certain
pourcentage de Cu reduit Cfig. 20), que mous avons trouv6 faciliter la combustion
de AP, et de CuO (fig. 21). qui est connu comme un accelerateur de la decomposi-
tion thermique do Lip (48). Le paurcentage de l'additif ost maintenant defini
canine le rapport en poids entre l'additif ot le melange des porchiorates.
La courbe a do la fig. 20 concerne l'addition du SS de Cu reduit A un melange qui
contient en poids u-.,c partie de AP contre deux parties de Lip (l AP + 2 LiP): ce
melange est tr~s proche A la composition eutectique des comburants (49). On voit
do la courbe b de la fig. 18 le fort effet inhibiteur sur la vitesse V do A l'ad-
dition de Lip, de la courbe a de la fig. S il. resulte une certaine influence ne-
gative mime par rapport A AP-pur, malgre la rresence du 5% do Cu reduit. Si V'on
augmonte la quiantit6 de AP par rapport A LiP (2 AP + 1 Lip) tout en gardant le
pourcontage du 5% de Cu reduit , on observe (courbo b) que la loi V, Q ost prati-
quement la mime. En diminuant A tel melange !a quanfilte de l'additif (courbe c),
toute la courbe se baisse l6g~rement. L'addition de CuO (fig. 21) semble favari-
ser la combustion des melanges A fort contenu de Lip (courbe a) et laisso prati-
quemont inaltere le melange 2 AP + 1 LiP fc;)urbe b).
Il r6sulte en general qu'aux forts debits d'hydro-gane les melanges oxydants riches
en LiP (1 AP + 2 LiP) ant une combustion pit~s rapide que les melanges riches en
AP; 1e centraire arrive pour les fnibles debits do combustible. Naturellement tout
cela vaut dans les limites des petites variations de vitesse qu'on a pu observer.
Il faut romarquor qu'il n'a pas ete possible de brOler des echantillons de LiP
pur dans un courant d'hydrogene: on a obtenui au maximum, apr~s des allumages trL's
difficulteuses, quelques flammelets quidisparaissent immediatement uno fois ~uon
a perdu le contact entre le fil chauffant et la surface de reaction. La gramue'
quantite de chaleur mecessaire pour l'ig~iition do L-.P par rapport A cello de AP
s'explique par la presence d'une phase :.7quide qui n'existe pas dams le cas do AP
et par la temperature rolativemont elevee .7 la quello LiP trts pur commence a se
decomposer (= 450*C).

INFLUENCE DE LA PRESSION. Les essais sous pressiom, tout en gardant le circuit
pmeumatique de la fig. 1, ant et6 faits dams une chambre de combustion em acier
imoxydable avec des hublots pour la vision directe du phemom~ne.
La pressiom est mesuree electroniquemont par um captour A quartz, A haute vitesso
de reponso, refroidis par un courant d'eau (fig. 22). La charge electrique fournie
par le capteur est ptapartionmelle A lo pressian aans la chambre de combustion et
est transformee dams um signal de tension. Ce signal est successivement amplifie
avec un grain variable par moyem d'un amplificateur verticale qui constitue le
premier canal verticalo du tube cathodique. Au deuxiame canal du tube cathodique,
au contraire,saint envayes des impulses pour marquer le temps dont l'interval est
mesur6 par un compteur electronique A I MHz, c'est A dire avec une precision do
1 microsoconde sur 1 minute. La base des temps do 1'ascillascope est substituee
par un autre amplificateur pilate par un gemerateur do balayage tres lent (balaya-
go maximum 1 minute). Le halayago est commande manuellement A Ilexteriour. Le tu-
be cathodique est du type A memnoscope. La courbe obtenue ost tout d'abard memo-
risee sur l'ecran du tube et apr~s elie est photographife par une polaroid land
cam~era. La calibration gene ralo du sy stame est effectufe par une balance manomf-
trique A haute precision (10-~ atm) avant de commencer les essais.
Le domaine des pressiams explorees arrive jusqu'A 10' atm: les experiences sont
maintenant canduites statiquement et non plus dams un courant cantinu do gaz
combustible. Une valve reductrice de pression, qui prfc~de imm~diatement ia chain-
bro do combustion, pormet do garder une prossion constante pendant la dur~e du
phfnom~no do redox. Pour ce qui concorno los autres variables opfratoires tout
a Wt fait comme dams los exp6riences o'n conditions dynamiques. Les resultats
sont iilustr~s dans los figg. 23 et 24, qui rapportont la vitesso lin~aire de re-
grossion V en mm/sec des sp ciinens comprim~s on fonction do I& prossian relative
P en atm. Is pression comporte uno augmentation do la vitesso V qui n'ost pas tr~s
sensible pour AP et AP*l% Zn(fig.23) et qui r~sulto au cantrairo bion consid~ra-
Noe pour Cu r~duit (fig.24). Dons cc dernior cas on pout observer quo la pros-
Sian accentuc do fa~on remarquabio l'effet du pourrentago: pour le melange AP * IS%
Cu rfduit et une valour do prCs3ien p > 5 atm l'ordrc do grandeur do V ost do plu-
sieurs dizaines do nun/soc. Cola montre encore unv fois ln validit6 do Cu rfduit
c-nmue accfidrateur do la combustion do AP, en cansiderant aussi quo des essais
sur des dchantilllns contenant dos ourcontagos variables do dif f~rents additifs
ant donne des r~sultats tr~s somblb los soit qualitativomont salt quantitative-
mont 8 ceux do Is fig. 26: los courbes nWont pas Wt reprfsentees pour cviter 1a
superposition des lignes. Puisque. au contrairo, Ia prfsence do CujO0 pormot un
gain de vitosso linfaire do rfgrosqian trts sonsiblo m~me A Is pre sion atinosph6-
rique. on pout affiruor, sur In base des connaissancos bibliographiques aussi (30)
(32) (SO), .laf&n~rale .ctivitf acc#l6ratrice du culvre et do sos composes.
On a essayf on outre Ia combustion do AP * Cu r~duit comae propergol solide compo-
site en euplavant &tote comae gaz depressurisationLos melanges AP IS1% Cu rfduit
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et AP + 5% Cu reduit brOlent D peu pras A la m~me v~tesse dans une atmosphere si
bier, d'hydrog~ne que d'azote, mais la dispersion des valeurs experimentales dans
cc dernier cas est sensible. Il faut noter que AP + St Cu rdluit brflle assez
facilement A l'air libre aussi. Les figg. 2S et 26 montrent les oscillogrammes
de la pression dans la chambre de combust4.on en fonction du temps. La figure 25
concerne la combustion d'un sp6cimen de AP pur dans une atmosphere d'hydrog~ne
A 6 atm: pour accentuer la caract6ristique du phdnombne on a employ6 un fort
coefficient d'anplification (chaque division verticale correspond A 0,2 atm). La
fig. 26 concerne, au contraire, la combustion d'un 6chantillon de AP + 20%. Cu
r~duit dans une atmosph~re d'azote A 4 atm: chaque division verticale correspond
maintenant A 0,8 atm. Dans la photographic on peut observer la ligne de zero
de prossion (respectivement 6 atm et 4 atm) et les points marque-temps. Dand les
deux cas le Pic de pression au moment de l'ignition est bien visible, mais surtout
est bien misc en evidence la loi dc la pression dans le cas de la combustion
hybride ct dans le cas de la combustion composite. Les oscillations de pression
dues A la flamme de diffusion, avec unc fr6quencc parfois elevee, manquent dans
la flamme du propergol.

MELANGES NON COMPRIMES. Puisque un fort pourcentage de l'additif transforme
ics melanges essay~s en propellants composites solides, il a paru utile de voir
A partir de quel point les melanges AP + metal peuvent 6tre consideres propergols
composites plut~t que des oxydants eiiergetiques. Cela signifie 6tudier la facili-
te d'ignition des poudres, cc qui d~pend de la nature et du pourcentage des con-
posants, de 1'etat physique des particules, de la pression etc. Get 6+ude a 6te
developpe en considerant deux param~tres: le pourcentage minimum de metal neces-
saire pour la combustion A l'air libre des poudres et le deiai d'ignition du
melange.
Maiheureusement la coerence des poudres limite le pourcentage de l'additif au mo-
ment de la fabrication des echiantillons comprimes et il a donc fallu preparer des
melanges non comprines: les pourcentages de l'additif ajout6 au Perchlorate d'am-
maniurn couvrent alors tous les domaines de 1'1% au 100% de poids du metal par rap-
port au poids du comburant. Les poudres, bien pulverisees et melangees, sont con-
tenues dans un cylindre en acier ayant un diamatre 0 = 8 mm, l'ignition 6tant
effectuge par moyen d'un "squib" noy6 dans la masse diu propellant. Les met-aux
essay~s sont Al et Mg, A cause de l'importance qu'ils ont dans la technologie
de la propulsion, et Cu r~duit, A cause de son particulier etat physique de
surface.
Le dispositif cmploye POUr la mesure du d~lai d'ignition est represente dans la
fig. 27; A travers une cellule photoelectrique on mesure le temps qui passe entre
l'inistant de commande de l'allunage du squib et l'instant oQ1 la flamme du melange
apparalt bien stable. La mesure ainsi effectu~e comprend le delai T u squib
aussi: ce delai a V6e alors mesure A part et on a obtenu, apr~s une serie d'cxp6-
riexnces, une valeur ?noyennei 1, 0,15 . 10-2 sec. Cette valeur n'a pa3 donc gran-
de influence sur le delai d i nition du melange, qui resulte superieur d'un ordlre
de grandeur.
Les r6sultats sont illustres dans le graphiquc de la fig. 28, qui rapporte le
d~lai d'ignition T du melange 2en fonction ducpourcentage X du metal. Le delai
d'ignition est exprim6 en 10-2 sec. Puisque caque mesure a ete repetee plusicurs
fois, sur le graphiquc on a represente les valeurs mayennes de chaque serie d'es-
sais: les courbes toutefois ont et tracees par interpolation, suivant la m5thode
des carr~s minim~ums, avec l'aide d'un computer.
Pour Al (granulometrie trbs fine) la combustion A l'air libre n'a pas lieu ou est
incomplete jusqu'l X - 20; elle devient stable pour X - 30 au momns. Lorsque X
augmente (courbe c de la fig. 28) le delai d'ignition T diminue jusqu'A se slabi-
liser, on peur coi~sid~rer comme valeur (interpol~e) de minimum t 2,S5.10- sec.
Pour Mg la combustion A l'air libre, parfois incomplete pour X - S et 10, levient
assez stable pour X - 20 au momns. Pour cc qui concerne le graphique i, X (courbe
b), il taut avant tout noter uric certaine dispersion des valeursexp6rimentales cc,
qui depend des particulcs metalliques employees granulomftrie non controlte). e~n
tout cas la courbe est assez semblable b celle relativ! au melange AP + Al, mais
avec une valetur moyenne de d~lai plus 616v6 a cause eadifrnernuotie
On peut consiLfrer comme d~lai minimum T 3,3 -10 sec. La courbe c concerne
le melange AP + Cu r~duit: la cu~mbistion est maintenant compltte pour-X - 1 aus-
si, mais la d~lai d'ignition est important (entre autre chose la granulomftrip
nWest pas s iJine que *-elle relative aux particules de Al). Le d~lai minimum vaut
Y- 4,6 - 10 sec.

rONCLtJSION

Les experiences conduites montre~nt que la vitesse linfaire d~e rtigression de spE-
cimens comprim~s de Perchlorate d'ammonium dans un dcoulement gsz~ux est:
- favoris~e surtout par l'euploi d'hydrogtne, cc rfsultat ayant dt33 6t6 trouv'Ee

chez l'ONERLA pour une difffrente g~om~tric des echantillons (nph~rcs au lieu
de cylindre-z mais dans des conditions op~ratoires pareillts.

- acc~lrfe de fa~on blen remarquable par des additifs nyant une grande surface
de reaction;
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- facilit6e par i'addition de metaux i~gers et, en gen~ral, de m~taux Hyant
une grande chaleur de combustion;

- diminuee sensiblement par l'addition du perchiorate de lithium, mime A ia
presence d'acc~lerateurs de la decomposition thermique des deux comburants;

-augment~e par la pression, mais de fagon pas tr~s rensible A mains d'ajouter
des acc~i~rateurs de combustion.

Si d'une c~t6 la rapidit6 de combustion des 6chantillons de AP pur apparalt limi-
tee, tout au momns A la pression atmosph~rique et cause l'ind~pendance de ia
temperature de surface de la nature du combustible gazeux, par la flamme de dif-
fusion du gaz avec ies produits oxydant., de la d~composition de HC10 d'autre
ct6t ii est difficile d'admettre que ia temperature de surface du sofide ne soit
pas modifi~e par l'addition de certains m~taux. D'ailleurs plusieures experien-
ces ont mis en Evidence une variation de ia temperature de surface du comburant
soit aux pressions subatmosph~riques (40) soit aux pressioris trbs 6l6v~s (51).
Les additifs metailiques valides comme acc~l~rateurs de is combustion de AP pour-
raient, donc, par moyen de is diffusion des prnduits actifs des reactions de
redox favoriser is transmission de chaleur de la phase gazeuse vers is phase soli-
de si bien que constituer des centres actifs pour is decomposition du perchiorate.
Les autres additifs m~taiiiques, su contrairc, borment ia rapiditE de combustion
de AP A travers ls formation de composes intermedisires assez tables et donc de
fagon inddpendante du debit gazeux.
L'effet des catalyseurs de ia decomposition thermique de AP pourrait enfin S'expli-
quer sur is base de questions proprement chimiques. En effet on a trouv6 (52) que
1es. catalyseurs les plus efficaces sont ceux qui augmentent la quantit6 d'oxyg~ne
d~gsg6 pendant is decomposition du solide: dams ces ccnditiotas le perchiorate, en
consid~rant is concentration des produits oxydants, r~suite plus r~actif. Cette
hypoth~se slaccorde tr~s bien avec nos resultats experimentaux, puisque les compo-
ses du cuivre et en particulier Cu2O facilitent sensiblement la formation de 02
par rapport A N20 et NOCI.
Cependant les r sultats obtezius peuvent int~resser ls technologie de la propulsion
dams is mesure de vaiiditd des exp~riences conduites darns un dispositif zomme la
bombe Crawford plus ou momns modifi~e. D'ailleurs 1i'mpo:tance du perchiorate
d'ammonium dans is pr~paration des propellants composites et le d~veloppement
que AP pourrait avoir en agissant cnmme comburamt solide dams um procas de combu-
stion hybride demande une connaissance des propridtes balistiques de tel Verchia-
rate qui me soit pas seulement d~riv~e des experiences sur les fus~es. A propos
ii faut remarquer que des essais de combustion hybride de grains solides de AP
avec un debit d'hydrog~ne ont 6te d~jA faits chaz nos laboratoires. Des travaux
saint en cours de r~aiisation pour determiner is vitesse de r~gression du gra~n
solide et is confronter donc avec celle des specimens cylindriques comprim~s.
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APPENDIX

DISCUSSIONS

This Appendix contains those discussions (following the presentations of papers
at the meeting) for which written texts were later furnished, by the commentators
and responding authors, for incorporation in the Proceedings.
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Discussion on the Paper
THE REACTION OF METALS AND ALLOYS PITH GASES AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES

(PapsI, 2)
presented by

R.A.Rapp, USA

J. S. Sheasby

In your paper you attribute the pressure dependence of the parabolic rate constant of niobium to the effect
of impurities in the oxide. Are you sure that this is the whole story? I do not think it matters too much
whether the diffusion coefficient is impurity controlled or not; the difficult part is explaining why the
apparent dissociation pressure of y - Nb20 is about 10-4 atm.

R. A. Rapp

The complex oxidation behavior of niobium is certainly not yet completely understood, despite recent signifi-
cant progress. The experimentally observed Po2-dependence of parabolic scaling rates cannot be rationalized
within the classical theory which assumes absolutely pure oxides, and indeed, our oxidation upecimens are highly
impure. Kofstad's theory* is a self-consistent rationalizaticn of the experimental observations in terms of a
doped scale.

I am not aware of any experimental evidence indicating such a highly irregular dissociation pressure for
- Nb 2 05 .

P. Hancock

7 would like to make two comments on Dr Rapp' s paper.

Firstly, on the work of Quets and Dresher, the diagrams produced apply to equilibrium conditions, jut in
•ulphidation conditions internal attack of the material usually occurs. Under these conditions equilibrium
data can be very misleading for the corrosion reactions are determined by kinetic rather than equilibrium
thermodynamic considerations. For instance it has been shown that internal sulphur corrosion of nickel-chromium
alloys results in both nickel and chromium sulphide being present in the alloyt, whereas thermodynamic considera-
tions suggest that only chromium sulphide should be present.

Secondly, a comment on the excellent pictures by Howes showing voids at the oxide-metal interface. It is
interesting to note that if the oxide is not strongly adherent then voids form at the interface as shown.
However, if the oxide is highly adherent, as in nickel, then the vacancies d& not principally precipitate at
the interface but progress into the metal forming voids at the internal grain boundaries, as shown by work at
Glasgow in 1966. Therefore we have this in'teresting balance that if the oxide is adherent, vacancies move into
the metal and ruin its creep resistance, whereas if the oxide is non-adherent the voids precipitate at the
oxide-metal interface rendering the oxidp .e more liable to spalling and causing subsequent accelerated
corrosion of the alloy. This raises the question of what is the type of interface that is needed for a material.
for high temperature service?

R.A. Rapp

The use of thermodynamic considerations and the assumption of local equilibrium in the analysis of kinetic

processes has often provided useful rationalizations and predictions. In the sulfidation of nickel-chromium
alloys, the chromium sulfides are found at a greater depth in the alloy than the nickel sulfides which is in
agreement with the thermodynamic stability diagram of Figure 3. The formation of Ni 3S, (even beneath a NiO
scale) is allowed by the stability diagram. That CrS and Ni3 S2 might be found together in a microstructure
over some range of P. and Poe Joss not agree with the stability diagra=, bit only indicates that the rate
of their reaction to eýiminate the unstable phase is too slow to achieve local equilibrium. Nevertheless,
thermodynamics and local equilibrium are of great utility in analyzing the kinetics of solid-state reactions
involving processes like diffusioi, preciritation, dissolution, displacement reactions, etc.

Your comments concerning the effeot of oxidation on creep resistance are interesting. The best available
solution to the alloy oxidation pr(;blem (and this solution is emphasized by aluminide coatings) seems to be
the formation of a scale which grows at a very, very slow rate (Al 203, even though it's brit, :., with enough
of the alloying element available to renew the scale after a fracture. As an aid to scale adhe,'ence, rare-
earth additions (as either solute or oxide) seem to decrease the sensitivity of the scale to ormal and mechani-
cal stresses, The mechanism for this effect has not been sufficiently clarified in the litcr aire.

• See Reference 31, page 2-8.

Hancock, P. Proc. 1st Internal 'onf. on Metallic Corrosion, Butterworth, London, 1962, plj 101-201.
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Discussion on the Paper
PARAMETRES THEORIQUES ET DETERMINATIONS EXPERIMEN~ILES

DANS L'ETUDE DE MATERIAUX SLIJMIS A L'ABLATION
(Paper 3)

presented by
E.Gu~rini and R.Joatton, France

M. G. Scherberg

W~hat were the shapes of the bodies used in the plasma tests? Certain shapes cai'se ablation striation in the
exposed surfaces and henc~e are of interest.

E. Gu~rin1

Les maluvu-tes d'essais constituent la 46me paroi d'un tube carr4, les 3 autres ktart en cuivre rtefroidi,

Noub n'avons jamai. remarqud dans ce-z conditions de striures apr~s essais, mais simplement des ondulations

dans le cas do matiriaux rdslatant mal i 1'ablation.

i. E. Rosner

In view of the high reported concentrations of hydrogen in the pyrolysis gases, to what extent is the coke
outer surface "Protected" from direct attack by oxygen (via comnbustion in the boundary layer) in the atmospheric
pressure environmental tests discussed?

E. (iufrini

C'est un probl~me, actuellement, qua do connaltre la quantit4 d'oxyg~ne qui atteint la surface. 11 est fort
probable que les gas de pyrolyse constituent un 6cran; il faut savoir dans queules proportions.

J. F. Lieberherr

Les r~sultats pr~sent~s par MM. Gudrini et Joatton soot tr~s int~ressants, en particiilier en ce qui concerne
la disparition des fils de silice, cc qui semble indiquer une rdaction de SiO 2 avecý C A une temp~rature
relativegient basse. La question est do savoir si une telle r~action peut se produire dans des conditions
rdalistes d utilisation des mat4riaux ablatifs sur une tate le r~entr~e. En effet, si 1' oxyg~ne ambiant,
lorsqu' 11 y en a, parvient diffl'cilement i la suri-ý" .uis certaines conditions d'eskii citdes (chauffage par
rayonnement), un Peu plus facilement dans d'autres %chauffage convectif par 4coulement tangentiel), il n'en
est plus de mgme quand il y a un point d' arrft de 1' 4coulement i la surface du mat~riau. Les r~sultats obtenus
i l'ONERA mortrent que l'oxyg~ne du gaz ext~rieur a un effet notable et que les conditions ne sont pins du tout
les m~ines avec un chauffage par plasma d'Eargon et par plasma d'air. Dans le premier cas on peut im~giner une
r~duction de SiO 2 par C alors que le dans le deuxibme SiO, semble inerte et c'est le carbone qui r~agit
avec 1' oxyg~ne do l'air.

E. Guerinl

1. Les essais que nous avons comment~s pr~sentent one temp~rature de paroi de 22000C. 11 ne s'agit donc
pas ae te~ip 4ratures mod~rees.

2. Les re'actions silice-carbone seront 4tudides on faisant varier la teneur en oxyg~ne. Nous tiendrons alors
comote de ces r~sultats pour les applications en fonction de Ia teneur en oxyg~ne de la coucbe limite.

N'ous pei~sons toutefois que les essa~s au jet de plasma en e'coulement tangential sont Pssez repr~sentatifs de
la section courante d'un corps de rentre'e. Le point d'arr~t, toujours dimensionne4 surabondamment W'est pas pris
en conside'ration.

G.A.Heath

Have you observed any formation of silicon carbý'de during the ablation process? Silicon carbide has a brown
c~dour and should be distinguishable from the carbon char zone. Do you think that the formation of silicon
carbide, wLich hý,s the de.-irable effect of e~bsorbing a large amount of heat (endothermic reaction), should be
encouraged by the addition of suitable catalysts to the ablative material?
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E. Gu~rini

Nous n'avons jamais observd de d~p8t de carbure e. silicium apr~s essai.

Toutefois, la rjaction

SiO 2 + 3C -SiC + 200

est possible.

Mais en presence d'une autre rzaction telle que

Sio 2 + C- SiO + CO

reaction qui est tr~s vraisemblable, on peut avoir:

SiC + SiO-" 2Si + CO

ce qui expliquerait la disparition de SiC.

Nous n'avons pas envisagý la catalyse d• la r~action

SiO2 + 3C -s SiC + 2C0

11 est bien ivident que la forte chaleur d'absorption de cette r~action (132Kcal/mole) est int~ressante dans
les bilans theimiques.

Discussion on the Paper

TRANSFE"T DL CHALEUR ET DE MATIERE AU DESSUS D'UNE SURFACE
CATALYTIQF - PANS UN ECOULEMENT TURBULENT

(Paper 5)
presented by

M.Trinit6 et P. Valentin, France

D.E.PRosner

For this gene.al class of flows, there should be a nonequilibrium region in which partial chemical kinetic
control is encourtered sufficiently close to the discontinuity in catalyst activity (cf. e.g. Rosner, D.E., Eleventh
Symposium (Internatioinal) on Combustion. The Combustion Institute, 1967, pp.181-196). Is this chemical
"relaxation length" largu enough to be measurable at any of the reported Pd-catalyst temperature levels?

M.Trinitý and P. Valentin

!n our problem, the chemical reaction is only controlled by the diffusion and not by the chemical kinetics.

This has been verified by the concentration profiles near the wall, it means C - 0 if y - 0. this proves
that the catalyst combustion is complete at the wall. It is however certain that in the first millimeters, we
may not affi.-m that the catalyst combustion is complete because our measurements are not sufficiently well
defined very close to the discontinuity.

The results about eddy diffusivity which are presented in the papei do not take into a=count the first milli-
meters after the discontinuity, but the latter are the most important ones concerning the chemical kinetics.

Discussion on the Paper
KINETICS OF PHASE BOUNDARY REACTIONS BETWEEN GASES AND METALS

(Paper 8)
presented by

H.JGrabke, Germany

D.E.Rosner

The rate-limiting role of dissociative adsorption in A. gas/solid reactions (Ar O,Cl,F .F. .) forming volatile
reaction producLt recently Irompted us to systematically study the corresponding reactions in atomic streams

under otherwise comparable c nditions (cf. e.g. Rosner, DE. and Allendorf, H.D., J. Electrochem, Soc., Vol. 114,
pp.305-314, 1967). In the sat,- spirit, it would appear fruitful to examine phase boundary-controlled dissolution
"reactions in dir ociated gas systems in whfcb the need for dissociative adsorption (or, dissociation of pre-
adsorbed molecules) is thereby circumvented,
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While the emphasis in your present paper is understandaoly on methodology and potentialities r'atner than
experimental technique, I am nevertheless curious about the sensitivity of such kinetic results to impurity
level in either gas feed or the iron filament. Have yon had the opportunity to exploit the tiuin foil technique
to study the (sometimes dramatic) poisoning effect of foreign gases on the kinetics and mechanism of dissolution
of non-metallic elements in metals?

H.J. Grabke

It certainly would be very interesting to study the dissolution rpactions of gases in metals with pre-
dissoziated gases. In that way one could get informations on the reaction steps other than the dissoziation
step, which comprise the phase boundary reaction.

To answer the other part of your question I must say that I have always tried to use very pure materials,
gases and metals, and to avoid the influence of impurities. But it ir known from the results of L.S.Darken
and E.T.Turkdogan (in Proceedings Int. Conf. Metallurgy and Materials Science, "Heterogeneous Kinetics at
Elevated Temperatfires", University of Pennsylvania 1969) that especially surface active atoms like sulfur and
oxygen can have a pronounced effect on kinetics at metallic surfaces.

Discussion on the Paper
OXIDATION STUDY OF ZIRCONIUM DIBORIDE WITH VARIOUS ADDITIVE3

(Paper 9)
presented by

H.C. Graham and W.C.Tripp, USA

D.E. Rosner

For ultimate application to lifting vehiclc leading-edges, and for refraLtory composites including silicon
carbide and/or carbon, our previous work 5 ' 6 leads me to suggest that the.-e materials be characterized and
optimized in well-defined dissociated oxygen/nitrogen mixtures at suitably low ',ressures rather than in O,(g)

alone. Have subatmospheric pressure arc jet tests been completed on this class of boride composites, and, if
so, in what way3 do the rLceIsion or weight chawige kinetics diifer significantly from those illustrated in your

paper?

NC. Graham and W.C.Tripp

Under Contract AF33(615)-3859 entitled "Stability Charactorization o.' Refractory Materials Under High Velocity
Atmospheric Flight Conditions" sponsored by the Air Force Materials Laboratory, arc jet test has been conducted
on these materialg. There is a series of final reports 7 on •his contract which summarize the results. We have
not compared these results to ours since the t.:'o experiments were cardied out under quite different experimental
conditions.

J.C.Lewis

In view of the applicat.ons ,nvlsaed and the high tempe,'atures of operation mentioned, and the practical
difficulties involved in thermogravimetric analysis at such high temperatures, the measurement of recession
rates, rather than weight loss rates, may be both easier and more relevant - don't you agree? After all, what

we are interested in is the chang3 in geometry, rather than in the weight, of a no:,zle or nose cone.

H. C. Graham

In answer to the first part of the cuestiot, I wcJld say that, yes, the measurement of recessioi, rates may be
both easier and more relevant, but would add - for any given configuration or e, vi,unmont. I would not agree
that we are only interested in the change of geometry. Our measurements are d, .gned ao determine the transport
properties of the mattriai as a function of ambient conditions. We also accurate'ly determine the kinetics of
the processes. Using both these determinatiuns it is popfible to accirately predict the hblavior under various

environmental conditions.

Reference 5. Rosner, D.E. Supersonic Fiow, Chemic'al Procetso and Raita~tve 'rwi fer, .,OARD - Perxsorn Pr.,xs, p. 439-483.
1964.

Reference 6. Rosner. n.E Nitrogen as an Ablative Reactant in 4slsneC1trd Air AIAAJ. in preen; see alpo ibid.. V-4l,6.
Allendorf, H.D. pp.650-654. 1968.

Reference 7. - AFUt T169-84, Part I, Vol.!1, Part I1. Vole, l, I and 11; Part I11. Vuola. 1, 1T a ! ii1; Part IV.
Vole.! and IIL December 1969.
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H.J. Grabke

How do you explain that the vaporization rete of B,03 remains constant, in spite of the growing layer of
zirconia?

Do you assume that 0he liquid B03 goes through pores in the zirconia layer to the surface?

H.C.Graham and W.C.Tripp

We have been able to measure independentl; total oxygen consumption, net weight change, and vaporization
rates. From these measurements we have found that the following equation described the oxidation of Material I,
ZrB2 with no additives,

Am/A r 17. 65 e - 6000 t'/' + 9.15 x lW~e '-2 t
T T

where Am/A is the total oxygen consumed in mg/cm2 
, t is time in minutes, and T is the temperature in degrees

Kelvin. The first term on th2 right represents the net sample weight change, ie., the oxygen consumed in forming
Zr0 2 and B,03 minus the weight of any B303 vaporized. The second tern on the right is the weight of any B203
that has vaporized.

Our experiments have shown that ZrB2 ,xidizes stoichiometrically, at least over the temperature range of 8000
to 1400'C. In this temperature range there will always be more B203(0) on the specimen than can evaporate and
the vaporization rate is constant. However, for long periods of time or higher temperatures, the vaporization
can reach a rate equal to the rate of formation. This time and temperature can be calculated from the equation.
As this point is reached, the vaporization rate might not remain constant, but would be expected to follow the
kinetics of the formation of B203 . We have not, as yet, made these measurements.

Berkowitz* hasshown from microstructure examination evidence that ZrB2 oxidizes by the inward diffusion of
oxygen, Microstructure studies on these materials present some difficulties because B203 is liquid above
450 0 C and hydrates rapidly in air. However, some recent microstructure examination,3 we have done certainly
indicate that the B203 is distributed through the porous zirconia layer.

* See Referezv•e 4, page 9-3.

Discussion on the Paper
OXIDATION OF SILICON AND SILICON CARBIDE IN GASEOUS

ATMOSPHERES AT 1000-1300 0 C
(Paper 10)

presented by
J.E. Antill and J.B. WsrDurtor. UK

D. E. Roener

The inapplicability of a quasi-thermodynamic active-passive transition criterion for the oxidation rate of
silicon carbide in systems free of external (gas phase) trsnsport limitations has been verified in our :ecent
experimental studies of the behavior of SiC(s) in dissociated o3ygt.n and nitrogen (Rosner, . E,. and Allendorf. H.D.
J. Phys. Cheu.. submitted). A more reasonable estimate in such cases follows directly from a general expression
for the steady state silica film thickness (resulting from a bRlanc between parabolic-type scale growth and
outer-surface sublimation) by inquiring into the environmental conditions (Pr.,T*) that would cause this film
to I of "atomic" dimensions. This latter method also rationalizes the large'difference in transition locus
we have observed upon oxygen dissociation.

From the existing literature on the high temperature transition from passive it) activw behavior one gets the
rroneous impression that the conditin of net specimen werpht lo,, is a suitable ,riterion •or "active" oxida-

tion. However. it is also evident from our high temperature measurtments ( loc. ct. that the tr'ue transition
from passive (i.e. SiO(c)-surface layer) to active (i.e. "bare" surface) behavior can occur well kuihthe the
weight loss rilgime, and is better distinguished kinetically by (i) a marked reduction in the sensitivity of
the reaction rate to specimen temperature fi.e. reduction in apparent activation energ.L, and (ii) an increase
in reacti,'n order with respect to oxygen. Thus, net specimen weight loss i-i only a necssary (but not sufficient)
condition for true bare surface behavior.

.I.E.Antill e.id J.B1. 1rburtan

The data of Professor R,'ner showing the irapplicability of the mass transport theory for the active-passive
tranisition is most welcome support for our data. With regard to th,' physic'al Interpretation of the results,
two pssibilities exist, the one mentioned by Professor Rosner and tine in which there is an incomplete silta
film during active oxidation. We favour the latter with the silica films Leing either porous or more probably
associated with particular areas (w.g. grains) of the carbide surface. SiO formation would then occur to a
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considerable extent at the triple environment-silica-silicon carbide boundaries as well as at the "bare" surface.
The definition of active oxidation would therefore be one where the partial pressure of Si0 at the specimen
surface would be greater than that given by the dissociation of silica

Si02-. SIO 4 102

rather than the existence of a completely "bare" surface or the condition of a net specimen weight loss.

P.Hancock

I would like to ask the author two Questions.

Firstly - do you really have parabolic behavior, did you try to fit the best equation to the results.

Secondly, a general point, I think it is true that we all stopped automatically plotting log kp vc I/T.
The errors involved in these plots are extremely large and I think that the values of "activation energy"
obtained have little use. I'm glad to see that Dr.Antill deliberately did not mention an activation energy,
but I would like to ask him whether he has any comment on "energies" obtained in this way in view of the
scatter obtained in his results (Fig.4 and 5). This scatter despite the fact that he had a thin uniform scale
with no internal penetration,

J.E.Antill and J.B.Warburton

Parabolic and Arrhenius plots have been used primarily as a convenient means of reporting the data, but also
because they have fundamental bases. Tb adherence to a parabolic law was in general good, especially for
silicon (e.g. Figure 6). However, sr stated in the paper, with both silicon and silicon carbide after loihg
exposure periods the reaction rates occasionally decreased at a grea~er rate than predicted by the parabolic law.

No "errors" are involved in reporting data in this manner and criticism can only arise from interpretation of
the plots. As Dr Hancock points out acttiation energies have not beet, calculated because the extent and repro-
ducibility of the data are not sufficient to obtain meaningful values for these energies.

R.Nonti

From Figure 5 it is hard to conclude about the decreasing of the reaction rate k with increasing temperature
for silicon; there appears to be only one experimental point (around 10000 C) - Is it possible that, for instance,
the high k at 10000 C is due to an uncontrolled higher contamination with air?

J.E.Antill and J.B.Warburton

The decrease in the rate constant with increasing temperature for silicon in water vapour has been well sub-
stantiated. At each of the two pressures duplicate experiments were carried out at each temperature, the trend
being obtained at each pressure. Also the experiments during which the pressure was changed (Fig.6) provided
further confirmation. The results could not be attributed to air contamination as in the experiments where this
did apply, reaction rates were high and similar for both silicon and silicon carbide. In contrast the experi-
ments without air contamination produced markedly different behaviour for the two materials, and therefore if
contamination was responsible for the odd temperature dependence it would have to have been confined to one
material at one temperature, ana to have been reproduced five times.

N.J. Grabke

I should like to propose to Dr Antill to use H2O-H 2 mixtures for his oxidation studies - then he has a
defined oxygen potential in the gas atmosphere. In his oxidation studies with water vapor solely he has a
very undefined oxygen activity at the surface, established by a stationary state of the reaction: oxygen
transfer from the HO, giving H2. Thus the oxygen potential is dependent on the rate of this transfer.
It Is impossible to calculate the gradient of oxygen potential in the silica layer in that case, whereas it
is possible if HPO-H. mixtures are used.

J.E.AntiII and J.R. Warburton

I agree that the use of H0-H2 mixtures is a convenient means to obtain a range of oxygen potentials in a
gas, but was unfortunately not possible in this work for experimental reasons. However, the oxygen potential
was flixed for a particular temperature, but varied with the experimental temperature according to the equil brium

Removal of oxygen by the corrosion of the silicon or silicon car)ide will not have significantly disturbed this
eQuilibrium as the corrosion rates were slow by comparison with the gas reactions associated with the equilibrium.
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R. A. Rapp

Did you experience an3 increased vaporization with the oxidation of Si and SIC by H2 0 vapor? In other
words, is there aiiy evidence for volatile silicon hydroxides?

J.E.Antill and J.B.Warburton

Evidence for the formation of volatile silicon hydroxides was specifically sought in tests with small blocks
of vitreous silica, but none was found.

G.A.Heath

I should like to ask a question on a practical aspect of this work. I am interested in the use of silicon
carbide as an oxidation protection coating for graphite. Have you studied the oxidation of silicon carbide in
the form of thin coatings on graphite where residual stresses at the surface could possibly affect rates of
oxidation?

J.. .Hutcheon

This is an old problem in the Atomic Energy field. One problem is the matching of thermal expansion coeffi-
cients. This has led to the development of special graphites to match the silicon carbide.

J.C.Lewis

I recall some work on SiC coating of graphite, reported to the British Ceramic Research Association some
years ago, which suggested that the main disadvantage of these coatings was not so much thermal mismatch with
the substrate material as of pinholes in the coatings. The solution proposed at that time was the rather
unsatisfactory one of sealing the holes with molten silicon. Can anyone say whether the situation has improved
since then?

J.E.Antill and J.B.Warburton

One of the main problems with silicon carbide coatings on graphite is the filling or bridging of open pores
in the graphite as these areas represent regions of structural weakness in the coating. Cracks are often present
in these areas, leading to an undermining of the coating on oxidation over the long term, although appreciable
benefits are usually obtained over the short term.

D.E.Rosner

Regarding the use of silicon carbide to "protect" graphite, it is interesting to note that at su•ficiently
high temperatures (e.g. above about 18501K at an 0 2-pressure of 3 X10-2 Torr) our recent meesurementai reveal
higher reaction probabilities for 02(g) on py-olytic SiC(s) than on graphite (Rosner, D.E. and Alle.,dorf, H.D.)
Carbon, Vol.7, pp.515-518, 1969; AIAA J . Vol.6, pp.650-654, 1968). We also find that a high tempera~tures
silicon carbide is far more readily attacked by atomic nitrogen than is graphite.

.I.E.Antill and J.B.Warburton

The point made by Professor Rosner would be relevant to the performance of coatings when active corrosion
of silicon carbide was operative. The behaviour of graphite and the carbide would then be analogous. However,
if the oxygen pressure was sufficiently high to form appreciable amounts of silica as distinct from SiO,
passive oxidation would be obtained and the carbide would be markedly less reactive than graphite.

Discriion on the Paper
IHE OXIDATION OF NIbRIUM IN THE TEMPERATURE RANCE 3nO0-600 0 C

(Paper 11)
presented by

J.S.Shaasby, Canada

H.B. Kirkpatrick

In earlier work on the iw tempe,sýsure oxidation of niobihm, we obverved the det elopment of gIobules of a
P..w phase :t tho metal-metal oxide interface during the transit iot from parabolic to linear kinetics. Has
Dr Sheanhy observed this)



At temperatures around 275 0 C we also observed the growth of thick, glassy oxide layers. Did Dr Sheasby
observe this?

We concluded that the transition from "parabolic" to linear kinetics was caused by breakdown of the protective
oxide film due to growth of the new phase at the interface.

J. S. Sheasby

No. I hav., sen only niobi'A, tilr oxide of the 'rtrference colour film and ni;:bium pentoxide when oxidizing
below 4400C.

No. I have not oxidized specimens at 275 0 C, but as a general observation, the outermost oxide surface is
more shiny than the surface of inner layers.

That is a fair description of the transition to linear kinetics when oxidizing below about 450'C, though
there is controversy as to whether it is a new phase that is nucleating.

H. C. Graham

In reference to the slide showing the oxide-metal interface where there were areas which sh6wed a thick oxide

and areas which did not have an oxide layer:

What is the proposed reason for this difference?

Is it stress eaihanced oxide growth or is the difference due to difference in metal grain orientation?

J. S. Sheasby

This phenomena is definitely related to the metal grain orientation. Though what exactly is happening and
why it should be so marked is not known. This is the subject of a continuing study.

P. Hancock

I should like to ask Dr Sheasby how he is sure that all the cracks he cbserves, at temperature were present
at temperature and did not occur during cuoling. In particular, Figure 7(b) apoears that it could have formed
during cooling.

J. S. Shelusby

At the higher oxidation temperatures it is quite easy to distinguisa, between cracks that formed on cooling
and cracks that rormed during oxide growth, for the latter can be followed by oxidizing specimens for increasing
periods of time. At lower oxidation temperatures this is much more difficult, but fortunately ini the arguments
presented for bclow 0.60%, it is not necessary to know the exact pore str-ucture. However, in fact at least part
of the corner crack shown in Figure 7(b) was present at temperature.

R. A. Rapp

In reply to Dr Hancock's question concerning Figure 7(b). it seems reasonable that the lack of accelerated
reaction at the co.ner (where because of geometric contraints an accelerated reaction at the corner always
accompanies "protective" oxidation on the flat surfaces) indicates that the scale of F•g.tre 7(h) is rot ut ill
protective, and the presence of any visible crack in this scale is not of importanche.

The work of Roberson and Rapp (Trans. Met. Soc. AIME, '239 1327 ('967)) involving the oxidation of Nb in a
Cu2 O vapor shows that Cu is deposited at the reduction sites, and these sites are present (after fractures at
temperature) throughout the oxide scale. Therefore, these Nh.O., scales do, indeed fracture at the elevated

temperature.

J. S. Sheasby

Thank you for your support; though I must point out that your wrk was performd at a temperature where the
7Ir to H-Nb.O transition Is very rapid and should, therefore, be extrapolated with caution to the .--sent work
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H. J. Grabke

It's extraordinary that the lower oxides do not appear in the oxidation of Nb to Nb2 O0. In that connection
it is very interesting to know. if the Nb under the growing Nb2 0 is saturated or oversaturated concerning
dissolved oxygen?

J. S. Sheasby

The metal at the oxide-gas interface is super-saturated with oxygen.

Discussion on the Paper
THE OXIDATION OF NI-BASE SUPERALLOYS UNDER

AIRCRAFT ENGINE CONDITIONS
(Paper 12)

presented by
C.S Wukusick, USA

A. Davin

Concerning the influence of additional elements on the oxidation and hot corrosion resistance of super alloys,
at CNRM we have performed tests on Co-Cr alloys in air, H S/H, mixture and in combustion gas atmospheres
produced by combustion of fuel polluted with S and NaCl*. Among a lot of aidition elements, we have
observed that Aluminium and Yttrium improved greatly the sulfidation resistance of the basic Co-Cr alloys.
Addition of Tantulum improveL the oxidation resistance, while in combustion gases in addition to Cr, alloying
elements such as Ta, Al and Y , were beneficial. With regard to the irfluence of these elements on '.he
morphology of the scale, in sulfidation tests we have observed that elements such as W, Nb. Al formed a sulfide
layer adjacent to the metal while Cr formed an intermediate layer and Co was rejected in the outer layer as
shown in the two figures (Figure 1 and 2). While in the case of additional elements such as Ni and Fe. these
elemerts were rejected with cobalt in the outer layer.

,*.." 11P
KW

--

Fig. 1 . Optical rnicrouraph of %ul- Fig.2. - Variation of the Co. Cr. W and
phidc wtalc formed on the Co-lOCr- S contents across the scale formed on the
15W alloy cxzpd flr 5 hours at 00 (C Co- lOCr-ISW alloy exposed for 5 hours at
in a hydrogen sulphide atmosphere. 500 C in a hydrogen sulphide atmosphere.

Ki reply necessary

; ° f)•~~vltn. A.. M•utzarodirs.t D w al~a ibraken. L. (74halt Mi.3,I. June 197. pp, 69l-77.
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R. A.

ricent work by Giggons and Pettit which will appear soon in Trans. Met, Soc. AIME has cleared up the ef fect
of sirface abrasion on the kinetics of oxidation of Ni-Cr alloys of intermediate compositions. I have
summarized these results irn my paper.

C. S. Wukus ick

Giggons and Pettit relate the surface effects to recrystallization of the surface layers upon heating to the
test temperature. However, in the more complex 4i-CrAl alloys such as U-700 recrystallization is retarded by
the gamma-prime precipitate and thus does not occue below 2000OF during initial oxidation. Therefore, som~e
contribution of the deformation to increased diffuslot. rates in the 1600-2000OF temperature range is possible.
This effectively lowers the temperature at which selected oxidation of Al to form an Al-rich surface oxide
occurs. Also partial solution of the (Ni1Al) plase occurs, thus releasing Al for surface reaction. Again,
increased diffusion rates may contribute to increased availability of Al for surface reactions.

Discussion on the Paper
REACTIONS BETWEEN HIGH-TENPERATIJRE-RESISTANT ALLOYS AND GASES

(Paper 13)
presented by

H.Pfeiffer, Western Germany

P. Hancock

I would like to sal: for clarification concerning green-rot attack. This type of corrosion usually occ':rs

as Dr Pfeiffer says in atmospheres which alternate between carburising and oxidisiiig. However I think it is

usually accepted that the mechanism of corrosion is by internal carburisation removing chromium as chromium

carbides which allows the chromium-denuded material to he subsequent~y oxidised. However in the paper Dr Pfeiffer

refers to a mechanism whereby the chromium is first removed by internal oxidaition. I would like to ask if he

has any experience of green-rot having been produced under systems other thsn those containing combustion

products where there is a distinct likelihood of localized reducing conditions applying periodically
9

H.Pfelffer

May be that internal carburisatijn promotes the green-rot attack hut I think it iF not a necessary condition.

For instance this kind of corrosion has been observed by Spooner, Thomas and Thomassen' at NiCr-thermocouples

with 10 wt% Cr and NiCr-alloys with 20 wt% Cr heated in narrow tubes containing air as annealing atmosphere.

Another exampie of green-rot attack without the infliuence of carbon is the observation of this reaction in

metal sheathed tubular elements
t. In both cases r,o carbon was avaihable.

I think green-rot attack is t~o be expected, whenever tiLe corrosion reaction is started v-., an internal reaction

on the grain boundaries. independently whether it iL initiated by carburisation or not. etf';ral conditions have

t. be assumed to give rise to this kind of attack, the one of them Is an uyvgen pressure of the annealing

ataosphirnr. betw-ern the d'ssoriation pressuresi of Cr ,C., and NiO.

N. I. Da i r4

Doen the 'green-rot" arise only during exposure to dry ,;xygen, or *ill it develop in a moist atmospherkO

In other wards, will it develop in an atmospheie of H/H ,0 in which the ovidizing potential is too low Io
promote the oxidationi of other elements in the alloyv (N4,170"

N. Pleitter

The maan condition to get green-rot attack is a verry low oxygen pres~sure. iow enough to preven1t !i'3 oxidatiton
of other elements than chromium in NiCr(Ve)-al ,~ If th~is c'onditionl is fulfilled to:urt seas ohc'o

a little effect. Copsor. and Langli obeerved g- evr-rot attack annealing nickel -chromium allo~s Ix~tl in dry and
wet carbon amonoxide. The differenice in1 the heh.vYiour wa~s only snaIl. But it has ito hr noted too trial tiests,

in wet hydrogen were *-anucershfui. demonstratin& Nre low oxygen pressurs- to I%- only one or the' rondit ions t-
get green-rot

e pwair. r Th~. NY 1 ~ ~~e. Trwam. Alli. V,I. 197. 195'3. p. 644.

SPfpiffor. N. UWrkatuffe wa- Lirrm.,ue. Vol. l2 1901.ý P.S9.

*Copom. N.A. and Lam. F -S CTruini.N (HNotaain Voi. I. 1959. v 194.
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Discussion on the Paper
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF SURFACE OXIDE FILMS AND THEIR

EFFECT ON THE KINETICS OF OXIOF GROWTH
(Paper 15)

presented by

P.Hancock, UK

J. S.Sheasby

I would like to point out that the mechanical pr~perttes of tire oxide are not always the Most important in

affecting the oxidation rate. C. oy has recmntly shown that the parabolic -linear oxidation kinetic.; of, zirconium
coincide with the beg'nning of creep In the metal - not the oxide.

P. Hancock

I agree with Dr Sheasby that the mechanical properties of the oxide are not always the most important fact-or

affecting the oxidation rate. For instance results with nicke., on the pa-ticular specimen geometry chosen,

show that the mechanical properties of the oxide are such that continuous scale growth and adhesion are possible
and therefore the oxidation rate is determined by other factors, in this case probably ion1 diffusion through

the scale. However, with materials such as iron the mechanical properties a"' a very important factor in

determining the oxidation rate and cannot be neglected.

Discussion on the Paper
REACTION BETWE.EN SOLIDS AND CASE' IN RADIATIGN FIEL~DS

(Paper 16)
presented by

J.M.Hutchoon, UK

J.Clark

Have any studies been made of the effect of the radiation or, the Vlow characteristics (viscous, losses) of

gaseous coolants through a reactor0

J.N. Hutcheon

I am not aware of aniy eiperiments aim;g the lines you indicate.

D.K. Rosnier

Your indtia] a~gument concerning the insensitivity of radiolytic corrosion rutv to (internal) surface at-ea

is apparently based on the heterogeneous deact ivatioun probability per strike being unity. Howevor, if the
active species are 0-atoms, and th( ir average ga-ý; phase "range" (homoretu'ous recombinal iokn length) is inde'ed

much larger than the p'revamiling pore dimensions, Laost 0-atoms should have muilti~ple opportunities to gasify

graphite at the quoted temperatures. '.vailahlv kinet ic measurements of the C-atom remov~l probability whon
0-atoss strike graphite (cf. e.rg. R~osner. D.E. and Allendorf. H).., Carhoi!. Vol. 7, pp. 515-51B, 1969) and recent

measurements of the 'oui of the oxidat ion and rerombitnat ioni probabilities (J.B RL-rkowit z Mat tuck, work in progress)
wou~ld indicate apr'eciable reflect ion (or "rest itution") of r-alows, - especially at t'juperatures hvluw 800 K,

where perhaps 9 nut of 10 inl( ident atoms would return to the ~as phase, awl thereby, have another opportunity
?o0 strike the graphite surfate. Upon second thotughit however. to guarantee the reported insensitivity to
(internal) surface area. isn't it merely sufficient tha. almost e'very 0-atta formedi hy radjolyspi he ntat imt? is

consumed as a rest. c f a ral 1 interact ion (rather than re'..ui ring ra, Fl such enrount *'r to, hr sucerssful )" Thus.
in 0we Iait of nre I gibIlr , - Lios pier'oitrig. atots fiormed radiiolyt ical ly will on Itie average hay,' the spar

number of opportunities to sti Iti iternial grnphite surface's, regardles,% -f the magnitude of the ex~trnai surfact-
arms per gram of material-

PRegsirdlnt 'he Increased deped-ni-e of the ti; 'olit,' alloy oxidat-, rzov ý,'n effect lvi 'axyrrn pressuire in thle

presen-e of react-ir radiat ion. it is; perhaps of in,' r.'t to ntitl that in a gas.'ous oxidli~iui nilrtviaerl, !I
radiation ser'ly Produced atomir oxygen in ithe gas phase. ;tn incri-ased .xygen prinisure dpis'ndene"o utat'i aliro 1
expect-id. D - itec, Hkingboittte shri Lwinrtt (Transi. Farata, So( cm. 1%96) hm~r rrerntu h rel'i'rtiA a number oI
caxes for whicts dixsociation :iiereasri' the oxygen pressukre t1, oolet'r -f the parat~l i, rate totist an! for r type
scale forming matvrals.X
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J. j. Hutcheon

I aw grateful to Professor Rosner tar directing my attention to these recent measurements. The hypothesis
ofunit heterogeneo us deactivation probability per strike is obviously too simple. The essential feature is

that the rate of reaction is determined by the rate of supply of active speei.!s, and not by the area available
for the active species to strike.

Discussion on the Paper
LOW-TEMPERATUJRE REACTIONS BETWEEN SOLIDS AND GASES

(Paper 18)

presented by
K.Hauffe, Germany

J. Clark

Have any attempts been made to vary the ion transport rate through the semiconductor crystal lattice by the
application of external electric fieldg or by reverse or forward electric biasing?

C. Hauffe

We have performed oxidation experiments by means of an electrochemical !~ell te"hnique for the brominat ion of
silver at 4000C in the following set-*up

and for the oxidation of zirconius at 8001C in oxygen in the following set-up

Ag1ZrIZr0 2 Ag(O2) (I

It c~ould be demonstrated that by a short-circuit of the cell (1). the rate of brominat~ion could be strongly
increased. The same phenomenon could be detected for the oxidation of zirconium and also the~oretically
predicted, since in both cases electrons flowing very slowly through the layer of the reaction product (AgBr.
ZrO2). could be transported very fast via an external short-circuit wire to the reaction front AgBr/Pt(Br.) or

Zro 2/Ag(02). A low-voltage dc device with the negative pole to silver or zirconium causes a decrease in the
rate of corrosion (see E~rikspn J. and Hauffe. K., Z. phys. Chem. (NPF.). 1968).

A. Iwp

Because of the bipolar nature of the (001) face of ZnO r~lative to the (001) face, which of the photoelectric

and other effects which you have studied behave differently on the differing basal planes of ZnO?

K. Hwffe

The sensitized photocurrent is indeed smpller if the (0001) face of the zinc oxide crystal is contacting the

electrolyte. Both the non-sensitized photo-current and the dark-current. however, are equal fer the two faces.

Discuss ing an the Paper
RESULTATS EXPEAiMENTAVX RECE14TS Sill LA COMUSVTION DE

L ALVININIVIN FT D'AU ALBS METAUX
(Paper 20)

by V.Darr4're. Prance
(presented by J.F.Lieberherr. Frsir:,e)

I. G1 mam

Several coemata are approprim- to the discussion of the coabustion of aluminiur. particlets. In particular

as regards the observatlon of an oxide cap on the metal particle MWd the appearance of htollow oxide spliorex in
the combust Ioc products.

The mecbanism of formation of the hollow oxide apher'.& ha& been anpiainvd* " resulting from tho dissolwed
games in the metal. it vas suggeateod that the hollow oxide spherse wire bubble* *.ich were blown from the
oxide cap which foarm an the metal particle.

Brxwtuatai.k T.A. *Teta am tig spr botieting Aluslamis Part icle Coetwtia Kinet ics bF artieti et &I.". Comb,
lami Flaw. Vol.41. 5564. pp.339-342.
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The recent work of Prentice" shows significant results regarding the above comments. The accumulaticon of
oxide on the metal particle is now referred to as a "fumarole" rather than a 'lons-shaped cap". Numerous
bubbles are observed in the oxide cap. In addition, Prentice demonstrates that the formation of the oxide
deposit is dependent on the presence of nitrogen (other gases may also cause similar results) in the ambient
atmosphere. The phenemena associated with the presence of the oxide, namely opinning, shedding of oxide
spheres, and fragmentation can be eliminated by burning aluminium parnicles in high purity oxygen-argon mixtures.

J. F. Lieberherr

Nous avons not4 qu'on peut observer des particules d'alumine massive ainsi que des sph~res creuses. Le fait
que l'alunmine soit solido i Ia temp~rature de surface de Ia goutte d'aiuminium peract assez sal d'imaginer que
lea sph~res creuses sont obtenues de fagon similaire i des bullbs de savon. Leur apparence au microscope
4lectronique indique de plus une structure vraisemblabloment poreuse. Cn peut donc imaginer 1 explication
suivante pour la formation de sph~res pleines et creusos d' alumine, en se fondant aur le me'canisme de formation
dE:- leux lobes de Prentice:

oxydation

goutte de m~tal desrae-* goutte couverte
d' oxyde

processus do \pas de processus de
fragmentation fragmentation

iormation de r~partition uniforme
2 lobes et de l'oxyde
fragmentation

figeage de l'oxyde
sous forme de

sph~re i pr~dominance sph~re a sph~res creuses
d' alumine pr~dominancej do ~talsph~re creuse

sph~re pleine

En ce qui concerne Ia calotte d'alumine. ,Ae vois mal ce quo V'on d~signe par "fumarole'. D'apr~s les photo-
graphies de Prentice on voit des calett.es qui ont grandi par vagues successives et ont une structure irr~guli~re
U& o6z la croissance a commencý. Prentice a ktabli 1e rale diiffrent jou4 par l'axote et largon dans be
procesaus de combustion mais la diff~rence r~side i mon avis dana le fait quo F'argon eat r~eblement un diluant
alora quo l'azote eat r~actif. La formation des calottes eat lik~ au rapport combustible/comburant i la surface
de Is goutte. tin film tourný i lONERAt montro quo pour des m~longes de perchlorate d'ammonium (PA) et
d'aluminium la formation de Ia calotte e~t lide au pourcentage de PA. Sil d~croft la formation de Ia calotte
eat favoris~e. La figure 9 du texte et les conclusions de sea auteurs (RMf~rence 11 du texte) conduisent aux
mgmen conclusions. Ceci pout Utre interprdtti par la coexistence des m~canismes en phase gazeuse et de surface.
Le m6carnisme de surface don mne aux fortes concentrations en oxyg~ne, ce qui Avitd 1' accumulation de V' oxyde
puisque la goutte eat tr&a chaude, tandis que s' il y a peu d'oxyg~ne disponible los m~canismes en phase gazouse
dominent et lb peut y avoir formation de calottes.

Si aaintenant nous comparons l'oxygkno dilu6 dans lazote i colui dilu4 dana l'argon, le m~l~rige dolt
traver~er Is zone do f lamme avant d'attoindre li surface ot dana le premier cas ilI pout s' appauvrir en oxyg~ne
par la formation do divers oxydes d'azote da~is lt, flammo tr~s chaude. Le rapport com~bustible/homburant sera
mmmsi plus faible dpns le premier cas quo dans Ia deuxi~mc, d'o6 foimation de calottes.

Prvnt ice. Jack L. "C.kbugto iop tit ue-Heated single Purt ic' les of Aluminium and Ileryi Itum". Preprint 609-2 1969 Spring
Meet ing. We'stern Staten .n&t in ot the' Combustion Inst itute, China Lake. California.

bourtamr.s Ceimbunti doe si' mlanne'a dp perc'hlor.&e d' oniur' et 4 a.u 'inium. Film ONR4IA.
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Discussion on the Paper
COMBUSTION OF SOLID PARTICLES IN A TURBULENT STREAM

WITH RECI-CULATION

(Paper 21)
presented by

M.M Gibson and B.B.Morgan. UK

S. S. Penner

It Is somewhat surprising that a highly simplified radiant heat-transfer model may be used successfully in
a system in which the effect of radiation is of first-order importance. Unless the diffusion limit obtains.
one would expect that radiant heat transfer in a direction normal to the axJi is lebs important than trar.sfer
in the axial direction. Of course, a proper calculation must involve an appropriate average over the complete
field of view it each location.

B. •. M.gvn

I;i evaluating radiant transfer we integrate intensity over all solid angles, easing the integration by
assumptions of (i) axial symmetry; (ii) uniform axial intensity at constant radius; and (iii) isotropic values
in directions of positiveand negative radius vector. 1 readily accept (witness the concluding section of the
paper) that assumption (ii) contributes to the errors in our predictio;is; its result is to exaggerate tempera-
ture variations along the chamber.

But the most important eilect of radiation is to Lransfer heat from the flame to the cooled wall; as much as
50% of the energy released by combustion is lost iii this way. Remembering that the chamber has a radius only
one-eleventh of its length. I am of the opinicL that it is the radial flux that is the mcre important and that
assumption (;i) is acceptable in the context of our calculition. This is not to say that one should rest
content with it.

Discussion on Paper
PHENOMENES DE FUSION ET REACTIONS DE SURFACE DANS LA

COMBUSTION DES LITHERGOLS
(Paper 23)

presented by
J.F. Lieberherr, France

L.A. Povinelli

The downstream rippling pattern you showed of the polythylene recalls to mind the similar patlerns observ'ed
at the Naval Weapons Center some years ago when combustion instability studies were made with composite solid
propellants. Ts it possible that oscillatory burning was occurri;ig during your tests? Were high frequency
transducers used to detect pressure oscillations that might occur at the acoustic frequencies of the chamber?

J.F.Lieberherr

Les vagues observdes i la surface du polydthyl~ne me semblent/surtout causdes par les conditions de V &,oule-
ment liquide qui, bien qu'tant d'une 4paisseur tr6s faible, peut 6tre le si~ge d'instabilites de surface dont
on observe l'effet cumulatif dans le temps. Nous n'avons pas observ4 d'oscillations de pression pendant la
combustion. Les capteurs de pression que nou avons utilis4 sont du type capacitif et les :'-us hautes frdquences
ddtectables sont de l'ordre de 20kHz. Cependant en admettant une vitesse du son de l'ordre de 1000 n/s et une
longueir d' onde de 5 cm (mesurde sur la surface du polydthyl~ne) nous pouvons calculer unte frdquerice de 20 kHz
correspondant 1 la limite supdrieure ci-dessus. Nous pensons qu'il n'y a pas eu d'oscillations de p-ession mais
le failt qua la fr6quence calculde scit i la limite des possibilit4s du capteur nous oblige i ne pas iejeter cetts
possibilit4.

F.Jaarsma

I would like to congratulate Mr Lieberherr on his paper presenting a new approach to the regression rate
problem. I have one comment and two questions. The comment concerns the introduction where you indicated that
the observed regression rates in practical systems are poorly predicted by a heat transfer mechanism only.
However, at NIR, we have been quitp successful in predicting the regression along the fuel block based on heat
transfer. The system used in decomposed H20 (99%) plus an organic fuel (polyethylene or PMMA) yielding
regression rates up to 4mm/sec. We make use of heat transfer inemsurements with water that have been performed
elsewhere (Krall and Sparrow, Journal of Mass and Heat Transfer, February 1966) for similar g3ometries and
Reynolds numbers. Using a single perforated diaphragm up stream of the fuel block, the heat transfer at the
surface can increase up to nine times with respect to that for fully turbulent boundary layers. Doing this we
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predict M, (F'v) 0" -Mox'/6 d -2 3  where d is the diameter of the diaphragm hole. This equation has been
checked for marny sizes (30mm to 150.. diameter fuel blocks), pressures (20 atm to 6Oatm), oxidizer flow rates
and p~ort sizes. The thiust levels involved range from 13kgf to 223 kgf. Also surface roughness has been found
and the correct increase in friction coefficient has to be taken into account. However, at large diameters of
the bore in the fuel block and high pressures, a higher regression is measured than predicted. We have a strong
indication that this is due to radiation heat transfer from the hot gases.

The first question I would like to ask is that you assumed no surface blowing effect on the friction

coefficient, whcereas it Is generally assumed that this coefficient is decreased by a factor logI ]

Does it really have no influence? The second question concerns the probable influence on regression of rotation,
either on axis or out-off axis, of easily melting fuels. Such conditions might be encountered in sounding
rockets. Tests at NLR have *indicated that in our system no influence of rotation exists, though rough estimates
show some influence, especially it a liquid layer is present.

J. F. Lieberherr

J, si exprim6 dans cette communication 1' id~e que les th~ories fond~es sur le transfert de chalour pr~voient
mal la vitesse de r~gression dajis les syst~ntes hybrides qui ont un combustible solide i haute vitesse de
regression. mais que pour des vitesses de rdgression de l'ordre de quelques dixi~mes de millim~tres par seconde
lea th~ories de transfert de chaleur ont k4 applicables, encore go' Il ait souvent fallu introduire des effeta
chimiques. La r~gression derri~re un diaphragme. cit~e par le Dr Jmarsma, repr~sente on cas tr~s particulier.

L'hypoth~se implicite gue 1'injection pari~tale n'a pas d'effets sur les coefficients de transfert en phase
gazeuse est ont simplification faite afin de d~terminer une expression explicite de la vitesse de r~gression.
Le r~sultat est donc approximatif mais nos connaissances limit~es en ca gui concerne Ia conductivitg thermique,
le chaleur specifique et la v'iscositd de la phase liguide issue d'un polym~re ou d'un hydrure m~tallique ne
jilstifiaient pas un calcul complet. Nous avons voulu montrer que les fortes vitesses de re'gression observges
dans certains cas doivent 6tre attributies i une fusion, ce Qui est confirin4 par 1' observation visuelle dana
des moteurs reels. et que l'exposant de 0,5 do d~bit masaique unitaire pout 4galement 6tre expliqu4 par I&
fusion.

Bien que nous P' ayions pas effectu6 A 1'ONERA dl' tudes exr'austives sur Ia rotation. d' on meteor hybride, 11
est possible de rdpoadre a Ia seconde question. Je pense que Is rotation du moteur peazt avoir un effet sur la
vitesse de fusion si l'dpaisseur de Ia couche ligoide est impoitante. La rotation tendrai~t alors 'a uniformlser
1'4paisseur do liqoide, donc i expolser one fraction appr~ciable do combustible iondu par l'arri~re. Cependant

1'observation visuelle et le calcol montrent que 1'4paisseur de liquide eat faible et ii ne fau,. pas s'attendre
ice phknom~ne, sauf dane; des cas limites.

Un autre effet possible de Ia rotatioii est de modifier Ia convection libre mais los effets de cetto convection
libre sont soffisammcnt faibleP, pour ro.~tcr en dossous de ceux de la convectinn forcge. En effet si nous con-
siatirons on 6li4rpent de gaz, il sora soumis Ai a diiffrence de pression axialo cGans le moteur ent-re 1,ý partie
amont et Ia partie aval. Nous supposerons cotto diffirence de prossion 4gale it la pr"1--sion dynamique

ýp, pV721. Cet 614ment sera hgale~meni soumis 4une prossion radiale engendri5 par Ia rotation do moteur

,AP, - gAcd

£ Los effots de convection libre sorent n~glijeable si:

L L _'p2/1Apl (gi~pd)/ V2 /2) << 1

Notons que si V'on tient compte de la viscos4ite il faut consid'~rer:

Gr -- L- (Re) 2/2

mais cosine ici le nombre do Reynolds est tr~s grand, nous n~gligerons leffet de lpe viscosite.

P.~ 4valuer nuineriquement L nous otiliserons les r~sultats do la rtf.rence* gui donnent: g 4.104cm/s2 .
Ap r p = 2,5 10-3g/CM 3 . d 3 cm , V x 6500cm/s et j)V - 16 g/cm/-s. - 1 en re'sulto~ L~ 7: 5,8 10-3 . Lea effets

de convoction 1ýore soront donc hien faibles quo leos effets do convection tarcer, ingme en tenant compite de ce
gue les distances &parcourir radialement seront plus faibles que los distances axialvs.

Oroethoff. CC. N-i. Inf luence of Rotat ion on the' Burning Rate of a smal I Hfybrid florket Mistor. Symposium DUIR Propulsion
Spatiale 11, Hannover, 22 May 1969,
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Discussion on the Paper

SURFACE REACTIONS IN SOLID PROPELLANTS
(Paper 24)

presented by
H.Selzer, Germany

R.McAlevy III

I congratulate the author on his fine paper.

There is some information on the effect of lrradiation on the burning rate of AP particles in a gaseous fuel
environment in my paper in Vol 15, Ileterogenous Comlbustion. It was found that the burning reae was increased

by 30% or so. However, irradiation exposure decreased the burning rate of polymer particles in an oxygen environ-
ment by about half this amount. In both cases the dose was about 10 Mrads.

When actual AP propellants were irradiated there was a burning rate Lncrease of about 10%, but it was sensitive
to the nature of the binder. This was reported in a Technical Note ii, the AIAAJ by Henly, Odien and myself
published in 1965 I think.

H.Selzer

I thank Prof.McAlevy very much for his contribution though there are some other investigators denying the

influenc3 of irradiation on the burning rate. If one thinks of the time necessary to produce a nropellant and
considers the annealing 'effects then the contradictory results are plausible. But as the burning rate was
influenced in some cases, the lattice defects must be considered in connection with the combustion.

G. S. Pearson

I should like to ask whether the evidence for the post quenching reaction as shown in Figures 3 and 4 may be
interpreted differently. The burning surface of an ammonium perchlorate propellant is not planar but three-

dimensional and it would seem reasonable to expect that regions of the propellant with small AP particles would

burn faster than areas with large particles. Thus a quenched surface would be expected to show very few small

particles and more large particles than the init.al cut suface.

H. Selzer

This is true and we have considered how to avoid this effect. As reported in the paper we extingiiished the

propellants by different means. There was no time to measure the particle size dirtribution in all cases, but
these measurements are underway and will separate the various inf!uences.

J. F. Lteberherr

Dr Selzer's approach to the surface mechanisms of AP combustion is a most promising one, in view of the little
success obtained up to now in explaining the various characteristics of the AP burning mechanism of AP and com-
posite propellants in general. It however does not seem to be justified to exclude melting phenomena from the
discussion. The excellent photographs shown here indicate a glassy amorphous surface (Fig.5), similar to that

of a resolitied melt. Experiments by Hightower and Price* also show melting on the surface at all pressures

studied. Visual observation of burning AP (alone at atmoipheric pressure with external heating or within a
propellant) made at OiF-RA led uu to the tentative conclusion that melting does occur at low pressures but not

at high pressure (above 21 atm). Later experiments by Boggs t also prove the existence of a molten phase at all

pressures, except perhaps at high pressures (above IOU atm). In our present state of knowledge, it seems that

the existence of a molten phase or a liquid phase must be accepted, although we do not yet know under which
conditions it is formed nor what its incidence on the combustion process is.

H. Seizer

As mentioned in both the paper and the comment there are some evidences for the existence of a melt Jn the

AP system. However, an indisputable proof of the melt has not yet been brought forth. The cited SEM-picturer,

are only able to show the surface of extinguished samples and one 1,as to be very careful in the interpretation

with re~ard to the steady combustion. One feature of a melt is the very weak pressure-dependence of the melting

point, this means an increase of about 3 degrees only In the pressure range up to 300 atm. The consequences of

such a !ixed surface temperatuv'u can easily hi seen and are incompatible with the need of a greater enercr

transfer doe to the Increased burning r:te at high pressure. As the burning rate is influence,!d by lattice

defects the proposed melt must have a very high viscosity with a very limited mobility of the molecules. Then,

the di:fprence between the liquid and the solid phase probably lies in the uniform orientation ,f the ions

within a small domain instead of the whole crystal. But these ideas are more or less vague as the usual termin-

ology might not be specific for swud' a highly reactive system as AP. Therefore the basi question should not

ink for the -xistence bm, for the cooiseqcences of the m-It.

Htightower, JD. Eýxp ri Sntua Sttdies relating to the comburtiof mechanism of etqs~ite prupwllsnw. Astroun. I.xta.

Price, F.W. Vol.14, 1. pp.11-21.

Beogs, T.L. The deflagration of pUT* single LrystSIS of amonaum porchlorate. AIMA Paper ho.59-142. 7th Aetuiparce

ienc.'s hMeeting, 20-22 january 1969.
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Discussion on the Paper
MIXING ANP COMBUSTION OF SOLID PARTICLES IN TURBULENT STREAMS

(Paper 25)
presented by

P 0. Baronti and A.Ferri, USA

F. Jaarsma

Except for boron, what is the order of magnitude of increase in burning rate due to turbulent washing with
respect to that at stagnant conditions, say for Al, Mg and Be?

P.O.Baronti and A.Ferri

Turbulent washing is intended to identify the mechanism of particle combustion in turbulent media. Turbulent
washing applies to combustion of large size particles, say with a radius of 50p or more; in particular, it
appears Lo •c the controlling mechanism for the combustion of particles, 's Al , Mg apd Be, that otherwise
would burn by vapor phase reaction. However, we have not made any calculation of the combustion of Al , Mg and
Be particles in turbulent fields.

R. M. Jones

You mentioned that you needed additional data to verify your theory. What type of data do you need to verify
your theory?

P.O.Baronti and A.Ferri

The idt al data should come by performing an experiment where a burning particle or a burning rod is vibrating
at established frequencies and amplhtudes in an oxidizing field.

L.A. Povinelli

In practical propulsion devices, the mean flow velocity ternds to be relatively large, i.e. greater than
several hundred feet per second. Turbulence level (intensities) tend to be relatively low with the exception
of the region near ain injection port or shear layer. Consequently it would appear that the relative velocity
between particles and gas would be the controiling factor in removing boron oxides or combustion products from
the region of particles and the turbulence contributes only in a minor way.

P.O.Baronti and A.Ferri

The mean velocity lag between particles and surrounding fluid undoubtedly enhances particle combustion, but

it is the high frequency components of the turbulence that produce turbulent washing. In combustion chembers,
of relative short length, the turbulence level remains high because combustion itself enhances turbulence. We
expect, therefore, that the effects of turbulence on particle combustion will prevail throughout the entire
combustion region.

Discussion on the Paper

DIFFUSION FLAMES OF MAGNESIUM VAPOUR AND OXYGEN AT Lri PRESSURES
(Paper 26)

presenteu by
B. E.L. Deckker and R. K. G Psan CwiAr,

L..K. Witugs

Did you come to a conclusion bised o,. y.iur renult., fvLoi .ng tie of the existing mechanism midels or do you
have suggest ions for modificat ions

I am sur,, you tried everything pomsible to ohbtain thi' right temperature, with your thermwouples. However,
"I think, in the ig11ht oif the low pressures and the reac-tinns occurring . y,ur calibrat ion methoK is no.1 sufticlent.
Doi you see any method to back up your e'xperim'nt-4.
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B.E.L.Deckker

As we have emphasized in our paper, the conclusions we have reached as a result of our investigations must
be regarded as tentative only. It is clear that the nature of the experiments we have described does not allow
us to take up a valid position with regard to a model of the Mg-0 2 -Ar flame. However, other evidence* we have
since obtained from the dispersion and particle size of the deposits at different radial positions, collected
on thin glass slides inserted through the apparent centre of the flame, appear to favour a model similar to
that proposed by Sullivant. We believe that we cat distinguish an inner zone in which there Is a heavy con-
centration of pure magnesium (particle size 12-160), with, what must be, magnesium-oxide nuclei whose dimensions
cannot be ascertained by optical microscopy. Outside of this zone the magnesium particles are dispersed and
are clearly evaporating, while the MgO particles grow slowly from 0.lp, to 0.3, at the outermost edge of the
luminous zone. The size of the inner zone depends on the concentration of oxygen, varying from a diameter
of approximately 3m at 20 percent oxygen to 8mm for 5 percent oxygen. In these two cases, *he vaporiser
tube temperature is 610 0C, the total pressure in the combustion chamber is 0.9 nm Hg and the ca-rier gas con-
centration is 8 percent. There is evidence also thit the MgO particles tend to pile-up outside the inner
zone for the higher oAygen concentrations. We have referred to this aspect in the text of the paper.

The tentative conclusion that the bulk of the reaction is homogeneous hinges on the validity of our inter-
pretation of the thermocouple data. The additional evidence that we have briefly given here indirectly confirms
our earlier view of the nature of the reaction. While it is clear that further experiments can be devised to
test the correctness of what we regard as the flame temperature, at present one must also account for Lhe
systematic agreement between our temperatures and those predicted by the temperature-pattern method of Reference
13. AA we have pointed out in the text, the implication here is that the activation energy is only weakly
dependent on the temperature, and one cannot, therefore, ignore the possibility of a termolecular reaction.

Discussion on the Paper
THE ROLE OF CARBON-'AS REACTIONS IN THE EROSION OF ROCKET NOZZLES

(Paper 28)
presented by

G.A.Heath and R.W.Thackray, UK

R.J.Zeamer

The recession of rocket throat surfaces during firings has been measured at Allegany Ballistics Laboratory,
Cumberland, Maryland, by the technique of imbedding microthermocouples at successively increasing depths in
the material of the nozzle throat. As the throat erodes, a discontinuity in each temperature trace indicates
when its thermocouple has reached the surface.

G.A. Heath and R.W.Thackray

I am grateful to Mr Zeamer for this information. This procedure will give the nozzle throat diameter at
discrete intervals during the firing. We shall now considor the use of this method in our own work.

J.E. Sleasty

You mention that you intend to measure kinetic rates of erosion. How will you do this?

G.A. NHeath and RW.Thackray

At present we measure the total erosion at the end of the firing. In order to be able to make direct
comparisons between experimental results and theoretical predictions (as given in Figures 2, 3 and 4) it is
necessary to have a miasure of the nozzle throat diameter at any instant during the firing. Continuous precise
measurement of thrust, combustion pressure and mass flow rate of propellent will enable this Information to te
obLained. We have already begun to apply this procedure to a liQuid propellent rocket engine where it is
possible to continuously measure propellent flow rates. The solid propellent rocket moto' presents more
difficulties. Howevor, the muss burning rate is dependent on the combustion pressure. usually by a known
relationship, and also on the burning area, which can be estimated from measurements with the same type of
solid propeilent charge using a non-eroding nozzle.

SOln•andahl. P.P. Unpublished work. Department of Mpchsnical Enuineering. Univeraity of Saukatchewan. 8makstuon.

4 Glaman, I.. Mullor. A.M..Sullivan. H.r.. wad Laurendesu. N.M. A Revires of Mptal IgnitioL and Flame Model. Piper No 19.
presented at thin Conference.
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Dijsussioii en the Paper
A LABORATORY INVES'!IIATION OF CARBON-GAS REACTIONS 0-'

RELEVANCE TO ROC;KET NOZZLE EROSION
(Piper 29)

pr'2sentcd by

J.C.Lewis, I.J.IFloyd and F.C.'!owlard, UK

J. S. Sheasby

I notice that you used cold gases for reaction. Have you considerkd any effects this wight have on rate of
reaction?

J, C. Lewis

At one time, we were planning tri pre-heat our reactant gas to the temperature of the carbon surface and did
In fact develop a small heater, basel (fn an R.F. induction plasma torch, for this purpose. The power available
on this heater was only about 10 kW, ana the kinetic experiments which wt did with it were therefore restricted
to low flow rates; thus, although the reaction rate was increased slightly by pre-heating the gas, we could not
be sure that this effect was not due to a change in boundary layer thickness (or to the generation of excited
species by the plasma, although an attempt was made to minimise thi. by inje..ting the v'eactant gas into the
"tail" of an argon plasma rather than into the plasma :J.ne itself), The limited effort available did not
permit the development of more powerful heaters for thb- high temperatures, pressure, and flow rates wa required,
so most of our work has been done with initially cold gas (as. of course, has nearly all the work on gas-solid
reactions in this temperature range: a notable exception is the B.C.U.R.A. work" on the rea'tions of ,julvwrised
coal with plasma-heated gases). The question of whether complete thermal accommodation is achieved in tlie cold
gas/hot surface system before reaction is still an open one: I would like to see more work done with pre-heateo
gases.

Our work certainly established that the rate maximum is not due to any thermal accommodation effect: the
general shape of the rate/temperature curve was unaltered by pre-heating the reactant gas.

D.E.Rosner

Our recent experiments with OH-radicals (generated from the reaction H + N02 ' NO + OH) and H-atoms (generate('
by passing H2 -Ar mixtures through a microwave discharge) may be of interest in making a preliminary assessment
of the possible role of these "unstable" species as reactants in rocket exhaust gases. Figilre 22, taken from
Reference44J, compares the relative cullision efficiencies of OH, H, 0 and 02 in causing surface recession

(i.e. C-atom loss) of an isotropic synthetic graphite (density ; 1.73 gmcm'3 ). Near 2000°K the sequence of
reactivity is evidently 0 > 0 > OH >> H , with about one order of magnitude seperatlng each of the first three.
While non-uniform surface %ttack of this graphitc also precluded our inference of a well-defined reaction
probability for H2 O(g) , these kinetic data, combioed with the extensive (higher pressure) kinetic data of
Lewis, Floyd and Cowlard, should provide a useful rtarting point in understanding the chemical ablation behavior

0 URFACE TEMPERATURE, T (K) 7002000 1600 1200 iO0,O Boo00 600

.. ,r02-rMOLLCULES

_j r RA0iCALS 0-M

WIS$1TROPIC GlRUZ14TE

0(REACTANT) H-ATOMS

~ 0 .31'TR104 -11010Rt
IIi I I 1li

04 0.6 0.6 1,0 1.2 1.4 . Is
101/ T. M-1"

Fig. 22 Tmperature dependence of the attack of isotropic graphite by 0 0, , H and OH

Gr&y. M.D aind Kia'ber. O0.. Nature. Vol,214, 1967?, p 797.

Pt,,memr. 0.9. and Allirndrf. H.D. 'Kitihtira ti the Attack of Refra'ctiry klaterlkil by ODisociated O•aiea". to appear in
I ..... . Int. 11Pf.,n ift ,-j,linr,u- Ail ti ctl~ at Flpiate,d Tomlpe',atwes, (in prellis).
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of graphites. However, at this point it is appropriate to reiterate the danger of assuming (without experimental
verification) that all of the reactants discussed above act independently of one another. In general, one must
anticipate complex "coupling" behaviour - which can lead to large (positive or negative) deviations from simple
estimates based on individual gas data (scaled in accord with their respective (I) partial pressures and (ii)
reaction orders).

J.C. Lewis

Professor Rosner's warning is a valid one, as shown by the results (not included in our paper) of a very
limited amount of work which we did on the reaction of vitreous carbon with mixtures of CO2 and H20. This
showed that for high H20/CO2 ratios (e.g. 9:1) additivity was approximately maintained; however, for an H20/CO0
ratio of 2:1, the reaction :ate at temperatures below about 2300 0 K was lower than for CO2 or H20 alone.

Much more experimental work is required before due allowance for non-additivity can be made in the calculation
of erosion rates in complex mixtures such as exhaust gases; the error involved .n assuming additivity is likely
to be small for aluminised propellants with high H20/CO, ratios, but may be significant with liquid and non-
aluminised propellants with H20/CO2 ratios of about 5.1*.

Discussion on the Paper
REPRESENTATION SCHEMATIQUE DES PROCESSUS 0'ABLATION

(Paper 33)
presented by

J.J.Nicolas, S.Kohn and G.Taguet, France

J.C.Lewis

Does your mass balance treatment allow for the difference in reactivity of oxygen in different forms, c.g.
in our work we found H20 to be more reactive than CO2 at high temperatures.

G.Taguet

No, we have admitted that in our test conditions the rate of all the considered chemical reactions was
sufficiently high to neglect any activation energy terms. However, using a different test method we have
found that the H20 wus more reactive than CO2 at temperatures around 2100-2500°K.

Discussion on the Paper
LA VITESSE LINEAIRE DE REGRESSION DU PERCHLORATE 0'AMMONIUM

DANS UN ECOULEMENT GAZEUX COMBUSTIBLE
(Paper 35)

presented by
C. Casci and L. De Luca. Italy

G.S. Pearson

I should like to make a few comments on the interesting data presented by Professor Casci. First, on the
effect of different fuel gases. The flows at which the regression rates are maximum show a correlation with
the stoichiometric amounts of fu3l required for complete combustion with a constant amount of oxidizer

Moles Fuel for
Fuel Experimental StoichiosetrdMaximum Plowwih2

with 20,

H, 5 4
Of, 1 1

C2H, 0.9 4/7

CIH, 0.7 2/5

The effect of the different fuels on AP und on AP unit additive was compared for an AP mixture Containing
1% Zn. However, as Figure 5. curve (a). and Figure 10. curve (a). ihow. the addition of Zn has little effect
on the regression rate, hence different fuel gases would be expected to have similar effects on AP and on AP
with 1% Zn, which ýass confirmed by Firgures 12 and 11.

* Heath. G.A. and 1mackray. R.W. Pinpwr 24 of this Colloquium.
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However, I would suggest that this may not be true fcr AP' with small amounts of oxides, as some recent
experiments (AIAA Journal, Vol.5, p.344, 1967) have shown that transition metal oxides are effective catalysts
for the ignition of impinging gas streams of ammonia or iso-hutene and perchioric acid. Less ready ignition
was obtained with ethylene but ignition was not observed witn methane. A closer simulation of the combustion
process iii composite propellants would be to use unsaturated hydrocarbon in place of hydrogen as the transition
metal oxides may then have a larger effect on the regression rates.

The second pcint concerns the high activity of reduced copper. Other experiments (Combustion and Flame, in
press) have been made with copper chromate and copper chromite. These have been shown to contain appreciable
amounts of cupric oxidie -. for example, Harshaw copper chromite CuO2O2 is approximately Cu Cr2 0, , 7CuO .
Alternate exposure of these materials is 4000JC to fuel gas (N3,24, and iso-butene but not CH 4) and to oxygen
resuli.s in transient appreciable heat releases. Weight measurements show that weight changes are reproducible
and correspond to a redox cycle between cupric oxide and copper. It is very necessary in all work with
catalyst/Al' mixtures to characterize the particle size of the different catalysts and thus to compare the
relative ef'iciency of tne catalysts on a metal mole percent basis.

Finally, two brief points. Figure 28 shows that the ignition delay of AP/metal mixtures is a minimum at
ION~ metal. This indicates that the ignition process is that of AP/metal in atmospheric air and is not that
applicable to AP/fuel mixtures in solid propellant rockets. Secondly, Figure 18 shows that an Al'/5% reduced
copper mixture has a regression rate of 0. 47 to C. 52 mm/sec in f lowing hydrogen at 1 atmosphere. Under static
cunditions shown in tigure 24 the regression rate at I atm is 2.5mm/sec. Do you have any suggestion as to
why a hydrogen flow should decrease the regression rate by a factor of 5.

C.Casci and L.De Luca

Pour ce cjoi concerne le premier point il faut remarquer que. s~lon nos definitions, le m~lange Al'/mital au
100% est constitu6 i moiti6 de AP et h moitid de m~tal et donc le proc&a d ignition n'a pas lieu a F'air
atmosphdri gue.

Pour Ia seconde question nous n' avons pas jusqo a ce moment one expliquation valable i donner: une s4rie
systdmatiqoe d' experiences est en coors de r~alisation pour mieux illi~strer les propri~tis de m~langes Al'/add~ltifs
sous pression. En tout cas il est bien de notor quo la Figure l8 se rapporte i des mesures effectuies i la
pression r~lative 0 .

J. F. Lieberborr

Les r~sultats tr~s inte~ressants obtenus par le Professeor Casci et Mr dc Luca compl~tent heuroosement ceox
que nous ijyons obtenus a I'0NERA. Jo voudrais faire trois remarques: L'4cart i Ia loi classique en D 2 dans In
combustion de sph~res observ4 par L.Nadaud pout 6tre attribu*4 i on nombre de Lewis diffdrent de l'unit4 minis 11
semble 4igalement, dsvpr~s one 4tude actuellement en coors. que cet 4cart puisse 6tre attribu4 i la non constance
de Ia vitosse de rt~sction so coors de la vie de Ia goutte 00 de !a sph~re en combustion. 11 me semble ensuite
que la diff~rence ontre les fluctuations de pression observ~es lors de Ia combustion de PA dana on gaz combustible
et celles obscrve~es poor on propergol composite doive 6tre attribu~e i In diff~rence d'4chelle d'~~rg4
entre los deux cas. Dans 1e premier cas l'6chelle est comparable ao diamktre do 1l4chantillon et lea irr.5gu-
lariths de 1'4coulement se traduisent par des irr~golaritds de combustion, tandis quo dana 1e deuxi~me cas
I'4chelle est beaucoup plus petite et les irr~gularites de combustion se compensent. Enfin il serait intfressant
de distinguer dans lea exphriences do ce type entre lea effets des additifs et ceux d~s i ia tesp~rature do
surface qol pout quand m~me varier on peu, bion que dans on domaine ktroit. en coiaid~rant come acquis que lea
xaz ambiants n'atteignent par, 1n surface do PA. Nos exp~riences de pyrolyse indiquont quo lea vitesses de
rt'gression mesurt ,es ici carrospondent i des t~emp~ratures de surface do lordre do 6401C et il me semble qu' il
serait donc interessant de d:in~r des conditions op~ratoires standard~ assurant par exemple des conditions
adiabstiques qui poruottraient de comparer utiloment lea r~sultats obtenua par diffrents expt~rimentateurs.

C. 'axc I and L. de Lucas

En romoerriant le Dr Lieberhorr de sa;n intervent ion. nous ne pouvona 4uu ftre d'accord avec sen remarquea et
en partirulior avoc l'obnervation relative mux fluctuations de preasion bora do I& combustion hybride on come
prnporrol solido composite do A.P.
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